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INTRODUCTION

Space flight inevitably exposes the human
to a number of unusual environmental stresses,

both physical and mental, which can be divided

into three broad basic groups: (1) elements re-

suiting from flight dynamics which include

acceleration, vibration, noise, and weightless-

ness; (2) elements characteristic of outer space
as an inhabitable environment including the

various radiations-ultraviolet, infrared, radio,

microwave, and ionizing, and lack of a gaseous

atmosphere supportive of life; and (3) elements

intimately related to man living confined for a

time in spacecraft cabins that involve problems
connected with isolation as a member of a very

small community, artificial atmosphere require-

ments, and altered biologic rhythms. The monu-

mental personal and coordinated group responsi-

bilities required for success of the flight mission,

extraordinary working conditions in confinement,

novelty of the situation and, indeed, the pos-

sible boredom attendant upon a long flight, are

fraught with potential dangers that can sig-

nificantly increase neuroemotional and psy-

chologic stresses.
The material in world scientific literature in

the field of aviation and space medicine and

biology and related topics since the year 1920

is voluminous; it would be futile to attempt to

review and reference all of it in one volume.

Consequently, the authors of each chapter pre-

pared a critical presentation of the present state

of knowledge on the chapter topic. Information

in each chapter emphasizes fundamental prin-

ciples involved and summarizes laboratory

experiments and spaceflight data. Wherever

possible, the authors reference major publica-

tions with extensive bibliographies such as

review papers, monographs, and other studies.
The reader is referred to these publications for

more complete bibliographic citations.

Although each chapter is relatively brief and

concise, it became necessary to divide Volume

II into two parts. In Book One of Volume II,

the topics concern influence on the organism

of artificial gaseous atmospheres, thermal

properties, and altered atmospheric and dynamic

flight factors. Book Two is an examination of

influence on the organism of radiant energy,

psychophysiologic problems of space flight,

methods of physiologic investigations in flight,
and transmission of information.

The extraordinary advances documented here

have directly influenced methodology in related
scientific fields; advancements in aerospace

medicine have been applied to the practice

of clinical medicine. Examples include progress

in knowledge of pulmonary function and respira-

tion tests, biomedical monitoring of the critically

ill, materials for artificial heart valves and pros-

thetic devices, electronic pacemakers, develop-

ment of fiber-optic lighting for endoscopic

procedures, use of high-energy particles and
heavy nuclei in radiobiology and therapy, and

more efficient collection, storage, and retrieval

of medical information.

In a rapidly advancing field of study and

development, the solution of one problem

frequently introduces new and even more chal-

IX
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X INTRODUCTION

lenging problems to be explored. Space biology

and medicine is no exception. The authors of

each chapter have identified those areas in

their specialties where further investigations

are needed to solve problems and answer ques-

tions which at present are unresolved.

In the field of space pilysiology, the problem

of man's adaptation to weightlessness and sub-

sequent readaptation to the gravitational force

of Earth demands further intensive investigation.

The mecimnisms of adaptation and levels in the

organism at which these occur, as well as the

time sequence for retention of acquired adapta-

tion, are phenomena that demand more com-

prehensive and in-depth study. The Skylab

program has provided a tool whereby these

problems and many others discussed in this

volume can be intensively studied in the future.

The preparation of any book would not be

possible without the direct support and assistance

of numerous persons. Our sincere gratitude is

extended to all those who actively participated

in the preparation of this wdume. This includes

the authors, and a greai number of specialists

who compiled preliminary surw'ys of the litera-

ture and thereby significantly lightened the bur-

dens of the authors. We wish to express our

deep thanks to the translators whose tasks

were complex and to the reviewers whose con-

structive comments and criticisms increased the

quality of the chapters.

In conclusion, we consider it vital to note the

significant contributions to the general ideas,

policies, and structure of the w_lume made by
Professor L. D. Carlson and the late Academician

V. V. Parin.

JOHN P. MARBAR(;ER

University of Illinois at the Medical Center

Chicago, USA

P. V. VASII,'YEV

Institute of Medical and Biological Problems
MZ USSR

Moscow
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Chapter 1

BAROMETRIC PRESSURE AND GAS COMPOSITION 1

V. B. MALKIN

Ministry of Health USSR, Moscow

Normal human vital activity and work capacity

under spaceflight conditions are insured by the

use of regeneration type pressurized cabins,

where an artificial gas atmosphere (AGA)is

generated before or during flight, then maintained

for the duration of the flight. An AGA environ-

ment is vital for humans, animals, and plants

during space flight, since AGA protects living

organisms against the hostile effects of space,

especially against the extremely dangerous effects

of low barometric pressure. The artificial

atmosphere also serves as a source of oxygen

required for respiration.

The use of AGA in spacecraft cabins poses

questions that specialists (biologists, physiolo-

gists, physicians, and engineers) must answer:

What should the AGA be? What physiologic,

hygienic, and technical requirements must it

satisfy in particular? It is a matter of optimum

choice of basic AGA parameters, such as total

barometric pressure, its chemical composition:

t Translation of, Barometricheskoye davleniye, gazovyy

sostav, Vol. II, Part 2, Chapter 1, of Osnovy kosmicheskoy

biologii i meditsiny (Foundations of Space Biology and

Medicine), Academy of Sciences USSR, Moscow, 1973.

Sincere gratitude is expressed with pleasure to Dr. E. M.

Roth for his excellent survey of US authors' work: The Effect

on the Organism of an Artificial Gas Environment in Space-

craft and Space Stations, which was used extensively in

preparing this chapter. In effect, Dr. Roth is an ex officio

author of this chapter. Considerable indebtedness is also

expressed to my colleagues, A. G. Dianov and V. P. Nikolayev,
who prepared a survey of papers by Soviet investigators

dealing with AGA.

the choice of diluent gases, permissible range of

variations in partial pressure of oxygen (Po2) and

of carbon dioxide (Pco2), temperature, and other

parameters.
The solutions of these problems, consequently,

of the entire problem of the correct composition

of the AGA are possible only if the complex

interaction among many physiological and tech-

nical factors is taken into account. To summarize,

production of a correct AGA is essentially a

certain compromise between biomedical and

technical approaches to this problem. The former

determines the efforts to develop hygienic

conditions close to comfortable, which requires

consideration of design difficulties, i.e., the need

to limit weight and size of the craft, danger of

explosion and fire, and probability of various

emergency situations arising. Emergencies re-

quire that in designing the AGA, it is necessary to

examine it and consider possible cabin decom-

pression. Another important design factor is to be

sure that (depending on flight mission), astronauts

can leave the spacecraft and go into space, or onto

the surface of a celestial body around which

there is practically no atmosphere (e.g., the

Moon), or into extremely rarefied atmosphere

(Mars), or very high-density atmosphere (Venus).

For such conditions, design of the AGA obviously
must take into account structural characteristics

(especially pressure level) in space suits, pres-

surized compartments of transport vehicles, and

astronaut's living quarters.
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Thischapterdealswith thebiomedicalprob- 1
lemsin designinganAGAforspacecraftcabins.
Themainemphasisisontheorganism'sreactions
whenbarometricpressurefalls,andchangesin
the AGA'schemicalcomposition:decreaseand
increasein Po2and Pco2,total exclusionof E 600
nitrogen and inert gases from the AGA, or-use E 500
of several inert gases as "diluents" in the AGA

400
instead of nitrogen.

300
Examination has not been made of such im-

portant AGA pa.rameters as temperature, humid- 200

ity, permissible concentrations of harmful 100

impurities, and the aerosol's composition and

electrical charge. These data are presented in

other chapters.
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BAROMETRIC PRESSURE

Spaceflight experience indicates that the level

of barometric pressure in manned spacecraft

cabins can vary as a function of their design

characteristics within wide limits: from 1-1.2 atm

in the Soviet Vostok, Voskhod, and Soyuz space-

craft to 258 mm Hg in US spacecraft Mercury,

Gemin i , and Apollo.

To estimate barometric pressure, one of the

vital parameters characterizing the AGA during

normal spacecraft operation and under emergency

conditions, it is necessary to bear in mind that

this parameter is closely linked to others,

especially Po2. This can be seen in Figure 1,

where three zones of Po2 values determine the

different levels of 02 supply to the organism.

Zone 1 corresponds to various degrees of hypoxia;

Zone 2 is indifferent, where provision of the
organism with O., remains at a normal or near-

normal level; and Zone 3 is the zone of elevated

P02, which is intolerable due to toxic effects of

oxygen, which develop the more rapidly, the
higher the Po2.

The physiologic effects of reduced and elevated

partial pressure of oxygen in the AGA will

receive special attention in subsequent parts of

this chapter. Nornlal oxygen supply to the orga-

nism is possible when the barometric pressure

drops only to 190-200 mm Hg. (This is shown in

Fig. 1 and Table 7.) Therefore, pressure P of

the A(;A ill tile cabin must not fall below these
values.

FIGURE I.-Po2 of the AGA as a function of barometric
pressure. Three zones of oxygen supply: hypoxia, normoxia,
and hyperoxia.

The oxygen supply is not the sole limiting

factor, since when the barometric pressure falls

considerably, even when the chemical com-

position of the AGA ensures normal oxygen supply

to the organism, it is necessary to take into

account the possibility of onset of dysbarism.

Various phenomena of dysbarism are mani-

fested as functions of physical parameters which

characterize the differential in barometric pres-

sure: the absolute value of pressure differential

Ap, determined by the difference between the

initial pressure (Pi) and final pressure (P:)-

(AP=Pi-P:); the differential factor, which is

determined by the ratio between the initial

pressure and the final pressure (PdP:), and the

time of decompression (t), as well as the decom-

pression rate (AP/t).
There are three causes for onset of various

dysbarism phenomena:

1. Elevated pressure in body cavities con-

taining gas caused by difficulty in bal-

ancing pressures in body cavities with

pressure on its surface (various effects

of explosive decompression, altitude

meteorism, aerootitis, and aerosinusitis).

2. Formation in tissues of gas bubbles

formerly in a dissolved state-altitude

decompression sickness (ADS).
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3. Developmentin tissuesof vaporization
phenomena(ebulism,"boiling"oftissues,
andaltitudetissueemphysema).

Thereis varyingprobabilityof onsetof these
dysbarismphenomenaduringspaceflight.There
is littleprobabilityofastronautsbeingexposedto
explosivedecompressionresultingfromasizable
defectformingin the cabinwall. However,it
will increaseas flight time increased.The
probabilityof altitudedecompressionsicknessis
muchgreater.

EXPLOSIVE DECOMPRESSION(ED)

Explosive decompression, which develops from

instantaneous depressurization of the cabin, is

characterized by rapid and considerable pressure

drop in the cabin. There has been no generally

accepted definition of the concept of ED so far.

Numerous authors [9, 69, 200] have attempted

to give quantitative physical criteria for delimiting

ED from ordinary dehermetization, which have

not been accepted. Accordingly, and considering

that onset of overpressure in the lungs is the most

significant ED effect, we propose to define as ED

all cases of rapid pressure drop in a hermetically

sealed cabin during which a substantial over-

pressure in the lungs .can arise of more than

20-30 mm Hg.

There is little probability of onset of ED during

flight(it is usually associated with danger from

a meteor). However, taking into account that

during ED the crew may be subjected to trauma

from fragments of the cabin wall, the mechanical

action of the stream of gas flowing out from the

cabin, and subsequent exposure to extremely low

pressure, ED plays a small role in such a tragic

situation. Regardless of this, ED must not be

ignored when developing and evaluating the AGA,

since its harmful effect depends largely on the

AGA pressure level, and to a far lesser extent

on its gas composition. Cabin volume (V), area

of the opening-size of the defect (,4), and

pressure differential (AP) determine time (to)

and force of the ED. Time (to) during which the

ED occurs in the cabin can be represented at to=

1I/(4.c), where c is the speed of sound (Fig. 2).

The reaction of the organism during ED is a

function of its three main parameters:

1. absolute value of the pressure differential

AP, equal to the difference between the

initial pressure Pi and the final pressure

Ps in the cabin (AP=Pi--PI);

2. pressure differential-ratio of initial pres-

sure to final pressure: P#Ps; and

3. time of decompression -- t.

Time constant, s

1000 100 10 1 0.1

,ooo / / ½ -O.Ol

/ o.oo,
/ /,.o / /-o.ooo,

0.001 0.01 0.1 1.0 10 100

Area of opening, m 2

FIGURE 2.-Time characteristics of decompression. (After
[1261)

_E 100-

Era10.0-
0

>

During space flight, as a rule, ED will occur

under extremely low pressure of the external

environment. Thus, evaluation of the harmful

effect of ED will place particular emphasis on

the Pi of the cabin, also the time of decompression
which is a function of cabin volume V and the

size of defect A.

A definite role in the reaction of the organism

during ED is also played by gas volume in the

lungs (V_), that is, the phase of respiration
where the ED action and resistance to airflow

along the respiratory tracts coincide. Increases
in air volume and in its resistance to flow through

the respiratory tracts are factors which aggravate

the action of ED.

During explosive decompression, there are

rapid increases in the gas volume enclosed in

the organs and parts of the body which have

cavities filled with gas (lungs, gastrointestinal

tract, middle ear, and accessory sinuses of the

nose). Since the equilibration of pressure in

these cavities, which are connected with the

gaseous medium surrounding the organism by

passageways of relatively small lumen, is delayed,

pressure in them will rise for a certain period.

.,_'_='_'-',..:. _-" "-'C?.P!LITY OF THE

..... _.,E IS POOR
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This leads to distention of tissues which may

cause injury-rupture. Animal experiments have

indicated that lung damage (development of

hemorrhages as a result of distention and rupture

of alveoli and vessels) is the most dangerous

manifestation of ED [17, 21, 28, 92,104, 107,162,

175, 193]. When lungs are subjected to significant

trauma, shock and gas embolism of the vessels

have been noted, which can lead to death of the

experimental animals [104, 107, 128, 162, 192,

193, 196].

To evaluate the harmful effect of ED, it is

important to know the overpressure in the lungs

(API) which can lead to rupture of the alveoli.

Since this factor is not known for the lungs of a

healthy human, it was decided to use data from

animal experiments, but these data are scanty

and quite contradictory. Most authors [116, 174,

193, 200], based on the work of Adams and Polak

[1], and Benzinger [27], state that at AP,=80 mm

Hg, when there is no protective stress on the

stomach and chest muscles (limiting the dis-

tention of the lungs), lung injury is quite possible.

Several authors give a lower value of 50 mm Hg

[67, 1701.

Determining the overpressure in the lungs

APt in cases of ED is apparently of exceptional

value in evaluating its possible damaging effect

on the body. Accordingly, efforts were made to
calculate APt as a function of conditions charac-

terizing ED. In evaluating these studies, it must

be kept in mind that when calculating APt, all

authors assumed that the lungs expand uniformly.

To find APz is relatively simple when ED is

acting on an individual with a closed rima glottidis.

During passive expansion of the thoracic cavity

walls, it can be determined, according to Luft

[125], from the following relation:

APt= [_ (Pi--47)] +47--Pf (1)

where Vi is the volume of lungs before ED

Vmax is the maximum volume of undamaged

lungs

Pi is cabin pressure before ED

PI is final pressure in the environment.

Since the volume of the lungs Vi affects the

value of API during ED, it was decided to deter-

mine APt for three different Vi: under conditions

of total inspiration, when Vi/Vmax= 1.0; at the

end of a normal expiration, when Vii Vr, ax= 0.55

and with complete expiration, when Vii Vmax=0.25

[42]. This expression derived from the Boyle-

Mariotte law includes a correction for PH20 at

body temperature.

By using the above equality, it is possible to

calculate the overpressure in the lungs during

ED for various values of initial pressure (PD in

the cabin and different volumes of the lungs.

The data in Table 1 show that the level of APt

for astronauts with the rima glottidis closed will

exceed the value which is critical for the lungs

(80 mm Hg) at all possible levels of initial cabin

pressure. Under conditions of ED, when gas

escapes from the lungs, the levels of overpressure

in the lungs will be less than shown in Table 1.

Then the probability of harm to the lungs should

be minor while maintaining the cabin pressure

at a level of the order of 268-191 mm Hg.

The dynamics of APt during ED are illustrated

in Figure 3 by graphs obtained experimentally

by Luft [125]. Violette, in a fundamental mono-

graph [200[ dealing with the effect of ED on the

living organism, had presented another expres-

sion for the calculation of APt; in contrast with

Luft, he attempted to take into account the escape

of gas from the lungs. He proposed an equation

for the determination of APt:

_p-_y (to -- t) (2)
S

APt = Pc -- Pf ch Kc V

where Pc is cabin pressure

PI is final pressure of environment

Kc is experimental equivalent of coefficient

of flow compression

S/l/" is the coefficient of gas escape from
the cabin

Ps is the final gas density

t is elapsing time.

to is time of decompression

This expression, derived in the mathematical

treatment of experimental results, does not take

into account changes in the lungs during decom-

pression and considers air escape from the lungs

as occurring from a rigid vessel with constant

cross-sectional opening.
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TABLE 1.--Dependence of API during ED on Pressure of AGA in Cabin (with closed rima glottidis)

Vmax

1.0

0.55

0.25

APt when Pi= 760 mm Hg

760 mm Hg

439 mm Hg

225 mm Hg

APt when P1=362 mm Hg

362 mm Hg

220 mm Hg

126 mm Hg

APt when Pi=268 mm Hg

268 mm Hg

169 mm Hg

102 mm Hg

APt when Pi = 191 mm Hg

191 mm Hg

121 mm Hg

83 mm Hg

Thus, the expressions presented in the works

of Violette, Luft, and others for calculating APt

reflect one-sided processes occurring in the lungs

during ED. This situation comes about from these

expressions either not taking note of lung expan-

sion during decompression (Violette), or not

taking into account air escape from the lungs

(Luft).

In a study by Burger [41], an effort was made to
take into account- when calculating APt- both

factors (lung expansion and simultaneous

escape of air from the lungs). Based on a series

of model experiments and investigations using

animals, Burger was able to calculate APt under
certain conditions. The theoretical basis of this

work was the general theory of ED developed by

Haber and Clement.

Burger elaborated on Haber and Clement's

theoretical concepts and proposed a fairly simple

expression for calculating maximum overpressure

in the lungs during ED:

AP,={(P,--47) V, +47_Pf_[l_tccq
Vmax J L lc]

(3)

The structure of this expression denotes that

its first term is the expression used by Luft to
calculate APt where ED is with closed rima

glottidis without gas escape from the lungs. The

second term (1- t_dl_) is the original expression

obtained by Burger which determines gas escape

from the lungs during ED. The ratio tcdlc is a
dimensionless factor that takes into account the

difference in rates of decompression of the cabin

t_e and of the lungs It.

The expression proposed by Burger for cal-

culating the maximum value of APt was derived

with the author's assumption that APt, maximum

value, arises at the instant when the cabin pres-

sure is equalized with the ambient pressure. The

latter assumption is not always valid, since for

small values of Py, the maximum overpressure in

the lungs can arise before the cabin pressure is

equalized with the ambient pressure. Further,

the formula proposed by Burger has a limited

range of application since when t_=l_, it

approaches zero, while actually under these

conditions, APt can reach substantial values,

which was indicated by Burger. Comparison of

experimental data with calculated data obtained

by the authors using the formula presented

yielded fairly good agreement.

400 -

300 -

200 -

100

1-

E
E

D.

O.

I ! I

Cabin pressure

_, Pressure in lungs_-_ Pressure difference

IPi- Pcl

E
0
0

x

0 2 4 6

Time after decompression, s

FIGURE 3.--Dynamics of overpressure in lungs during ED.

(After [125])

Animal Experiments

The results of experimental investigations on

animals permit evaluation, although approxi-

mated, of the hazard of ED as a function of its

physical parameters.

574-270 O - 75 - 2
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In experiments with rats, Kolder [108] estab-
lished that death of 10% of the animals when

exposed to ED with APt of 662 mm Hg and a

multiple PjPf of the order of 10, was noted only
when the ratio VIA reached 3.3 m3/m 2. When

VIA = 1.2 m3/m 2, 50% of the animals died; when

V/A=O.12 m3/m 2, 100% died. Protecting the

lungs from distention by bandaging the trunk

significantly protected the animals from the

damaging effects of ED [193]. According to data

[193, 2001, hemorrhages in the lungs were noted

only when their volume with regard to the volume

in normal inspiration increased by 2.3 to 2.5

times; when the volume of the lungs was

increased three times or more, a great number

of pulmonary lesions were observed. Studies

[128, 162], showed the possibility of reducing

damaging action of ED by administering pharma-

cologic preparations to the animals: atropine and
anesthetics. These data indicate the role of

reflexive mechanisms in the genesis of grave

pathologic states during ED.

Thus, considerable distention of the lungs-

which also is probably nonuniform because of

the features of regional ventilation-leading to

their trauma, determines mainly the damaging

action of ED on the organism. The damaging
effect of ED when embolism arises can also

depend on the gas composition of the AGA. Thus,

02 embolism (for an AGA composition that

includes mainly 02) must occur, due to the high

biological activity of 02, more readily than
embolism with He and N,, bubbles. According to

Gramenitskiy [811, He embolism-because of the

more rapid desaturation of this gas- occurs more

readily than N2 embolism.

The composition of the AGA during ED must

also affect the curve of the pressure differential

in the cabin and the rate of gases escaping from

the lungs and, therefore, the overpressure in the

hmgs API. However, this effect evidently is not

significant, especially if the pressure in the cabin
is held at a level of the order of 0.5 atm or below.

Thus, according to Waterspoon, Wibers, and

Stand [1701, no difference was noted in the

damaging action of ED on rats with an AGA

where the N2 in air was replaced with He.

A generalization of results of experiments with

animals subjected to ED action at different levels

and durations enabled Violette [200] to postulate

on dangerous and safe zones of ED action. He

established, with a certain degree of approxima-

tion, the dangerous and safe zones of actions of

ED as a function of the differential factor (F_)=

PJPy) and the coefficient of leakage F=A/V;

that is, the ratio between the area of the opening

through which gas escapes from the cabin to the

volume of the cabin [200j (Fig. 4).
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FIGURE 4.-Characteristics of dangerous action of ED.
(After [2001)

The opinion of Fryer [661 invites agreement-

that the curve in Figure 4 divides two zones: the

first, which must be considered absolutely safe,

and the second, which has been insufficiently

studied and a part of which unquestionably

poses definite danger. In evaluating the curve in

Figure 4, it can be concluded that whenever the

ratio is PdP.r < 2.3, that is, when the volume of the

lungs increases by less than 2.3 times, ED will

not cause damage to the lungs. The same situa-

tion arises at some rate of decompression when

the coefficient of leakage A/V does not exceed

1/100 m2/m a. The pressure in the lungs will be

capable in part of striking a balance with the

ambient pressure and will not exceed the critical

level. Accordingly, it is extremely important to

establish the "law" of gas escape from human

lungs during ED.
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Stresses During ED

In a significant study by Luft and Bancroft

[126], the authors used an esophageal probe

with a rheostatic sensor to record the intrapleural

pressure in subjects during ED. They showed

that the intrapleural pressure in man increases
with an increase in both the differential factor

Pi/Ps and in the absolute decompression value
Ap. It was established that the time character-

istics of the lungs and respiratory tracts in sub-

jects who had been subjected to ED at the end

of expiration are equivalent to decompression

of the cabin with an A/V ratio equal to 1/200

mZ/m 3. These data are in full agreement with

the results of the Hitchcock studies; he found

no injury in persons subjected to high-value

ED for 1 s. In the studies of Kuznetsov, Zharov

et al, no harm was found for ED times of 0.5 s

and AP values of 300 to 400 mm Hg [92,116,214].

Studies with human subjects thus far have

shown only isolated cases of lung damage [27,

42], which occurred only when the subjects'

rima glottidis was closed at the time of ED.

ED always exerts a definite influence on the

general state and work capacity of man, even

when there is no damage to the lungs or other

tissues. At the moment of ED, the subject feels

a blow in the chest region and forceful expulsion

of air from the lungs-there is, so to speak, a

powerful and deep expiration. It disturbs the

normal structure of respiration, quite substan-

tially, when the ED coincides with the inspiration

[42, 116]. Those subjects especially who are

subjected to instantaneous exposure to ED for

the first time cease carrying out their routine

work and do not respond to conditioned signals.

This period of "confusion" usually lasts 3-5 s,

it is much shorter in individuals who have been

subjected repeatedly to ED.

ED leads emotional stress, with increased

heart rate and corresponding motor reactions.

Subjects do not notice temperature drops, but

the appearance of a "fog" in the cabin caused

by water vapor condensation may cause them to

believe (erroneously) that fire has broken out.

Accordingly, it has been suggested that space-

crews be familiarized (by showing movies) with
the situation that occurs under ED conditions.

In anticipated long-term interplanetary flights,

when the flight path will pass through regions

with a high density of meteoric matter, the

readiness of the crew may be questionable for

flight in a cabin that has been depressurized

because of an ED. This necessitates working
out a mode for crewmembers to remain in their

space suits. Conditions must also be provided

to enable astronauts to begin effective exploita-

tion of individual means of protection before

manifestation of severe hypoxic disturbances

of the central nervous system (CNS), that is,

only 5-8 s after the ED.

INTESTINAL GAS EXPANSION

AND OTHER MANIFESTATIONS

OF DYSBARISM

ED may have a harmful effect on the gastro-

intestinal tract, which also contains gas. Studies

with humans have shown that during an ED lasting

0.5-1.0 s with ascents to altitudes of 9000-

10000 m or more, just as in slower ascents to

these altitudes (30-60 s) similar complaints from

subjects are sometimes noted concerning
unpleasant or painful sensations in the stomach

region. The onset of these sensations is linked
to the development of expansion of trapped gases

and (indicated by x-rays) is essentially a function

of the quantity of intestinal gas as well as its

location and conditions of escape from
the intestine. Hence, to prevent trapped gas

expansion which, as a result of visceral reflex

influences, can lead to disruption of cardio-

vascular system activity (extrasystole, brady-

cardia, and collapse), astronauts must be sup-

plied with a diet that excludes foodstuffs that

form gas in the gastrointestinal tract.

Grave pathologic states resulting from expan-

sion of trapped gas are relatively infrequent.

According to data generalized by Berry (cited in

[25]), of 4259 cases when abdominal pain devel-

oped during ascents to high altitudes, extremely

severe (fourth degree) functional disorders

were observed in only 12 people. Development

of these severe phenomena requires a differential

diagnosis, since they can be caused not only

by expansion of trapped gas, but also by the

altitude decompression sickness. In either
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event,assistanceto the victim requires,first
of all, transferringhimasrapidlyaspossibleto
a gaseousmediumwith normal barometric
pressure.

ALTITUDE DECOMPRESSIONSICKNESS
(ADS)

During space flights or while preparing for

them, the transition of astronauts to an AGA with

low barometric pressure can be the cause of

their developing ADS.

ADS results, as a rule, from emergency situa-

tions (depressurizing the cabin and the use of

space suits at low pressure). In some instances,

it can arise from poorly planned conditions for

the transitions of astronauts from one space-
craft into another. Such a situation could occur

during transition of cosmonauts from an "air"

AGA with gas pressure of 760 mm Hg in the cabin

of the Soyuz craft to the hypobaric (pressure of

258 mm Hg) oxygen medium of the Apollo space-
craft cabin.

To prevent ADS in the joint Soviet-American

space flight, it is planned to lower the barometric

pressure in the cabin of the Soyuz craft to 550 mm

Hg with a simultaneous rise in the 02 content
in the AGA.

ADS, like caisson disease, develops from gas

bubbles in body tissues [83, 91]. The etiologic

similarity of these two disorders also accounts

for the considerable clinical similarity. Several

authors use the term "decompression dis-

turbances" instead of ADS, since they feel that

ADS symptoms most often manifested-pain in

the joints and muscles-are not caused by

development of the sickness, which they link

only to onset of relatively stable morphologic

changes [801.

Formation and Growth of Bubbles

When the pressure of the gas medium sur-

rounding the organism drops, blood and tissues

become supersaturated with gases. Any super-

saturated system is metastable, which determines

the possibility of gas bubbles forming in it. Ac-

cording to Harvey [861 and others [62, 70, 153],

gas bubbles originate from gas nuclei which are

constantly being formed in the organism in the

course of its vital activity. Gas nuclei arise in

the blood at points where blood vessels branch,

where there is pronounced turbulence of the

blood [70, 86], or in muscle tissue during mus-
cular contraction as a result of local decrease in

hydrostatic pressure [51, 70]. During sudden

movements in overexpanded portions of muscle

tissue or fluid, the hydrostatic pressure becomes

negative. The level of the negative pressure

peak can periodically reach 100 atm or more

[51, 70, 86]. During these brief intervals, the over-

expanded portions of the tissue or fluid become

supersaturated with gases. A cavity forms in it,

into which vapors of the fluid initially try to pene-

trate due to "local" boiling, after which gas mole-

cules diffuse. After the original pressure is re-

stored the cavity contracts, but the trace of the

space is retained in the fluid. The formation of

gas nuclei and bubbles that have already formed

are retained for long periods on lyophobic

surfaces.

From these data, it can be concluded that the

existence of gas nuclei is an essential factor in

the formation of free gas bubbles in the tissues

of the organism under conditions of reduced

barometric pressure. It has, in fact, been demon-

strated experimentally that conditions which

exist for the formation of gas nuclei in the or-

ganism are extremely limited. For example, in

ground squirrels that are hibernating, after

they have been taken to high altitudes, regard-

less of considerable supersaturation of tis-

sues with the gases dissolved therein, no gas

bubbles are formed [70]. Gas bubbles are not

formed in living tissues when gas nuclei have

been dissolved prior to ascending to high alti-

tudes, for example, as the result of action of

extremely high pressure. This has been demon-

strated by experiments on shrimps [62].

In experiments with biologic fluids and tissues,

Harvey, the US biophysicist, determined that

plasma, whole blood, and intact tissues which

contain no gas nuclei remain free from gas

bubbles even with great pressure differentials

(from 1000 to 1 atm) [86]. This is explained by the
fact that the formation of a gas bubble, which is

free to grow for quite a time, is possible only when

its initial size exceeds critical dimensions,

that is,

C_ ...... GE IS POOR
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2b
R >_ (4)

Pb --H

where R is the radius of the bubble (cm),

Pb is the pressure inside a gas bubble,

which is the sum of the partial pressure

of the gases and water vapor contained

in the bubble (dyn]em2),

H is the hydrostatic pressure of the

fluid, which in a majority of cases is

practically equal to the external pres-

sure in (dyn/cm2),
b is the coeffcient of surface tension at

the interface between the bubble and

the surrounding medium (dyn]cm).

Likewise, a gas bubble with a tendency toward

further growth can form only if Pb at the focus

of formation is extremely high, which can occur

with sudden local supersaturation of the fluid

with gases and vapors (freezing, superheating,

and electrolysis), considerable extension of the

fluid over a small area, that is, a decrease in the

value H to negative values (cavitation and local

stress). Formation of a gas nucleus with super-
critical dimensions can be facilitated also if its

surface is formed at points of contact between

lyophobic surfaces and the fluid. Then the radius

of curvature of the bubble can be large, while it

will have a comparatively small volume. For a

certain shape of a lyophobic surface, it is easy

to imagine the situation (for example, in the forma-

tion of a gas nucleus in a conical depression, or in

a crack between two lyophobic surfaces) when

the capillary forces will not prevent, but will

promote, the formation of a gas bubble [70, 152].

Hence, for gas bubbles to form in the orga-

nism, it is not sufficient for the tissues to be

supersaturated with gases. Certain additional

factors are required capable of disrupting the

metastable state of the supersaturated solution.

In the course of vital activity, especially during

active muscular exertion, these additional con-

ditions apparently arise constantly in the human

organism. However, they are manifested to dif-

ferent degrees in different individuals and even

in the same individual, as a function of many cir-

cumstances. This is largely responsible for homo-

geneity lacking in individual resistance to ADS and
its considerable variation in the same individual.

The formation of gas bubbles in the human

body is not always accompanied by onset of

altitude decompression sickness. In the human

and animal organism, following ascent to alti-

tudes, x-ray and ultrasonic methods have fre-

quently made it possible to detect gas bubbles

without any manifestation of altitude decompres-

sion sickness. With special "traps" inserted

into various parts of the circulatory bed of

animals, Gramenitskiy [81] succeeded in detect-

ing gas bubbles at altitudes of the order of 4000

m, when ADS does not yet arise. Unfortunately,
the factors which determine transition from the

latent forms of decompression disorders to the

manifestation of altitude decompression sickness

still remain insufficiently studied. An investiga-

tion of gas bubbles interacting with tissue struc-

tures of the organism should promote better

understanding of the pathophysiologic mech-

anisms governing the manifestation of various

symptoms of decompression sickness. This

will aid in explaining questions about the immedi-

ate reason for development of various forms of
ADS.

Characteristics of Evolution of Gas

Bubbles in the Organism

Gas bubbles which are formed in the organism

following decompression exert pressure on the

surrounding tissues, which leads to their dis-

placement and deformation, possibly causing

painful sensations. When a bubble is in the blood

or tissues of the organism, the interaction of

bubbles with the tissue surrounding them may

be described by:

Pb = H + 2b/R + DR (5)

where H is the hydrostatic pressure of the tissue

(blood), which is the sum of the ex-

ternal pressure (E) and the tissue

turgor pressure (T) or the blood pres-

sure (dynes/cm 2)

DR is the deformation pressure, which is

produced by the bubble and is a func-
tion of its size as well as the volume

and elastic properties of the tissue

(dynes/cm 2).

Gas bubbles which are formed in the living
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organismmaybedividedconditionallyinto two
specifictypes:

1. Autochthonousbubbles,theevolutionof
whichis governedsolelybytheexchange
gases with the surroundingtissues
throughdiffusion.

2. Bubblescapableof growthnotonlydue
to diffusionbutalsoastheresultofmerg-
ing witheachother.Apparently,mostof
the extravascular,intratissue slightly
mobilebubblesshouldbe includedin
thefirst group.Theyprobablyareimpor-
tantindevelopmentofthemostfrequently
encounteredosteoarticularformofADS-
the bends.Intravascularmobilebubbles
usuallymustbelistedamongthesecond
type;theironsetdeterminesdevelopment
of the most seriousforms of ADS.
Theonlyexceptionis intravascularbub-
blesthatare"clogged"in thecapillaries
which must be listed amongtype-1
bubbles[152].

Evolutionof theautochthonousbubbles(type
1) is essentiallya functionof theexchangerate
of gasesbetweenthebubblesandtheirsurround-
ingmedium.Evolutionof sizeoftype-2bubbles
is governedby the samefactors,that is, the
valueof AP in the medium surrounding the

bubbles. However, estimation of the maximum

sizes and the true growth rate or resorption of

the "wandering" bubbles is practically impossible,

since the merging of these bubbles or their

breakup into individual parts take place in a

purely random manner. Movement of bubbles

changes distribution of the inert gas reserves in

the organism. In those tissues where bubbles

have accumulated, the total level of inert gas

content rises above the average value; therefore,

its washing out from the bubbles is delayed.
Bubbles which have settled in tissues that are

slightly perfused by blood should be resorbed

particularly slowly. Hence, migration of bubbles,

in conjunction with redistribution of inert gas

reserves in various parts of the organism, pro-

motes formation of bubbles that are very slowly

resorbed in certain tissues. This phenomenon

apparently is sometimes associated with inem-

cient treatment of ADS following recompression

to the original pressure and the effectiveness,

in such cases, of hyperbaric therapy, as well

as the more frequent onset of ADS during re-

peated ascents.

In conclusion, it should be repeated that the

structural characteristics of the living organism

and its physiological and biochemical processes

are important factors that govern the rate of
increase in size of the bubbles and their dimen-

sions and, consequently, manifestation of ADS.

Clinical Aspects of ADS

Data indicate [67, 116] that as long ago as 1906,

Schroetter described pains in his joints in a

pressure chamber at an altitude of 9000 m, but

did not link this phenomenon to the effect of

decompression. In 1908, Holden and Boycott,

and later Henderson, in 1917, postulated the prob-

ability of caisson disease (aeroembolism) affect-

ing persons following ascents in a pressure

chamber to high altitudes.

In 1929, Jongbloed [99], in a self-experiment,

described the development of ADS in a pressure

chamber at altitudes of 10 000-12 000 m, mani-

fested as pains in the region of the talocrural

and genual joints. This observation was supported

later in 1931 by Barcroft et al, in 1932 by

Strel'tsov, and later in many studies [5, 15, 93,

189] with various forms of ADS described. For

quite a time, gas bubbles were not detected in

tissues during development of ADS, but as the

x-ray method became more widespread, and later

the ultrasonic method, many investigators ob-

served gas bubbles [9, 67,174]. Gas bubbles after

decompression were also observed in persons

who did not suffer from ADS [8, 97].

The impression created among aviation

physicians and physiologists at present is that the

clinical course of ADS and its severity are gov-

erned to a significant extent by the amount and

size of gas bubbles in the organism, location, and

rate of their growth and resorption [42, 67, 154].

The location of gas bubbles in the vascular bed

and in tissues varies considerably, which governs

the diversity of clinical symptoms of ADS. Many

years' experience of ascents with healthy persons

in pressure chambers at altitudes of 6000-

12000 m, as well as onset of ADS on flights at

various altitudes (5500-11000 m), indicate that
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theosteoarticular(bends)formofdecompression
sicknessis substantiallymorefrequent(inmore
than90%of thecases)thanits otherforms[93,
94]. More rarely, decompressionsicknessis
manifestedas skin damage,the symptomsof
which includepruritus,sometimesa urticaria-
typerash,edema,andchangeof colorin the
affectedskinarea[5,67].Thecutaneousform,
noted in approximately10% of the cases,
precedesthe developmentof seriousformsof
ADSthatleadtocollapse[42].

Seriousformsof ADSare rarelyfound,for-
tunately.Thereasonis that duringascentin a
pressurechamber,asarule,prolongeddesatura-
tion of the organismto removeN2 hasbeen
carriedout in advance;shouldthefirst signsof
ADSappear,usuallypainsin thejoints,thesub-
jects are broughtdownfrom the altitudeto
preventdevelopmentof seriousformsofADS.In
flightswhereprophylactictreatmentmeasures
aremoredifficultto carryout, seriousformsof
ADSdevelopmoreoftenthanduringtestsin a
pressurechamber.

Seriousformsof thisdiseasemanifestattacks
ofasthmawhichfrequentlyprecedecoughingand
chestpain,disordersin cardiovascularsystem
activityincludingvasomotorcollapse,andserious
disturbancesof the CNS.Suchsymptomsmay
lead to lossof consciousness,clonicspasms,
hemiparesis,andothersymptomsoflocaldamage
to variousbraincenters.

Mirolyubovand Apollonov[5], in 1938,in
attemptingto classifythevariousformsofADS,
isolatedthree formsof the diseasein varying
stagesof seriousness.The first form, mild,
includedpainofvaryingintensityinmusclesand
joints,whichdisappearedwithouta tracedur-
ing ascentto altitudesof 7000-8000m. The
second,moreseriousform, wascharacterized
bypainsin theregionofthejointswhichintensi-
fied rapidlyandspreadto the surroundingtis-
sues.In suchcases,2-3 h followingthedescent
fromaltitude,palpationofthejointrevealedpain-
fulnessandretentionofaslightedemaofthesoft
tissuessurroundingthedamagedjoint.Thethird,
seriousform of ADS,includesseverepainsin
the joints, chestpains,andothersymptomsof
ADSaccompaniedby sharpdeteriorationof the
generalstate.

Thisclassificationof ADScanbe refinedat
presentwithgreaterdetail.Thus,theosteoarticu-
larformofADS,whichis mostoftenencountered
accordingtoGray[82]andothers,maybedivided
into threestages:mild,moderate,andserious.
Themildstageis characterizedbylow-intensity
painswhichariseprimarilyduringmovementand
frequentlydisappearspontaneouslyduringastay
at altitude,alsowhenthe tissuesaroundthe
affectedjoint arepressed;the secondstageis
characterizedby painswhich are completely
tolerable,intensifygraduallyandalwaysdisap-
pearwithouta traceduringdescent.Thethird
stageis distinguishedby intensepains,some-
timesintolerable,thatleadtosharpdeterioration
ofthegeneralstate.

Themild formsof ADScanincludepruritus
and paresthesiasas the only manifestations;
these symptomssometimesprecedeserious
formsofADS.

ThepulmonaryformofADSis verydangerous
becauseit is frequentlyaccompaniedbya pre-
collaptoidor collaptoidstate.Researchershave
proposedthat a coughand attacksof asthma
arecausedbymultipleformationsofgasbubbles
in vesselsof the lessercirculationandpossibly
inlungtissues.Ingradualdevelopmentofasthma,
accordingto Fryeret al [67],painsstartin the
chestin an attemptto draw a deepbreath,
followedbya dry coughin ashorttime,andthe
asthmaattackbegins.In seriouscases,coughing
attacksandasthmaareculminatedby lossof
consciousnessor collapse.After descentfrom
altitude,someasthmaattackslast for several
hours.In examinationsof suchcases,lungx-
raysandECGsshowedno deviationsfromthe
norm.Examinationbya physicianrevealedonly
hyperemiaof the larynxand pharynxmucous
membranes.

Injuryto thecardiovascularsystemis sympto-
maticof neurocirculatoryADS,oneof themost
dangerousforms.Seriousmanifestationsculmi-
natein lossof consciousnessasa resultof vaso-
motorcollapse.Multiplegasembolismoftheves-
sels in the greaterand lessercirculationap-
parentlyaccountforcollapse,aswellasfrequent
andconsiderablelossof bloodplasmafromthe
circulatorysystem.

In a milder form of neurocirculatoryADS,
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hypotoniadevelopsas well as disturbancesto
cardiacactivityrhythm.Somecasesareaccom-
paniedby pronouncedhyperventilationwith its
usualsymptoms:dizziness,pounding,andsome-
timestetanicspasms[42,170].

Theneurologicformof ADSis characterized
byheadache,generaldysphoria,clonicspasms,
andmultiplesymptomsof localdamageto the
brain:hemiparesis,monoparesis,scotoma,vari-
ousaphasias,andhyperthermia[26,31,42,67,
164,1701.

Manifestationsof ADS arevariedandoften
indicatemixedformsofADS.Forexample,symp-
tomsof simultaneousinjuryto skinandasthma
attacks,or slightpainsin thejointsarefollowed
byvasomotorcollapse[42,67,157,1581.

The Course of ADS

A correct understanding of the course of ADS

is important. If victims remain at altitude after

the first mild symptoms of ADS appear (descent

being impossible or undesirable), there is danger

of serious forms of ADS developing. It should be

noted that ADS can proceed with clear periods;

that is, following descent from altitude, ADS

symptoms disappear rapidly and the subjects

feel well. However, there is sharp deterioration

after a short time and, in serious cases, coma

develops with loss of consciousness. Such late

syncopes were noted when ADS culminated in
the victim's death as a result of acute edema of

the brain. These disorders are caused by multiple

embolism from gas bubbles in the small vessels

of the brain. These damages may be due largely

to fat and bone-marrow emboli [42, 88], a ques-

tion which has not been adequately studied.

Etiologic and pathogenetic studies of ADS,

indicating that it results from gas bubbles in

tissues and the vascular bed, may be considered

proven. However, fat embolism as the leading

factor is questionable; apparently, only rarely is

fat embolism important in the pathogenesis of

ADS, aggravating its course considerably. An

indirect proof that fat embolism does not play an
essential role, as a rule, in serious forms of ADS,

was established by numerous authors: serious

forms of ADS can be treated with considerable

efficacy by staying at an elevated pressure.

Treatment of ADS

Descent from altitude (recompression) is

highly effective in treating ADS. Pains in the

joints and muscles at altitudes of 12 000-10 000 m

disappear without a trace when the pressure is

raised to 250-300 mm Hg during recompression.

An important condition in effective ADS treat-

ment by recompression to normal barometric

pressure is the time between the first symptoms
of ADS and the moment of descent from altitude.

The earlier the descent is made, the more rapidly

the ADS symptoms disappear. In rare cases,

after total disappearance of ADS symptoms, they

can reappear after a short time (usually 1-3 h).

The course of ADS is then usually serious, mak-

ing medical observation necessary, for several

hours after the ADS symptoms have disappeared.

In all serious forms of ADS, it is advisable,

while conducting symptomatic treatment, to

place the victims in recompression chambers

under increased pressure [42, 67]. The oxygen

pressure in the chamber usually is raised to

3 atm, and the time the victim spends in the

chamber is limited by the period it takes for

toxic effects of oxygen to appear. In the sympto-

matic treatment of victims with serious forms

of ADS, especially with deep brain activity dis-
turbances such as loss of consciousness or

comatose state, caution must be exercised to

prevent brain edema. Injections of purified urea

and similar compounds are recommended to

stabilize osomotic pressure in the brain cells

[42, 94l.

Factors that Influence Probability of ADS

Essential factors that predicate the probability

of ADS include: physical parameters character-

izing magnitude, frequency, and rate of pressure

differential; time spent by the individual at alti-

tude; temperature and chemical composition of

the AGA; and certain indices of the individual

such as his physiologic state, age, and con-

stitution.

The formation of gas bubbles in the organism

following decompression is a function of the

degree of supersaturation of the tissues by gases
dissolved in them, thus, it would be expected that

investigators would try [80, 171,189] to determine
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the significance of this factor for onset of ADS.

Biophysically, simple supersaturation of the tis-

sues by some gas is, although necessary, not

sufficient for the formation of free gas bubbles in

organic tissues. For this reason, the question can-

not be answered on the degree of tissue super-

saturation at which free bubbles of gas could cause

ADS. Theoretically, free gas bubbles in tissues

are possible when the barometric pressure drops

to a value slightly exceeding the undersaturation

degree of venous blood and tissues; for example,

when pressure falls from 760 to 700 mm Hg, but,

fortunately for man, ADS occurs at much higher

pressure differentials [64, 67, 93, 152].

ADS regularly begins only after ascents from

the ground to altitudes of 7000 in or more, accord-

ing to experimental studies. Onset of ADS

following elevations to lower altitudes is ex-

tremely rare, therefore need no special attention

from the practical standpoint [67, 93, 171].

The probability of ADS increases with in-

crease in ascent altitude and pressure differen-

tial factor following ascent to an altitude of

8000 m (256 mm H.g, differential coefficient of

about 3.0). Experiments show that ADS is ob-

served not only in persons performing physical

work (15-25%) but also in those in a state of

rest (in 3-5% of the cases) [67, 172] (Fig. 5).
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FIGURE5.--Development of ADS at altitudes of 12 000-
7000 m at rest and during various physical loads. (Based
on [32, 67, 94, 171,172, 173])

Following ascent to altitudes of 11 000-12 000 m,

the frequency of ADS rises, to 25-48.5%, ac-

cording to data of various authors, under condi-

tions of relative rest, and to 62-93% when

performing physical work [67, 81, 93, 94, 170,

172]. From various studies, the probability of

ADS at altitudes of 8000-10 000 and 12 000 m

differ, sometimes substantially, which is due to

different rates of ascent, inhomogeneity of test

subjects according tO age, weight, and different
activities at altitude.

ADS occurs as a function of the decompression

rate. The higher the rate, the greater the proba-

bility of ADS during the subsequent stay at

altitude. Thus, according to Hitchcock et al, in

a normal, slow ascent (at 20-30 m/s) to an altitude

of 11 600 m and subsequent stay at this altitude

for 90 rain, 62% of subjects carrying out standard

physical exercises of moderate difficulty had

ADS, while after rapid ascents (approximately

1 s), ADS was more frequent (in 88%), all other

conditions being equal.

Time Spent at Altitude

A study of the distribution of ADS in time at

altitudes of 8000-12 000 m indicates that during

the first 3-5 min after ascent, ADS is extremely

rare. For gas bubbles to form in tissues requires
a certain time. The maximum number of ADS

cases was in the interval from 20 to 40 min stay

at altitude• After 1 h stay at altitude, the number

of ADS cases dropped significantly; after 2 h,

ADS was rare [67, 154, 172].

Hence, distribution of ADS cases in time

following decompression is similar, to a certain

degree, to the Poisson curve of normal distribu-

tion with maximum height at 20 to 40 min (Fig. 6).

Temperature of the AGA is a definite factor

in the onset of ADS. Strel'tsov and others [24,

80, 189] noted that decreasing the temperature
to values which create a sensation of cold

promotes development of ADS. This is apparently

due to the low temperature leading to spasm of

vessels in skin and other parts of the body and

thereby, after decompression, retarding desatura-

tion of tissues in these regions with regard to

nitrogen or another biologically indifferent gas

[80, 171]. However, other data indicate that an
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increase in environment temperature promotes

acceleration of desaturation of the organism

with regard to nitrogen, thereby decreasing

probability of ADS [25].

_E

rv

0 20 40 60 80 100 120

Time, min

FIGURE 6.-Rate of appearance of ADS symptoms during

2 h at an altitude of 10 500 m. (After Nims [1541)

Chemical Composition of the AGA

The role of chemical composition of AGA in

forming free gas bubbles in tissues during decom-

pression and, consequently, in the development

of ADS has been insufficiently studied. It has

been pointed out that increasing the Pco., in

the AGA promotes the development of decom-

pression sickness [24, 70, 80, 96, 209]. Decom-

pression sickness occurred in animals that had

been in a gas medium with Pco2=22-45 mm

Hg; following decompression to 200-145 mm

Hg, ADS was significantly more frequent. Their

blood gas traps showed a greater number of gas

bubbles than in the animals of the control group

which had been brought to the same altitude,

but which previously had been kept in normal

air [811.

Prolonged stay of humans at altitudes of the
order of 3000-4000 m for several days [45],

regardless of hypoxia developing (which should

facilitate manifestation of ADS) to a significant

degree, prevents their developing ADS during

ascents to an altitude of 11500 m. This is ex-

plained simply by partial desaturation of nitrogen

from the organism during ascents to altitudes.

In the formation of AGA, roles played in the

development of ADS following decompression

by the various biologically indifferent gases com-

prising it are significant. Theoretical considera-

tions of the basic physical and biophysical

properties of inert gases and nitrogen (see Tables

2 and 3) permit a comparative estimate of the

properties where one is used as a diluent gas in
the AGA.

The group of inert gases includes: helium,

neon, argon, krypton, xenon, and radon. Radon,

because of its radioactivity, must be excluded

from gases that can be used in the AGA.

Two parameters are of basic significance for

the formation of free gas bubbles in the organism

following decompression: solubility of the gas in

various tissues (fat, muscle, and blood), and the

coemcient of diffusion of the gas through cell

membranes.

The Bunsen coefficient of gas solubility in-

creases as the molecular weight increases, but

the ability to diffuse (diffusion constant) decreases

(Table 3). Hence, it might be concluded that gases

with relatively high molecular weight (xenon.

krypton, and probably argon) are scarcely ad-

vantageous as components of the AGA. Their use,

aside from increasing the weight of the AGA, re-

quires a greater expenditure of energy for cabin

ventilation, leading to greater probability of ADS

following decompression. Desaturation of the

organism to remove these gases, due to their

low diffusivity, requires a great deal of time
which in certain situations (for example, when

the crew is transferred to AGA conditions with

low pressure), can be extremely disadvantageous.

Consequently, the choice of biologically indiffer-

ent gases for the AGA at present can be limited

to nitrogen, helium, and neon. _
There are no sufficiently convincing experi-

mental data so far to give preference to one of the

gases listed. Studies with human beings are

needed in which, following total gas equilibrium

of the organism with regard to AGA containing

He or Ne, decompression would be carried out

to 200-160 mm Hg, after which the rate of ADS

would be determined. The probability of ADS-

its osteoarticular form (bends)-after a pressure

drop in the cabin, according to Beard et al [19],

is somewhat higher when He rather than N., is

included in the AGA.

_The possibility of using hydrogen (Hz) was not considered

because of great danger of explosion in an uxygen-hydrogen

gas medium.
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TABLE 2.- Physical Properties of lnert Gases

17

r roperty

Atomic no.

Molecular wt.

He Ne

2 10

4.00 20.18

Gas

A Kr

18

39.94

Color Colorless

Density, g/l, at 0°C and 1 atm

Heat capacity (Cp) at 25 ° C

and 1 atm, cal/°C-g mol

Specific heat ratio at 0 to 20°C,

Cp/Cg

Sound velocity at O°C and 1

atm, m/s

Acoustic impedance at 0°C

and 1 atm, dyn-s/cm a

Thermal conductivity at 0°C

and 1 arm, cal] ° C-cm-s

Viscosity at 20°C and 1 atm,

/tP

Critical properties:

Density, g/cm 3

Pressure, atm

Temperature, °C

0.1784

4.97

1.63

970

17.3

34.0 × 10 -3

194.1

0.069

2.26

1.784

4.97

1.67

319

56.9

3.92×10-

221.7

0.531

48.0

0.9004

4.97

1.64

435

38.5

11.04×10 -_

311,1

0.484

26.9

36

83.80

Xe

54

131.30

N

7

28.00

-267.9 - 228.7 -122.44

3.708

4.97

1.69

213

2.09×10 -5

249.6

0.908

54.3

-- 63.8

5.851

4.97

1.67

168

1.21×10-_

226.4

1.105

58.0

16.59

1.251

6.96

1.404

337

42.1

5.66×10-_

175.0

0.3110

33.54

- 146.9

TABLE 3.-Solubility and Diffusion Constants of Inert Gases

Property

Gas

He Ne A Kr Xe N

Bunsen solubility coefficient in water at 38_C 0.0086 0,0097 0.026 0.045 0.085 0.013

Bunsen solubility coefficient in olive oil at 0.015 0.019 0.14 0.43 1.7 0.061

38°C

0.020 0.41 1.6 0.062Bunsen solubility coefficient in human fat at

37°C

Oil-water solubility ratio 1.7 2.1 5.3 9.6 20.0 5.1

Relative diffusion through gelatin at 23°C 1.0 (0.42) 0.30 0.21 0.13 0.35

(18.6)

(9.28)

(8.34)

(4.15)

(5.92)

(2.94)

(4.10)

t2.03)

Diffusion constants through liquids at 37 ° C

cm2/s x 10-6:

Olive oil

Lard

Serum

Agar gel

Water

(57.6)

(71.3)

(79.2)

63.2

(25.7)

(32.0)

(34.8)

(18.2)

(22.7)

(25.2)

(12.6)

(15.8)

(17.5)

(3.27)

(1.62)

(10.1)

(12.6)

(13.9)

7.04

3.50

21.7

27.0

30.1
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Animals administered equal volume amounts
of He and N2 showed that vascular embolism

produced by He proceeded more easily than

embolism following administration of nitrogen

[81]. This is evidently due to the higher dif-

fusivity of He, since its desaturation from gas

bubbles is more rapid, and they disappear sooner

than N2 bubbles.

In rat experiments, replacing air nitrogen with

helium or neon leads to (following decompression)

approximately the same rate of ADS; however,

these data can scarcely be extrapolated to man

because of the exceptionally high metabolic

rate in rats [84].

Theoretically, it has been indicated by several

authors [19, 25, 170, 208] that Ne (use of this gas

in AGA has been studied little) should have

certain advantages over He and N2. The use of

Ne in a helium atmosphere (HEA) must lead to

the lowest probability of altitude pains during

muscular loads, also severe forms of ADS ac-

companied by dyspnea and neurocirculatory

collapse [25, 170]. It must be added that the

difference between He, Ne, and N2 when used

in an AGA will be smaller, the lower the baro-

metric pressure in spacecraft cabins. At a pres-

sure half the atmosphere value (380 mm Hg)

and corresponding content in the AGA of 50%

diluent-gas and 50% 05, the probability of ADS

will be so negligible that any difference between

Ne, He, and N2 need not be considered for their
inclusion in an AGA.

Body Weight

Increased predisposition of overweight persons
to ADS has been indicated. Cutaneous and

serious forms of ADS are observed more often

in those overweight.

Frequent ADS accompanied by dyspnea and

collapse is usually related to the high solubility

of nitrogen in fat tissues and the low level of

their blood supply. These circumstances deter-

mine a high probability of free gas bubbles form-

ing in gas in fat tissues. In fat tissue lesions

caused by gas bubbles, fat particles can enter

the vascular lumen, and with ga_ bubbles clog

vessels. Data in Figure 7 indicate the higher rate
of ADS in overweight persons [25].
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FIGURE 7. -- Manifestation of ADS as a function of body weight.
(Cited in [251)

Age

The incidence of ADS increases with age of

subjects [42, 67]. In ascents of 2633 servicemen

aged 17 to 36 (breathing pure oxygen), to 8500 m

followed by 2-h exposure at this altitude, the

smallest number (0.78%) of ADS cases in a rest

condition was noted for persons aged 17 to 20.

Among persons aged 21-23 years, the number

experiencing ADS rose to 1.67%; among persons

24-26 years of age-4.98%; among those 27-29

years of age, 7.43%; and in the group aged 30-35

years, 5.99% [66].

One of the factors possibly affecting the

distribution of ADS cases in relation to age is

the change in weight (the increase of weight with

age), as well as circulatory characteristics deter-

mining the higher rate of nitrogen desaturation

from the organism among adolescents and young

men.

Physical Exercise

Muscle exercises promote development of

ADS. A direct relationship was established be-

tween onset of ADS and intensity of muscle

activity [56, 67, 98], made clear from the data in

Figure 8, which show the results of subjects

who performed different numbers of deep knee

bends at high altitude [64]. Localization of attack
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ofjointsandmusclesduringADSalsodependson
the kind of muscleactivity.Painsarefirst felt
in the samejoints andmusclesthat participate
directlyin the exercises[93,171].Forexample,
whenthesubjects'legswereflexedattheknee,
thealtitudepainsusuallydevelopedin theknee
area;similarlywhenthe subjects'armswere
raisedperiodically,the painstendedto appear
mostoftenintheshoulderjoints.

Squats
® 25 in 15'

• 10 in 15'

• 5 in 15'

o 1 in 15'
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FIGUI_E8.-Dependence of ADS incidence on physical load
intensity [1701.

Intense muscle activity, it has been held, leads

to a decrease in the altitude threshold of ADS by

1000-1500 m. This is caused by local foci of low

negative hydrostatic pressure in motor activity

arising in the working joints, muscles, and liga-

ments, which promotes formation of gas nuclei

and bubbles [51, 70, 86, 152]. During muscle

activity the formation of CO2 increases, which is

a major factor in the formation of gas bubbles

after decompression, and also promotes ADS

during muscle activity [24, 96].
In addition to muscle work and other influ-

ences promoting the formation of increased gas

nuclei in the organism, onset of gas ADS can be

provoked and facilitated. Repeated ascents

(after several hours) to altitude, as well as under-

water immersion even to relatively shallow depth,

preceding an ascent to altitude, promote the

development of ADS [42, 80].

Prevention of ADS

Hermetically sealed cabins with a pressure of

1-1.2 atm in Soviet spacecraft and an HEA with

a total pressure of 258 mm Hg in US spacecraft

cabins increase the urgency of protecting crew-

members against ADS. Astronauts can develop

ADS after transition from normal atmospheric

pressure to reduced pressure in the cabin or space
suit.

Hermetic cabins and space suits with suffi-

ciently high pressure, of the order of 350-400

mm Hg, are effective means of preventing ADS in

flights. This approach to solving the problem en-
counters serious technical difficulties: when the

pressure in space suits is raised to the values

indicated, the work capacity of cosmonauts

wearing space suits falls off sharply due to re-

strictions on movement. With the use of high

pressure in cabins and space suits, the probability

of ADS cannot be entirely avoided, since in

emergency situations pressure can drop to values

where ADS becomes probable. Accordingly,

different methods of preventing ADS based on

desaturation of nitrogen from the organism, or

any other inert gas that is part of the AGA, take

on major importance.

The organism can be desaturated either by

slow reduction in pressure-by ascent to alti-

tude, or by breathing pure oxygen under normal

or reduced barometric pressure. At even relatively

rapid ascents to altitude at a rate of 10-20 m/s,

there is partial washing out of nitrogen, which
determines some decrease in the incidence of

ADS.

Aviation medicine experience permits the

assumption that desaturation of nitrogen from the

organism by breathing oxygen is the most con-

venient and effective method of preventing ADS

[6, 7, 23, 83, 981.

The curve of nitrogen removal from the organ-
ism reflects its dissimilar rate of removal from

different tissues [83, 98, 207, 211]. The rate of

desaturation for different tissues depends on

their coefficient of nitrogen solubility and on the

level of their blood supply. Individual differences

in chemical composition of the body and in the

level of blood supply of different tissues determine

corresponding individual characteristics of the
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desaturationcurveof nitrogenfromtheorganism
orinanyothergaswhileoxygenisbeingbreathed.

The rateof nitrogenremovalis the highest
duringthe first minutesof breathingoxygen.
due mainly"to the removalof nitrogenfrom
respiratorytract, lungs,andblood.Further.the
rate of nitrogenremovalslowsmarkedlyin 10
to 20minandits desaturationis predominantly
from muscletissueandinternalorgans.In the
first hour of breathingoxygen,the organism
losesapproximately50% of the nitrogendis-
solvedin its tissues(Figs.9and10).

Desaturationproceedsslowlyin thesecondto
third hourof breathingoxygen;about48h are
requiredfor practicallycompletewashingout
of nitrogen[211].Suchslowremovalof nitrogen
fromtheorganismisbecausesometissues,such
astendons,joint sacs,andfat tissue,havevery
low levelsof bloodsupply;the solubilityof
nitrogeninfat ismorethanfivetimeshigherthan
in othertissues,whereits contentis low.

In aviationand astronautics,methodsof
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FIGURE 9.-Rate of nitrogen removal from humans while
breathing oxygen under different conditions. (Based on
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nitrogen desaturation from the organism should

be developed so that a fairly high preventive
effect would be achieved in minimum time.

Various means of increasing the desaturation

rate have been proposed: arbitrary hyperventi-

lation, physical exercise, and intake of caffeine

[7, 23, 57]. Ardashnikova [7] noted an increase

in the rate of nitrogen removal by arbitrary

hyperventilation with oxygen, which was

followed by an investigation with 3-5% CO2

oxygen added. The same effect was anticipated

as a result of the nonarbitrary hyperventilation

caused by the stimulating action of CO., on the

respiratory center. The experiments showed

that adding CO,, to 02, in spite of increased

pulmonary ventilation, does not lead to an in-

crease in the rate of nitrogen desaturation for

the organism, but slows it by 10-15%. The reason

for the slowdown, evidently, is redistribution of

the blood flow resulting from vasoconstrictive

action of CO2 on the vessels in many regions of

the body. Physical exercise during oxygen

breathing time appreciably accelerates desatura-

tion of nitrogen and helium from the organism,

which is clear in Figures 9 and 10.

Pure oxygen breathed under normal baro-

metric pressure leads to constriction of vessels
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FIGURE 10.-Rate of nitrogen and helium removal when O.z
is breathed at rest and when physical exercises are per-
fi_rmed. (Based on [251)
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andreducedbloodsupplyin manytissues.This
effectwasnotedashavinganunfavorableeffect
on desaturation;for its elimination,desatura-
tionby breathingpureoxygenat differentalti-
tudeswasinvestigated.

Nitrogen removal. The total amount of nitrogen

removed in 1 h of breathing oxygen at normal

pressure and at an altitude of 8000 m is approxi-

mately the same [6]. However, at an altitude of

8000 m during the first 10-15 min, more nitrogen

is removed than at normal barometric pressure.

In 20 min oxygen breathing, nitrogen removal is

slowed at an 8000-m altitude to a greater extent

than during desaturation under normal baro-

metric pressure. This is of definite interest in

understanding causes determining the reduced

protective effect of desaturation when oxygen

breathing is under reduced barometric pressure.
According to the data of Marbarger et al [137],

the protective effect from 2 h of oxygen breathing
before ascent to an 11 600-m altitude decreases

with increase in altitude (beginning at 3600 m),

when there is desaturation [137]. Thus, when

oxygen was breathed under normal conditions

after an ascent to 11 600 m, ADS developed in

6.1% of the cases; when desaturation was in the

pressure chamber at 3600-m altitude, ADS was
noted in 15% of the cases. ADS arose in 21% of

the cases when desaturation was at 6700-m

altitude; but when ascent was made to an alti-

tude of 11500 m without preliminary desatura-

tion, ADS was noted in 48.5%. An explanation of

the results of this investigation is that during

saturation at altitudes of 3600-6700 m, nitrogen,

washed from the tissues slowly losing nitrogen,

proves to be impeded by the formation of bubbles

in the tissues in which N2 accumulates, even at
these altitudes.

When individuals are in the mountains at an

altitude of 3000-4000 m for several days, the

result is that all tissues uniformly lose approxi-

mately 35% of their nitrogen content. This has a

more pronounced preventive effect against ADS

for subsequent ascents to altitudes of 10000-

11 500 m than preliminary 1-h oxygen breathing

under normal barometric pressure, where the

organism is freed of 50% of the nitrogen. These

data indicate that the preventive effects of

desaturation are determined not only by the

amount of nitrogen or other biologically indif-

ferent gas removed from the organism, but also

by tissues from which the gas is removed. Thus,
it is vital that there is desaturation from tissues

that are slowly freed of the indifferent gas.

To determine the effectiveness of preventing

ADS, after different periods of breathing oxygen

at normal pressures, is also important. Since pro-

tection against ADS after nitrogen desaturation

from the organism depends on many factors,

the extent of the anticipated preventive effect

can be expressed by three values: minimum,

mean, and maximum.

Roth calculated from data of Jones [98], the

protective effect for ADS prevention in relation

to the time of oxygen breathing for cases subse-

quently being under reduced (down to 179 mm Hg)

pressure when performing moderate physical
work.

When the age and weight of the subjects, and

the associated curve of nitrogen desaturation

from the organism are not known, calculating the

preventive effect must be based on "minimum"

protection. The extent of the protective effect can

be calculated by the percentage of probable
reduction in the number of ADS cases. This is

compared with the proposed percent of ADS

cases in ascents to an altitude of 10 500 m (179

mm Hg) without preliminary oxygen breathing at

a rate of no more than 1000 m/min (Table 4).

Determination of probable loss of the protective

effect is important when desaturation is dis-

rupted; when the oxygen breathing is interrupted,

and the individual again breathes air for some

time. Such situations can arise in different periods

of flights or flight preparation. Table 5 shows cal-

culated losses of the protective effect under dif-

ferent conditions when nitrogen desaturation from

the organism was disrupted. The data provide for

only an approximate estimate of the protective

effect against ADS after different periods of

oxygen breathing before ascents to altitudes of
10 000-11 000 m.

Experimental data indicate that breathing pure

oxygen, in addition to reducing the probability
of ADS, lowers the incidence of severe forms of

ADS and shifts in time the manifestation of

different ADS symptoms. For example, breathing

oxygen for 1 h before ascent to an altitude of
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12 000 m, when light work is performed in this

altitude for 1 h, reduces the incidence of ADS

nearly twice and leads to ADS being noted 10-20

rain later than after ascents without desaturation

[94]. Determining the time of breathing sufficient

oxygen for the greatest possible protective effects

is vital in preventing ADS.

TABLE 4.--Preventive Effect of ADS in Ascents

to Altitude after Preliminary Breathing of

Oxygen for Different Periods

Time of

breathing

02, h

Minimum

protection

%

16

29

41

50

58

61

7O

75

79

82

85

86

89

91

Probable

protection

%

26

45

59

70

77

83

87

91

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

3.5

4.0

4.5

5.0

5.5

6.0

6.5

7.0

Oxygen and altitude. Breathing oxygen for 2 h

at 4500 m (430 mm Hg) is sufficient to prevent
ADS at 7000 m for 5 h while performing work of

moderate intensity (300-400 kcal/min) [32, 73].

Without desaturation, ascents to, and work in,

this altitude cause ADS in more than 10% of the

cases. Breathing oxygen for 5 h at 4500 m is suffi-

cient to prevent ADS at an altitude of 10 000 m for
5 h with work of moderate intensity. This can be

achieved by a preliminary 10-h stay at an
altitude of 4500 m in an AGA of 45% O2

and 55% N2. Subjects remaining for 4-6 h

at altitudes of 4000-5000 m in a gas atmosphere

with 45% 02 and 55% Nz were not provided

adequate protection against ADS; in a subse-

quent ascent to 11000 m when intense work

was performed, ADS symptoms were noted in

nine of 30 persons [73]. Preliminary oxygen breath-

ing for 4 h can prevent ADS symptoms at 8000 m.
To achieve "maximum" protection against ADS

at altitudes of 10000-12000 m, preliminary

oxygen breathing for 8-10 h is evidently required

[73, 170]. The conditions under which there is

nitrogen desaturation from the organism must
be considered; it must be remembered that when

oxygen is breathed under normal pressure, the
danger of fire is considerable, since the proba-

bility of inflammation is nearly five times greater
than in normal air [33, 73].

It has been suggested that, to prevent ADS,
individual selection should be made for the crew

in order to eliminate those highly sensitive to

ADS. Individual differences in resistance to

ADS have been shown [67]. After 2 h at an alti-

tude of 8500 m, ADS developed in 71 of 2273

persons (3.12%); in an ascent repeated to the

same altitude, of 2202 persons in whom no ADS
had been noted in the first descent, ADS ap-

peared in 47 (2.13%). But when 60 of the 70

persons that had been affected earlier by ADS

made an ascent, it developed in 13 (21.7%) [67].

TABLE 5.-Assumed Losses of Protective

Time, h

Mean protection

Probable protection

Time, h

Mean protection

Probable protection

Effect After Disruption of Desaturation

Oxygen Air Oxygen Air

1 V2 1

29 26 20

45 33 25

Oxygen Air

V2 I

68 60

70 52

2

20

70

5

82

95

Vs 1

40 33

52 39

Oxygen

6

86

97

Oxygen Air Oxygen Air

3 1/2 1 4 t/2 5

64 54 46 75 62 53

83 62 46 91 67 50

Air Oxygen

V2 1 7

74 62 91

72 54 97

Air

V2 1

74 62

73 54

RI-"_:,_..,...."'UCIBILITY OF THE

,. T PAGE 18 POOR
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Jones, in 1942, noted positive correlation

(K = 0.56) between the rate at which radioactive

krypton was excreted by the tissues and indi-

vidual sensitivity to ADS; however, this method

can scarcely be used advisedly for selection.

Selection for ADS prevention can scarcely be

significant, it is assumed, since it is impossible

to cancel out entirely the probability of ADS in

persons who successfully pass this selection

[5, 67, 190[.

In conclusion, in selecting the gas composition

of cabin AGA, it is vital to obtain information

about the rate of desaturation from the organism

not only of nitrogen, but also of inert gases that

can be part of the AGA.

Experimental data on this problem are limited

and apply mainly only to He. The rate of de-

saturation of He from the organism after suffi-

ciently long stays in a helium-oxygen medium
considerably exceeds the desaturation rate of

nitrogen. This is evident from data in Figure 10.
Data have not been obtained on neon desatura-

tion from the organism after establishment of

gas equilibrium in an oxygen-neon atmosphere;

for argon (A), it can be concluded that it is similar

to N2 [80, 170].

Vaporization Phenomena in the Organism

At barometric pressure below 47 mm Hg, the

pressure of the gas medium surrounding a person

becomes less than the vapor pressure of water

at 37 ° C. Vaporization phenomena develop in

organic tissues which determine the distinctive

trend of decompression disorders.

The development of vaporization in different

body tissues and cavities depends on barometric

pressures-ascent altitude, hydrostatic pressure,

temperature, elastic properties of tissue, and

presence of gas nuclei.

This question has been dealt with in many

studies [9, 116, 119, 201]. Vaporization phenom-

ena were first observed by Boyle [36] in 1670,

in animal organisms under extremely low baro-

metric pressure. They were then described by

Hoppe-Zayler in 1857, whose evaluations were

not precise enough, since acute hypoxia at high

altitudes eliminated the physiologic effects asso-

ciated with vaporization in tissues.

Experiments where vaporization phenomena

were observed in animals were described by
Armstrong (US) and Strel'tsov and Parfenova

(USSR), in 1938 [9, 159]. In Strel'tsov's experi-

ments, newly born rats were highly resistant to

acute hypoxia. This made it possible to detect,

in a pressure chamber, in animals still alive at

altitudes of 20 000 m and higher, a sudden, abrupt

increase in metabolism, which the investigators

considered tissue "boiling." Armstrong also

noted in experimental rabbits, when pressure in

the pressure chamber was lowered to 47 mm Hg,

development of "boiling" of tissues, judging

from depressions under the skin and gas bubbles

in saliva and blood. Vaporization phenomena
in different tissues in animals were later investi-

gated in detail [12, 104, 113,119,201].

The roentgenogram method was used exten-

sively by Kuznetsov [116] in animal ascents

to high altitudes in a pressure chamber, which

enabled him to observe successive vaporization

phenomena in different tissues. After rapid

pressure drop in the pressure chamber to 40 mm

Hg and less, he noted some increase in the body

volume of the animals (white rats and dogs)
due to expansion of intestinal gases. In 12-15 s,

areas of swelling under the skin appeared sud-

denly in white rats, that is, subcutaneous altitude

emphysema developed, subsequently spreading

over the entire body surface. It was confirmed

that emphysema occurred due to "boiling" by

its rapid, explosive development, and only

occurred when barometric pressure was lowered

to 47 mm Hg or less, also that it was possible to

prevent emphysema by cooling the animal body.

The roentgenograms established that in 2-3 s

after the pressure was lowered to 47-48 mm

Hg, small foci of gas accumulated under the

skin. In 7-10 s, the gas was detected in the

abdominal region-between the diaphragm and

the liver; in 10 to 20 s, gas was observed in

the pleural cavity, right ventricle of the heart,

and veins. Gas in the veins is due to the pleural

cavity and right side of heart being body regions

with low pressure. Gas was noted later in the

left side of the heart and arteries, which is as-

sociated with relatively high blood pressure in

these cardiovascular regions. The same phenom-

enon- vaporization in pleural cavity, heart,

574-270 0 - 75 - 3
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and vessels of dogs after pressure in the pressure
chamber had been lowered to 25-30 mm Hg-

was observed by Burch, Kemph, et al [40], not

only roentgenologically, but also visually through
small "windows" mounted in thoracic cavities.

Experiments on dogs and monkeys [22, 106,

112] indicate that when animals stay in the

pressure chamber no longer than 2 min, sub-

sequent rapid recompression-descent from
altitudes-leads, as a rule, to the preservation of

life. The death of animals in more rapid expo-

sures at high altitude when vaporization arises,

is evidently associated mainly with acute hypoxia.
This conclusion can be based on the lifespan of

animals at altitudes of 15000-17000 m when

"boiling" of tissues does not yet develop, being

approximately the same as at altitudes of 20 000-
40000 m, where it does occur [112,116].

Thus, acute pathologic state in animals ex-

posed to extremely low pressures is caused

chiefly by hypoxia, and decompression phe-

nomena (vaporization and formation of intra-

vascular bubbles) are only factors that aggravate

the effect of hypoxia and complicate its course.
It must be noted that when first aid is given to

individuals severely affected at high altitudes,

administration of drugs into the blood and

arterial compression of blood can prove ineffec-

tive due to gas bubbles in the vasomuscular lumen
and heart.

In studies of the mechanism of subcutaneous

decompression emphysema, the chemical com-

position and pressure of the gases forming it

have been determined [12, 104, 113]. Kemph,

Beman and Hitchcock [104] measured the pres-

sure in subcutaneous emphysema bubbles in

animals, developing after pressure in the pres-
sure chamber had been lowered to 25-30 mm

Hg. The pressure was determined with a capaci-

tive strain gauge, an ordinary mercury manom-

eter, and an indirect fluoroscopic method,

which records external pressure where bubbles

disappear in the x-ray. These experiments
established that differential pressure fluctuates

from 25-40 mm Hg, and absolute pressure from

55-70 mm Hg. The composition of gases in sub-

cutaneous emphysematose bubbles varies

widely [12J. In gas samples collected from

rat emphysematose bubbles at altitudes of

20000-22000 m in different experiments, N2

content was in the range 25.4 to 78%; CO2-1.2

to 68%; and 0.,-6.3 to 20.8%. In vaporization

phenomena, the primary role is attributed to

water vapor and carbon dioxide gas. which act

as a "second liquid." Accordingly, vaporization

in tissues can begin at barometric pressure

somewhat exceeding 47 mm Hg, that is, the pres-

sure at which water vapor pressure at 37 ° C

is equal to the ambient pressure.

According to the data of Kovalenko, chem-

ical composition of emphysematose bubbles

undergoes a change simultaneously with gradual

rise in their pressure: the content of 02 and N2

becomes smaller, and CO., content rises. In

the first 4-5 s after decompression, pressure in

emphysematose bubbles is 15-20 mm Hg, sub-

sequently rises to 30-60 mm Hg and remains
constant, since at these pressures the skin is

already peeling [113, 114].

Investigations on vaporization phenomena in

the human organism are few, so that this prob-

lem has not been adequately studied.

Subcutaneous decompression emphysema. De-

compression emphysema has developed locally
in wrists and feet in the course of astronautics.

Subcutaneous emphysema was noted in wrists of

individuals in pressure chambers who wore

altitude suits without gloves when ascending to

,m altitude of 20 000-40 000 m [97, 170].
In the data relative to subcutaneous emphy-

sema, certain characteristics are striking:

absence of emphysema in the first 1-3 rain
after ascent to altitude even when pressure

in the pressure chamber was reduced to

8 mm Hg:

appearance of emphysema in only one hand:
individual instances of absence of emphysema

for relatively long stays (15 min and longer)

at altitudes of 20 000-30 000 m.

These results can be explained by the tissue

turgot acting as a determinant of the ability to

withstand stretching and lesion which are impor-

tant in the development of emphysema.

Absence of subcutaneous altitude emphysema

during the first minutes and its individualized

manifestation are associated with tissue turgor

which differs in degree among individuals [97].
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It may be added that gas nuclei, the sources of 
decompression bubbles, also probably contribute 
to individualized manifestations of emphysema, 
since vaporization of water vapor in the cavity 
of this kind of gas bubble can determine the 
initial period of emphysema development. 

For altitude emphysema to be manifested, the 
total of the values of intratissue pressure (Pt- 
turgor) and barometric pressure ( P b )  must be 
smaller than 47 mm Hg (Pt  + P b  < 47 mm Hg). 
It is immediately apparent that various indifferent 
gases (NZ, He, A, and Ne) that can be part of AGA 
will not appreciably affect the development of 
subcutaneous decompression emphysema, since 
HzO and C O z  are its main constituents. Different 
gases can have effect only on the latent period 
of emphysema, which is due to decompression 
gas emphysema apparently having two phases. 
During the first phase, gases diffuse and bubbles 
are formed; in the second, fluid in the cavities of 
these bubbles evaporates. 

Emphysema does not cause deterioration in 
self-awareness and the total state of subjects 
during several minutes; this makes it possible 
to observe the dynamics of its development for 
some time. Emphysema occurs, as a rule, only 
in one hand-at first in the rear surface of the 
wrist in the skin between the first and second 
fingers, and gradually spreads to the entire wrist. 
The first unpleasant sensations - tightening of 
skin, prickling, and pain- are noted by subjects 
only 3-5 min after onset of emphysema. Pain 
sensations were sometimes absent even in 
pronounced emphysema when the wrist took on 
a spherical shape [97]. 

Roentgenograms of all subjects at altitudes of 
12000 m and higher showed a small amount 
of gas in the radiocarpal joint. Subcutaneous 
emphysema at altitudes of 20000-30000 m was 
manifested first by a small accumulation (in 
the form of a narrow strip) of gas beneath the 
skin. Later, the amount of gas beneath the skin 
increased steadily (Fig. 11). After rapid descent 
from altitude, signs of gas in the radiocarpal joint 
disappeared. However, in some roentgenograms 
there were still considerable “lightening” bands 
in soft tissues of the wrist, which had earlier been 
affected by emphysema. The ability for delicate 
differentiated motions was rapidly restored [97]. 

FIGURE 11. -Evidence of subcutaneous altitude emphysema 
at 20000-30000 m. The first manifestation was a small 
accumulation of gas in a narrow strip beneath the skin. 
(Based on [97]) 

HY POX1 A 
The biological equivalence of AGA complying 

with the normal terrestrial atmosphere in terms 
of PoZ is one of the main principles in AGA 
design. Maintaining a Poz in a cabin AGA that 
is close to the normal Pop of the atmospheric air 
is most important for determining flight safety. 
During flights, unfortunately, instances of cabin 
depressurization cannot be entirely eliminated, 
as well as improper operation of the regeneration 
unit, inevitably leading to decreases in POZ in 
the AGA and of high toxic states in crewmembers. 
Information on the effects of different degrees of 
hypoxia on the human physiologic state and work 
capacity is of great importance. Hypoxia has 
drawn the attention of space medicine specialists 
as means of selecting and conditioning astronauts. 
To prevent the unfavorable effects of weightless- 
ness and hypodynamia on the organism, this 
conditioning should be carried out during actual 
space flight by periodically decreasing Pop in 
the AGA [‘ib, 1341. 

Acute Effects of Hypoxia 

Metabolic processes underlie life. In man and 
animal, these processes include oxidation of 
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proteins, fats, and carbohydrates by oxygen
intake from atmospheric air. In contrast to the

relatively high reserves of fats, carbohydrates,

and proteins in the organism, its reserve of 02 is

extremely low. This dictates the necessity for

virtually continuous intake of 02 from the
ambient medium.

Po2 must not fall below a certain level for

normal, vital activity of organic cells, which is

3-5 mm Hg for brain cells-the most sensitive

to O2 insufficiency [112]. When Po2 in the inter-
cellular fluid drops below this level (called the

critical level), the rate of oxygen consumption

by the cells is reduced, that is, to actual oxygen

starvation.
Intake of 02 into the tissues is determined

mainly by diffusion; effectiveness of diffusion

depends on its gradient in different sections of

02 transport. Figure 12 shows the main step-

cascades characterizing the normal diffusion

gradients of Po2 in different stages of 02 trans-

port.

"1"
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0 2 transport

F[t;URE 12. -- Normal Poz values in different sections of 02
transport in the organism.

When O., content in the AGA is reduced, just

as when barometric pressure in the cabin is

lowered, according to Dalton's law, PO2 in

the inspired air decreases which inevitably leads

to decreased intake of 02 in the tissues, that is,
development of hypoxia. The cells farthest re-

moved from the capillaries are the first to suffer,

and diffusion of 02 to the cells is the most reduced.

With increase in hypoxia, the number of these

cells undergoing actual oxygen starvation rises

steadily, which is significant as a symptom of

oxygen starvation.

In evaluating the clinical pattern of oxygen

insufficiency, it must be remembered that under-

lying its pathogenesis - besides effects of hypoxia

on cellular metabolic processes-adaptational

shifts caused primarily by reflexive increase in

pulmonary ventilation also play an essential role.

Intensifying pulmonary ventilation promotes,

in moderate hypoxia, preservation of Po2, but

at the same time leads to hypocapnia and alka-
losis, that is, to new homeostasis disturbances. In

acute forms of oxygen insufficiency when

severe pathologic states arise rapidly, during 1 to

2 min (after ascents to altitudes of 10000 m and

higher), significant hyperventilation cannot

develop, and in the pathogenesis of these states

only the oxygen deficit is decisive. In less acute

forms of hypoxia, to which the organism can

adapt in time (e.g., while remaining in mountains),

in the pathogenesis of the functional disorders,

including mountain sickness, adaptational shifts

contribute to hypoxia, which leads to hypocapnia,

disturbance of acid-alkaline equilibrium regu-

lation, acute polycythemia, and so on.
The partial pressure of 02 in alveolar air

(PAO2) and the partial pressure of 02, which is

close to this value in arterial blood during (Pao2)

indicate the severity of the hypoxic state. Ac-

cordingly, it is important to determine these
indicators in ascents to various altitudes or when

O_ content changes in the AGA. An approximate

calculation of Pao2 relative to barometric pres-

sure was first proposed in 1885 by Sechenov

[181] while analyzing the causes of death of two
French aeronauts who had reached an altitude

of 8600 m in the Zenith balloon. He also con-

sidered a drop in Pao., to 20 mm Hg incompatible

with short-term preservation of life. Later,
calculation of Pao2 was refined relative to

Po2 in ambient gas medium; in particular,

the respiratory coefficient was corrected [61l.

This quantity is calculated by the formula:

Pao.,=(B--PH.zo).C--PAco.,(I--C._-_)

(6)
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wherePAOzis partialpressureof Ozin alveolar
air, B is barometric pressure, and

PH20 is partial pressure of water vapor

in lungs, which depends only on tem-

perature, and at body temperature of

37 ° C is 47 mm Hg,

PACOz is partial pressure of CO2 in
alveolar air, C is concentration, percent

content of Oz in the AGA, and

R is respiratory coefficient.

The critical value of Pao2 is also revised,

based on experimental studies; it varies from

27 to 33 mm Hg [25, 112]. But the critical value

of POz in mixed venous blood is 19 mm Hg [112].

Significant and rapid decrease in POz in the

ambient gaseous medium is usually classified

as acute hypoxia; as the result of which in

healthy persons, but those not previously adapted

to hypoxia, pathologic states of varying severity

appear in a relatively short time. These effects

are apparent after rapid ascents to altitudes of

4000-5000 m and higher or if the 02 supply

is suddenly cut off during altitude flights.

Data on acute hypoxic effects on animal

organisms in rarefied atmosphere were first

collected by Bert in 1878 [30]. When animals

ascended to high altitudes in a pressure chamber

they developed pathologic states, the severity

of which depended on the decreasing Po2 in

inspired air and on the length of time the animals

stayed in rarefied atmosphere. Cerebral activity

disturbance was symptomatic of severe hypoxic

states followed by irreversible disturbances in

respiration and blood circulation.

The effects of hypoxia on CNS, shown by elec-

trophysiologic investigations on intact cortices

and neuronally isolated cortical flaps, are asso-
ciated with the direct as well as the reflexive

(via chemoreceptors) effects on neurons from

Oz insufficiency in the blood [34, 133]. In the

initial period of oxygen starvation when hy-

poxemia is still relatively limited, stimulation of

chemoreceptors with sinocarotid and aortal

zones leads, simultaneously with stimulation of

respiration, to raised functioning of the reticular

formation of the brain stem and its subsequent

activating influence on higher brain levels,

including the cortex of the cerebral hemispheres
[52,133,185].

Thus, the first phase of hypoxic influence on

CNS is manifested in increased excitability of

numerous brain structures. In the EEG, this

phase of oxygen starvation is manifested in

activation of the /3-rhythm [10, 52, 133]. In this

same phase of hypoxia, adaptive reactions are

also manifested: intensified pulmonary ventila-

tion, increases in heart rate and minute blood

volume oriented toward increasing the Oz trans-

port to the tissues.

With significant degrees of hypoxia and Oz

tension in cerebral tissues dropping off, a second

phase commences, characterized by deep dis-

turbances of cerebral activity: complete inhi-

bition of conditional reflexes, loss of active

posture, clonus appearance, then tonic spasm

[112, 113, 116]. At this time, the _ and 0-waves

predominate in the EEG after which-with

aggravation of hypoxia-a gradual suppression

of bioelectric cerebral activity is noted [10, 112,

133, 156]. The &rhythm is accompanied by

slowdown or total suppression of neuronal im-

pulse. After restoration of normal oxygen supply,

bioelectric activity of several neurons is no longer

restored, evidently indicating their death.

Hypoxic reactions. Extensive experimental

materials describe the development of acute

oxygen starvation in man. Human responses

during hypoxia in general are quite similar to

those of animals. First, the extremely high sensi-

tivity of CNS to hypoxia was revealed. Dis-

turbances of CNS activity in man are manifested

by: reduced intellectual capacity; disturbance

in long-term memory; loss of concentration;

disturbance of sensory organs, mainly sight;

disturbance in coordination of sign movements

(handwriting disorder); emotional changes-

sluggishness, sleepiness, or in contrast, euphoria,

sometimes resulting in loss of adequate response

to the immediate environment [8, 57, 61,132,139,

163, 190, 191].

Symptoms of an acute, uncompensated hypoxic

state can be classified into two symptom com-

plexes [132]. In the first, the collaptoid state

develops with bradycardia, drop in arterial pres-

sure, and hyperhydrosis. Simultaneously, there

are external changes of paleness or hyperemia,

with sluggishness and disinclination to partici-

pate. Bioelectric brain activity changes slightly:
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initialdepressionofo_-rhythm in EEG followed by

low amplitude of 0- and 8-waves, becoming visible

against the/3-rhythm.

These symptoms characterize relatively mild

hypoxia, noted mainly after ascents to altitudes

of 5000-6000 m, accompanied in many cases by

growing discomfort. Sensations of oxygen, hot-

ness in the head, vertigo, nausea, and appearance

of a "gray film" are also noted. Switching to

oxygen breathing at times for 5-10 min and longer

does not lead to improvement, several functional

disturbances are not recovered, and ECG indi-

cators do not improve. Such manifestations

suggest that hypocapnia sometimes makes dif-

ferent contributions to the genesis of this patho-

logic form.

The second symptom complex includes alti-

tude fainting with symptoms of decreased intel-

lectual capacity, loss of adequate evaluation of

the immediate environment and physiologic

condition, disturbance of motor coordination

(handwriting disorder with clonic spasms which

begin with hand muscles-writing spasms), and

profound consciousness disorders including
faints. These CNS disturbances are associated

with increased pulmonary ventilation, sinus

tachycardia, and some elevation of arterial blood

pressure.
Changes in cerebral bioelectric activity are

objective indicators of the development of this

form of CNS hypoxic disorders [10, 50, 79, 133,

155]. The first visible handwriting disturbances

and sluggishness coincide with EEG isolated

and short groups of 0-waves of increased ampli-

tude. Spasms and consciousness disturbances

coincide in time with the predominant EEG of

high-amplitude, slow oscillations of 0- and &waves

[12, 79, 1321.

When 0- and 8-rhythms predominate on the

EEG, auditory and light signals or speech com-
mands can temporarily suppress slow waves on

the EEG, with partial recovery of work capacity
and general improvement. Lack of EEG response

to electrical stimuli and persistent 0- and 8-

rhythms usually indicate profound consciousness

disturbances [10 133].

Profound CNS disturbances develop without

the victims' detection. For example, before ascent

to a 7000-m altitude, subjects were instructed, in

case of oxygen starvation signs, to use oxygen

masks and breathe oxygen. Only two of 16

persons carried out the instructions, two other

subjects noted that they were in need of oxygen,

but did not use the readily available oxygen mask.

The remaining 12 felt well during the entire test,

despite CNS disorders-loss of consciousness

and spasms.
When victims descend from altitude or breathe

oxygen, there is rapid restoration of a normal

physiologic state and the capacity for intellectual

work (in 10-20 s). At this time, retrograde am-

nesia is noted-events immediately preceding
loss of consciousness are not remembered, which

can be puzzled out only from indirect data [9, 10,

133]. The insidious course of acute oxygen starva-

tion led investigators to build automatic devices

for signaling medical personnel that hypoxia

of varying severity was developing [132,163].

The two classifications of acute hypoxic

symptoms formed the basis for an apparatus

that automatically signals the development of

acute hypoxia [1321.

The onset of acute hypoxia in flight is a major

clanger, since at even relatively low altitudes

(5200-6000 m), when oxygen supply is stopped, it

can lead to death [9]. When acute hypoxia leads

to prolonged or repeated loss of consciousness,

the victims' return to normal does not always

result in complete recovery. Cerebral edema re-

suiting from hypoxia is evidently the main reason

for such serious complications as encephalopathy

and persistent disorders of memory and intel-

lectual function [421.

02 Protection. Data are useful on the time re-

quired for retaining consciousness and the

ability to work for periods at different altitudes

without 02 breathing, that is, when hypoxic

states of different severity develop. This problem

was studied pre-World War II mainly in the USSR

and Germany. Soviet investigators determined

generally the "altitude ceiling," that is, altitude

at which disturbances of CNS activity ap-

peared; consciousness disorders; and decreased

work capacity during a continuous ascent in a

pressure chamber [10, 184, 190]. German investi-

gators introduced the concept of "reserve time,"

or the time during which a minimum level of

work capacity adequate to take rescue measures
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is still retainedatthealtitudeafterthe02supply
hasbeencut off [109,127,156].Theterm"time
of usefulconsciousness"[8,61]is referredtoin
USandBritishhterature.

Thereservetime- timeofusefulconsciousness
availableat differentaltitudesis showninFigure
13.Its valuedependsprimarilyon the altitude,
also on individualresistanceto hypoxia.With
increasein altitude,individualfluctuationsof
the reservetime becomenarrower,whichare
virtuallyerasedat altitudesabove9000m [9,
186,191].At altitudesof 15000m andhigher,
the reservetime is practicallyabsent(8-10s).
After rapid ascents(1-2s) to thesealtitudes,
whetherair or pureoxygenis breathed,lossof
consciousnesswithoutpreviousindicationswas
notedin15s[9,186].

Whenthetimeat thesealtitudesis limitedto
8-10s, followedby rapiddescent,thereis loss
of consciousnessin 5-7 s during the first
descent-thebloodwith reduced02 content
reachesthebrainvesselsin 5-7 s afterstartof
the descent[127,186].The nearlycomplete
absenceofreservetime,similartodisappearance
oftheprotectiveeffectofOz,isduetothefactthat
whenthebarometricpressureisreducedto87mm
Hg(altitudeof 15200m),PO2 in the lungs equals

zero, even if pure 02 is breathed. The partial

pressure of water vapor (PH20) in alveolar air

at body temperature (37 ° C) is 47 mm Hg, and

PACOz under normal conditions is close to 40

mm Hg. Thus, the overall pressure (PACOz+

PAH20) is 87 mm Hg. Accordingly, the altitude

of 15200 m at which barometric pressure is
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FIGURE 13.- Reserve time at altitudes of 7000-12 000 m (without using oxygen for breathing) and at altitudes from 13000-16 000 m
with Oz breathing. (Graph plotted from [10, 186])
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87 mm Hg, from the oxygensuppliedto the
organism,is regardedas "equivalent"to outer
space.

As pressureis reduced[112,113],therateof
deoxygenationin tissuesmust rise steadily,
causingthereservetimeto decreasealso[113].
Animalexperimentsestablishedthatat altitudes
exceeding15000m, if the reservetime was
shortened,it wasnegligible.

After cabin depressurizationduring space
flight,anastronautwithoutprotectionofa space
suithasanextremelyshorttime(5-8 s)to evalu-
atethesituation,reachadecision,andactonit.
Severepathologicstatesin acutehypoxiaarise
extremelyrapidly-in 20-30s. Further pre-
dictionscanbe basedon animalexperiments;
animalssuccumbedin 1-2 min [112,119].

In anthropoidapes,after2-3 minin vacuum,
subsequentrecompressionbroughtabout re-
coveryof a normalphysiologicstate[22,106].
It is riskyto extrapolatethesedatato predicta
human'sreactionsundertheseconditions;the
dataonlyprovidehopethatin depressurization
duringflight,sometimewill remainforrescue.

Chronic Hypoxia
The establishmentof minimumpermissible

Po2valuesin anAGAis essentialtospacemed-
icine.Thechroniceffectof hypoxiawasstudied
indetailin highmountainregionsaswellasina
pressurechamber;duringmoderate02 deficit
in theinspiredair,adaptivereactionsdeveloped.
Forthisreason,afterslowascents,anindividual
who had previouslyremainedat altitudesof
2000-3000m for a numberof dayscanremain
at altitudesup to 4000-5000m for quiteatime
while retainingrelativelyhigh workcapability
[9, 14,15,83].Theseadaptivereactionscanbe
conditionallydividedintotwogroups.

Onegroupofthesereactionsisdirectedtoward
increasing02transporttotissues.Suchreactions
showhyperventilation,increasedminuteblood
volume,andincreasedbloodcirculationin lungs
and tissues,especiallythosesensitiveto 02
deficiency(brainandheart).Thereis alsoa rise
in oxygencapacityof blooddue to increased
erythrocytesandhemoglobin,aswellasresulting
fromadaptiveshiftsin oxygen-combiningprop-

ertiesof hemoglobindueto increasedcontentin
erythrocytesof2,3-diphosphoglycericacid.Other
causativefactorsare an increasednumberof
functioningcapillaries,as well as changesin
membranepermeabilityleadingto higher02
diffusion[61,112,132,156,172].

The secondgroupof adaptivereactionsis
associatedwith restructuringof tissuemetab-
olism including intensifiedglycolysis,which
arises during hypoxiabecausethe oxidative
resynthesisof adenosinetriphosphate(ATP)is
disruptedandsimultaneouslyATP expenditure
in tissuesis increased.Thefunctionalactivity
of ATPrisessharplyinheart,marrow,andmotor
musculature.This processin adaptationto
hypoxiaisprobablylimited,duetothelowenergy
effectivenessof glycolysis.Whenone glucose
moleculeundergoesglycolyticdegradationinto
twopyruvatemolecules,onlytwoATPmolecules
areformed.In adaptationto hypoxia,thecapac-
ity of mitochondriato remove02 from oxygen-
deprived intercellular medium intensifies,
probablydueto increasedactivityofcytochromes
[14]or to their increasedcontent[14,141].This
typeof adaptationis debatable.

Thevaluehasbeenshownof intensifiedsyn-
thesisof nucleicacids and proteinsin heart
andbrainfor adaptationto chronichypoxia[141].

Erythropoesisincreases and hemoglobin
synthesisintensifiesduringchronichypoxiaas
wellasdevelopmentof hypertrophyof theheart,
especiallyof the right ventricle,indicatingthat
proteinsynthesisis activatedin tissuesinvolved
in thehyperfunction.Theadaptationalcharacter
of thesereactionsis obvious.Whenevaluating
thisconceptof adaptationtolong-actinghypoxia,
it must be rememberedthat the synthesisof
the nucleicacids and proteinsintensifiesin
vitallyimportantorgans(inbrainandheart)dueto
decreasedimportanceoftheseprocessesinother
tissues,includingsexglands.This is evidently
associatedwith reducedreproductioncapacity
andweightlossin personsat altitudesof4000-
5000mandhigherforlongperiods.

Studyof thearrangementof villagesin moun-
tainousregionssuggeststhataborigines'adapta-
tion to hypoxiais limitedto altitudesof about
4500 m, whichevidentlyis thenaturallimit of
adaptation.Alpinistsattemptedto stay at an
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altitude of 5800 m for many months in the Hin-,a-

layas, which proved unsuccessful due to a break

in adaptation. A chronic form of mountain sick-

ness developed in spite of experienced partici-

pants in the expedition that included Hillary,

who with Tensing, was the first to climb Mount
Everest in 1953.

In the course of adaptation to moderate hypoxia

or when it is interrupted, mountain sickness can

develop. Its acute forms are manifested by:

headache, dizziness, dyspnea, nausea, intestinal

disorders, loss of fine coordination of movement,

rapid fatigue when performing light physical

work, sleepiness; and less often, euphoria,

reduced intellectual capacity, and increased

irritability. In chronic mountain sickness there

is increasing poor health, progressive weight

loss with pronounced negative nitrogen balance,

sometimes acute erythrocythemia, hypertension

of the lesser circulatory system, hypertrophy of

heart, arterial hypotension, and sometimes

reduced level of pulmonary ventilation.

In both forms of mountain sickness, symptoms

of "disease adaptation" are manifested distinctly.
In the acute form, there is the unfavorable effect

of hypocapnia resulting from hyperventilation;

in the chronic form, protein synthesis intensifies

greatly in several structures, with simultaneous

suppression of protein synthesis in most tissues.
Precaution against mountain sickness must be

taken in designing an AGA. It is important to

know when symptoms of mountain sickness can

appear when there is slow reduction of Poz in the
cabin.

A reduction in Po2 to 120-110 mm Hg in an

AGA while maintaining normal barometric pres-

sure in the cabin is the assumed limit; exceeding

this limit is not recommended. From investiga-

tions in mountains, it was noted that discomfort,

especially when performing muscular work,
and symptoms of mountain sickness in those in

mountains for the first time, are manifested at

altitudes of about 2000 m [42, 76, 142, 183].

The effect of various decompression rates

simulating gas escaping from the cabin was

studied; when pressure chamber pressure is

reduced 0.1 m/s and less, symptoms of acute

mountain sickness appear at altitudes of 4500-

5000 m, that is, 8-13 h after the leakage begins.

When 02 content is reduced l%/h in a cabin

simulator with normal barometric pressure and

normal air environment, followed by stabilization

of Po2 at 110 mm, subjects continue working

satisfactorily for up to 48 h. When the Poz is

stabilized in an AGA at 75-90 mm Hg, in 8-10 h

most subjects experienced acute mountain sick-

ness [140].

Individuals who have not previously been

adapted to hypoxia can apparently work satis-

factorily up to the second or third day only if they

are in a gas medium equivalent in Poz to altitudes

up to 3000-3500 m. Crewmembers in flight who

perform physical work and simultaneously are

in weightlessness, with its undesirable effects

on the cardiovascular system and vestibular

apparatus, must have an oxygen supply not lower

than the level provided for an altitude of 2000 m,

especially if the astronauts were not previously

adapted to hypoxia.

Two of the devices for expanding human

limits of adaptation to prolonged effects of

hypoxia should be noted: preliminary con-

ditioning for hypoxia in a pressure chamber or

at high altitude [9, 39, 160, 190, 197, 198, 210];

and the addition of carbon dioxide gas instead

of nitrogen when there is an 02 de.ficit in the
HEA.

The effect of adding CO2 to the inspired gas

mixture is favorable when there is acute hypoxia,

which is manifested at altitudes up to 7000-

8000 m [9, 112, 146, 186]. In a cabin simulator

at normal barometric pressure, when the Poz in

the AGA was reduced to 75-90 mm Hg, the addi-

tion of 2-3.5% CO2 prevented acute symptoms

of mountain disease, and maintained partial

capacity for work up to the second day [134].

Such effects are produced by a rise in pulmonary

ventilation resulting in increased oxygen satura-

tion of arterial blood, and by partial elimination

of hypocapnia. When there is irreversible re-

duction of Poz in a cabin AGA to approximately

1.5-2 times below the normal value, an increased

CO2 level in the AGA should be malntained-

Pco2 from 15 to 25 mm Hg [134].

Altitude resistance increases after conditioning

in a pressure chamber, especially at high alti-

tudes [39, 125, 160, 183, 197]. The extent of the

effect is determined by the time length of con-
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ditioning of subjects at certain altitudes versus

stay at normal pressure. The question of how

useful this conditioning can be is open for
discussion.

Changes in individuals' physiologic states and

work capacities for different Po2 reductions in

the AGA are shown in Figure 14. These data

provide a general outline for evaluating the effects

of hypoxia relative to the extent of manifestation.

HYPEROXIA-TOXIC EFFECT

OF OXYGEN

The toxic effect of oxygen is vital to space

medicine and biology since the spacecraft cabin

AGA can contain a higher Po2 than in atmos-

pheric air.

Increased Po., values are used in an effort to

utilize a technically most convenient one-gas

medium as an AGA with sufficiently high pres-

sure to prevent ADS, and with an 02 reserve

necessary when gas leakage from the cabin

increases. This is exemplified by the AGA in

Mercury, Gemini, and Apollo spacecraft where

Po2 was 258 mm Hg. In certain flight stages,

PO2 in the AGA can be much higher; for example,
before transition of the crew into an AGA with

lower barometric pressure for desaturation of

N2 or another inert gas. Besides planned increase

of Po,, in an AGA, heightened Po_ in the AGA

can result from improper operation of the re-

generation unit.
Studies on the toxic effects of O., under normal
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or reduced barometric pressure are significant

in space biology and medicine, since barometric

pressure that exceeds normal atmospheric pres-
sure will scarcely be maintained in spacecraft
cabins.

An early observation in the study of 02 toxic

effects on living organisms was made by Priestley

in 1775, "... that although dephlogisticated air

can prove highly useful as a medicine, it none-
theless would not be as suitable for us in the

ordinary healthy state of the body: like a candle

burns faster in dephlogisticated air than in

ordinary air, thus also we can live too fast and

our vital forces will be too rapidly expanded in

this purified air."

Experimental data on the effects of high 02

concentrations on living organisms were pre-

sented by Bert in 1878 [30], who concluded that

Oz in high concentrations is a "general-proto-

plasmic" poison, exerting a toxic effect on plant

and animal cells. This hypothesis was later con-

firmed [44, 63, 78, 87, 102, 122,215]. In spite of

many years' study of the toxic effect of 02,

information is still inadequate on biochemical

changes determining symptoms of oxygen in-

toxication. Chance et al [44] noted changes in the
oxidation-reduction state of reduced nuclear

pyridine, and the energetic pathway of pyridine
nucleotide reduction in mitochondria of rat liver

and guinea pig heart. The oxidation of enzymes

or coenzymes containing SH-groups are assumed
to be important in the toxic effect mechanism

of 02 at the cellular level, which may be asso-

ciated with earlier injury when cellular mem-

branes undergo hyperoxia.

Experiments with enzymes containing SH-
groups being inactivated in vitro (such as succinic

dehydrogenase) are not always confirmed by

experiments conducted in vivo. Most enzymes in

the organism are evidently protected against the

toxic effect of 02 by their own substrate-

coenzymes and other compounds that are perma-

nently in cells [87, 122, 215]. It has remained

unclear whether the mechanism of the 02 toxic

effect on a cell includes the influence of O2

molecules as such, or whether it is associated

with the effect of other free radicals produced
during hyperoxia.

The mechanism of the 02 toxic effect is

attributed by many to free radicals, which

evidently form H202 and organic peroxides,

breaking intramolecular bonds of enzymes con-

taining sulfhydryl groups [78, 87, 102,215]. This

hypothesis is based on increased formation of

free radicals in the animal tissue and hyperoxia,

and on the possibility of reducing the 02 toxic

effect, in particular, injury to erythrocyte mem-

branes, by administering antioxidants (mexamine,

tocopherol-vitamin E, and so on) to inhibit the

action of free radicals [100, 101,102,215].
Symptoms of the 02 toxic action, to be under-

stood, require knowledge of the action mecha-

nism of hyperoxia in various organic functional

systems. Figure 15 of the Lambertsen scheme,

modified according to studies [78, 102, 215],
illustrates the mechanisms of 02 toxic action on

animals and humans.

Investigations with humans and animals es-

tablished that 02 toxic action depends on the

Po2, length of time in the hyperoxic medium, and

sensitivity of animal and man. The latent period

of manifesting the 02 toxic effect differs for

various tissues and also depends on Po2.

Relative to Po2 in the AGA, there are three

zones with different manifestation of 02 toxic
action.

1. When 02 is 1500-2000 mm Hg and higher,

symptoms of poisoning are manifested,

typical of attack on the CNS: nausea,

dizziness, visual disturbances, and local

and generalized clonic spasms. There are

pathologic changes in blood circulation

and respiration. Thus, Wood et al [205]

discovered a sharp rise in arterial pres-

sure in animals subjected to hyperbaric

pressure, evidently of neurogenic origin;

cardiac insufficiency with pressure rise

in lesser circulation vessels, also prob-

ably the cause of primary disturbance of

the pulmonary capillaries structure and

subsequent acute pulmonary edema.

2. When Po2 is 760-400 mm Hg, the 02

toxic action is primarily an attack on

respiratory organs: irritation of the upper

respiratory tracts, including bronchitis,

then pulmonary inflammation and edema.

3. For PO2 of 400--280 mm Hg, prolonged

stay in an AGA can evidently cause

R.F2-_ _ _ ,%_BILZ_Y OF THI_
_..... :AGE IS PO0_
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changes in respiratory organs, blood, and

lymph tissues.

Considering astronautic activity, it is important

to determine the maximum permissible PO2 at

which the 02 toxic effect is not yet manifested,

for setting standards of 02 content in AGA. When

animals remain in virtually pure oxygen under

normal barometric pressure, they die from

pulmonary inflammation.

White rats, which are highly sensitive to the

toxic action of 02, were tested to establish the

morphologic change sequence in lungs during

different periods in the hyperoxic AGA. When
Po2 was 1 atm, the animals showed: atelectasis-

in 1 h; disturbances of capillary structure and

changes in their permeability-in 3 to 6 h,

pulmonary edema, thickening of alveolar mem-

branes, enlarged capillaries, and diapedetic

hemorrhages-during the first day, pulmonary

hyperemia and foci of inflammation-in 1.5 d;

further inflammation, leading to "hepatization"

of lungs-in 2-2.5 d [105, 111,153].

Pulmonary inflammation resulting from hyper-

oxia is assumed to lead inevitably to hypoxia,

culminating in death [13, 122, 153]. Genin et al

dispute this view [72]; they detected high 02

tension in cerebral tissues of animals during

development of severe hyperoxic toxicosis along

with pulmonary inflammation.

Pathologic changes in lungs of rats depend

mainly on Po2 in the AGA. An animal which

was exposed to pure oxygen developed inflamma-

tion in lungs by the second or third day; when 02
content in the AGA was reduced to 75% (Po2 =

570 mm Hg), the lung inflammation was noted

after 2-3 weeks, and in 50-60% O._ content in

the AGA, no lung damage was detected in spite

of 30 days spent in this medium [13, 38, 43, 111,

2151.

When Po2 increases slightly in the AGA, the

primary toxic effect is pulmonary atelectasis

[130, 136]. This was concluded from experiments

with rats exposed to an AGA consisting almost

entirely of 02 under reduced barometric pressure.
The atelectases led to the death of several

animals.
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Atelectasesdevelopedalsoin humansbreath-
ing pureoxygen[13,59,73],causedby mucus
congestionin the smallerbronchi.This causes
the Oz, from the alveoliassociatedwith the
congestedbronchus,to diffuserapidlyinto the
blood.Therateof alveolicollapsedependson
the chemicalcompositionof the gasesfilling
them; collapseis slowedwhenN2 and other
inert gasesarepresent.DuBoiset al [59]noted
individual differencesin predispositionto
atelectases,whichtheyattributedto dissimilar
patencyof air passages.

It isnotestablishedthatpulmonaryatelectases
areassociatedprimarilywith thetoxiceffectof
02; it probablydevelopsfrom the absenceof
N2 gas or another inert gas in alveoli. When

elevated Poz values persist in the AGA, addition

of a small amount of a biologically inert gas

to the AGA prevents pulmonary atelectases

[59, 61, 180, 215]. It was noted in animal experi-

ments that toxic effects of 02 can develop into

"oxidative" and hemolytic anemia, which

evidently results from the accelerated breakdown

of erythrocytes and simultaneous suppression of

hemopoiesis.

In morphologic investigations, changes in red

cell growth were noted in animals and man in

hyperoxic AGA, indicating suppression of

erythropoiesis. Changes were also detected in

erythrocyte structure-appearance of sickle-

shaped evaginations-acontocytosis, providing

grounds to conclude that damage to erythrocyte

membranes, like suppression of erythropoiesis,

is caused by Oz toxic action. Administering an

antioxidant-vitamin E-prevented damage to

erythrocytes [100, 101]. These data apparently

were confirmed somewhat in humans; when

astronauts completed Gemini 4, 5, and 7 flights,

a reduction of hemoglobin and erythrocyte con-

tent in peripheral blood was noted [29, 65]. In

spite of these results, there are not yet adequate

grounds to associate anemia only with the toxic

effect of oxygen. Its onset can be caused by the

effects of other flight factors as well.

It has also been stated that when there is a

slight rise in PO2 (300 mm Hg), the toxic action

of Oz leads to suppression of the immunity sys-

tem, causing pathologic changes in lymph tissues

[103, 161].

The maximum permissible Oz concentrations,

establishing the upper limit of Po2 in AGA where

man and animals may remain for long periods,

has not been adequately studied. Before hyper-

oxic AGA was used in spacecraft cabins (Poz =
258 mm Hg), its effect on animal and human

organisms was studied by US investigators [38,

90, 145, 202]. The studies (one lasting 8 months)

permit the conclusion that remaining in an AGA

with POR----258 mm Hg does not cause profound

pathologic disturbances, but probably has some

unfavorable effects; periodic morphologic
changes in internal organs of animals have been

noted [101]. The same conclusion was reached in

mice experiments conducted with Gramenitskiy.
After 23 days in an AGA with Po2=260-280

mm Hg and a total pressure of 720 mm Hg, experi-

mental animals, not differing visibly from the
controls, succumbed much faster than the con-

trois when placed subsequently in a hyperbaric

medium of 4 atm with 98% Oz content. An

autopsy revealed acute hyperemia and pulmonary
edema.

Functional Changes

To evaluate the significance of changes in

various functional systems during hyperoxia, and

to set up means of increasing resistance, the

mechanism of the 02 toxic effect must be under-

stood as well as if there is adaptation to this

factor, and its manifestations. This problem is

still in the initial stage of study.

Adaptational shifts were studied in animals

remaining for a long time in an AGA with elevated

Po2. Animals were placed in an AGA with ele-

vated Po2 followed by prolonged exposure to

virtually pure 02 at a pressure of 760 mm Hg.
The results were not well-defined: increased

lifespan was noted in the conditioned animals,
while in others a reliable effect was absent, nor

were acute manifestations of the 02 toxic action

noted in the conditioned animals [11, 83, 215].

The functional state of the adrenal glands is

important in the mechanism of nonspecific

adaptation to various unfavorable factors. On the

question of adaptation to hyperoxia resulting

from nonspecific adaptational reactions, investi-

gations are significant on the effect of 02 toxic

action in animals with adrenals removed. The
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resultsof theseinvestigationsarecontradictory.
Whenhigh02pressureswereused(3atmand
higher),increasedresistanceto hyperoxiawas
notedin adrenalectomizedanimals[18,81].But
in anotherstudy [135],there wasdepressed
resistanceto hyperoxiain adrenalectomizedrats
exposedto anAGAwithPO2 of 690-720 mm Hg.

Toxicity associated with lung damage was mani-

fest in the operative animals earlier, and pro-

gressed to a more severe form than in intact
animals.

In normobaric hyperoxia, in contrast to hyper-

baric hyperoxia, the mechanism of nonspecific

adaptation plays a definite role. Differences in
the mechanism of 02 toxic action at high oxygen

pressures and with normal barometric pressure

also evidently determine the different effects of

adrenalectomy. From a generalization of the

literature, animal and human organisms exhibit

adaptive reactions to normobaric hyperoxia, but
with low effectiveness.

Information on the toxic action of hyperoxia is

important in AGA design. Considerations of this

matter are di_cult because precise criteria for

O._ toxic action are lacking; i.e., symptoms indi-

cating that continuing in a hyperoxic medium

will endanger health. The question is further

complicated by differences in individual resis-

tance to hyperoxia, and other flight factors that

influence resistance to hyperoxia.
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The physiologicandpathophysiologicmecha-
nismsof the hyperoxiceffecton the human
organismmustbeclarifiedtosubstantiateearlier
criteria on manifestationof 02 toxic action.
Figure16showsdiversereactionsto hyperoxia,
someof whichmustbeconsideredadaptivesince
theytendto reduce02 transportto tissues.This
involvesdecreasedpulmonaryventilation,heart
rate,reducedminutebloodvolume,andnarrow-
ing of cerebralvessels.Suchreactionsstart
duringthefirst minutesin a hyperoxicmedium
[47,75,2151.Somereactions(decreasesin heart
rateandminutebloodvolume)persistfor almost
theentiretimespentin theAGAwithelevated
Po2,othersgraduallydisappear.In the initial
periodof hyperoxiawhensubjectsbreathepure
oxygenundernormalbarometricpressure,pul-
monaryventilationis reducedanaverage10%,
evidentlydueto inactivationof chemoreceptors
in thesinocarotidzone[75,122,215].Thiseffect
persistsuntil thereis agradualriseinpulmonary
ventilation.This increaseis dueto retentionin
tissuesof COsproducedfromreducedtransport
byblood,whichis associatedwithlesscontentof
reducedhemoglobinin blood.

A decreasein vitalcapacityofthelungs(VCL)
duringhyperoxiais a significantsymptomfor
early diagnosisof 02 toxic action.A 20-30%
reductionor morein VCLindicatespronounced
toxicactionof 02.Suchasignificantdropusually
developsimmediatelybeforechestpainsorwhen
subjectshavechestpainduringdeepinspiration;
thatis,duringpronounceddevelopmentofoxygen
intoxication.

Sincepulmonarypathologyis themostimpor-
tantfactorlimitingman'sremaininginAGAwith
addedPo2,gasexchangeparametersandbio-
physiologyof lungs,suchasdiffusioncapacity
andextensibility,shouldhelpin earlydiagnosis
of 02 toxicaction.

Dataarelimitedandcontradictoryonchanges
in the diffusioncapacityof lungs(Dr.)in hyper-
oxia.Someauthorsfindnochangesin this indi-
catorwhenseveralhoursarespentin an 02
mediumwith pressureof 1 atm;therearealso
studiesestablishingdecreasedDL while in this
kind of AGA. A decrease in an individual's Dr.

was evident 3 h after he began breathing pure oxy-

gen under normal barometric pressure. A clear

reduction in Dm was detected, indicating that this

was caused by changes in permeability of lung

membrane [251.

Genin [70] also noted progressive reduction in

DI, during 24 h 02 breathing at 1 atm prcssure,

beginning the 8th hour. In several subjects, in

24 h, Dr. reduction was 12%. No reliable correla-
tion was established between this indicator and

manifestation of 02 toxic action. A reduction in

extensibility of lungs was also noted, averaging

16%. Extensibility of lungs is an integral indi-

cator, which depends on the elastic properties of

the pulmonary parenchyma, condition of hyper-

emia in lungs, and surface tension of the liquid

film underlying the alveoli. Evidently, reductions

in extensibility of lungs and in the VCL during

hyperoxia are associated with development of

atelectases and, possibly, with increased hyper-

emia of lungs. Thus, changes in Dr. and extensi-

bility of lungs can have significance in evaluating

O2 toxic action, but it is difficult to use this indi-

cator in practice.

Clinical Symptoms

Clinical manifestations of 02 toxic action in-

clude coughing, dryness in mouth, and thoracic

pain, which indicate pronounced oxygen intoxi-

cation. The symptoms, especially the chest

pains, usually are signals to end the investiga-

tions. This is because chest pains, after starting,

usually intensify and are accompanied by pains

in intercostal muscles, dyspnea, and worsening

of the subject's general condition [47, 75, 202].

Chest pains and substernal discomfort are

associated with atelectases, and possibly with

bronchial spasm. The bronchial mucosa is

probably involved also.

Chest pains are often preceded by irritation

of the upper respiratory tracts: dryness in the

mouth, tickhng in the nasopharynx, and cough-

ing. In 6 to 12 h after the investigation and re-

moval from the hyperoxic medium, these phe-

nomena and chest pains disappear completely.

However, irritation of the upper respiratory

tracts should be heeded since this manifestation

has preceded acute tracheobronchitis and pul-

monary inflammation [20, 751.
When PO2 in the AGA is elevated (up to 1 atm),
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individualdifferencesarenotedin sensitivityto
Oztoxicaction[59].

Whenoxygenwasbreathed(1 atm)for 24h
[75],Oztoxicactionwasnotnotedinallsubjects;
theobservationsweremadeatdifferentintervals.
Figure17showstheincidenceandtimeofupper
respiratorytract irritationandchestpains[7511
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[202]. Since some individuals have high sensitivity

to 02 toxic action, an AGA with Po2 exceeding

its value in atmospheric air can scarcely be

considered for flights of many months [75, 215].

The causes of different individual sensitivities to

hyperoxia have not been adequately studied;

there are no reliable criteria for selecting highly

sensitive persons, nor are there agents to increase
resistance.
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FIGURE 18.-Time of oxygen symptoms toxic action as a
function of Po2 in AGA [1701.

Individual differences in manifestation of 02

toxic action are probably the reason for dis-

crepancies in the literature on the limit to 02

toxic manifestation. For example, Genin, Zharov,

et al [72] did not detect symptoms of 02 toxic

action after 30 days in an AGA with Po2 equal

to 290-280 mm Hg, while Welch [202] found

O= toxic action during less time in an AGA with
lower Po2 (200 mm Hg). Such individual dif-

ferences in sensitivity to hyperoxia make it

difficult to determine the maximum permissible

02 content in cabin AGA for long flights.

Po_ in AGA

The time when 02 toxic action appears depends

on P02 in the AGA and it decreases as 02 in-

creases. Figure 18 shows the time and nature of

02 toxic action manifestation for different Po=

values in the AGA. Remaining in an AGA with

slightly elevated P02 (200 mm Hg) for 220 h can

Thus, the upper limit of P02 in AGA for flights

of many months has not yet been determined.

However, studies of 02 toxic action suggest that

the limit to the toxic action decreases steadily,

and at present it can only be determined hypo-

thetically in the range of Po2 values in AGA, at
which PAO2 increases approximately 150 to

200 mm Hg.
Additional information must be obtained to

establish precisely the upper limit of the P02
in an AGA. There are no data on the influence

of physical labor on resistance to hyperoxia, the
effects of increase and decrease in ambient

temperature, and other flight factors.

When flights in high-radiation zones are nec-

essary and whenever crewmembers may be ex-

posed to ionizing radiation, an elevated P02 in

the AGA probably would prove undesirable.

This is based on animal experiments where

increased sensitivity to ionizing radiation was

established during a hyperbolic AGA [170, 215].
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Toexplainthiseffect,thereis acertainsimilarity
betweenthe mechanismof Oztoxicactionon
tissuesandthe mechanismof ionizingradiation
toxicactionon tissues.

Thus far we have not discussed the question

of whether the sensitivity of an organism to
increased 02 content in an AGA can be affected

by such an important flight factor as weightless-

ness. There are reasons to assume that weight-

lessness, just like physical labor, or temperature

influences, can lead to some elevation in an

organism's sensitivity to hyperoxia. One of the

adaptive reactions in hyperoxia is constriction

of brain, heart, and lung muscles to reduce

oxygen transport to tissues of these organs. In

weightlessness, there is a blood flow redistribu-

tion, and an increase in hyperemia of areas above

the heart, hence the above-noted adaptive

vascular reactions probably cannot be fully
manifested.

In prolonged flights, besides man, plants and

various species of animals will be present that

may prove highly sensitive to hyperoxia. Accord-

ingly, information is needed on 02 toxic effects

on plant and animal species for use in flights.

HYPERCAPNIA- CO2 TOXIC EFFECT

During space flights, emergency situations

reducing the effectiveness of the AGA regenera-

tion system cannot be entirely avoided. Carbon
dioxide in the AGA can increase at different

rates to different levels, hence study of its toxicity

on the human organism is essential for space

biology and medicine.

Man is the source of CO2 in the gas medium

of a hermetic cabin since CO2 is one of the main

end products of metabolism in animal and

human organisms. At rest, man gives out about

400 1 CO2/d; during physical labor, CO2 and its

corresponding excretion from the organism is

considerably higher. In addition, CO2 is continu-

ously formed during rotting and fermentation.

Carbon dioxide gas is colorless, has a faint odor,

and acidlike taste. When several percent of CO2

accumulate in the AGA, it cannot be detected

by man. Its properties (odor and taste) can be

detected only at extremely high concentrations

of the gas.

Breslav [37] showed that subjects exposed to

a "free choice" of gas medium began to avoid

an AGA only when Pco2 in it exceeded 23 mm Hg.

Here the CO2 detection is not associated with

odor and taste, but with the effect on the orga-

nism, especially a rise in pulmonary ventilation

and reduction in physical work.

The terrestrial atmosphere contains a small

amount of CO2 (0.03%) from turnover of matter.

A tenfold increase of CO2 in inspired air (to

0.3% [sic]) does not yet have a marked effect

on human vital activity and work capacity [83,

138, 179]. Man can exist in this gas medium for

a very long time, maintaining normal health and

a high work level. This is due to CO2 formation

in tissues during vital activity. The gas is sub-

jected to significant fluctuations, exceeding by

tenfold changes of this compound in inspired air.

A substantial increase of Pco2 in an AGA

causes predictable changes in physiologic state;

these changes are due mainly to functional

shifts in the CNS, respiration, blood circulation,

acid-alkaline equilibrium, and disturbances in

mineral metabolism. The functional shifts during

hypercapnia are determined by the level of Pco2

in the inspired gas mixture and its action time

on the organism.

Acute Hypercapnia

Bernard showed that severe pathologic states

in animals, after being in hermetically closed,

unventilated rooms for a long time, are asso-

ciated with CO2 increase in inspired air. The

physiologic and pathologic action of COz was

studied in animal experiments [28].

A physiologic mechanism of the hypercapnia

effect is evident in Figure 19.

When remaining in AGA where the PCO2

reaches 60-70 mm Hg and higher, physiologic

reactions and CNS reactions change appreciably.

With CNS changes (besides the stimulating

influence shown in Figure 19), hypercapnia has
a sedative action and leads to a narcotic state

which develops rapidly when Pco2 reaches 100
mm Hg and higher.

Intensified pulmonary ventilation, when the

COs in an AGA rises to 10-15 mm Hg and above,

is determined by at least two mechanisms:

5"/4-270 0 - 75 * 4
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FIGURE 19.-Mechanisms of physiologic and pathophysioh)gic action of CO2 on animals and humans.

reflexive stimulation of the respiratory center

with vascular zone chemoreceptors (especially

those of the sinocarotid zone), and stimulation of

the respiratory center with central chemore-

ceptors. The main adaptive organism reaction

maintaining the Paco., at a normal level is

increased pulmonary ventilation during hyper-

capnia. Effectiveness of this reaction diminishes

as Pco._ is increased in the AGA, since, in spite

of the steadily intensifying pulmonary ventilation,

Pat02 also rises steadily.

Increased Pac02 has an antagonistic effect

on central and peripheral mechanisms regulating

vascular tonus. The stimulating action of CO.,

on the vasomotor center and the sympathetic

nervous system determines the vasoconstrictive

action and leads to increased peripheral resis-

tance, quickened heart rate, and increased

minute blood volume. Simuhaneously, CO., has

a direct effect on vessel muscle walls, promoting

their dilation. Interaction of these antagonistic

influences then determines ultimately cardio-

vascular system reaction during hypercapnia.

It can be concluded that upon a sudden drop in

_,--r, ....... "_CTR!LITY OF
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the central vasoconstrictive action, hypercapnia

can lead to collaptoidal reactions, which have

been observed in animal experiments at a con-

siderable CO2 elevation in AG A [138].

When there is a great PCO2 increase in tissues,

which inevitably develops at a considerable

P¢o2 elevation in AGA, a narcotic state accom-

panies a drop in metabolism. This reaction

can be considered adaptive, because it sharply

reduces CO_ formation in tissues during the

period when the transport systems, including the

blood buffer systems, are no longer able to sustain

Paco2-the most important constant of the
internal environment at a near-normal level.

The threshold of the reactions of various func-

tional systems differ in the development of acute

hypercapnia. Thus, hyperventilation becomes

evident when Pco2 in the_GA is raised 10-15

mm Hg, and at 23 mm Hg, this reaction is pro-

nounced-ventilation increases nearly twofold.

Tachycardia and elevated arterial blood pressure

are manifested when Pco2 in the AGA reaches

35-40 mm Hg. Narcotic action was at still higher

values of Pco2, 100-150 mm Hg, in the AGA

while CO2 stimulation on cerebral cortex neurons

was noted when Pco2 was 10-25 mm Hg. Effects

of various P¢o2 levels in the AGA on the orga-

nism of a healthy individual can be examined.

When practically healthy persons were in AGA

with excess PCO2 levels, the investigations were

highly significant in evaluating resistance of an

individual's hypercapnia and in setting CO2

standards. The nature and dynamics of reactions

of CNS, respiration, and blood circulation were

established, as well as changes in work capacity
at different Pco2 levels in the AGA.

No appreciable shifts in physiologic state

were found, despite slight respiratory acidosis,
when an individual was in AGA with Pco2 to

levels of 15 mm Hg for relatively short intervals.

Persons retain normal intellectual work capacity

and do not complain of deteriorating condition

when in such an environment for several days.

Some subjects showed reduced physical work

capacity, especially when performing heavy work,

when the Pcoz was 15 mm Hg.

Increased Pco_ in the AGA to 20-30 mm Hg

caused respiratory acidosis and increased pul-

monary ventilation. After a relatively short rise

in the rate at which psychologic tests were per-

formed, reduced intellectual work capacity was

observed. The ability to perform heavy physical

work was markedly diminished and there was

disturbance in night sleep. Subjects complained

of headaches, dizziness, dyspnea, and lack of air
sensation on performing physical work [131,180].

When Pco_ in the AGA was raised to 35-40

mm Hg, pulmonary ventilation of subjects in-

creased three times and higher. Functional shifts

appeared in the circulatory system: the heart

rate and arterial pressure increased. Subjects

complained of headache, dizziness, vision dis-

turbance, and loss of spatial orientation after

brief periods in this AGA. Performing even light

physical work involved considerable difficulties

and led to acute dyspnea. Psychologic tests

proved difficult, and intellectual work capacity

diminished. When Pco2 in the AGA was raised

above 45-50 mm Hg, acute hypercapnic dis-

orders arose rapidly-in 10 to 15 min [42, 46,131].
Generalization of data is difficult on man's

resistance to COz toxic action and the maximum

permissible time in an AGA with increased CO2

content. An individual's resistance to hyper-

capnia depends largely on his physiologic state

and the level of physical work. Investigations

were mostly with subjects at rest and psychologic

tests were performed only periodically.

Zones of Hypercapnia Toxic Action

Based on studies, four zones of hypercapnia

toxic action in relation to Pco_ level in the AGA

(Fig. 20) have been suggested.

The Po2 rate of increase in the inspired gas

mixture is vital to physiologic reactions and

resistance to hypercapnia. When placed in an

AGA with a high P¢o2 level, just as when the

individual is switched to breathing a gas mixture

enriched in COs, Paco2 rises rapidly accom-

panied by more acute hypercapnic disorders

than when Pco2 in the AGA is slowly elevated.
Fortunately, the latter is more characteristic of

a CO2 toxic effect under spaceflight conditions,

since the increasing volume of spacecraft cabins

permits a relatively slow rise of Pco_ in the

AGA whenever the air regeneration system

breaks down. More acute hypercapnia can occur
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FIGURE 20.-Classification of CO2 toxic action effects in relation to Pco2 value in AGA. (Graph plotted from [25])

when the space suit regeneration system mal-

functions. In acute hypercapnia, the diMcuhy of

precisely delimiting the zones determining the

qualitatively different manifestations of CO2

toxic action, relative to Pco.,, is associated with

"primary adaptation" phase, the duration of

which is the longer, the higher the CO2 concentra-

tion [131]. After an individual's rapid entry in an

AGA with a high CO,, content, pronounced shifts

develop in the organism, which are usually

accompanied by complaints of headache, dizzi-

ness, spatial orientation loss, vision disturbance,

nausea, lack of air, and chest pains. Hence,

investigation is often discontinued 5 to 10 min

after the subject has entered the hypercapnic
AGA.

When Pco2 in the AGA is raised to 76 mm Hg,

this unstable state gradually passes and a seem-

ingly partial adaptation to the altered gas medium

develops [131]. Some normalization of intellectual

work function is noted in subjects who complain

less of headaches, dizziness, visual disturbances,

and so forth. Duration of the unstable state is

determined by the time during which Paco2

increases and continuous rise in pulmonary
ventilation is noted. Soon after stabilization at the

new level of Paco2 and pulmonary ventilation,

a true adaptation begins, accompanied by im-

proved well-being in the general state of subjects.

Considerable deviations in evaluation by different

investigators of possible time limit of man under

high Pco2 in the AGA is caused by the dynamics

of acute hypercapnia.

Unfortunately, in evaluation of various Pco2

level effects (Fig. 20), "primary adaptation,"

although recorded in time, still does not show

that the physiologic state of an individual differs

in different periods in an HEA with high CO2.

The results shown in Figure 20 were obtained

while subjects were resting. Accordingly, these

data, without appropriate correlation, cannot be

used to predict physiologic changes of astronauts

when CO2 accumulates in the AGA, because it

may be necessary in flight to work physically at

different intensity levels.
It was established that an individual's resist-
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anceto CO2toxicactiondecreaseswithincrease
in physicalwork.Accordingly,studiesof COz
toxicactiononpracticallyhealthypersonswork-
ing physicallyat differentintensitytakeonvital
importance.Therearefewreportsin the litera-
ture, so this problemneedsfurther study.
Nonetheless,basedonavailabledata[42,80,131,
138,142,180,210]it is possibleto approximate
the lengthof time andvariedphysicalworkin
anAGArelativeto its Pco2.

Whenthe Pco2is raisedto 15mmHg,pro-
longedheavyphysicalwork provesdifficult,
accordingto Table6. WhenthePcosis raised
to25mmHg,evenmoderateworkis limitedand
heavyworkis difficult;whenthePco2is raised
to 35-40mmHg,lightworkisrestricted.When
thePCOsis raisedto 60mmHgandhigher,the
individualat rest couldremainin this AGAfor
sometime, althoughhe is incapableof work.
Thebestwayof removingtheadverseeffectof
acutehypercapniaisto placevictimsin "normal"
atmosphere.

Therapidtransitionfromlongperiodsin AGA
with elevatedPco2,to breathingpureoxygen
or air oftencausesdeteriorationof theirwell-
being and generalstate. This phenomenon,
expressedin acuteform,wasfirst detectedin
animalsby Albitskiy [4], who termedit the
reverseCOseffect.Whenhypercapnicsyndrome
develops,individualsmustbegraduallyremoved
from COs-enrichedAGAby reducingits Pco2
[42, 138,168].Attemptsto weakenthe hyper-
capnicsyndromeby administeringalkalis,such
astris-bufferedsoda,did notgivestable,positive
results,in spiteof partialnormalizationof blood
pn [421.

Thestudyof an individual'sphysiologicstate
andworkfunctionis significantwhenbreakdown
of theregenerationunit in anAGAwill reduce
PossimultaneouslywithariseinPco2.

Whenbreathingin a closed,smallvolume,
there is a considerableCO2increaseand a
corresponding02 decrease[83];this leadsto
abruptdeteriorationof physiologicstateandwell-
beingwhenCOsin the inspiredgasmixtureis
raisedto 5-6% (Pcos=38-45mm Hg), even
though02 reductionduringthis time is rela-
tively small.A slowdevelopmentofhypercapnia
andhypoxiacausesappreciabledisturbancesof

workfunctionand deteriorationof the physio-
logicstatewhenPcosisraisedto 25-30mmHg
with a correspondingdropin Pos to 110-120
mmHg.Accordingto Karlinet al [170],in the
thirddayof exposureto anAGAcontaining3%
COs(22.8mmHg)and17%Os,theworkfunction
is markedlyreduced.Thesedata contradict
resultsshowingrelativelysmallchangesinwork
functionevenfor considerable(up to 12%)Os
decreaseanda COsincreaseto 3%in theAGA
[134].

In simultaneousdevelopmentof hypercapnia
andhypoxia,dyspneais the mainsymptomof
toxicaction.Pulmonaryventilationprovesmore
significantthan in equivalenthypercapnia.
Sucha significantrisein pulmonaryventilation
is determinedby hypoxia-elevatedCO2sensi-
tivity of the respiratorycenter,as a result of
whichthe combinedactionof excessCOsand
Osdeficienciesin theAGAdoesnot leadto an
additiveeffect,but to synergism.Hencepul-
monaryventilationis higherthantheventilation
level that wouldhave occurredwith simple
additionof the effectsfrom reducedPAOsand
increasedPACOs.

It can be concludedfrom thesedata and
disturbancesin thephysiologicstatethathyper-
capniais dominantin thedevelopmentof patho-
logicstateswhentheregenerationsystembreaks
downfully.

Chronic Effects of ltypereapnia

Study of the prolonged effect on humans and

animals of elevated levels of Pco2 in AGA

established that clinical symptoms of chronic

COs toxic action is preceded by regular changes

in the acid-alkaline equilibrium-development

of respiratory acidosis leading to metabolic
disturbance. Shifts occur in the mineral metabo-

lism and evidently are adaptive, since the acid-

alkaline equilibrium is preserved. These changes

can be judged from the periodic rise of blood

calcium and from changes in the marrow calcium

and phosphorus. Calcium combines with CO2;

hence, the amount of COs combined with cal-

cium, in the bones, rises with increase in Pacos.

As a result of shifts in mineral metabolism,

calcium salts form in the excretory system, a
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consequence of which can be kidney stone

disease. Stones were detected in rat kidneys

after a prolonged stay in an AGA with Pco2=21

mm Hg and higher, which validates this conclu-

sion [178].

Metabolic changes caused by moderate gas
acidosis were noted in humans who remained

for long periods in AGA with Pco2 exceeding

7.5-10 mm Hg, in spite of visible preservation

of normal physiologic state and work capacity.

During Operation Hideout, subjects stayed 42

d in a submarine AGA containing 1.5% CO2

(Pco2=11.4 mm Hg). The main physiologic

parameters-weight, body temperature, blood

pressure, and pulse rate-were essentially un-

changed. However, in a study of respiration,

acid-alkaline equilibrium, and calcium-phos-

phorus metabolism, adaptive shifts were de-

tected. It was established that approximately

from the 24th d in the AGA containing 1.5%

CO2, uncompensated gas acidosis occurred
[179]. According to Zharov et al i213], no changes

in blood pH were detected in a healthy young

man after a month in an AGA with 1% CO2, in

spite of a small increase in PACO2 and an 8-12%

rise in pulmonary ventilation, indicating a slight

compensating gas acidosis. A decrease in blood

pH, a rise in PACO2, and a 20-25% increase in

pulmonary ventilation were observed in subjects

after prolonged periods (30 d) in an AGA with

CO2 elevated to 2%. Subjects felt normal when

at rest; however, when performing intense phys-

ical work, some complained of headaches and

rapid fatigue [213].

Subjects did not note a deterioration of well-

being in an AGA with 3% CO2 (Pco2 = 22.8 mm

Hg). Blood pH changes indicated rapid devel-

opment of uncompensated gas acidosis. A stay

in this medium, although possible for many

days, is always associated with increasing dis-

comfort and a progressive reduction of work

capacity.
From these studies it was concluded that

remaining for many months in an AGA with

PCO2 above 7.5 mm Hg is undesirable because

of chronic CO2 toxic action [180, 213]. When an

individual is in an AGA for 3 to 4 months, the

PCO2 must not exceed 3-6 mm Hg [123].

Shaefer [180] believes it desirable, when

totally evaluating the effect of the chronic in-

fluence of hypercapnia, to single out three main
levels of increased Pco2 in an AGA which

determine different individual tolerances to

hypercapnia. The first level corresponds to

raising Pcoz in the AGA to 4-6 mm Hg, from

which there is no significant effect on the orga-

nism. The second level corresponds to raising

Pco2 in the AGA to 11 mm Hg, when main

physiologic functions and work capacity do not

change appreciably. However, there is a slow

development of shifts in respiration, acid-alkaline

equilibrium regulation, and electrolyte metabo-

lism, resulting in possible pathologic changes.

The third level-elevating Pco2 to 22 mm Hg

and higher-leads to reduced work capacity,

pronounced shifts in physiologic functions, and

pathologic states after different time periods.

ARTIFICIAL GAS ATMOSPHERE (AGA)

History of AGA Development

The idea of producing an artificial atmosphere

to protect man in high-altitude flights and

during underwater immersions and swimming

was first expressed by the famous French

science fiction writer, Jules Verne. This idea

received scientific commentary by the French

physiologist Paul Bert [30], and the famous

Russian chemist, D. I. Mendeleyev, who was

the first to propose, in high-altitude flights,

using sealed cabins with air pressure exceeding

its pressure in the ambient environment [140].

Later, Tsiolkovskiy [194] pointed out the need

for an AGA in spacecraft cabins.

This idea was applied to flight in the early

1930s. First in Switzerland (August Piccard in

1931), and then in the USSR and the US in

1933-1934, flights were made to altitudes of

15 500-22 000 m in stratosphere balloons

equipped with sealed cabins. Flights in open

cabins are not possible at such altitudes be-

cause the 02 supply for the crew. at a pressure

corresponding to ambient pressure, no longer

prevents acute oxygen starvation. During

preparation for these flights, variants of the AGA
were examined and studies made with humans

in sealed cabin simulators [8, 183]. Important

information was obtained, not only on different
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technicalmeansof regeneratingthe AGA,but
also on such physiologicparametersas 02
requirementandCO2expirationofcrewmembers.

Sovietand USinvestigatorsreachedsimilar
conclusions:to havestratosphereballoonsin
cabins in order to lighten their structure;
maintainpressurebelowatmospheric(550-450
mm Hg);andincreaseO2in the AGAsothat
oxygensuppliedtothecrewwouldbewhollypre-
served.USandSovietinvestigatorsrejecteduse
ofaone-gasoxygenmedium,justastheyrejected
useofliquidnitrogenastheO2source,because
of fire dangerin suchan AGA [8, 124,183].

Theshort,hours-longdurationof stratosphere
balloon flights greatly simplified the AGA
designingproblem.The sameproblemas re-
lated to spaceflights,especiallythoseof long
duration,becameconsiderablymore compli-
cated.It wouldnot be advisableto forgetthe
abovestudies,sincefor the first time,definite
usefulexperiencewasobtained.

Thus, in workingon the spacecraftAGA,
Sovietand US scientistsrelied not only on
sanitaryinvestigationsto set standardsand
designof a gasmediumforlivingandproduction
quarters,but also on investigationdata in
designinga submarineAGA,andexperiencein
designingstratosphereballooncabins AGA.
Historically,Sovietand US investigatorswere
guided extensivelyby commonprinciples;
however,in practice,designingthe spacecraft
AGAwassolvedquiteunexpectedly.

SovietinvestigatorsselectedtheAGAsimilar
in parameters,pressure,and gascomposition
to standardterrestrialatmosphere(STA),thus
developingsuitablelivingconditionsin normal
flight regimes.US investigators,becauseof
severaltechnicaladvantages,useaone-gasAGA
of oxygenat a total pressureof 258mm Hg,
suitablefor astronauts.It isevidentlyconvenient
to useit whenastronauts,in spacesuits,leave
thecabinto enterverylow totalpressure[148,
149,150].

TheseAGA, successfullyused in flights,
generallymetthemainphysiologicprinciplesof
AGA design.Duringflight undernormalgas
exchangetherewasnoappreciablestressofthe
adaptivemechanisms,thereforethe adaptive
reserveof theorganismwasnotreduced.

SovietandUS specialistsarecontinuingre-
searchon designingspacecraftAGA,indicating
that the AGA currentlyusedcanscarcelybe
optimalforlong-termflights.Duringworkonthis
problem,variantsof the AGAwerediscussed.
Thoroughexaminationand evaluationof AGA
variants are best made accordingto some
systematizationof the possibleAGA formula-
tions.Thebasisof the AGAclassificationcom-
priseschemicalcomposition,physicalproperties,
andmainphysiologiccharacteristics.

Physiologicevaluationof AGAin termsof gas
exchangeandPo2andPCO2 levels in the internal

environment (blood and alveolar air) can be

classified into those equivalent to standard

terrestrial atmosphere, and those not entirely

equivalent, containing some excess 02 and CO2,

or 02 deficit. Chemically, AGA can consist of only

one gas (02); two gases-O2 and some biologi-

cally indifferent gas-or, finally, it can include,

besides 02, several indifferent gases (N2, He,

Ne, and Ar). Physical properties of an AGA

depend not only on its chemical composition, but

also on barometric pressure, which fluctuates

widely.

Numerous AGA variants are theoretically

possible for practical use in space flights. Only

those which have attracted the greatest attention

at present are considered, therefore are being

studied in laboratory experiments, or have al-

ready been used in flights.

AGA Equivalent in Gas Exchange to STA

and Composed of Two Gases (N2 and O_)

AGA can be considered as simulating the

Earth's standard gaseous atmosphere which

consists basically also of two gases, 02 and N2,

and 1% of other gases. Simulating standard ter-

restrial atmosphere in spacecraft cabins means

providing comfort according to standards set by

hygienists for living quarters in geographic

regions at sea level. Thus, reproduction of closely

studied artificial conditions will be arbitrarily
denoted STA.

In Soviet spacecraft cabins, the use of an AGA

close to STA is entirely justified, it has been

widely assumed [76, 118, 214]; biologically, it is

entirely adequate for man who has been histori-
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cally adapted to it. An AGA close to STA can be

used in extended space flight as one of the most

reliable AGA variants [76, 118]. Although STA

was assumed applicable as an AGA in space-

craft cabins [68, 76], its use was not optimal in

most cases. Thus, Gazenko and Genin argued:

"... copying the terrestrial atmosphere un-

justifiably limits the possibility of AGA varia-

tions that could prove desirable from the stand-

point of engineering and human protection in an

emergency situation" [68].

Selection of an AGA entails parameters: the

higher the AGA pressure, the thicker the cabin

walls and the greater the cabin weight. The

adverse features of STA during emergencies have

been pointed out [46, 76, 118]. A disturbance in

cabin hermeticity causes significant barometric

pressure drop which leads to detrimental action

in explosive decompression. Low-pressure transi-

tion from STA to AGA, as when passing from one

ship to another or when using space suits with

low pressure, is fraught with development of

altitude decompression sickness. Space suits

with low pressure complicate not only the time

spent by astronauts during emergencies, but can

also adversely affect their egress into "free"

space and on the surface of celestial bodies that

are practically devoid of atmosphere or have an

extremely rarefied one. Using STA in cabins only

in limited cases has been recommended, besides

possible emergency need. Long flights can cause

functional organic shifts (asthenia-loss of condi-

tioning) when the comfortable, quite stable

parameters of STA prove far from optimal
[71, 74, 76].

Soviet and US investigators [33, 46, 76] used

a two-component AGA in spacecraft cabins,

equivalent in gas exchange to STA, but with a
barometric pressure lower than STA. Data in

Table 7 and Figure 1 show maximum permissible

reduction in AGA pressure to 190 mm Hg. To

retain normal 02 supply to the organism at low

pressures, AGA gas composition must consist

of Oz only, i.e., no two-component gas. Accord-

ingly, in examining AGA consisting of Oz and Nz,

four ranges of reduced pressure were used: 526,

405, 308, and 267 mm Hg, corresponding to 3000,
5000, 7000, and 8000 m of altitude.

Three of the above-listed AGA at 526, 405, and

308 mm Hg were successfully tested under

laboratory conditions by Ivanov et al [95]. Studies

at lower pressures were not carried out to pre-

vent AGA which begins at altitudes of 7500-

8000 m and to avoid fire due to increase of 02 in
the AGA.

Results showed that a month in AGA equiva-

lent in 02 to STA, at pressures corresponding to

altitudes of 3000-7000 m, has no unfavorable

effect. All three AGA variants tested proved

equivalent from the physiologic standpoint.

Changes in certain physiologic parameters were:

10-15% reduction in 02 requirement, rise in

heart rate especially in the orthostatic test,

changes in diurnal periodicity of the EEG-

frequency spectrum, and increase in the number
of slow waves during the day. These changes did

not depend on gas composition and AGA pres-

sure, but were caused by hypodynamia and

changes in work, rest, and sleep routines.

In continuing investigations by Kunetsov

et al [117], subjects were kept for 2 months in an

AGA with a total gas pressure of 308 mm Hg.

Functional shifts were detected in subjects,

caused mainly by hypodynamia. Considerable

attention was given to developing an AGA with a

total gas pressure of 300 mm Hg, but was not

successful [33, 95,117]. A pressure of 300 mm Hg

is considered optimal, because it is still high and

protects against decompression, therefore does

not require desaturation of Nz from the organism
when N2 is used in the AGA. It is also convenient

to use space suits with low pressure, which pre-

clude ADS. ADS develops only rarely in emer-

gency depressurization during the first flight

hours. The use of a two-component AGA with a

pressure of 300 mm Hg is a probability, since it

reduces cabin and AGA weight as such; but fire

in this AGA is not more likely than when the STA

is used (Tables 8 and 9).

On purely theoretical considerations, it is

remarkable that as early as 1940, Spasskiy [187]

considered an AGA with a total pressure of 260

mm Hg as promising for high-altitude aircraft

cabins. The flight difference between this AGA
and the above-considered AGA with a total

pressure of 308 mm Hg eliminates detailed com-

parison. Small, mainly technical advantages of its

use compared to the preceding AGA (308 mm Hg)
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TABLE 9.--Energy Required for Ignition of Materials in Various Atmospheres

(cal/cm 2)

20% 02 46% 02 46% 02 70% 02 70% 02 100% 02
Atmosphere Air 80% He 54% N2 54% He 30% N2 30% He

Pressure

Wood
Paper
Cotton fabric
Plastic wire
Painted surface

760 mm

25--+1

32-4-1

13-+0.5

20-4-1

30-+1

760 mm

108_+11

39_+0.5
N1
NI

N1

380 mm

25+_2

25+__2
12+_0.5
16-+1
56+_5

380 mm

24-+0.5

26+_0.5

17+_0.5

N1
7O+_4

258 mm
25+_1
26-4-0.5
15_+0.5
17+_1
81+_3

253 mm
22+_1
25+_0.5
16+0.5
46+_1
57+5

258 mm

23+_ 1

25-4-1

15-+0.5
16+ 1
36+_1

cannot justify certain of its adverse qualities. At

a pressure of 260 mm Hg, there is probability of

ADS, and with reduction in reserve time, in-

evitable at lower AGA pressure, there is in-

creased leakage of gases from the cabin.

AGA Composed of Oz and He

Replacing nitrogen in an AGA with helium

poses an important question. Is presence of N2

in an AGA important and does it have the same

biologic role in the STA to which man and

animals have been adapted during their long

evolutional development?

Man and animals can live normally in an AGA

devoid of N2, according to Soviet and US in-

vestigators [54, 76, 118, 130, 169]. Vertebrates

and invertebrates develop normally in an AGA

where N2 is totally absent [35, 130, 206]. In man,

the biologic role of N2 is to fill body cavities,

primarily the lungs-to sustain specific volume

and prevent atelectases. Other inert gases,

including He (to be discussed), can fulfill this

role [2, 54, 85, 147, 151, 166, 167, ]69, 177, 182].

Use of He as one of the main components of an
AGA demands that it have no unfavorable effects.

Studies on animals and humans with nitrogen

mixed with helium in AGA, at normal and

reduced pressures, showed that helium had no

toxic effect and like N2, is a biologically inert

gas [2, 16, 49, 54, 60, 165, 169]. Functional shifts

caused by the heat-physical properties of He

are: increase in oxygen requirements, reduction

in erythrocyte count and hemoglobin level, and

associated increase in diurnal iron requirements.

Hamilton et al [84] detected such changes in rats

in a helium-oxygen medium and Dianov [55]

found changes in an animal's resistance to

hypoxia.
After it was shown that He can replace N2

in AGA, its replacement advisability was ques-

tioned. According to data of Yakobson, Dianov,

and Kuznetsov [53, 207], when He is used, the

onset of ADS and especially of its severe forms

in astronauts after transition to conditions of low

barometric pressure is somewhat reduced. This

is based on the Bunsen coefficient of N2 solubility

in fat which is approximately four times higher

than for He. In contrast, studies of US investiga-

tors Beard et al [19] established a more frequent

appearance of the "bends" - the musculo-

articular form of ADS in persons present in an
AGA in which He was used. The incidence of

severe ADS forms, when a He-containing AGA

is used, is not settled.

Dianov et al have shown that when oxygen is

breathed, the time of virtually complete desatura-

tion of He from the organism is considerably less

than for Nz desaturation because of the low

helium solubility in tissues and its high diffusion

coefficient. This is an essential and indisputable

advantage of using He in the AGA. Temperature

increases in the cabin, due to He high thermal

conductivity, will be much better tolerated by

astronauts [33, 54, 55, 169]. In this medium,

hypercapnia resistance, intense physical loads,
and other influences leading to a significant

rise in ventilation must also be increased

[55, 115]. This effect is due to forced breathing

of a helium-oxygen mixture, when resistance

of air passages, owing to the low density of

He, is less than when air is breathed. In normal,

,UC]_ILITY OF THE
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quiet breathing this effect does not show up,

since air passage resistance is now determined

partially by inspired gas viscosity. The viscosity

of He does not differ appreciably from that of

N2.

Nitrogen Replacement

Nitrogen replacement in an AGA with helium

is justified by the high stability of the He atom

to different kinds of radiation exposure. This

advantageously differentiates He from N2. The

relatively high weight of Nz determines its weak

protective properties with respect to cosmic

radiation; primary nucleons absorption and

formation of secondary particles. According to

data of Dmitriyev [58], excited nitrogen atoms

and ions are formed by ionizing radiation in air.

They enter into chemical reactions with 02,

resulting in formation of toxic compounds such as

nitrogen oxide, nitrous oxide, and nitrogen

peroxide. The advisability of replacing nitrogen

in an AGA with helium also has an engineering

justification. The density _ He is approximately

one-seventh that of N2, hence use of a helium-

oxygen atmosphere in spacecraft leads to re-

duction in launch weight, and in gas reserves

weight necessary to replenish the craft atmos-

phere. This advantage of the helium-oxygen

AGA cannot be manifested fully owing to high

He fluidity. This is the reason for reducing reserve

time if gases escape from the cabin when AGA

nitrogen is replaced with helium, which must be

considered as a disadvantage of this replacement.

Replacement of AGA nitrogen with helium must

lead to reduction in energy required to ventilate

the cabin. In spite of the definite advantages of

using He in an AGA, there are few experimental

studies on humans. Soviet experiments [53, 187]

dealt with an AGA consisting of O2 and He at

normal barometric pressure (1 atm).

Studies show that remaining in a helium-oxygen

medium does not cause any essential changes

in well-being, behavior, and work function. How-

ever, replacing nitrogen in the AGA with helium

is still accompanied by some functional shifts

which include changes in heat exchange, speech,

and respiration [53, 54, 176]. Thus, remaining in

a helium-oxygen AGA at temperatures that are

comfortable under normal air atmosphere (18-

24 ° C) was accompanied by appreciable cooling.

At 21 ° C, subjects rapidly displayed unpleasant

heat sensations when the mean-weighted skin

temperature dropped nearly 2° in 2 h. In the

helium-oxygen AGA, the zone of heat comfort

shifted markedly toward higher temperatures

and was 24.5-27.5 ° C during the day while at

night it was 26-29 ° C. These data show con-

siderable narrowing (by 3 ° C) of the heat comfort

zone in the helium-oxygen medium compared

with the similar zone in air [53, 54]. This effect

of the helium-oxygen atmosphere is associated

with the high thermal conductivity of He.

Replacing nitrogen in air with helium led to

speech changes in subjects in the helium-oxygen

AGA; the speech spectrum shifted toward high

frequency by a value of 0.7 octave. Speech

intelligibility deteriorated somewhat but was

still retained at an acceptable level of 90-95%.

The speech function was restored immediately

after breathing ordinary air. The speed of sound

in the helium-oxygen medium at a pressure of

1 atm and a temperature of 27 ° C is 1.85 times

higher than in air, which explains speech dis-

tortion after nitrogen in air was replaced with

helium [48,120].

Functional changes of respiration in the helium-

oxygen medium were manifested in an improve-

ment of maximum possible ventilation of lungs,

due to reduced resistance of the air passages.

Thus, studies on air nitrogen replaced with

helium showed the practical possibility of using

this AGA. US investigators studied helium-oxygen

AGA with a total pressure of 380 mm Hg [60,

155, 212], 360 mm Hg, and 258 mm Hg [2, 16,

89,147,166,167,182].

These studies suggest that prolonged (up to

56 d) stay in a helium-oxygen medium has no

unfavorable effects on metabolism, respiration,

blood circulation, and CNS. Pathologic shifts

noted in these experiments were caused by

various factors unrelated directly to the replace-

ment of nitrogen in the AGA with helium. For

example, in experiments by Zeft et al [212],

irritation of eyelid mucosa (conjunctivitis) was

due to the low humidity of the AGA (pressure

of 380 mm Hg); when the humidity was raised,

these disturbances disappeared. A decrease

in one subject's orthostatic stability, as well
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as in mostinvestigationsin cabinsimulators,
wasevidentlyduetohypodynamia.

Mucosadrynessanddevelopmentofconjuncti-
vitis,notedin subjectsafter56daysin ahelium-
oxygenAGAwithatotalpressureof 258mmHg
Po2=175 mm Hg; PHe=74 mm Hg; and
PN2=2 mmHg),werealsoassociatedwith low
humidity.Abdominalpainscannotberelatedto
Hein theAGA,butwereevidentlydueto other
factors,possiblytheunsuccessfuldiet.Onlyslight
speechdistortionsandskintemperaturechanges
when physicalexercisewas performedwere
relatedtoHeintheAGA.However,suchchanges
havenosignificance,sincespeechdistortionscan
beeliminatedbytechnicalmeans;also,unfavor-
ableheatsensationsin helium-oxygenmediaare
easilyremediedby raisingthe temperatureof
theartificialgaseousatmosphere.

In a comparativeevaluationof helium-oxygen
AGAwith low pressure,whenthereis a slow
leakageof gasesfrom the cabin,the reserve
time (duringwhichthe pressuredropsto the
criticalvaluedeterminingdevelopmentof acute
hypoxia)will beshorterfor crewmembers,com-
paredwithAGAcontainingN2,the higherthe
percentcontentof He in the AGA.Therefore,
at the lowesttotalpressure(258mm Hg),this
differencebetweenhelium-andnitrogen-oxygen
AGAwillberelativelysmall[46,174].

In conclusion,if in undergroundimmersions
the possibilityof usingHe in AGAhasbeen
demonstrated,thisquestionis still in thestudy
stagefortheAGAofspacecraftcabins.

One-GasAGA
Theadvisabilityofusingpureoxygenincabins

of high-altitudeaircraftwasdiscussedbefore
World War II by Spasskiy [187], who assumed

that 02 might be used at a pressure of 230 mm

Hg in hermetic cabins of high-altitude aircraft.

He maintained that the pressure must not be

reduced to lower levels since the probability of

ADS and altitude meteorism are significant

and even a small 02 reserve during increased

gas leakage in the cabin will he virtually absent.

Animals remaining for a long time in a one-gas

AGA equivalent in gas exchange to STA and

composed virtually of only oxygen (PN2 < 10

mm Hg) with a pressure of 190-200 mm Hg
was demonstrated [3, 56, 72, 130, 145]. It was

established that in a single-gas medium equiva-

lent to STA in terms of Oz, pulmonary atelectasis

can develop in experimental animals. Pulmonary

atelectasis in mice during the first 48 h in a

one-gas atmosphere caused the death of several

animals, although most animals spent the entire _

59-d experiment without visible behavior dis-

turbances or injury [130]. In later experiments

on rats in this AGA [3, 72], atelectases developed

in several animals during the first days, soon

disappearing, after which the animals retained

normal physiologic state for up to 100 d. There

was moderate dehydration in the experimental

animals caused by increased evaporation of

liquid in the reduced (down to 200 mm Hg)

AGA pressure.
In a one-gas AGA (Po2=196 mm Hg), no

atelectasis or other unfavorable effects were

found in young growing rats [169]: only reduced

urine excretion was noted during 24 d in this
AGA. This effect is associated with increased

fluid loss caused by evaporation in the rarefied

atmosphere of the one-gas AGA.

Biologic Effects

A biological criterion was used to judge the

influence of a single-gas medium-the capability

of reproduction-in an experiment lasting 11

months. If a rat's lifetime is approximately 2.5

years, this experiment must be regarded as

extremely long. According to the data, the one-

gas medium has no unfavorable effect on the

physiology and biology of the white rat. Preg-

nancy occurs normally and progeny grows and

develops normally in this medium. The only

puzzling ,result was the death of several animals

born in the one-gas AGA after they had been

transferred to STA 21 d after birth [169]. Death

of animals in the STA probably was caused by

side factors not directly associated with the

one-gas AGA which they were in earlier. It

can be concluded that the one-gas medium is

biologically suitable, although there is risk of

ADS and pulmonary atelectasis.
The effect on the human organism of an AGA

mainly of 02 with total pressure of 190-200 mm
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Hg wasstudiedin theUS[143,144,145,202],
andin theUSSR[72].It wasestablishedthatit
is possibleto usethis AGAwhennecessary,
but certain unfavorableeffectswere noted.
Chestpainswhichdevelopedin onesubjectin
a mediumwithPO2 = 176 mm Hg were possibly

associated with pulmonary atelectasis. The pains

disappeared when the AGA pressure was raised.
Aural atelectasis developed in some subjects,

and signs of dehydration were noted in all. In
another investigation [145], pulmonary influenza

was detected in six subjects, pain in joints in

one, and a small drop (to 90%) in oxygen satura-

tion of arterial blood was noted in two.

Thirty days in a one-gas atmosphere (N2

content in the AGA was 5-10%) was tolerated

well; subjects maintained physical and intel-

lectual work at high level [72]. No atelectases

developed in lungs or middle ear cavities, which,

possibly, was due to subjects periodically per-

forming physical exercise. Also, it is significant
that N2 content in the AGA was somewhat

higher than in the experiments by Welch et al

[202] and by Morgan et al [145]. Some adverse

features were in the AGA tested. The necessity

of prolonged desaturation of N2 from the organism

before beginning the experiment was noted.

When desaturation time was less than 3 h,

transition into the one-gas AGA usually led to

ADS symptoms. Thus, investigations with

humans showed that when preliminary desatura-

tion and pulmonary atelectasis is prevented by

physical exercises, one-gas AGA with a total

pressure of 200 mm Hg can evidently be used in
flights.

The advantages of using a one-gas AGA are

that it provides for simplifying and carrying out

more reliable regulation of life-support systems,

and reducing the weight of the AGA and the

cabin. Another advantage of this AGA is that

low pressure reduces the probability of organic

damage in the event of explosive decompression;

using space suits at low pressure is also con-

siderably simplified. At the same time, the one-gas
AGA has several serious adverse features, which

include increased fire danger (Tables 8, 9, 10).

This is caused primarily by absence of diluent

gases in the AGA (N2, He, and Ne) reducing the

combustion rate of various materials (Table 8).

The great danger of fire breaking out necessitates

limiting the use of several materials in the

spacecraft cabin and necessarily imposes higher

fire safety requirements.
Another serious disadvantage of a one-gas AGA

with 200 mm Hg pressure is the near total absence
of "reserve time" when there is increased leakage

of gases from the cabin. The pressure drop of

70-80 mm Hg is a great danger to crewmembers.

Such disadvantages of this AGA require lengthy

desaturation of N2 at launch, anticipating the

possibilities of pulmonary and middle ear atelec-

tases and rapid dehydration of the organism in
the event of reduced moisture in the AGA.

Hyperoxic AGA was examined partially in the
discussion of 02 toxic effects on the organism.

Again, the one-gas AGA with 258 mm Hg total

pressure was investigated and successfully tested

in US flights of 2 weeks' duration. Its further use

in flights of longer duration is an object of discus-

sion. With longer time spent in this medium, the

probability of the 02 toxic effect on respiratory
organs and blood system, as well as its high fire

danger, will possibly eliminate use of this AGA for

lengthy interplanetary flights [33, 46, 76].

Based on a comparative evaluation of AGA

variants (shown in a general way in Table 10), it

is held that a two-gas AGA consisting of 02 and

N2 or He (possibly also Ne) with total pressure

of 300-400 mm Hg will have definite advantages

on certain occasions [76, 118]. These considera-

tions evidently led to the fact that a two-gas

atmosphere consisting of 70% 02 and 30% N2 at a

total pressure of 258 mm Hg was used in Skylab in

flights up to 86 days.

Active AGA

In examining AGA variants, most investigators

fear preeminently that a particular AGA variant
could affect the organism and cause adaptive

changes (Table 10). It is assumed that the
more inert the AGA from the biological point of

view, the more suitable it is. In opposition is the

idea that one of the factors preventing signs of

asthenization during lengthy flights can be an

AGA which actively stimulates adaptive reactions

to different unfavorable flight conditions. Such

an AGA acquired the term active AGA.
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In nearly all studies in cabin simulators, when

remaining for a long time in AGA regardless of

its variants, the possibility of asthenization

developing was noted, as the result of reduced

motor activity [95, 117, 203]. The signs were:

reduction in physical work capacity and ortho-

static stability, and reduced resistance to

influences such as acceleration and hypoxia [110,

198]. In lengthy flights also, weightlessness

aggravates the adverse effect of hypodynamia,

indicated from investigations where physiologic

effects of weightlessness were simulated by

immersing subjects in liquid or restricting them
to bed rest. Substantial disturbances in blood

circulatory regulation were noted, with reduction

in orthostatic stability and disturbed regulation

of motions, changes in the support motor appara-

tus, and shifts in protein and mineral metabolism.

In 1964, Genin in the USSR [71, 74], and

(independently) Lamb in the US [121] proposed

using a purposefully altered AGA to prevent

asthenia during lengthy space flights. Lamb noted

that biochemical and physiological shifts during

adaptation to a moderate degree of hypoxic

hypoxia must prevent several adverse effects of

weightlessness; therefore, he proposed using a

hypoxic AGA. This idea was implemented [129,

188] by investigating a lengthy stay with strict

bed rest during two gradually increasing degrees

of hypoxia.

Soviet investigators noted that change in AGA

gas composition is only one of the possible ways

to condition subjects; it is also possible to use

changes in other parameters of the medium

for the same purpose: fluctuations in AGA tem-

perature, for example. Significance of the actual

hypoxic conditioning regimen was also shown.

Vasil'yev et al [197] made a comparative evalua-

tion of hypoxia conditioning, establishing that the

highest effectiveness of the stepwise "fractional"

regimen is in ascents to increasingly higher alti-

tudes, remaining in an Oz deficit atmosphere for 6
h followed by 18 h in an AGA with normal Po2.

Later, animals secured in special cases to

severely restricted motions were exposed to
AGA variants. Tests were made of AGA with 02

content reduced to different levels, with excess

CO2 content, and with simultaneously reduced

PO2 down to 70-80 mm Hg and Pcoz elevated to

30-38 mm Hg. Data indicated that the AGA used

were stimulating in different intensities on blood,

respiration, and the cardiovascular system of

experimental animals, and promoted increased

resistance to G-loads and acute hypoxia [199].

In pressure-chamber experiments with humans

restricted to bed rest, a daily 6-h conditioning

session (ascents to gradually increasing "alti-

tudes" from 2500 to 4500 m) brought milder

symptoms of hypodynamia. However, initially
it caused short-term moderate discomfort in

some persons due to the effect of hypoxia.

Conditioning prevented reduced resistance to

G-loads considerably; it even increased resistance

somewhat to acute hypoxia. It was thought that

to prevent asthenization, an AGA with non-

stationary, cyclically varying gas composition

should be used. This idea is based on spending
time in this AGA which should not form stable

adaptation to the altered gas medium. At the

same time, changes in the AGA can be selected
in time so that work function is increased. It

should be added that use of these AGA can also

prove useful to retain normal periodicity in

processes of vital activity, which can be sub-

stantial in lengthy flights [76].

A deficiency of motions was experienced in

nonstationary AGA with significant fluctuations

in Poz (from 110 to 320 mm Hg) on different days

of the investigation. This showed a possible

marked purpose for influencing various functional

systems through the use of these AGA [77]. The
rational selection of all parameters for use of

these AGA to prevent asthenia in crewmembers

on long flights is far from resolved; further

intensive experiments are needed.

In conclusion, space flights of many months

and many years impose new requirements on

criteria for evaluating the AGA. It will be

necessary in the future to evaluate the quality of

an AGA, based not only on accepted physiologic-

hygienic parameters, but also in regard to general

biologic indicators that delineate the effect of

the AGA on lifespan, aging, reproduction, and

other body processes.

574-270 0 - 75 - 5
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Chapter 2

TOXICOLOGY OF THE AIR IN CLOSED SPACES

RALPH C. WANDS 1

National Academy of Sciences, Washington, D.C. USA

Spacecraft engineering and design for life-

support services is restricted to meeting the

minimum biologic needs of the astronauts. These

restrictions arise from the mass, volume, energy,

and associated cost requirements for providing

more than minimal life-support services.

This chapter is concerned broadly with pro-

viding man's minimal physiologic requirements

without significant impairment of health or

functionality. The more specific concern is to

identify those factors of spacecraft construction

and operation that may interfere with meeting

man's minimal atmospheric needs. The qualita-

tive and, wherever possible, quantitative descrip-

tion of the quality of the atmosphere in the

spacecraft are discussed. In particular, this

chapter is devoted to a consideration of those

atmospheric contaminants which may have an

adverse effect on the health and functionality of

astronauts.

The sources and compositions of these con-

taminants in the atmosphere of the craft will be

identified. Their potential effects on the human

body will be considered individually and collec-

tively insofar as the data permit. The establish-

ment of acceptable concentrations for toxic

agents in the artificial gaseous atmosphere

(hereafter referred to as AGA) of the spacecraft

With contributions from V. P. Savina and S. N. Zaloguev,

USSR, and E. M. Roth, USA.
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is a matter of balanced judgment of their risks,

benefits, and costs. Finally, this chapter will

summarize experience so far with the establish-

ment of acceptable concentrations, and call

attention to areas of uncertainty needing further

investigation.

In 1966, V. V. Parin [77] pointed out that in

spite of large-scale achievements and the great
volume of experimental data collected, space

biology and medicine were only at the initial

stages of development. The increased tempo of

space flights has placed greater demands on

space biology and medicine, resulting in intensi-

fied study of man's reactions to space flight.
The results of some of these studies will also

be discussed.

The isolation of people and equipment in

hermetically sealed environments can result in

gradual accumulation of airborne contaminant

chemicals and microflora up to toxic or infectious

magnitude. Experience with such environments

is not totally lacking. The situation in submarines
and other underwater habitats resembles in

many ways the conditions in spacecraft. There

are at least three important differences: (a) the

amount of space and energy available per person

is much less in the spacecraft, (b) the ability to

return rapidly to a normal environment is greater

in a submarine, and (c) the completely unknown

effect of weightlessness is a factor in space

flight.
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SOURCES AND IDENTIFICATION OF

CONTAMINANTS IN THE ARTIFICIAL

GASEOUS ATMOSPHERE (AGA)

The spacecraft AGA is a dynamic mixture of

the gas or gases which might be deliberately

provided for respiration such as oxygen, nitrogen.

water, and carbon dioxide. There are other

components considered contaminants which are

undesirable, if not potentially dangerous, and
which must be controlled. Even those essential

gases added deliberately must be controlled
within limits to avoid adverse effects. The con-

taminants have several origins including biologic

(man and microorganisms), materials (construc-

tion and supplies), processes (electrical, life

support), and external (electromagnetic and

heavy particle radiation); they may be produced

during normal operations or emergencies

(leaks). These contaminants have been reviewed

by Ross [84]. The nature, and especially the

amount of AGA contaminants from these sources,

will vary with the duration of the space flight/

The concentration of contaminants at equilib-

rium and the time to reach this concentration are

determined by the variables of Equations (1)

and (2) [86]. These are key factors in establishing

the rate of removal needed to attain a given

equilibrium level in the atmosphere.

(, e al (1)

where,

C= mg,]m 3 of contaminant at time t;

W =mg contaminant generated/day;

b = m 3 atmosphere leaked/day at x psia;

t -= days elapsed time;

e = 2.718

This equation suggests that an equilibrium level

of contaminant will be reached. The time to

reach 99% of equilibrium concentration after

closure can be estimated by the equation:

tdays = 4.6a/b (2)

Z'l'he numerous valuable contributions of Kustov and
Tiunov are worthy of note and several are cited in this
chapter [43.44.46. 100. 1011.

where,

a = m 3 total effective volume

b -- m 3 leak/day at x psia

In evaluating the buildup rate, important

secondary factors to be considered for each

contaminant are the kinetics of sorption along

adsorption beds and the breakthrough curves

for such gas bed systems. These curves also

determine the nature and timing of secondary
chemical reactions which can occur on the bed

and thus the alteration in the nature of the trace

contaminants to be considered.

Biologic Sources- Microflora

The growth of microorganisms can be expected

in spacecraft on surfaces in addition to those of

the human body. Bacteria, fungi, and possibly

algae will grow on surfaces of the spacecraft if
there is sufficient adsorbed nutrient and water.

Experiments have been described with men in

chambers simulating certain factors of space

flight under different regimes of work and rest.

Along with physiological, psychological, and

clinical investigations, attention was given to

the microflora of the chamber and skin of the

occupants, and the immunologic reactiveness of

the men. Significant changes and interactions

were found in the microbial system [12].

Popov and coworkers utilized small, closed

rooms which had been disinfected, had practically

no influx of dust, with controls for composition,

temperature, and circulation of air. They found

that contamination of skin and clothing of the

occupants was only minimally affected by dust

from clothing, footwear, furniture, and other

equipment. Possible sources of contamination

were: food residues, untrapped urine and feces,
and bacterial aerosols. The important and con-

tinuously active source of skin contamination to

the occupant's skin was the skin itself [12].

Table 1 illustrates the increase of microbial

content in the air and the effect of an air purifica-

tion system in a sealed chamber occupied for

120 days. The level of microbial contamination

of air depends on the duration of man's stay,

number of crewmembers, conditions of their

work, filtering capability and cycling of the
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mechanical system of purification from chemical

substances, and regeneration of air. It also

depends on the presence of special disinfectant

apparatus, and gas composition of the atmosphere.

Along with the increase of general bacterial

contamination of the air, there are shifts in the

yeasts and other specific microflora present with

an increase in the proportion of pathogens. For

example, a small but significant increase in the

population of Candida sp has been noted as

well as saprophytic white staphylococci, diph-

theroids, bacilli, and sarcinae. The skin micro-

flora vary among individuals, which is to be

expected, but these differences soon disappear

upon confinement in real or simulated spacecraft

[59, 70, 73, 113].
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Since animals have been flown in spacecraft,

it is important to consider their microflora also.

Sitnikova's observations on animals in experi-

mental chambers revealed that the quantity of

microorganisms in the air increased fivefold, and

there was a shift to predominance by types of

organisms more resistant to the effects of the air

such as spores, aerobes, and molds. It has also

been suggested that animals in sealed chambers

might develop a reduced resistance to virus

infections [12, 70].

The effect of the air composition on the

microbial population, as noted above, has also

led to the suggestion by Borsenko et al [70] that

the AGA might be adjusted to produce a decrease

in bacterial contamination of the air. However,

TABLE 1.--,4verage Microfloral Contents of Air, Skin, and Pharynx of Subjects Tested at Different

Periods of a 120-Day Experiment (After [70])

Index (total Before

count) experiment

In 1 m 3 air 1500

On 1 cm _

skin 30

In 1 cm 3

pharynx

washings 34

1-I5 16-30

7500 12 000

56 66

Experiment period, days

31-45

140O0

66

66 74 37

I
45-60 61-75 76-90 I

7500 17000 14000

60 53 53

91-105 1106-120

30000 30001

66 301

10 102 58 168 331

Days after experiment

1-15 16-30 31-60

39 30 31

30 28 30

On days 106-120 of the experiment, the low level of microbial infestation is related to the development and use of a system

in the hermetic chamber for purifying air from microorganisms.

According to the Soviet experience, the follow-

ing rules seem to characterize the microbial

content of the AGA:

1. There are periodic increases in the num-

ber of microflora.

2. Each quantitative increase is accompanied

by a change in the qualitative composition.

3. The skin microflora indicate development

of the phenomenon of dysbacteriosis.

4. Each periodic increase includes an in-

crease in the proportion of skin microflora

having pathogenic properties or increased

resistance to antibiotics of the penicillin

and tetracycline groups [12, 49, 70].

this subject has not received much study. Simi-

larly, little attention has been given to contamina-

tion of the AGA by gases released by the

microflora. Korotaev and coworkers [43] have

established that the algae, Chlorella, release

toxic materials including carbon monoxide. The

CO formation is related to oxidation of the

tetrapyrrole nucleus in the chlorophyll molecule.

Biologic Sources- Man

All the excretory products of man contribute

to the gaseous pollution of the AGA in the space-

craft, which are released into the spacecraft from

lungs, gastrointestinal tract, urinary tract, skin,

hair, and mouth [12, 86].
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Respiratory. The lungs release water, carbon

dioxide, and carbon monoxide predominantly.
The rate of carbon monoxide exhalation from

normal degradation of hemoglobin by one person

is about 0.4 mllh. Analysis of the exhaled air of

healthy young adults showed these minor con-

taminants present: ammonia, formaldehyde,

acetaldehyde, acetone, methylethyl ketone,

methanol, propanol, butanol, formic acid, acetic

acid, propionic acid, methane, ethane, and higher

hydrocarbons [71, 94, 100, 109].

Gastrointestinal. The gastrointestinal excre-

tions are feces, flatus, and urine. Their gaseous

components include indole, skatole, carbon

dioxide, hydrogen, hydrogen sulfide, methane and

other hydrocarbons, nitrogen and its oxides,

aliphatic acids, phenols, oxygen, and various

mercaptans. The latter depend to a great extent

on the diet. Nearly 150 specific compounds have

been identified in urine, very few of which are

volatile until degraded by bacteria, whereupon

the principal air contaminant is ammonia. Details

of the amount and composition of feces, flatus,

and urine have been tabulated by Roth, Wheaton,

and Grace [12,109].

Integument. The skin and its sweat glands are
the sources of volatiles such as ammonia and

phenols along with numerous trace materials.
The skin and the hair are also sources of paaicu-

late matter that will be suspended in the air.

These desquamated scales consist of proteins

and lipids and carry numerous microorganisms.

Their particle size is too large to be of any health

significance but they may create mechanical

problems in the spacecraft's equipment [109].
In view of the contaminants described, it is

clear that man in a sealed environment becomes

an important source of toxic contaminants. These

impurities in the AGA must not be permitted to
accumulate above safe levels.

Materials

Materials currently being used in US manned

spacecraft were listed at the NASA Manned

Spacecraft Center in Houston, Texas [331. Kustov

and Tiunov have reviewed the experience with

USSR spacecraft materials [46].

Compounds of relatively high vapor pressure

are outgassed from solid materials and from the

hydrocarbon lubricants and operating fluids of

machines. They originate from such sources as

plastics, toilet articles, lubricating compounds,

insulations, paints, adhesives, and residual

solvents from degreasing treatments.

The rate and composition of outgassing for

various spacecraft materials have been studied

[19, 74, 81]. The oxygen content and temperature

of the atmosphere alter the rate and composition

for the products. Intermittent purging of the

atmosphere is also a variable to be considered in

predicting contaminant outgassing and accumula-

tion rates. Compounds continue to be outgassed

after 90 days' exposure to space cabin atmo-

spheres. The outgassing characteristics and other

design parameters for nonmetallic components

of US spacecraft have recently been incorporated

in a handbook available from the Manned

Spacecraft Center [73].

A special panel, convened in 1967 under the

Space Science Board of the US National Academy

of Sciences, was concerned with outgassing

products in confined spaces. Their report tabu-

lates more than 300 compounds detected in

various US spacecraft and flight simulations [66].

Processes

The numerous processes carried out aboard a

spacecraft are another significant source of AGA

contaminants, many of which are in the form of

solid or liquid aerosols.

Cooking may release such gases as acrolein,

carbon monoxide, and formaldehyde along with

solid particulates as smoke. Personal hygiene

procedures, including washing and shaving,

produce aerosols. Ozone may be produced by

electrostatic precipitators used to remove

particles from the air. It may also be produced

by ultraviolet radiation used for controlling micro-

organisms. Any electrical apparatus having a

corona or spark discharge will also form ozone.

Many of the proposed systems for recovering

oxygen from carbon dioxide during long flights

operate at elevated temperatures. If the AGA

contains halogenated organic compounds they

may be partially or totally decomposed when

passing through, the oxygen regenerators. The

,:_,...... :,:AL PAGE iB POOR
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decomposition products are often more toxic

than the original impurity. Alkaline processes

for removing carbon dioxide can generate suffi-

cient heat to create similar problems.

One reaction of this type is of special concern

in the spacecraft. Its starting materials are the

halogenated solvents used for degreasing equip-

ment prior to assembly or for solvents in paints
and other coatings. Traces of these often remain

to be outgassed later during space flight and may
then be decomposed as:

C12C=CHC1 _ C1C-=CCI+HC1
heat and/or

alkali

The trichloroethylene is considered moderately

toxic, the HC1 is an irritant, but the dichloro-

acetylene is extremely toxic. This problem has

been reviewed in detail [66].

Spacecraft contain numerous heat transfer

systems which involve fluids having detectable
vapor pressures. Small leaks of these fluids can

produce a gaseous contaminant as well as an
aerosol.

Aerosols

In view of the numerous sources (bacteria,

man, materials) and aerosols (solid or liquid),

it is of value to consider some of the properties ot
aerosols in relation to their behavior in the

weightlessness condition of space flight.

Even nontoxic particulates may be a hazard in

space operations because of the zero-gravity

environment [9]. In reviewing toxic hazards,

there must be concern that aerosols can act as

adsorbents or condensing nuclei for toxic gases
[90]. This facilitates entrance into the lower

respiratory tract of materials which, because of

their high water solubility, are generally trapped

in the upper respiratory tract. It also provides for
local areas of extreme irritation due to concentra-

tion of the toxic gas at the locus of impaction.

The problem, which is unique in the closed

living space, is the tendency of aerosol particles
to increase with time in numbers and mean
diameters.

Theoretical considerations of the role of zero

gravity in the properties of aerosols imply that

the amount of particle or droplet contamination

inhaled in orbit could be increased over the

amount inhaled in a similar situation under 1-g

environment [10]. The following data and con-

clusions are taken directly from the Busby and

Mercer study [10].

The predicted characteristics of particle and

droplet deposition in the respiratory passages

for the weightless environment show that in

space, as on Earth, the nose or mouth should

continue to operate as highly efficient filters,

protecting the lower respiratory passages

from all particles and droplets above about

10 ttm diam. Fortunately, this size is con-

siderably less than that of particles and

droplets of most contaminants which might

be introduced into the spacecraft cabin

atmosphere. Theoretical deposition curves

predict that fewer inhaled particles and

droplets, having diameters between about

0.5 and 10 /_m, will be deposited in lower

respiratory passages in a weightless environ-

ment, than in one of unit gravity. Substitu-

tion of helium or another gas for nitrogen

would, in this pressure range, alter viscosity

by only a few percent, hence should not alter

these deposition curves significantly. There

are no definitive empirical data to support
these theoretical curves.

Under conditions of Earth gravity, retention of

particles in diameter size 0.2 to 5 /xm varies

between 20 and 90%. Of the particles gaining

entrance to the lower respiratory tree, maximum

retention is for 1-ttm particles and minimum

retention is at 0.4 ttm. The disposition of these

deposited particles depends on their solubility.

Those which are water-soluble are rapidly

absorbed into the blood stream and a toxicologic

effect may occur in a short time. Less soluble

substances and those deposited on the uppe_

airways are moved by the flow of mucus and by

ciliary action to the pharynx, where they enter

the gastrointestinal tract. An excellent review of

the deposition, clearance, and retention of in-

haled particulates was prepared by Middleton

and his committee, concerned with an air pollu-

tion standard [54].

Ionized aerosols have been discussed often as

a cause of behavioral changes during various
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meteorological phenomena [45]. Other biologic

effects, such as those on tracheal cilia and on

lower biologic forms, have also been reported.
The concentration of aerosol ions in the natural

or submarine atmospheres has always been small,

averaging about 450 (+) ions and 250 (-)

ions/cm 3 [42]. No data have been obtained in

operating space cabins. In view of the low

concentration of aerosol ions in submarines and

the uncertain significance of the experiments with

isolated tracheal preparations, the potential

significance of these aerosols in space cabins

is not clear. The problem has been discussed by

Nefedov [69].

Malfunctions and Emergencies

In addition to materials present during normal

operations, the toxic atmospheres resulting from

fire or equipment failure must be considered.

Accidents in the launch and preparation areas,

as well as on board future spacecraft where

extravehicular maneuvering units may be

serviced, can lead to exposure to vapors and

aerosols of rocket fuels and oxidizers from spills

or leaks. Such exposures may lead to acute

toxicity from relatively large doses of the com-

pounds. Their toxic effects have been recently

summarized [391.

Equipment malfunctions, especially those of

electrical equipment, may cause overheating

and thermal degradation of insulation. Fire in a

spacecraft will produce combustion products

along with decomposition products of any fire

extinguishing materials used. In these situations,

a variety of compounds of different degrees of

toxicity will be formed, depending on the materials

involved and the conditions of decomposition.

When high molecular weight materials are

decomposed by heat, two general mechanisms

are involved: depolymerization and fragmenta-

tion; both probably occur in all instances but in

varying proportions. Monomer production is high

from polytetrafluoroethylene, polymethylmeth-

acrylate, and polymethylstyrene. The monomers

and chain fragments may also react at high

temperatures to form new materials, such as

methanol, carbon monoxide, halogen acids,

aldehydes, hydrogen cyanide, octafluoroiso-

butylene, and carbonyl fluoride. If metals are

involved in overheating, for example selenium

rectifiers, fumes of the metal and its oxides will

be formed. Each material and each potential

malfunction must he considered carefully in

selecting items for spacecraft construction

[1, 36, 90, 109].

The proposed transfer of spacecraft occupants

from one ship to another poses special problems.

What will be the effect on new personnel entering

a ship whose environment is already contaminated

with the gaseous, particulate, and microbial

effluvia of a preceding crew? Will a period of

double occupancy be required while the new

crew becomes adapted sufficiently to assume

control of the ship? Will a crew moving from a

contaminated ship to a clean one or back to

Earth experience any difficulties [72]?

Analysis and Monitoring

Qualitative and quantitative analyses of the

vital gases and contaminants in the AGA are

essential to protect the health of the astronaut.

The variety of compounds and low concentrations

of many challenge the sensitivity and accuracy

of existing analytical equipment, especially those

compatible with spacecraft. Consequently, the

data obtained from space fights are limited and

subject to inaccuracies.

The reproducibility of levels of toxic materials

found in space cabin simulators has been re-

corded [14]. Detailed analyses of these materials

illustrate the variability of data from sample to

sample and laboratory to laboratory. At the

present state of the art of analysis and sampling,

any data on "the highest concentration" found in

sealed cabins must be viewed with the appropriate

level of skepticism suggested by these data.

Procedures are continually being improved and

gas chromatographic techniques are commonly

used. Current studies of infrared spectroscopy

interferometry, double resonance microwave

spectroscopy, mass spectrometry, and other new

techniques, offer some promise for ground-based

and possibly in-flight sampling and analysis

[8, 14, 57, 83, 92, 99, 102]. The techniques and

procedures used by the USSR have been de-

scribed by Nefedov et al, who have also pointed
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out the needto monitortheAGA for microbial

contamination [70, 71].

External Contaminants

Spacecraft and their occupants are subject to

electromagnetic and heavy particle radiation,

especially on exposure to a solar flare. These

effects have recently been discussed by Grahn

[67], and Lebedinskii [48].

Experience from both manned and unmanned

Moon landings so far indicates that contamina-

tion of the craft by extraterrestrial materials will

not present any new or magnified health hazards.

This observation does not necessarily apply to

human landings on other targets.

Odors

The human olfactory sense permits detection

of vapors of many organic substances at concen-

trations of 1011 to 10 is mol/cm a air, and some at

concentrations as low as 2 x 109 mol/cm 3 [17, 21].
There are also indications that substances at

one-tenth the threshold may influence the odor

quality of other odorants present at concentra-

tions well above the threshold [40]. The use of

the olfactory sense in detecting and diagnosing

malfunctions in equipment systems has been

thoroughly reviewed [31].

Fortunately, the human olfactory sense adapts

to odors quite rapidly. Experiences in space

cabins and space cabin simulators suggest that

crews are not bothered by odors in the cabin

which may overwhelm additional crew who are
unacclimatized.

POTENTIAL BIOLOGIC EFFECTS OF

SPACECRAFT AIR CONTAMINANTS

All compounds have an adverse effect on the

body at some quantity or concentration. Upon

absorption into the body, toxic substances may

be processed in one or more of several ways.

They may be retained or excreted unchanged;

or biotranstormed by oxidation, reduction,

hydrolysis or conjugation to products less or

more toxic. Through these processes, the body

has the ability to accept a finite amount of any

substance without injury, according to present

knowledge. When the capacity of these processes

is exceeded, there is an adverse effect, the magni-

tude of which is related to the amount of excess

material absorbed. The relationship between

causative dosage and resultant effect is not

necessarily a constant proportionality over the

entire range. This lack of proportionality in

dosage-effect relationships makes extrapolations

beyond the range of available data unreliable [61].

In most instances the body can repair the

damage with no residual effect, although some-

times there is a permanent change, such as a

scar. In such cases, the total permanent change

from single or repeated exposure may be sufficient

to cause detriment to the body. In a few, rela-

tively rare circumstances, the initial injury can

alter the body's physiological processes in

specific tissues so that they function abnormally

long after the causative agent has disappeared,

examples of which are changes in hormone

excretion or cellular proliferation to produce

tumors [111].

The study of these effects, which constitutes

the science of toxicology, is complicated by many

variables such as differences due to sex, age, and

species. These factors and others have been

reviewed and discussed extensively [35, 86].

The present state of toxicological knowledge

is not adequate for reliable prediction of the
effects of most substances on an individual at

any given dose. This is especially true for the
space program for two reasons: the increased

use of multi-ton quantities of high-energy physi-

ologically reactive compounds with inherent

increased possibility of accidental exposure; and

the contemplated long-term space mission within

a closed system, in which, unlike submarine

conditions, unlimited power is not available for

complete control of the atmosphere. For adequate

toxicological information in both situations, the

greatest need is for inhalation data. This has led

to construction of numerous experimental

laboratories with sealed chambers for studying
the effects of toxic substances on man and

animals. One of these has been described in

detail [37].

Exposure or dose may be expressed in several

ways. One describes the quantity in terms of

574-270 0 - 75 . 6
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weight or volume of material per unit weight of

the animal, for example, mg/kg. When referring

to the concentrations of a gas or particulate in

the air, the terms parts per million (ppm), which

is a volume-volume ratio, or mg]m 3 are generally

employed. In air exposures, the time of contact

in minutes or hours is included. In the space

cabin environment with an altered partial

pressure of the atmosphere, it has been suggested

that /zmol/m 3 or mmol/25m z may be a more
reasonable way to exoress the data [66]. The

latter unit gives a numerical value which, at

1 atm pressure and at 25°C, is the equivalent of

ppm by volume (the units used for submarine
standards and occupational exposures to gases

and vapors). At the same time it expresses the

molar concentration per unit of space volume and

is, therefore, equivalent to partial pressure of the

contaminant. Unfortunately, the toxicological

literature does not yet make use of these latter

expressions as standard terms.

The dose-response data from toxicity studies

result in a sigmoid graph with the actual data

being more or less scattered about a smooth

curve because of variability between test animals.

The least variability is at the dose producing

50% response. Abbreviations used are: lethal
dose (LD) and lethal concentration (LC); the per-

cent of animals attected is expressed by sub-

script 0, 50, 100, and so forth. When subscripts

are not used, the value has probably been based
on limited observations and lacks statistical valid-

ity. When time is a factor, such as for inhalation

exposure, it must be given. For example, LC50/4 h

means the concentration most likely to be lethal

to 50% of the animals upon exposure for 4 h.

Quantitative relationships of dose and response

are exceedingly important in the theoretical and

practical evaluations of toxic action. In general,

the greater the dose, the more severe the re-

sponse or more rapid its onset. With some sub-

stances, time is an equally important factor in

determining effect. Mathematical modeling of

these relationships has "been discussed by

Roth [861.

Acute Toxicity

The term acute toxicity refers to the adverse

effects from single or multiple doses delivered in

a short time, such as by inhalation for a few

hours. These are relatively high doses. Data on

the acute toxicity of spacecraft contaminants

are needed for several purposes. They serve as

a quick and inexpensive screening procedure for

estimating degree of toxicity and nature of the

toxic effect. Such data provide a useful guide to

selection of materials for use in space. Acute

toxicity data are vital to planning for long-term

toxicity studies and are directly useful when

planning for emergency situations.

The concepts and methods of acute toxicity

determinations, reviewed by a US National

Academy of Sciences committee under the

chairmanship of Lehman [60], describe in some

depth the various factors that can affect the out-

come of acute toxicity testing.

A brief review. The significant acute toxic
effects of AGA contaminants will be reviewed,

but space will not permit detailed discussion of

their action, such as effective concentrations.

Their action may be noted over the entire range

of a few parts per million to several percent by

volume. The alcohols produce narcosis and are

irritants to the eyes and respiratory tract at high

concentrations. Methanol is unique for its specific

injury to the optic nerves. The esters of acetic

acid have properties similar to those of the corre-

sponding alcohols. They are metabolized to the
alcohol. The ketones also are irritants and de-

pressants of the central nervous system, and their
odors can cause nausea at high concentrations.

The aldehydes are strong irritants, generally

stronger than the related ketones or alcohols and

esters.

The acute toxicity of acetone for man in a

sealed chamber has been reported by Mik-

hailov [56]. Concentrations of 0.44 and 0.55 mg/m 3

produced changes, respectively, in the electro-
cortical reflex and in the light sensitivity of the

eye. Physiological compensatory changes for
these effects were noted and it was concluded

that short-term exposures up to 10 mg/m _ are
safe for man. Similar effects might be expected

from many other oxygenated compounds at

different concentrations.

The saturated alicyclic and aliphatie hydro-

carbons are relatively mild in toxic action. High
concentrations lead to narcosis. There is a possi-
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bility that very high concentrations may also

affect the cardiovascular system. The toxic

action of acute exposure to aromatic hydro-

carbons is primarily depression of the central

nervous system. Many compounds of this class

are irritating.

Halogenated aliphatic compounds vary widely

in the nature and severity of their acute toxicity;

most cause narcosis and many injure the kidneys.

Several are especially powerful agents for pro-

ducing cardiac arrhythmias.

The heterocyclic compounds have few physio-

logic actions in common; the majority have dis-
tinct odors but toxic effects are diverse.

The inorganic gases encountered in space-

craft are respiratory irritants with the exception

of carbon oxides. The action of most inorganic
gases is exerted in the upper part of the respira-

tory tract, but a few, such as phosgene, penetrate

deeply into the lungs. The carbon oxides, CO and

CO2, produce significant effects in acute ex-

posures and deserve more detailed discussion.

Carbon dioxide is a normal component of air

and a constituent of expired air resulting from
metabolism. At concentrations above the normal

physiologic range it stimulates the respiratory

center and causes increased respiration. Con-

centrations of 7 to 10% by volume may produce

unconsciousness, even if oxygen content is main-
tained at normal levels.

When carbon monoxide is inhaled, it reacts

with hemoglobin to form the relatively stable

compound, carboxyhemoglobin (COHb). This

reaction utilizes the same bonding sites in hemo-

globin as those for transporting oxygen from lungs

to tissues. The result is anoxia at the cellular level

throughout the body. It is more convenient and

reliable to relate atmospheric CO to the percent

of hemoglobin converted to COHb, which in turn

can be related to toxic action. The heart and

central nervous system are most sensitive to this

effect. The cardiac effects are, of course, more

critical during periods of heavy exercise or heat

stress and may be significant at levels as low as

5% COHb. It has been suggested that subtle

central nervous system effects result from COHb

concentrations around 10%. A recent review of

the toxicity of CO [68] includes a computer pro-

gram developed by Roslinski for the equation

introduced by Coburn [13], which relates CO

exposure to bodily uptake. This equation corre-

lates closely with experimental data.

The Coburn equation includes the CO pro-

duced endogenously by metabolism of hemo-

globin, but does not directly allow for increased

endogenous CO resulting from radiation-induced

hemolysis. It has been shown that a dose of 600 R

will produce an increase of 10.7%---1.3 in the

blood carboxyhemoglobin with concomitant

decrease in the oxygen transport capacity [69].

The actions of microflora on spacecraft crews,

a form of acute toxicity, should be considered.

The normal bacterial flora in man's skin, mucous

membranes, and intestines have been thoroughly

reviewed [82] with special emphasis on differ-

ences in flora of various body sites. The micro-

biological changes in sealed chambers have

already been discussed. The tendency toward

increased total skin flora, especially in axillary,

groin, and other fold areas [20, 23, 26, 82], is

augmented by wearing a space suit and by high

humidity [22]. The increasing bacterial popula-

tion tends to reach a plateau after variable

periods in a given environmental situation [12].

There is an exchange of fecal and skin flora

among enclosed subjects with no tendency

for pathogens to become predominant [32, 72].

Throat flora are exchanged less rapidly [23].

Little is known about the viral population in

sealed systems. Subtle interactions between

the gaseous environment and host may alter viral

infectivity [28].

Chamber studies so far indicate no tendency

toward decreased body resistance to pathogens
[50]. Pathogens have been transferred from sub-

ject to subject with no outbreak of infection [23].

Presence of 100% oxygen at 5 psia does not

appear to alter greatly animals' susceptibility to

pathogenic infections [58]. It would be expected

that the isolated spacecraft environment would

eliminate exogenous infectious disease. How-

ever, radiation and subacute stress may alter

response to enable normal flora to become patho-

genic in future missions, but no problems have

arisen so far. In nuclear submarines with large

crews, there tends to be a flurry of infectious

disease of primarily respiratory type in the first

few weeks of a cruise, but this incidence drops
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rapidlyas herd immunity develops [110]. This

pattern may be expected in future large space

crews. The problem of microbial shock in space

missions of long duration is still a hypothetical

one [51].

New personnel, introduced into spacecraft that

have been occupied for some time, may require a

period of adaptation. Another consideration that

affects crew safety is the effects of microbial

flora on equipment. Filter beds clogged after

prolonged exposure may be another, more subtle

engineering problem, and fungi can cause the

deterioration of electronic components [86].

Chronic Toxicity

Chronic toxicity usually refers to adverse

effects of chemicals on the organism from re-

peated or continuous exposures lasting months

or years. The quantities involved at any one time

are relatively small. Occasionally it also refers to

delayed effects from which recovery is slow.
Unless otherwise indicated, this discussion

applies to the first meaning.

The concepts and methods of chronic toxicity

determinations were reviewed by the US Food

and Drug Administration in 1959 [5]. The methods

described are essentially those used today. An

extensive, diverse literature on more recent meth-

ods will probably be consolidated by one or more

authors in the near future. Animal responses to

continuous exposure as measures of human re-

sponse may not be entirely correct in all in-

stances [341.

First consideration for chronic toxicity must

be the AGA itself, especially its vital component

oxygen. Our knowledge of oxygen toxicity indi-

cates that excursions of only a few percent above

the normal partial pressure can cause serious

effects to the central nervous system as well as

other vital tissues. These physiologic principles

were reviewed by Roth in the Bioastronautics

Handbook [109]. Golberg has provided a more

recent, although brief, review [30]. Marked

cardiovascular effects were described by Wood

in 1972 [112].

Comments on the chronic toxicity effects of

specific compounds in the AGA (which follow)

are intended to identify possible critical problems

but in no way are complete discussions of the

materials' toxicity.
Alcohol concentrations which might be en-

countered continually in spacecraft AGA are

probably low enough to be fully metabolized to

CO2 and H20 with no adverse effects. Precau-

tions are necessary to avoid accumulation of

alcohols that will produce absorbed levels greater
than the metabolic capacity of the body. This

level is limited for methanol by the excretion rate

of formic acid, the end product of methanol

metabolism. Excess formic acid upsets the body's

acid-base balance. It has been postulated that

blindness caused by high doses of methanol is

due to specific action of formic acid on the optic

nerves [111]. Liver enlargement is also found in

such circumstances.

Higher molecular weight alcohols, ethyl,

n-propyl, isopropyl, n-butyl, isobutyl, sec-butyl,

and tert-butyl, upon chronic exposure, lead to

liver and kidney damage usually at concentrations

well below those producing narcosis and below

those found irritating [8].
Esters of these alcohols with acetic acid are

found. The first noticeable effect of chronic

exposures with increasing concentrations is

hypotension and irritation followed at higher

concentrations by pulmonary edema, liver and

kidney damage, and narcosis [78].

The chronic toxicity of ketones seems related to

their irritancy with little or no cumulative toxic

effects since they are readily metabolized at low

concentrations [111[. The same may be said of the

aldehydes; however, their control level must
be lower than that of the corresponding ketones

to avoid pulmonary edema [78].

The aliphatic and aromatic hydrocarbons, with

the exception of benzene, are only slightly toxic

at low concentrations of chronic exposures. Mild

irritation of vital organs and narcosis are found

at higher levels. Benzene is well-known for its

ability to damage the bone marrow leading to
anemia and leukemia. Benzene should be rigidly

controlled because cf the seriousness and irre-

versibility of its effects [27].

The chlorinated hydrocarbons, CHC13,

C1CH2--CH2CI, CI2C==CCI .,, CH3CCI3, have

all been detected in the AGA of spacecraft.

Chronic exposures can lead to liver and kidney
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injury,whichdoesnotappeartohappen with the

chlorofluoro-hydrocarbons C1CF3, C12CF2, FCC13,
and C13CCF3 which have also been found in

spacecraft. The latter compounds have very low

chronic toxicities. All halogenated hydrocarbons

should be considered as capable of causing

cardiac arrhythmias and each should be studied

carefully for this factor. These compounds have

another feature in common: thermal decomposi-

tion to toxic products, a degradation enhanced

by alkaline conditions. The products include

the halogenated acids, HC1, and HF, which are

irritants, and most importantly may also include

the highly toxic chlorinated acetylenes. The

latter attack the nervous system, especially the

trigeminal nerve causing paralysis [89].

Among the heterocyclic compounds, a variety
of chronic toxic effects is found. Skatole can be a

depressant of the circulatory and central nervous

systems [87]. Furan will produce reversible liver

changes [96]. Liver and kidney injury has been
found from both dioxane and indole but more

importantly, both compounds have been reported

to produce cancer in animals [4, 18].

Of the inorganic gases and vapors found in the

AGA of spacecraft, ammonia is perhaps the most

innocuous. Its ready solubility in the moisture

layer of the upper respiratory tract and prompt

metabolism lead to the conclusion that it is un-

likely to cause any systemic toxicity problems.

Its odor at low levels, to which a person may well

adapt, and its irritancy at high concentrations

appear to be limiting factors for continuous expo-

sure in spacecraft. However, note the following
Soviet results.

Mikhailov [55] studied the chronic toxicity of

ammonia, a product of the activity of man, in

experimental animals. At 7.2 to 8.1 mg/m 3 there

seemed to be a cumulative action as expressed by

increased organ/body weight ratios, decreased

oxygen consumption, decreased weight gain,

decreased lifespan.

There is little probability that occupants of

spacecraft will experience chronic exposure to

the strong irritant gases, HC1, HF, COF2, SO2, or

NO2, since they are usually formed only in

emergencies. If such conditions should develop,

the toxic effects would be chronic irritation of the

respiratory tract which might cause bronchitis,

tracheitis, pulmonary edema, or emphysema.

Methanethiol, CH3SH, and other alkylmercap-

tans originate from feces and may be found at

low levels in spacecraft. At these levels, odor

control is the primary objective. Higher levels
can have serious effects on the central nervous

and circulatory systems [88].

Acetonitrile at high concentrations for acute

exposures produces cyanosis. Chronic exposures

at lower concentrations cause lesions in the brain,

lung, liver, and kidneys [80]

p-Dichlorobenzene may be found as an off-

gassing product and thus presents a chronic

exposure problem. It is a strong eye irritant and

has been reported once to cause cataracts [6].

Carbon dioxide chronic exposures at about 2 or

3% by volume or greater produce a reversible,

compensated acidosis characterized by increased

bone deposition of carbonates. At levels below

those producing respiratory stress there seems

to be little, if any, effect on performance capa-

bility of submarine crews under these condi-

tions [91].

Carbon monoxide by chronic exposure will

reach an equilibrium level of hemoglobin satura-
tion within 24 h or less in accordance with Co-

burn's equation [13]. There is evidence of

compensatory increases of hematocrit and hemo-

globin content of the red blood cells following

prolonged, continuous exposures to carbon mon-

oxide. If the burden of CO is great, the body's

compensation can elevate the viscosity of the

blood which may cause enlargement of the

heart [52, 65, 106].

An extensive review was conducted by Soviet

scientists on problems created by man's endoge-

nous production of CO in a sealed environment.

Considering the biochemical and physiological

indices for man as affected by CO at 110 mg/m 3,

they concluded that the minimum physiological

shifts observed could not be due totally to carboxy

hypoxemia, and that there was probably signifi-

cant action by CO at the tissue level [46]. This is

not unexpected considering that many tissues,

such as muscle, contain other globin proteins

having the tetrapyrrole moiety similar to hemo-

globin.

Programs have been established to provide

specific toxicologic information on selected
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propellantsandto studytheeffectsof long-term,
continousexposureto possibletrace contami-
nantsat reducedatmosphericpressuresand
undertheinfluenceof one-andtwo-gassystems
(oxygenor oxygen/nitrogen)[2, 66,99]. These
studies include definitive measu_rementsof
physiologicchangesevidencedbyclinicalchem-
istry, changesin behavioralpatterns,andgross
and microscopicpathology,which,it is hoped,
will permitmoredefinitiveevaluationofthespace
cabinproblem.

Chroniceffectsonmanhavebeennotedasa
resultofthemicrobiologicalcontaminationofthe
AGA in closedsystems.The indicesof intel-
lectualandphysicalabilityto workdeteriorated
asmicroflorain the air increasedandchanged
in composition[72]. In the flight simulation
studiesextendingto 4 monthsby Borsenko,
reducedresponsesof thecentralnervoussytem
werenotedaccompaniedbygeneralsuppression
of activityandotherphysiologicfunctionssuch
asresistanceto themicroflora[7].

Increasedincidenceof skinautoinfectionswas
observedin submarinecrewsandflight simula-
tionvolunteers,whichwasattributedto nervous
psychicfatigueandlimitedsanitaryfacilities[12].
TheincreasedmicrofloralcontentoftheAGAwas
alsoaccompaniedby reducedleucocyticphago-
cytosisanddecreasedlysozymecontentof the
saliva[70].

Possibleuseofalgae(Chlorellasp)forconvert-
ing C02to O_led to a studyof the effectsof
tracecontaminantsof theAGAonalgalmetabo-
lism..Smallamountsof ammonia,carbonmon-
oxide,or acetoneincreasedtheaveragecellular
consumptionof CO2.Hydrogensulfideandair
exhaledbymandecreasedtheCOzutilization[44].

Combinations of Contaminants

Nearly all of man's encounters with con-

taminants in air involve more than one pollutant

simultaneously. This is true in closed systems

such as spacecraft and submarines as well as the

open systems of occupational and public expo-

sures. It is surprising to find very few studies on

the toxicity of mixed contaminants; one reason

may be the overwhelming number of possible

combinations and permutations that might be

investigated. It would be highly desirable to be

able to predict with reasonable reliability whether

the components of a mixture would act upon man

independently, as oxygen and nitrogen, or inter-

dependently. If they should act interdependently,

would they be antagonistic, simply additive in

their effects, or synergistic to produce a greater

than additive effect? Even a plausible theory or

hypothesis would be useful as a guide for choos-

ing combinations for experimental study.

This problem has been discussed specifically

in relation to space flight by Tiunov and Savateev

[101], who suggest that mathematical equations

can be developed for calculating the combined

effects of contaminants in the AGA. It is neces-

sary to know the kind of interaction between the

components, if it is additive, antagonistic, or

synergistic, in order to select the proper equation.

A mathematical approach to mixed gas expo-

sures has been developed for occupational expo-

sures by the Threshold Limit Values (TLV) com-

mittee under the chairmanship of Stokinger for
the American Conference of Governmental

Industrial Hygienists [3]. The mixture of gases

and particulates from thermal decomposition of

polymers has been analyzed and their acute

toxicity determined [36, 99].

Experimental evaluation of the chronic toxicity

effects of a mixture of gases was reported by

Sandage [88]. The mixture consisted of hydrogen

sulfide (20 ppm), methylmercaptan (50 ppm),

indole (10.5 ppm), and skatole (3.5 ppm). Mon-

keys, rats, and mice were exposed continuously

for 90 days. It is clear from their findings that

the problem of mixed exposures is far from simple

additivity. The observed effects were:

1. Sulfhemoglobin was formed to a signifi-

cant degree in rats and monkeys, but ten

times as much appeared in the blood of

rats.

2. A low-grade hemolytic process appeared

to exist in all animals, although there was

no evidence of impairment of hemato-

poietic function.

3. There were marked species differences in

response to the chemicals. Lung pa.

thology was observed in 75% of the

mice, but was not significant in the other
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two species. Liver pathology was not

significant in rats and monkeys but

existed in 60% of the mice. Weight loss

was significant only in the mice. On the

other hand, stress tests revealed signifi-

cant decrease in endurance of rats, but

not of mice.

4. The real cause of death in monkeys is

obscure. In mice and rats, however, the

cause of death was probably anoxia and

secondary respiratory infection, both of

which are compatible with the lung

pathology observed.

5. Rats and mice exposed to the mixture of

compounds displayed a higher mortality

rate than when exposed to the sin_e

compounds. There are a number of

reasons for believing that this difference

reflects significant differences among

individuals with regard to sensitivity to

toxic compounds. There is also evidence

of adaptation to the toxic atmosphere if
the animals are able to survive the first

severe effect.

Data have been reported on the physiologic

changes resulting from space flight. This study

of actual manned space flights included the stress

of weightlessness along with exposure to numer-

ous contaminants of the AGA [25].

EXISTING AIR QUALITY STANDARDS

Individuals vary widely in responses to stresses

by physical, physiologic and psychologic condi-

tions. These variations, which occur among indi-

viduals and in any one individual from time to

time, represent differences in genetic makeup

and life history. Accordingly, the ideal method of

avoiding excessive stress is to observe each

person closely and to remove or limit the stresses

when his response reaches an acceptable level,

prior to that considered undesirable. The goal

should be to develop standards for response limits

rather than for stress limits. Unfortunately,

knowledge of the multitude of response mecha-

nisms in the human body is meager and means of

observing them are quite limited, especially in

spacecraft. It is expected that the Skylab experi-

ments will provide data on this problem. The

indirect approach must be taken to protect indi-

vidual spacecraft occupants by limiting stresses,

using engineering methods designed to maintain

conditions that will not produce adverse re-

sponses in the average human. Variations from

the average human are wide, making it necessary

to incorporate safety factors when setting stan-

dards for design and operation of the engineering

systems involved. This requires monitoring the

health of each individual in space for changes.

Occupational Standards

One of the most comprehensive sets of stan-

dards (and best known) for safe exposures
to air contaminants is the Threshold Limit Values

(TLV) [3]. These standards for occupational

exposures to more than 500 compounds "repre-
sent conditions under which it is believed that

nearly all workers may be repeatedly exposed

day after day without adverse effect." Other

guidelines are available to the space toxicolo-

gist- the maximal allowable concentrations of the
American Standards Association's Z-37 Com-

mittee [105]. Soviet toxic hazard standards for

industrial exposure have been published [75,

107]. Much of the toxicologic basis for their

standards is in a series of publications, the most

recent of which is by Letavet and Sanotskiy

[49a].

It has been suggested that these occupational

values used for exposures of 8 h/d, 5 d/wk might

be converted into values for continuous exposure

in space. However, experience with submarines

capable of continuous submersion up to 90 d has

shown the necessity to reevaluate the data used
for TLVs to establish safe air concentrations

of the submarine air contaminants [11, 93].

Animal toxicity studies comparing 90-day

continuous exposures with intermittent exposures

of 8 h/d, 5 d/wk for 90 days at the TLV showed

that the mathematical extrapolation of the TLV

was most dangerous ]88[. These tests in animals

during 90 days at the Threshold Limit showed

effects ranging from no mortality or other un-

toward effects to moderate toxicity, to almost

complete lethality.

In our present state of knowledge it can be
concluded that none of the industrial air limits
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canbeusedwithcertainty,eitherdirectlyorby
extrapolation,for spacecabin environments.
Althoughsuchanextrapolatingequationhasbeen
proposed[97] in whichall variableslikely to
affecttoxicitywereincluded,subsequentexperi-
mentalanimalwork[99]showedthatsucha pro-
cedurecouldnotbereliedoninanygivencase.
Unpredictablevariationsin the rateof metabo-
lism underconditionsof continuousexposure
relativeto intermittentexposureappearto be
overriding.It shouldbenotedthatanimalstudies
arenot capableof revealingthe magnitudeof
severalof thefactorsincludedin anyextrapola-
tionequation[34].SovietandUSscientistshave
independentlyreachedthesamedecision[101].

Public Health Standards

Worldwide concern for environmental pollu-

tion has prompted many countries to develop air

quality standards. Such standards are set in

the US by the Environmental Protection Agency

and by various States to protect the most sensi-

tive segments of the population including in-

fants and the aged. The standards incorporate

large safety factors. A careful selection for space-

craft personnel, including excellent health, makes

it clear that public air standards are not neces-

sarily applicable to spacecraft AGA.

Submarine Standards

Experience in submarines, especially those

capable of continuous operation for up to 90 days,

is useful for spacecraft operation. Applicability

to spacecraft of standards currently in use by the

US Navy (shown in Table 2 [103, 104]) has been

discussed by committees of the US National

Academy of Sciences (NAS) [63, 66]. Even the

90-day exposure limits set for submarines are not

directly applicable to spacecraft because of many

differences [11, 97]. Efforts to use these values

when mixtures of toxic materials are involved

(which is almost always in aerospace situations)

are not only meaningless but also may be

dangerous.

Submarine standards give values for 1 h, 24 h,

and 90 d. Standards for shorter times-ceiling
values which should not be exceeded without

risk of significant health effects-are designed to

be applied to emergencies. Such limits represent

the maximum allowable concentrations permissi-

ble under operational conditions and are not to be

construed as permissible limits for repeated

short-term exposures. It is envisioned that

sufficient time between these peak exposures will

have elapsed to allow complete recovery of the

exposed individuals. In some cases, there may be

minor symptomatology.

Spacecraft Standards

Preliminary recommendations of limits in

space to the above compounds for 1 h, 24 h,

90 d, and 1000 d have been given for a few of the

compounds in Table 2 [63, 66]. Summary tables

of the toxic mechanism of these compounds, sites

of attack on the body, and groupings in regard to

TABLE 2. --Limits for Atmospheric Constituents in Nuclear Submarines
(Limits in ppm by volume unless otherwise noted) (After [104])

Chemical substance

1. Acetone

2. Acetylene

3. Acrolein
4. Ammonia
5. Arsine
6. Benzene
7. Carbon dioxide

90-Day limit

3O0
6000

(*)
25
0.01
1.0

3.8 mm Hg

24-Hour limit

2000
6OOO

(*)
5O
0.1
100
7.6 mm Hg

I-Hour
emergency
exposure

limit

(*)
600O

(*)
40O

(*)
(*)

19 mm Hg

Remarks

Set at approximately Va of lower ex-
plosive limit of 2V2%

See item 15 (a)
Equivalent to V2, 1, and 2t/2% at 760

mm Hg
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TABLE 2.--Limits for Atmospheric Constituents in Nuclear 3_uomartnes"" - [_ondnuc_,'"." n_

(Limits in ppm by volume unless otherwise noted (After [104])

Chemical substance

8. Carbon monoxide

9. Chlorine

10. Dichlorodifluoromethane

(Refrigerant 12)
11. Dichlorotetrafluoroethane

(Refrigerant 114)
12. Ethanol

13. Formaldehyde

14. Freon refrigerants

15. Hydrocarbon solvents

(a) Benzene

(b) Total aromatics (less

benzene)

(c) Total aliphatics (less

methane)

16. Hydrogen

17. Hydrogen chloride

18. Hydrogen fluoride

19. Hydrogen sulfide

20. 2-Propanol

21. Mercury

22. Methane

23. Methanol

24. Methylchloroform (1,1,1-

trichloroethane)

25. Monoethanolamine (MEA)

26. Nitrogen dioxide

27. Oxygen

28. Ozone

29. Paint thinner

30. Phosgene

31. Phosphine
32. Stibine

33. Sulfur dioxide

34. Triaryl phosphate
35. l,l,l-trichloroethane

36. Trichloroethylene
37. Trichloromonofluoro-

methane (Refrigerant 11)

38. Vinylidene chloride

90-Day limit

25

0.1
200

2OO

100

(*)

3 mg]m 3

10 mg/m 3

60 mg./m s

10000

1.0

0.1

(*)

50

0.01 mg]m a

13 000

10

2.5

0.5

0.5

140-160 mm

Hg not ex-

ceeding 21%

by volume
0.02

0.05

(*)
0.01

1.0

1.0 mg/m 3

(*)

5

2.0

24-Hour limit

2OO

1.0

1000

1000

5OO

(*)

3 mg]m 3

(*)

(*)

1000o

4.0

1.o

(*)

2oo

2.0 m_m a
13 000

20o

10

3.0

1.0

140-160 mm

Hg not ex-

ceeding 21%

by volume

0.1

0.1

(*)
0.05
5.0

50 mg_m a

(*)
2O

2OO

2OOO

2OOO

1OO00

10

8

50

1-HollY

emergency
exposure

limit

(*)

(*)

(*)

(*)

(*)

(*)

(*)

(*)
13OOO

(*)
25

10

50

10

(*)

1.0

1.0

(*)

(*)

lO

(*)

(*)

50

25

Remarks

Set by decomposition products formed
in CO-H2 burner

Set by decomposition products formed
in CO-H2 burner

See items 10, 11, and 37

Principal sources include: paint thinner
lighter fluid, mineral spirits, etc

Equivalent concentrations in ppm are
listed under item 6

Set at approximately V4 of lower com-
bustible limit of 4%'

Set at approximately 1/4 lower explosive
limits of 5.3%

Based on decomposition in CO-H
burner

Physiological lower limit, fire safety
upper limit

See hydrocarbon solvents, item 15

See item 24

* Limit has not been established.

' During battery charges, the H2 limit shown above may be exceeded as discussed in Chapter 62, NAVSHIPS Technical
Manual 0901 - 000- 0020.
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sources and chemical classifications have also

been published [16].
The latest recommendations for air standards

in spacecraft are given in Table 3 [63]. Similar to
the submarine standards, the short-term limits

are designed to allow time to cope with emergen-

cies and represent ceiling values. If the limits

are exceeded, alternatives must be considered

such as wearing full space suits, masks, and hel-

mets or opening the craft to discharge the con-
taminated air, or there may be significant health

effects beyond minor discomfort anticipated at

certain emergency exposure limits. These limits

are based on the principles developed by the

National Academy of Sciences-National Re-

search Council (NAS-NRC) Committee on Toxi-

cology for establishing emergency inhalation
limits for military and space chemicals [95].

These principles were reviewed and expanded

in 1968 by a NAS committee chaired by Nelson

[66]. The committee utilized these criteria for

trace contaminant control in manned spacecraft:

1. Contaminants must not produce signifi-

cant adverse changes in the physiological,

biochemical, or mental stability of the

crew.

2. The spacecraft environment must not

contribute to a performance decrement of

the crew that will endanger mission

objectives.

3. The spacecraft environment must not

interfere with physical or biological ex-

periments nor with medical monitoring.

In utilizing those criteria for development

standards, these premises were adopted:

1. Any contamination of the spacecraft

atmosphere may be detrimental.
2. Zero contamination level of the spacecraft

atmosphere is impossible.

3. Data do not exist that will permit one to

predict with precision the maximum con-
taminant concentration that will not

cause degradation of the mission.
4. Provisional limit values can be established

from some contaminants to serve as guide-

lines for design, development, and testing

of future space systems.

5. These provisional limit values can ulti-

mately be transformed into fixed limits
if sumcient data about the effects of con-

tinuous exposure to a single compound
and to multiple compounds can be

obtained.

Of the 200 to 300 materials identified in her-

metically sealed systems, the Committee se-
lected 11 for immediate consideration and

provisional recommendations. For purposes of

these provisional criteria, the Committee as-

sumed a spacecraft atmosphere ranging from 760

to 258 mm Hg total pressure, containing nitrogen

as a diluent gas, oxygen sufficient to maintain

normal (sea-level equivalent) alveolar partial

pressure, and carbon dioxide below 5 mm Hg.

Temperature and relative humidity are expected

to be within the comfort zone for the total pres-

sure selected. A detailed discussion is included

in the report 9f the information studied for each

substance. The shortcomings of the data and the

needs for research are also discussed, which have

since been reviewed and expanded by another

NAS committee under the chairmanship of

Stokinger. Spacecraft air quality standards were
recommended for 52 compounds at these ex-

posure times: I0 min, 60 min, 90 d, and 60 mo

[63]. The compounds and recommended concen-
trations in the AGA are shown in Table 3 on the

following three pages.
Soviet scientists have a similar approach to

developing standards for spacecraft AGA.

Gazenko and Genin considered the possibility

of using submarine experience and recommended
establishment of maximum levels for all harmful

impurities in spacecraft [24]. Kuznegov recom-

mended that pure oxygen atmosphere at 193 mm

is dangerous, that a mixed gas should be used

[47]. Nefedov and others called attention to
interactions among spacecraft occupants, and

to physiologic changes in occupants from this

interaction [72].
Standards for contaminants were suggested

by Gorodinskii, Levinskii, and Serbakov for 24-h

continuous exposures [32]. Lebedinskii, Levin-

skii, and Nefedov suggested maximum values for

more than 4 months' space flight [491, which are

shown in Table 4.
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TABLE 3.-Atmospheric Contaminant Limits for Manned Spacecraft
ppm (mg/m 3) (After [63])
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Compound 10 Min, 60 90 6 Footnotes
(molecular weight) special area s Min Days Months

Alcohols

1. Methyl alcohol

(32.04)

2. Ethyl alcohol

(46.07)

3. n-Butyl alcohol

(74.12)

4. Isobutyl alcohol

(74.12)

5. sec-Butyl alcohol

(74.12)

6. ten-Butyl alcohol

(74.12)

7. n-Propyl alcohol

(60.!1)

8. Isopropyl alcohol

(60.11)

2OOO

(3800)

400

(1000)

200

(260)
2OOO

(38OO)
200

(600)

2OO

(600)
2OO

(600)
20O

(600)

2OO

(500)
2OO

(500)

4o

(52)
5O

(95)
4O

(120)

4O

(12o)
4o

(12o)

4o

(120)

4O

(100)
4O

(100)

4O

(52)
5O

(95)
4O

(120)

4O

(120)
4O

(120)

4O

(120)
40

(IO0)
4O

(IO0)

(s)

Esters

9. Methyl acetate

(74.0)

10. Ethyl acetate

(88.10)

11. Butyl acetate

(116.16)

12. Propyl acetate

(102.1)

2OO

(600)
3OO

(1080)
200

(940)
2OO

(840)

4O

(I20)
5O

(180)
4O

(188)
4O

(I68)

4O

(120)
50

(180)

4O

(188)
40

(16a)

Ketones

13. Acetone

(58.08)

14. Methylethylketone
(72.1)

15. Methylisobutylketone

(100.08)

16. Methylisopropylketone

(86.77)

1000

(240O)

lO0

(290)
100

(410)
"100

(35O)

300

(720)
2O

(58)
2O

(82)
*20

(70)

3O0

(720)
20

(58)
2O

(82)
*20

(70)

(_)

(_)

Aldehydes

(,)17. Acetaldehyde

(44.05)
18. Acrolein

(56.06)

19. Formaldehyde

(30.03)

50

oo)
0.2

(0.5)
1.0

(1.0)

10

(18)

0.1

(0.2)
0.1

(0.I)

10

(18)
0.1

(0.2)
0.1

(0.1)

See footnotes at end of table.
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TABLE3.--AtmosphericContaminant Limits for Manned Spacecraft- (continued)

ppm (mg/m 3) (After [63])

I

Compound I 10 Min, 60 90 6

(molecular weight) I special area s Min Days Months

Alicyclics

Footnotes

20. Cyclohexane

(82.14)

21. Cyclopentane

(70.13)

22. Methylcyclohexane

(98.14)

23. Methylcyclopentane

(84.1)

300

(1020)
3OO

(870)
5OO

(2000)
3OO

(1029)

6O

(2O4)
6O

(174)
"15

(6O)
"15

(51)

6O

(2O4)
6O

(174)
"15

(6O)

"15

(51)

(_)

(_)

Halogenated aliphatics

24. Chloroform

(119.39)

25. 1,2-Dichloroethane

(98.97)
26. Dichloromethane

(85.94)

27. Methylchloroform

(133.4)

28. Tetrachloroethylene

(165.85)
29. R-11. Trichlorofluoromethane

(140.5)

30. R-12. Dichlorodifluoromethane

(124.0)
31. R-113. Trichlorotrifluoroethane

(192.5)

loo

(49O)
2OO

(8OO)
loo

(340)

3OO

(1620)
loo

(68O)
5OOO

(28 5OO)
5OOO

(25 5OO)
5OO

(3950)

Aromatics

5

(24.5)

10

(40)
25

(87.5)
5O

(270)
5

(34)

lOO

(570)
100

(51o)
5o

(395)

5

(24.5)

10

(40)
25

(87.5)

50

(270)
5

(34)
loo

(570)
100

(51o)
5o

(395)

32. Benzene

(78.11)

33. Ethylbenzene

(106.16)
34. Styrene

(lO4.1)
35. Toluene

(92.1)

36. 1,3,5-Trimethylbenzene

(120.2)

37. Xylene(o-, m-, p-)

(106.12)

loo

(320)
2OO

(86O)
5O

(215)

2oo

(760)

25
(123)
loo

(430)

Halogenated aromatics

1.0

(3)
2O

(86)
*10

(43)

20

(76)
*3

(15)
2o

(86)

1.o

(3)
2o

(86)

*10

(43)
20

(76)

*3

(15)
2o

(86)

(,)

(,)

38. Dichlorobenzene, (mixed o- and p-)

(147.01)

See footnotes at end of table.

5O

(3oo)

5

(3O)

5

(30)
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TABLE 3. --Atmospheric Contaminant Limits for Manned Spacecraft- (continued)
ppm (mg/m 3) (After [63])

Compound 10 Min, I 60 90 6

(molecular weight) special area s [ Min Days Months Footnotes

Heteroc"elics

39. 1,4-Dioxane

(88.0)

44). Furan

(68.07)
41. Indole

(68.07)
42. Skatole

(131.1)

1.0

(4.8)
1.0

(5)

100

(36O)
2

(5)
1.0

(4.8)
1.0

(5)

5

(18)
0.04

(0.1)
0.1
0.5

0.1

(0.5)

5

(18)
0.04

(0.1)
0.1

0.5

0.1

(0.5)

(,)

(0
(partially).

(_)
(partially).

Inorganics

43. Ammonia

(17.03)

44. Carbon dioxide

(44.01)
45. Carbon monoxide

(28.01)

46. Hydrogen chloride gas

(36.46)

47. Hydrogen fluoride gas

(20.0)

48. Nitrogen dioxide
(46.01)

49. Phosgene

(98.92)
50. Sulfur dioxide

(64.1)

100

(70)
4OOOO

(72 000)

100

(70)

30 000

(54 000)
125

(144)
5.0

(7.5)

5.0

(4)
2.0

(4)
0.5

(2.0)

5.0

(13)

25

(17.5)
10 000

(18 000)
15

(17)
1.0

(1.5)
0.1

(0.08)
0.5

(1.0)

0.05

(0.2)
1.0

(3)

25

(17.5)
10000

(18000)
15

(17)
1.0

(1.5)
0.1

(0.08)
0.5

(1.0)

0.05

(0.2)
1.0

(3)

2, 3)

Miscellaneous

51. Acetonitrile

(41.05)

52. Methylmercaptan

(48.11)

1.0

(2)

4O

(68)
1.0

(2)

4.0

(6.8)
0.1

(0.2)

4.0

(6.8)
0.1

(0.2)
(4)

(partially).

t Based on eye irritation.

2 The 60-min limit is based on requirement that the carboxyhemoglobin level not exceed 10%, assuming heavy work activity
(30 l/rain respiration) and conformity to Coburn's equation. If the assumption of heavy work activity in the weightless situation
proves unreal, then a value of 300 ppm (330 mg/m 3) is recommended.

3 The mg/m 3 limits are also specified for the 70% 02, 30% N2 atmosphere at 5 psia (1/3 ATA).
4 Long-term limits based principally on odor.
5 Estimated levels bear an asterisk; more inhalation data with animal models would be desirable.

Not to be included in group limits.

7 These levels for dioxane are subject to drastic revision downward (< 1 ppm) if future research proves that the compound
is carcinogenic in animal models at low (< 100 ppm) inhalation concentrations.

s 10 Min, special area. A proposed separate compartment in long-term spacecraft which has a higher ventilation and air

purification rate than the rest of the craft. It will house the commode and may also be used for procedures involving air con-
taminants such as degreasing prior to soldering.
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TABLE 4.--Suggested Spacecraft Air Standards

(After [32, 49])

Contaminant Duration Standard

SO2
NH3
Total organic oxygen

demand
CO
CO
COs

24 h

24 h

24 h

24 h

>4 mo

>4 mo

1.5%

5 m_m 3

150 mg O2/m 3 in air

15 mg]m 3

5 mg_m a

0=2-0.3%

Khahurin and coworkers noted that water

condensed from the AGA is a source for drinking

and food preparation, and pointed out that almost

all trace impurities in air are in greater concen-

trations in the condensation moisture [41]. Also,

the microflora of the AGA possibly could chem-

ically contaminate the water supply. If there is

unavoidable microbial contamination of water

supplies, organic halogen compounds may be

used for sterilization [53]. Optimum concentra-

tions of the agents and modes of dispensing de-

pend on the level of reducing agents present

along with the bacteria and thus require empirical

study for specific spacecraft application.

This effect of trace contaminants in the air on

the water quality of spacecraft calls for mention

of recent recommendations by a NAS panel

under the chairmanship of Housewright [62,

64]. They suggest quality standards for potable
water and for wash water to be used for personal

hygiene, which are in Tables 5 and 6.

CRITERIA FOR ADDITIONAL

SPACECRAFT AIR STANDARDS

It is clear from the foregoing that air quality
standards for trace contaminants in sealed en-

vironments must be developed with due regard

to the specific system under consideration. The

dual interaction between components of the sys-

tern and the AGA must always be kept in mind.

The air standards affect the choice of materials

and systems just as the materials and systems

selected affect the standards developed and the

cost of meeting the standards. These considera-

tions have been amply discussed here, and in the

literature [46].

The principles and criteria from which the
actual standards are developed are perhaps

best described by those effects that are excluded

or avoided. Unacceptable effects are: (1) any

permanent adverse health effects; (2) any effects,

even temporary, impairing the ability of the indi-

vidual to carry out assigned tasks; and (3) any

effects that will interfere with the purpose of the

mission. Special circumstances must also be
considered:

(a) Some degree of tolerance might develop

in the course of prolonged space flights.

(b) Elements of additional hazard might be

imposed on man by changes in the new

generation of red blood cells formed after

the first 90 days which could lead to poten-

tially altered levels of susceptibility to

toxicants.

(c) Increased sensitivity of specific tissues

might develop, for example, in bone marrow,
liver, and kidney, through changes in the

subcellular components such as metab-

olizing enzymes which normally permit

changes in response to environmental

burdens.

(d) Restriction of movement and fatigue may

add further stressful conditions to the en-

vironment and alter to a degree, as yet

unknown, the response to toxic agents in

humans [76].

(e) The effects of 5 psia, 100% oxygen may

be profound, especially on those agents

which can destroy the antioxidant defenses

[2, 85]. As an example, reduction in levels of

tocopherol in the plasma of Gemini astro-

nauts has been reported along with a

hemolytic process. There is some indication

that in animals, oxygen at 5 psia will syner-

gize with systemic toxic agents such as

CC14 [99]. Species differences are quite

marked, the primates being relatively

resistant. The synergistic factors for specific

agents in humans is still not known.

This rigorous approach for personnel safety

is also consistent with scientific requirements.

The NASA Space Medicine Advisory Group and

the Respiratory Physiology Group of the NAS

Space Science Board's 1966 Summer Study have
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TABLE 5.-Physical Standards For Potable Water in Spacecraft ""_" - r,;Al__kt Lel L_r_j !
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Physical property 90 Days 6 Months 3 Years

1. Turbidity (Jackson unit) not to exceed

2. Color (platinum-cobah units) not to exceed

3. Taste

4. Odor

5. Foaming (allowable persistence in s)

6. pH

10

15

Unobjectionat/le

Unobjectionable

15

5

15

Unobjectionable

Unobjectionable

5

7.0 to 8.0

5

15

Unobjectionable

Unobjectionable

5

7.0 to 8.0

Proposed Permissible Limits for Inorganic Chemical Agents (mg/1 or ppm)
for Potable Water in Spacecraft

Ammonium

Arsenic

Barium

Bismuth

Boron

Cadmium

Chloride

Agent

90 Days

Mission Duration

ns 1

0.5

2.0

n$ l

5.0

0.05

450

6 Months

5.0

0.5

1.0

0.05

1.0

0.01

250

3 Years

5.0

0.1

1.0

0.01

1.0

0.01

250

COD (dichromate method)

Chromium (hexavalent)

Cobalt

Copper

Fluoride

Lead

Manganese

Iron

Mercury (alkyl)

Mercury (other)

Nickel

Nitrate (as N)

Nitrite

Selenium

Silica

Silver

Sulfate

Solids (Total)

Zinc

' ns--No standard.

100

0.05

ns 1

3.0

2.0

0.2

ns 1

n$1

n$1

n$1

n$1

10.0

10.0

0.05

ns 1

0.5

250

1000

n$1

100

0.1

0.02

1.0

2.0

0.05

0.1

1.0

0.005

0.05

0.1

10.0

0.1

0.05

10.0

0.1

250

500

5.0

100

0.05

0.01

1.0

2.0

0.05

0.05

0.3

0.005

0.01

0.05

10.0

0.1

0.01

10.0

0.05

25O

5OO

5.0

reaffirmed the principle that engineering exi-

gencies should not dictate the environment;

the environment must be supplied to provide the

best medium for the experimental effort and it

might also be added, the best medium for the

mission profile. Thus, if one of the goals of pro-
longed manned space flight is to ascertain man's

adaptability and response to the weightless

environment, it is necessary to design manned

spacecraft so that the Earth atmosphere or a

reasonable simulation be provided in order not to

prejudice the study of the one facet of space

flight that cannot be duplicated on Earth- weight-

lessness [29].
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TABLE 6.--Tentative Standards for Wash Water

Specifications (After [62])

Physical/chemical/
microbiological standards Specification

Color

Conductivity (specific, 25°C)

Foaming

Odor

Carbon (total organic)

Lactic acid

Nitrogen (ammonia)

Sodium chloride

Solids (dissolved, after evapora-

tion, I80°C).

Urea

Detergents

Oxygen (demand, chemical)

pH

Microorganisms (standard 48-h

plate)

<= 15 cobalt units

=< 2000 ttmho/cm

Nonpersistent above 15s

Nonobjectionable

=< 200 mg/l

<= 50 mg/l

=< 5.0 mg/l

<= 1000 mg/1

-< 1500 mg/1

<= 50 mg/l

Not specified

Not specified

5.0 (min.), 7.5 (max.)

10/ml

The first step in recommending an acceptable

concentration for exposure to an atmospheric

contaminant is to describe the dose-response

relationship. What effects will result from ex-

posure to various concentrations for various

periods? Such descriptions of exposure versus

effects are sometimes called air quality criteria.

In theory, with sufficient experimentation they

can be determined quite precisely. In practice,

at any given moment, use must be made of

information available from a review of the

literature, published and unpublished, even

though not completely adequate.

The second step in recommending a concen-

tration for human exposure to an atmospheric

contaminant is to determine the acceptable level

of effect which can then be matched against the

dose-response curve to establish the concen-

tration. The acceptable level of effect is almost

completely dependent upon the circumstances

of exposure. Will the exposure occur while

strolling down the street? (In this case an objec-

tionable odor might be limiting.) Or will it occur

during armed combat? (In this case reversible

hypertension might be acceptable, but tempo-

rarily decreased visual or auditory acuity would
not.)

Let us consider briefly how others have defined

an acceptable effect and proceed to what might

be acceptable for 100- and 1000-day space flights.

Then we will return to the first step of dose-

response relationship and discuss some of the

critical variables [1081.

There is a wide spectrum of acceptable effects

from air contaminants. At one extreme, Emer-

gency Exposure Limits are recommended by the

NAS Committee on Toxicology [95] or by an Amer-

ican Industrial Hygiene Association committee

[38]. Both committees accept any reversible

effect that (a) will not interfere with the perform-

ance of tasks to be accomplished during the

emergency, (b) not significantly reduce vision

or visibility or interfere with breathing or prevent

self-rescue, and (c) not expose the individual to

additional risks such as fire and explosion.

At the other end of the spectrum, criteria and

standards are being developed to protect the

public from adverse effects of air pollution,

which require identification of the most sensitive

segment of the population. Standards are then

set at levels low enough to protect those sensitive

individuals. Some of the principles involved have

been discussed by a committee of the National

Academy of Sciences [61].

When developing standards for specific cir-

cumstances of human exposure to toxic ma-

terials, a fundamental principle must be carefully
observed:

The toxicity of a substance is its intrinsic

capacity to produce injury when tested

by itself. The hazard of a substance is

the likelihood it will produce injury under

the circumstances of exposure [15].

Thomas [98] has classified the chemical

toxicants that may be encountered in space-

craft into four categories according to the

probable responses to low-level continuous

exposure: (1) equilibrium (intake-excretion):

(2) adaptation, desensitization, cross-tolerance;

(3) cumulative damage; and (4) all or none

(carcinogens, sensitizers).
A final factor must be included in criteria for

developing AGA standards-the concern about

the total health of the spacecraft occupants. We

are not only looking at the health hazards of air-

borne materials but also all hazards regardless

-c,
3 :_CIBILITY OF THE

., _, PAGE I8 POOR
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of route of entry. The total body burden must be

considered when setting air limits for those ma-

terials which might also be ingested in food,

water, or medication, or absorbed through the

skin. The concern for total health of the individual

in space again implies that each must be his own

normal base for comparison for monitoring the

effects of the spacecraft contaminants. A thorough

preflight determination of each individual's

physiology, metabolism, and reactions to stresses
of various kinds is needed to make sure that an

adequate margin of safety has been used in

setting a standard [49].

It has been suggested that two numerical

standards might be set for each contaminant.

One would be an "alert" standard that would

require intensive monitoring and perhaps special

control procedures. The second would be an

"abort" level requiring drastic action.

The recommendations for alert and abort

levels and TLVspaee in the classifications of

Cox [16] and Hine [35] must still be looked on

with some skepticism, because of the complexity

of variables already discussed. The well-

documented rationale by Hine is a good source for

basic data; the concept was put into practice in

a 90-day flight simulation in 1970 [79].
Committees such as those which have been

discussed usually find the available data not

entirely adequate for recommending standards,

so that safety factors must be used. These safety

factors should be of a magnitude commensurate

with (1) the severity of the response; (2) degree

of hypersusceptibility related to preexisting

(such as respiratory) disease, heredity, and

nutritional state; (3) extent of physical exertion;

and (4) uniqueness of man's response, e.g.

hypersensitivity of the respiratory tract [61].

Microbial infestation of spacecraft will be an

increasing problem as the duration of flight and
number of occupants increase. This will be

reflected primarily in the quantity and quality

of microflora on astronauts' skin and clothing.

Particular concern is expressed for proliferation

of fungi and yeast (Candida sp) which may be

pathogenic to man [7]. The difficulty in treating

diseases caused by such organisms further en-

hances the need for concern. The possibility

cannot be excluded of microbes existing in the
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extreme conditions of space and planets. These

microorganisms may be pathogenic for man, thus

represent danger not only for crewmembers but

also for the Earth's population upon return of the

craft and equipment [7]. There is also consider-

able value in averting the uncontrolled drift of

Earth types of life into space.

It is not easy to develop efficient methods of

antisepsis for these various aspects of microbial

growth. The methods selected must not have a

negative influence on crewmembers in the

complex medium of spacecraft. The methods

must be compatible with the numerous and varied

mechanical systems of space flight, be fire- and

explosion-proof, and of minimum weight, volume,

and energy requirements [7].
Therefore, the use of antimicrobial methods

developed for other types of hermetically sealed

rooms is not possible, especially when considering

the possibility that microflora from cosmic space

and other planets may be adapted to exist in

extreme conditions, and thus may not be sensitive

to such factors as ultraviolet radiation, vacuum,

and high or low temperatures [7].

If resorting to chemical means for controlling

the microflora, two other potential problems

arise. The chemicals, such as phenol, may be

a health hazard to the occupants, or the micro-

organisms may develop strains resistant to the

chemical controls, which has occurred with

hexachlorophene. Extensive research, develop-
ment, and evaluation for new control methods

are clearly needed.

Emergency Standards

In addition to the concerns already discussed,
to be included in criteria for chemical and

microbial contaminants during normal space

flight, there must also be criteria developed for

emergency situations, in order that they can be

prevented, reduced in severity, or planned to be

taken care of adequately when they do occur.
As Gazenko and Genin [24] have pointed out,

it is necessary to consider the possibilities of

emergency situations in space flight when

maintenance of the optimum parameters of AGA

will not be possible. These emergencies can be

grouped as--medical, thermal, mechanical, and

574-270 O - 75 - 7
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V
1

)

chemical-quite aside from those emergencies

affecting the operation of the spaceship. They

will require a high tolerance from man for sev-
eral kinds of divergences from the optimum

parameters.
Medical emergencies would include organ

malfunctions, infectious diseases, dental prob-

lems, and similar. The medical significance

and treatment of emergencies to the respiratory

tract, skin, and eye from particulates in space

cabins have been reviewed [9]. Other medical

emergencies are beyond the scope of this

chapter. Similarly, the physiologic emergencies-
loss of control of heat or humidity in the craft

and mechanical trauma and anoxia associated

with partial or total loss of pressure- are beyond

the scope of the present discussion.

Chemical emergencies which might arise from

equipment failure require development of criteria

and principles for control. A NAS panel chaired

by Smyth [95] developed a basis for establishing

emergency inhalation exposure limits applicable

to space chemicals. The emergency limits for

these compounds contain no safety factor and

are considered tolerable for a single emergency

during the duration of the mission.

These principles have been utilized for subse-

quent development of Emergency Exposure

Limits (EELs) for specific compounds under

specific conditions of exposure, which are listed

in Table 7. It must be noted that none of these

carries any safety factor and therefore they

should not be applied to situations differing

significantly from those for which they were

developed. Potential new applications should be

referred to the Committee on Toxicology of the

US National Academy of Sciences in Washington,
D.C.

The Emergency Exposure Limit for short-term

exposure to an airborne contaminant is a con-

centration which, when inhaled for a specified

single brief period (rare in an individual's

lifetime), is believed not to result in a period

of disability or interfere with the performance of

his assigned task. In no event shall the value so

selected produce danger from flammability of

combustible aerosols, or result in substantial

impairment of vision or visibility, or the ability

TABLE 7.-EELs Recommended by NAS/NRC

Committee on Toxicology (After [95])

Compound

Acrolein

Aluminum fluoride

Aluminum oxide

Ammonia

(anhydrous)

Boron trittuoride

Bromine

pentafluoride 1

Carbon disulfide

Carbon monoxide:

(normal activity)

(mental acuity)

Chlorine penta-

fluoride l

Chlorine trifluoride

Diborane

1,1-Dimethyl-

hydrazine

Ethylene oxide

Fluorine

Formaldehyde 1

Hydrazine

Hydrogen chloride

Hydrogen fluoride

Hydrogen sulfide

JP-5 Fuel l

Monomethylhydra-

zine (MMH)

Nitrogen dioxide

Oxygen difluoride

Perchloryl fluoride

Sodium hydroxide

Sulfur dioxide

Sulfuric acid

Tellurium

hexafluoride

1,1,2-Trichloro-

1,2,2-trifluoro-

ethane (Refrig-

erant 113)

Unsymmetrical di-

methylhydrazine

Tentative.

Time

10 Min 30 Min 60 Min

25 mg/m a

50 mg/m a

500 ppm

10

3

20O

1500

1000

3

7

10

100

650

15

3O

3O

2O

2OO

5 mg/l

90 ppm

3O

0.5

5O

4 mg]m a

3O

5 mg/m a

1 ppm

100

10 mg/m 3

25 mg]m z

300 ppm

5

1.5

100

800

50O

1.5

3

5

50

4OO

10

20

20

10

100

5 mgJl

30 ppm

20

0.2

20

4 mgJm a

20

2 mg]m a

0.4 ppm

w

5O

0.2 ppm

7 mg/m 3

15 mg]m '_

300 ppm

2

0.5

50

40O

2O0

0.5

1

2

30

250

5

3

10

10

8

5O

2.5 mg/1

15 ppm

10

0.1

10

2 mgJm a

10

1 mg]m 3

0.2 ppm

1500 ppm

30

to breathe. Transient effects may be experienced.

The limits are intended to guide the informed

specialist. It is believed that he can be more

competent in protecting people if he is furnished
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with a limit which, in the best judgment of a

group of toxicologists, is the greatest concentra-

tion justified by the experimental evidence,

provided the absence of any arbitrary safety

factor is made known generally. This realistic

limit would be analogous to the strength of

material data used by the structural engineer in

designing. The safety factor is applied in his

operation of design, in proportion to the precision

with which stresses to be withstood are known to

the designer.

Emergency Exposure Limits cannot be

promulgated without adequate experimental

toxicological studies. The minimum information

required is:

1. Beyond reasonable doubt, the identity

should be known of the most sensitive

target organ or body system whose integ-

rity is menaced by short inhalations of

the substances, and at what level effects

on this target are insignificant.

2. It is necessary to have time versus con-

centration response data extending in

both directions beyond the time intervals

for which limits are to be promulgated,

and sufficient observations to verify

complete reversibility of effect. Data

on two species, one a nonrodent mammal,
are recommended as absolute minimum.

3. Certain human exposure data for orien-

tation purposes are essential in estimating

the emergency limits. These data can be

obtained experimentally or by careful

observation of any accidental exposures

during commercial development.

UNCERTAINTIES OF STANDARDS

The development and promulgation of any

standards for human exposure to atmospheric

toxicants is fraught with many uncertainties.

It is the intention in this section to point out a

number of these uncertainties to develop skep-

tical caution, and suggest fruitful lines for

further investigation.

The use of data from animal testing for pre-
dicting the effects of a substance on humans

carries several sources of uncertainty, which
include:

(a) differences among individuals of the

same animal species,

(b) differences among animal species,

(c) extrapolation of data from animals to

humans,

(d) differences among humans,

(e) nonuniformity of the contaminated air

masses in gas leaks.

Chemical toxicants are rarely present alone,

although most toxicity studies use pure materials.

The difficulty in evaluating the milieu of con-

taminants in a spacecraft is the interaction

among the components which has been discussed.

The interaction may be physical, such as in the

adsorption of gases on solid particulates; it may

be chemical, as in the poisoning of catalysts in

life-support systems; it may be biologic, where

the toxic effects are modified either in degree or

nature, as it in thickening of the alveolar barrier

by NO_ [61].

The dynamics of the spacecraft AGA pressure

and composition are reflected in changing body

burdens of the contaminants. Cumulative effects

at any one time in such a variable exposure

history are most difficult to assess. In addition

to the usual effects which may be predicted in the

average individual, there are also the unusual

responses of allergic sensitization, idiosyncratic

reactions, and adaptive tolerance. Nutrition plays

an important role and specific dietary deficien-

cies may modify susceptibility.

Interpretation of information derived from

animal experiments requires mature, experi-

enced, scientific judgment from a variety of

professional disciplines. The evaluation should

consider all the variables mentioned and more,

including conditions under which the data were

obtained and, in particular, their relevance to the

conditions of human exposure. Were data from

human exposures available, they might result in

standards of considerable reliability. Obviously,

reliable human information is preferred, and
should be obtained and utilized whenever

possible. The research needs appear to be almost
endless.
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In spite of all the foregoing problems and

uncertainties, the scientific community may well

be proud of the advice it has provided to the

space engineers on matters of toxicity and

health hazards. The successes of the Soviet

and US manned space programs are testimony
to the skill of the astronauts and their supporting

scientists and engineers.
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Chapter 3

THERMAL EXCHANGES AND TEMPERATURE STRESS

PAUL WEBB

Webb Associates, Yellow Springs, Ohio USA

Space flights for human passengers have been

conducted in the blandest thermal environment

man can devise. Since temperature, gas move-

ment, and humidity of the artificial atmosphere in

spacecraft can be totally controlled, thermal com-

fort can be engineered for astronauts within the
vehicle. Certain variations from standard air-

conditioning practice are necessary in artificial

atmospheres if the pressure is lower than 1 atm

or where the gas composition is not that of air;

precise and positive control of temperature and

humidity is necessary in these small atmospheric

volumes, but the physiologic comfort state, where

metabolic heat is dissipated at minimal physio-

logic cost, has been achieved. Because the

volume of the artificial atmosphere in a spacecraft

is small compared with the ocean of air on Earth,
the men within this sealed small volume become

important sources of both heat and water vapor.

Along with the thermal energy generated by

equipment, they constitute the primary loading

of the environmental control system.

When astronauts leave the spacecraft for extra-

vehicular activity (EVA), either during flight or on

the lunar surface, their full pressure suits contain

artificial atmospheres of even smaller volume.

Now the astronaut is the dominant thermal load as

he generates heat and water vapor that are fre-

quently in large amounts. Neither the space-

craft nor the astronaut in a full pressure suit

exchanges much heat with the space environ-

ment. Both are essentially isolated in the airless

void, where energy transfer takes place primarily

by electromagnetic (thermal) radiation. But

because of the high thermal energy from direct

sunlight and the low effective radiant temperature

of space, and because the vehicle or the astro-

naut may move unpredictably into full sunlight or

full shadow, the surfaces of spacecraft or space

suits have been treated so that incoming radiant

energy is largely reflected, and out-going radiant

energy largely prevented from escaping.

Since men within spacecraft or wearing

spacesuits during extravehicular activity are

major sources of heat and water vapor, it has

become increasingly important to know in detail

the characteristics of metabolic heat generated

under various conditions of human activity,

particularly those connected with space flight.

Metabolism might be expected to decrease some-

what during prolonged confinement, restricted

activity, and weightlessness; during extra-

vehicular activity, of course, it is vital to know

what levels the metabolic heat production will

reach, how long high levels can be sustained, and

what the relationships are between heat produced

in the body and heat dissipated from its surface.

Metabolic heat production can be extremely

high during extravehicular activity, which made

it necessary to develop a special method for

transferring heat from the man's body to the heat

sink in his portable life-support system. The

method developed was the water-cooled garment,

which proved to be far more effective for remov-

94
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ing heat than the gas-cooling used in early

pressure suits. Should a failure occur in the

astronaut's portable life-support system during

extravehicular activity, loss of the heat sink would

soon lead to serious trouble from body heat

storage _ and rising body temperatures. This has

led to renewed interest in the limits of heat

storage, particularly when the source of the
stored heat is internal rather than external to the

man.

For many years there has been strong interest

in those conditions of supersonic flight in the

atmosphere when external heat loads are not

negligible, but, quite the contrary, are far higher

than anything in man's normal climatic

experience. During reentry of the spacecraft into
the Earth's atmosphere, enormous thermaI

energy is generated at the leading surface of the

spacecraft, most of which is dissipated by abla-

tion of the heat shield. But should some failure

occur, there might be a rapid increase in cabin

temperature, making important man's tolerance

for what has been called slow heat pulses. 2

It was recognized that human limits for these

extreme temperatures were set by surface pain

rather than by heat storage, but heat storage

limits are also important if the temperatures are

less severe. Any supersonic flight by aircraft or

spacecraft carries the possibility, however

remote, that cabin cooling could fail and high

cabin temperatures would lead to serious storage

of body heat. A great amount of work has been

done on the effects of stored body heat which is

of external origin, both in laboratories of the
Soviet Union and the United States.

Cold, as a thermal stress, has not been of major

concern. However, in some early lunar landings

the astronauts complained of being overcooled

1The accumulation of heat in the body leading to a rise in
body temperature.

2 Conditions where wall temperatures rise at rates of
30°-60°C/min, leading to skin pain and burning when wall
temperatures exceed ll0°C.

3The valuable contribution made by E. Ya. Shepelev of
the Institute of Biomedical Problems, Moscow, is gratefully
acknowledged. His review of Soviet research, especially
in the field of human thermal tolerance, was an important
addition to the materials used in preparing this chapter.

while resting within the lunar module and wearing

water-cooled garments. There is a potential cold

problem if returning astronauts land in cold
ocean water_ or in winter terrain and rescue

should be delayed. (The problem of survival in

cold will not be t_reated in this chapter.)

Discussions in this chapter will be on the major

topics: human comfort, metabolic heat produc-

tion, rates of heat dissipation and water loss,

the water-cooling technique for extravehicular

activity, tolerance for extreme heat and heat

storage, and, finally, biothermal models used

in the space program/

THERMAL COMFORT

DURING SPACEFLIGHT

Definitions of thermal comfort for humans

are disappointingly imprecise, because the com-

fort state is subjectively defined and because

there are many different combinations of cloth-

ing, activity, temperature, sunshine, humidity,

barometric pressure, and wind that are judged
to be comfortable. The standard definition of

comfort among heating and air-conditioning

engineers in the United States is "that condition

of mind which expresses satisfaction with the
thermal environment."

In the introductory section of this chapter

it was suggested that comfort is a state of heat

balance, the maintenance of which requires

minimal physiologic effort-that is, all meta-

bolic heat should be readily transferred to the

immediate environment without imposing major

physiologic responses such as sweating and

shivering. Heat balance can be maintained with

these thermoregulatory responses in climatic

levels of heat and cold, but if these responses are

prolonged, fatigue accumulates over a period of

hours and the exposure may have to be termi-

nated. Fanger [21] shows that there are three

necessary conditions for optimum thermal

comfort: that a state of heat balance exists;

that the mean skin temperature stays at a level

related to metabolic heat production; and that

the sweat rate is no more than that appropriate

for a particular metabolic activity level. Com-

fort conditions are shown by the curves in
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Figure l for three activity levels and two clothing

weights.

To define comfort for spaceflight missions is

relatively simple, because some of the major

variables that must be considered on Earth

are usually constant in a space vehicle. For

example, metabolic activity is generally close to

the resting level, at times lower than normal and

at others slightly higher; the clothing assembly

is known and constant; gas pressure, gas tem-

perature, and gas velocity are essentially con-

stant; and humidity and wall temperature are

controlled. An accurate calculation of the thermal

characteristics of the environment can be made

in advance. Thus, the internal environment of

a spacecraft is totally controlled and not subject

to the kind of daily and seasonal variations to

which we are accustomed on Earth.
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If it is clear that thermal comfort can be ob-

tained with many combinations of environmental

temperature, humidity, pressure, air motion,

clothing, and activity, we can examine the major
environmental conditions that affect comfort.

In Figure 2, a comfort zone is defined in terms of

the temperature and the absolute humidity of

air for men at rest wearing lightweight clothing

(insulation 0.5 clo) and where the air pressure is

1 atm absolute (ata), as it is at sea level. Certain

variations in temperature and humidity are per-

missible if the air velocity changes, shown in

Figure 2 by the extension of the comfort zone

(indicated by a dashed line). Below the primary

comfort zone is a different area which shows

what is comfortable for a man not wearing stan-

dard clothing, but wearing insulated and imper-

I

E

t--

>
°m

n"

meable clothing typical of flight clothing worn in

high-performance aircraft. Above the comfort

zone, within a limited range of temperatures

and humidities, it is possible for men to main-

tain heat balance for up to 12 hours, but at a

considerable physiologic cost characterized by

raised cardiac output and heavy sweating.

A different way of defining human comfort
under Earth conditions has been used in the

United States for many years by the heating and
air-conditioning engineers. The comfort chart

of the American Society of Heating, Refrigera-

tion, and Air Conditioning Engineers is repro-

duced as Figure 3; it is based on the familiar

scale of Effective Temperature, which relates

the thermal effects of temperature, humidity,

and air motion into combinations that produce
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fined by numerous people who cast votes upon

whether they felt a given environment to be com-

fortable, slightly warm, warm, or slightly cool,

which is shown in the central, more or less verti-

cal lines, on the diagram. These lines are related

to Effective Temperature, which is shown on a

scale using wet and dry bulb temperatures at a

given low-air movement. In addition to the

nearly vertical comfort lines, distribution curves

show the percentage of subjects who felt com-

fortable at various temperatures, both in summer
and winter. Preferences in summer are for

slightly higher Effective Temperatures than those

preferred in winter.

Since the data in Figures 1-3 are based upon

Earth conditions at 1 ata, and with resting

subjects normally clothed, it is evident that one

cannot apply these data directly to the space-

craft environment. The composition of the

artificial atmosphere may be similar to that of

air, or it may contain very different gases-for

example, pure oxygen in many American space-

craft. In addition, the natural movement of

gases in Earth gravity is very different from their

movement in subgravity states of orbital flight,

or on the lunar surface. Next, we consider esti-

mates of the effect these changes have on the
comfort conditions in the environment.

Berenson [4], using equations for heat transfer

between the man and the environment, calcu-

lates comfort temperatures for a mildly active

nude man in a cabin where the total pressure is

310 mm Hg and in which all gas motion is by

forced convection. This curve is shown in Figure

4, with one derived from Fanger's comfort

charts [21] when the air pressure is 760 mm Hg.

In both cases, comfort is defined similarly in

terms of heat balance, skin temperature, and
sweat level.

The conventional heat balance equation is

M=E+-R+-C+-K+-V/+Skcal/m2-h (1)

where M is metabolic heat production; E is

evaporative heat loss; R is heat loss or gain by

radiation; C is heat loss by convection; K is heat

loss or gain by conduction; W is mechanical

work; and S is heat storage. In the comfort

0.20 '
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FIGURE 4.-- Comfort temperatures at two different barometric
pressures as a function of forced gas velocity. (Based on
Fanger [21] and Berenson [41)

state, storage is zero; for rest and most activities,
IF" is zero, and M is taken at some standard

value-e.g. 70 kcal/m2-h in the examples shown

in Figure 4. Heat transfer by conduction is

usually negligibly small. The remaining heat

exchange terms (E, R, and C) can be estimated

for given environments by the following equa-

tions, adapted from Berenson [4].

(v'_ o.5
E=O.126WTaAbKe \-'p,I (Pws-Pw,) (2),

where W is the ratio of the body surface that is

wet to the whole body surface area (not greater

than 0.25 for comfort or mild activity); Ta is air

temperature in °C; Ab is body surface area in

m2; Ke is a fluid property that depends on diffu-

sivity of water vapor in the gas mixture and on

transport properties of the gas mixture (for air,

Ke=l); v is velocity of the gas in m/s; P is

barometric pressure in mm Hg; Pw, is the satura-

tion vapor pressure in mm Hg for water at skin

temperature; and P,,a is the vapor pressure of

air. Note the enhancement of evaporative heat

loss by low barometric pressure, a factor which
will be noted in later discussion.

a --4 --4= o-At (T, -- Tr) (3)
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where or is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant; Ar

is the radiation area of the body in m2; Ts is

mean skin temperature in °K; and Tr is the mean

radiant temperature in °K.

C = 0.21kcPvAb(T, - Ta) (4)

where kc is a factor that varies with the transfer

properties of the gas mixture (and for oxygen-

nitrogen mixtures kc = 1).

It is possible to make calculations of thermal

comfort and heat exchange in gas compositions

different from those of air and for various total

pressures. A complete analysis by Bottomley and

Roth [10] gives equations for the effects of

various inert gases on convective transfer and

evaporative heat loss. Table 1 summarizes

empirical tests on unusual gas mixtures at several

barometric pressures.

It has been common practice to test any

special artificial atmosphere with prolonged ex-

posure in ground-based simulators, a practice

TABLE 1.- Temperatures Selected by Subjects in

Space Cabin Simulators [10, 29]

Gaseous environment, mm Hg Selected temperature, *C

Helium 509

Oxygen 171

Other gases 80

760

Helium 220

Oxygen 160

38O

Helium 93

Oxygen 160

253

Helium 230

Oxygen 150

38O

Helium 74

Oxygen 175

249

Nitrogen 206

Oxygen 165

371

Oxygen 258

Oxygen 191

24.5-27.5 (awake)

26-29 (asleep)

24-25

24-25

24

24

23

22

21

whicfi will probably continue until sufficient

empirical data are at hand to write comfort

equations for such special conditions.

Studies on the physiologic effects and convec-

tive heat loss in helium-oxygen atmospheres

over a range of barometric pressures were

reviewed by Hiatt and Weiss [29]. They sum-

marized animal experiments which at first had

suggested a metabolic stimulating effect of 20°C

helium-oxygen environments, but then showed

that the effect was thermal, since oxygen con-

sumption was the same in helium-oxygen as in

air when the temperature was raised to 27°-30°C.

Human experiments at normal pressure and at

t[2 arm showed little effect on oxygen consump-

tion, but a modest increase in skin cooling. The

convective heat transfer at 1 atm pressure in

helium-oxygen was about twice that for air, while

at 112 atm the helium-oxygen mixtures used to

simulate space-cabin environments were equal

to air or perhaps a little less effective as cooling

media. But both Soviet and American studies in

space cabin simulators (at pressures from

l/a-1 atm) showed that the comfort temperatures

for men during prolonged habitation were higher

than for air, with a narrower temperature range

(see Table 1). There was evidence that at least

some of the effect was due to a decreased in-

sulating value for the clothing when it was soaked

in helium-oxygen instead of air. The authors

concluded that there was little advantage in

substituting helium for nitrogen in space cabin

9 r space suit atmospheres.

What are the problems that arise if comfort

conditions are not maintained? In a review on

thermal comfort and health, Hardy [27] shows

that the greater the departure from comfort

conditions and the longer the duration of such

exposure, the more serious the effects. Within

the comfort zone, small variations in temperature

are consistent with sensations of comfort and

pleasure, and in this zone, body temperature is

regulated by vasomotor activity in the skin. With

a moderate departure from the comfort zone there

is increased sensation of thermal effect and

increasing sensations of discomfort, accompanied

by measurable physiologic strains on the cardio-

vascular, respiratory, and other systems involved
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in thermoregulation. With large departures from

comfort and with long exposure, the thermal

sensations become intense and often painful,

there may be failure of thermoregulation and

acute discomfort, excitability, restlessness, de-

pression, and fatigue. Severe cold exposure, of

course, leads to tissue injuries such as frostbite,

while prolonged and severe heat exposure may

lead to heat prostration or heat stroke and death.

Finally, comfort conditions in space flight

involve not only the low metabolic levels preva-

lent within the cabin but also the high levels

produced by extravehicular activity. It is possible

to keep a man comfortable under these condi-

tions, which has been shown in the laboratory

by Webb and Annis [58]. They demonstrated

that for activities up to six times the resting level,

enough cooling can be supplied so that sweating

is not needed to dissipate metabolic heat. Cooling

was supplied in two forms: by cold air moving at a

velocity great enough so that metabolic heat-was

removed from the body surface at low sweat

levels; and by a water-cooling garment worn

under an insulated and impermeable suit. As

might be expected, the harder the work, the lower

the skin temperature had to be in order that a

sufficient temperature gradient existed to remove

the large quantities of metabolic heat produced.

Such data are shown in Figure 5, where the final

mean skin temperature after an hour or more of

the indicated physical activity had reached a

near-equilibrium level. Final heart rates and

final rectal temperature data are shown on the

same figure. A curve has been added from a

formula by Fanger [21] for the desirable or com-

fortable skin temperature recommended as a

function of metabolic activity. Notice that the

slope and location of the Fanger curve nearly

coincide with that from the Webb and Annis

data when air cooling was used. The slope for the

skin temperature with water cooling is shallower.

This probably reflects the effectiveness of the

coupling between the water-cooling tubes and the

skin. The steady-state levels of heart rate and

rectal temperature, reached near the end of

each experiment, are those for exercise without

thermal strain. There was no evidence of con-

tinuing heat storage, and the physiologic cost was
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FIGURE 5.-Final steady-state values for heart rate, skin
temperature, and rectal temperature for a range of metabolic
activities when subjects worked in cooling environments
which kept sweating below 100 g/h. (From Webb and
Annis [58]; added dashed line for skin temperature from
an equation from Fanger [21])

evidently minimal in terms of heat dissipation.

Incidentally, the criterion for minimal sweating

was that the total weight loss be no greater than

100 g/h under any of the conditions of exercise.

Thus, the principles of designing for thermal

comfort in the artificial atmosphere of space-

craft are understood, and thermal comfort has

been achieved in the first decade of Earth orbital

and lunar flights.

HEAT PRODUCTION OF MAN

DURING SPACE FLIGHT

Heat production from metabolism and muscu-

lar activity is a matter of special concern during

space flight. The machinery that controls thermal

conditions of the artificial atmosphere must be

capable of responding quickly and accurately

in order to maintain the heat balance of the

astronauts. Unlike the situation on Earth where

the ocean of air dissipates metabolic heat easily,
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the small and confined volume of artificial

atmosphere could, if not properly controlled,

permit rapid increase of heat and humidity,

quickly leading to uncomfortable conditions-

possibly to the tolerance limit of stored body heat.

The heat balance equation was given in the

preceding section as Equation (1); in this section

the emphasis is on the heat-production term,
M. Since there is seldom a sizable heat load

or heat drain during space flight, the man's

own heat production is of dominant concern in

calculating the conditions necessary for heat

balance. The general level of M during flight,

whether the men are awake, asleep, or active

within the vehicle, and especially the level of

M during activity outside the vehicle, defines

the load placed upon the environmental control

system.

The heat generated by astronauts during flight

inside the vehicle has been estimated from oxy-

gen consumption and CO2 production using the

classical values for the caloric equivalent of

oxygen as influenced by the respiratory quo-

tient (RQ). In Table 2, the first set of data is

that reported by Voronin et al [51] for four

Soviet astronauts in the Vostok spacecraft.

The second set of data is that given by Berry and

Catterson [6] for American flights lasting 4-14

days; these estimates are based on the amount of

CO,, absorbed in the chemical purifying beds

of the spacecraft. The third set of data is from

Voronin et al [51], who studied astronauts in

sealed cabin simulators on the ground for various

periods of time; note that the ground-based esti-

mates are slightly higher than those from actual

flights. The fourth set of data is that reported by

Jackson et al [30], based on a study of four

men in a sealed cabin simulator during a 90-day

period. These values are still higher. They come

from the first American experiment with a mixed

gas in a sealed space, where total pressure was

517 mm Hg, and nitrogen was the major con-

stituent of the atmosphere. Of course, no ground

simulator can produce the effect of weightless-

ness on metabolic processes, which ought to be
to decrease metabolism.

Estimates Irom ground-based simulators, as

well as estimates made from the classical physio-

logic literature, seem conservative-that is, they

cause more-than-adequate supplies of oxygen

to be carried and more-than-adequate heat re-

moval capacity. This has caused no serious

weight penalty in space vehicles designed to

operate for 2 or 3 weeks. However, more precise

data on heat generation, hence oxygen supply

and CO2 removal, will be needed for flights of

longer duration. More extensive flight data on

metabolic activity will be very useful in planning

for longer flights. This topic is discussed further

in Volume III, Part 2, Chapter 1.

Heat production is not constant within a

24-hour day, even when the subject is at rest and

TABLE 2. -Metabolic Heat During Flight Inside the Spacecraft, or in Ground Simulators

Vehicle

Yostok spacecraft [51]
A. G. Nokolayev
P. R. Popovich
V. V. Tereshkova
V. F. Bykovskiy

Gemini spacecraft [6]
Gemini 4
Gemini 5
Gemini 7

Simulators of Vostok and Voshkod space-
craft 12-13 d exposures [51]

NASA/McDonnell-Douglas space station
simulator, 4 men for 90 d [30]'

Average 02
consumption

1/min

0.293
0.333
0.288
0.292

0.333-0.368

0.443

Average CO2
production

l/min

0.250
0.283
0.235
0.242

0.271-0.299

0.333

Respiratory
Quotient

0.85
0.85
0.82
0.83

0.81

0.75

Average heat
production

W kcal/min

99 1.42
113 1.62
97 1.39
98 1.41

1.67
1.40
1.54

112-123 1.60-1.77

146 2.10
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in aconstantenvironment.AschoffandPohl[1]
discuss the rhythmic variations in energy
metabolismin animal forms, includingman.
Their preliminarydataon oxygenconsumption
o'f a womansubject during 24-hourperiods
suggestedadefinitecircadianpatternrelatedto
the establisheddiurnalcurveof bodytempera-
ture.Morerecently,Webb[57]reporteddefinite
circadiancyclesin oxygenconsumption,heat
dissipation,andbodytemperaturein two sub-
jectswho werestudiedfor 24-hourperiodsby
directandindirectcalorimetry.Sincetheseex-
perimentswereconductedin Earthlaboratories
undercarefullycontrolledconditions,therecan
only be speculationaboutthe effectsof space
flight on the circadianpatternof metabolism.
But the cyclesappearto be independentof
diurnalpatternsofphysicalactivity.

Sofarwehavediscussedthelowheatproduc-
tion levelsof menduringspaceflight,including
thepossibilitythattheseestimatesaregenerally
too high for very prolongedweightlessflight.
But thereis a verydifferentpictureof heatpro-
ductionwhenastronautswearingspacesuits
'areactiveoutsidetheir vehicles.Thiswasfirst
suggestedduringthefirst walkin spacebythe
SovietastronautLeonov,whoshowedsurpris-
inglyhighheartratesandconsiderablefatigue
following20minin thevacuum,10ofwhichwere
spentoutsidethe vehicle.Duringthefirst four
American space walks, made on Geminis
IV, IX-A, X, andXI, notonlywereheartrates
sustainedat ahighlevelfor muchofthe1/2-hour
to 2-hourperiods,butalsotheworkplannedfor
theseperiodsof extravehicularactivityhadto
be modifiedor terminated[16,35]. In Gemini
IX-A, the activityof the astronautwassohigh
that he becamehot, sweatedprofusely,and
foggedthe faceplateof his helmet.In Gemini
XI, high heart rate was coupledwith high
respiratoryrate, whichmayhavebeendueto
excessivebuildupof carbondioxide,andthe
astronautbecametiredandhadto reenterthe
vehiclebeforecompletinghis assignedtasks.
In the final outsideexcursionof the Gemini
series Gemini XII), a 2-hour extravehicular
activity was completedsuccessfullyby using
betterrestraintsto helpthe astronautto dohis

workandby changingthe workloadsothatthe
mancouldhandleit readily.Onlyoncedid his
heartrate riseabove140beats/min.Although
nodirectmeasurementsofheat,oxygenconsump-
tion,orCO2productionweremade,it wasclear
thatthehighmetabolicheatproductionof most
of the spacewalks wasmorethancouldbe
removedby the cooled,recirculatedgasin the
suits.It appearedthat gas-coolingof spacesuits
couldnothandlethehighheatproductionto be
expected during nonlimited extravehicular
activity.

Whenlunar landingsweremade,the astro-
nautsleft the vehiclein spacesuitsthat were
directlyandpositivelycooledwithwater-cooling
undergarments.It was possibleto estimate
metabolicheatfromheartrate,fromthedecay
of the pressurein the oxygensupplycylinder,
and,even moreconvincingly,from the heat
extractionby theliquid-cooledgarment.Dataof
thissorthavebeenreportedbyBerry[5]forthe
first lunar landing,the flight of Apollo 11.
In 2.5hoursof lunar explorationon foot,one
astronautgenerated565kcal of heatand the
other,763kcal, as shownin Figures6 and7.
This meansthat heatproductionaveraged281
W (watts)and354W for thetwo men,respec-
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FIGURE 6.-Cumulative energy cost during lunar extra-
vehicular activity for the Apollo 11 commander based on
three different methods of estimation, plus a fourth (solid)
line representing the best integrated estimate from these
and other data. "LCG" is data from the Apollo liquid-
cooled garment. (From Berry [51)
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FIGURE 7.-- Cumulative energy cost during lunar extravehic-
ular activity for the Apollo 11 lunar module pilot. (From
Berry [51)

tively, or roughly three times the resting level of

heat production. The men could have worked at

a higher level, but they were not permitted by

the ground controllers to work at their maximum

rates. Longer periods of lunar exploration have

since been accomplished, but the data on heat

production have not yet been published.

Men who are in good physical condition can
sustain work levels at 80% of their maximum

capacity for an hour or longer without resting,

and some champion athletes can sustain even

higher levels for 3 to 4 hours at a time. A man

weighing 70 kg with a maximum oxygen con-

sumption of 60 ml/kg, or 4.2 l/min could then be

expected to sustain 80% of this level for an hour,

which is 3.36 1/min or 16.8 kcal/min, or 1171 W.

(Experimental data of this kind will be found in

/_strand and Rodahl's Textbook of Work Physi-

ology [2].) This great increase in heat production

is generated in the active skeletal muscles. A

rise in muscle temperature occurs exponentially

over a 10-min period, as was reported by Sahin

et al [43]. In addition, as soon as work begins

there is an exponential rise in oxygen consump-

tion and heart rate, the rise being essentially

complete in about 3 min. However, the excess

heat being produced does not appear on the body

surface immediately. The sequence of events is

shown in Figure 8, where subjects were working

in water-cooled suits controlled to prevent
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FIGURE 8. --Averaged rectal temperature (Tr), metabolic rate
(MR), and heat removal (Q) from six experiments where
subjects were cooled by controlling the water inlet tempera-
ture (T=,i) to a water-cooled suit while subjects rested, then
worked at 10-11 kcal/min for 1 h. (From Webb and Annis
[581)

significant sweating. The curve labeled Q is

heat extraction, which rises exponentially but

much more slowly than the curve labeled

MR, which is metabolic rate from oxygen con-

sumption. Notice that during the early part of

work the rectal temperature rises, suggesting

that there is an obligatory heat storage despite

the presence of adequate cooling.

Metabolic heat is generally produced at a low

resting level during space flight, but can rise to

very high levels during the vigorous activity of
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menwholeavethespacevehiclewearingspace
suits.Thequantityofheatinvolvedandthetime
courseof its dissipationfrom thebodysurface
followingthe start of work areboth of great
interestin thedesignof coolingcontrol,whichis
discussedin a latersection.Furtherdataonthe
low levelsof heatproducedduringlong,quiet
flight are to be hopedfor in futuremissions.

WATER LOSS AS A MEANS OF

DISSIPATING HEAT

The body loses heat steadily by water evapora-

tion from the skin and from the moist linings of

the respiratory tract. Each gram of water lost in

this way carries with it 0.58 kcal as latent heat of

evaporation, and under normal comfort conditions

this steady loss of water, the so-called insensi-

ble perspiration, represents approximately one- 30-.

fourth of the resting metabolic heat production.
t--

In the small sealed artificial atmosphere of a "E
space cabin or space suit, the water produced by _ 20 .

the man must be removed constantly to avoid I

causing high vapor pressure t/nd loss of the O

thermal comfort state. Therefore, the environ- - 10-

mental control system for the artificial atmos-
phere must be designed to remove water vapor

at the rate generated by the astronaut. Just as

the direct heat loss of the body surface must be

removed as fast as it is generated in the small

sealed atmosphere, so must water vapor if in-

tolerable thermal conditions are to be prevented.

It is appropriate to consider man as a source of

water vapor and also the effect of high vapor

pressures on comfort and thermal tolerance.

A small continuous obligatory loss of water has .= 30 -

long been called insensible perspiration; it con-

sists of water lost by diffusion through the skin _ 20-and in the exhaled air. Both losses are affected

by the vapor pressure of the air around the man- o

the higher the vapor pressure, the smaller the _ 10-
loss. Under most conditions with which we are

familiar on Earth, the vapor pressure of air _ 0

around us does not vary over a wide range; hence, 0
we are accustomed to thinking of insensible water

loss as relatively constant at about 30 to 50 g/h.

The rate of water diffusing through the skin is

determined by the difference in the vapor pres-

sure under the skin and that of ambient air, and is

limited by the diffusion resistance of the skin as a

barrier. The rate is also influenced by the total

pressure of the environment, since diffusion is

inversely proportional to the square root of

pressure. The major factor is the vapor pressure

gradient between tissue fluid under the skin and

the ambient vapor pressure. It is usually assumed

that the vapor pressure under the skin is that of

water at skin temperature; thus a skin tempera-

ture of 33°C would give a vapor pressure of

38 mm Hg. Ambient vapor pressures are nomi-

nally around 10 mm Hg in spacecraft; thus the

gradient would be 28 mm Hg. It has been shown

by Buettner [14] that diffusional transfer stops

when the ambient vapor pressure equals 90%

of the saturation vapor pressure at skin tempera-

ture, thus defining the diffusion resistance of the

I I I
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FIGURE9.--Diffusional water loss through skin as a function
of skin temperature, at ambient vapor pressure of 10 mm
Hg.
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FIGURE10.-- Diffusional water loss through skin as a function
of ambient vapor pressure at a fixed mean skin temperature
of 33°C.
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skin. In a review of this topic and other water

exchanges in space suits and capsules, Webb [55]

summarized water loss by diffusion through the

skin, as shown in Figures 9 and 10. These two

figures show the effect of a change in skin

temperature when the vapor pressure of the

ambient air is fixed, or, if the skin temperature

is fixed, the effect of a change in the ambient

vapor pressure.

Water loss through the skin is higher at low

ambient pressures, as shown by Hale et al [25].

They reported that diffusional water loss from

the arm increased from a rate of 10 g/m2-h when

the barometric pressure was 760 mm Hg to

approximately 17 g]mLh when the barometric

pressure was 253 mm Hg. Unpublished observa-

tions by the author showed an even greater effect

on weight change of nude men in an altitude

chamber where sweating was prevented by

administration of atropine; in this case the rate

was 15 g]m2-h at 760 mm Hg, and 38 g]m2-h at

253 mm Hg.

The rate of water lost from the respiratory

tract is primarily determined by the respiratory

ventilation rate. Ambient vapor pressure and total

pressure also have an influence. Data of this

sort are summarized in Figure 11, from the review
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FIGURE]l.--Water losses in expired air as a function of res-
piratory ventilation rate, for several vapor pressures of the
inspired (ambient) air. (From Webb [551)

of Webb [55]; in this figure one may determine

the respiratory water loss in g/h as a function of

respiratory ventilation rate, and at a number of

ambient vapor pressures from low (3 mm Hg)

to high (27 mm Hg). Since respiratory minute

volume increases with the activity of the subject,

so respiratory water loss increases as a function
of metabolic level.

For most purposes it is sufficient to take a

standard value for insensible water loss, since it

represents only a relatively small part of the

metabolic heat dissipation and a relatively small

water load on a well-designed environmental

control system. Such a standard value is usually

given as 900 g/d, or 37.5 g/h. This represents

14 kcal/h, or 16 W. If the artificial atmosphere is

at considerably less than 1 atm pressure, then

this value might increase by 50% or 100%,

but it still represents only a small part of the total

metabolic heat dissipation.

Water is actively secreted by the sweat glands

for the purpose of cooling the skin. There is also

a nonthermal or psychogenic activity of the sweat

glands, but quantitative data on the amount of

nonthermal sweating is scarce. Perhaps the

clearest set of experimental data on the rate of

nonthermal sweating is that of Brebner et al

[11]. They observed that subjects in a cool room

who required no sweating for thermal balance

were losing water at higher than diffusional rates

from the face, hands, soles of feet, axillae, and

groin. These rates were two to four times higher
than the rate of insensible water loss measured

over the rest of the skin surface. Such rates would

not necessarily prevail throughout 24 hours, but

would be most likely during the waking hours,

especially when the subjects were alert, anxious,

or excited. This sort of sweating could be ex-

pected in astronauts during the busier periods

of space flight.

Thermal sweating is a major physiologic re-

sponse to the need for heat dissipation. It occurs

when ambient conditions are not cool enough for

dissipation of metabolic heat. The rates of sus-

tained thermal sweating can be very high, as

much as 2000 g/h and higher. There is a great

amount of literature on the rate of sweating as a

function of environmental conditions and ac-
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tivity. Onesummaryof such data is shown in

Figure 12. The studies, from which this figure

was drawn, were made of men lightly dressed in

shorts and shoes, rather than in the space-

related conditions of low barometric pressure

and wearing space suits. However, the principle

remains the same: sweating increases as ambient
conditions are warmer and as the metabolic

heat generated is higher. Sweat rates can be

high when activity is undertaken in space suits

of limited mobility, illustrated by the report of

Harrington et al [28], also by the early days of

extravehicular activity in the Gemini program,

reported by Burns et al [16].
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FIGURE 12.--Sweat production (from weight loss) as a func-
tion of metabolic rate for men wearing only shorts and
shoes in three different environments. Threshold level for

thermal sweating is indicated by a dashed line at 100 g/h.
The curves were derived from three separate studies; there
were two sources of data at 33°C, and two sources at 25°C,
hence two similar curves in these two parts of the figure.
(From Webb [55])

To illustrate the critical nature of high rates

of sweating if the gas-conditioning system in a

space suit cannot keep up with the amount of

water evaporated, consider the following ex-
ample. Suppose that the free volume of the arti-

ficial atmosphere in the suit is 300 1 and has an

initial vapor pressure of 10 mm Hg (10 mg/1

water). Suppose further that the man is working

hard enough to produce 10 g/min sweat, all of

which evaporates, and that the portable life-

support system removes 8 g/min from the re-

circulated gas. The net addition of 2 g/min water

vapor over a 5-min period will add 10 g water to

the atmosphere for a total of 13 g in the 300 1.

This is equivalent to air saturated at a tempera-

ture of 37°C or a vapor pressure of 47 mm Hg.

In such an atmosphere, no sweat would evaporate

and all cooling by this route would have ceased.

Under such conditions there would be rapid

storage of body heat.

The preferred value for the water vapor pres-

sure in an artificial atmosphere is 10 mm Hg. As

little as 5 mm Hg is acceptable, but lower than

that may cause uncomfortable drying of the mu-

cous membranes of the respiratory tract. Prob-

ably an upper limit is 15 mm Hg, for beyond this

level the evaporation of sweat is reduced and

thermal discomfort begins.

Heavy sweating in space suits and overload-

ing of the environmental control system during

the earlier days of extravehicular activity led

to the development of a more direct means of

cooling whenever high metabolic activity was

expected. It became important to prevent the

high sweat rates during high metabolic activity.

This new means of cooling, the liquid-cooling
garment, will be discussed next.

WATER-COOLED GARMENTS

Perhaps the most significant development in

thermal control to come from the space program

is the water-cooled garment, which has been used

during extravehicular activity in the Apollo lunar

landing program. This method of removing heat

directly from the body surface, using water as a

heat transfer fluid, is a powerful method of

maintaining thermal balance during high meta-

bolic activity; the method can be readily con-
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trolled either by the astronaut or automatically.

It has also proved a reliable means of measuring

heat loss calorimetrically, both in the laboratory

and during lunar excursions.

Despite the successful use of air-ventilated

suits for men in industry, when in sealed clothing

and seated in aircraft under hot conditions, gas

cooling proved totally inadequate for men working

in pressurized full-pressure suits [23, 32, 36,
41, 53]. This became evident both in laboratory

studies [28], and in the extravehicular activities

of the Gemini program [16, 35]. The problem was

essentially that of an engineering limitation due

to the power needed to circulate a very high

volume of the relatively thin gas, oxygen, at

0.25 ata, to carry heat and water vapor from the

skin to the life-support system. Estimates were

that 1000 to 2000 l/min of this thin gas would be
needed to remove the metabolic heat from a

man exercising at five times his resting level in

a space suit, where there was little external
heat load. An electric motor to drive a blower to

move this much gas would require several

hundred watts, which would mean an excessively

large and heavy battery pack.

The water-cooling garment was first proposed

by Billingham [7], in a theoretical paper on

thermal problems of men on the Moon. In 1962,
the first water-conditioned suit was made at the

Royal Aircraft Establishment in Farnborough,

England, as reported by Burton and Collier

[17]. Their intent was to provide thermal com-

fort for pilots who were confined to a closed cock-

pit while the aircraft waited on the runway and

heat from sunshine accumulated. Experimental
evidence showed that comfort conditions could

be maintained despite high external heat loads.

It was also evident that the power required to

pump the water through the suit was far less

than the power required to circulate suflicient

cool air to do the same job. Soon after, the water-

cooled suit was adopted in the United States

by the National Aeronautics and Space Ad-

ministration as the means of removing heat in

the Apollo space suit: This development was

described by Jennings [31], and physiologic

evaluations of the suit have been reported

[18, 49, 52, 58]. The major Soviet study is that of
Barer et al [31.

It was demonstrated by Crocker et al [18]

and Webb and Annis [58] that as much heat

could be extracted by the suit as was being

generated by men working hard in insulated

sealed clothing. Waligora and Michel [52]

demonstrated the quantity of cooling required for

men working in "space suits in the laboratory;

and Veghte [49] showed that under conditions of

high external heat load, water cooling was far

more effective than gas cooling in full pressure
suits.

A water-cooled suit consists of a network of

small plastic tubes whose total length is about

100 m. The network lies against the skin or is
held in tunnels of thin cloth sewn to a suit of

underwear. Water is circulated through the

tubing network at a flow rate of 1-2 l/min, and

the flow is usually constant. Increased cooling

is achieved by lowering the temperature of the

water entering the suit. An excellent review of the

development of water-cooled suits and the various

designs which have emerged is that of Nunneley

[39]. She points out that applications have been

found in industry as well as in aircraft and space-

flight situations. Shvartz [45] has also reviewed

the subject recently, comparing the effectiveness

of cooling applied to different parts of the body.

The distribution of cooling tubes over the skin

has been designed in several different ways. One

approach has been to proportion the number of

tubes according to either the mass of a given

body segment or to its area. In both cases, the

torso received the greatest amount of cooling,

the legs next, and the arms least. Head, hands,
and feet are omitted in these suits. This design

seems to make sense when the heat load is

largely external, such as when a pilot is seated

in a hot cockpit. This function of the cooling

garment is essentially to block heat leakage

from outside the clothing rather than to remove

metabolically produced heat.

A second design approach, which seems to

work better when the heat load is principally

internal (metabolic), is to distribute the cooling
in relation to where most of metabolic heat ap-

pears. The head is one such site, and the legs

an even more important one if the subject is

using his leg muscles during work. The hands
and feet should be included if possible, since
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t,,eseare majorsitesusedby the bodywhen
thermoregulationdemandsa variationin heat
dissipation.As an example of this design ap-

proach, Webb et al [59] proportioned their cool-

ing tubes as: legs and feet, 50%; arms and hands,

23%; torso, 19%; and head and neck, 8%. But

flow through these tubes was proportioned as:

legs and feet, 40%; arms and hands, 26%; head,

22%; and torso, 12%.

A vital part of the design of these garments is

the means to assure good fit and continuous

contact of the cooling tubes with the skin. One

approach was to use an open-mesh garment made

with elastic fibers to which the cooling tubes are

attached, and another, a diamond pattern of

tubing which stretches open as the garment is

put on. Both designs appear to work satisfac-

torily, since experiments with both types have

shown that skin temperature can be lowered at

will, even during exercise, with water flow

rates of 1-2 l/min and inlet temperatures be-
tween 5° and 30°C.

The flow rate of water has been most often

reported as 1.5 1/min [56-60] or 1.82 l/min

[5, 52]. This amount of flow permits satisfactory

heat removal during rest or hard work, and

at reasonable water temperatures.

The application of water-cooled garments was

successfully demonstrated in the Apollo lunar

landing program [5]. In all lunar landing missions

in the Apollo program, the water-cooled garment

has proved capable of removing metabolic heat
as it is generated while the astronaut works. In

fact, as predicted from laboratory findings, there

was more than enough cooling since the astro-
nauts, who had a manual control valve with

three positions, felt overcooled if they used the

maximum cooling available. As the lunar explora-

tion program developed, longer and longer extra-

vehicular activities were possible, partly because

of the success of water cooling. There was no

evidence of metabolic heat storage despite that,
on the lunar surface, there was little or no heat

loss to the airless lunar environment. Fairly high

work rates were occasionally undertaken by the

astronauts in their enthusiasm over lunar explora-

tion, as evidenced by high heart rates, but there

was no report of heavy sweating, heat storage, or
similar signs of inadequate heat removal.

Physiologically speaking, it is important that a

powerful means of cooling has been developed

which permits a man to work at nearly any level

without need for sweating. A new means was

found for insuring thermal comfort even during

work. When work levels are high, and heat

dissipation to the environment is severely limited,

as it is in space suits worn in the vacuum of space,
the water-cooled suit can be controlled so that

skin temperatures are reduced and heat dissi-

pation is made easy. There is very little physio-
logic cost to heat dissipation under these
conditions.

With such a powerful means of heat removal

at hand, a new problem arose: how to control
the cooling in relation to the need for heat dissi-

pation. After a number of experiments of the

type illustrated by Figure 8, Webb et al [60]

found that immediately following the onset of

work, physiologic responses changed exponen-

tially, each response with a characteristic time

course. Oxygen consumption and heart rate

rose rapidly, while heat dissipation rose with a

much slower time course, during which time the

rectal temperature rose and reached a plateau
level. The time constants for each of these

variables given by the authors are shown in

Table 3. They proceeded to develop automatic

TABLE 3.- Values for Metabolic Time

Constants [60]

Metabolic variable Time constant, min

Heart rate
Oxygen consumption
Mean skin temperature (estimated
Heat dissipation
Rectal temperature

0.4
0.5
1

10
10

controllers for regulating the temperature of the

water entering the water-cooled suit. Their first

automatic controller relied upon the exponential

character of the response of oxygen consumption
and its direct relation to the metabolic heat

being produced in the active muscle. The rela-

tively rapid response of oxygen consumption was
sufficiently ahead of the release of heat on the

skin surface that a controller could be made to

match, in time and magnitude, the need for
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heat removal.The controllerequationwas

_Tw_=--T,_+ B(Mo--M) (5)

where _" is the time constant for heat dissipation;

Tw/ the rate of change of temperature for water

entering the suit; Twi the instantaneous tempera-
ture of water entering the suit; B the gain of

the system; Mo a reference (maximal) metabolic

rate; and M the instantaneous metabolic rate.

A second type of automatic controller was

based on the observation that heat dissipation,

which could be continuously measured by watch-

ing the change in water temperature traversing

the suit, was in fact a physiologic signal from the

man. As the amount of heat appearing in the suit

increased, so water temperature could be lowered
and more heat extracted. If too much cooling

occurred, cutaneous vasoconstriction would

reduce the amount of heat appearing in the suit

and the cooling would accordingly be reduced.

However, this alone as a control system was un-

satisfactory because of oscillations in the control

loop. By adding a skin temperature signal to the

input of this controller, smooth and effective
control of heat removal was achieved. The

controller equation was

Tw_= T_o- ._c (H--Ho) --fl(Tcs- Tcso) (6)

where the subscript zero indicates initial condi-

tion at rest; a and fl are proportionality con-

stants; nt is the mass flow rate of water, and c is

its specific heat; H is rate of heat removal by the

suit; and Tcs the mean skin temperature used for

control purposes.
Some authors suggest that cooling capacity

with a water-cooled suit is limited so that work

should be kept below levels of about 700 W

(10 kcal/min). For example, Waligora and

Michel [52] reported such limitations, but the

Apollo suit used in their studies did not provide

for cooling in the head, hands, or feet. The head

is particularly important for heat extraction.

Blood circulation in the head is high and the blood

vessels apparently do not constrict when strong

cooling is applied. Studies by Nunneley et al

[40] and by Shvartz [45] emphasize the value of

head cooling as a major component of total body

cooling.

The effectiveness of the water-cooled garment

as a means of thermal control in space suits

worn by active men has an added significant

advantage: it has proved to be an extremely

effective measuring tool. Berry [5] reported that

the measurement of heat extraction in the water-

cooled suit during lunar excursions was subse-

quently relied Ctpon during the Apollo program.
There were three methods for monitoring the

work rate of the astronauts: individual heart

rates as a function of activity level determined for

each astronaut; the decay of pressure in the

oxygen supply bottle in the astronaut's portable

life-support system; and heat removal measured

by the temperature change of water traversing
the water-cooled suit. The heart rate data, un-

fortunately, showed not only the metabolic ac-

tivity level but also the state of excitement or

anxiety of the man. The pressure change in the

oxygen bottle was a relatively insensitive mea-
sure, which might be greatly in error should there

be leakage of gas from the space suit. However,

the temperature change of water traversing the

suit was continuously available for monitoring and

indicated in real time the quantity of heat re-

moved. This method of measuring heat extrac-

tion in the water-cooled suit and comparing it

against measured heat production has been

extensively studied in the laboratory [57-60].

The water-cooled garment makes an excellent

direct calorimeter [59]. Complete metabolic

heat balances for 24-hour periods have proved

quite accurate, and interesting data on circadian

rhythms in metabolism, heat storage, and sin_ilar

topics [57] are coming from such studies. This

method of estimating metabolism during pro-

longed space flight may prove useful, since our
direct measurements of metabolic level during

space flight are only approximate. It should be

possible to carry out not only indirect (respira-

tory) calorimetry by measuring oxygen consump-
tion, but also the direct heat dissipation from

men by using the water-cooled garment.

TOLERANCE FOR EXTREME HEAT

AND BODY HEAT STORAGE

Because of the special nature of thermal

balance in a spaceship, the major problems in

man's energy exchange are related more to

:_LiTY OF THE

'__]IS POOR
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removing excess heat, than to cold exposure and

serious body cooling. Investigators in both the
Soviet Union and the United States have been

interested in high thermal loads and developing

means of protection against them. The founda-

tions were laid during the past 40 years while

investigators were concerned with the problems

of heat exposure in industry; much of this work
has been summarized in the US and Soviet

literature [12, 22, 24, 37, 38]. Additional interest

in heat exposure was generated in the period

just prior to the space era, when aerodynamic

heating in high-performance aircraft led to the

ever-present possibility of exposure to high

temperature in the aircraft cabin. Spacecraft

that pass at high speed through the atmosphere

of Earth, or possibly that of other planets, have a

similar potential problem; the temperature

stress could be even higher, if briefer, should the

mechanisms for heat dissipation and cabin

cooling fail.

Human response above the zone of thermal

comfort falls into three recognizable zones.

The first z,ne is where the heat

exposure is compensable; that is,

vasodilation and sweating permit
thermal balanceto be achieved, usually

at a higher than normal body tempera-

ture, and a steady state can exist for

some hours. These exposures are

fatiguing and time-limited, depending

on how much physiologic activity is
called for to maintain thermal balance.

In the second zone, the heat expo-

sure is not compensable, and no thermal

balance exists. Heat is stored, both

metabolic heat and that which may be

arriving from the environment, and the

limit is set by how much heat storage

the body can tolerate.

A third zone exists at even higher

temperatures where the thermal influx

is so high that surface heating causes

severe pain, followed by skin burns if

the exposure continues. Experimental
determination has been made of the

conditions that produce intolerable

pain, just as conditions have been

defined for limits of body heat storage

and for lower but compensable heat

exposures.

The zone of compensable heat exposure will

not be discussed here, which is presented fully

in standard works on physiology. In the age of

space flight, more attention has been paid to

higher levels of heating, and the two zones of

heat storage and surface pain will be considered

in greater detail.

Overheating Limited by Body Heat Storage

When the temperature of the air and surround-

ing walls exceeds 60°C (140°F), the body can-

not maintain a heat balance, even through profuse

sweating, and it begins to store heat. This is the

zone of noncompensable heat exposure and

hyperthermia. The higher the temperature, the
shorter the time a man can tolerate such ex-

posures, since the quantity of heat stored and

the rate of storage increases. However, the more

clothing he wears and the greater its insulating

value, the longer it takes to reach tolerance.

Also, at altitudes where the barometric pressure

is low, it takes longer to reach tolerance than

under the same high temperature conditions at

sea level. The end point of such exposures, the

tolerance limit, is reached when physiologic

mechanisms begin to break down, but even be-

fore this performance has deteriorated. Most

investigators relate the tolerance condition to the

quantity of heat stored. The same physiological

end point is reached whether the added heat is
from an external load or from the condition where

body heat loss is prevented and metabolic heat
is stored.

The temperature range that has been studied

is from 60 ° to 120°C, with the majority of research
done at 70 ° to 80°C; beyond this temperature

the instruments in aircraft and spacecraft would

begin to fail before the man reached tolerance.

Experimental subjects have been exposed un-

clothed, with light flight coveralls, and wearing

heavier clothing up to and including Arctic

flight gear and insulated antiexposure suits.

Nearly all reports concern subjects in the resting
condition.

The tolerance time for exposure to these high

temperatures is shown in its simplest form in
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Figure13,whichis basedondatafrom major
Sovietstudiesreportedby Dorodonitsinet al
[19],andthatof themajorAmericanstudysum-
marizedby Blockley[8]. In bothcasestheex-
perimentswereconductedatgroundlevelwithair
andwalltemperaturesapproximatelyequaland
with restingsubjectscladonlyin lightclothing.
Figure14showssimilardatafrommenrestingat
a low barometricpressureequivalentto 8000m
altitudewearingbothlightflightclothing(1.2clo)
andmediumflightclothing(1.9clo),basedonthe
studyofDorodonitsinetal[19].

It is possibleto combinethe manyfactors
necessaryto calculatethe tolerancetime for
thesehigh temperatures.The factorsinclude
air andwalltemperatures,radiantloadfromthe
sun andotherhigh temperaturesurfaces,air
density,air velocity,clothing,andactivitylevel.
After carryingout manyexperiments,Blockley
et al [9] derivedmathematicalexpressionsfor
eachmajorfactorandpresentedthemingraphic
form for easysolutionwhenspecificconditions
areknown.Thegeneralformofthesecalculations
is thatthe rateof accumulationof heatin the
body,or heatstorage,is equalto the sumof
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metabolic heat production and heat transfer

to the body by convection, conduction, radiation,

and evaporation. It was important to establish

empirically the rate of heat storage and total

quantity of heat stored that was tolerable, both

physiologically and in the performance sense.

Figure 15 shows a prediction chart based on the

work of Blockley et al [9], where the body storage
rate can be determined for a number of condi-

tions over a range of "operative temperatures,"

the solution being to find the tolerance limit in

terms of the heat storage rate in the body.

The example on the graph is for a man lightly

clothed in underwear at sea level in an operative

temperature of 100°C, whose physiologic toler-

ance limit is predicted to be 27 min.

Body Heat Storage and Thermal Tolerance

The condition of the subject who is approach-

ing the physiologic tolerance limit during a
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noncompensable heat exposure is quite clear

to the trained observer. The subject has been

subjectively hot and sweating heavily, but

quite able to perform tasks, read, and otherwise

be occupied. As the tolerance point is reached,

the subject becomes anxious, restless, and is

unable to keep his attention fixed for very long.

His performance has begun to deteriorate and he

becomes more difficult to handle. The subject's

heart rate has become quite high, usually in the

range of 140 to 180 beat/min, depending some-

what on his physical condition. The pulse is

full and strong and blood pressure shows a

wide distance between systolic, which may be

somewhat elevated, and diastolic, which is

usually very low; the man's cardiac output is

two or three times the resting level. His body

temperature is high, rising rapidly, and his skin

is hot and somewhat dry; his sweating is reduced.

Some observers note a pallor developing around

the eyes, which is quite striking since the rest
of the face is flushed and red. This condition has

been described by Blockley et al [9], Kaufman

[33], and Webb [53]; it is also summarized in

Soviet literature based on the work of Shepelev

[441, Dorodonitsin et al [19, 20], as shown in
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TABLE 4.- Certain Functional Changes Related to the Degree of Overheating o f the Body t

Functional change

Nature of sweating

Temperature increase, °C

Heat accumulation, kcal/m 2

Heat production, kcal]m2-min

Pulse increase, beatslmin

Change in maximum arterial pressure,

mm Hg

Change in minimum arterial pressure,

mm Hg

moderate

to 0.3-0.5

to 10-15

below 0.2-0.3

to 15-20

intermediate or no

change

tt

Degree of Overheating

profuse

to 1.5-2

to 4.5-55

above 0.4-0.5

to 55--60

increase to 20-30

decrease to 30-40

significant

decrease

to 2.5-3

to 70-90

above 0.8

double or more

increase to 40-50

decrease to 50--60

cessation

2.5-3

70-9O

increase stopped;

possible decrease

drop to original and

below

rapid drop to original

or below

decrease stopped;

possibly increased

i From A. N. Azhayev, Third All Union Conference on Aviation and Space Medicine, Moscow, 1969.

Table 4. When the subject has reached this

state, heat exposure must be terminated or he

will lose consciousness. Should heat exposure

continue, the subject's life would be threatened,

either from circulatory failure or heat stroke.

This physiologic tolerance limit is reached in

resting subjects when a certain quantity of heat

has been stored. Heat storage is not measureable

directly, but most investigators measure internal

body temperature, either rectally or orally, and

skin temperature. There is a tradition that stor-

age can be found from a change in average body

temperature, which can be determined by com-

bining the change in skin and rectal temperatures

with weighting coefficients.

Af'b=a(ATre)+ (1 - a) (A_P,) (7)

where _Pbis mean body temperature, tx is a con-

stant, and T,-e is rectal temperature. This change

in average body temperature is multiplied by the

subject's body weight and by the specific body

heat, which is 0.83. The original weighting

coefficients, dating from the studies of A. R.

Burton in the 1930s, were approximately 2/a times

the rectal temperature plus 1/a times the mean

skin temperature. However, it can be argued that

in severe heat exposure, the weighting coefficient

for the skin should be less, since supposedly it

accounts for the usually cool shell temperature

compared to the more-or-less constant core

temperature. In heat exposure the skin and sub-

cutaneous tissue approach and sometimes ex-

ceed the rectal temperature. The tendency, in

Soviet literature, is to calculate heat storage on

the basis of internal temperature alone, or the

internal temperature with a weight of 0.9 and the

skin temperature with a weight of 0.1. The

difficulty is that heat storage cannot be measured

directly, only temperature change; it is extremely

difficult to sample enough parts of the body

mass to be sure of determining a mean body

temperature.
Another difficulty is that accumulation of heat

in the body does not produce a linear rise in

rectal temperature. For the first 5 to 10 min at

least, there is either no rise or a fall in rectal

temperature. This observation indicated to

Blockley et al [9] a body storage index-the rate

of rise of rectal temperature after the initial

period. They pointed out that the rate of rise was

essentially linear after the first 10 minutes. The

only way to be sure of the actual quantity of heat

accumulated in storage-limited heat exposures is

to do a direct calorimetric study capable of adding

heat to the body while at the same time measuring

metabolic heat production from oxygen consump-

tion. These experiments have not yet been done.

Although different authors calculate heat

storage from core and surface temperatures in

different ways, the values given by most investi-

gators for the tolerable amount of heat stored do

not vary markedly. When a resting subject has
accumulated 120-150 kcal, he reaches the

tolerance limit. Or (as it is usually expressed), the

rate of storage of heat plotted against the toler-

ance time gives the type of curve shown in Figures
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16and17.Uorodonitsin et al [19, 20] point out that

when the heat exposure is severe and tolerance

time short, a greater quantity of heat can be

stored than when the heat exposure is less and

the tolerance time longer. This idea, illustrated

in Figure 18, shows the total heat stored at

tolerance as a function of the heat storage rate.

The origin of the accumulated heat stored in

the body is clearly a combination of metabolic

heat production and external heatload. Shepelev

[44] shows that evaporative heat loss is greater

than the external heatload at temperatures up to

70°C, so that the accumulation of heat to that

temperature can be thought of as increasing

amounts of the metabolic heat production being

retained. Evaporative loss equals external load

at 70°C at ground level, in a resting man lightly

clothed. Beyond 70°C, accumulation from both
metabolic heat and the external heatload is not

met by evaporative heat loss. Figure 19 shows

this analysis graphically. Figure 20 shows that

at 8000 m altitude, the evaporative heat loss

accounts for the external heatload up to a tem-

perature of 900C, when the subject is wearing

light clothing. In Figure 21, again at 8000 m but

with clothing of greater insulation, evaporative

heat loss balances the external load up to a tem-

perature of ll0°C. This sort of analysis illustrates

the improved thermal tolerance for given ambient

temperatures when the barometric pressure is

lowered, which improves evaporative heat loss,

also when the insulating quality of the clothing

increases. But it is clear that at any temperature

above 60°C, a significant rate of heat storage, i.e.

0.5 kcal/m 2-min, or 30 kcal/m2-h, leads to

tolerance after exposures lasting about 2 hours.

Tolerance levels for stored metabolic heat alone

have been described in the experimental work of

Roth and Blockley [42]. They measured the rate

of heat storage and the tolerance limit of men

totally insulated-that is, when no heat exchange

occurs with the environment by any pathway, and

at the same time the men are working at rates

comparable to those during extravehicular activ-

ity. Interestingly, the tolerable amounts of heat

storage were greater in those exercising men who

could lose no metabolic heat, than for resting

subjects in 70_110°C heat exposures, but who

could lose heat through the evaporative pathway.

The total accumulation of this heat of only meta-

bolic origin ranged between 200-250 kcal,

compared to an average of 146 kcal shown in ear-

lier work of Blockley et al [9] whose subjects were

resting and there was high external heatload.

The intent of these experiments with working

men who were "totally insulated" was to simulate

the condition of an astronaut during extravehicular

activity in case of complete failure in the cooling

system of his space suit. In the laboratory simula-

tion, the subjects wore impermeable garments in

an environmental chamber where the chamber

temperature was kept equal to the rectal tempera-

ture, while at the same time the men were breath-

ing saturated air at the same temperature. Thus

there was no evaporative water loss either from

the respiratory tract or from the skin, and the

exchange between the man and the environment

was essentially zero. As the men worked on a
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FIGURE 16.-Tolerance times as function of heat storage
rates for different types of noncompensable heat exposures.
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(1.2 clo) at ground level and temperatures 50%75°C; small
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(Based on Dorodonitsin et al [19])
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treadmill, metabolic heat accumulated as it was

generated. They reached a terminal condition
characterized by air hunger and respiratory dis-
tress, restlessness, dizziness, and extreme fatigue.
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(1.2 clo); indices are the same as in Figure 19. (After

Shepelev [441)

The internal temperature measured in the audi-
tory canal rose as high as 39.7°C, and the heart
rate was between 160 and 180 beat/min at termi-

nation. Roth and Blockiey [42] noted that the tem-

peratures in the auditory canal and rectum did
not rise rapidly during the first 10 min but the rise
thereafter was linear. The ear canal temperature

rose faster and higher than the rectal tempera-
ture. There were interesting differences in the 10

subjects studied, some being able to tolerate

greater quantities of heat storage than others.
The endurance times at each metabolic level

were:

4.2 kcal/min (293 W)-47 min; 6.3 kcal/

min (439 W)-38 min; 8.3 keal/min

(579 W)-30 min; 10.4 kcal/min (725

W)- 24.5 min.

These authors ealeulated the quantity of heat

stored as the change in internal temperature

measured from the linear portion of the rate of
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rise of the temperature in the ear canal multiplied

by 2/3 and the change in skin temperature multi-

plied by l/a. They noted that the predictability
of tolerance as a function of the quantity of heat

stored was not as good as the predictability of

tolerance time from the rate of rise of the temper-

ature in the auditory canal. However, they felt

that their calculation of heat storage based on

these temperature data was reasonably accurate

since it was nearly equal to the total metabolic

heat generated (and retained) in the same period.

Heat Exposures Limited by Pain

When heat exposure is severe enough, as it is

when the air and wall temperatures are greater

than 120°C, the blood circulating under the skin

cannot carry heat away as fast as it arrives, and

skin temperature rises quickly. When the skin
temperature in a local area reaches 42 ° to 44°C,

subjects report pain. When the skin temperature

reaches 45°C, the pain becomes intolerable. If

the heat exposure continues and skin tempera-
tures rise above this point, burns result. The

experimental work in this zone of heat tolerance
has been done using high-intensity radiating

sources aimed at small areas of skin [13, 26, 46];

other experiments have been done with exposure

of large areas of the body or the entire body [34,

54]. Figure 22 summarizes data from all these

studies, showing tolerance time as a function of

the irradiance, or the heat energy arriving per unit

area of body surface. Exposures at any given

irradiance longer than those shown on the figure
will cause surface burns.

Because the pain threshold is variable between

individuals and because it varies from day to day

in a single individual, most recent studies have

used as an end point unbearable or intolerable

pain. The use of this end point reduces the

variability between subjects. This end point has

been studied by Webb [54] in exposures of two

varieties. In the first type of experiment, the

exposure to intense heat was abrupt. A pre-

heated chamber about the size of an aircraft

cabin was rolled on tracks to the subject, sur-

rounding him. The heat exposure lasted until

the subject requested termination, or pushed the

chamber away. When subjects were unprotected

by any sort of clothing, the tolerance time for

whole body heating ranged from 15 min at ll0°C

to about 15 s at 260°C. Figure 23 shows data of

this kind in a study involving five subjects who

reached the end point of intolerable pain at the

various temperatures shown. At ll0°C for 15

min, the subjects stored a great deal of heat and

responded with heavy sweating, high heart rate,

and rising rectal temperature. The experiment

was terminated because of surface pain.

Lightly clothed subjects showed storage tol-

erance limits at temperatures of 115°C at about

20 min in studies of Blockley et al [9]. There is,

then, a transitional zone between 110 ° and 120°C

and with times to tolerance between 15 and 20

min, when the exposure may be terminated either

from pain or from excessive heat storage. This

is depicted in Figure 24, which shows the same

data as that in Figure 23, plus the data of Blockley

et al.

The presence of clothing, of course, makes a

great difference in the ability of a man to tolerate
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these extreme heat exposures. In another form of

heat exposure, which has been called a slow

heat pulse, subjects were exposed (first nude

and then clothed more and more heavily) to

rising temperatures that rapidly reached levels

similar to those that caused unbearable pain

_' during abrupt exposure. A typical slow heat

pulse starts with a chamber temperature of 20°C,

then the walls are heated to produce a rise in

wall temperature at the rate of 55°C/min. Figure

25 shows that in this kind of exposure the nude

subject can tolerate a wall temperature of 210°C

while light underwear allows him to reach 220°C.

More layers of clothing allow him to reach higher

temperatures, while heavy clothing with an

aluminized layer, or the same clothing ventilated,

allows the subject to go for many minutes at
260°C without undue distress. The slow heat

pulse type of exposure was intended to simulate

what would occur during failure of cooling equip-

ment, either in high-speed aircraft flying super-

sonically in the atmosphere, or during reentry of

a space vehicle. The report of Kaufman [33] has

similar data for heating transients related to a

theoretical curve for the Mercury vehicle during

reentry.

Fortunately, there have been no major failures

in cooling equipment to cause exposures of this

oc
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FIGURE 25.--Averaged values for pain-limited tolerances to
slow heat pulses with subjects wearing different clothing
assemblies. Dotted line traces hotter portion of slow heat
pulses which began at 20°C with wall temperature rising
at 55°C/min. (From Webb [54])

sort to astronauts or pilots during flight. However,

knowledge of means to protect men in these

situations may be useful in future design studies.

MODELS OF HUMAN TEMPERATURE

REGULATION

It is possible to write equations describing heat

exchange between the man's surface and the

environment, heat flows within the body, and the

temperature changes in the various parts of the

body when the man works or is exposed to either
heat or cold. Further mathematical descriptions

can be made of the physiologic adjustments that

help to dissipate excess heat or to conserve heat

when necessary. Such systems of equations, or

mathematical models, are useful to those who

design life-support systems for space vehicles

and cooling devices such as the water-cooled suit.

Two such models will be described briefly, both

having been of use in the US space program.

A general model of human temperature regula-

tion has been described by Stolwijk and Hardy

[48], and a revised and more complete version

reported by Stolwijk [47]. The man is considered

to be made up of a spherical head and single

cylinders for the trunk, the two arms, the two

hands, the two legs, and the two feet. Each of the

six segments has four concentric layers of skin,

fat, muscle, and core. All 24 compartments are

connected by a central blood compartment, thus

making 25 separate nodes. Each of the 25 com-
partments is represented by a heat-balance equa-

tion to account for conductive heat exchange with

adjacent compartments, metabolic heat produc-

tion, convective heat exchange with the central

blood compartment, and evaporative heat loss

and heat exchange with the environment where

appropriate. Further, a controlling system or

regulator receives temperature signals from all

compartments and, after integration of this input,

sends appropriate commands to appropriate

compartments to produce changes in metabolic

heat production, blood flow, or the rate of sweat
secretion.

The model was presented in the form of a docu-

mented FORTRAN program. By putting the

model on a digital computer, the authors were

able to simulate man's response to exposures with

abrupt changes in environmental temperature at
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rest,andabletosimulate30-minboutsofexercise
at25,50,and75%of maximumaerobiccapacity
at differentambienttemperatures.Thecomputer
outputprovidedpredictionsof rectal andskin
temperatures,sweatrate,andmetabolism,which
gavereasonableapproximationsof experimental
data gatheredin the laboratory.Thus, the
assumedcharacteristicsof thephysiologiccon-
troller producedregulatoryresponsesandcom-
partmenttemperaturesthat appearedsimilarto
thoseactuallymeasuredin the laboratory.This
complexandthoroughmodelis quitepowerful,
andflexibleenoughto permitcombiningit with
modelsof a spacelife-supportsystem,sothat
reasonablepredictionscanbemadeaboutthe
interactionsbetweenthetwosystems.Duringthe
lunarextravehicularactivitiesof theApollopro-
gram,computerprogramscontainingmodelsof
temperatureregulationandof the portablelife-
supportsystemwereusedeffectively,indetermin-
ing the physiologicstateof theastronautsfrom
therelativelysmallnumberoftelemeteredsignals
available.

A Self-RegulatingModel
Thecompletebiothermalmodeldescribedby

Stolwijkis toocomplexto reproducehere,buta
simplified2-nodeself-regulatorymodelfromthe
samelaboratorycanbe presented.4 Themodel
generatesfor anyexposuretime, t, values for:

mean skin temperature, core temperature, vol-

umetric flow rate of blood in the skin, evaporative

heat loss from the skin and thermoregulatory

sweating, body heat storage; and it predicts

the important variable skin wettedness for a

given set of conditions.

The model begins with a definition of a standard

Latent heat

= 0.58 W-h/g

man:

Body mass = 70 kg
Surface area = 1.8 m 2

Skin mass = a70 kg

Core mass = (1 -a)70 kg

of evaporation of sweat

4This model is adapted from the appendix to the article:
Gagge, A. Rational temperature indices of man's thermal en-
vironment and their use with a 2-node model of his tempera-
ture regulation. Fed. Proc. 32:1572-1582, 1973.

Minimal skin conductance= 5.28 W/m 2-
°C

Thermal capacity of the body=0.97W -

h/kg-°C

Thermal capacity of blood=l.163 W-
h/l-°C

Initial conditions at time 0 for physiologic thermal

neutrality are:

Metabolic heat production (M)=58.2

W/m2-h

Mean skin temperature (T_)= 34.00C

Core temperature measured in the rec-
tum (Tcr) = 37.0°C

Skin blood flow (IY,kbl)=6.3 l/mS-h

Skin/core mass ratio (a) = 0.1

Evaporative heat loss from skin (EsD = 5

W/m s

Thermoregulatory sweating. (Er,w ) = 0

Heat balance equations for skin and core at any

time t are expressed in terms of heat flow from

the skin (H_k) and heat flow from the core (Hc,)
in W/mS:

Hsk = (5.28+ 1.163/?,eaf) (Tcr-- T,k)

--E,_--hFct(f'sk--To) (8)

where h is the combined transfer coefficient for

convective and radiant heat exchange; Fcz is the

thermal efficiency factor for clothing when cloth-

ing insulation (Iclo) is known (Fcz =1/1

-4-1.55hlcto); and To is the operative temperature,

which is the average of mean radiant temperature

and air temperature.

Hc_=Mnet - (5.28+ 1.163IYskby)(Tc_-- f'sk) (9)

where Mnet is M minus respiratory heat loss and

positive work accomplished.

Body storage of heat (S) in W/m z is:

S = H,k +Hcr (10)

S = Mnet - Esk -- hF_t (T,k -- To) (11)

The thermal capacities for skin and core are:

Jsk = a (0.97) (70) (12)

Jc_ = (1- a) (0.97) (70) (13)

Changes in skin and core temperature (At=l

min) are:
ATsk/At = 1.8H,k/Jsk (14)

ATc_/At = 1.8Hcr/Jc_ (15)
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At the end of each succeeding minute of exposure

to given conditions:

t = t + At (16)

T,k = T,k + AT, k (17)

Tcr :- Tcr A- ATcr (18)

The above definitions and equations describe

man in a passive state. The model continues now

to describe the control system with its various

regulations, at any time t+ At.

A control signal from the skin is:

(Sig)sk = Tsk -- 34 (19)

and a warm signal is positive (Sig)sk+, while a cold

signal is negative (Sig)sk-.

Similarly a control signal from the core is:

(Sig)cr = To, -- 37 (20)

and warm and cold signals have appropriate signs.

The control of blood flow through the skin is by

vasoconstriction (Stric) or vasodilation (Dilat).

(Stric) = 0.5 (Sig),k- (21)

(Dilat) = 150 (Sig)c_+ (22)

/?,k_i = [6.3 + (Dilat)]/[1 + (Stric)] (23)

Sweat production (Q,w) in g/m"-h is based on

the difference between mean body temperature

(TD and a threshold mean body temperature of
36.7°C.

7'b = a (Tsk) + (1 -- a) Tc_ (24)

Q,w = 285 (T_ - 36.7) (25)

Evaporative heat loss by thermoregulatory

sweating (E_,w), in W/m_-h is:

E_,w = 0.68 O(sSw ig)sk/lO (26)

For a given environment, the maximum rate of

evaporative heat loss (Em_,) is:

Emax = 4.22 h_(7",k -- Tdew) Fpct (27)

where hc is the convective transfer coefficient;

Tdew is the dewpoint temperature; and Fpct is

the permeation efficiency factor for clothing
(defined by Fpct= 1/1 + 0.143 helcto).

The wettedness of the skin from regulatory
sweating (Wr,w) is:

Wr_ = E_,w/Ema,, (28)

and total skin wettedness (W) is:

IV = 0.06 + 0.94 IVr, w (29)

Evaporative heat loss from the skin (E_k) is

defined by:

E,k = W Emax (30)

The skin/core mass ratio (c0 is modified by

vasoconstriction, and V, kbl becomes less than

6.3 1/m2-h.

a = 0.1 + 0.25 (6.3 -- IYskbl)/6.3 (31)

Shivering is seen in the model as a regulatory

response to cold signals, the effect being to

increase metabolic heat production.

M=58.2+ 19.4 (Sig)sk-(Sig)cr- (32)

Using the model equations, one may simulate

the regulation of body temperature by iterative
calculation. From the heat balance Equations (8)

and (9), at any time t the AT, k and AT_ are

determined from Equations (12) through (15)
for each successive interval of 1 min. These new

values for T,k and Tc_ are used to calculate new

values for /2,kbS, Q,w, Er, w, IV_w, IV, E_k, a (if

there is vasoconstriction), and a new M if there

is shivering, using Equations (16) through (32).

These new values are reinserted into Equations
(8) and (9) for new heat balances at time t + At.

The entire cycle is repeated to derive new values
for the other variables.

Successful regulation of body temperature
occurs when:

S = O = H,k + Hc_

Model of Man in a Water-Cooled Suit

A different and simpler model [56] has been

used to develop automatic controllers for the

cooling required from a water-cooled garment

worn by a man exercising in the thermally isolated

state. The problem involved here was simpler

because it was assumed that with proper control,

the man would need minimal regulatory responses

internally in order to dissipate the varying levels

of metabolic heat produced during various levels

of work. In this model there were only three

anatomical compartments: the skin, the core,

and the skeletal muscle. Equations were written

for heat production in each compartment and

heat flows between compartments and to the

water-cooled garment. Predictions could be
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madefor temperaturesin the variouscompart-
mentsand for the courseof heatremovalre-
quired from the water-cooledgarment.One
usefulequationdescribedthe transferfunction
betweenheatproductionandthecoolingrequired
to maintainthemanin comfort-thatis, a man
whowasvirtuallysweat-freeandwhocoulddis-
sipatemetabolicheatatminimalphysiologiccost.

At equilibrium during rest, compartment
temperaturesdonotchange,andheatproduction
equalsheatloss:

M=Mre+Mm+Ms=H+L (33)

where Mre, Mm, and Ms are heat productions in

the core, muscle, and skin compartments

respectively; H is heat removed by the water-

cooling garment; and L represents the small
losses of heat elsewhere than to the suit.

In about an hour, after the man starts to work,

a new equilibrium between heat production and

heat loss is reached, with new steady-state values

for compartment temperatures:

M = AM + Mre + Mm + Ms = H + L + W (34)

where AM is the added heat production from

working and W is external work done.

The instantaneous heat content, Q, of each

body compartment may be written as:

Qm = mmcmTm (35)

Q_ = m_c_eT_ (36)

Qs = mscsTs (37)

where m is mass, c is specific heat, and T is

absolute temperature.

During the transition from rest to work, and

from work to rest, compartment temperatures

change according to the general equation for

change in heat content:

AQ(t) = H(t) = mc T(t)dt
1 (38)

Heat flow between any two compartments is

defined by:

H = h(T2 - TI) (39)

where h is a heat transfer coefficient.

An expression may now be written for tempera-

ture changes in the muscle compartment:

CmTm = AM + Mm - IV-- hm_re(Tm

- T_) - hm-s (TIn -- Ts) - Lm (40)

where

Cml"m = mmCm dT,
1

and Ts is mean skin temperature.

Similarly, in the rectal compartment:

CrJ're= Mre + hm-re(Tm-- Tre)

-- h__, (Tr_ --/'s) -- L_e (41)

And in the skin compartment:

Cj's = Ms + hm-s (Tin - Ts)

+hr_-,(T_-f's) - hs-w(Ts- T_) (42)

where Tw_ is the temperature of the water enter-

ing the water-cooled garment.

No loss term is shown for the skin, since it was
assumed that all heat from the skin went into the

water-cooled garment. Respiratory heat loss was

assigned to Lre.
Heat flow from the skin to the water in the

cooling garment is determined by a transfer

coefficient, hs-w, and the temperature gradient:

Hs-w = hs-_(Ts- T_) (43)

The water-cooled garment was treated as having
no mass and no losses, hence Hs-_.=H, which

can be measured experimentally from change in

water temperature across the cooling garment

multiplied by the mass flow rate and specific
heat of the water.

Finally, the model included an equation for

generating Tw_ from M. Inspection of the data had

shown that for step increases in M the manually

controlled Twi had changed exponentially, with

a new level being achieved in about 50 min. Since

Twi appeared to be proportional to M, one can
write:

AT _ = T_( O) - T _( t ) (44)

where Twi(0) is an initial inlet temperature, and

Tw_ (t) is the inlet temperature at time t.

Using the empirically observed proportionality
between M and Twi:

(M0-M) -_ T_ (45)

or, adding a proportionality constant, B,

B (M0 - M) = Tw_ (46)

The exponential change in Tw_ can be written as:

-t

Two(t) = Tw_(O)eT+B(Mo-M) (47)
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or, rearranging terms:

_-1"_,_= -- T_ + B (M0 -- M) (48)

Equation (48) is the equation defining the func-

tion of an automatic controller; it was given earlier

as Equation (5).

The terms used in the model Equations (40), B

(41), (42), and (48) were given the numerical C,,

values shown in Table 5. c,e

These biothermal models help to summarize C,

what has been useful in the area of human h ....

hm-s
thermal response in the space environment. As h ....

more information about human heat production

and thermal tolerance is gathered, such models h,-u.

can be further refined and expanded. As new L,,

thermal problems arise or as new protective Lee (arM=5)

equipment and life-support systems are devel- (at M=10)
Mo

oped, models of this sort will continue to be r IforTw_)
helpful both in design of equipment and in

monitoring the use of equipment and the state

of the astronaut during flight.

TABLE 5.- Values for Terms in the Model

Equations

1.95

18

4o

3.2

5.0

0.3

0.3-0.6

(generated)
0.5

0.07

0.15

0.22

2O

10

°C-min/kcal

kcal/°C

kcal/°C

kcal/°C

kcal/min-°C

kcal/min-°C

kcal/min-°C

kcal/min-°C

keal/min

kcal/min

kcal/min

keal/min

min
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The study of gravity has been of special

importance in the development of physical

science. Its study in Aristotelian times marked

the beginning of physics-and later inquiries

into the behavior of gravity by Galileo and

Newton in the 17th century provided the founda-

tion of modern physical science [215].

The appreciation of the biological effects of

gravitation developed much later. The first

recognized overt effect of gravity on organisms

was the ge0tropism of plants. In 1806 [114],

Thomas Knight built a small water-driven

centrifuge and placed germinating bean seeds

about its perimeter. At accelerations of 1, 3.5,

and 10 G the plants grew parallel to the field,

rather than to gravity. He concluded that the

ambient acceleration field was the orienting

influence on plants. Somewhat later, Piorry [163]

examined the influence of Earth gravity on the

circulation of blood. He used the patient's

response to supine and upright postures to

differentiate between apoplexy and syncope;

this was quite important inasmuch as the

1 The author is pleased to acknowledge the benefit derived

from the materials provided by the Russian compiler,

Dr. L. R. Pal'mbahk, also the cooperation of the American

contributors-Drs. R. R. Burton, T. Hoshizaki, Ann E.

Kammer, C. F. Kelly, and I. H. Wagman.

This chapter includes some original observations and data

from the Chronic Acceleration Research Unit, University of

Califorma, Davis, California, which is supported by a grant

(NGR 05-004-008) from the National Aeronautics and

Space Administration.

contemporary treatment for apoplexy was
bloodletting.

Experimentation of gravitational effects on

animals was instituted by Salathe in 1876.

Initially, he investigated the relationship of

posture--head up or down-upon cerebral

volume, and heart and respiratory frequencies

in dogs and infants. He found that rabbits held

in a vertical position died after 15 minutes to

2 hours from a progressive failure of circulation

and respiration. Subsequently [179], he adapted

a device that his teacher, Marey, had used for

serial photography of bird wing-beating for the

centrifugation of small animals. He developed

instrumentation for measuring cardiorespiratory

phenomena on the operating centrifuge, and

found that the condition of orthostatic hypo-

tension could be induced with centrifugal forces.

About the same time Tsiolkovskiy constructed a

centrifuge and studied the acceleration tolerance

of insects (200 G) and chicks (5 G)-to determine

the permissible operational characteristics of

rockets for space travel [177].

Definitive scientific study of the physiologic

effects of acute acceleration began about 1917

when Garsaux of France studied circulatory

changes in centrifuged dogs [3]. Soon "grey-out"

and "black-out" were reported by pilots in air-

plane races during turns about pylons [6, 166].

Interest in centrifugal forces developed rapidly,

and within a decade several large-diameter human

centrifuges were constructed and used in

129
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studies of aviation medicine [71]. Animal experi-

mentation also was renewed, after a lapse of 60

years, in order to investigate the physiology and

pathology of extreme acceleration conditions

[25, 136].
Aviation-oriented interest in acceleration was

restricted largely to short-term phenomena, with

exposures of no more than a few minutes' dura-

tion. Interest in longer term exposure to centri-

fugation-simulating an increase in gravity-

developed later in anticipation of space explora-

tion. In 1951, Haber and Gerathewohl [91]

discussed the potential problems of prolonged

space flight, and various ways that it might be

simulated and studied. In 1953, Matthews [128]

reported the results of as much as a year's

exposure of rats to fields of 3 G and 6 G. Sub-

sequently, chronic acceleration programs devel-

oped in the United States and elsewhere to study

the effects of simulated changes in gravity; how-

ever, these number fewer than a dozen at present.

Exposures of animals to weightlessness in Earth-

orbit began in 1957 with the launching of the dog

Laika in Sputnik 2 [74].

Thus, gravitational biology has existed as an

experimental science only since the 1950s. Obvi-

ously, the constancy of gravity, and our inability

to alter it for significant periods on Earth were

impediments to its earlier study. For physical

systems, brief periods of weightlessness obtained

in free-fall were sut_cient for useful study. How-

ever, in biologic systems, much longer exposure

periods are required to elicit important physio-

logic changes. Were gravity as variable as the

other common environmental factors, it would be

quite well understood.

PHYSICAL PRINCIPLES

Gravitational and Inertial Forces

Newton's laws of motion, derived from the laws

of fall, relate force and displacement of unre-

strained objects. The second of these laws is

particularly important to gravitational biology,

since it mutually defines forces (F) and

acceleration (a) :

Fa ma (1)

The behavior of the acceleration field, gravita-

tion, is described by Newton's law of universal

gravitation. This law proposes and quantifies the

mutual gravitational attraction existing between
all bodies of matter-the force being proportional

to the product of masses, (ml and m2) and

inversely related to the square of the distance

(d) separating them:

F mlm2 mlm2
a ---_; or F = G _-_- (2)

The relationship between the mass indicated

by Newton's laws of motion (the inertial mass, m,

in Equation (1)), and by his universal law of

gravitation (the gravitational mass, m, in Equation

(2)) was dealt with by Einstein in 1911 as the

principle of equivalence [172,233]. He concluded

that these masses were equal for a given body and

that the effects of accelerative forces were equiva-

lent, irrespective of their physical bases. This

principle was tested experimentally by Ei_tviSs in
1922 and found valid to one part in l0 s, and sub-

sequently Dicke [53] confirmed it to one part in

101L This concept is particularly important to

gravitational biology since it justifies comparisons

between experimental observations on the effects

of fields developed by motion (centrifugation) and

those developed by gravitation.

Weight and Mass

Mass is a fundamental property of matter, also

defined by Newton's law of motion- as expressed

in the absolute system of units:

m = F/a (3)

Thus mass (m) is recognized behaviorally, by

the force (F) required to impart a unit of acceler-

ation (a). Weight, however, is a phenomenon

which develops in objects restrained from move-
ment in an acceleration field 2. The distinction

between weight and mass is the fundamental

physical principle of gravitational biology.

Since these entities frequently are described by

the same units (lb, g, etc.), also being essentially

numerically equal in Earthly situations, there is

little popular recognition of the distinction. Even

in scientific situations, weight and mass are only

rarely differentiated. For example, "weighing"

By convention, existence in an acceleration field also is
frequently referred to as acceleration-even though any
displacement is prevented.
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with a balance is actually a determination of

mass. The standards, commonly called "weights,"

function as mass units since they, and the un-

known object, are affected equally by changes in
the ambient acceleration field. However, the

analogous operation with a spring scale is

properly a weight determination since this

device is affected by variation in the acceleration

field as well as by variation in mass.

The gravitational system (used by engineers)

is particularly useful to biologists, and generally
is applied in a modified form:

W/M = a/g = G (4)

Either ratio can be used to evaluate the dynamic

properties of an environment-that aspect which

tends to make things move, or, if restrained,

exhibit weight. The ratio a/g, called "gravita-

tionally normalized acceleration" (GNA)[55],

presents a field (a) as multiples of the Earth's

gravitational constant (g). The weight-to-mass

ratio, numerically equal to a/g, is the operational

principle of accelerometers- devices, resembling

a spring balance, commonly used to measure

accelerative forces. Either ratio is expressed as

the dimensionless coeffmient G ("g" being re-

served for Earth's gravitational constant).

Weightlessness

A condition of critical importance to gravita-

tional biology is weightlessness, where objects
with demonstrable mass lack a detectable

weight. The acceptance of the term, weight-

lessness, is conditioned by one's concept of

weight. Physicists conceive weight as merely

another force-abstractly, and without material

connotations, since, in their treatment the units of

weight and mass are different. Popularly, weight
is considered rather specifically as a material de-

scriptor. For example, body weight describes a

quantity, indicated by the morning encounter
with the bathroom scales without reference to

the ambient acceleration field. Engineers

have an intermediate concept: although fully

aware of the physical basis of weight, they

consider it through the gravitational system in

units as ordinarily equivalent to mass. Biologists,

apparently, have not considered the matter and
hold more-or-less the popular concept. Scien-

tifically, they use weight as index of relative ma-
terial .... ' " " _ --_'---"magnltuue-- pnenomenomgma-y ue,tveu.

From the physicists's point of view (IV= ma),

a body could be weightless only in the absence

of accelerative forces, which, by the Law of

Universal Gravitation, is theoretically impossible.

Free-fall, denoting unrestrained movement under

the influence of the ambient forces, has been

offered by physicists as an inoffensive alternative

to weightlessness for objects in Earth orbit.

However, this nomenclature has limitations; it

does not include all situations which many

biologists wish to describe as weightless.

Weightlessness was first encountered, briefly,

in diving aircraft during World War I [67], and

for greater duration in World War II aircraft [54].

In 1950, the Habers [90] proposed a flight maneu-

ver (a Keplerian arc) which would prolong the

period of weightlessness; they used high-

performance aircraft achieving as long as 45

seconds [171]. After World War II, experiments

initiated with rocket-launched capsules could

accommodate small animals [100]. In these

experiments, the weightlessness commencing at

rocket burnout could be extended for many

minutes. This weightlessness was truly the result

of a free-fall, which was only partially the

situation for the aircraft-produced weightless-

ness. About the same time, experiments were

undertaken on the effects of buoyant immersion
[76] which statically produced a condition of

weightlessness that could be maintained for

many days.

Thus, over the past two decades the biologic
effects of several conditions that are interrelated

by a weightlessness aspect have come under

scientific investigations. With the anticipation
of manned space flight, the significance of these

biologic effects, and the tempo of the research,

have become greatly enhanced. It is obviously

conducive to progress to adopt a generic term
weightlessness to cover these varied conditions

without demonstrable weight and their effects.

In this usage, weight and weightless are dealt

with phenomenologically, without reference to

the component physical factors. Such latitude in

definition has been recommended by NASA [2]

which provides two criteria for weightlessness:

1. A condition in which no acceleration,
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whetherofgravity orotherforce,canbe
detectedby an observerwithin the
systeminquestion;or

2. A conditionin whichgravitationaland
otherexternalforcesactingonabodypro-
ducenostress,eitherinternalorexternal,
in thebody.

Sizeand Scale Effects

An important consideration in gravitational

biology is the magnitude of the organism, since

systems (both physical and biological) of different
size have many different properties. This was

first recognized in 1638 by Galileo [70] and the
Galilean concept of similitude has been para-

phrased by Thompson [216]: "Man can not build

a house, nor nature construct an animal beyond

a certain size without altering the design or
materials."

Strength and load relationship have important

similitude considerations. Load (weight) is not an

important consideration in small organisms. How-

ever, as the body size of an animal enlarges, the

load will increase proportional to the cube of some

dimension-but the strength of the load-bearing

structures will increase only in proportion to its

cross-sectional area, the square of some dimen-

sion. Thus, if mice were scaled up proportionately

to elephant size, the body mass would increase to
a much greater extent than the strength of the

leg bones, and at some point they would fail and

fracture spontaneously. The solution, of course,

is the one suggested by Galileo. As animals in-

crease in body size, there is an increase in rela-

tive skeletal size [216] (Table 1).

TABLE 1.--Increases in Body Size and Relative
Skeletal Size

Animal Body mass Skeleton, % body
mass

Mouse, wren 20-30 g 8
Dog, goose 5 kg 13-14
Man 75 kg 17-18

Thompson recognized that these differences are

due to gravitational influence, since marine mam-

mals have lesser skeletal size and approximately

the same relative skeletal proportions are found

in porpoises and whales. Among terrestrial

species, skeletal size increases proportionally to

the 1.15 power of body mass [111] and similar
kinetics of skeletal growth also apply within

species [193].

A very important consideration of size-related

biologic phenomena is that a minimum impedi-
ment from gravity will obtain below some size

limit which was proposed in 1896 by Crookes [49]

and later by Thompson [216], J. B. S. Haldane [93],

and Went [228[.

Scale Limits of Gravitational Effects

Although gravitation is quite a pervasive and

constant phenomenon, it provides only a very

weak field. For example, the gravitational attrac-

tion between two protons is only 10 -36 as great

as the electrostatic repulsion [47]. In conditions

compatible with animal life, Earth gravity is so
much weaker than thermal energies or inter-

molecular forces that no influence is considered

at the physical level (atoms and molecules) of

organization [180]. At the submicroscopic and

microscopic levels of organizations, structures

remain generally insensitive to forces in the

order of Earth-gravity. For example, to selec-

tively move the organelles in animal cells at

significant rates requires fields in the order of

1000 G, and to separate large molecules (e.g.

proteins) requires fields in the order of 100 000 G

[51]. However, even in these very intense fields,

particles less than 1/xm are significantly affected

by diffusion effects-thermal phenomena. Even

at 250000 G, diffusion cannot be considered

negligible until particle sizes are 0.05/xm [162].

Some phenomena which appear to result from

gravitational effects at the molecular level may

have other explanations. For example, Ensanian

[601 reported a change in electrochemical

potential in batteries during free-fall. In such

systems, thermally induced convections may be

of substantial importance to the electromotive

force produced. Consequently, the physical
basis for the observed changes in electrochemi-

cal potential in brief weightlessness may be a

much greater than molecular scale. Mel has

reported a system ("staflo" [131]) in which
discreteness of moving columns of solutions is

maintained by suitable density gradients. In
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thispreparation,hehasnoteda selectivemove-
mentof enzymemoleculesalongthe field of
gravity.Particle-mediuminteractionsin such
systemsmayleadtoanentrainment of molecules,

which would provide units of much larger di-

mensions that are readily susceptible to gravity.
A similar entrainment, resulting in gross move-

ment, has been observed in red blood cell sus-

pensions under the influence of gravity [32].

Pickels [162] concluded that gravity is a directly

effective sedimenting force only for objects that

are at least as large as erythrocytes.
Pollard [165] examined the theoretical bases for

anticipating effects of mechanical forces, in the

order of Earth gravity, at the cellular scale.

For bacterial cells of 1/zm dimensions, he found

that the influence of gravity on the statistical

distribution of large molecules was insignificant.

For larger cells, with relatively larger and denser

organelles, the situation was quite different. In

a mammalian tissue cell, 10/zm diameter, the in-

fluence of gravity on the distribution of mito-

chondria was potentially quite significant. How-

ever, when he compared the displacing effect of

gravity with the convective streaming induced by

metabolic activity (local density variation re-

suiting from uptake of adjacent molecules),

Pollard concluded that a lack of gravity would not

significantly affect the statistical distribution of
organelles.

Pollard also considered the effect of hydro-

static stress upon membranes, and the effect

on their permeability, of anticipated degrees of

distortion. At the tissue cell level, 10 /xm, no

effect from gravity-induced hydrostatic pressures

was anticipated. However, in an organism, the

hydrostatic effect of a 1-m column, transmitted

to the membrane of the bottom cell would produce

enough mechanical stress to theoretically affect

its permeability to large molecules.

Others have considered the minimum-size

organism which is directly affected by gravity.

Thompson [216] divided organisms into three

size categories according to their susceptibility
to physical forces:

large animals, such as man, affected primarily

by gravity,

smaller organisms, such as insects, more

affected by such forces as surface tension,

microorganisms, principally affected by

viscosity, Brownian movement, and other
intermolecular phenomena.

Haldane [93] considered hazards of gravity, such

as those involved in falling, limited to organisms
larger than mice.

Went [228] has provided a particularly interest-

ing analysis of the influence of size (scale) on the

susceptibility of objects to various categories of

forces. He proposes a critical dimension which

appears to be in the order of 1 ram. At a lesser

scale, forces of molecular origin have a dominant

effect; at a greater scale, gravity and mass-

related phenomena dominate (Fig. 1). Since

macro- and microsystems have different me-

chanics, Went proposed a formal distinction:

Newtonian World consisting of macro-

systems where mass and acceleration

phenomena largely determine behavior.

Gibbsian World (honoring the American

physical chemist, Josiah Gibbs, 1839-1903)
consisting of microsystems regulated largely

by forces of molecular origin. Systems of
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FIGURE 1.-Size and susceptibility to various forces. The
relative importance of (1) cohesion between surfaces, (2)
mass (weight), and {3) kinetic energy upon the behavior
of a system is compared with linear dimension. Both
cohesion and kinetic energy values are only approximate,
based on average roughness of surface and on average
velocities of masses of various sizes [228].
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thiscategorywouldberecognizedbygreater
behavioralmodificationwith changesin
temperature.

Importantexceptionsto Went'srule are,of
course,readilyapparent.For example,weight-
lessnessexposurehasbeenuniformlyobserved
to inducespindlemalfunctionin the reproduc-
tive cellsof Tradescantia [73, 208a], indicating

an effect of Earth gravity upon the genetic mech-

anism. Also, the geotropism in woody plants must

originate at the level of the cell, and in the grow-

ing point soon after cell division. Otherwise, the

rigid cellulose walls would prevent the orienting

response. However, in higher animals, accelera-

tion fields appear to become effective only at the

gross (organ) level. Isolated (cultured) animal
cells show little or no response to acceleration,

up to fields of 200 G [59, 95], but in intact homoio-
thermic animals, effects are noted in relatively

weak fields (2-7 G_ and the severity of effect of

the increased acceleration is proportional to

body size. Cells are quite similar among such

animals, despite a wide variation in body size

(Driesch's law of constant cell volume), and

diversity-which would account for differential

acceleration susceptibihty-can be seen first at

the organ level. Even weak forces can become

effective if their influence is amplified through

action on a large mass. For example, the Moon's

gravitational field at the Earth's surface is

approximately 2 x 10 -6 G. But when this small

force is applied through the volume of the seas,

high energetic tides result. Similar situations, on

a much smaller scale, may be encountered in

animals with moderate changes in the accelera-

tion fields. For example, a field of 1 G acting on

the whole organism may produce forces on the

antigravity muscles that are 1000-fold its direct

effect on those tissues. In this way, the effects

of acceleration on a relatively large structure

may become focused on a relatively small part,

and elicit a specific response-such as the re-

lease of a humoral agent or a neural stimulus.

Gravity as a Biogenic Factor

The development of terrestrial organisms,

both phylogenically and ontogenieally, involves

an increasing susceptibility to gravity. Life

originated at no greater than cellular dimensions

in an aquatic environment; consequently, it may

be assumed that gravity had little direct effect

on the origin of life. Gravity was of critical im-

portance in the ordering of the physical environ-
ment where life originated. Without gravity there

J

would be no seas or atmosphere, nor thermal

convection or other separation of materials of

different density-phenomena essential to the

origin of life.
Certain animals became terrestrial at a rela-

tively small size, after an intermediate step of

increased density and bottom-dwelling-which

induced adjustments necessary for life on a solid

substratum [81]. Subsequently, there was a

general tendency for these species to develop

slowly to larger size (Cope's law). In becoming

terrestrial and increasing in size, such animals

had to adapt and conform to the greater require-

ments imposed by gravity-induced loads. It is

perhaps significant in this regard, that the largest
terrestrial animals became extinct. However,

among current terrestrial animals, lifespan does

not appear to be regulated by gravitational

susceptibility; on the contrary, it tends to be

proportional to body size [98]. Those terrestrial

animals that returned to an aquatic existence,

the marine mammals, were able to continue de-

velopment without gravitational interference

[206]. The largest animals that ever lived-the

blue whales-are among them.

GRAVITY ORIENTATION

Gravity is a vector, with direction as well as

magnitude, and it is the principal orienting

agent in the Earth environment. All but the most

primitive organisms are gravity-responsive-

either morphogenetically, posturally, or in loco-

motion. This requires that gravity be perceived.

Statocysts

The prototype organ for gravity perception is
the crustacean statocyst. This organ was iden-

tified in 1893 by Kreidel [120] as gravity-

responsive, with the well-known experiments

where iron replaced sand as the granular content

of the organ. In this condition, orienting re-

sponses were obtained with a magnetic field,
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rather than gravity-to which the normally
san&filledorganresponded.Thegravitystimulus
is transducedby sensoryhairswhichline the
statocystcavity.The structuralandfunctional
aspectsof thisresponsehavebeendiscussedby
SchiSne[183].Similargravity-responsiveorgans
are encounteredin manyother invertebrates
[103,219,220].Insectshavesomewhatdifferent
mechanoreceptorsthat respondto gravity-
neckproprioceptorsin dragonflies[135]andhair
platesin bees[123].Gravityperceptionandori-
entationin insectshavebeenreviewedrecently
[127,227,231].

Otolithic Organsof Vertebrates
Vertebrateshavedevelopedsomewhatmore

elaborategravity-sensingorgansthan the in-
vertebratestatocyst-butthe functionalprinci-
plesappearquitesimilar.Theseareassociated
with the labyrinthinemechanismof the ear
regionwhichalsosensesmotion.Theanatomy
andphysiologyof theseorganshavebeensum-
marizedbyLowenstein[124].Amongvertebrates,
the otolithic organsappearto be much less
dominant in determiningorientation,being
well-integratedwith ocularand proprioceptive
inputs [83, 84, 85, 104,153, 167,170].The
acceleration-responseof theseorgansalsomay
beconditionedbyrepeatedstimulation[88].

Gravity Receptionin Plants
Plantsexhibita complexgeotropismrather

uniformly: stems respondnegatively;roots,
positively;withroothairsbeingageotropic.The
early centrifugeexperimentsby Knight[114]
establishedthat thisorientationwasin response
to theambientaccelerationfield.However,since
plantslack a demonstrableacceleration-respon-
siveorgancomparableto the animalstatocyst,
themechanismfor thegeotropismwasnotobvi-
ous.In 1900,Haberlandt[92]andNemec[141]
reportedthat the sedimentationof cytoplasmic
starchgranulesin a plant's cell was closely
relatedto its geotropismandtheyproposedthat
thesegranules(amyloplasts)werethe gravity-
susceptiblestatoliths that initiated the geo-
tropic response.Subsequently,a variety of
exceptionswasnotedwithsubstantialdiscussion

on the starch statolith problem that has been

reviewed by Larsen [121].

Very little is known regarding the nature of the

transduction of the gravity stimulus in plants-i.e.

the intermediate processes that may be initiated

by statolith sedimentation. Various concepts
have been proposed which have been summarized

by Audus [4] and by Merkis [133]. However,

geotropic response (the appropriate bending of

the plant) is necessarily the immediate result of

differential growth between the upper and lower

halves of the displaced plant tissue. Apparently

this is caused by an unequal distribution of plant

growth-promoting substances; numerous observa-

tions supporting this conclusion have been re-

viewed by Wilkins [230].

Particularly interesting results have been

obtained with mutant tomato plants, which are

naturally ageotropic [208, 213,246]. The factors

responsible for this condition are inherited in

simple Mendelian ratios. Their geotropism can

be restored by several treatments (prolonged

darkness, ethylene, supraoptimal auxin concen-

trations)-indicating the importance of physio-

logic processes in geotropism [247]. Continued

study of these unusual materials should greatly

enhance understanding of geotropism.

Interesting variations in the geotropic response

are encountered in acceleration fields artificially
increased by centrifugation. There appears to be

a time-intensity summation in the rate of response

and field intensity-the reciprocity rule of Rutten-

Peckelharing [178]-althougl_ this is subject to

some limitations [82]. This implicates the trans-

port rate of growth-promoting substances in

determining the kinetics of geotropic responses.

However, with normal orientation, an increased

field strength has little effect on growth rate-

and in fields greater than 100 G, growth is dimin-

ished [82]. Since transport of growth-promoting

substances should be enhanced in stronger

acceleration fields, the results of centrifugation

studies with plants in normal and abnormal

orientations are paradoxical.

Clinostat Studies

Since particulate (statolith) sedimentation

would be a time-required process, indicated by

Stokes' law, continual reorientation of a plant

574-270 0 - 75 - 10
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with regard to gravity prevents its completion.

At an appropriate rate, such treatment eliminates

the orienting influence of gravity? The responses

of plants to clinostat scalarization of gravity have
been reviewed by Gordon and Shen-Miller [77].

Generally they support the geotropic theory:
there is a reduction in auxin transport and a

proportional decrease in growth rate. The
threshold for a geotropic response (examined by

Shen-Miller et al [192]) appears to be 0.005 G,

a figure that is substantially less than the 0.012

G threshold required for otolithic stimulation

in animals [223].

CHRONIC ACCELERATION

Chronic acceleration describes the exposure

of organisms to an increased field for sufficient

durations to permit physiologic adaptation. Con-

sequently, animals so treated attain a new steady

state, and exhibit rather uniform physiology

indefinitely, i.e., "chronically." During the

preceding period involving biologic stress and

physiologic adaptation, their physiology will be

quite labile. These periods are equivalent to

those indicated by the terms "sojourners" and

"residents" that are applied in high-ahitude

research. Sojourners have a limited and variable

exposure and, physiologically, may be at any

state of reaction or adaptation to the environment.

Residents, however, have had very long exposure

and are assumed completely physiologically

adapted to the environment.

3 In the clinostat literature, the effect is frequently called
gravity compensation or gravity nullification. Ordinarily,
compensation describes the addition of one agent that acts
equally and oppositely to another, offsetting the effect, a
counterbalance. Nullification implies the elimination or
reduction to zero of gravity, which of course is not the case.
So the application of these terms to clinostats does not seem
appropriate.

Gravity is a vector quantity, possessing both direction and
magnitude. In order to be effective in orienting a biologic
system, gravity must act for some minimum time-the
presentation time. The clinostat merely changes the orienta-
tion, with regard to the acceleration field, at a greater rate
than the presentation time-functionally removing the
orienting (directional) aspect of gravity. Effectively, the
clinostat transforms gravity from a vector to a scalar quantity,
and tile process of transfi_rmation is perhaps preferably
described as scalarization, rather than compensation or
nullificati-n.

Animal Centrifuges

For technical reasons, chronic acceleration

necessarily involves centrifugation. Linear ac-

celeration can be maintained for only brief

periods - a linearly accelerating object developing

a 2.5-G field would attain an Earth-orbital velocity

in about 8 min. Laboratory centrifuges have been

adapted for the prolonged treatment of avian
eggs [17, 18], cultured cells [95], and micro-

organisms [139, 236]. Several animal centri-

fuges suitable for protracted operation also have

been reported [40, 48, 56, 110, 125,224].

Centrifugation involves turning as well as the

development of an acceleration field. Since turn-

ing has separate biologic effects, its participation
in the results must be determined. A convenient

method is to carry rotated controls-animals
housed around the axis of rotation of the centri-

fuge, that share the rotatory stimulus but not the

acceleration field of the chronically accelerated
animals. Such rotated controls would also serve

as vibration controls. Alternatively, chronically

accelerated labyrinthectomized animals, insensi-

tive to rotatory stimuli, can be compared with

intact animals to determine rotatory-induced

effects [242]. The influence of rotation on rather

slow processes (growth, feed intake, and the like)

has been examined, and no separate effect has

been detected. This apparently does not result

from habituation to the turning, since chronically

accelerated animals retain a labyrinthine sensi-

tivity-even with repeated cupulometric test-
ing [232]. A major factor in the apparent lack of

rotatory stimulation in centrifuging animals may

be the provision of "one degree of freedom" [55],

which permits the centrifuge cage to orient in

response to gravity as well as the centrifugal

force. With this arrangement, only the resultant

force, which is perpendicular to the cage floor,

is perceived.
Generally, the operation of animal centrifuges

is not continuous, but is interrupted daily for

observations and tending the experimental

animals. The influence of repeated intermittent

centrifugation, varying from 10 min to 23.8 h/d,

has been investigated [29, 37]. In many respects,

there is a time-intensity summation for the inter-

mittent treatment, so that exposure of animals to

a given field 98% of the time would induce

: _] iS POOR
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physiologic changes equivalent to continual

exposure to a field of 98% of the intensity. Con-

sequently, daily interruptions in acceleration

are not considered significant to the results for

vegetative phenomena.

Acceleration Stress and Adaptation

Animals readily tolerate exposure to low-

intensity acceleration fields (e.g. generally be-

tween 1-1.5 G [201]). No biologic changes are
obvious from such minimal treatment-since it is

accommodated by homeostatic mechanisms.

With more intense fields, biologic stress is in-

duced which is recognized as a frank sickness.

In the domestic fowl, two well-defined accelera-

tion sickness syndromes were identified [33],

one of which was reversible, and the other which

became progressively more severe, and was uni-

formly fatal. Removal from the acceleration

field generally resulted in a prompt recovery

(< 24 h) indicating that processes capable of

rapid change were responsible. Postmortem

examinations indicated no limiting organic

lesions, either grossly or microscopically, in

acceleration sickness. So the pathogenic changes

are submicroscopic and perhaps metabolic, as

indicated by their ready reversibility. Accelera-

tion stress involves an adrenocortical response

that is ameliorated with physiologic adaptation.
A convenient measure of this involvement is

by the transient lymphopenia (Fig. 2; [31]) which

is highly correlated with the animal's degree of

physical debilitation [35].

There are limits in the intensity of the
acceleration field to which animals can become

physiologically adapted; these are inversely

related to body size. Drosophila larvae can sur-

vive several days' exposure to 2000-300OGI[236].

Mature Diptera can tolerate fields of 20 G [181].

Larger insects, such as grasshoppers, can survive

in fields of 9 G [58]. Among small homoiotherms,

the estimated acceleration tolerance is less, but
still size-related.

Tolerance limits also are affected by posture,

with bipeds surviving in more intense fields than

quadrupeds. This appears to result from the

visceral vasomotor apparatus-and when this is

inhibited, as by reserpine treatment-bipeds

become more susceptible to acceleration. The
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FIGURE 2.-Relative lymphocyte frequencies in adult male
chickens exposed to increased acceleration fields. Fields
of 2 G intensity induce a cycle of stress and adaptation,
whereas a 1.5 G field is compensated homoeostatically.
The points on the curves are mean values __standard errors
131].

TABLE 2. --Estimated Acceleration Tolerance

Estimated chronic
Species Approximate mass (g) acceleration tolerance

Mice 30 7G [238]
Rats 200 5 G [1451
Chickens 1800 3 G [33]

evolutionary aspects of the development of up-

right posture in man, and its physiologic bases

and consequences relative to gravity, have been

reviewed [99, 107, 109].

Acceleration tolerance is affected by age, with

young adults (shortly after skeletal maturity) the
most capable of physiologic adaptation to intense

acceleration fields. Sex is a factor also, with

females more tolerant to acceleration as they are

generally to other environmental stressors.

Selye [188] explains the greater adaptability of
females on an endocrine basis "... folliculoids

tend to enhance and testiculoids repress adreno-

cortical function . . ." In laying hens, however,

the mechanical properties of the functional

(hypertrophied) oviduct are poor, and in fields

greater than 2 G they are quite susceptible to

oviduct prolapsis, which is terminal.

Physiologic adaptation to chronic acceleration

is not necessarily permanent. Individuals who

have adapted to acceleration may, at later

times, develop acceleration sickness and die. This
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apparentexhaustion is quite similar to Monge's
disease [137], which is high altitude sickness in

Andean natives of pre-Colombian stock. Such
individuals must seek lower elevations or die

since they are no longer capable of physiologic

adaptation to altitude. The acceleration sickness

developing in previously adapted individuals

appears quite similar, if not identical to, that

developing in susceptible individuals early in the

treatment.

An important aspect of physiologic adaptation
to chronic acceleration is the quite great herita-

bility for its capacity; this has been reported only

fi_r h}wl [2041, but presumably the principle is gen-

eral. After five generations of selection (on the

basis of survival) for acceleration tolerance, a

strain was produced that suffered only 10% as

great a mortality as encountered in unselected

stock with equivalent treatment. The operating

factor in the development of this acceleration-
tolerant strain is selection rather than treatment.

The mechanism is merely an increase in the fre-

quency of genes that determine processes con-

tributing to physiologic adaptation, rather than

mutational development of a new process. No

qualitative distinctions became apparent between
individuals of the acceleration-selected line and

unselected stock. Acceleration-tolerant or

susceptible individuals from either source

behaved quite similarly, if not identically, on the

centrifuge. The obvious advantage is greater

survival of the acceleration-selected line, more

of whom are available for experimentation after

protracted centrifugation.

The selection progress (improvement per gen-

eration) was quite rapid in development of the
acceleration-tolerant line. Because of directness

of the sequence-metabolic process-enzyme-

gene-geneticists associate a metabolic basis

with processes that exhibit great heritability [222].

Thus, tolerance of chronic acceleration appears
to have a metabolic basis and is thus similar to

susceptibility to acceleration sickness.

Growth and Development

The influence of gravity on development in

amphibian eggs has a hmg history of investigation.

In 1883, Pfliiger [161] observed that these ova

oriented spontaneously so that the axis between

animal and vegetal poles remained parallel to

the field of gravity. He also noted that the first

division was parallel to the field of gravity even

in eggs restrained to abnormal orientation. He

concluded that gravity was a determining factor

in embryogenesis. Roux [173], however, found
that such eggs developed normally upon clino-

stats- which scalarized gravity- and concluded

that gravity was unimportant to embryogenesis.

This led to a spirited debate (lasting almost two

decades) between Roux [173. 174, 175, 176] and

Schuhze [184, 185, 186, 187] regarding the role

of gravity in early development. Later experi-

ments [156, 157. 158, 159] indicated that the

participation of gravity in these experiments was

indirect-the immediate basis being a turbulent

rearrangement of yolk and cytoplasm as a result

of their different densities. A similar phenomenon

was observed in centrifuging avian eggs [17, 18]

with the turbulence dispersing cells of the blasto-

derm (germinal tissue), inducing a proportional

embryo death.
In 1897, Hertwig [101] reported that the devel-

opment of amphibian embryos is not particularly

sensitive to acceleration, proceeding normally

up to fields of 4.1 (,, but becoming completely
suppressed at 9.2 (;. This was also examined

in 1908 by Konopacka [116] who concluded that

acceleration fields interfered with development

by limiting the distribution of cytoplasmic mate-

rials during cell division. Yolks of avian eggs also

have an asymmetric density distribution which
causes them to become oriented to acceleration

fields greater than 0.05 (; [194]. Normally, the

ovoid shape of the shell and the yolk orientation

result in placement of the blastoderm close to the

air cell-the air space inside the shell formed

initially by contraction of the egg content upon

cooling, and later enlarged by evaporation. This

arrangement is important to early development

of the avian embryo because of the greater

exchange rate of gases through the air-filled pores

in the shell, and a shorter diffusion distance

through the albumen. When this proximity is

altered, e.g. by incubating eggs in an inverted

(small end up) position, there is a marked reduc-

tion in hatchability of the eggs [38]. Conse-

quently, gravity is important to the early develop-
ment of chicken eggs, but indirectly, by maintain-

ing reasonable diffusion distances.
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Otherovaaremoretolerantof acceleration.
Seaurchineggs[96]and̀4scariseggs[7]continue
to developat 5000G, althoughthereis a sub-
stantialstratificationof cytoplasmicmaterials.
Grasshoppereggs[21] continueto developin
fieldsof 20000G-althoughthereis decreased
respirationabove1000G.Prenataldevelopment
does not appearnecessarilysusceptibleto
accelerationfieldsorgravity.

Posthatchinggrowthhas beenexaminedin
Drosophila [138, 236, 239, 240], a viviparous fly,

Sarcophaga perigrina [181], and grasshoppers

[58]. In all cases, a repression of growth rate is

proportional to field strength.

Early postnatal growth also has been examined

in homoiotherms: mice [23, 146, 238]; hamsters

[24]; rats [145, 146]; and chicks [207]. Ordinarily

such growth has geometric kinetics [26]:

M = M0 e/'t (5)

where M is the body mass at time t; M0 is the

birth mass (i.e. M when t= 0); and, k is the pro-
portionality coefficient.

These kinetics apply to animals born and raised

on the centrifuge [146]. However, in most studies,
animals have been introduced to chronic accel-

eration at a later age and the initial change is a

marked reduction in body mass. A major factor
is a marked but transient decrease in feed

intake-which may be the result of an increased

secretion of FMS (fat mobilizing substance)

[8, 142]. After a period of some days or weeks,

feed intake increases, and growth rate resumes.

Oyama and Platt [145] analyzed this resumed

growth in rats in terms of early growth kinetics
(Equation 5), finding a rectilinear reduction in the

growth rate (k) with increasing field intensity (G):

k × 100=2.45--0.086 G (6)

Later growth kinetics (comprising about two-

thirds of the growing period) tend to be hyper-

bolic, with growth decreasing geometrically
towards a mature body mass [26]:

M=A --Be TM (7)

where M is the body mass at time t; A is the

mature body mass-an asymptote which M

approaches exponentially; B is an arbitrary

(integration) constant; and-k is the propor-
tionality coefScient.

Late growth is quite responsive to change in

acceleration field strength, and conforms immedi-

ately to the kinetics appropriate to the second

field (Fig. 3).
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FIGURE3.--Growth kinetics of chickens with a changt" in the
ambient acceleration field. Mean body masses are in-
dicated, before and after a reduction in the acceleration
field-for birds which survived to the end of centrifugation
(516 d age). Standard errors h)r Group 1 vary from 0.05
around 100 d age. to 0.12 around 350 d: and for Group 4,
0.04, and 0.08, respectively [198].

The late growth coefficient (-k in Equation 7,

with "t" in days) is affected by acceleration (G),

but differently among the species examined:

Chickens [198]: --k × 100=- 0.85 - 0.24G (8a)

Rats [145, 146]: --k × 100=- 3.20 + 0.24G (8b)

Mature body mass (A, Equation 7) is decreased

rectilinearly with increasing acceleration:

A =,4o -- bG (9)

where A is the body mass on a field of G intensity

and is ,4o where G=0: and, -b is the propor-

tionality coefficient.
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TABLE3.--AccelerationFields and Mature Body Mass

,4o is the potential mature size indicated in Equation (9), and --b is the decremont induced by a 1 G field. I = [(-bMo)× 100]

is the "inhibitory effect" (% size reduction) of Earth gravity

Species Ao - b I = [(- b/Ao) × 100] References

9 Mice
C Mice
? Rats
C Polish rabbits
o_ NZ rabbits

o_ Coturnix quail
C Leghorn chicken
C Leghorn chicken
C Arbor acre chicken

38.5 g
40.5 g

3O7. g
1.76 kg
4.70 kg

128. g
2.29 kg
2.13 kg
5.50 kg

--0.33
--0.33

-17.
--0.33
-0.66

--6.1
--0.23
--0.17
-0.77

--0.9%
-"0.8%
--5.5%

--18.6%
--14.0%

--4.8%
-11.5%
-8.0%

--14.0%

[146]
[1461
[145]

[168]
[202]

The degree of this acceleration-repression of

mature body mass is proportional to body size

(Table 3). From this summary, it appears that 1 G

change in acceleration field- and perhaps

Earth gravity-would have no particular effect
in animals of less than 20 g body mass. Conse-

quently, in orbital experiments to determine the

influence of weightlessness upon the vegetative

functions of animals, it would be advisable to

utilize some large species (perhaps 1 kg or more

of body mass). However, for orbital experiments

with other objectives (e.g. biorhythmicity) which

might be complicated by changes in nutritional/

metabolic function, it would appear that small

animals (less than 20' g body mass) would be

more useful.

It also is important that this lesser body mass

of chronically accelerated animals is regulated.

Male chickens subjected to a 3-day fast while

exposed to 1.5-2.0 G may lose 200 to 300 g body

mass; however, upon realimentation, they recover

the lost body substance as quickly as the gravity

controls [198]. This indicates clearly that the

acceleration-repression of body mass is not the

result of any limitation in synthetic capacity, nor

from restriction in feed intake. Instead, it is a

physiologic phenomenon which is closely regu-

lated. This is interpreted as indicating that the

greater acceleration field merely resets the end

point which is effective in the feedback regulation
of mature body size, with the specific processes

functioning unchanged.

Visceral Growth

The growth of organs, as a function of body

size, generally conforms to exponential kinetics

[26] y = ax b (10)

where y is the size of an organ or part; x is the

size of the entire organism; b is the proportion-

ality coefficient; and, a is the positioning constant,

the value of y when x = 1.

The calculations to fit data to this equation

generally involve a linear regression of the loga-

rithmic transforms, although this procedure is

subject to some technical error [206]. Within a

species, the relationships for differential growth

of organs may be quite diverse, as indicated in

Table 4. Since acceleration systematically affects

body size, estimation of its effect on organ growth

by comparison to body size (e.g. as percent body

mass) is suitable only for organs that are isogonic

with body mass (such as blood volume) where

the proportionality constant b is characteristically

unity. Application of this simplified procedure to

other organs may lead to spurious conclusions.

Miller and Weil [134] have provided a good dis-

cussion of the absurdities obtained when ex-

ponential relationships are treated arithmetically.

However, in analyzing such data, a variety of

procedures may be used to avoid these diffi-
culties.

Oyama and Platt [145] evaluated the influence
of chronic acceleration on organ growth by

comparisons between experimental animals and
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TABLE4.-- Differential Growth of Organs in Several Species

The relationships between organ mass (y, kg) and body mass (M, kg) are generally parabolic [26]: y= aM b. Marked differences
are evident between the differential growth constants (a, b) among the organs in a particular species, but for a given organ these
constants have rather uniform values, even between species of markedly different size.

Organ Rats Chickens Dogs Horses

Blood
Brain
Heart
Kidney
Liver
Lung

0.070 M °.gs

0.734 M °.17

0.0029 M °.s°

0.0065 M °.s2

0.280 M °-6s

0.0038 M °-72

0.038 M°-99
0.0034 M °.39
0.0048 M °.s7
0.0045 M °-s5
0.0024 M°-87
0.0049 M°.sT

0.072 M °._'5

0.044 M °.25

0.010 M 0.93

0.0115 M °.7°

0.064 M °.n

0.0138 M °-s2

0.141 M TM

0.013 M °.91
0.0243 M °._
0.137 M °m
0.133 M °.Ss

size controls (younger animals of equivalent

body mass). A similar procedure [205] involved

controls fed in order to maintain the same body

mass as the accelerated animals. Another way

to avoid errors induced by scale effects is to com-

pare organ sizes within the same animal, which

involves selecting a standard organ that matures

early, and is consequently less affected by

environmental influences imposed later. Brain

and eye have been considered appropriate organs

for such comparisons [1"52]; organ-size data for

centrifuged and irradiated rats have been pre-

sented as ratios to brain mass [41]. However, the

most satisfactory procedure in rationalizing size

differences would be to carry numerous controls,

sacrificing them, and measuring organ sizes

over an appropriate range of body sizes. With

regressions, the somatic relationship (y=ax b)
can be established.

Studies of organ growth have been reported for
hamsters [24], rats [145], and chickens [205]. In

general, there is little systematic effect of chronic

acceleration upon visceral size except for an

enlargement of the liver, which, it appears,

results from the general mobilization of fats.

Skeletal growth

The skeleton, the principal load-bearing system

of terrestrial animals, might be anticipated as

quite susceptible to weight-to-mass changes

in chronic acceleration. The responsiveness of

bone structure to mechanical forces is one

of the classics of biomechanics; it was described

in 1892 - Wolff's law [234]-later discussed by

Ham [94] and by Thompson [216]. Changes in

functional demand (load) also lead to gross

changes in bone structure and increasing bone

density [132].

More than a century ago, Sedillot (cited by

Thompson [216]) found that removal of a tibial

segment (a principal load-bearing bone) from the

leg of a puppy, led to a fivefold to sixfold over-

growth of the paired fibula, which attained the

usual tibial diameter. The stimulating influence of

moderate mechanical load on growing bone at

Earth gravity has been demonstrated in sheep

by Tulloh and Romberg [217] and in dogs by

Denilova and Sviridov [52]. Tulloh and Romberg

[217] maintained weanling lambs on two levels

of nutrition (high and low), and loaded low-level

lambs with rugs that carried lead weights,

deriving three groups:

HP: optimum nutrition, maximum growth

rate;

LP: restricted intake, with growth rate

about half that of HP group;

LPW: similar to LP group, but mechanically

loaded to 30-40% of their body mass.

By this procedure, there was little difference in

body-growth rates between LP and LPW groups,

but the leg-loading of the LPW group was about

80% of the HP group. Bone growth (metacarpal)

was greatly altered by these treatments. Bone

growth (mass) on the high plane of nutrition (HP)

was greater, almost double that of the low plane

(LP). However, mechanical loading also increased

growth (mass)-at a rate midway between the HP

and LP groups. Bone conformation also was

affected, mechanical loading (LPW) and maxi-

mum growth (HP) inhibiting bone elongation-

but enhancing epiphyseal width, leading to

"stubby" bones.
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Theremovalordecreaseof mechanicalforces
ontheskeleton,by immobilizationorbycounter-
weighting,leadsto a reverseeffect-a decrease
in bonemass(disuseatrophy)-largelythrough
greaterporosity[94].

In vitrostudieswithembryonicboneindicate
thatboneandbone-formingtissuesalsorespond
to mechanicalstresses.Glucksman[75]observed
thattheapplicationof mechanicalforcesto peri-
osteumandperichondriumledto thedisappear-
anceof collagen,andenhancedtheformationof
cartilage. Differentiatedcartilage, however,
respondedto tensionor compressionwithdis-
integrationof halinematrixandits replacement
withfibrillartissue,enhancingossification.

Growthofboneshasbeenexaminedinseveral
terrestrialspeciesduringchronicacceleration.
Femalemiceat4Ghada relative,butnotabso-
lute,increasein femurgrowth[2411.Boneshape
alsochanged,thediaphysealcrosssectiontend-
ing to becomecircularin centrifugedanimals.
However,no changein femur masswasob-
servedin femalehamstersexposedto 4 and
5 (, fiw4 weeks[24],ahhoughlengthwasboth
relatively(significantly)and absolutelylarger
thaningravitycontrols.Nosignificantchangein
diaphysealcrosssectionwasobserved.In female
rats exposedto fieldsof 2.5,3.5,or 4.7(; fi_r
up to oneyear,femursizewasincreased10to
18%after4.5months-butnotrelatedsystemati-
cally to field strength[145].After 1 year,the
effectwasmuchless-a fieldof 3.5Greducing
femursizeabout6%, and4.7G increasingit
8%.This indicatesthat themaximumaccelera-
tion effectis obtainedearly in the treatment,
whichis reasonablein viewof the morerapid
skeletalmaturation,comparedtosofttissue.

Changesin skeletaldevelopmentwerestudied
in growingchickensexposedto afieldof 1.5-3G
for 75days[205].It appearedthatthenonload-
bearinghumerusin growingchickenswasas
responsiveto accelerationas the load-bearing
femur-generallythe bonestend to become
stubbier,the width increasingmorethan the
length.Otherobservationson birds skeletally
matureat onsetof chronicaccelerationdid not
revealanyskeletaldifferenceswith a yearor
moreof treatment.Accelerationis effectivein
ahering bone morphologyprincipallyduring

skeletaldevelopment.No consistentor signifi-
cantinfluenceofchronicaccelerationwasfound
on thecompositionof rat bone(Ash,Ca,P,Mg,
andN [147]).However,in chronicallyaccelerated
mice therewasan increasedbonedensityin
females,butnotinmales[69].

Theinfluenceof4-and5-Gfieldsonembryonic
chick bonegrowthhas beenexamined[168].
This treatmentleadsto morerapiddimensional
growth(lengthandwidth)for the first 17days
of development,but lateris markedlydepressed
sothat at hatchthe acceleratedembryoshave
smallerbones.This effect is quite uniformly
evidentamongseveralbonesof theappendicular
skeleton(Fig.4).Theproportionalityofthedegree
of responseto field strengthindicatesthat the
changesareacceleration-induced.In theperiod
ofenhancedbonegrowth,theeffectis morepro-
nouncedon lengththanon width, sothat the
resultis theoppositeof thestubbierbonesen-
counteredwith postnatalacceleration.These
effectsareconsistent,however,becausein the
embryonicenvironment,thesofttissuestendto
bebouyantand exerta tension,ratherthana
compressionon thebones.Galileo[70]wasthe
first to notethisreversalontheloadingof bones
interrestrialandaquaticanimals.

Severalexplanationshave been offeredto
accountfor the acceleration-inducedskeletal
changes.Wunderet al [241]andBriney and
Wunder[24] haveconsideredtheseeffectsin
termsof Wolff'slaw-the greaterloadleading
to a compensatorybonegrowth.However,in
bipeds,equivalentresponseof the nonload-
bearinghumerus,ascomparedto theload-bear-
ingfemur(asituationnotsharedbyquadrupeds)
indicatesthat it is nota simplelocalresponse,
butrepresentsawhole animal regulation.

Muscle Growth

Muscle is specifically involved, in terrestrial

organisms, in postural maintenance and the

performance of mechanical work. Since these

functions are largely antigravity in nature,

muscular growth, like skeletal growth, may be

expected to be especially responsive to changes
in the ambient acceleration field. After the attain-

ment of mature body size, muscle readily
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are compared with those of static controls [168];random probability: * < 0.05; ** < 0.01.

responds to an increased functional load with

hypertrophy-a form of compensatory growth.

A similar selective growth of extensor muscles

in early postembryonic life has been described

in chicks [200] and in young humans in relation

to development of an erect posture [189, 190,

214, 218].

The first chronic acceleration experiments

[128] were undertaken to determine the effect of

loading on muscle function. Small animals (rats)
were selected to minimize circulation effects

(increased hydrostatic pressure) and to empha-

size muscular response. After a year at 3 G, the

centrifuged animals exhibited marked decere-
brate extensor tonus.

Briney and Wunder [24] found significant

increases in relative sizes of heart, diaphragm,

and gastrocnemius in female hamsters exposed

to fields of 4 and 5 G for 4 weeks. However,

Bird, et al [19] did not report significant relative

size changes of these muscles in mice exposed

to fields of 4 G for a period of 8 weeks. Canonica

[40] also observed a relative increase in gastroc-
nemius muscle mass in hamsters after 4 weeks

at 4 G. Oyama and Zeitman [147] found increases

in relative gastrocnemius size in rats after 3

months, and a year's exposure to fields of 3 to

4.7 G-but these were not statistically significant.

Burton et al [30] examined the effects of chronic

acceleration on antagonistic skeletal muscles

(Fig. 5), which eliminates scale effects. A hip

flexor (sartorius) and hip extensor (adductor)

were selected (because normally of comparable

size), and the latter is a principal postural muscle.

The muscles responded differentially, greatly

increasing the extensor-flexor ratio, as a result of

increased extensor size and decreased flexor size.

It appears that paired muscles tend to establish a

specific mass ratio that is gravity-dependent-

but responsiveness is slow.
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Canonica [40] studied the contractile properties

in situ at Earth gravity, of hamsters' gastroc-

nemius mucles that had been exposed to a

4-G field h_r 4 weeks. He found transient increase

in strength of tetanic contraction-+21.6% at

1 week, + 36.6% at 4 weeks treatment, and equiv-

alent to controls later. The fatigue resistance to

tetanizing stimuli was greater at all times for

previously centrifuged animals.

Hematology

Susceptibility of vascular columns to accelera-

tion depends on their length and orientation with

regard to the field. Hemodynamic properties of

the circulation are monitored by a variety of

baroreceptors and regulated by reflex mechan-

isms. The cellular phase of the blood is an im-

portant, though disputed, determinant of flow-

resistance, which also affects the hemodynamic

properties of circulation. The cellular content of

blood is regulated by various humoral agents.

The fluid phase of the blood, plasma, is important

to the distribution of body water-largely the

result of plasma protein concentrations and

hemodynamic pressures, which determine the

partition of extracellular water. Consequently,

various hematologic changes may be anticipated

with chronic exposure to an altered acceleration

field.

Erythrocytes

In rats exposed to fields of 2.5, 3.5, or 4.7 G

for 5 months [145] there is a reduction in numbers

of erythrocytes (RBC) approximately linear to

field strength (G):

RBCs/mm a blood = (8.4 -0.227 G) × 106(11)

Similar reductions in numbers of circulating red

cells were reported in mature male rats exposed

to 3.2 G for 4 weeks [56[, and to 4.5 or 6.5 G for

11 days [221]. The latter report includes data
from rats at 1 G on a restricted feed intake,

equivalent to that of the 6.5-G animals. Since the

hematology of these animals was the same as
ad lib feed controls, inanition was eliminated as

a factor. The erythropoietic marrow was also
examined, which showed decreased rates of cell

proliferation and cell maturation. The mitotic

index (MI) of the hematopoietic marrow was

closely correlated (p<0.01) to the ambient

acceleration field (G):

MI = 3.36 - 0.27 G (12)

Chickens, much larger than rats, respond to

3-(; fields with an increase in erythrocyte fre-

quency [36]. This polycythemia (RBC, cells per

mm a) is hyperbolically related to field strength

(G):

RBC =4.08 (1-e -2"°9(G-°'°s)) × 106 (13)

This erythropoietic response in larger animals
is ditficult to rationalize in terms of current con-

cepts-that the fundamental stimulus for eryth-

ropoiesis is hypoxia [78]. It is possible that
interference with pulmonary circulation may

limit the animal's oxygen exchange capacity,
or that interference with cerebral circulation

(or other locality) may lead to a focal hypoxia

that triggers the erythropoietic stimulus. How-

ever, in this event, different kinetics would be

anticipated. The curve described by Equation

(13) is sharply inflected-the principal change

occurring between 1 and 2 (, and with little

change between 2 and 3 (;. Circulation impair-
ment between 2 and 3 G would be at least as
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greatasbetween1 and2 G.Also,theincreases
in cell numbersby centrifugation(+15%)are
quitesmallcomparedto the hypoxicresponse
of +38% in chickensat 12500ft elevation
[196].

It wasconsideredpossiblethat hydrostatic
pressurein the kidneyregionmightinfluence
erythropoiesis[36].Humoralagentsproducedin
thekidneyappearto benecessarystimulatorsof
erythropoiesis[20, 182];however,the mecha-
nismsregulatingtheformationorreleaseoferyth-
ropoietinarenotcompletelyknown.Thekidney,
however, does respond to hemodynamic
pressureswith the releaseof otherhumoral
agents(e.g.renin), and it is possiblethat a
similarmechanismmayapplyto thereleaseof
erythropoietin.In this regard,it is significant
that hypoxicsituationsalsoinducea hemody-
namicresponse.Forreasonsof postureandbody
size,very little hydrostaticpressurewouldbe
producedby centrifugationin therenalregion
of rats-but a significanteffectwouldoccurin
chickens,whichcouldaccountfor thedifferen-
tial polycythemicresponseof ratsandchickens
to chronicacceleration.

Korzhuyev[117]hassuggestedthat erythro-
poieticfunctionis a primaryfactorin gravity
toleration-the quantity of hemopoieticbone
marrowbeingcloselyrelatedto the degreeof
terrestrialadaptation,indicatedbybodysizeand
activity. He also found a lesserquantityof
erythropoieticmarrow in marine mammals,
equivalentto about2%ofthebodymassinBlack
Seadolphinsandin Caspianseals[118,119].

Plasma Volume

In rats, after 1 week at 3.2 G, there is a sharp

drop in absolute plasma volume (--13%), which

is partially recovered (--4.5%) after 4 weeks'

exposure [56]. However, because of the decreased

body size this constitutes an increase in relative

plasma volume (cc/100 g body mass): +5%
at 1 week, and + 18% at 4 weeks.

Plasma volumes have been measured also in

chickens during chronic acceleration in fields of

1 to 3 G [36]. Relative plasma volume (ml PV/100 g

body mass) was found to be exponentially re-

lated to acceleration field intensity (G):

PV = 2.94 e°.16_(; (14)

In the chronically accelerated animal there is

a tendency for the blood volume to be displaced

toward the lower portions of the body. As a con-

sequence, atrial filling also is limited, inhibiting

the Henry-Gauer reflex [72] which ordinarily
blocks the secretion of antidiuretic hormone

(ADH). As a result, fluid retention continues, and

plasma volume increases until a new steady

state is attained. With increased plasma volume,

the normal activity of blood volume regulating

mechanisms is reestablished.

Water immersion is a particular emcient stimu-

lator of the Henry-Gauer reflex, causing marked

diureses [79, 80], corresponding reduction in

plasma volume and severe tissue dehydration

[105, 160]. The recent report on the lack of ADH

in the blood of marine mammals [169] is partic-

ularly interesting.

Plasma Proteins

At 3.5 and 4.7 G, rats respond with decreases

in plasma protein concentration [147]. After 1

year at 4.7 G, the reduction is 10%, and statis-

tically significant (p < 0.01) from gravity controls.

However, chronically accelerated chickens

have elevated plasma protein levels [36], and

the plasma protein concentration (PP, g %) is

consistently and rectilinearly related to the

acceleration intensity (G):

PP =4.0+0.61 G (15)

The increase in plasma protein concentration

with chronic acceleration is an appropriate com-

pensation to increased hydrostatic pressures in

maintaining capillary water exchange- the

Starling hypothesis. The arithmetic nature of

Equation (15) indicates that plasma protein con-

centrations are regulated proportionately to in-

creased hydrostatic pressures. No mechanism

for regulation of plasma protein level is readily

apparent in the literature. However, if intra-

vascular pressures are involved, the regulatory

mechanism would perhaps be located on the

venous side of the circulation, since increased

plasma proteins are not characteristic with

hypertension.

Chronic acceleration also differentially affects

the serum proteins reducing the A/G ratio--47%,

p < 0.01, at 3 G [36]. The gamma globulin con-
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tent was closely related to the individual status

with respect to stress or adaptation, indicated o
1.5-

by its correlation with relative lymphocyte ,.
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Body Composition

The chemical composition of organs or

organisms can be quite informative in evaluating

physiologic status or in interpreting the meta-

bolic influence of various environmental condi-

tions. A variety of methods, both direct and

indirect, has been employed in estimating body

composition [28], and recent reviews summarize
the influence of various biologic and environ-

mental conditions on body composition [27,140].

The nature of hormonal involvements in accelera-

tion stress affect body composition. For example,

blood lipids and other metabolites are signifi-

cantly increased by a short period of acceleration

[89, 136].

Lipid

The most frequently observed change in body

composition of chronically acclerated animals is

a visually obvious decrease in depot fat, reported

in mice [108, 238]; rats [41, 66, 145, 164, 211];

hamsters [23, 40]; and chickens [33, 61, 205].

Consistent with these observations is an increase

in body fat in humans subjected to 9 days of

bed rest [16], which greatly reduces gravity-

imposed energetic requirements. Although caloric

intake was reduced 29%, chronically recumbent

individuals accumulated about 100 g/d fat.

Accleration-induced changes in the proximate

composition of the dressed carcass of chickens,

the edible portion, have been measured [195,205].

The influence of acceleration upon carcass

relative fat content (F(_, the fat content ratio: ex-

perimental/control) is exponentially related to

acceleration field strength (G) (Fig. 6):

F(, = 2.24 e-°-z_(' Jr= -0.992; p < 0.01] (16)

Similar reduction of fat content, (as percent body

mass) in the chicken, less feathers, has been

reported [62. 63] as arithmetically related to

field intensity ((,):

F_=31.5--8.5 (; [r=--0.83; p < 0.05] (17)
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FIGURE 6.--Influence of chronic acceleration on the relative

fat and water contents of the dressed chicken carcass.

The dotted line in the lower-right quadrant indicates the

fat content treated as having zero-order kinetics.

Most observations on acceleration-induced

changes in body composition reveal virtual

absence of discrete fat deposits in animals

exposed to intense fields. The prominent ab-

dominal fat pad which is amenable to quantita-

tive dissection is particularly affected. Generally,

the size of the abdominal fat pad (AFP; g) is

closely related to the body fat content (Fc; %

body mass)-for example, in chickens:

AFP = 0.036 Fc 2J (18)

The relationship between AFP and body fat is

not greatly affected by chronic acceleration-so

the effect is proportional upon all body fat. How-

ever, the relative size of this depot decreases

exponentially with increasing field strength

(G) in chickens:

AFP(q_ ........ )=11.5 e LT:_{_ (19a)

A similar acceleration-induced reduction of the

abdominal fat pad occurs in rats [147]:

AFP(% b,,dy) = 10.2 e -°:''t r. (19b)

The greater exponential coefficient for loss of

depot fat in chickens (about double that for rats)

is consistent with the size relationship generally
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encounteredfor accelerationeffects-larger
animalsbeingmoreseverelyaffected.However,
at the limit of chronic acceleration tolerance

(3 G for chickens, 5 G for rats) the loss of body fat

is approximately equal for the two species.
This selective effect of acceleration in the re-

duction of depot fat is similar to findings in a hu-

man syndrome, lipodystrophy [43. 191]. Patients

with this disorder uniformly show: an enhanced

musculature, enlarged liver, and virtual absence

of depot fat-changes generally characteristic of

chronically accelerated animals. The etiology of

lipodystrophy involves an oversecretion of a

hormone, FMS. Release of FMS in small mam-

mals also accompanies fasting, low carbohy-

drate intake, or low temperature exposure

[8, 9. 10, 11, 44, 45, 212, 226]. This substance

appears to be a polypeptide (molecular weight,

about 5000) which is produced in the pituitary

of mammals, and in the hypothalamus of birds

[142]. When administered to normal animals it

increases circulating free fatty acids (FFA) and

plasma glucose, and decreases circulating

triglycerides and nonsaponifiable lipids. One

FMS fraction depresses feed intake, and another

enhances circulating FFA.
Evans found FMS activity in aqueous ex-

tracts of _xcreta from chronically accelerated

chickens, but not in the excreta of gravity-con-

trois [195]. On the basis of chemical behavior

(extraction and inactivation) the acceleration-

induced FMS activity has a basis similar to that

found in lipodystrophic or fasting humans. Thus,

the mechanism of fat loss accompanying chronic

acceleration may result from stimulus to the

pituitary or hypothalanfic region of the brain,

resulting in overproduction of FMS. Since re-

duction in body fat is proportional to field

strength, it appears that increments of accelera-

tion produce approximately equal increments of

FMS production. And since any mechanical

effect on this region of the brain would be pro-

portional to field strength, it appears that the

acceleration-related stimulus for FMS production

may be mechanical and direct.

Water

Based on the classical Starling hypothesis for

regulation of tissue water (balance between

hydrostatic and osmotic pressures), increases in

tissue hydration might be anticipated as a result
of increases in the ambient acceleration field.

There are few measurements of water content of

tissues and organisms exposed to chronic ac-

celeration. Generally, an increased hydration is

indicated-however, the observations are not

entirely consistent.

In chickens, carcass relative water content

(water content ratio: experimental/control)

increases hyperbolically with increasing acceler-

ation field strength (G) Fig. 6:

W _ = 1.095 -- 0.244 e - 0.gs(; (20)

Inverse changes in hydration and fat con-

tent are anticipated even at normal gravity be-

cause of the lesser water content of adipose

tissue [115, 151]. Comparisons of carcass fat

and water content among individuals receiving
similar treatments indicated a rectilinear rela-

tionship between these components:

water = a -- b (fat)

where: a represents the hydration (% water)

of lean tissue- the Pace constant; and, a (100- b)

is the approximate water content of the adipose

component. For various acceleration fields,

such analyses indicate that tissues of chroni-

cally accelerated individuals have greater hydra-

tion which is unrelated to changes in fat con-

tent. Increase in tissue hydration is consistent

with the greater relative plasma volumes.

Metabolism

Chronic acceleration increases the weight-to-

mass ratio so that an exposed animal of 1-kg

body mass may weigh 2 or 3 kg. Since weight,

rather than mass, is the determinant of mechani-

ca1 work, chronically accelerated animals expend

more energy for equivalent tonus, locomotion,

and the like, which increases their metabolic

requirements.

Feed Intake Maintenance Requirement

The immediate response to acceleration is a

marked decrease in feed intake and growth.

Later increased ad libitum feed intake rates have

been reported for rats [42, 144. 145. 210, 211]
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andforchickens[202,205].Growthratesofpair-
fed miceatnormalgravityweregreaterthanfor
thosein increasedaccelerationfields,up to
5 G-indicatingan increasedmetabolismin the
latter[237].

Maintenancefeed requirements4 at several
accelerationfieldintensitieshavebeenreported
forchickens[202].Theseindicatethatmetabolic
requirementsincreasewith field strengthto a
maximumbetween2-2.5G,thendeclinetoward
limit of accelerationtolerance(3 G) (Fig. 7).
In the extremefields,metabolicrequirements
maybecomelessthroughdecreasedmobility,
lessermechanicalwork, and lower bodyfat,
sincefat synthesisrequiresabout20%more
energythan synthesisof leanbodysubstance
[261.
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FIGURE7.--Influence of the ambient acceleration field upon
the maintenance requirements of chickens [202].

The feed energy required to maintain a constant body
mass (with a fixed composition) approximates the energy
metabolism [26, 112]. The procedure can be refined by mea-
suring metabolizable feed intake (feed less excreta), which is
simplified in birds due to their single phase excreta.

Up to 2.5 G, the maintenance requirements may

be related rectilinearly to field strength:

F_; = FM+ kG (21a)

where: F(: is the maintenance feed intake rate

(g feed/kg body mass. day-1) in an acceleration

field of G strength; F._I is the feed intake rate

which is mass determined (where G=0); and,

k is the proportionality constant. Regressions

of the maintenance feed requirements [Equation

21a] on field strengths indicate:

maintenance feed: Fc=26.6+9.6 G (21b)

maintenance metabolizable feed:

Fu= 17.3 +6.5 G (21c)

Thus, about 27% of the maintenance require-

ment of chickens is determined by Earth gravity:

16 kcal/kg mass • G-' • day-'. As a physically

determined requirement, this should apply

generally, irrespective of body size, and in ani-

mals of 75-kg mass, gravity would require

1200 kcal/d. Since the metabolic rates of 75-kg

animals are 2500-3000 kcal/d, the gravity-

determined component constitutes 40-50%

of the metabolic energy. This is in good agree-

ment with the energetic requirement for normal

ambulation of young men at normal gravity

[16]. Kleiber [113], utilizing preliminarily reported

results with chickens [199], estimated the in-

fluence of gravity on the energetic requirements

of larger animals on the basis of isokinetic

behavior. He concluded that 40% of the energy

metabolism of 70-kg animals would be gravity-
determined under natural conditions.

Intermediate Metabolism

Changes in the metabolic pattern also have

been reported at the intermediate level. Feller

et al [65, 66] studied the metabolism of labeled

acetate by liver slices, in vitro, of rats previ-

ously exposed for a year to acceleration fields

up to 4.7 G. Liver lipid concentrations decreased
(-18%) at 4.7 G, but not at 3.6 G, and the in-

corporation of acetate into nonsaponifiable

lipid increased (Fig. 8). This differential incorpo-

ration of the tracer also is proportional to changes

in concentrations of saponifiable and nonsaponi-
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FIGURE 8.-Fatty acid content and metabolism of acetate by
liver tissue from rats previously accelerated for approxi-
mately 1 year. Acetate labeled in the C-1 or C-2 position
was used in separate experiments to determine their
utilization or distribution [65, 66].

fiable lipids in tissue. Acceleration differentially
affected the fate of the two acetate-carbon atoms.

At normal gravity, C-1 and C-2 were equally

incorporated into fat, but at 4.7 G, 42% more of

the C-2 followed this pathway. Acceleration had

less effect on the appearance of acetate-carbon

atoms in free fatty acids, or in COz.

The activities of enzymes involved in lipid

and carbohydrate metabolism were examined by

Evans et al [63, 64] in muscle and liver tissue-

with changes encountered only in the liver.

Glucose-6-phosphatase, a key enzyme of glu-

coneogenesis, is approximately doubled in

activity (+90%) at low fields (1.75 G) but this

decreased as field strength increased (to + 42%

at 2.5 G). Malic and citrate cleavage enzymes,

important to lipid synthesis, behaved similarly

to glucose-6-phosphatase, increasing at low

field strength, and then decreasing, until at

3 G their activity was less than in the gravity
controls.

Changes in enzyme activities observed under

various acceleration fields apparently correspond

with changes observed in energy metabolism.

It remains to be determined if the changes are

specific to acceleration, or regulated by the

animal's metabolic status.

Alpha-glycerol phosphate dehydrogenase

undergoes changes unlike the other enzymes

examined. In birds, that tolerate 3 G asympto-

matically, its activity increases greatly-to more
the control level-but returns to normal values

after a cycle of stress and adaptation. Since the

fatty acid-forming enzymes (malic and citrate

cleavage) have low activity in asymptomatic

birds, it was considered unlikely that its function

was toward triglyceride synthesis. It may serve

to recover glycerol for gluconeogenesis, enhanc-

ing energy utilization.

Evans concluded that during chronic accelera-

tion, fat becomes mobilized, and less of it is

synthesized; this becomes most pronounced in

individuals who become physiologically stressed.

With physiologic adaptation, changes appear to

permit the bird to return to a normal lipid utiliza-

tion and synthesis, but with an increased carbohy-

drate utilization. However, even after adaptation,

the body fat pool is not restored.

The influence of previous exposure to fields of

2.76 or 4.15 G, for as much as 3 months, on the

carbohydrate metabolism of the isolated rat dia-

phragm at Earth gravity has been reported [50].

Diaphragm tissue incubated with uniformly

labeled glucose indicated that chronic accelera-

tion increased glucose uptake by 31%, and glu-

cose oxidation by 101%. No influence of the

treatment on glycogen deposition was observed.
Chronic acceleration also increased the sensi-

tivity of diaphragm to insulin, its influence on

glucose uptake in the centrifuged animals being
double that of their controls.

Thermoregulation

Rats exhibited a depression of deep body tem-

perature on exposure to acceleration, and pro-

portional in degree to field strength [148, 150].

The duration of this hypothermia (3--4 days)

closely paralleled the acceleration-induced an-

orexia. With a repeated exposure, lesser hypo-

thermia was elicited-and acceleration-adapted

animals maintained their body temperature.

With larger homoiotherms (rabbits and dogs), no

influence of chronic acceleration on deep body

temperature was found [149]. Whether this repre-

sents a species difference in thermoregulatory
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function,or whetherit shouldbe considered
merelya similitude-relateddifferentialcooling
isnotclearatthistime.

of baroreflexes.Hemodynamicresponsesto
brief hypoxiaindicatedrepressionof chemore-
flexes.

SystemicResponses
The mostfruitful investigationsof chronic

accelerationeffectswill, perhaps,bethose deal-

ing with functional properties of organ systems.

Since these are subject to regulating mechanisms

which generally have rapid response times,

examining them will require observations on

operating centrifuges. However, remoteness

factors become quite important to such observa-

tions, and advanced instrumentation procedures,

similar to those required for physiologic research

in orbiting satellites, must be employed. For

these reasons, most of the currently active

chronic acceleration research programs have

been oriented toward less rapidly responsive

phenomena which can be studied adequately
with observations before and after treatment.

Such procedures are quite suitable to evaluations

of pathology, anatomic change, growth, and feed

intake. Physiologic measurements have been

made on chronically accelerated animals after

their return to normal gravity, which, however,
are difficult to rationalize in terms of the centri-

fuging animal.

Circulation

Duling [56, 57] examined aspects of circulatory

function at Earth-gravity, in anaesthetized rats
previously shbjected to a 3.2-(; field for 4 weeks.

Femoral venous pressure decreased by about

10% and femoral arterial pressure increased by

15%-only the latter was statistically significant.

Pressure-flow relationships in the posterior

portions of the rats were measured by cannula-

ting the abdominal aorta below the renal artery,
which indicated a 20% decrease in basal resis-

tance (result of vascular geometry and blood

viscosity), but the myogenic resistance was
doubled.

Measurements of resistance at various blood

pressures (obtained by administering acetyl-
choline and epinephrine) indicated a twofold or

threefold increase in the functional properties

Renal Function

Bengele [13, 14] and Bengele and Wunder [15]

observed that in rats, a transient (3-day) de-

crease in water intake followed by increased

water intake and excretion, were quantitatively

similar at 1.7 and 3 G. In the period of polyuria,

plasma ADH decreased, but no change was

observed in daily solute excretion.

A more complex influence of chronic accelera-

tion on urinary excretion in mice was reported by

Wunder et al [243]. No effect was noted during

3-24 days at 2 G-but at 4 G there was marked

polyuria.

RESPONSE OF ANIMALS TO A

DECREASED ACCELERATION FIELD

Observations of previously centrifuged animals

upon return to Earth gravity have been a rather

routine part of chronic acceleration research.

From these, it appears that responses to a reduc-
tion in the ambient acceleration field are not

mirror images of those accompanying a quan-

titatively equivalent increase, in the field. There

have been, to our knowledge, neither research

data nor reports of a condition of physiologic

stress accompanying a decreased acceleration.

On the contrary, animals suffering from chronic

acceleration sickness, which may have been

slowly induced, recover rapidly at Earth gravity

[33]. Also, there appear to be no residual physio-

logic effects in animals at normal gravity from
previous adaptation to chronic acceleration.

For example, rats adapted to 3 (, had the same

radiosensitivity as controls, when simuhan-

eously returned to Earth gravity and subjected to

whole-body x-irradiation [42] although there was

strong interaction between simultaneous irradia-

tion and centrifugation.

Postural Changes

After chronic centrifugation, animals exhibit

modification of posture upon return to normal

gravity. Deaccelerated chickens generally as-
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sumea forwardtilting of the bodyintoaduck-
likestance[203].In someanimals,deacceleration
was accompaniedby transientdisorientation,
whichincludedataxia,opisthotonus,andsomer-
saulting[33,2031.Theincidenceof thesepost-
centrifugationresponsesvaried considerably
amongthe strains observed,and breeding
experimentsindicatedthatit washighlyheritable.
That this abnormalbehavioris inducedbythe
reductionof the accelerationfield ratherthan
by tangentialdeceleration,is indicatedby its
readyreversaluponrecentrifugation.Otherwise,
suchposturaldifficultiespersistfor perhaps12
hours at Earth gravity.Lack of labyrinthine
involvementin thesedebilitiesis indicatedby
the evidentabsenceof nystagmus,nor could
one be elicitedby rotatorystimulation[232].
The characteristicallyinvertedhead position
in birdswith posturaldifficultiessuggestedthat
an abnormalotolithicresponse,withasensation
of inversion,might be responsibleA similar
phenomenon,an inversion illusion, has been

reported in humans during brief weightlessness

with a similar explanation offered [86].

Work Capacity

The functional significance of mass ratios of

paired antagonistic muscles was examined to

determine if muscle groups, adjusted to a par-

ticular acceleration field, could perform well or

efficiently when transferred to a different field.

These studies were prompted by the considerable

difficulty encountered with the performance of

extravehicular activity in the USA Gemini series.

It was considered possible that the influence of
the ambient field on extensor-flexor muscle mass

ratio [30] might be a factor in the problem.
Animals adapted to 1.75 or 2.5 G were exercised

to exhaustion at weekly intervals, on a treadmill

at normal gravity [34]. being returned to the cen-

trifuge after each exercise test. Learning or

adjustments appear necessary to exercise in a

reduced-gravity environment. However, with

some experience, animals from hyperdynamic

environments greatly outperformed Earth gravity

controls (Fig. 9). It appears that extensor (anti-

gravity) muscle size, which generally is propor-
tional to the acceleration field of residence, is

the ultimate determinant of exercise capacity.

Earth-gravity
control

_"_6 mo at
1.75G

Test
no.

J
1

2

3
I II I i ,, _ , i I I ,, I

50 100 150

Exercise capacity, min

FIGURE 9.-Exercise capacity nf chronically accelerated
animals at Earth gravity. Running time to exhaustion on a
level treadmill operating at 130 ft/min (39 m/min) is shown.
Tests were taken at weekly intervals, with accelerated
animals remaining on the centrifuge between tests [34].

Growth

The growth repression that usually accom-

panies chronic acceleration is rapidly reversed

with reduction in the acceleration field strength,

and growth deficits tend to be restored. Super-

ficially, this resembles retention of the growth

potential during periods of malnutrition, first

recognized as the equifinality of growth by

Osborne and Mendel in 1915 [143]. It appears

that the greater acceleration field "resets" the

standard towards which growth proceeds-

and with its removal, the normal growth standard

is restored, without apparent effect from the

previous treatment. It is indicated in Figure 3

that the growth kinetics appropriate to the am-
bient field are assumed within a week after

change in acceleration intensity. Even after a
stable mature size has been reached in chron-

ically accelerated animals, appropriate growth

is resumed when returned to Earth gravity. For

chickens (animals of 2-kg body mass) about 60

days are required for the change in body size
when the acceleration field is lowered from 2 to

1 G (about 30 days, from 1.5 to 1 G). In all likeli-

hood, scale effects apply to readjustments in

body mass and composition (perhaps to physio-

574-270 O - 75 - 11
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logic phenomena generally) following reduction
in the ambient acceleration field.

Information necessary to evaluate scale effects

upon such postacceleration changes is not cur-

rently available. However, size relationships
have been found in the rates at which excesses

or deficits of body constituents are resolved

(e.g. following fasting or forced feeding) among

rats, rabbits, dogs, and man [1]. Generally, the

rate at which an imbalance is restored is propor-

tional to the natural variability of that constit-

uent-and the latter is generally inversely

related to body size. Consequently, large animals

tend to be "less plastic" than small ones and

generally undergo physiologic change at a slower

rate. Thus, equivalent processes that require

2 months for completion in a 2-kg animal (e.g.

chicken) may require 6 months or longer in a

75-kg animal (e.g. man).

Physiologic Deadaptation

Deacceleration studies indicate that decreasing

the ambient acceleration field changes both ana-

tomic and physiologic properties of animals-

but only to a level appropriate to the new field

intensity. The transition will be slow for some fac-

tors and include changes comparable to those

involved in physiologic adaptation to a hyper-

dynamic environment. However, processes sub-

ject to precise physiologic regulation will change

rapidly and the gravitational influences can be

studied during brief periods of unloading.

Matthews [129, 130] was able to utilize a free-fall

of 4 ft (120 cm) (producing 500 ins weightlessness)

to determine the effect of gravity-loading on

stretch reflexes. He found that the ankle-jerk re-

flex disappeared after 140 ms weightlessness.

Longer periods of weightlessness have been ob-

tained with parabolic flight in jet aircraft [39, 97],

during which the effect of removing gravity-
load has been examined in:

hemodynamic parameters [1711

maximal torque that can be exerted [229]

sensitivity of otolithic stimulation [245]

cupulometrie function [106]

precision in motor skills [46]

circulation time [225]

respiratory dynamics [68]

orientation of blind goldfish [5].

The general reversibility of environmentally

induced changes [22] indicates that as the animal

becomes adjusted to the new field, it will lose the

previously acquired physiologic adaptation to the

more intense field. This concept is of particular

importance to bioastronautics, since it implies

that, with protracted weightlessness, astronauts

will lose tolerance of Earth gravity, and must be
reconditioned before return to Earth. Evidence of

such gravity deadaptation was found in the Cos-

mos 110 dogs [122, 154].
Observations on the retention of acceleration-

adaptation in centrifuged animals returned to

Earth gravity [29, 197[ indicate that, although

hyperdynamic adaptation is lost, it is lost very

slowly. For example, if chickens adapted to a

2-G field are returned to Earth gravity, then

abruptly reexposed periodically to 2G for 24

hours, some index of retained adaptation can be

estimated from their lymphocytic response (in

comparison with similarly treated, but previously

unadapted controls). On this basis, it was esti-

mated that previously 2-G adapted chickens

retained about 70% of their physiologic adapta-

tion after 6 months of Earth gravity.

Pharmacologic maintenance of the gravity-

adapted state during space flight has been con-

sidered. The nature of anticipated changes with

physiologic deadaptation and the potential use-

fulness of counteracting drugs have been

reviewed recently [155].

PHYSIOLOGY OF HYPER- AND

HYPODYNAMIC FIELDS

The biologic consequences of weight can be

appreciated in several ways, from which the

response to alteration of gravity can be predicted.

Such scientific speculations have a long history.

Galileo in 1638 [70] and Spencer in 1863 [2091 con-

sidered the influence of buoyant immersion of

aquatic animals in terms of weightlessness, and

its effects on form and function. In 1827, Sir

Charles Bell also dwelt on the influence of grav-

ity on man. Sir William Crookes, a spiritualist as

well as physicist, considered the influence of

gravity and its alterations on human form and

!JC_ILITY OF THE
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function[49].Thompson[216]comparedthevar-

iations in form and function among animals of

different sizes, noting systematic scale relation-

ships which were interpreted in terms of gravity.

Thompson also speculated on the biologic

responses to a change in gravity.

More recently the effect of gravity has been

approached experimentally-loading and unload-

ing individuals and treating the induced changes

as resulting from an alteration of gravity [102,126,

217, 235]. Similar effects (symmetrical loading)

can be obtained with the technique of chronic

acceleration which simulates a change in grav-
ity. Resolution of results of chronic acceleration

experiments, involving several fields, can lead to

a mathematical prediction of the effects of

weightlessness (e.g. l_quations 11-17). Yuganov

[244] proposed that changes encountered during

brief weightlessness (provided by the parabolic

maneuver) can be interpreted to predict the

effects of chronic weightlessness. Although the

nature of the environmental change is the same,

the difference in duration would require assump-

tions on the nature of the response with continued

exposure. This is in contrast With chronic accel-

eration, where the duration of treatment may be

similar to that for chronic weightlessness (permit-

ting physiologic adaptation), but the nature of the

environmental change is different.

Any indirect estimate of the biologic effects of

weightlessness must be considered speculative-

and applied with caution. Although we may prefer

to heed Crookes' admonishment [49] "... the

prudent man shrinks from dogmatizing upon the

egg until he has seen the chicken" - the impor-
tance of avoiding surprises in bioastronautics may

not permit that luxury.

Continuity of Acceleration Phenomena

In the analysis of multifield chronic accelera-

tion data, the hypothesis is inherent that, there is

a continuous (or linear in the mathematical

sense) biologic effect of acceleration fields from

weightlessness (where G=O) to the tolerance

limit. This concept is, of course, uncertain and

will be resolved only by comparable (very long-

term) orbital experimentation. However, several

factors at present tend to support the likelihood

of the principle of continuity of biological effects
of acceleration.

(1) Continuity of the physical phenomenon,

and the dependent nature of biologic

responses:

All investigations indicate that the

independent variable in acceleration

experiments is the acceleration field,

and the biological changes induced are

purely dependent upon it. Earth gravity

is not a critical point (its value is not zero),

and there is continuity of the physical

phenomenon from zero to the limit of

biologic tolerance. Consequently, it is

most logical to assume that there is

similar continuity of the dependent bio-

logic phenomena over the tolerable range
of acceleration fields.

(2) Continuity of biologic phenomena in

short-term weightlessness:

There is relationship between the

effects of short- and long-term exposure
to chronic acceleration, the former induc-

ing biologic stress to which the latter

provides physiologic adaptation. The

only experiments performed so far involv-

ing both weightlessness and hyper-

dynamic environments (to 3 G) were

carried out by Roman et al [171], using

the parabolic maneuver in high-perform-

ance aircraft and in greater fields with

human centrifuges. He examined hemo-

dynamic parameters in humans during a

45-second test period and found no dis-

continuity between weightless and supra-

gravity conditions. This continuity of

short-term effects tends to support the

likelihood of similar continuity between

chronic acceleration and weightlessness
effects.

(3) General nature of biologic regulation,

which tends to be continuous:

If there is no continuity of biologic

response between subgravity and supra-

gravity conditions, this would be contrary

to the general pattern of biologic regula-

tory mechanism. It would mean that there

are different and discontinuous regulatory

mechanisms for fields greater and lesser
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than Earth gravity, which would be bio-

logically unique.

Qualifications must be made to the concept of

continuity of acceleration effects. Some processes

may become saturated by very low fields (< 1 G),
so that they would appear to be acceleration-

insensitive in hyperdynamic environments. Other

mechanisms (dependent on asymmetric density

distribution) may require a minimum field-a

threshold-for orientation, and in lesser fields

their acceleration responses would be completely

unpredictable. For example, a field of 0.05 G is

required to orient hens' egg yolks [194], about the

same order as the threshold stimulus for the

gravity-sensing otolith. The geotropic response of

plants requires a field of 0.001 G [77]. Con-

sequently, in lesser fields, these systems would

not appear to be acceleration-responsive.

Centrifuges and Satellites

Biologic responses to chronic acceleration are

of obvious importance (and economy) in identify-

ing phenomena which should be examined in

orbital experiments-i.e, those factors that are

acceleration-responsive. How far centrifuge re-

suits can predict the results of satellite experi-

ments depends on the continuity of acceleration

phenomena, which has already been discussed.

If the biologies of the two gravity states are un-

related, then chronic acceleration studies will be

of only limited usefulness with regard to the bio-

logic effects of weightlessness. However, if there

is general continuity of biologic effects in fields

above and below Earth gravity, then chronic

acceleration will provide a background of in-

formation, and perhaps principles, for interpreta-

tion of satellite experiments. But, in either case,

both kinds of information will be necessary to

develop a rational science. If all the information

of gravitational biology is limited to two points-

weightlessness and Earth gravity-no generaliza-

tion will be possible. Satellite experiments are

equally important; without them, gravitational

biology will have no foundation. There is also a

practical link between centrifuges and satellites.

Since both techniques deal with artificial weight

conditions, and impose remoteness factors on

the experimenter, chronic acceleration research

could provide an excellent intermediate train-

ing function for space investigators.

The complemental nature of studies on chronic

exposure to weightlessness or to increased accel-

eration fields, with regard to understanding the

biologic effect of Earth gravity, has been dis-

cussed also by Gazenko and Gurjian [73].

Human Chronic Acceleration

Although chronic acceleration studies with

small homoiotherms can contribute to the devel-

opment of gravitational biology, there will be limi-

tations in their application to man. Satisfactory

progress contributing to gravitational medicine

will require chronic acceleration studies with

humans. For such experimentation, it would be

desirable to develop fields of approximately 1.5-

2G, while limiting the rotation rates to 20°-30°/s,

which can be tolerated even on a planar basis

[87]. To meet these requirements, a centrifuge

would have a diameter of 300-600 ft and could be

provided by self-propelled cars operating on a

circular tract. By switching cars on and off the

track, and transferring subjects between them,

hyperdynamic exposure for a year would be quite
feasible.

A particularly important aspect of such

research would be determining the adaptational

capacity rate of humans to chronic acceleration.

This could be estimated from a series of experi-

ments in which subjects become exposed to a par-

ticular accelerative force, each at a different rate

(Fig. 10). As long as the accelerative force is low,
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FIGURE 10.--Adaptational capacity to accelerative force.
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there probably would be little difference in

response between the acceleration schedules.

However, with greater forces, untoward changes

would probably be evident with the greater rates

of change. Consequently, a curve could be drawn

for human adaptational capacity, as exemplified

in Figure 10. This description may be over-

simplified, since the onset of symptoms may be

substantially later than the exposure which pro-

duced them. However, with interpretation, the

data would permit a statement of adaptational

capacity to hyperdynamic environments which

otherwise would be lacking. Such information

would become applied in readapting gravity-

deconditioned astronauts to Earth gravity, neces-

sarily involving an orbiting centrifuge, and

exposing the astronauts to an increasing accelera-

tion field. Adaptational capacity rate between 1

and 1.5 G should bear some relationship to that

between weightlessness and normal gravity. The

latter should not occur in lesser time, nor at a

lesser rate, which would allow a "ball-park"

estimate of the optimum schedule for readapting

deconditioned astronauts to Earth gravity. The

observations and symptoms where the adapta-

tional capacity had been exceeded would be of

particular importance; these would furnish valu-

able check points for monitoring astronauts

during any readaptation process.

The rate at which individuals lose physiologic
adaptation to an acceleration field would be

important also. When related to Earth gravity this
rate would permit an estimate of the maximum

duration of weightless exposure compatible with

a direct return to Earth. This could be studied

with human subjects that had become adapted to

an environment of 1.5 or 2.0 G, perhaps after

exposure for many months or a year. Upon return

to Earth gravity, their loss of tolerance to the

hyperdynamic field could be estimated serially. In

all likelihood, such loss of physiologic adaptation

would bear some relationship to loss of tolerance

to Earth gravity during protracted weightless-

ness-it should not occur in a shorter time, nor

at a lesser rate (Fig. 11). This information would

permit a "ball-park" estimate of the rate of

deadaptation to normal gravity, during weightless-

ness. From determination of the degree of loss of

adaptation that would make the subjects toxic

upon return to the higher field, it should also be

possible to make an estimate of the duration of

space probes compatible with a direct Earth
return.
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Chapter 5

PROLONGED LINEAR AND RADIAL ACCELERATIONS 1

P. V. VASIL'YEV AND A. R. KOTOVSKAYA

Ministry of Health USSR, Moscow

Aviation and space medicine specialists have

centered their attention for many years on the

influence of accelerations on the human body. A

vast number of investigations has been made into

the nature and degree of manifested reactions

by body systems to various acceleration param-

eters, establishment of tolerance thresholds,
determination of basic mechanisms of disorders

caused by acceleration, and determination of

means and methods to increase body stability to

acceleration. A great deal of accumulated material

on these problems is found in textbooks [8, 94,

189] and summarized in monographs [73, 94, 175,
195]. The effects of acceleration sometimes reach

the limits of physiologic tolerance, and may cause

not only significant disruptions in man's work

capacity, but also certain pathologic changes.

Increased interest in recent years in the effects

of acceleration on the human body resulted from

the need to solve pressing problems related to

spacecraft flight support. These flights are

characterized by specific peculiarities, which are

analyzed in this chapter.

1 Translation of, Vliyaniye na Organizm Dlitel'nykh

Lineynykh i Radial'nykh Uskoreniy, Volume 2, Part 2,

Chapter 2 of, Osnov_ Kosmicheskiy Biologii i Meditsiny

(Foundations of Space Biology and Medicine). Moscow,

Academy of Sciences USSR, 1973.

Sincere appreciation is expressed to E. M. Roth, E. G.

Teichner, and R. L. Craig for their objective review of the

work on this chapter.

The medical problems of acceleration, related

to the introduction of new aviation equipment,

could form the subject of a special analysis.

These problems are touched upon in this chapter

only as necessary. Limited space prevents as

complete a discussion as might be desirable on

all problems concerning the effects of accelera-

tions on the body. Problems relating to long-term

(weeks, months, or years) effects of increased

gravitation, causing not only physiologic but also

pronounced morphologic changes in the body,

are not discussed. Results of these important

investigations were touched upon in the pre-

ceding chapter, Principles of Gravitational Bi-

ology (Volume II, Part 2, Chapter 4). Finally,

data on the effects of alternating accelerations,

or combined effects with other flight factors, are

not studied. A great deal of material is presented

briefly in the form of individual statements with-

out analysis or corresponding references to the

literature. However, within the space allotted, as

much information as possible is presented, of

possible use for specialists involved in space-

flight support.

CLASSIFICATION AND TERMINOLOGY

Acceleration occurs when the velocity or

direction of motion of a body changes. The mag-

nitude of acceleration, measured in m/s 2 or as a

multiple of the ratio of the velocity of a body

163
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failing freely in airless space (9.81 m]s2), is

determined to a great extent by the force acting

upon the body and its mass. This is represented

by the letter g (the first letter in the Latin word

gravitas-i.e., gravity). An acceleration of 35

m/s 2, for example, can be rounded off and ex-

'pressed as 3.5 g.
This chapter is concerned only with linear

and radial accelerations. Linear accelerations

occur when the rate of motion of a body is in-

creased or decreased without a change in its

direction. Radial or centripetal accelerations

occur when the direction of motion of a body is

changed-one of the clearest examples is the

acceleration noted in a centrifuge or when an

aircraft executes a turn during a dive. Linear

and radial accelerations, depending on the time

of application, are arbitrarily divided into impact

acceleration (up to tenths of a second) and long-

term acceleration, which is further classified [72,

73, 178].
The direction of the inertial force is always

opposite to the direction of acceleration. The

term G-load (inertial force) is frequently used in
medicine and biology. The G-loads have no di-

mensions and are expressed in relative units,

which essentially show the number of times the

weight of a body has been increased by a given

acceleration in comparison to ordinary terres-

trial gravitation, i.e., it is the ratio of its dynamic

weight to its static weight at rest or during

linear motion [95].
A distinction is made between longitudinal

and transverse G-loads, depending on the direc-
tion of action of G-loads in relation to the vertical

axis of the body. If the G-load vector is directed

from head to feet, it is called a positive G-load; if it

is from feet to head, it is called a negative G-load.

Furthermore, a distinction is made between trans-

verse (back-chest and chest-back) and lateral

(side-side) G-loads. The direction of the G-load

vector is significant for determining the nature of

the body's response reactions. Unfortunately,

there is still no unified terminology and classifi-

cation of accelerations, which frequently leads to

erroneous interpretations of identical facts and

causes difficulties in understanding certain

material in the literature.

The table of terminological equivalents

accepted by representatives of a number of

countries with membership in the Aerospace

Committee on Problems of Acceleration [162] is

worthy of attention. Although it does not cover all
aspects of this important problem, the table can

still be useful in the practical activity of re-
searchers.

Only the relevant portion of a more complete

table is presented in Table 1, data which relate

directly to the problems under discussion here.

Following recommendations of the Aerospace

Committee, all terminology is divided into two

main groups: columns A and B. Column A, which

presents two varieties of terminology on accelera-

tions most frequently used in astronautics, is
based on the direction of acceleration of a mass.

In column B, the terms are based on the inertia

of organs, tissues, and fluids in an undamaged

body. In the system of coordinates used, the

z-axis passes through the body's center of gravity
parallel to the spine. The action of an inertial

force along the z-axis in the direction downward,

from head to pelvis, is represented by the symbol

+Gz (physiologically positive acceleration or

positive G-load); the action of these forces in the

opposite direction is represented by -- Gz (physio-

logically negative acceleration or negative G-load);

the symbol +Gx indicates that the force of

gravity is directed transversely from chest to

back (chest-back G-load), while the symbol--Gx

represents a G-load in the back-chest direction.

Lateral transverse accelerations are represented

as +Gy (right to left) and -Gy (left to right).

The center of gravity of a flight vehicle and the

direction of axes in the system of coordinates do

not coincide with the center of gravity and the

direction of the corresponding axes of the pilot's

body, relative to which vectors of inertial effects

on the body are calculated. Thus, in evaluating

technical acceleration graphs of a flight vehicle

from the standpoint of man's ability to tolerate

acceleration, the peculiarities of the physiologic

terminology as concerns inertial effects on the

body must be kept in mind. However, in this

table a number of important factors related to the

effects of acceleration on the body are not con-

sidered (time of action, rise gradient, and so

forth), which require further refinement of termi-

nology and classification [178].
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A
Y

._---_A x

A
Z

TABLE 1.--Acceleration Terminology [77]

Head-feet Negative G

Lateral right t Lateral right

Back-chest Chest-back Supine G---- -- --Prone G Y

/ L._' A_p Transverse / L_p Gx ...._ (f_/

Lateral left [ Lateral left -A Transverse

Feet-head Positive G

Gz

kineaJr

motion

'orward

;ackward

Ypward

)ownward

light

,eft

A

Direction of acceleration

Aviation symbols

(System I)

--a z

+az

d-ay

--ay

Descriptive terms
of acceleration

(System II)

Back-chest

acceleration

Chest-back

acceleration

Foot-head

acceleration

Head-toot

acceleration

Acceleration to

right
Acceleration to

left

B
Inertial resultant g-load on body

Physiological
terms (System III) _

Transverse

A-P, G

Transverse

P-A, G

Pronel, back-chest
Positive G

Negative G

Lateral left G

Physiological

symbols (System IV)

+Gx

--Gx

+Gz

--G z

d'-Gy

--GyLateral right G

Local descriptive

terminology

Eyeballs in

Eyeballs out

Eyeballs down

Eyeballs up

Eyeballs left

Eyeballs right

1In system III, the letter G is used as a unit to express the inertial resultant acceleration of the entire body, a multiple of
the value of acceleration resulting from the force of gravity go = 980.665 cm/s 2. A-P = anterior-posterior; P-A = posterior-anterior.

OVERALL EFFECTS ON THE BODY

Man's reaction to acceleration is determined

by a number of important factors, such as the

amount of acceleration, time of its action, rise

rate and direction of the G:!oad vector in relation-

ship to the trunk, as well as the body's initial

functional state, which depends on many external

and internal medium conditions [72,228].

Body changes may result from barely detecta-

ble functional shifts to extremely severe states,

and be accompanied by acute disorders in the

respiratory, cardiovascular, nervous, and other

systems. These disruptions may result not only

in loss of consciousness, but sometimes also in

pronounced morphologic changes. An individual

subjected to accelerations experiences a feeling

of heaviness in the entire body, pains in chest or

stomach, initial dimculty in moving (and subse-

quent complete inability to move), particularly

the extremities. The soft tissues and a number of

internal organs are displaced in the direction of

the inertial force's application. Depending on the

density (specific gravity) of the internal organs,

their location, and elasticity of their connections

with the surrounding tissues, the nature of the

disruptions may differ. Since the most mobile

tissues in the body are blood and tissue fluids,

hemodynamic disruptions have a leading position

in the genesis of physiologic shifts under G-loads.
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Displacement of internal organs and their de-
formation are also significant, which result not

only in functional changes in these organs, but
also in unusual afferentation to the central

nervous system (CNS), frequently disrupting its

regulating and corrective functions.

Under great accelerations, disorders of vision
are observed. The nature and degree of manifesta-

tion of these disorders are determined not only

by the amount of acceleration, but also by the

direction of its application in relationship to the

body's main vessels. With further increases in the

magnitude or time of applying acceleration, loss

of consciousness, convulsions, and death may

occur; but if acceleration is interrupted, there is

gradual normalization of all functions.

MAN'S RESISTANCE

TO ACCELERATIONS AND

EVALUATION OF CRITERIA

Body resistance to acceleration effects depends
on the nature of the tolerance criterion selected.

Therefore, the boundaries of survivability and

limits of physiologic resistance are distinguished

and evaluated on the basis of initial signs of

disruptions in activity of various functional

systems. Boundaries of survivability are deter-

mined only in animal experiments. As applicable

to man, subjective and objective symptoms are

used to estimate limits of resistance. The upper

threshold of subjective resistance is the limit of

the subject's ability to withstand the physical
and emotional discomfort associated with ac-

celeration effects. Vision disruption, pain, fatigue,

and severe difficulty in breathing are most

frequently encountered. Investigation of the limit

of resistance is quite difficult, however, when
the criterion of tolerance used must be sub-

jective sensations.

To determine tolerance to +Gz acceleratory

stress, estimations should be based on grayout or

blackout, reliable precursors of fainting. Head-

ache and lacrimation are equivalent precursors for

-Gzi stress. The redout visual disorders observed

by certain pilots during flights also serve as pre-

cursors with -Gz stress. However, neither Soviet
nor US researchers have succeeded in observing

redout symptoms during many years of centrifuge
studies.

The limiting symptoms for transverse accelera-

tions may be visual disorders, dyspnea, discom-

fort, and pain, which practically cannot be given

a standard evaluation. Even a significant criterion

such as grayout is variable both for different

people and for the same person on different days.

Multiple petechial hemorrhages resulting from

increased permeability of various etiologic

vessels may interrupt acceleration studies.
Cessation of acceleration application would be

required by such important indicators as dis-

orders of cardiac activity and respiration, dis-

ruption of the subject's ability to control, and

presyncopal signs.

Critical states of the body (loss of conscious-

ness, collapse, sudden changes in cardiac

activity, hemorrhaging in organs, pulmonary

atelectasis, and so forth) may arise in certain

situations during acceleration and, in this sense,

characterize man's survival ability. Objective

criteria of man's acceleration tolerance most

frequently used are the indicators related to
visual disorders: nonreaction to light signals

[39, 90, 91, 125, 126, 211h, disrupted oculomotor
mobility preceding blackout, loss of ability to

hAlow a given object [28], and others.
Criteria of acceleration tolerance should be

differentiated according to basic (or leading),

supplementary, and prognostic. For example,

under + G_ stress, the basic or leading resistance
tolerance criteria are visual disorders in the form

of grayout or blackout, and mmreaction to light

signals, which indicate ahnost total loss of work

capacity and consciousness. A reduction in s_;s-

tolic pressure in the vessels of the concha

auriculae to 40-50 mm Hg and disappearance or

sharp reduction in oscillations of the ear pulse

precede loss of vision in a great majority. Thus,
these indicators can be included among prog-

nostic criteria [2101.

For + G_ acceleratory stress, when the gravito-

inertial component ahmg the bead-pelvis axis is

equal to 40% or more of the total stress, visual
disorders are also basic criteria for evaluation

of resistance. If the +Gz inertial component

is slight (10-20%), the basic and most reliable

criterion of the tolerance limit of +G_ stress

is cardiac activity disorder in the h_rm of

relative bradycardia, combined with other

' :_C_ILITY OF THE
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cardiac-rhythm disorders, loss of vision, and

dyspnea [113].

The criteria or symptom complex of signs, on
the basis of which resistance to accelerations is

estimated, may be formally identical for a given

position, but at the same time may have different

significance for the body. For example, under

+G x stress with the test subject in a position

where the angle of inclination of his seat back is

25 ° and 10 ° from the horizontal, manifest visual

disorders may appear, up to complete loss of

vision. In the first case, visual disorders precede

loss of consciousness, while in the second case,

the subject can tolerate 50% more +Gx stress,

while continuing to perform certain operations

with information input through the auditory

channel [16]. Consequently, the same symptom

visual disorders, in the first case indicates danger

to life, while in the second case, only work capa-
city is threatened. Therefore, in studies of man's

resistance to transverse acceleration effects,

evaluating the vital functions state, rather than

work capacity, is important. This criterion can be

basic and dominant in some cases, while in others

it may be supplementary or prognostic, and vice
versa.

Man's resistance to acceleration effects is

determined by a number of physical and physi-

ological factors. Among the significant physical

factors are the magnitude of acceleration, dura-

tion of application, direction of the acceleration's

resultant vector in relation to the longitudinal

axis of the body, acceleration rise gradient,

mode of application ("plateau" or "peak"), use

of protective systems and body restraints, posi-

tion of the body and extremities, and environ-

mental conditions (temperature, ambient pres-

sure, and others). The most important physiologic
factor is individual resistance, which is de-

pendent on health, age, training, psychologic

preparation, and motivation.

Permissible values and acceleration applica-

tion time are determined on the basis of physi-

ologic tolerability and the influence of acceleration

on man's ability to control his flight vehicle. The

physiologic limits of endurance and limits of work

capacity may be interrelated, but not neces-

sarily equal. As a rule, work capacity deteri-
orates before resistance limits are reached.
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nation of man's resistance limits to acceleration

effects in various directions, depending on mag-

nitude of acceleration and duration of application

(Fig. 1).

80-
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Time, min

FIGURE 1.--Man's resistance to the effects of acceleration in

various directions [45]. Mean data on +Gz (head to pelvis),

--Gz (pelvis to head), +Gx (chest to back),-G× (back to

chest) (direction of inertial forces).

Man is least resistant to the effects of--Gz

stress where inertial forces are directed along

the axis from pelvis to head, and most resistant to

+Gx stress where inertial forces are directed

from chest to back.

The physiologic tolerance of accelerations is

limited primarily by body reactions: redistribu-

tion of blood, mechanical hindrance of respira-

tion, and displacement and deformation of

internal organs. The more closely the direction

of acceleration components coincides with the

direction of the body's main blood vessels pass-

ing along the spine, the stronger the disruptions

of general hemodynamics. Thus, when accelera-

tions are applied along the body's longitudinal

axis, the redistribution of blood leads rather

quickly to signs of disruption in cerebral circula-

tion, which limits the duration of application.

General hemodynamic changes are signifi-

cantly less with transverse accelerations. This

factor essentially determines the position of the

astronaut when subjected to accelerations during

spacecraft launch and descent. It has been

established from studies that the +Gx direction,

when inertial forces act from chest to back,

must be considered optimal for acceleration
tolerance.

574-270 0 - 75 - 12
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Endurance Limits

The endurance limit is low for a strictly trans-

verse acceleration direction. Chest pains and

dyspnea have prevented reaching high values of
acceleration. When + Gx stress is applied while

resting flat on the back, the limit of resistance,

determined by pain and dyspnea, is at the level

of+8 Gx [13]. Elevation of the head and thorax

yields a positive effect-resistance increases,
and pain anddyspnea decrease. However,

placing the head and trunk at an angle results

in application of the inertial force in the direction

of the longitudinal axis of the body and the ap-

pearance of related symptoms of loss of vision
and consciousness. Consequently, an optimal

body position had to be found to provide an

intelligent compromise between man's phys-

ical capabilities and technically efficient accel-
eration modes.

In the search for the optimal position for space

flight, there was diligent study of man's resist-

ance, in various body positions, to the effects of

transverse accelerations [13, 31]. Resistance to

+Gx stress proved best with the seat back

inclined at an angle of 650-70 ° to the accel-

eration vector (or 200-25 ° to the horizontal), and

with knees at eye level and legs held in a sup-

porting chair [31I. With the extremities straight,

resistance was limited by severe knee pain.

However, in this position the primary disruptions

in the body's physiologic systems, which limit

man's resistance to acceleration, were quite

similar to disorders accompanying longitudinal

accelerations (-4-Gz stress), due to the high value

of the longitudinal component along the+Gz

axis. The limits of endurance in this case generally

were not over + 12 Gx.
In order to decrease the influence of the com-

ponent along the head-pelvis axis, seats were

tested with slight back elevation angles of

20-12 ° [17, 48, 55, 117]. Under these conditions,

it was possible to reach high values of accelera-

tion with rapid rise rates. Accelerations of 20.0 g

could be reached while spinning in a seat with

flat supporting surfaces, and 25.0 g accelerations

in a form-fining seat (acceleration rise rate

1.0-1.2 g/s) [48, 50]. Consequently, positioning

the body more horizontally in the seat increased

resistance limits. This position is now considered

optimal by most researchers [17, 91, 92,117,228].

When considering the effects of G-loads in the

-4-Gx direction, it is convenient to use the con-

cept of the effective physiologic angle (Fig. 2).

This angle is the sum of three angles: the seat
angle (SA), angle between the vertical line

through the spacecraft and the resulting forces

of the, accelerated apparatus (_), and aorta-

retina angle (ARA). The sum of the first two

angles forms the angle of the seat back inclina-
tion to the acceleration vector. The retina-aorta

angle is determined by lateral roentgenography
of the thorax and is enclosed between the lines

from the center of the heart to the retina and the

longitudinal anatomical axis of the body (-4-Gz

axis).

This angle averages 15 ° , fluctuating from 13 °

to 18 °. The aorta-retina angle is highly significant,

since it changes the direction and magnitude of

the acceleration component resulting in visual

disorders (the so-called effective retina-aorta

component of-4- Gz). For this reason, the value of

,X

SV

f

Q

RFV

FIGURE 2.--Position of astronaut and terminology suggested
by NASA Manned Spaceflight Center [51. ARA: aortal-
retinal-angle; ARP: aortal-retinal plane; ¢: angle between
resulting acceleration vector and vertical line of space-
craft; RFV: resultant vector of acceleration; SH: ship's
horizontal; SV: ship's vertical; VP: plane of spinal column;
SA: seat back angle; EPA: effective physiologic angle.
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theeffectivephysiologican_eallowspredicting
the resistancelimit determined by visual dis-

orders as a function of the inclination angle of the

seat back (Fig. 3). The effective retina-aorta

component of + Gz varies little during change in

a seat back angle of 60o-90 ° from horizontal.

With a 0° angle for the seat back, visual disorders

may arise because of an effective + Gz retina-

aorta component. Thus, data indicate that the

best compromise for tolerance of + Gx stress

is a horizontal seat position with angle

SA+E=8°-12 °, with the astronaut's hips bent

so that knees are elevated to eye level. In the

Apollo spacecraft, the angle of the seat back

(SA = 2° and E= 6.5 °) is 8.5 °.

Man's resistance to + Gx stress as a function

of acceleration value and position is presented in

Figure 4. Tolerance to peak accelerations, as

applicable to actual flight conditions, has been

fully studied. The profiles of maximum tolerable

+ Gx stresses of various modes are presented in

Figures 5 and 6. The dashed line in Figure 5

encloses the set of possible acceleration pro-

files related to space flight, all of which, according

to experimental studies, are tolerable [28, 46, 50,

51, 55, 133]. The acceleration rise rate is highly

significant. With regard to the effects of longitu-

dinal +Gz stresses, it has been established that

body tolerance for accelerations generally de-

creases with increasing rise rate [25]. A

nomogram, based on experimental material of

Stoll [206], shows the expected time grayout

100

> 80

¢/)

a:._ 60
t- -i
0 .'_'--

_ 20

_ 0

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

FIGURE 3.-Values of +Gz and +Gx acceleration vectors in
percent for any value of seat back angle [91]. Abscissa
shows angle of seat back in degrees from horizontal.

appears for a _.ven +Gz accclcratory stress

plateau and rise rate (Fig. 7).

Under transverse + Gx stresses, on the other

hand, slow rise rates decrease the value and time

of body resistance [31]. Opposite effects of
acceleration rise rate in these two directions

(+ Gz and + Gx) can probably be explained by the

significance of changes in general hemodynamics

due to head-pelvis inertial force. In the first case

(+Gz), it is primary, and in the latter case (+GO,

it is secondary. A slow increase in accelerations

allows the body to develop and utilize its com-

pensatory reactions more completely. Thus, when

+ Gz stresses are applied, this slow increase helps

to prevent or postpone critical situations, pri-

marily related td disruption of cerebral circula-

tion. When + Gx stresses are applied, the threat

that such situations might develop is signifi-

cantly less, while the increase in rise rate of

accelerations allows a gain in value and applica-

tion time without danger of loss of consciousness.

The effectiveness of using different +Gx

rise rates with the optimal position in a contoured

seat is shown in Figure 8: an increase in the rise

rate of accelerations allows attainment of higher

values-at 0.1 g/s,+ 12.0 Gx; at0.2 g/s,+14.0 Gx;

and at 1.0 g/s, + 26 G_. The total duration of

+Gx

20

15

10]

s-

1

0

G

12°

0o

III I I I I I I I I I I I
1 2 5 10 15 20 rain

FIGURE 4.-Tolerance time of man to transverse +Gx ac-
celeration as a function of seat back angle [17, 113, 117].
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application of transverse accelerations is not

less important than their value. The maximum

tolerable value of accelerations increase with

increasing acceleration rise rate from 0.1 to 1_0.

g/s because of reduction in application time of

high-value accelerations and absolute decrease in

application time of accelerations in general.

Man's resistance to the effects of -Gx stresses,

where inertial forces are directed from back

to chest, has been studied less; published

data on this problem are limited [31, 49, 50, 73J.

The most difficult problem when accelerations

are applied in this direction is providing body

restraint and optimal conditions for interaction

25
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FIGURE 5.--Maximurn tolerable acceleration profiles [461.
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with support. The body position and restraint

system determine primarily man's resistance to

these accelerations (Fig. 9).
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peak-type acceleralory stress with various rise rates [17,
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at which visual disorder arises: *-after centrifuge training.
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Acceleration Tolerances

Respiratory difficulties encountered with-Gx

acceleratory stresses are less than with -I-Gx.

However, since pressure is directed forward

unto the restraint system, pain and discomfort

arise with accelerations producing-8 Gx. The

position of the head has bearing on -- Gx stresses;

if the head is tilted forward, the hydrostatic

effect influences brain activity, causing tolerance

to --Gx to be still less. Another significant

peculiarity of these accelerations is vision dis-

ruption (fogging, loss of visual acuity), probably
resulting from abundant lacrimation. Extensive

data in the literature indicate distinct individual

variations in the level of man's resistance to
acceleration.

The individual resistance to acceleration is

determined by the initial functional state, age,
health, degree and nature of the muscular

system's development, and state of training for

G-loads. When -I-Gz stresses are applied, the

lowest resistance but highest lability of physio-

logic reactions is observed in test subjects

20-24 years of age (5.6 _ 0.3 Gz), while tolerance

to -t-Gz stress increases 0.5 G by age 30-39

(6.1 __+0.1 Gz), then decreases again (by 0.4 G)

between 40 and 49 years of age (5.7-+-0.1 Gz).
Acceleration tolerance becomes more stable

with increasing age, with a smaller range of

variation. Apparently, lower acceleration re-
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FIGURE 9.-Man's resistance to transverse -Gx acceleratory
stresses [73]. 1: "curled" position with fixation of body and
head; 2: "curled" position in suit with body, head, and
extremities restrained; 3: "supine" position on net support.

sistance at 20-24 years of age compared with

other age groups can be explained by the well-

known lability of the nervous-humoral mecila-

nisms of regulation observed at this age. On the

other hand, reduction in acceleration resistance

at 40-49 years of age (in Suvorov's opinion)

results to some extent from the body's aging and

accompanying variations inherent at this age.

For the effects of +Gx acceleratory stress,

dependence on age of toleration to -t-G× has not
been clarified.

The effectiveness of development of the body's

adaptive reactions to acceleration effects is also

determined by the degree of training. Accelera-
tion tolerance for +Gz averages 0.5 G higher

for pilots than for other professionals. Varia-

tions in the general state of health are also

significant. The least tolerance to -I-Gz stress
was detected where there were indications of

vascular-autonomic dystonia [210, 212]. The

primary reason for such reduced tolerance is

disruption of vascular tonus regulation. In con-

trast, with first-stage hypertension, there is

higher resistance to +Gz stress shown than with

vascular-autonomic instability. This results

from the corresponding increase in vascular

tonus, which provides favorable conditions for

maintaining arterial pressure at a high level.

The muscular system is relevant to develop-

ment of the body's compensatory reactions [11,

189]. When muscular tension is utilized, the

threshold of blackout in pilots under longitudinal

acceleration is increased by 1.0-2.0 Gz [237].

Tension of abdominal muscles, lower extremities,

and shoulder girdle increases body resistance to

accelerations by an average of 1.5--1.8 Gz. This

effect is apparently related not only to the more

favorable type of circulating blood redistribution

during the acceleration period, but also reflects

influences on cardiovascular system activity

[34, 35, 165, 186, 189, 210].

Composition of the ambient gas medium can

change man's acceleration resistance. Hypoxia

and an elevated oxygen content influence man's

endurance under longitudinal acceleration [39,

72, 73, 85, 144]. Degrees of hypoxia which can

be compensated by the organism (up to 3-4 km

altitude) have no significant influence on the

tolerance level for accelerations [63, 73]. Greater
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hypoxiareducesaccelerationresistance[25,123].
A deteriorationin toleranceto +Gx stresswas
shownin a study of the summaryeffectsof
hypoxiaandacceleration[18].

CO2contentin thegasmedium,in thebreath-
ingairinhaled,is alsosignificant.Anincreasein
toleranceto longitudinalaccelerationsof 0.5Gz
wasshownwhenair breathedcontained4-6%
CO2[147,177].Increasedresistanceto +Gx
stresswasnotedfollowing10min respiration
of air with 3% CO2, while prulong_d4-h
breathingof this mixturecauseddeteriora-
tion in accelerationtolerance[223].Thesparse
dataavailableon the gasmedium'sinfluence
onman'stoleranceto accelerationrequiresfur-
therdevelopment,whichis important,sincegas
mediumcompositionin sealedspacecraftcabins
mightchangeduringemergencies.

Thetemperaturefactorhasonlybeenstudied
relative to effectsof +Gz stress.Exposure
of manto highambienttemperatures(+55070°
C) reduced tolerance to +Gz by an average of

0.5-1.0 G [40, 87, 146]. Simultaneous exposure

to higher temperatures (40 ° C) and acceleratory

stress (+3 Gz for 1 min) led to deterioration in

human psychomotor activity [173], which was
evaluated on the basis of reaction time to light

signals, and numbers of errors. The severe water

loss and blood redistribution resulting from sur-

face vessel expansion obviously may influence

the circulating blood volume and thus deteriorate

the state of the body's cardiovascular system

[1711.

A special study was made of the influence of

dehydration (up to 3.6% body weight loss) on
man's tolerance to +Gz stress [87]. It was estab-

lished that hypohydration led to a 15-20% reduc-

tion in the tolerance time to -4-Gz. However, no

correlation was noted between the percent loss of

body weight, total blood volume, plasma volume,

and time of acceleration tolerance.

The influence of reduced temperature on
human acceleration tolerance has been studied

[1461. With blood temperature of 25°C in the

area of the foot, a slight, unreliable increase in

resistance to acceleration of +0.4 Gz was noted

in comparison to comfortable conditions.

Under spaceflight conditions, accelerations

may act on the human body in combination with

other flight factors-changes in gas environment,

temperature, radiation, and so forth. The influ-
ence of these factors may be brief or constant

throughout the flight, the end result depending on

time and force relationships.

Weightlessness occupies a special position

among spaceflight factors. The astronauts'

tolerance for accelerations, upon spacecraft

reentry into the Earth's atmosphere following

long periods of weightlessness, is particularly

important in planning long space flights. On

the one hand, body asthenia is possible by the

end of the flight, while on the other hand, acceler-

ations which might be great are generated upon

reentry into the atmosphere's dense layers (Fig.

10). The success of the entire expedition depends
on the astronaut's tolerance for accelerations

during the flight's final stage.
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FIGURE ]0.-Values of acceleration as a function of space-
craft reentry angle into dense layers of the atmosphere
during descent [48].

A reduction in gravitational influence (extended

time spent in the horizontal position) and mobility
limitations reduce man's resistance to orthostatic

effects, up to the development of precollaptoid

and collaptoid states. Studies concerned with

acceleration effects after weightlessness are

limited. Deterioration in man's resistance to

effects of +G_ stress was noted after many hours

in water [23, 28, 83, 84]; reduction in resistance

was 0.50-0.62 +Gz. In studies of +Gx accelera-
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tory stresses of peak type with a maximum of 8.0
G, reduction in acceleration tolerance was also

noted (unreliable), which was evaluated by a com-

pensatory tracking test [23]. Acceleration

tolerance in the position used in the Gemini

spacecraft was investigated [23]: following 28 d

strict bed rest, 22 test subjects were subjected

to +Gx stresses reaching a peak of 10.6 Gx,

according to the planned reentry schedule of

Gemini spacecraft. No reliable difference in the

level of individual resistance was found, which

was evaluated on the basis of disruptions in

central vision. However, an increase in stress on

the physiologic systems was observed, resulting

from acceleration as compared to initial data

(pulse rate increased by 35 + 20 beats/min).

Acceleration tolerance was practically un-

changed following 3 d of hypokinesia (simulating

weightlessness) [113, 116]. Increasing the

hypokinesia time caused reduction in resistance

to +Gx stress. Visual disruptions occurred
at lower values of acceleration than usual in

these tests (at +11.6±0.45 Gx and 13.6±0.35

Gx respectively) and became primary [113].

Aftereffects

Subjectively, acceleration effects following

weightlessness simulation were directly more

severe in all test subjects. Muscular weakness

with static stress was noted, also more difficult

respiration, and earlier development of visual

disorders, including total loss of vision. Following

hypokinesia, attaining equivalent acceleration

values was accompanied by higher functional

stress on the physiologic body systems than in

initial tests. Cardiovascular system reactions

were: an increase in tachycardia and subse-

quently, earlier development of bradycardia.

Progressive reduction of cardiac activity began,

following hypokinesia, at 2.8 Gx lower than during

usual living conditions (at +11.2±1.05 Gx,

respectively).

An extended, muhiphase process of arterial

pressure normalization was the predominant

characteristic during aftereffect: there were

periods of reduced pulse pressure, primarily due

to increased diastolic pressure. Some test sub-

jects experienced pain around the heart during

aftereffect and required medical aid [113] and

spasmolytic preparations. Disruption of vascular

tonus regulation under such conditions could be

decisive. The practical significance should be

emphasized of data obtained from prediction of

astronauts' states after landing, and determina-

tion of the amount of medical aid necessary.

Prolongation of space flights makes it ex-

tremely important to determine the dependence
between changes in man's resistance to accelera-

tion and the duration of weightlessness. No

definite correlation between degree of resistance

reduction to +G_ stress and duration of simu-

lated weightlessness has been observed [113,

114]. Following 7-20 d of hypokinesia, tolerance

to +Gx was reduced by an average of 2.2 Gx.

An increase in the time of simulated weightless-
ness to 100 d caused no further reduction in

resistance limit to acceleration (Fig. 11, Table

2) which was also confirmed by an analysis

of human physiologic reactions. During bed

rest, adaptation to hypokinetic conditions and

the degree of body asthenia, as evaluated by

tolerance to +Gx stress, does not progress

with prolonged bed rest. Two phases of change

in the body's reactivity to accelerations must

be distinguished. In the first stage, there is
a reduction in resistance to accelerations. The

second phase is that of relative stabilization,

when tolerance to accelerations, although low

compared to its initial level, does not progress as

the time of hypokinesia increases, but remains

at the level corresponding to 7-20 d of

hypokinesia.
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FIGURE ll.-Man's tolerance to transverse +Gx accelera-
tion following simulated weightlessness of various dura-
tions [113]. Solid line: seat back angle 10°; dashed line:
25° from horizontal.
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Adverse aftereffects under simulated weight-

lessness can be reduced by physical training and

use of pharmacologic agents, which increase

subsequent tolerance to +Gx stress. A com-

bination of these protective measures proved

the most effective, rather than using one measure

alone (Table 3).

Man's tolerance limit to accelerations, follow-

ing simulated weightlessness, using these

protective measures remains the same as in

control studies. However, this tolerance for

G-loads was achieved at the cost of great stress on

the body's physiologic systems. The greatest

changes did not involve the cardiovascular

system, indicating that preventive measures did

not completely eliminate deconditioning.

As changes develop in man's tolerance to

transverse +Gx forces following weightlessness,

the hypodynamic and hydrostatic factors are

of primary importance. Decrease in muscle

mass, strength, and endurance; cardiovas-

cular system deconditioning; adjustment of

neurohumoral regulation of the physiologic

functions; and other changes must, in the final

analysis, be considered causes of distinct reduc-

tion in resistance to transverse acceleration

effects.

In actual space flight, vestibular-autonomic

disorders, diseases, fatigue, and other unforeseen

situations and factors may arise, which may also

influence man's resistance to accelerations during

the final stage of return to Earth.

TABLE 2.-Change in Man's Resistance to Effects of Transverse +Gx Accelerations Following

Simulated Weightlessness of Various Durations [113]

Time of
weight-

lessness, d

Maximum value of+Gx
acceleration (M + m)

Mean
difference

A(;

Extreme value
of +(;,, folh)w-

ing weight-
lessnessBefore After

7-20 13.8+0.40 11.6+0.45 -2.2-+ 0.42 9.8- 12.9 Reduction

60--70 12.6_+0.45 10.5_+0.65 t -2.1 -+0.4 z 9.3 - 14.6 Reduction

100 15.2 -+ 0.60 13.0 + 1.1 --2.2 -+ 1.6 10.9 - 14.2 Reduction

Average 13.8-+0.40 11.6+0.45 z --2.2-+0.42 - Reduction

Overall
estimate of
cham, e in
resistance

Peak acceleration with rise gradient, 0.2 g/s. Position: angle of seat back, 10 ° from horizontal.

1P < 0.05 2P <0.01

TABLE 3. -- Change in Resistance of Humans to Effects of Transverse +__Gx Acceleration Fol-

lowing Simulated Weightlessness of 60-100 Days, Using Various Preventive Measures [113]

Time of weight-

lessness, d

60-70

7O

100

Preventive

methods

Physical

training
Pharmaceu-

ticals

Physical train-

ing plus

pharmaceu-
ticals

Mean

difference,

At;

Maximum acceleration,

(;x, M -+ m

Before

12.6 -+ 0.55

11.5-+0.8

13.4 + 1.3

After

12.5-+0.55

11.8-+0.4

13.1 --+1.45

-O.lmO.6

+0.3±0.4

-0.3-+0.2

Overall esti-

mate of change

in resistance

Reductim_

Reduction

Reduction

60-100 Average 12.6 -+0.5 12.5 _+0.45

Shifts in acceleration tolerance before and after weightlessness and between gr.ups are un-
)

reliable. I harmaceuticals: seeurinine, caffeine, Phenamine.

--0.1 _+0.3 Reducti,m
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Data from actual US and Soviet flights have

not revealed any serious disruptions in work

capacity or tolerance to accelerations such as

those observed in model experiments. However,

the possibility cannot be excluded that on longer

flights, the deconditioning influence of weight-

lessness will appear still more sharply, if no

preventive measures are found.

Shifts in the physiologic indicators of nervous

and emotional origin are apparent during weight-

lessness, even before spacecraft descent. Toward

the end of the flight, astronauts show an increase

in pulse and respiration rates, which, apparently,

result from anticipation of the descent-the most

important, conclusive stage of the flight. Physio-

logic reactions during descent, as the spacecraft

decelerates in the atmosphere's dense layers, are

generally more clearly expressed than during

ascent into orbit. According to most astronauts,

accelerations during descent were subjectively

much more severe than similar ones experienced

in the centrifuge [115,225]. Pulse and respiration
rates were higher than with the same acceleration

in the centrifuge. Some Soviet and US astronauts

had pulse rates of 168-190 beats/rain. During

first flight descent, many astronauts experienced

brief vision disruptions, which did not appear

under the same accelerations in the centrifuge.

Grayout in astronauts during descent might have

resulted from orbital flight deconditioning on the

cardiovascular system. These data should stimu-

late broader studies of man's resistance to

acceleration effects after prior exposure to
weightlessness.

PHYSIOLOGIC SYSTEMS

OF THE BODY

Cardiovascular System

Circulatory system disruptions during exposure

to acceleration are more significant than other

body changes, and have a leading position in

physiologic reactions. These disruptions result

from redistribution of the blood's circulating

mass capable of displacement. The degree of

blood redistribution and the resultant general

shifts in hemodynamics are determined primarily

by the direction of the acceleration action. The

greatest changes in general bemodynamics are

under longitudinal acceleration (-+-Gz stress), and

the least, with transverse acceleration (-+-Gx

stress). These changes are explained by the

position of the main blood vessels along the

longitudinal axis of the body. When inertial

forces act from head to feet (+Gz), the blood

mass is displaced from vessels in the body's

upper portion into vessels in the abdominal

cavity and lower extremities. Redistribution

of the blood changes blood pressure: in ves-

sels located below the heart level, it increases;

while in those above, it decreases. Under these

conditions, blood flow through veins to the

heart will be hindered, and the quantity of

blood pumped by the heart is reduced, causing

anemia of brain and sense organs, accompanied

by vision disorders and possible loss of con-
sciousness. When inertial forces act from the

feet to the head (--Gz), blood displacement is in

the opposite direction, causing blood to accumu-

late in the upper portion of the trunk with blood

pressure above heart level increasing sharply.

Changes in general hemodynamics under

transverse accelerations are significantly less

than with longitudinal acceleration. However, a

strictly transverse position in relation to the ac-

celeration vector is rarely used in practice; in

the majority of cases, the subject is in a position

with the seat back inclined somewhat, which

creates a longitudinal component. Therefore,

when transverse accelerations are applied, the

longitudinal component determines the value

of general hemodynamic changes. Many of the

body's organs and tissues have a highly developed

network of vessels with approximately even

distribution in all directions. Therefore, there will

be blood displacement within limits of a given

organ regardless of the direction of the inertial

forces, which may cause regional circulatory

disorders. The transverse component (+G_)
causes blood redistribution in pulmonary vessels
from front to back.

By spinning animals in a centrifuge at accelera-

tions of +2.5 g, pressure in the carotid artery

decreased to 25% of its initial level, whereas

it doubled in the femoral artery [100]. The role
of the sinocarotid and aortal reflex zones in

circulatory compensatory reactions during ac-

celeration was determined in this experiment.
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Dependencebetweentheaccelerationvalueand
the degreeof pressurereductionin thecarotid
arteryhasalsobeendetermined[9,170].These
datawerelater confirmed[139], and it was
establishedthat with accelerationsincreasing
at arateof 1.0-2.0g/sto a valuecausinglossof
vision,therewasan immediatedropin arterial
pressureat headlevelwithincreasedheartrate,
reductionin bloodcontentof ear vessels,and
decreasein arterial pulse amplitude [129].
The arterialpressureat heartlevcl, however,
remainednearlyat normallevel or increased
in connectionwiththecompensatoryspasmofthe
vessels[129].

Underthe influenceof-t-Gz stress,animals
showedsignsof brain anemia.Colormotion
picturesshowedthat at an accelerationof
+8 Gz, the cerebralcortexwas pale, capil-
lariesof the pia materwerequiteempty,and
bloodin the largevesselstookon a distinctly
dark shade[98]. In man,duringexposureto
-t-Gz,distinctpalenessof face and significant
expansionof leg veins can be clearlyseen.
After accelerationhasstopped,face paleness
is replacedby hyperemia.Insufficientblood
flow to the headand increasedbloodflowin
theveinscauserapidemptyingof the vascular
bedof theheadandneck.Simultaneously,rein-
forcedinfluxofarterialbloodtotheabdomenand
lower extremitiesis observed,and difficulty
in venousdrainagefrom theseareascauses
poolingofblood.Anincreasewasnotedinvenous
blood[38]and a leg plethysmographused,to
determinean increasein legvolumeup to 350
cm3. Deteriorationin venousblood flow may
resultin a decreaseof bloodvolumeper beat
andperminute[90,244].

Blood Pressure

There is a direct dependence between the

-FGz forces and arterial pressure decrease.

Comparison of curves of blood pressure changes

in the carotid artery and increase in acceleration

shows a certain lag in the organism's reactions

(Fig. 12), and blood pressure changes begin to

deveh)p only after a certain time, not immediately

after the acceleration application. As a result,

at one stage, blood pressure may continue to drop

while acceleration remains constant. As accelera-

tion decreases, blood pressure does not return

immediately to its initial value, but only after

several seconds. These interrelationships indicate

why visual disruptions and loss of consciousness

arise suddenly sometimes during decreasing

acceleration. This lag in blood pressure changes

is explained by delay in cardiovascular compen-

satory _'eactions to acceleration, which, in turn,
results from blood inertia, vessel tonus, and

other causes.

200/
175 -I o Delay,

ls°1_ f/

e loo-11.
_E 75 '

50 t2s ,
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Time, s

FIGURE 12.--Time relationships of dynamics of change in
blood pressure and value of +Gz acceleration [81.

X-ray studies have shown that heart and large

vessel images become gradually paler, indicating
blood decrease in heart cavities. After rotation

stops, there is acute, brief expansion of the heart

caused by sharply increased blood influx.

Simultaneously, +Gz forces lightened upper

portions of the lungs and increased the darkening

of lower portions. +Gx forces caused lightening

of anterior lung portions with darkening of

posterior parts [47, 92,138, 151].
Direct determinations were made of venous

pressure in the jugular vein and arterial pressure

at head level during exposure to +Gz [89].

It was shown that with a significant decrease

in arterial pressure in the upper half of the

trunk, brain circulation was maintained by

a pressure drop in the jugular vein of 30-50

mm Hg below 0. The difference between arterial

and venous pressure maintained bh)od circulation

even when arterial pressure dropped in the area

of the head to 0, caused by the so-called siphon

effect. Therefore, it is indicated that the develop-
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mentof compensatoryreactionsretainthevital
functionsof the bodyundercritical situations.

Investigationsof theearpulsevolumeshowed
that under+Gz stressthere is a decreasein
bloodand a reductionin pulseoscillationam-
plitude.When longitudinalaccelerationswere
applied,a clear correlationwas established
betweenthe arterialpressurelevelin theear's
vessels,thestateof visualperception,andsub-
sequentsyncope.Reductioninbloodpressurein
vesselslocatedabovetheheartactsthroughthe
sinocarotidzoneandotherangioreceptorsto en-
gagethemechanismsfor compensationofhemo-
dynamicdisorders.Anincreasein heartrateand
bloodvesselconstrictionin a numberof areas
results.Undertransverseaccelerations,hemo-
dynamicchangesareprimarilyregional;there-
fore,thereis nocorrelation.Whenconsciousness
is retained,full visionlossmaystill occur,while
bloodpressureat headlevelmaybemaintained
at aratherhighlevel.Visiondisruptionsin these
casesresultfromdisordersin regionalcirculation
oftheeye'svessels.

Complexrestructuringsin the hemodynamic
systeminvolvingcompensationmechanismslead
to an increasein pulsefrequency.Thereis a
rather clear dependencebetweenacceleration
andheartrate(Fig.13).In man,dependingon
accelerationapplied,the heart rate reaches
130-180beats/min,rarely 190-200beats/min
or more.At transverseaccelerationsandoptimal
position,changein cardiacactivityusuallyfol-
lowsa definitesequence:(1)increasein heart
rate;(2)stabilization;(3)decreasein frequency;

Ec- 200-180- _=0° 65_L

_ 160- =Ct_,

.a 140- 78°

12o-
100-

80-

-r- 60-
I I I I I I I I I I I
2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22

Acceleration (in g)

FIGURE 13.-Change in heart rate with accelerations in
various directions [214].

and (4) restoration of cardiac activity or after-
effect.

No correlation has been found between in-

crease in cardiac rhythm and tolerance to +Gx

forces. Disruption of compensation- progressive

bradycardia-may occur at various heart rates.

Therefore, absolute heart rate level cannot be

a reliable criterion for prediction of bradycardia,

and, consequently, a criterion for acceleration
tolerance.

Special studies on the genesis of bradycardia

in man, with preliminary injection of atropine,

showed that temporary blockage of nervus vagus

eliminated bradycardia not only at accelerations

at which it is ordinarily recorded, but even at

higher G of 14-16 Gx [113]. Therefore, vagus
nerve tonus is important in development of

bradycardia under the influence of +Gx forces.

Bradycardia developed in apes in spite of

atropine injection, although significantly later

than in controls [138]. During acceleration, as

with many other effects, regulation of cardiac

activity and manifestation of its adaptive reactions

do not involve only extracardial nervous mech-

anisms. The heart has a wide range of autonomous

adaptive mechanisms, adjusting its function to

needs of the organism. Extracardial nervous

regulatory influences duplicate largely effects

of intracardial regulatory mechanisms [110].

Under transverse +Gx stress, bradycardia

may develop by restructure of extracardial in-

fluences (predominance of vagus nerve tonus)

and by intracardial regulation.

Cardiac Disorders

The pathogenesis of compensatory mechanism

failure to regulate cardiac activity is doubtless

complex and includes many different changes in

the total chain of body reactions to acceleration.

Important factors in overstressing the orga-

nism's compensatory capabilities with subsequent

cardiac disorders are: functional change of the

autonomic centers regulating the cardiovascular

system; reflex influences resulting from general

and regional circulatory disruptions; displacement

of organ positions; myocardial hypoxia; and

exhaustion of heart energy resources. The specific

significance of each of these links in the patho-
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genesisof compensationfailuremaydiffer,de-
pendingon theaccelerati,m'smodeandnature
andthebody'sfunctionalstate.

Anotherdisruptionin cardiacrhythmunder
the influenceof transverse+Gx stress,en-
counterednolessfrequently,consistsofvarious
typesof extrasystoles(Fig. 14).Ventricleand
atrioventricleextrasystolesareencounteredmost
frequently,the auriculartype less frequently.
Atrioventricularextrasystolesaremoreunfavor-
able than ventricularextrasystolesclinically,
sinceauricleandventriclecontractionsaresimul-
taneous.Thus, bloodfrom the auricleis not
pumpedinto the ventricle,but back into the
veins,hinderingemptyingof the veins and
decreasingsystolic volumeand volumeper
minute.Thetotalof extrasystolesarisingwitha
reductioninheartrateisalmost4.5timesgreater
than thosebeforebradycardiadevelops.Extra-
systolesdevelopingduring+Gx stressmight
be causedby variousrespiratorymaneuvers,
hyperventilation,bloodoxygenationreduction,
possiblepulmonaryatelectases,aswellasfear
andalarm,orsimplybackposition,whichsome-
times facilitatesarrhythmia[216]. Most re-
searchersconsiderextracardialinfluencesdom-
inant,whichactontheheartthroughvagusand
sympatheticnerves.Extrasystolesare more
frequentwith+Gx thanwith longitudinal+Gz
forces.

Attacksof paroxysmaltachycardiahavebeen
recordedveryrarely [50, 113,210].Clinicians
believeextrasystolesmight be precursorsof
paroxysmaltaehycardia. One instance of par-

oxysmal tachycardia under +Gx forces was

recorded, which was preceded by extrasystoles

and relative bradycardia (Fig. 15).

Electrocardiographic studies have shown in-

stances of sinus tachycardia, shortening of the

P-Q, Q-T, and R-R intervals, increase in the

P-wave, thickening of the T-wave, increase in the

systolic index, and various disruptions of cardiac

rhythm. Changes in the heart's bioelectric activity

might be due to a combination of factors: heart

position displacement, changes in tonus of auto-

nomic nervous system and humoral elements,

change in blood content of heart cavities, and

myocardial hypoxia.

Under +G x stress, there are significant

changes in the hemodynamics of pulmonary
circulation-blood redistribution in the pul-

monary artery system [104]. Pulmonary cir-

culation disruptions lead primarily to disorders

in oxygen delivery from alveolar air to blood.

Changes in the normal hemodynamics of pul-

monary circulation and reduction of blood oxygen

indicate that the heart may undergo hypoxia.

+Gx stress might cause myocardial ischemia

[199], which in turn might lead to angina pectoris

[151]. Changes in elcctrocardiograms (ECG)

have been related to myocardial hypoxia in

dogs during +Gx [121]. 02 in arterial blood

and in coronary sinus blood has been shown to

be dependent on the value and duration of appli-

cation of transverse --+Gx [232], where the demand

for oxygen by the heart is indicated by 02 reduc-

tion in coronary sinus blood with simultaneous in-

crease in blood flow from the sinus. Maintenance

of a sufficiently high level of coronary blood flow

is obviously a primary factor compensating for

increasing oxygen demands of the myocardium.

Slight ECG changes disappear rapidly after
rotation when an increased flow rate from

the coronary sinus is observed. In experiments
where decreased blood flow was observed at this

point, ECG changes were sharper and lasted

hmger.

Blood Volume

Systolic blood volume, under forces up to

+5 Gx for brief periods, either remains un-

changed or increases slightly. An increase in

acceleration duration to 10 min causes a drop in

systolic volume [140]. Blood volume per minute,
under forces up to +5G_, also remains unchanged

or increases. Consequently, reduction in vol-

ume per minute depends primarily on pulse

frequency. Increases in the blood pressure of

aorta and right auricle have been clearly observed

[140, 244].

As +Gx forces increased, aorta arterial

pressure increased and pulse frequency de-

creased significantly [202] (Table 4). Cardiac

output did not change with fl_rces of +5 Gx,

but decreased progressively at accelerations

of+10 Gx and +15 (,x, due to increase in periph-

eral resistance, particularly in the vascular lumen
of abdomen and muscles. However, resistance of
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important vascular formations, such as the left

coronary and common carotid arteries, changed

only slightly.
Morphologic studies of animal hearts subjected

to transverse acceleration indicated oligemia,

and in many cases hemorrhaging, edema, and

dystrophy of cardiac muscle [162]. There is a

definite dependence between cardiac activity

t
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FIGURE 15.-- Paroxysmal tachycardia in man under transverse + (;x acceleratory stress [113I. l: Dy-

namics of change of cardiac rhythm under + 10.0-11.8 G x acceleralory stress, againt a background

of relative bradycardia (arrow); extrasystoles of atriovenlrieular type (Ex) were recorded. 2: Relative

reduction in cardiac rhythm suddenly replaced by acute paroxysmal laehyeardia (200 bcats/minL
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disruption and glycogen content in myocardium

and liver [26].

Cardiovascular system regulation is governed

significantly by peripheral receptors. A reduction

in blood volume per minute to 73-77% of its initial

level was observed during exposure of narcotized

animals to -4-9 Gx, whereas in intact dogs, blood

volume per minute increased by 52-53% [190].

In all experiments on narcotized dogs, with

forces of 5.0-6.0 Gx and more, there were

reductions in blood volume per minute and

systolic blood volume, with insignificant changes

in arterial pressure at heart level. In intact

animals and humans, a regular increase in

blood volume per minute was observed and

an increase in arterial pressure during spaceflight

acceleration [76, 118,228].

Brain blood changes slightly at -4-7.0-8.0

Gx [150]. At accelerations of+8.0-10 Gx with the

seat back inclined at 25 ° from the horizontal,

the pulse blood filling the brain is lower than

the initial level, although arterial pressure at
heart level increases. The cerebral vessel's

blood content during transverse acceleration

is determined by the longitudinal component

in the head-pelvis direction (+Gz). An increase

in blood is observed when this component is

1.6-1.8 G×, while at -4-3.0 Gz, it is equal to the

initial level, and at -4-5.0 Gz, begins to decrease.

Thus, acceleration causes changes in frequency

and ¢..... f oo_-rl;_r, r.s_ntraotlnn__ in cardiac

output per beat and per minute, in arterial and

venous pressure, and in the general and regional

speeds of blood flow. It redistributes circulating

blood and causes many physiologic changes.

Respiratory System

The influence of acceleration on external res-

piration is determined not only by the value and

time of application, but also by direction of the
acceleration vector in relation to the vertical

axis of the body. The principal effects are from

changes in respiration biomechanics and in-

creases in hydrostatic lung pressure.

With +Gz forces up to +5.0 Gz, progressive

increases in respiration frequency, volume

per inhalation and per minute have been observed

[10, 63, 73, 210]. There were increases in 02

consumption, CO2 liberation, and other respira-

tory factors [22]. Reduction in lung extensibility

was noted at this level, plus a slight increase in

functional residual volume [21]. Diaphragm lower-

ing and increased intraperitoneal pressure be-

come significant under these conditions. Increase

in pulmonary ventilation with +Gz stress is

accompanied by less increase in effective

alveolar ventilation [22]. With constant recording

of lung volume and pressure gradient, neither

elasticity nor resistance to air flow changed up

TABLE 4. -- Change in Hemodynamic Indicators in Dogs Under Transverse -4-Gx Acceleration [207]

Indicators Control 5.0 Gx-2 min 10.0 Gx-2 rain 15.0 Gx-1 min

Arterial pressure in aorta, mm Hg 140 164 186 207

Arterial pressure in left ventricle,
mm Hg 154/3 171/8 200/24 217/48

Rate of blood flow in ascending
aorta, v, cm/s 25 25 20 16

Rate of blood flow in left coronary
artery, v, cm/s 43 55 54 81

Rate of blood flow in carotid artery,
v, cm/s 31 28 31 37

Pulse rate, beats/min 124 144 70 60

Resistance of vessels was calculated by dividing mean pressure in aorta by various blood flow rates in arteries.
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to +3 Gz.However,the total workloadof the
respiratoryapparatusincreasesdueto reduction
in elasticityof thoraxwailsand increasein
intraperitonealpressure.

X-raystudiesonmenandanimalshaveshown
increasedtransparencyof the lungimagein the
upperportionandincreasedimagedensityin the
lowerportions[145,152].Thesechangesresult
from hydrostaticeffectsof accelerationonpul-
monaryparenchyma.The alveoliin the upper
portionsof the lungsexpandgreatly,andtissue
anemiasetsin, to the pointof total cessation
of circulationat forcesof 6.0-7.0Gz, while
edema,atelectases,andbloodpoolingarein the
lowerportions.Therefore,in spiteofincreasein
respirationvolumeperminuteandalveolarven-
tilation,unevenairflowdistributionin thealveoli
and hemodynamicchanges resulting from
+3 Gzand morecausedisruptionsin arterial
oxygenation[21].

Externalrespirationis mostsignificantfor
transverse+Gx stress, tolerancefor which
is frequentlylimitedbyrespiratorydisorders.An
increasingexternalpressureresultingfrom the
transverseaccelerationcomponentcausesthorax
deformation,changesin positionsof organs,and
difficultyin normalrespiration.Respiratoryre-
actionto +G× stressis characterizedby a
moderateincreasein the volumeof respiration
perminute(VRM),dueprimarilytosharpincrease
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FIGURE 16.-Dynamics of change in man's respiration with
+G× aecelerati.n [17]. 1: Respiratory rate per min; 2:
respiratory v.lume, ml; 3: respiralory volume per rain: 4:
ratio of vital capacity of lungs during acceleration t. value
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in respiration frequency (Fig. 16). The respiratory

volume increases up to q-6 G_, then begins to

decrease. For this reason, at high accelerations,

in spite of the rather high level of VRM, the

alveolar ventilation deteriorates. Mechanical

compression of the thorax causes a reduction in

all pulmonary volume, with some increase in

residual air (Fig. 17).

The vital capacity of the lungs decreases,

approaching 0 at high accelerations, at which
time the tolerance for accelerations is determined

by the respiration delay time [47]. The shifts

observed originate to a great extent from the

increased work of the respiratory apparatus, due

to the elastic component and significant reduction

in dynamic extensibihty of lungs [233]. Thus, the

effects of high transverse +Gx forces are ac-
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FIGURE 17.-Change in puhn,mary wdume with+G_ accelera-
tory stress at 4.0 g [471.
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companiedby significantreductionin pul-
monaryreserveanddeteriorationoftheeffective-
nessof ventilation,whichis confirmedby ex-
perimentaldata indicatinga reductionwith
increasingaccelerationin the oxygenutilization
factor,i.e., the quantityof oxygenabsorbedin
thelungsfromeachliterofventilatedair(Fig.18).
Thehydrostaticeffectsin the lungsfrom-t-Gx
aresimilarin principleto thosefor+Gzstress.
The differencesarepurelyregional,i.e., hypo-
perfusionand hyperventilationin the anterior
portionsof lungs, with hypoventilationand
hyperperfusionin posteriorportions.These
effectsbecomeobviousafter analysisof the
relationshipbetweenthe gradientof alveolar
pressureand pressurein lung vesselsunder
acceleration(Figs.19,20).

Thus,thehydrostaticeffectsof accelerationin
anydirectioncauseunevennessofventilationand
bloodcirculationin lungsand, consequently,
leadto disruptionofarterialoxygenationofblood
(Fig.21).Damageto lungtissueis alsopossible
(congestivehyperemia,perivascularedema,hem-
orrhage,andatelectases),whichhasbeenestab-
lishedin animalexperiments[108,119,162].

Direct resultsof disruptionsin respiratory
systemfunctioningunder+Gx stressinclude
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FIGURE 18.--Oxygen uptake factor in lungs under various
+Gx acceleratory stresses of peak type [193]. Acceleration
rise rate 0.2 g/s; n= number of persons.

shifts in gas metabolism, manifested in re-

duced 02 intake and extraction of CO2 during

the actual application of acceleration, with

subsequent sharp increases during the after-

effect [17, 193, 200]. These effects are accom-

panied by increases in the oxygen debt with

increasing acceleration (Fig. 22) and apparently
are related to the significant deterioration in

hemocirculation during acceleration. Deteriora-

tion in the diffusion capacity of the lungs might

also be significant [247[, although this requires
further study.

The oxygen debt also reflects an increase in

organic metabolic processes during acceleration

and is caused by a reduction in anaerobic

metabolic products [80].

When transverse forces in the opposite

(-Gx) direction are applied, respiratory changes

are less manifest and approximate those for

+Gz forces. With --Gz, a slight increase in the

respiratory depth and rate is observed up to

-3.0 Gz [9]. With accelerations of--6 to--8 Gx,

pulmonary ventilation increases due to increased

respiratory rate and volume with moderate de-
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ties of lungs [172, 196].

The arteriovenous shunting and deterioration

of gas metabolism in lungs during accelerations

unavoidably lead to disruptions in arterial blood

oxygenation. This factor, added to the insuffi-

ciency of blood supply, is the most important in

the mechanism of tissue hypoxia present under

long-term exposure to acceleration. Detailed

information is available on the-t-Gx direction of

the acceleration vector. There is reduced oxy-

genation of arterial blood after as little as 30 s

exposure to +3.0 Gx or more [4, 104, 201,232,

242]; such changes are shown in Figure 21. Re-

duction in oxygenation of blood is never as great

as for hypoxic hypoxia, and at high acceleration

values is partially compensated by respiration

of 100% oxygen [4].

Thus, disorders in the external respiration

system are significant in the pathogenesis of

disrupted functions of other body systems under
the influence of acceleration.

Visual Analyzer

The reliability of astronauts' work depends to

a great extent on the functional state of the visual

G
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FIGURE 22.-Oxygen debt in man following exposure to +Gx
accelerations of various values [193]. Acceleration rise
rate: 0.2 g/s; n=number of persons.
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to the effects of long-term acceleration in various
directions.

In aviation medicine, visual disorders serve
as a reliable criterion for the tolerance limit to

+Gz forces [11, 33, 38, 73, 114, 189, 210] be-

cause disruptions in visual function under +Gz

precede loss of consciousness resulting from

reduced cerebral blood circulation. Depending

on the gravitoinertial value and duration of

application, disruptions of vision go through

successive phases: constricted field of vision,

grayout, then blackout, and finally total loss
of vision. The sensations of those who have

been subjected to acceleration include: gray veil,

fog, whitish fog, looking through rain or fog, and

so forth, followed by total blackness but with

retention of consciousness and hearing. The

threshold of grayout and blackout depends on
the subject's position in relation to the inertial

force vector, value and duration of its force, and

the body's functional state. Visual disorders

frequently start at the beginning of acceleration

application, then, despite continued acceleration,

disappear after 8-12 s, with vision sometimes

•fully recovered. This is explained by the delayed

development of compensatory reactions, pri-

marily those of the cardiovascular system, for

which the latent period of engagement is the same

(8-12 s).

The thresholds of vision disruption for 1000

test subjects under the influence of-t-Gz forces

[52] are presented in Table 5.

With transverse acceleration, visual disrup-

tions also result. The thresholds of grayout and

blackout for +G_ are determined by the sub-

ject's position. Calculation data in Figure 3

provide for determination of the relative per-

centage values of components on the +Gz and

+Gx axes from the resulting acceleration vector,

as well as the relative retinal-aortal +G, compo-

nent (along the axis between the retinas and the

arc of the aorta) for various positions of the seated

body-from lying-on-the-back to sitting positions.

The absolute retinal-aortal component can be

used to predict the probability of visual disorders.

The threshold for development of grayout for

various effective physiologic angles (Fig. 23) has

been established experimentally [22]. With the
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TABLE5.-Thresholdsof Visual Disorders and Loss of Consciousness Under + Gx Acceleration [52]

Symptoms Mean threshold, G2 Standard deviation Extreme values

Loss of peripheral vision 4.1 ",-0.7 2.2-7.1
Blackout 4.7 "- 0.8 2.7-7.8
Loss of consciousness 5.4 ___0.9 3.0-8.4

Erect "seated" position, muscles relaxed, acceleration rise rate 1.0 g/s.

seat back angle (SA + • = 20o-25 °) so that inertial

forces along the head-pelvis axis are significant,

visual disruption_ precede loss of consciousness.

Under these conditions, similar to +Gz longitudi-

nal forces, the visual function correlates defi-

nitely with disruptions in general hemodynamics.

With the body in a more horizontal position

(SA+_=10°-12°), visual disruptions do not

precede loss of consciousness, but indicate dis-

ruptions in retinal circulation. Thus, in the

optimal position (SA+•=10°), vision is com-

pletely switched off at levels of +14.0-16.0 Gx,

without loss of consciousness [16, 24, 38, 110,

113]. Consequently, visual disorders caused

by the influence of +Gx forces in various body

positions have different significance for evalu-

ating the body's condition.

With increasing acceleration, visual acuity de-

creases, and the width of the vision field narrows

with a drop in absolute light contrast sensitivity,
and reaction time to light signals increases [15,

70, 73, 97, 196].
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Visual acuity changes with different directions
of acceleration (+Gz and +Gx) [222] (Fig. 24).

When the limiting +Gz f,n'ces are reached

(over 6.0 g), visual acuity drops sharply, usually
due to visual disorders. Under transverse accel-

eration, the reduction in visual acuity is less

pronounced.
A reliable reduction in visual acuity was

observed under transverse forces beginning

at +6.0 Gx with the seat back at an angle of

25 °, and at + 10.0 Gx with the seat back at a

10° angle. In- G, visual disruptions become dis-

tinct at 6.0--8.0 G. It is assumed that fogging

and reduction of acuity vision with - Gx might be

caused by displacement of the cornea. However,

when a special optical device was used [196],

there were no changes indicating deformation of

the cornea; these visual disorders probably

result from abundant lacrimation.
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FIGURE23.--Development of grayout as a function of sub- FIC;URE24.--Visual acuity of man during exposure to ae-
iect's posture [45]. celerations in various directi_ms [222].
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Visual Disruptions

A contribution to reduction of visual acuity

under acceleration might be by the contrast or

discrimination sensitivity of the eye, the basis of

object vision. High contrast sensitivity is essen-

tial for adequate perception of visual information.

The thresholds of the eye's contrast sensitivity

increase with decreasing background illumina-
tion and increase for illumination level with in-

creasing -4-Gz and + Gx forces. With + Gz, the

thresholds of contrast sensitivity are higher than

with + Gx.

Shifts in visual functions were apparent

long before hemocirculatory disorders appeared,

causing grayout and blackout, according to

studies of contrast sensitivity and operators'

reaction time [222]. The earliest changes were at
+ 4 Gx (in the position SA + e = 10°). As acceler-

ation increased, reaction time to light signals

increased, and finally, a reduction in visual

acuity. Another area of interest is the gradual

change of absolute visual threshold with accelera-

tion, i.e., the minimum light stimulus which can

be perceived. The threshold of central vision at

+3.0 Gz is almost double, and at 4.0 Gz, 3.4

times higher than at 1.0 Gz (with a 50% level of

probability) while the threshold of peripheral

perception increases 1.5 times at 2.0 Gz, 3 times

at 3.0 Gz, and 4 times at +4Gz [236, 237]. Pupil

reactions do not change under the influence of

acceleration [196]; dilation of the pupil was noted,

accompanied by loss of peripheral vision [24].

Thus, long-term acceleration causes constric-

tion in the field of vision, limitation of voluntary

motion of eyes to the point of ataxia, deteriora-

tion in recognizing low-intensity signals and con-

trast sensitivity, and in differentiation of fine

details. Disruptions in vision are usually ex-

plained by disorders in regional hemodynamics

and retinal hypoxia [6, 11, 64, 65, 66, 126, 129,

174]. However, such developments are some-

times related to changes in activity of the visual

analyzer's cortical portion [87, 165], and finally, a
few researchers do not differentiate these mech-

anisms [239].

Vision is clearly disrupted under the influence

of altered hydrostatic pressure, and symptoms

of disruption appear at levels preceding loss of

consciousness. Under conditions of acceleration,

blood supply to the eye can continue normally

only if blood pressure in the central retinal

artery is greater than the level of pressure in the

eye, normally equal to 22-23 mm Hg (with fluc-

tuations frnm 18-30 mm Hg). This was confirmed

by application of a negative pressure of 30-40 mm

Hg to the eyeball by means of suction goggles

which increased the threshold of blackout [125].

These experiments were later confirmed [101].

In a sealed chamber, when pressure was reduced

in front of one eye, this eye regained clear vision,

but when pressure was not reduced in front of

the other eye, it remained blind.

Direct ophthalmoscopy of the fundus oculi

was performed on men and apes during applica-

tion of + Gz forces at the moment of blackout,

and arterial pressure in the radial artery was

measured with the arm at eye level [65]. A cor-

relation was established between changes in

visual function and morphologic changes in the

area of the fundus oculi. Data from this study are

presented in Table 6. Photographs were made of

the fundus oculi of human subjects during +Gz,

with and without visual disruption [135, 153]. A

definite dynamic sequence of changes of retinal
circulation was recorded similar to that obtained

by ophthalmoscopy [65]. When vision was clear,

practically no ophthalmoscopic changes were ob-

served on the fundus oculi, but were maximally

expressed while in blackout, up to cessation of

blood flow in the retinal vessels (Fig. 25).

Since the inner layers of the retina are highly

sensitive to hypoxia, it can be assumed that

hypoxia in these layers starts during retinal

ischemia [137]. The critical point of application

of hypoxia is at the sympathetic connections of

the ganglionic and bipolar cells of the retina.

Visual disorders such as grayout appear under

the influence of + Gz when the systolic arterial

pressure at the head level falls below 50 mm Hg

[126, 129, 210]. With transverse + Gx forces and

the test subject in the optimal position, when

inertial forces along the head-feet vector are

slight (not over 18-20% of the total acceleration),

visual disorders also indicate disruptions of blood

circulation in the retina. These disruptions are

apparently related primarily to disruptions of

re_onal circulation in eye vessels, but are not
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precursorsof a criticalreductionin thecerebral
circulationlevelor, consequently,lossof con-
sciousness.

In studiesof vascularreactionsin theretina
following+ Gxstress,twophasesweredifferenti-
atedin fundusoculichangesin the aftereffect
[123].Duringthefirstphase,directlyaftertermina-
tionofaccelerationandduringthefirstfewhours,
reactivehyperemiapredominates(hyperemiaand
blurringof the boundariesof the visualnerve
discs,ectasiaofthecapillaries,expansionofthe
retinalveinsand arteries).Duringthe second
phase-severalhourstoseveraldays-phenomena
relatedto disruptionof permeabilityof thevas-
cularwallsin theretinapredominate(perivascu-
lar edemaof theretina,increaseddimensionsof
thephysiologicscotoma).Thedegreeof changes
manifestedin the vascularsystemof theretina
dependson the valueand applicationtime of
acceleration[111,245].

Disruptionsin regionalcirculationin theeye's
vesselsundertransverseaccelerationmayalso
resultfrom the inertialforcecomponentalong
theforehead-occipitalaxis.

Visualdisordersarisingduringacceleration
are generallythoughtto resultfrom anoxiaof
the retinaandbraincellsdueto hemodynamic
disruptions,althoughthereareotheropinions.
Disruptionof visual analyzeractivity during
accelerationcouldbeascribedtoamixedcortico-
retinalmechanismwithenforcementofinhibitory
processesin neuronsof theretina,reductionin
neuronexcitabilityof the corticalpart of the
visual analyzer,and retardationof synaptic
transmissionin neuronsofthevisualtract[179].

CentralNervousSystem
In the last 30 to 40 years, much experimental

work has been concerned with the influence of

acceleration on various portions and levels of the

central nervous system (CNS), using various

animal species and man as subjects. A detailed

summary of this research is contained in a

monograph by Savin [179].
The first studies concentrated primarily on the

effects of positive-4-Gz and, to a lesser extent,

negative- Gz. It was established that-4-Gz stress

significantly disrupt perception, increase

simple and complex motor reaction time, and

elongate latent response periods to sound and

light signals [38, 231]. These results were later

deepened and expanded [56, 105]. Soviet re-

searchers subsequently investigated higher

nervous activity (HNA) using conditioned re-

flexes, and established that even at shght +Gz

stress, there is a clearly expressed elongation of

latent reaction periods to conditioned stimuli, and

that restoration of normal latent conditioned

motor reflex usually occurs in waves [180], begin-

ning 20 to 30 s after cessation of acceleration at

3.4-4.0 Gz, and 1.5-2 min after cessation of

acceleration at 5.0-7.0 Gz. Experiments with

animals are probing the nature and mechanism of

higher nervous activity disruptions during ac-

celeration. Experiments with motor-defense

reflexes [231] and with food reinforcement [180]
indicate that conditioned reflex changes are

observed as early as 1.5-3.0 Gz. These accelera-

tion levels primarily damage internal inhibition,

cause phase phenomena, and, as accelerations

become higher, full inhibition of conditioned

reflexes. At the beginning of acceleration, an

increase in excitability of the cerebral cortex is

observed. These investigation results have been

confirmed and expanded [156].

The application of + Gz forces also causes

significant changes in brain bioelectric activity

[1, 98, 99]. Slight accelerations of+2.0-3.5 Gz

result in a significant increase in frequency and

TABLE 6. -- Disruptions in Visual Function and Changes in Fundus Oculi with +Gz Acceleration [65]

Stage

I

II

I11

Subjective sensations

Loss of peripheral vision

Blackout

Restoration of central and peripheral vision

Objective data

Pulsation of arterioles, periodic discoloration

Evacuation and spasm of arterioles

Restoration of pulsation of arterioles and temporary

expansion of veins
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amplitude of rapid fluctuations and depression 
of slow waves, while greater accelerations of 
t3.0 to 6.0 G, initially cause 8-waves, which 
are later replaced by full depression of bioelectric 
activity. 

An analysis of available materials leads to the 
conclusion that 2 G, forces cause phasic changes 
in CNS functions, determined by value and time 
of accelerations, direction of the inertial force 
vector, animal species and their initial functional 
condition. 

The effect of transverse 2 G, forces on CNS 
functions is characterized by the same changes 
recorded for ?G,. Experiments with human 
subjects established that with an acceleration of 
+ 3  G,. latent conditioned reflex periods are 
slightly shortened. When G forces increase to +5 
G,, conditioned reflexes pass through two phases. 
First, there is a significant elongation of latent 
present reflex periods, while latent periods of 
trace reflexes are shortened. Subsequently, with 
greater elongation of latent periods of present 
reflexes to both light and sound stimuli, there is 

some elongation of latent periods of trace re- 
flexes with simultaneous sharp increases in 
numbers of errors. Pronounced inhibition of con- 
ditioned reflexes arises. In some experiments, 
following elongation of latent periods of trace 
reflexes, visual disorders or even fainting arose 
[36]. These results were later amplified in 
experimentation with both humans and animals. 

Phasic changes in the functional state of the 
CNS were found applicable to various conditions 
in a number of later experiments using electro- 
encephalograms (EEG) [ZO, 74, 75, 2211. In 
the first phase, immediately after application of 
acceleration, there was a significant increase in 
the number of fast potentials, with simultaneous 
decrease in amplitude - the reaction of EEG 
desynchronization [96]. In the second phase, 
there were high-amplitude slow waves - the re- 
action of EEG synchronization. The third phase, 
occurring only with accelerations over 6.0 Gz, 
showed deepened synchronization of cortical 
bioelectric activity with decompensation of 
cardiac activity and respiration. 

Arterial a n d  venous 
collapse - blackout 

0 10 20 30 74 

Time, s 

FIGURE 25.-Dynamirs of change in rirrulation in retinal vessels of human subjects during exposure 
to +G, arceleratory stress [1531. 
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Thedesynchronizationphasein humansub-
jects wasobservedwith longitudinalforcesof
3.0-4.0Gz,andtransverseforcesof 5.0-8.0Gx
[75].Thephaseofexaltedc_-rhythm began during

longitudinal forces of 5.0-7.0 Gz and transverse

forces of 8.0-10.0 Gx. With further increases in

acceleration, the slow 0- and 8-waves predomi-

nated, usually preceded immediately by visual

disorders. Rabbit experiments showed that dur-

ing the first phase, when there was desynchroniza-
tion in the cortex, synchronous oscillations of

the primary rhythm (5-6/s) increased in the

reticular fi_rmation and hypothalamus. Under ac-
celerations of + 7.0 Gx, high-amplitude slow waves

appeared in the cortex. At this time, slow high-

amplitude activity was also noted in the hypo-

thalamus, while reduced amplitude of the pri-

mary rhythm, compared to initial data, was re-

corded in the reticular formation. Then a signifi-
cant shift in the direction of faster oscillations

occurred in the potentials recorded from the

hypothalamus. During aftereffect, first the cortex

was restored, then the hypothalamus, and finally,
the reticular formation.

Functional disorders are often accompanied

by histochemical and histological changes

[119,122].

The disruption mechanism of CNS function

during acceleration has not been conclusively

clarified. Most authors place primary significance

on the developing of hypoxia [4, 21, 73, 186], but

some believe that the most important aspect of

the mechanism is strengthened afferentation

from deformed organs and tissues [179]. Thus,

accelerations cause functional disorders not only

in the cerebral cortex, but also in many other CNS

formations [154]. These functional shifts lead to

disruptions in regulation and coordination of the

CNS, and often reduce man's working capacity.

Endocrine Glands

There are numerous reactions in the endocrine

apparatus under the influence of acceleration.

The combination of changes is sometimes pro-

tective and adaptive, at other times, patho-

logic. Study of the influence of acceleration on

endocrine gland functions must place emphasis

on the condition of the sympathetic-adrenal

system and the hypophysis which is significant

in the body's reactions to various stresses [184].

A one-time application of acceleration causes
an increase in the content of adrenalinelike

substance in the blood, while repeated exposure

to acceleration may cause a significant decrease

[14, 81,102]. No definite correlation between the

organism's resistance to acceleration and changes
in adrenaline content of urine has been determined

[81]. According to observations, however, secre-

tion of noradrenaline is always greater when

there is high resistance to acceleration than when

resistance is low. However, the secretion of cate-

cholamines increases in both types with increas-

ing acceleration [157].

Decreased resistance to acceleration in adrenal-

ectomized animals has been noted [67, 163, 167]

(Fig. 26) and restoration of resistance after

parenteral injection of cortisone and hydro-
cortisone. Data on the effectiveness of the use of

deoxycorticosterone acetate (DOCA) are con-

tradictory [34, 167]. Morphological and histo-

functional studies [119, 143, 162] indicate cycli-

cal restructuring and stress on adrenal function
under acceleration influence. The stressed func-

tion often leads to damage of medullary sub-

stance cells, with degenerative vacuoles, and

indications of other serious damage. Following

extended and repeated application of accelera-

tion to white rats and guinea pigs, the weight of

the adrenals increased and the relationship

between cortical and medullary substances

changed, predominantly the latter [59, 136].

The reaction of the hypophysis to acceleration

is a complex, multiphasic process. Following 1

to 2 hours' spinning on a centrifuge, the content

of corticosteroids in blood plasma usually in-

creased in all animals studied [68]; subsequently,

depending on the degree of acceleration, there
was either further decrease or increase. In

experiments with rats under 4.5 G acceleration,
an increase was noted during the first hour in

corticosterone concentration by a factor of 4,

after 2.5 hours, the content increased by a factor

of 7; longer exposure to acceleration resulted

in a gradual reduction in its content. Under maxi-
mum tolerable negative (; (---25.0 Gz), an in-

crease was noted in synthesis and secretion of

hormonal substances by the somatotropic and
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adrenocorticotropic cells, with almost total

cessation of secretion of thyrotropic and gonado-

tropic ceils.

In studies on rabbits and white rats under

+G z acceleration, there were deep phasic

changes in neurosecretory processes in cells

of the supraoptic and paraventricular nuclei

of the hypothalamic area. In the first phase (in-

crease in functional stress), the antidiuretic ac-

tivity of the blood plasma increased. Neurosecre-

tions of the anterior portion of the hypophysis

decreased [158], which was considered an indi-

cation of increasing concentration of antidiuretic

hormone in the blood [158]. Acceleration re-

sistance of hypophysectomized animals increased

(Fig. 26) and acceleration tolerance decreased

upon injection of ACTH before rotation [163].
The reactions and roles of the other endocrine

glands during acceleration remain physiologically

insufficiently studied. In rat experiments, removal

of the thyroid increased survival rate by approxi-

mately 38% compared to intact animals, while

injection of thyroidin (unpurified extract) de-

creased survival [167]. This change in resistance
to acceleration was considered a result from

change in intensity of metabolic processes, in

particular, oxygen uptake. Similar data are avail-

34 Hypophysectomized
o_b,e^__¢/ rats -- 3 weeks

• _, postoperation

.... X _
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FIGURE 26.- Influence of hypophysectomy and adrenalectomy
on survival rate of rats under +20 Gz acceleratory stress
[163]. Ordinate shows logarithm, of survival time, abscissa
shows survival rate, %; horizontal dashed line shows mean
survival time, min.

able on the role of the thyroid gland in animal

resistance to -- Gx [67].

The functional state of the hypothalamus-

hypophysis-adrenal system and the other endo-

crine glands may change significantly under the

influence of acceleration; yet,these glands are im-

portant in the organism's reaction to acceleration

effects of various magnitudes and directions.
Acceleration influences blood distribution in

the body, as well as indicators of morphological,

chemical, and physical properties of the blood

[186]. That acceleration causes hyperglycemia

was established some 20 years ago [34]. In

later studies with comparatively low values of

+Gz, changes were noted in the content of

acetylcholine [14, 102, 212], adrenalinelike sub-

stances [81, 119, 212], histamine [102], serotonin

[102], electrolytes [14, 78], transaminase [176,

241], and a number of enzymes, proteins, and

other indicators [119] in the blood. The nature

and depth of these changes vary primarily with
the value and time of acceleration.

There are changes in the composition and
values of formed elements in animals and man

subjected to +Gx forces [14, 69, 186]. Studies

on apes [132] under accelerations up to-4-10 Gx

showed decreased erythrocytes and hemoglobin,

segment-nuclear leukocytosis, and damage to

genetic mechanisms of bone marrow ceils.

Similar data resulted from experiments with
mice, rats, and dogs [58, 62]. In addition to

changes already noted, these experiments re-

vealed a depression in the mitotic activity of

bone marrow cells and increased frequency in

disruptions of the nuclear apparatus (adhesion

and restructuring of chromosomes).

Different data were obtained in experiments on

white mice exposed to -25.0 Gx [213]. Increases

were detected in hemoglobin and in the number

of erythrocytes in the experimental animals'

blood, as well as pronounced leukopenia, reticu-

locytosis, and an 8-10% increase in polychroma-

tophils. The leukocytic composition showed

neutropenia, lymphopenia, and some eosyino-

penia. There was an increase in erythrocyte vol-
Ume with simultaneous decrease in the mean

corpuscular concentration of hemoglobin, as well

as expansion of osmotic resistance boundaries of
red blood cells.
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Morphologic studies of bone marrow [246] 
indicate activation of the erythropoietic and 
granulopoietic functions following +Gx stress. 
Erythropoiesis normalizes 1.5-2.5 months 
later [132, 2461, and after the same time, normal 
values of hemopoiesis in the regional lymph 
nodes are restored [1191. Under the influence of 
- G,, anticoagulation properties of the blood in- 
crease (activation of fibrinolysis. increase in 
content of heparin, decrease in quantity of 
procoagulants) [187]. There is normalization of 
these indicators 5 days after rotation is stopped. 
These data are not in agreement with findings 
of pronounced tendency toward thrombosis in 
experiments with apes [14]. In spite of intense 
studies on acceleration influence on the blood 
system, unsolved problems require further experi- 
ments. 

Gastrointestinal Tract 

I he influence of acceleration on the function of 
the digestive organs has not yet been sufficiently 
studied. In experiments on cats which were 
given barium sulfate with food, there was delay 
in evacuation of stomach contents after exposure 
to moderate accelerations. A direct dependence 
was noted between the duration of holding food 
mass in the stomach and the degree of accelera- 
tion [186]. Similar results were obtained in ex- 
periments on rats [34,230] (Fig. 27). 

The classical methods of Pavlov were used in 
experiments on dogs, with clinicophysiologic 
observations of humans, to study the influence of 
positive (+ G,) and negative (- G,) forces on the 
evacuatory function of the stomach, as well as 
the secretory function of the salivary, gastric, 
and intestinal glands [208,211]. It was established 
that the & G, inhibited hunger contractions of 
dogs’ stomachs for 1-1.5 hours. The nature 
and direction of changes in secretion of digestive 
tract glands were similar for + 7  and + 9  G, 
for 20 s and - 3 and - 5 G, for 20 s, consisting of 
initial inhibition of secretion, later replaced by 
excitation. An increase in intestinal secretion, 
accompanied by an increase in the dense portion 
of the juice and change in amylase and phos- 
phatase activity. were observed a few days t o  a few 
weeks after exposure to acceleration. These 
results were confirmed i n  later studies [164j on 

the secretory function of the stomach and the 
small intestine under transverse forces (+ G,). 
Changes in enzyme activity and duration of 
enzymatic disruption under this type of accelera- 
tion was less than with longitudinal acceleration 

Studies on humans with +G,  and +G, also 
showed a multiphase secretory reaction - initial 
inhibition, followed by stimulation. Motor activity 
of the stomach under%5 G, did not change signif- 
icantly [208]. With repeated application of ac- 
celerations at intervals of 4-5 days, adaptation 
phenomena developed: inhibition time of salivary 
secretion was significantly shortened, while the 
dense residue in the saliva decreased less; 
changes in amylase content were not observed, 
nor secretion of acid stomach juice of the empty 
stomach. The primary genesis of these changes in 
the secretory-motor function of the gastro- 
intestinal tract is in disruption of interrelations 
between tonus of the sympathetic and parasym- 
pathetic nervous system and nervous-humoral 
regulation [166]. 

FIGURE 27. -X-ray of gastrointestinal tract in rats following 
+C, acceleratory stress [2301. Three hours after injection of 
barium sulfate: A, control animal; B. following stress. 

In a study of the influence of G forces on 
activity of the digestive glands [37], systematic 
studies were first performed on the juice and 
enzymatic functions of the pancreas during and 
following +Gx. In experiments with dogs sub- 
jected to + 8  C;, for 3 min, disruption of the 
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secretoryfunctionof thepancreaswasobserved:
hypersecretionalternatedwith hyposecretion,
the secretoryreactionto foodstimuluswasdis-
torted; and quantitativeand enzymaticcom-
positionof secrctionswasdisrupted.Restoration
ofthefunctionrequired4weeksormore.Adaptive
reactionsof the pancreasfollowingrepeated
exposureto accelerationappearedto be
significant.

In experimentsondogssubjectedto positive
transverseforcesof 4.0-10.0Gx,therewasre-
ductioninbilereleasedandslightincreaseincon-
centrationofbilirubinandbileacids,retainedfor
2 weeks.Thesechangessubsequentlybecame
uneven,and wererestoredto the initial level
onlyafter50-60d[155].

Comparativelyslightaccelerationscausesig-
nificant changesin functionsof the digestive
organs, due to structural and biochemical
changes[119].Theliteratureshouldprobablybe
referredto in developingregimensandrations
for feeding,particularlyin thedaysandweeks
followingtakeoffandlanding.

RenalSystem
Pilotssubjectedto a stressof 6.0-8.0 Gz fre-

quently manifested erythroeytes in the urine, and

in some cases granular cylinders [133]. Similar

resuhs were obtained in 10% of experiments

with humans [71] and animals [185] rotated on a

centrifuge.

Diuresis following + 2.0-5.0 Gz was studied in

rats, which established that polyuria developed

and was maintained for 5-6 h, and concentration

of chlorides in the urine was significantly reduced

[186].

Contradictory resuhs were obtained in other

experiments [198] -stresses of+3 Gz caused the

quantity of urine following ingestion of water to

decrease from 12.5 ml/min to 7.5 ml/min, while

its specific gravity increased from 1.0008 to
1.0086. These data were confirmed with trans-

verse acceleration; however, under these con-

ditions, oliguria developed only after exposure

to forces of+7 Gx and more.

Seven dogs were fitted individually with tapped

ureters (method of Orbeli) for a study of glo-

merular filtration, capacity of kidneys for osmotic

concentration, and liberation of sodium and potas-

sium before and after exposure to loads of +5.8

and + 12.0 Gx. Immediately after acceleration,

there was a brief period of oliguria followed by

increased diuresis [225]. The degree of these

changes is determined largely by the value of the

+Gx force. Exposure to twelvefold G-loads

causes increases in urine production, excretion

of potassium and sodium, and reabsorption of

osmotically free water. However, these changes

are usually normalized after 1.2-2 h, and all
indicators return to their initial levels.

The water-loading experiments indicate that

ability of the kidneys to pass water does not

change under repeated acceleration: the function

of kidneys for hypotonization of urine, reab-

sorption of sodium and potassium (and as indi-

cated by other factors) is not disrupted. Protein

appears in the urine in slight quantities and dis-

appears after 1.5-3 h. The urine precipitate con-

tains leukocytes, epithelial cells, and fresh,

unleached erythrocytes. The data would appear to

indicate that the changes resulted primarily

from activation of the hypothalamus-hypophysis

system.
The importance of neurohormonal mechanisms

in changes of kidney function was also noted in

experiments with six healthy males subjected

to +4Gx [235]. The starting mechanism was con-

sidered to be stimulation of volume receptors of

vessels in the thorax when fully filled with blood.

Under acceleration, similar to the experiments

with dogs, brief inhibition of diuresis (20-35

min) was followed by a slight transient increase

in glomerular filtration.

Humans subjected to loads up to +10 Gx

showed a slight increase in diuresis, clearance,

endogenic creatinine, and erythrocytes [109].

Diuresis was attributed to changes in kidney

hemodynamics and increasing glomerular

filtration. Accelerations also caused various

morphologic changes in kidneys of experimental

animals [120] which, as a rule, were transient

following single exposure to acceleration.

Hematuria following acceleration is believed to

result from disruption of blood circulation in

the kidneys, increase in the permeability of the

capillary walls of the glomeruli, the main mem-

brane, and internal layer of the capsule [107].
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WORK CAPACITY UNDER THE

INFLUENCE OF ACCELERATION

Studies of work capacity under the influence

of acceleration are significant in regard to astro-

naut activity. During space flight, the astronaut

must be in control of the spacecraft, perform

diverse maneuvers during various flight stages

that require rapid reactions, solve a number of

problems, and maintain precise coordination of

motions and physical strength. Acceleration

effects may cause unfavorable organic and

systemic reactions and finally be reflected in the

operator's work capacity. Such phenomena relate

primarily to disrupted processes of afferent per-

ception, changes in functional state of CNS,

and limitations in mobility of operating organs.

Changes in visual perception are vital in an

operator's work under acceleration. Depending on

the value, duration, and direction of acceleration,

a delay in reaction to light may relate to the value

of the acceleration, or to the period of accelera-

tion immediately preceding grayout, or to reduced

perception of contrast in visual images, par-

ticularly with low light levels and diminished

ability to distinguish colors [41, 206, 238].
With sufficiently high +Gz and +Gx forces,

deterioration in visual perception may lead to
total loss of vision.

Processes of auditory perception under the

influence of acceleration have received limited

study. It has been established that with +Gz

and -4-Gx loads, auditory perception, based on

reaction time to sound, is retained significantly

longer than the visual function [43,220].

While the significance of proprioceptive and
vestibular stimuli under the influence of accelera-

tion in flight is acknowledged, this problem

remains open concerning questions of work
capacity. Centrifuge experiments revealed re-

duced ability to solve arithmetic problems and

perform psychological tests, reductions in the

critical flicker fusion frequency and short-term

memory capacity [93], and deterioration in the

results of compensatory tracking [60]. The

severest disruption in brain functions, and

consequently, work capacity, is under the

influence of +Gz forces before loss of con-

sciousness. The condition of motor functions is

important in maintaining work capacity under

acceleration.

Mechanical forces make the work of the muscle

groups more difficult, thereby limiting the motions

of working organs. In a centrifuge experiment,

large-amplitude motions and generalized loco-

motor acts such as walking, running, and crawling

suffered the most [53]. For example, straighten-

ing the trunk becomes impossible at +4 Gz;

while at-4-8 Gx and higher, it is impossible to

raise the body and the extremities. However,

motion of arms in the carpal joint was possible

up to +25 Gx. Under these conditions, profes-

sional activities are possible only by systematic

repetition of motor skills already well-learned.
Another aspect of work capacity under acceler-

ation is determining the operator's effectiveness

and reliability in a "man-machine" system,

which was studied in detail [72]. An effort
was made to coordinate the characteristics of

a man-machine system under conditions of

acceleration in order to increase the reliability

of the operator's work [19]. In a system simulat-

ing manual control of the spacecraft's descent

to Earth, it would be expedient to include an

auditory signal indicating a mismatch with the

desired return trajectory in addition to a visual

signal. Such a combined system is necessary due

to the possibility of vision loss at forces of

+ 14.0 to + 16.0 Gx, in order to assure satisfactory

control quality up to loads of +18 Gx (Fig. 28).

Finally, the problem of man's working capacity

under the influence of acceleration requires

broad experimental studies to establish require-

ments for control systems to be used when the

operator is subjected to long exposure to
acceleration.

REACTIVITY OF THE ORGANISM DUR-

ING AFTEREFFECT OF ACCELERATION

Reactivity, in the generally accepted meaning,

is the body's property of responding to the ef-

fects of the external environment. Reactivity,

then, expresses the relationship (balance)

between the body and the environment [2].

The secretory and motor functions of the gas-

trointestinal tract show, for an extended period

following acceleration, alternately reduced and
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increasedresponsereactionto mechanical,
chemical,andfoodstimuli [37, 166,211].

Theorganism'sreactivityalsochangessharply
relativeto pharmacologicagents[160,181,224].
Afterextendedexposureto transverseaccelera-
tions, animalsexhibitedincreasedsensitivity
to cardiacglycosides(Fig.29),narcotics,and
otherpreparations,anddecreasedsensitivityto
analepticsandanalgesics.Therearechangesin
the body'sreactionsto ingestionof radiation
protectors(Fig. 30) and autonomicnervous
systemmediators.For example,the increasein
motoractivityof whitemicefollowinginjection
of Phenamine(Benzedrine,amphetamine)fol-
lowingapplicationof accelerationis lessclearly
expressed(Fig. 31) than in control animals,
indicatinga decreasein the specificeffectof
this preparation.The analgesiceffectof 1, 2,
5-trimethyl-4-phenyl-4-propionyloxypiperidinehy-
drochloride(Promedol)and certainotherpain-
relievingsubstancesis reduced.Acceleration
significantlychangesthereactionof ananimal's
bodytoionizatingradiation[181,248].

Preliminaryapplicationof stress(--10Gxfor
15-30min) increasesby 15-23%the survival
rateof miceirradiatedat adoseof 700-750Rin
air[181].Animalswhichweresubjectedtovarious
valuesof accelerationandsubsequentirradiation
with x-raysor T-rays,as well as high-energy
protons,providedtheconclusionthatsequential
exposureto accelerationand radiation,with
intervalsof 4 to 24h between,resultsin anin-
creasein LDso/30by100Rin comparisontoradia-
tion alone.This is explainedby an increasein
activity of the hypophysis-adrenal-corticallink
of the neuroendocrineregulationsystemunder
the influenceof acceleration,manifestedby
increasedcatacholaminesand serotoninin the
blood,with increasedceruloplasminactivityand
otherbiochemicalindicators.

Duringthe aftereffectfollowingacceleration,
therearechangesinenduranceofphysicalloads,
increasein resistanceto acutehypoxiaand
electrictrauma,anda decreasein resistanceto
overheatingandovercooling[192].In centrifuged
mice,thereisdefinitecorrelationbetweenchanges
in contentof ceruloplasmin,biologicalactivity
of theblood,andphysicalendurance[7](Fig.32).

Immunobiologicalreactivityis disruptedin
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animalssubjectedto acceleration[3, 188].A
clear dependenceon the valueand time of
accelerationisnotedbythenatureanddegreeof
changesin thephagocyticfunctionofneutrophils,
andbactericidalactivityof thebloodandsaliva.
With slightorbriefapplicationsof acceleration,
immunobiologicalactivity is stimulated,while
greateraccelerationscauseits depression.For
example,withforcesof-9 Gxandparticularly,
- 12.0 Gx, the absorptive function of the neutro-

phils and bactericidal properties of skin and

saliva were reduced, thus reducing the body's

resistance to pathogenic microbes. In experi-

ments with artificially induced acute Staph-

ylococcus infection, the death of mice subjected

to --30 Gx acceleration was 38% greater than in
the controls.

Thus, during aftereffect following acceleration,

reactivity of the organism is altered, despite

almost complete restoration of basic somatic and

autonomic functions recorded at rest (cardio-

vascular system, respiration, and CNS) to their

initial level. Reactivity is increased relative to

some environmental stimuli, decreased relative to

others, and distorted relative to still others.

Knowledge of the nature and depth of possible

changes in reactivity during various stages of

aftereffect following acceleration, and of the

incompletely understood physiologic mechanisms,

is necessary for proper selection of medical

tactics (recommendations and requirements, pre-

ventive and therapeutic measures).

ADAPTATION AND CUMULATION

EFFECTS OF ACCELERATION

The influence of adaptive and cumulative
effects of acceleration on humans and animals is

of scientific and practical significance in prepar-

ing man for space flight. The literature indicates

that resistance of the organism may increase

following repeated exposure to acceleration

[34, 71, 72, 164], which, on the other hand, may

cause cumulative negative effects [78, 1911.

Trained pilots can better tolerate the effects of

acceleration in flying than can untrained pilots.

Repeated exposure to longitudinal +Gz during

several days helps to increase resistance of the

organism, but frequent repetition during a single

day may have the opposite effect [9]. However,

the literature contains as many or more reports

indicating the possibility of negative effects

and damage to the body following repeated ex-

posure to acceleration.

Daily exposure of apes to acceleration for 3

weeks led to pronounced pathologic changes in

kidneys [191], disruptions at the cellular mem-

brane level [78], and dystrophic changes in wails

of the cerebral vessels [102]. Extended and

repeated exposure to acceleration produced

damage to the right ventricle myocardium in rats

and apes, which appeared in both ECG and

autopsy (myocardial hemorrhage) [86, 98]. The

degree and nature of disruptions described by
various authors were not the same, and resulted

from differing experimental conditions. Repeated

application of acceleration caused increased
resistance in some animals and significant

decrease in others [179]. Frequent repetition of

acceleration led to profound morphologic changes

in the organs, but long intervals between experi-

ments helped to decrease the pathologic changes

[103].
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highly significant. For example, it was shown that
forces of +8.0 to +12.0 G, lasting up to 15 s,

caused no cumulative effects in dogs, even though

repeated daily for 26 d [239]. However, when these

accelerations were applied for a longer time,

significant deterioration in the animals' condition

resulted. A combined study of body processes in

dogs under the influence of + Gx forces (3.0 to

12.0) applied repeatedly revealed indications of

adaptation reactions [112]. Upon repeated appli-

cation of acceleration, changes in the dogs'

respiration, energy expenditures, and hema-

tological and biochemical indicators showed

development of adaptive reactions. However,
pathomorphologieal studies indicated structural

disruptions in various organs and tissues [106,

108, 119, 120]. Consequently, with repeated ex-

posure to + Gx, various effects are adaptive, but

on the other hand, clearly show cumulative

damage [112].

Thus, incomplete data in the literature do not

indicate any conclusive agreement on aftereffects

of repeated acceleration. While data indicate the

possibility of adaptational changes, possible

cumulative negative effects must also be acknowl-

edged. Findings indicate manifestation not

only of functional changes, but also of significant

structural damage to tissues. However, various

body changes doubtlessly result from the modes
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FIGURE 31.--Motor activity of white mice following injection
of Phenamine, dose: 10 mg/kg [224]. A: Control animals;
B: following exposure to -10 Gx acceleratory stress for 1,
and 10 rain; C: following exposure to -40 Gx acceleratory
stress for 1, and 10 rain.

duration, gradient of increase, frequency of repe-

tition, and intervals between application. It is

important to clarify the various aspects of this

problem for the development of systems to train

man, prior to space flight, to tolerate acceleration.

In designing a system of training on the

centrifuge, it is not feasible to draw a complete

analogy with sports training. Under acceleration,
an aldnormal factor acts on the body, while in

sports training the organism experiences ele-

vated loads-for which it is adequately adapted

through evolution. The solution of this problem

requires an approach that must take into con-

sideration the establishment of optimally toler-

able acceleration modes, repetition frequencies,

individual resistance, and conservation of

training effects.

MECHANISMS OF THE

INFLUENCE OF ACCELERATION

Acceleration causes functional and morpho-

logic changes in various systems in the body.
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Themostimportantdirecteffectsofacceleration
arebloodredistributionin thevascularsystem,
lymph flow impairment,organ displacement,
tissuedeformation,disruptionin respiration,and
stressreactions.The specificsignificanceof
these primary accelerationmechanismswill
changedependingon the directionof the ac-
celerationvector.Thus,duringlongitudinalaccel-
eration,circulatoryhypoxiaof the brainis the
most significantdevelopment.Applicationof
accelerationproducesvisualdisordersandwhen
continuedor intensified,lossof consciousness
andconvulsions.At thesametime,adecreaseis
notedin thebloodflowtotheheart,causingit to
overwork.

During transverseacceleration,respiration
difficultiesare importantin the mechanismof
disruption.Hypoxemiaalsodevelopsasa result
of strongpressureon the thorax,as well as
disruptionof bloodoxygenationin the lungs
from hemodynamicdisorders.Whenthe heart
cavityandbloodvesselsofdogswereprobed[104,
232,243]after forcesof +2.0 to -9.0 Gx,it
was foundthat venousbloodis first pooled,
thenshuntedtopulmonaryveins,andoxygenation
disrupted,causingreducedvolumetriccontentof
oxygenin arterialblood.Consequently,respi-
ratory disruptionand hemodynamicdisorders
leadtohypoxemiaandhypoxiaof suchimportant
organsandtissuesasthebrainandheart[121,
197].The unusualflow of afferentimpulses
facihtatesdevelopmentof central regulatory
disorders,which in turn reducesthe body's
compensatory-adaptivecapabilities.Changesin
the endocrineglandsresultingfromdisruptions
in CNSregulatoryactivityand hypoxiacause
still greaterdisordersin the body's various
systems.

The primarycomponentsof the mechanism
by which accelerationinfluencesthe body's
functionalsystemsareschematicallypresented
in Figure33.Accelerationssometimesbecome
extremelyirritating,severelydisruptingnormal
vital processeswitha traumatizingor evende-
structiveeffectonbiologicobjects.

Twophasesof reactionto Gforceshavebeen
distinguished[175]:(1) compensatorychanges
in thebodyin whichprimarilythevitalfunctions
are reinforced,whilesomeareadaptivelysup-

pressedtemporarilyandotherssomewhatdis-
rupted;(2) decompensation,in whichthereis
depressionand suppressionof vital bodily
systems.

Duringthefirst phase,thereareincreasesin
heart rate, bloodpressure,volumeof blood
pumpedper minute,regionalbloodflow, pul-
monaryventilation,oxygenuptake,andevenan
increaseof oxygentensionin braintissues.At
the sametime, endocrinegland activity is
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strengthenedasjudgedfrom an unmistakable
changein peripheralbloodcomposition,increase
in cholesterolcontentof blood,andotherindica-
tions [119,246].Changesin the volumeof
histamine,adrenaline,acetylcholine,potassium,
andsodiumasreactionsto slightandmoderate
accelerationsarealsobelievedto be indications
of adaptivereactions[14].

The secondphase,interruptionof compen-
sation,is manifestedby relativeor absolute
bradycardia,disruptionof heartrhythmandcon-
ductivity,dropin bloodpressure,disruptionin
redoxprocessesof vital organs[197],regulatory
disordersof nervousandendocrinesystems,and
soforth.Theseleadto extremefunctionaland
morphologicchangesnotonlyatthebody,organ,
andtissuelevels,but alsoat cellularandsub-
cellularlevels[119,120].Long-termexposureto
highGforcesmaycausedeath,usuallyasaresult
of cardiovascularor respiratoryinsufficiency.
Anotherphaseof nervousandemotionalstress
hasbeensuggested[210]:increasesin frequency
of pulseandrespiration,cardiacminutevolume,
EEG desynchronization,and so forth, imme-
diatelybeforeaccelerationapplication,and an
aftereffectphaseof restorationandnormaliza-
tion of functions.Othermodelshavebeende-
scribedin the literature,establishingrelation-
ships, sequence,regularities,and periodicity
oftheorganism'sreactionstoaccelerationeffects.

METHODSOF INCREASING RESISTANCE

TO ACCELERATION

The search for methods to increase the body's

resistance to long-term acceleration has become

particularly important since maneuverability

of aircraft is now limiting the body's physiologic
tolerance.

The rapid development of rocket technology

and space flight requires further investigation of

anti-G-load measures. The development of

effective methods would affect the mode of space-

craft injection into orbit by more fully utilizing

the power of rocket engines, increasing the work-

ing capacity of crewmembers during the injec-

tion into orbit and descent to Earth, and providing

more reliable protection in emergencies. These

are particularly important in the return of space-

craft to Earth and landings on other planets

following extended periods of weightlessness,

which may cause pronounced disorders in blood

circulation, general asthenization of the body,

and other problems.

Increased resistance to accelerations is being

sought a number of ways:

1. Mechanical methods

anti- G compensating suits

special seats for maintenance of optimal

position to the acceleration vector

individual contoured supports

immersion systems

breathing under elevated pressure

2. Physiologic methods

physical training (specific, nonspecific),

general toughening of the body, centri-

fuge training

adaptation to hypoxia

changing body reactivity through pharma-
cological agents and cooling (hiberna-

tion)

3. Combined methods

There are advantages and drawbacks to each

of these methods.

Anti-G suits (G-suits). The primary patho-

genic link during + Gz acceleration is displace-

ment of blood from the head and upper sections

of the trunk to vessels in the abdominal cavity
and lower extremities. The first G-suit models

were designed in the early forties to hinder such
redistribution of blood under the influence of

inertia. G-suits in use at present operate by crea-

tion of counterpressure on portions of the lower

half of the body. As accelerations increase,

pressure in the rubber chambers surrounding the
stomach and legs is automatically increased: the

greater the G forces, the higher the pressure in
the suit.

A detailed physiologic explanation of methods

for increasing resistance to accelerations is not

necessary since there are many such studies

[72, 73, 95, 186, 189, 219, 240]. The use of G-suits

has been effective in maintaining many of the

body's functions. Arterial pressure in the carotid
and brachial arteries is maintained at a higher

level, the influx of blood to the brain and heart

is improved, and fewer changes are observed in

574-270 O - 75 - 14
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vision, bioelectric activity of the myocardium, 
conditioned-reflex activity and energy expendi- 
ture, and so forth. Results from testing in 
centrifuges, as well as during aircraft flights using 
various criteria of evaluation have shown that 
man's resistance increases by 0.8-1.3 G, when 
such suits are used [127, 1281. 

Modern G-suits and improved methods for 
their use can increase resistance by 2.0-2.5 G, 
[42]. In  spite of many design studies, further 
improvement in  the effectiveness of G-suits is 
not likely; at present, they are used primarily 
for + G, acceleration. However, the protective 
influence of G-suits, including decrease in visual 
disorders, is effective for transverse accelerations 
of up to +15.0 G, [48]. Other methods of in- 
creasing acceleration tolerance are being 
investigated. 

Seat back angle inclination and subject position. 
The greatest tolerance for acceleration is ob- 
served when it is applied transversely to the main 
blood vessels in the human body (noted pre- 
viously). Special studies to find the optimal 
position of a subject under acceleration [31] 
have established that strict observance is required 
to the relationship between inclination of the seat 
back and head support and acceleration vector, 
as well as between hips, shins, and trunk. The 
most significant variable is in the trunk and head 
position. Physiologic studies have established 
that the optimal inclination of the seat back is 
78-80' with regard to the acceleration vector 
[72, 117,2341. 

A tolerance of + 12.0 G, with the trunk position 
inclined to the horizontal plane at 80" was 2-3 
times greater in application time than with 65" 
inclination position [ 17 I. Cardiovascular and 
respiratory reaction was less intensive in t h e  
former case, allowing a higher body resistance 
as a whole. 

Contoured supports. Individualized contoured 
supports (Fig. 34), which provide a large area of 
counterpressure, can increase tolerance t o  25.0 
G, when the body is in the optimal position in 
regard to the acceleration vector [48]. 

Breathing pure oxygen. Respiration and circu- 
lation disorders leading to hypoxemia and 
hypoxia are leading pathogenic factors resulting 
from transverse acceleration. Experiments on 

animals and humans have tested the effectiveness 
of breathing pure 0, at normal and elevated 
pressures. If test subjects breathe pure 0 2  or a 
gas mixture under excess pressure, there is a 
significant increase in acceleration tolerance 
[12], which is a result of improved gas metabolism 
in lungs and, consequently, oxygen deficiency is 
prevented. 

Optimal excess pressure for the gas mixture 
[234] is 2-3 mm Hg/G unit. This helps to prevent 
changes in respiration indicators and increases 
tolerance time by 67%, although chest pains do 
not decrease significantly. On the other hand, 
some authors are skeptical that breathing under 
increased pressure will heighten resistance to 
acceleration. Breathing pure 0, while undergoing 
acceleration may cause adverse aftereffects, 
similar to oxygen poisoning [131]. 

Immersion systems. There is substantial 
interest in immersion systems developed by 
Tsiolkovskiy [217] as a means of increasing ac- 
celeration tolerance. Experiments with white 
mice have produced exceptionally favorable 
results [149]. When immersed in water, they 
tolerated forces up to 1300 G for 60 s. Similar data 
were produced by other researchers [24]. Ex- 
periments have also shown that immersion of 
human subjects in a water tank can signifi- 
cantly increase resistance to acceleration [241]. 
Effectiveness i s  determined to a great extent by 
depth of immersion. Human subjects immersed to 
the third rib reached accelerations of +16 G,, 
whereas under ordinary conditions loss of 
peripheral vision began at 3.25 G, [48,82]. When 
totalh- immersed in water in a special container 

FIGURE 34. - P o s i t i o n  of human suhjwt i n  individual con- 
toured support [&]. 
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(Fig. 35) using special breathing apparatus, re- 
sistance to gravitoinertial forces was increased to 
+ 26.0-31.0 G, although stomach pains and slight 
damage to the frontal sinuses were noted. A 
significant increase in resistance to acceleration 
from immersion has been corroborated in other 
experiments [30]. 

In spite of the great effectiveness of this 
method, its practical use in modern flight is 
impossible due to the great complexity and 
cumbersomeness of immersion systems. Fur- 
thermore, placing the pilot in a container 
filled with liquid sharply reduces his capability 
to observe and control the spacecraft.‘ Thus, 
although protection from acceleration by hy- 
draulic systems is valid, other methods to solve 
this complex problem must be sought. Although 
some effective methods of protecting the body 
from acceleration effects have been developed, 
all physical methods of increasing resistance 
developed so far depend upon complex devices. 
Consequently, physical methods using the body’s 

FIGURE 35.-  Container used for immersion protection of 
man from acceleration [48]. 

reserves have been studied by means of training, 
stimulation, and medications. 

General toughening, physical training, and 
adaptation to  accelerations. From observations 
of many flight physicians, general toughening of 
the body by special physical exercises to improve 
the regulatory mechanisms of circulation and 
respiration, strengthening of abdominal and leg 
muscles, development of skills in shifting from 
abdominal respiration to chest type and vice 
versa, and extended tonic tension in groups of 
muscles can increase pilots’ acceleration toler- 
ance [E]. In studies of sportsmen, it was found 
that gymnasts, boxers, weight lifters, and sprint- 
ers were most resistant to + G, accelerations 
[203]. These sports require, by submaximal and 
maximal work intensity, strength and speed- 
strength exercises, and a broad range of complex 
coordinated motions. Data [57] indicating that 
physical training to develop resistance to accel- 
eration has no positive effect are correct only 
for specific conditions reproduced in centrifuge 
testing (total muscular relaxation of subjects). 
However, it is believed that muscular tension can 
increase resistance to acceleration, and therefore, 
regular physical training is probably an important 
part of the training of both pilots and astronauts. 

An increase in the body’s acceleration resist- 
ance can also be achieved by centrifuge training 
[11, 34, 71, 1421. Systematic training on the 
centrifuge can increase man’s tolerance by 
approximately 1.5-2.0 G [32]. In experiments on 
dogs [202] using physiologic, morphologic, and 
histofunctional investigation methods, it has been 
established that with the use of training regimens 
based on repetition and gradually increasing 
loads, plus warmups and maximal and sub- 
maximal loads, tolerance for transverse ac- 
celeration can be significantly increased. In 
studies with human subjects, centrifuge training 
using the optimal plan helps increase tolerance 
by 1.6-5.8 Gx. The effect of training was retained 
for at least 6 months. Histomorphologic indications 
of the degree of training for acceleration were also 
studied [161, 1691. The literature indicates that 
in addition to training mechanisms for adapta- 
tion, exposure to great acceleration for long 
periods may cause pathologic changes in the 
body [ 119,1621. 
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Adaptation to hypoxia. One of the primary

pathogenic mechanisms in __+Gx forces is oxygen

deficiency and hypoxia in the circulatory mecha-

nism. [21, 104, 113, 159, 232]. Therefore, adapta-

tion to hypoxia has been successfully used as one

of the nonspecific methods for increasing body
resistance to acceleration [114, 194,227]. Adapta-

tion to hypoxia has been performed both in baro-

chambers and under high mountain conditions.

Animal experiments have convincingly proven

that the survival rate of adapted white mice, rats,

and guinea pigs under high acceleration was 1.5-2

times greater than the survival rate of a control

group. Active adaptation of the animals to hypoxia

by systematic physical training was found to be

more effective than passive exposure at high

altitude. Disruption in the cardiac activity of

experimental animals, shown by electrocardi-

ography, began later and was less pronounced

[218].

Studies of humans have established that after

a stay in the mountains, resistance to +Gx

stress of individuals previously unexposed to

hypoxia was increased by 2.4±0.2 Gx [ll4,
227]. The increased resistance of those thus

trained, was retained, for the first time, up to

3 months, and significantly hmger in mountain

climbers who spent vacations in the mountains

each year. This method of increasing accelera-

tion resistance might also prove promising for

extended space flight [124, 134, 226, 229].

Pharmacologic agents. Pharmacologic agents

for increasing acceleration endurance are cur-

rently being studied. Although the first experi-

ments started more than 20 years ago [34, 35,

130], such usage was not developed until recent

years. In aircraft flights it is not always possible

to predict the precise time acceleration begins,

which is important for the use of pharmaceuticals,

and the specific effects of a number of prepara-

tions prevent their use in flight medicine (soporif-

ics, narcotics, phenothiazine series preparations,
and so forth). A number of these limitations is

eliminated in space flights since spacecraft can

be controlled automatically without astronaut

participation.

Medicines studied for action on the resistance

to acceleration are in these pharmacologic groups:

vasoconstrictors [34, 88, 130, 160, 182,224[, vaso-

dilators [129, 183, 224], ganglioplegics [54, 134,

224], narcotics [160, 224], hormones [167,185,

204, 224], CNS stimulators [34, 183, 224], and

other substances [72, 224]. Positive effects
resulted from various medicines.

The most favorable results have been ob-

tained with Lucidril (meclofenoxate) and

strychnine, sympathomimetic amines, and cer-
tain combinations of these substances. Pharma-

ceuticals (strychnine + caffeine + phenamine)

given to test subjects before revolving on the

centrifuge after long-term (70-100 d) hypokinesis
restored their lowered resistance to acceleration

to the initial level or even above it [113, 227].

Thus, pharmaceuticals may be not only effec-

tive, but also in certain cases necessary, particu-

larly during descent after extended flights and

weightlessness. A complete summary of pharma-
ceutical influence on human and animal resistance

to acceleration (as well as to other spaceflight

factors) is in the monograph of Vasil'yev et al

[224].

Hypothermia

Deep cooling, in order to save the body under

spaceflight conditions, particularly in emergency

situations when various factors including ac-

celeration may reach extreme values, is a subject

that has received increasing attention recently

[27, 29, 44, 226]. A pronounced protective effect

was observed in rats cooled to 5-20 ° only for

accelerations over 30.0 g; for accelerations of

20.0 g and less, cooling caused reduced resistance

[205]. This difference in the effects of hypo-

thermia is explained by the different mechanisms

of animal deaths during different values of

acceleration. The positive effect of artificial

hibernation in rats, by reducing body tempera-

ture to 24-22 °, was observed [215]. In these

experiments, the survival rate in the experimental

group during accelerations of-31 Gx was twice

that of the control group. Similar results have

been obtained in other studies [61].

Combined methods. The combined application
of anti-G forces is the most effective method. In

aeronautics, this principle has been used by

selecting the proper seat position for the pilot,
use of voluntary muscular tension, and the anti-
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G suit. The combined application of protective

methods against acceleration can be further

developed, and effectiveness greatly increased.

For example, in experiments on white mice and

hamsters, water immersion combined with nar-

cosis and deep cooling of the body increased

acceleration tolerance to as much as 1800-2300 g

[29]. Water immersion combined with optimal
position achieved human acceleration tolerances

up to 32.5 g [48]. A comparatively simple means,

such as selecting the optimal inclination of the

seat back, contoured supports, and respiration

under increased pressure, achieved an accelera-

tion tolerance of +26.5 Gx with a rise rate of lg/s

[171.

These data prompt anticipation that further

development of anti-G forces methods will lead to

future achievement of more effective protection
from acceleration.

PROBLEMS AND METHODS

OF FURTHER STUDY

Acceleration, an integral part of space flight,

may cause adverse effects in various systems of

the body under certain situations. A pathogenetic

mechanism primarily producing these disorders

must be considered the hypoxic and circulatory

form of oxygen starvation.

Man's resistance and his work capacity are of

great concern under long-term acceleration. Re-

sistance and work capacity depend on the inter-

action of a combination of factors, which are not

inherently comparable and consequently, can

be evaluated only with considerable caution [72].

Sufficient information is not available on per-

missible limits for a healthy man to maintain

work capacity under the influence of various
modes of acceleration. Such information is lack-

ing completely for individuals with variations in
health.

Further studies are needed for objective criteria
to evaluate resistance and for standardization.

Objective criteria for longitudinal +Gz forces

should probably be the state of regional

circulation at head level (in the ear) and the EEG;

for +Gx stress, the level of oxygenation of blood

and development of bradycardia should be the

criteria. Fatigue in connection with acceleration

deserves attention, which is particularly impor-

tant in flight landing, when various environmental

factors may cause functional changes.

The effects of lateral +Gy forces have not been

sufficiently studied. With proper support, tol-

erance for -----Gyor -Gx might be no worse, and

respiratory disruption might be less, than for

+ Gx force vectors ordinarily used.

Studies are needed on a centrifuge with variable

radii. The significance of short-radius centrifuges

for creating artificial gravity has not been estab-

lished. Technically, this type of centrifuge is

most suitable for solving the problem of accelera-

tion effects in space flight. Theoretically, evalu-

ation must be made of the pressure gradient

which arises along the body during rotation in a

centrifuge with short radius.

The effects of slight accelerations during long

periods must also be studied. Physiologic effects,

and resistance and working capacity should be

determined under loads of 2.0 G during many

days and perhaps months.
Studies should be continued on the effects of

various acceleration rise rates. There are prob-

ably different optimal rise rates for long-term

acceleration, for peak-type acceleration modes,

and plateau-type modes. There are apparently

optimal combinations of rise rate and relief rate,

peak and plateau values, which can assure higher

resistance of astronauts to accelerations expected

under actual flight conditions. These combina-

tions have not yet been determined. Studies on

reactions of cardiovascular and respiratory

systems should be continued. Broad investigations
are needed on the influence on acceleration re-

sistance of varied composition of the gas media

used (or which has been suggested for use) in

spacecraft cabins.

The positive effect of breathing oxygen with

increased content, or under excess pressure, re-

quires explanation of practical problems such as

determination of the optimal time for applying

this protective measure, and the values of posi-

tive pressure.

Information should be obtained on man's

resistance to the effects of +Gx loads in various

modes (value, rise rate), as well as combinations

of various types of accelerations. This is impor-

tant when considering the possibility of accidental
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rotation of a spacecraft. There should be further

studies to develop methods of protection, mech-

anisms of physiologic reactions at both cellular

and subcellular levels, and treatment methods

for pathologic disorders. Study of the combined
influence of acceleration with other flight fac-

tors is a pressing task for physiologists, bio-

chemists, morphologists, and other specialists.

Further studies should, hopefully, supplement

insufficient information on acceleration influence

on the human body, data that will prove highly

beneficial for space flight.
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Chapter 6

IMPACT ACCELERATIONS 1

HENNING E. YON GIERKE AND JAMES W. BRINKLEY

Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio USA

IMPACT HAZARDS

Impact acceleration may be encountered

during normal as well as emergency phases of

spacecraft operations. The impact loads experi-

enced during normal flight phases occur pri-

marily on spacecraft landing upon its return to
Earth. Recovery systems used or considered

for spacecraft designs have included conven-

tional single and multiple parachute canopies,

retrorockets, inflated fabric spheres, and para-

wings or parasails. Within existing technology

and primarily weight limitations, it has not been

practical to allow descent and horizontal drift

rates to be adequately controlled within the

range of impact velocities that would not be
hazardous to the crew under all adverse cir-

cumstances. Exact knowledge of the physical

environment to which the astronauts might be

exposed with a particular spacecraft and its

recovery system for all potential environmental

variables, that is, impact surface, wind, impact

angle, and others, is absolutely essential for

realistic risk analysis and evaluation of pro-

tective requirements.

The severity of the impact experienced during

spacecraft landing can be reduced considerably

by controlling the landing site. With such

control, the impact surface and wind conditions

1The authors are indebted to the Soviet compiler, S. A.
Gozulov, and USA compilers, E. M. Roth and A. N. Chambers,
fi}rthe material which fi}rmed the basis for this chapter.

that are most favorable may be selected. Water,

or flat, soft terrain have generally proven to

produce less severe impacts. Data are available

on the dynamics of water impact and, more

specifically, on the water and land impact
characteristics of the Apollo spacecraft [5, 98].

The descent rate at impact may range up to

8.5 m/s if the recovery system deploys properly.

In a design such as the Apollo spacecraft where

three recovery parachutes were used, the

descent velocity could be as high as 15.2 m/s.

The resulting impact pulses under even nominal

conditions are typically high amplitude, short
rise time accelerations, which are shown in

Figure 1.

If a catastrophic failure occurs on the launch

pad during final portions of the preflight prep-
arations, short-duration, high-amplitude accel-

eration may be required to catapult the space

vehicle crewman safely away from the launch

vehicle. This same emergency escape system

may be required during the initial phase of
launch vehicle acceleration if there is failure of

the propulsion or guidance systems. The ac-
celeration environment associated with use of

the escape system is more complex as the
launch vehicle achieves higher velocities while

it is still within the Earth's atmosphere. This

more complex environment is due to interaction

with the windstream and rapid deceleration of

the escape system immediately after separa-
tion from the launch vehicle. In addition, the

214
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impactof theopeningoftherecoveryparachute
maybequite severeat thesehigherairspeeds.
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FIGURE ].-Accelerations recorded during impact tests of
the Apollo Crew Module [98]. Impact occurred at a pitch
attitude of --27.5 °, a roll attitude of 0°,a horizontal velocity
of 11.4 m/s, and a vertical velocity of 10.5 m/s.

Two basic types of emergency escape systems

have been used to assure spacecraft crew safety.

The impact environments associated with each

type are different in many aspects. The first type,

the individual ejection seat which is used in

high-speed aircraft, generates short-duration

acceleration pulses throughout its entire se-

quence. These pulses are created during ignition

of the ejection catapult, firing of the sustainer

[_ocket, impact with a high-velocity airstream,
parachute opening shock, and landing impact.

The second type of escape technique involves

propulsion of the entire spacecraft away from

the launch vehicle. The catapult acceleration

required with this type of escape system is

generally of lower magnitude, usually no greater

than 8 to 12 g, and longer duration than that

required if an ejection seat is used. The aline-

ment of the propulsion system thrust vector and

center of gravity of the vehicle are more easily

controlled than when the conventional ejection

seat is used. A large portion of the ejection

velocity must be imparted to the ejection seat

while it is still stabilized by ejection rails,

because of this problem. Therefore, the ejection

acceleration may be as high as 18 to 20 g.

When the entire spacecraft is used as an

escape system, it causes two other notable

differences in the impact environments. The

first, a beneficial difference, is elimination of

the problem of impact with the windstream and

rapid deceleration. The spacecraft is generally

optimally designed for aerodynamic decelera-

tion upon reentry into the Earth's atmosphere,

and thus, the deceleration forces tend to be low.

The second difference occurs at landing. Land-

ing without the spacecraft is usually accom-

plished without incident by a properly trained

crewman. A crewman descending under a per-

sonal parachute may judge his drift rate and

even control his direction of drift, whereby he

can position himself and use his legs to minimize
landing impact effects. A difficult design problem

is assuring an equally safe landing of the space-

craft under emergency and even normal

conditions.

The relatively complex tasks performed by an

individual prior to a parachute landing (which

are not easily accomplished without adding un-

desirable weight and complexity to the space-

craft) are, sensing drift rate and direction and

alining himself to obtain the best use of his

legs to attenuate the impact. Impact accelera-

tions that are experienced during capsule land-

ing impact are quite variable due to lack of
control of these factors. Furthermore, varia-

bilities of the spacecraft structural rigidity,

stiffness and contour of impact surface, and

oscillation induced by the recovery parachute,

coupled with the possibility of multiple impacts

in different directions, add to the difficulty of

providing a safe landing.

An escape system composed of several of the
most desirable attributes of each of the basic

escape system approaches represents another

alternative. This approach uses the spacecraft

to achieve separation from the launch vehicle

5"/4-2"/0 O - "I5 - 15
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but individual ejection seats are also used after

the required separation distance is achieved,

and spacecraft velocity has decayed to an ac-

ceptable level. This approach avoids ground-

landing impact problems associated with crew

recovery within the spacecraft; however, it may

not be the most effective approach in terms of

spacecraft weight and complexity except in

cases where there is no requirement to recover

the spacecraft.

Impact environments may also be encountered

during other portions of the space mission. For

example, acceleration associated with space-

craft docking operations, that is, coupling the

spacecraft to another spacecraft or propulsion

unit, will result in transient acceleration. The

ground-landing problem in spacecraft recovery

after mission completion or emergency escape

is also present during extraterrestrial landing.

The impact environments of docking and extra-

terrestrial landing must necessarily be mild, to

prevent injury to the crew or spacecraft equip-

ment that might compromise success of the
venture.

Each potential or actual impact hazard asso-

ciated with the mission must be assessed to

determine the degree of risk that may be allowed

for injury or equipment failure. A mission risk

analysis of this type cannot be carried out

without a relatively detailed understanding of

the human response to each level of impact

stress. A primary objective of research in this

technology area has, thus, been the development

of human exposure limits in terms suitable for

such a risk analysis.

Definition of Impact

Impact is generally defined as an acceleration

with a pulse duration of not more than 1 s. The

acceleration-time history is defined in terms of

its magnitude in m/s 2 or usually in g units and

its time parameters. Included in time param-

eters are rise time (duration from start of ac-

celeration to peak acceleration time), and pulse

duration (total time of the individual pulse).

Acceleration derivatives such as rate of onset

of acceleration (g/s) and rate of offset of accel-

eration are also commonly used as descriptors.

However, it must be kept in mind that these

descriptors give approximations only to the true

acceleration-time history and that the limits

within which they are meaningful must be
examined.

For purposes of frequency domain analysis,

an impact pulse is composed of energy density

distributed over a spectrum of frequencies.

Thus, a particular acceleration-time history may

be reduced to terms of the power spectral

density.

Impact accelerations might occur as linear or

rotational accelerations, all together in 6 degrees
of freedom.

Terminology used in the study of the human

response to impact is varied [19, 48, 49, 87, 88,

96]; however, terminology that is generally
understood has been selected for this discussion.

Terms such as "overload" used in USSR litera-

ture and "dynamic overshoot" used in US

literature are not used, in order to permit a more

universal understanding of the text. The direc-
tion of linear and rotational acceleration vectors

is defined with respect to the human body by

use of the coordinate system shown in Figure
2, which is standardized for biomechanics.

Physiologic and Pathologic Effects

of Linear Impact

Most human impact research has been con-

ducted in connection with general automotive

or aviation crash research, not in support of

specific space requirements. Impact exposures

experienced during emergency escape maneuvers

have been studied during the last 30 years in

connection with emergency escape from aircraft.

Impact situations similar to space capsule

landing impacts have been of interest for the

last 15 years in the development of aircraft

capsule escape systems [12].

Primary physiologic and pathologic effects of

impact are caused by localized pressures and

resulting relative displacements of body tissue.

Massive stimulation of the entire nervous system

in an extremely short time results in various

sensations and reactions immediately after

impact due to activation of pressure and stretch

receptors. These sensations will vary in magni-
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tudedependingon the magnitudeof the" insult

and will vary in seriousness from momentary

stunning and mild cardiovascular reactions to

cardiovascular shock, unconsciousness, and con-

cussion-the latter probably always connected

with pathologic injury. Direct injuries to body

tissues result when relative displacements of

body tissue exceed mechanical stress limits of

the particular tissue involved.

_ 'qz

÷Gz

FIGURE 2.-Coordinate system for description of impact
inertial response vector direction.

Such injuries may be at a cellular or sub-

cellular level with no gross evidence of shear,

tensile, and/or compressive stresses. Damage

due to blood movement has not, in general,

been observed, although conjunctivitis and

retinal symptoms observed in-Gx impact may

be related to this phenomenon. This type of

injury would not be expected for very short

duration impact since the duration of exposure

to acceleration is too brief to allow significant

shifting of blood volumes. Injuries may also

occur with more acute pathologic effects such

as: abrasions, contusions, hematomas and

laceration of soft tissues; strains, sprains,

failure of cartilaginous structure and joint

derangement; and various fractures or subluxa-

tions within the skeletal system. The serious-

ness of these injuries will vary from simple,

reversible disabilities to chronic, irreversible

impairment of anatomic structures or physio-

logic functioning of the body, and major trauma

which may be either immediately or eventually
fatal.

Physical response of the body and its organs,

i.e., stress distribution along the body and stress

severity, is dependent upon the acceleration-

time history of the impact environment. Other

major factors influencing the response include

acceleration direction [52, 66], restraint degree

[68], and body condition, that is, age, physical

state, and others [44, 82]. The pathologic mani-

festations described rely heavily on analysis and

interpretation of aviation, automotive, sport, and

home accident data as well as data collected

from suicides [91, 92]. Causes and mechanisms

leading to these effects are derived from low-

level noninjurious human tests or animal

experiments.
Research conducted so far has shown different

mechanisms of injury and symptoms for each

impact direction studied. Much information that

is available on these injury mechanisms has been
collected from studies of accidents as well as

laboratory experiments. In accident situations,

head injury is the most frequent and most severe

manifestation [74].

Head Injuries

More than 75 percent of aircraft crash fatalities

result from head injuries. These injuries usually

result from heavy blows to the head rather than
from acceleration of the head structure as a whole

[2, 3]. Neck injury from indirect acceleration of

the head is not as well understood; these injuries

may include ligamentous, disk, and vertebral

damage as well as involvement of the spinal cord.

Concussion may result from either neck hyper-

flexion or hyperextension if the head is not

supported during impact [18, 43, 70]. Other

concussion types are observed after concentrated
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blowsto the headthat deformor fracturethe
skull[31,32,60]andcausedeformationsthrough-
outthebraintissue[10,33,55,67].

Headimpact studieshavebeenconducted
with anesthetizedmonkeysanddogsto relate
the severityand durationof concussionto
intracranialpressurechangeand its duration
[34]. Pressurechangeswere recordedwith
intracranialpressuretransducers.Moderateto
severeconcussioneffectswereobservedin the
rangeof 2.1-6.3kg]cm2 intracranialpressure
changeconcurrentwithheadimpact.Observa-
tionsofconcussioneffectsin humansarelimited
toclinicalinvestigations.Accuracyofsuchstudies
is greatlylimitedby theability to estimateim-
pactconditionsassociatedwithtrauma.

Casehistoriesof317patientswithheadinjury
havebeenstudiedandrelatedtoimpactvelocity,
impactdirection,and rigidity of the impact
surface[75]. Severity of the trauma was evaluated

on the basis of the patient's condition immedi-

ately after impact and during the affliction.

Severity of the trauma resulting from impact

velocities in the range of 3.0 to 10.5 m/s de-

pended, to a considerable degree, on occurrence

of fractures in the cranial base and degree of
pathogenic involvement of the intracranial

structures adjacent to the cranial base. Frontal
region impacts resulted in a less severe clinical

picture than impacts in the temporal and occipital

regions. Cranial base fractures and damage to

adjacent cerebral tissues almost always resulted

if the impact velocity was greater than 5.0 m/s.

Spinal Impact

Damage to the vertebral column is a common

mechanism of injury where the impact is applied

parallel to the spine in the +Gz direction such

as in seat ejection maneuvers [17,102]. Compres-
sion fracture of individual vertebral bodies is

frequently observed in radiographic examination

of individuals who have used aircraft ejection seats

[38]. These fractures are usually confined to the

upper lumbar and lower thoracic areas of the

vertebral column. Although such injuries to the

upper thoracic and cervical spine are relatively

uncommon, they are observed when the ejecting

crewman is poorly positioned prior to ejection.

Immediate symptoms of this injury may range

from slight, to severe, incapacitating pain. Ileus,

persistent neuralgic and sciaticlike pains are

common lingering symptoms. Compression frac-

tures or fractures of spinal processes may, in

extreme cases, be sufficiently extensive to result

in intrusion of bone fragments or the disk into the

spinal cord canal. Such instances may result in

paralysis or other neurologic symptoms.

Physiologic and pathologic effects of impact

in the -Gz direction have not been identified in

humans [17]. Investigators have speculated that

intracranial hemorrhage would be the limiting

factor, on the basis of results of longer duration

acceleration experiments conducted on centri-

fuge facilities. However, impact tests with animal

subjects have not supported this theory. Dogs

exposed to accelerations up to 15 g from a dura-

tion of 0.05 s and 7 g for up to 1 s showed only

petechial hemorrhages, generally in the mucous

sinus membranes. Autopsy of dogs revealed no

indication of intracranial hemorrhages. Experi-
ments with volunteers have been limited to tests

required to support development of the down-

ward ejection seat and evaluation of Project

Apollo crew protection designs [9, 40].

Transverse Impact

When impact is transverse to the longitudinal

axis of sitting, in a well-supported and restrained

body, the first signs of limiting human tolerance

[94] have been various degrees of shock, i.e.,

pallor, perspiration, and transient elevation and

subsequent drop of blood pressure. In one test,

brief attacks of low blood pressure and albumi-

nuria were observed for about 6 h after impact.

More severe impacts will result in unconscious-

ness. Effects of maximum voluntarily tolerated

impact levels were at times not pronounced, but

delayed effects occurred with gradual onset in

the following 24-h pcriod. Subtolerance impact

exposures in this axis normally cause elevation

of pulse rate to approximately 150--170 pulses/min

with respiration rate of 30--40 breaths/rain

billowed by a rapid drop in these rates. Upon

repeated exposures, tt_e degree of these func-

tional changes before and immediately after

impact is decreased [24, 67, 68].
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Bradycardiaand extrasystolesin the first
secondsafter impact may be indicativeof
traumaticeffects.Disturbanceof cardiacrhythm
in whiterats,asa rule,accompanieddamageto
internalorgans[26,67].However,bradycardia
hasbeenobservedimmediatelyafterexposures
ofhumansubjectsto -Gx and -4-Gx impact levels

as low as 15 g [101]. This response was related

to activity of the vagus nerve, since atropine

blocks bradycardia. Test subjects also exhibited

transient neurologic symptoms for brief periods

after exposure to impacts in the 15 to 25 g range

in the +Gx direction.

Although physiologic stimulation may be of

hormonal or neural origin, immediate onset of

bradycardia in response to impact is consistent

with neural stimulation. Cardio-inhibitory body

reflexes can be initiated from baroreceptors in
the aortic arch and carotid sinus. Visceral

afferent nerves originating in nearly all tissues

and organs except the skin may produce brady-

cardia [83]. Stretch receptors in the lung can

initiate reflex cardiac slowing [16]. Stretching or

distortion of lung tissue can occur during -Gz

impact and may be the cause of bradycardia
observed in tests in this axis. Vascular fluid

shifts are an unlikely source of stimulation to

the cardio-inhibitory reflex areas because of the

brief duration of impact. However, it is apparent

that the inertial effects of --Gz impact would

produce a transient increase in the hydrostatic

pressure sensed by the baroreceptors, which in

turn respond to this pressure increase by reflex
slowing of heart rate.

Evidence of damage to the respiratory system

is also evident in impact studies. Injury ranges

from minor functional changes in maximum

ventilation of human subjects within voluntary

exposure levels [35] to contusion and hemor-

rhage in animal subjects at near-lethal levels

[6]. Restraint straps and structures may be

responsible for lung damage noted in some of

these experiments [6, 22, 84].

Biochemical Changes

Biochemical changes following impact have

been studied in an effort to develop indices that

would correlate with stress imposed by the

acceleration environment, and forewarn and/or

refine the definition of the injury threshold [4].
Transient hematuria and reduction in the num-

ber of circulating blood platelets has been

observed after exposure of human subjects to

impact [37, 101]. Urinary excretion of vanillyl-

mandelic acid has been measured prior to and

after volunteers were impacted in the +Gx

direction at a level of 25 g with a rate of onset

of 1000 g/s and an impact velocity of 10 m/s [36].

Sham tests of each subject served as a control.

Average urinary excretion of vanillylmandelic

acid increased in both instances, with the

greatest increase after true impact.

Impact experiments with white rats have been

conducted to study the activity of aspartic amino-

transferase, alanine aminotransferase, aldolase,

and lactate dehydrogenase in blood serum [90].

Statistically, significant changes, rapidly appear-

ing and prolonged in duration of activity, were

noted in test groups where specific organ damage

occurred. An increase in aspartic aminotrans-

ferase activity in blood serum of volunteer sub-

jects has been found following both +Gz and

+Gx impact tests with acceleration profiles of

very short rise time and magnitudes in the range

of 25 to 38 g and 22 to 40 g respectively [80].

Measuremems of serum myocardial enzyme

levels (creatine phosphokinase, hydroxybutyric

dehydrogenase, lactic dehydrogenase, glutamic

oxalacetic transaminase, and glutamic pyruvic

transaminase) after +Gx impact tests with human

subjects at magnitudes ranging from 11.7 to

24 g have been accomplished without detecting

levels outside normal ranges [43].

In this same work, a study was included of 40
accident victims, with the conclusion that serum

myocardial enzymes are of no value as an index

of cardiovascular injury in accident victims with

mixed bodily injuries. Use of biochemical indices

has proved useful in detecting the presence of

general tissue damage; however, considerable

research remains to provide methods to indicate

specific tissue damage. Such specificity is re-

quired before a truly practical tool becomes

available for clinical and impact injury research

applications.

There is a general lack of controlled experi-

mental data on physiologic and pathologic effects
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of lateral(+Gy)impact.Prior to the emphasis
placedon this particularproblemby space
vehicledesigners,knowledgeof lateralimpact
effectshadbeenlimitedto datafromaccidents
and from centrifugeexperimentswherelong-
durationaccelerationup to 10g wasshownto
be tolerable[39].Radiographscollectedduring
theseexperimentsshowedextensivedisplace-
ment of thoracic and abdominalvisceraat
accelerationlevelsaslowas6g.

In supportof specificspaceflightrequirements,
rhesusmonkeysweresubjectedto impactsup
to 75gatvelocitiesupto 9.8m/s,withandwith-
outcontouredlateralsupport,andwithnoobser-
vationof postmortemevidenceof injury [78].
Electrocardiographicevidence of transient
changesin bothconductionand rhythm was
notedat higheraccelerationsandimpactveloc-
ities. Comparisonof radiographstakenbefore
andafterimpactrevealedaheartdisplacementin
the directionof the inertialresponse;however,
sequentialradiographicobservationindicated
thattheheartreturnedtoanormalpositionwithin
about3hafterimpact.

Responseto Angular Acceleration

Angular impact acceleration may occur during

the initial phase of ejection when the escape

system separates from the ejection rails or during

landing impact of the spacecraft [12, 98, 102].

Studies of physiologic and subjective response

of w_hmteer subjects have been limited to the

environmental ranges that have been explored

with motion simulation devices. One study, con-

ducted with acceleration durations of 0.2 to 0.22 s

and braking durations of 0.25 to 0.26 s, explored

acceleration levels up to 534 rad/s" with rotation
about a "side to side" axis close to the seat-man

center of gravity [100]. Limiting symptoms were

manifested as hyperemia, indicating that the

limiting factor for the range of acceleration

amplitudes and durations explored thus far is
the inertial force within the cardiovascular

system acting within the head. Angular accelera-

tions up to 1089 rad/s" with a duration of 0.2 s

(braking deceleration was 816 rad/s 2 for 0.25 s)

were well-tolerated when the rotation was about

the longitudinal axis of the body.

The effects of angular velocities up to 13.1

rad/s have been studied with exposure times

of several seconds [104]. These velocities were

tolerated when the axis of rotation was through

the center of gravity of man, i.e., through the

abdomen at the level of the iliac crest. Symptoms

in the head approached subjective tolerance at

8.8 to 9.4 rad/s. The development of conjunctival

petechiae was found to be a reliable measure of

the stress imposed on the unsupported peripheral

vasculature. The curve for conjunctival

petechiae, when the center of rotation was at

the iliac crest, varied from 3 s at 9.4 rad/s to

2 min at 5.2 rad/s. With the center of rotation

at the heart, petechiae appeared only at veloc-

ities of 2.7 to 3.1 rad/s higher for the same

durations.

Cumulative Effects of Omnidirectional

and Repetitive Impact

The unpredictability of the impact vector and

the possibility of repetitive impacts during

capsule landing in rough terrain or severe sea
conditions necessitated various studies with

oblique impact vectors. Although these results

are by no means conclusive or exhaustive, they

proved the safety of limited, anticipated impact

profiles and precluded unexpected biological

effects [66, 95, 103]. These studies are discussed

in more detail later in the chapter.

Evidence of cumulative effects of several

successive impact exposures of human subjects
in the same or different directions close to

voluntary limits has not been reported so far.

The number of subjects and exposures are too

limited, and physiologic and psychologic tests

are too crude to permit valid differentiation of

subtle effects of such stress from the changes

with time in individuals not exposed to impact.

Experiments designed to study the pathology
associated with repeated impacts have been car-

ried out with white rats [23, 29]. This study was

performed with impacts up to approximately

600 g at 1.2 to 0.8 ms durations. Accelerations

of 450 to 600 g were applied at 2 to 3 min intervals

in one series of experiments and in 1 and 24 h

intervals in a second series. The animals were

impacted 2 to 14 times. Impact velocities were
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variedfrom 4 to 7 m/s. Cumulativelesions
resultingfrom repeatedexposuresat lrh in-
tervalsweredetectedasprimarylesionof the
lungs.Lesionsdevelopedaftera comparatively
smallnumberof repeatedexposures.

Anotherstudywascarriedoutwithwhiterats
anddogsexposedto repeatedimpactsat lower
levels[26].Theratswereexposedto 300-350g
threetimesat 10-minintervals.Respiratoryand
heart rate changesintensifiedwith repetition
of the impact.Disturbancesof cardiacrhythm
(extrasystoles,atrioventricularblock) became
mostmarked.Dogswereexposedto 4 to 5 im-
pactsat levelslessthan200g of 0.01to 0.015-s
durationat 2 to 5 d intervalswithoutmarked
increasein functionaldisorderswhichhadbeen
observedin white rats [26].The investigators
concludedthatthe lengthof theimpactinterval
reducedthedegreeof functionaldeviationsand
apparentlycausedsomeadaptation.

RESEARCHSTUDIES
OF TOLERANCELIMITS

Numerousapproacheshave been used in
researchto determine the physiologic effects of

impact and to quantify impact exposure limits.

Early studies of man's reaction to impact, con-

ducted during and immediately after World War

II, were directed toward answering questions

concerning the safety of ejection seat catapults

[1, 17, 81, 86]. Extensive experimentation was

also undertaken to study effects of aviation

crash landings and the short-duration -Gx

deceleration encountered during ejection from

a high-speed aircraft [94]. Most of this early

experimentation was with human subjects-

often the investigators themselves. Anthropo-
morphic dummies were used to evaluate ade-

quacy of the experimental apparatus prior to

tests with volunteer subjects, but the usefulness

of data collected with dummy subjects was very
limited. Animal tests were also performed but

their value was minimal and at best, qualitative,

due to the paucity of information that might be

used to relate the relative impact tolerances of

man and animals.

The significant work accomplished at this

stage in the development of aviation medicine

was, for the most part, ,,,,oc,._-n_a on subjective
comments of volunteers, symptoms that were

usually mild and often vague, and judgments of

investigators. This approach continues to be

used to define voluntary tolerance limits and

evaluate the relative merits of protection sys-

tems, but refinements of methodology and more

substantial scientific literature have reduced

somewhat the risk associated with this approach.
Impact testing with animals has become a more

meaningful approach to assess the effects of

specific impact environments and to recognize

and analyze specific injury patterns as the volume

of data collected with each species has increased.

Experiments with animals provide a basis for

estimating injury types that might be expected
for different acceleration directions and varia-

tions in protective equipment configurations [26,

45, 56, 59, 65, 93]. Animal tests to determine

frequency of lethal injury have served to sub-
stantiate theories of the biomechanical effects

of impact, that is, deformation of load-bearing

tissues and effects of impact-time parameters on

the attainment of injurious levels [50, 51]. While

animal data originally were only of qualitative use

in identifying injury patterns and mechanisms,

their quantitative usefulness had to wait for the
establishment and verification of dimensional

scaling laws based on broad progress in bio-

mechanics. The validity of these scaling relation-

ships is supported by tests with various types of

mechanical stimuli such as airblast, vibration,

and sustained acceleration [6, 105, 106].

Despite advancements made in this aspect of

impact research, data collected from animal ex-

periments must be approached with more than

an ordinary degree of caution. Basic differences

in anatomical geometry on both a macro- as well

as a microscopic level undermine the funda-

mental scaling requirements for similitude of

structural geometry and material properties.

Furthermore, not only may the dimensional

proportions of the animal be significantly different

from those of man, but also, perhaps more

importantly, physiological responses may be
manifestations of other dissimilarities.

The use of human cadavers or tests on their

tissue or organs constitute another approach

used to determine impact limits without actually
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endangeringlivingsubjects.Thisapproachhas
beenmoresuccessfulin studiesof thebreaking
strengthof bonesincepostmortemchangesin
boneare lesspronouncedthan in soft tissue.
Impactexposurelimits for the +Gz direction
havebeendeveloped,partiallybasedon tests
conductedon cadaververtebralsegments[27,
81,97].A greatdealof thefindingsavailableon
headinjury[31,33,53,55,85]hasbeenobtained
fromtestswithcadaverskulls.

Biomechanics Research

Contemporary biomechanics research has

become progressively directed more toward

establishment of impact exposure limits in terms

of probabilities of injury and/or fatality instead

of the oversimplified concepts used earlier of

"limit of tolerance" or "zone of injury." Such

relationships can only be obtained by the integra-

tion and correlation of all six basic approaches:

1. Experimentation at low-impact levels

using volunteer subjects to establish basic

kinematics of the living body and its

relationship to kinematics of animal and

cadaver bodies;

2. Discovery of areas of injury, mechanisms

of injury, and severity of local impact

using cadavers at high-impact levels;

3. Experimentation with animals to study

the full range of physiologic and patho-

logic responses in various species;

4. Analysis of human accident data to verify

laboratory research and clinically evaluate

severity of the injury and the longer term

outcome of these injuries;

5. Testing of isolated components of the

human body such as vertebral segments
or skulls to determine mechanical

properties, i.e., breaking strength, stiff-

ness, and others.

6. Integration of results from approaches

(1) to (5) into a theoretical framework or

mathematical model, which allows predic-

tion of response dynamics and injury

probability for exposure parameters not

yet experimentally tested.

One major ditt_culty in determining useful

impact exposure-limit criteria is that impact

levels are not determined by the biological

system alone, but are strongly influenced by, and

coupled to, the body support or restraint system

used in applying mechanical force to man. A

definition of impact-exposure limits without

definition and accurate description of this support

and restraint is meaningless. The physical

dimensions and mechanical properties of all

contact areas, that is, seat, backrest, restraints,

head support, and others, must be controlled and

described with test data. With animal experi-

ments, these "mechanical components" must

also be scaled dimensionally, dynamically, and

in strength to allow meaningful extrapolation to

the human case.

Mathematical Models

The application of models to represent dynamic

responses of the human body and support and

restraint systems can be of great value in deter-

mining relative effects of specific characteristics

of the human, or his mechanical protection

system elements in impact environments [71,

72, 89]. Their use further enables analytic
determination of the detailed effects of complex

waveforms that could not be obtained using such

simple parameters as peak acceleration, rise time

or rate of onset-parameters which are meaning-

ful only as descriptors of relatively simple

waveforms.

Various models developed have had one or

more of these purposes:

1. Understanding the basic pathologic,

physiologic or anatomic dysfunctions

resulting from impact;

2. Extrapolating from environments evalu-

ated in the laboratory to operational en-

vironments not yet tested;

3. Determining optimum protection system

designs for a given set of environmental

parameters;
4. Using the model to evaluate and interpret

tests on human surrogates, i.e., animals

or anthropomorphic dummies;

5. Providing a technique to describe human

tolerance to impact in a format that can

be more easily understood by aerospace

equipment design engineers.
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Generaltypesof biodynamicmoucls-'1 maybe
categorizedasmodelsthatdescribepropertiesof
tissue,humanbodysubsystemssuchasthehead
and neck, total bodyresponse,or kinematic
responseofthewholebody.Modelsdevelopedto
describeexperimentallyobtainedtissueproper-
tiesprovidesomeunderstandingofbasicphysical
processesby whichmechanicalenergyis trans-
mittedthroughthe bodytissuein variousfre-
quencyranges[20,47].Subsystemmodelsofthe
humanbodysuchasmathematicalrepresenta-
tionsof the head[10]andspinalcolumn[9,27]
havethegreatestdegreeof practicalusefulness.
Modelsof this typeaccountfor the statistical
variabilityof failuremodesandeffectsofparam-
eterssuchasageof theindividual[97].

Thetotalbodymodeliscomposedofseveralof
thesubsystemmodelsandallowsmorecomplete
understandingofinteractionofvariousresponses.
Kinematicmodelsdepictindividualsegmentsof
the bodyas a linkagesystemwith individual
componentshavingthegeometricshapeandiner-
tial propertiesof humanbodysegmentsandthe
degreeofjoint mobilityaswellasmuscleforces
derivedfromexperimentation[62].Suchmodels
areusefulin determiningcrewmen'smotionof
thebodysegmentsduringspecificimpactcondi-
tionsandin predictinginteractionof bodyseg-
mentswith the restraintsystemand interior
surfacesofthespacecraft.

Model Response to Impact Forces

Most of the total body and subsystems models

used to describe human response to impact

forces are of the lumped parameter type, present-

ing the body or body segment as a mechanical

system composed of masses, springs, and

dampers. These models assume a simple stress-

strain relationship. More complex models have

been suggested and mathematically described;

however, available data on mechanical properties

of the body are not yet sufficient to justify their

use in evaluation of practical operational prob-

lems. Such models can be used successfully to

describe main tissue motions such as head, upper

torso, or abdominal viscera motions. At higher

frequencies, lumped parameter representation

becomes increasingly less valid when wave

phenomena (transverse shear waves as well as

compression waves) become apparent. However,

gross body deformations and organ motions lead-

ing to major injury patterns observed under im-

pact accelerations occur in time periods corre-

sponding to frequencies below several hundred

Hz and are well-described by lumped parameter

representation.

The model shown (Fig. 3) is an example of a

total body model developed to combine the

body's response characteristics in the Gz direction

as measured in both vibration and impact ex-

posures. Only the airways are represented by

their fluid dynamic properties and not by lumped

parameters. Spinal compression, interthoracic

pressure, and chest and abdominal motions can

be calculated for this model and exhibit typical

resonance phenomena observed on these sys-

tems under impact or steady-state vibration. For

example, the upper torso mass combined with

the spinal spring has a resonance of 5.6-8.4 Hz

and the abdominal mass undergoes maximum

displacement, i.e., is most sensitive, in the

4-6 Hz region. For a more detailed analysis of

specific injury modes, it is often preferable to use

subsystem models where further refinements

and nonlinearities can be investigated more

easily. An example of the application of such a

simple lumped parameter model to describe

spinal injury under +Gz impact loads will be
discussed later.

Total body models usually are a complex

coupling of simple second-order subsystems, each

representing individual dynamics of a body

segment or organ system. Although the accelera-

tion transmitted to a specific subsystem may be

modified by the dynamics of intervening and

surrounding subsystems, the tolerable (noninjury

producing) acceleration level is determined pri-

marily by the individual response of each subsys-
tem. Thus, the dynamic response characteristics

of the system, i.e., natural frequency, damping

properties, and the like, determine sensitivity

to impact.

A complete discussion of how differing impact

environments produce different maximum strain

or peak force level in a second-order system is
beyond the scope of this chapter. Detailed

discussions of these effects are available in the
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technical literature [51, 71, 97]. However, certain

basic principles of dynamic systems should be

understood. First, the maximum strain or peak

force in a dynamic system is related to velocity

change associated with impact acceleration-

time history when the acceleration time duration

is less than the natural period of the dynamic

system. The force that will cause equal strain

increases as the acceleration pulse duration

decreases. Second, for a given pulse shape, the

maximum strain or force level in the dynamic

system is primarily related to acceleration

magnitude when acceleration duration is greater

than the natural period of the system. If the
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impact pulse duration is comparabie with the

natural period of the system, the peak strain or

force is a complex function of velocity change and

acceleration level. (The natural period of the

dynamic system depends upon its natural fre-

quency and damping coefficient.) Therefore, in

later sections of this chapter dealing with these

parameters, velocity change and g level are used

as descriptors of human exposure limits.

Subhuman Primates Response to Impact Forces

Interpretation and application of the relatively

large amount of available data on the effects of

impact on subhuman primates and other mam-

mals is vitally dependent upon the use of model

scaling techniques. The basic assumption of this

approach is that an impact environment will lead

to similar injury mechanisms in animal and man

when dynamic similarity or scaling laws are

applied. This assumption must be continually

verified with efforts to use this approach, in light

of the geometric dissimilarities between species.

Methods commonly employed in such verifica-

tion include evaluation of the similarity of the

mechanical properties of tissue; steady-state

vibration response analysis of various species of

different size; kinematic response to impact;

and evaluation of injury mechanisms observed in

clinical investigations of humans involved in

accidents where the impact environment can be

reasonably estimated.

The anatomic and physiologic differences

between various species and assumption of

similarity of injury mechanisms may present

sizable obstacles; however, valuable first approxi-

mation results can be obtained by using scaling

laws. By applying the scaling laws (in Fig. 4),

approximate resonant frequencies may be ob-

tained for chest, spinal, and abdominal systems

for various animal species (shown in Fig. 5).

Smaller species generally have higher natural

frequencies for the same organ, which involve

two important consequences; in a somewhat over-

simplified statement, these are: (1) equivalent

injury patterns in smaller animals are produced

by correspondingly shorter duration impact pat-

terns, which leads to the requirement for "scal-

ing" the impact pattern for experiments with

small animals in order to make results interpreta-

ble in terms of human injury; and (2) smaller

animals in general have lower impact sensi-

tivity, i.e., they can stand higher G-loads.
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Impact Simulation Techniques

Mechanical facilities in a wide variety have

been used to simulate the impact environments

anticipated in normal and emergency space-

flight operations. To assure broad usage of test

data, their mathematical interpretation, and easy

application to biodynamic models, most work has

not been conducted with the complex accelera-

tion waveforms encountered in actual operational

situations, but with simple approximations to

these patterns such as rectangular, triangular,

and half sine pulses. The simplest of the facili-
ties are the vertical deceleration towers-devices

which use _avity to assure the reproducibility

of the impact velocity. The impact-time history

may be controlled by using hydraulic decelerators

[11, 103], crushable materials such as paper or

aluminum honeycomb [37, 46], or energy storage

devices such as elastomerie materials or liquid

springs.

Ejection towers, which have been used since

immediately after World War II to study man's

response to + Gz aeeeleration, evaluate personnel

protective equipment, and provide crew training

[1, 17], have incorporated both pyrotechnic

and pneumatic devices to accelerate ejection

seats and subjects. Rocket-powered sleds, pro-

pelled along horizontal tracks into water brakes,

have been used to study combined effects of
short-duration deeleration and windblast encount-

ered during emergency escape from high-speed

aircraft [1, 94]. More precise studies have

used a pneumatically propelled sled and water

brake decelerator, designed for conducting
human tests [11]. This facility is shown in
Figure 6.

Other impact simulators include simple

pendulums and pneumatically powered strikers.
Pendulum impact devices have been used to

study impact protection systems [94], head impact

tolerance, and to evaluate protective headgear.
Special small-scale pneumatic strikers have

been developed to study head and thoracic
trauma [70].

Impact simulators must be designed to provide

precise control of the impact environment

parameters, if human subjects are to be used at

impact levels approaching tolerance. Reproduci-

bility of the test environment is especially critical

in experimentation where impact stress is in-

creased in small increments until voluntary

tolerance is reached. Furthermore, the test

apparatus used with the simulator must be given

extraordinary care in design and in understanding

its contribution to test results. Where prototype

hardware, such as an astronaut ejection seat, is

used, it must be recognized that the design of

the structure of the seat may include only a small

margin of safety, for example, a factor of 1.25,
since the impact environment under study would

be encountered only under emergency conditions.

This margin of safety, while suitable fi_r a low

occurrence probability such as emergency

escape, is normally not considered adequate for

experimentation with w_lunteer subjects.

Rigidity of the structure, or lack of it, is

important not only in considering the safety of

the apparatus, but also in the fidelity with which

it transmits the simulator impact to the subject.
The acceleration transmission characteristics of

the apparatus and component articles such as

seat cushions and padding are, unfortunately,

often ignored. Under these conditions, it is

usually difficuh, if not impossible, to draw any

general conclusions about the work or to extrapo-

late to other equipment configurations. Where

determination of human tolerance is the primary

objective of the experimentation, it is often

simpler to assure that the structure is rigid and

to eliminate elastic padding. Furthermore, the

rigid structure lends itself to repetitious use

common for impact testing.

Beyond the more straightforward considera-

tions of experimental procedures and apparatus

design are the fundamental ethical questions

surrounding impact experimentation. Perhaps

the most basic question: "Is the information

value resulting from the test commensurate with

the risk to the subject?", should be answered

not only in the initial planning stages of the

research program but also immediately before

initiation of testing when the scope and adequacy

of data to be collected are more completely

defined. In any case, investigators are ethically

bound to minimize risk to the subject. Actions

which can achieve this end include thorough
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FIGURE 6. -The daisy decelerator. 

physical examinations prior to, and after testing, 
and careful medical monitoring throughout the 
experimentation and posttest period as well as 
meticulous attention to operation of impact 
simulation equipment and emergency proced- 
ures. Posttest examination and followup of sub- 
jects depends on specific test goals, subject 
symptoms reported, and the medical investi- 
gator's report. 

HUMAN IMPACT TOLERANCE AS 
RELATED TO SPACE MISSIONS 

During earl) work on manned spacecraft 
designs, there was recognition of the necessity 
to acquire more complete data on human re- 

sponse to impact. Available literature reflected 
that the majority of impact research had been 
directed toward solution of aviation problems. 
First, acceleration exposure limits for the z-axis 
had been developed as design criteria for ejec- 
tion seat catapults, and thus were defined in 
terms of the acceleration waveforms that are 
normally obtained from such ballistic devices. 
Second, x-axis limits were similarly defined for 
pulse shapes that were anticipated during the 
deceleration of ejection seats immediately after 
ejection into high-velocity windstreams. Third, 
practically no data were available to assess effects 
of impact vectors acting in the y-axis. Further- 
more, information available pertained only to the 
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cardinal axes and thus, the effects of impact

vectors acting in directions other than these axes

could not be evaluated.
The work of Eiband summarized data avail-

able at that time within the US [17]. These data

are summarized graphically in Figures 7 and 8.
While these data have been of inestimable value

in developing design criteria for manned space-

craft, they were inadequate for evaluation of

specific impact problems associated with both

normal and emergency astronautic operations.

It was mentioned previously that providing

escape from the launch pad with an ejection seat

requires use of a high-magnitude, short rise time
acceleration pulse.

It is also most important that landing impact

environments anticipated during the recovery

phase of space missions presented a set of po-

tentially severe conditions, characterized by

high-magnitude, short rise time impact pulses

of varying direction and irregular waveform.

The impact exposure environments, unfortu-

nately, are hard to predict as long as the proto-

type space system is not available for test and

always subject to large statistical fluctuations

depending on details of landing conditions. Toler-

ance limits presented in Figures 7 and 8 are only
available in terms of idealized trapezoidal wave-

forms. Deduction of a plateau level and time

duration from a complex acceleration-time history

encountered in actual practice is not an easy

task, and in some instances impossible.

+Gz Impact Exposure Limits

Evaluation of the Eiband summaries shows

that there is a considerable unknown region be-

tween the areas of voluntary human tolerance

and injury. In the +Gz direction (Fig. 7a) the

unknown area shown covers over 20 g in the

ordinate and does not show human exposures for
time durations less than 0.04 s. It is unfortunate

that this unknown region includes impact en-

vironments of greatest interest in space opera-
tions. It is clear that boundaries are not well-

defined and a few more data points might change

the shape of the curves. Although plotted data
are too limited in numbers of tests and control

of variables to provide a basis for accurate

interpretation [69], the general form of the curve

shown in Figure 7a merits some comment to

provide insight into the general form of the

tolerance curve in the short duration region. It

should be noted that for impact plateau durations

up to 0.007 s, data points dividing areas of severe

and moderate injury decrease in nearly linear

fashion on the log-log scale as time duration

increases. The relationship of these data points

is as it should be, if viewed in terms of the

dynamic response of a mechnical system. Use

of a mechanical analog seems appropriate here,

since the injury mechanism that is operationally
important is mechanical in nature, that is, com-

pression fracture within the vertebral column.

The simplest analog developed for the study

of impact applied parallel to the vertebral column

(+GO is a mechanical model composed of a mass,

a spring, and a viscous damper [97]. The me-

chanical elements are lumped parameter ele-

ments, e.g., all the human body mass that acts

upon the vertebrae to cause deformation is

represented by the mass element. The model,

shown diagrammatically in Figure 9, is used to

predict maximum deflection and associated force

within the vertebral column for any given impact

environment. Compression fracture occurs when

the force in the spring exceeds its breaking

strength. Properties of model elements have been

derived from existing data. Spring stiffness and

breaking strength have been determined from

cadaver vertebral segments, and damping ratio

calculated from measurements of mechanical

impedance during vibration tests [15, 97]. Re-

sponse of the model can be determined for any

given acceleration-time history by solution of a

second order, differential equation with terms

representing the positions of mechanical ele-

ments in regard to time.

Injury Prediction

The mechanical model also provides a basis

for a probabilistic approach to injury prediction.

Since the model reduces the effect of the impact

environment to a single parameter, that is, peak

deflection or force in the spring element, a cor-

relation can be determined between this param-

eter and injury. For example, the breaking

strength of vertebrae is variable but it can be

statistically described in terms of failure prob-
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ability [97]. This same approach provides esti-

mates of the relationship between age and

breaking strengl_h [73, 97].

An analytical effort was made to determine

the degree of correlation between the spinal

injury model and injuries experienced in opera-

tional aircraft ejection seats [8]. The relationship

between operational acceleration environments

and actual spinal injury rates of the ejection

systems included in the study are shown in Figure

9. The response of the model is expressed in

terms of dynamic response index (DRI) values.

The initial estimate of injury probability as deter-

mined from cadaver data is compared to opera-

tional data. The slope of the line drawn through

operational data points was established on the

variance of vertebral strength used to establish

the initial estimate. The spinal injury model and

this injury probability estimate have been used

to assess risk of spinal injury associated with the

Project Apollo mission impact environments.

Vertebral and Intervertebral Strengths

The vertebral failure process has best been

described by a mechanical deformation and effect

sequence, shown in Table 1.

Extensive studies of vertebral and inter-

vertebral disk strength have been conducted to

determine more precise estimates of +Gz im-

pact tolerance [27]. This work significantly

increases the number of data points, since a

total of 530 vertebrae was studied, which included

tests of cervical vertebral segments. Only a few

data points were available previously to provide

574-270 0 ° 75 ° 16
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an estimate of the breaking strength of the

cervical spine. The mean ultimate strength of

vertebral segments tested in this study are in

Table 2. The values indicate the same general

change of breaking strength as a function of

position of the vertebral segment, as do similar

collections [73], but the breaking strength is

approximately 18% higher. Data were obtained

from vertebral specimens in men ranging in age

from 19 to 40. Less than 30 h elapsed after death

before the start of the experiment. Data shown
were obtained at a deformation rate of 10 mm/

rain. From 6 to 16 observations were used to

compute arithmetic means.

TABLE 1.-Mechanical Failure Sequence of l/erte -

bral Body Under Axial (+G_) Compression [27]

Deformation, % Effect

6-10

12-13

17-18

25-26

36-37

Within elastic range of deformation

No macroscopic structural changes

First macroscopic irreversible changes

Compression of limbic zone

Cracks and compression in area of

wrist of vertebral body

Fractures within vertebral bodies with-

out displacement of hips

Fractures with dislocation

Average mechanical characteristics of inter-

vertebral disks of cervical, thoracic, and lumbar

sections of the vertebral column are in Table 3.

The ultimate strength was identified by rupture of

the disk fibrous ring and extrusion of a jellylike
substance.

Physical Inactivity/Immobilization

and Weightlessness

In connection with longer space missions,

potential effects on impact tolerance to prolonged

immobilization, physical inactivity, and weight-
lessness have been of considerable interest and

speculation [30, 82]. Cardiovascular and meta-

bolic effects of simulated and actual weightless-

ness are treated in a separate chapter; it will only

be mentioned here that cardiovascular changes

observed must have some effect on the cardio-

vascular impact responses described. Quantita-

tive data on this subject are not available and

these changes are not usually considered to limit

human tolerance. However, decrease in bone
strength from osteoporosis of disuse is estab-

lished; bone loss has been measured on astro-

nauts after space missions and in simulated

weightlessness studies on man and animals [61].

Although bone loss, per se, cannot yet be related

directly to bone strength, there is good reason to

assume a noticeable reduction in bone strength

after prolonged space missions.

In rhesus monkeys immobilized for 240 d by
plaster of Paris casts, a reduction of 25% in over-

all spinal impact tolerance was observed, the main

decrease in strength having already occurred

after 60 d immobilization, which is shown in Fig-

ure 10 [46]. These data cannot yet be applied

-uantitatively to an estimate of strength reduction

in human subjects. However, they obviously call

for further studies and conservative application

of all bone strength/bone impact limits data

obtained on "normal" human subjects adapted to

the Earth's gravitational field.

Tolerance to +Gz impact applied to the stand-

ing subject has been studied to determine the

effects of explosions beneath a vehicle floor [41].

With impact on the sole of the foot with leg
extended, fracture of the distal tibia in the human

leg resulted at a load of 680 kg applied in axial

compression between knee and foot [42]. Limiting

velocity change for impact transmitted to a stiff-

legged subject is 3 m/s; the resulting impact expo-
sure limit curve is shown in Figure 11. A few

empirical studies on cadaver legs are plotted.

Such exposure criteria are of value in the design

of lunar or planetary landing vehicles where the

crew may be standing upright during landing.

After the initial compressive phase of impact

motion response of the floor, the unrestrained

man will be thrown and propelled off the floor with

some velocity that will not cause injury; however,

it will have bearing on his velocity at the termina-

tion of his motion when injury can occur. The

kickoff velocities of men in the standing and

seated positions have been measured for various

impact pulses [41]. Ratio of peak deck velocity,

"_'qTBILITY OF THE
_,.'_01_IS POOR
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Vertebra segment Strength, kg Vertebra segment Strength, kg Vertebra segment Strength, kg

C1

C2

C3

C4

C5

C6

C7

T1

80O

510

4O4

4O8

453

563

464

475

T2

T3

T4

T5

T6

T7

T8

T9

436

467

522

551

619

681

824

84O

T10

Tll

T12

L1

L2

L3

L4

L5

86O

917

1054

1059

1175

1269

1296

1286

TABLE 3.-Mechanical Characteristics of Inter-

vertebral Disks Compressed Vertically [27]

Vertebra section

Cervical

Thoracic

Lumbar

Ultimate

strength, kg

486

1270

1502

Elastic

deformation, mm

1.2

1.6

2.1

Vd, to kickoff velocity, Vk, was plotted as a func-

tion of the ratio of rise time to peak velocity (tp)

to natural period of man (T) (Fig. 12). The curves

follow the form:

where T is 0.1 s for the standing man and 0.167 s

for the seated man.

crate injury may be expected at as low as 30 g. In

an open ejection seat, even higher acceleration

levels can be tolerated because of the counter-

acting effects of aerodynamic forces. If the crew-

man is protected only by a lap belt, impact toler-

ance is reduced further. Volunteers have toler-

ated short --Gx impacts up to 32 g where the

impact velocity was 4.69 m/s and the acceleration

duration was 0.001 s with an onset rate of 1600 g/s

with no significant injury [94]. In other experi-

ments, the volunteer was restrained only by a lap

belt; impact velocities ranging from 5.8 to 8.8 m/s

with accelerations from 11.4 to 20.0 g produced

more pronounced subjective complaints and

minor trauma [94].

In transverse +Gx impact direction, human

tolerance is potentially higher than in any other

axis, if the crewman is restrained by full body

Transverse (--Gx) Impact Exposure Limits 160

140
Impact effect in the --Gx direction is critically

dependent upon the type of restraint and body _o
100

posture at impact time. Volunteers have been ,-

exposed to impact levels to approximately 45 g .o 80

for 0.09 s with an onset rate of 413 g's [94]. Sub- "_• 6O

jects were restrained by 7.5 cm-wide shoulder o°o 40
straps, lap belt, and thigh straps, and the subjects' <

20
head and neck were preflexed prior to impact.

Onset rate or rise time was instrumental in pro-

duction of perceptible subjective differences and

cardiovascular shock symptoms. Under opera-

tional conditions where only 5 cm-wide shoulder

straps and lap belt are used, and the crewman FIGURE

wears a helmet weighing from 1.5 to 2 kg, mod-

_> 120 _I

I I
0

][ t t t

I
6O

I I I I
80 120 240 300

Immobilization, d

10.-Spinal impact tolerance of normal and

osteoporotic primates. (After [46])
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support. Impact levels up to 35 g for 0.16 s with

an onset rate of 1115 gJs were tolerated by a vol-

unteer subject with only relatively mild symptoms

[94]. Shock symptoms-pallor, vertigo, no read-

able blood pressure, and loss of consciousness-
were the results in a volunteer test at 40.4 g

from 0.040 s duration with a velocity change of

14.8 m/s and a rise time of 0.083 s, resulting in an

onset rate of 2140 gJs [94]. Human subjects ex-

posed t6 -4-Gx impact in the range of 35 to 40 g

for 0.03 s with onset rates of 4000-5000 g/s com-

plained of pelvic pain and changes in cardio-

vascular system activity, that is, bradycardia and

decreases in systolic and diastolic blood pres-

sures were recorded [4]. The impact exposure
limit for the +G× direction, based on available

data, is estimated at 35 g for acceleration dura-

tions up to 0.1 s to prevent injury [17]. Higher
accelerations have been estimated as tolerable, if

moderate injury is acceptable.
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FIGURE 12.--Ratio of kickoff to peak deck velocity as a

function of ratio of rise time to peak deck velocity to

natural period of man. (After [41])

Lateral (+ Gy) Impact Tolerance

Human tolerance to lateral (+Gy) impact envi-

ronments is not well-defined. A rather narrow

range of acceleration pulse durations has been

explored in tests. Volunteer subjects supported

by a fully contoured couch were exposed to

impacts up to 22 g with an onset rate of 1350 g/s

where impact velocity was 5.9 m/s (19.3 ft/s) [13].

In another series of tests, volunteers were sup-

ported laterally by flat plates on which their

shoulders would bear during impact [7]. The

acceleration-time patterns used are discussed in

detail in the section dealing with off-axis
tolerance.

Tests with volunteers were conducted with

more conventional restraints and seats, but the
acceleration levels found tolerable were more

moderate. A lap belt, shoulder harness, and

crotch strap configuration were tested with

human subjects up to 17.7 g without irreversible

injury [76]. Tests have also been run with volun-

teers restrained only by a lap belt [107]; these
tests were terminated when an acceleration level

of 9 g was reached due to prolonged pain symp-

toms in the neck musculature.

Off-Axis impact Tolerance

Impact exposure limits research has been con-

centrated on the cardinal axes, therefore, limits

have not been developed for impact environments
in other axes. Available data have been collected

to evaluate acceptability of a narrow range of

impact environments using body-support and

restraint systems proposed or developed for spe-

cific aerospace systems. The most extensive

work of this type was used to study impact effects

resulting from descent velocities and crew

module attitudes anticipated for Project Apollo

landings. The scope of this work ranged from

exploratory studies of the efficacy of methods to

provide maximum body support and restraint to

the evaluation of prototype spacecraft equip-
ment. The effort was subdivided into several

impact test programs conducted at different

research facilities. The positions of the impact

vector studied are described in Figure 13.

The initial series of impact tests was conducted

on a vertical deceleration tower [7, 103]. In 32

tests to evaluate -+Gy impact vectors, there were

no adverse subjective reactions to acceleration

magnitudes to 22 g with velocity changes to

5.88 m/s. Subjects were restrained by lap belt,

torso harness, and leg restraints and supported

by a contoured pad filled with microspheres. This

series was expanded to explore seven accelera-

tion vector directions (positions 11, 15, 19, 20, 21,

22, and 23) and six acceleration-time histories;

20 volunteers were exposed to the impact profiles

shown in Figure 14a. Peak accelerations ranged

from 13.4 to 26.6 g with onsets from 426 to

1770 g/s; the power spectral density of each of

these impact patterns is shown in "b" of Fig-

ure 14. Test subjects were restrained by shoulder

straps and cross-chest straps converging at the

sternum and a lap belt with crotch straps. The

test seat included flat metal plates to support

head, torso, and legs. No injuries were produced

in this study, although some transient changes

(abrupt rhythm changes and premature ventricu-

lar contractions) appeared in ECGs.

Sixty-one impact tests were conducted on a

horizontal acceleration track with volunteer sub-

jects to study the effects of-Gz impact [40]. Sub-

jects were restrained to a rigid couch by shoulder

straps, cross-chest straps, lap belt, crotch straps,
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and leg restraints. Impact magnitudes of 18.5 g

were recorded on the accelerator sled with a

velocity change of 5.94 m/s; onset rates ranged

from 208 to 8140 g/s.Electrocardiograms of all

subjects indicated transient sinus bradycardia for

2 s after impact. Bradycardia was observed in one

subject for 30 min following impact.

Another series of 146 tests was conducted on a

horizontal decelerator to supplement the above

studies and to evaluate impact vector positions 1

Anterior cone

90 ° included angle

3
4 2

Coronal plane 12 11 10

14 15 16

Posterior cone

900 included angle

21 7

24
23

Sled positions

d
t-

t-

O
',_ t-

•_ = _
0 0 ._"--

e, n- o.. _.-

01 0 315 0

2 0 335 330

3 0 0_)5 320
4 0 0_35 330

5 0 045 0

6 0 035 030

7 0 005 040

8 0 335 030

9 0 085 180

10 0 085 220

11 0 085 270

12 0 085 320

13 0 085 0

14 0 085 040

15 0 085 090

16 0 085 140

17 0 045 180

t8 0 035 210

19 0 005 220

20 0 335 210

21 0 315 180

22 0 335 120

23 0 005 140

24 0 035 150

Note:

Deceleration force

acts toward

subject

FIGURE 13.-Deceleration force vector orientation for Apollo impact tests [91.
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through 16, shown in Figure 13 [95]. Accelera-

tions measured on the impact sled ranged from
6.0 to 26.3 g, onset rate varied from 250 to

2130 g/s, and the velocity of the sled at impact

time ranged from 5.3 to 13.96 m/s. Acceleration

magnitude and onset rate increased simultane-

ously. Restraint and support systems used in

these experiments were similar to those used in

the vertical deceleration tower [103]. No persist-

ent or severe subjective complaints were found in
119 of the 146 tests conducted with volunteers. A

forward-facing subject tipped back at 45 ° (posi-

tion 5) sustained simultaneous compression and

hyperflexion of the trunk which produced persist-

ent soft tissue injury in the area of the 6th, 7th,

and 8th thoracic vertebrae. Impact was 25 g at

960 g/s in 0.097 s. Blood and urine microscopic

and chemical findings were within normal limits

for all tests. Fifty-five of 144 ECGs showed sig-

nificant bradycardia within 51 s after impact of

more than 15 g. Incidents of bradycardia were

associated with impacts with a --Gz component.

Plunger !°""
.1' -

-111 in) -,.I

FIGURE14a.--Vehicle acceleration profiles [103].
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This series of impact experiments was later

expanded to 288 tests to explore each of 24 posi-

tions of the impact vector [9}. Impact accelera-

tion magnitude ranged from 5.5 to 30.7 g, rate of

onset varied from 300 to 2500 g/s, and impact

velocity ranged from 2.8 to 13.7 m/s. Significant

findings of postimpact physical examination are

summarized in Table 4.

Data are also available from a series of 11 (w_l-

unteer) impact tests conducted on the horizontal

decelerator using a less restrictive body support

and restraint system [79]. These tests were used

to evaluate adequacy of an aircraft restraint har-

ness configuration consisting of shoulder straps,

lap belt, and inverted V crotch straps, and a non-

contoured seat with a shallow, 5.08-cm deep

head support. The configuration proved adequate

for impact magnitudes to 14 g with velocity change

of 10.9 m/s and onset rate of 1070 g/s.

Missile Impact

Injuries due to the impact of objects propelled

by blast pressures, winds, ground or floor shock,

and others are dependent upon a number of fac-

tors. Among them are mass, velocity, character,

density, and impact angle of the projectile

whether or not penetration occurs; the area and
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organ of the body involved; the amount and kind

of clothing; and immunological status and general

health condition of the injured individual [14,105].
Studies of tissue damage by impact of small

objects show that the energy of small objects

striking a body surface overlying soft tissue is

absorbed in the surrounding tissue and does not

bring about motion of the whole body [21]. Ten-

tative criteria for missile damage in humans are
shown in Table 5.

Impact Protection

Impact protection of man or animal is depend-

ent upon the manner in which impact stress is

transmitted to the body and the degree of body

support and restraint that have been provided.

The method of fixation of the subject to the

impacted structure is perhaps the most funda-

mental consideration. Seat structure and restraint

reinforce the body to prevent injurious hyper-

flexion or hyperextension of anatomical joints and

excursions of body organs [63]. Body support and

restraint act to distribute impact loads over the

body surface. Restraint systems constructed of

webbing materials are usually designed to dis-

tribute impact loads into the skeletal system.

Impact loads should generally be distributed uni-

formly over as wide an area as possible to avoid

concentration of pressure. An exception to this

rule would be where the body may act to attenu-

ate the load being transmitted to vital parts,

whereas direct coupling might be more injurious.

Of many experimental approaches used to pro-
vide maximum load distribution, one was to im-

merse the body in fluid. Effectiveness of this tech-

nique to increase tolerance to long-duration ac-

celeration has been demonstrated in centrifuge
experiments.

Impact experiments with mice and dogs

immersed in water and congealing gypsum have

shown that tolerance may be increased up to six

times higher than without immersion [63, 64, 65].
Covering the walls of the immersion vessel with

porous rubber to attenuate high hydraulic pres-

sure was a critical factor in animal survival [64].

Effects of several other methods of body sup-

port and restraint upon the probability of lethality

have been demonstrated with guinea pigs [56, 57,

77]. In these experiments, the differences were

explored between various degrees of support and

restraint ranging from rigid, fully enclosing con-
toured shell, to a more conventional arrangement

of flat seat pan and seat back with a webbing

restraint configuration. In one series of experi-

ments [77], guinea pigs were exposed to +Gx,

--Gx, and +Gz accelerations at impact velocities

of 12.2, 18.3, and 24.4 m/s in two types of support

and restraint systems (SARS). One support and

restraint configuration, referred to as SARS IIa or

the isovolumetric concept, consisted of a rigid,

contoured support and a one-piece fabric apron

and retention straps in the shoulder, upper chest,

lower abdominal, and crotch regions. The fabric

apron covered the ventral thoracic-abdominal

area.

The second configuration, referred to as SARS

IIIa, consisted of flat plates to provide back sup-

port and a seat pan and straps restraining the
thoracic and abdominal-crotch areas. Head

restraint used on both configurations was iden-

tical. The system using the thoracic-abdominal

apron was markedly superior in -Gx impacts,

slightly superior in -Gx impacts, and approxi-

mately equal in the +Gz orientation. Major pa-

thology associated with each of the support and

restraint configurations is summarized in Table 6

in terms of occurrence percentage. The 50%

probability of lethality values using average g

ranged from 209 to 325 for +Gx, 287 to 350 for

-Gx, and 103 to 135 for +Gz.

Seating and Other Devices

In many early studies of impact tolerance for

spaceflight operations, molded couches of rigid

plastic foam were used to support both animal

and human subjects. Seats of varying degrees of

contouring have been used in spacecraft applica-

tions to provide crew protection. Individually

molded seats were used in Mercury, Gemini, and

Voskhod spacecraft [4]. In Apollo spacecraft, sim-

pler seat structures were used to enhance inter-

changeability of crew stations throughout long-

duration flights [79]. These seat structures are

supported within the spacecraft by impact-

attenuating struts, shown in Figure 15, a and b.
Various attenuation devices which have been

studied range from simple, crushable honey-

comb structures to more complex, hydraulically
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damped spring systems and cyclic strain

mechanisms [58, 99].

Impact protection to the crewman can be

achieved to the greatest extent within the impact

transmission pathway with devices such as exter-

nally mounted air bags or internally mounted

impact-attenuating struts. Control of the entire

pulse shape is essential to optimum protection,

in addition to maintaining the most advantageous

parameters in magnitude, duration, and mean

rate of onset. Depending on elastic properties of

the body being accelerated, a waveform can be

chosen in which the ratio of the acceleration in

the body being accelerated to the magnitude of

TABLE 4.-Significant Postimpact Physical Exam

Findings [9]

Significant physical findings Test position Sled g

Harness burns (all first degree)

Dazed and disoriented (lasting no

longer than 2 rain postimpact)

Respirat.t'y difficulty 0asting no

hmger than 1 rain postimpact)

Blood pressure difference (20 mm

Hg at pre- and postrun physical

exanl)

Pulse difference (20 beats/rain at

pre- and postrun physical examt

Engorged retinal vessels

Back and/or neck pain and

decreased range of motion

2

7

17

17

17

17

17

19

24

24

24

9

1

21

17

23

18

18

24

24

19

23

17

24

12

17

3

17

1

5

5

20.0

23.0

17.4

18.9

21.7

25.8

19.6

30.0

28.1

24.6

16.5

9.8

17.2

19.0

18.9

19.5

24.6

23.2

23.7

16.5

30.0

19.4

19.6

20.2

19.5

21.7

9.2

25.8

17.2

25.1

21.0

the acceleration of the body imparting the accel-

eration will be equal to unity [28]. This can be

accomplished by careful design of all accelera-

tion transmission pathways in addition to impact-

attenuation devices. Crushing of the vehicle

structure provides some energy absorption and

this characteristic can be enhanced by the vehicle

TABLE 5.- Tentative Criteria for Indirect Blast

Effects Involving Impact from Secondary

Missiles [106]

Related impact
Missile, type Critical organ]event

velocity (m/s)

Nonpenetrating

4.54 kg object

Penetrating

10-g glass

fragments

Cerebral concussion:

mostly "safe"

threshold

Skull fracture:

mostly "safe"

threshold

near 100%

Skin lacerationt :

threshold

Serious woundst :

threshold

50%

near 100%

3.05

4.58

3.05

4.58

7.02

15.3

30.5

54.9

91.5

t Represent impact velocities with unclothed skin. A

serious wound arbitrarily defined as a laceration of the skin

with missile penetration into tissues to 10 mm or more.

TABLE 6.--Occurrence Percent of Major Pathology

in Guinea Pigs at Cumulative Velocities _ [77]

Injury type

Brain hemorrhage

Pulmonary

hemorrhage

Cardiovascular

pathology

Hepatic laceration

Gastrointestinal

pathology

Paralysis

Total nonsurvivors

SARS llla

-(,_ I +Gx I +G_

42 61 I 30

91 82 [ 80

33 I 52 I 48

83 I 56 I 5
I

77 19 15

0 0 18

180

t Entrance velocities, 12 to 24 m/s.

SARS lla

--(,x +(,_ +Gz

42 91 22

74 100 32

19 0 0

45 3 2

19 30 17

0 0 80

161
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structure designer. Deformation of cushioning

materials and restraint system can also be

designed to minimize transmittal of energy at

frequencies where particular segments of the

human body, such as the head, are most sensitive;

however, care must be taken to assure that these

elements of the protective system do not, in fact,

amplify accelerations transmitted to the body.

Control of impact vector direction can be used

to take advantage of differences in impact toler-

ance levels for each body axis. Design of seat

angles may also be critical in providing maximum

tolerance [8].

Rod Honeycomb Outer.
__., ^ core Friction sprmg =._ ^_
=HU L.ap / / _HU L,ap

Inner I

spring Honeycomb
core

(a) Honeycomb strut

Rod
Tori

end

Rod tube Strut cylinder

(b) Cyclic strut

FIGURE 15.-Comparison of honeycomb and cyclic strain
impact-attenuation systems for Apollo [98].

Mathematical models of both protection system

and human body have greatly improved the

designer's capability to select appropriate mate-

rials for crew seat cushioning and restraint sys-

tems, and impact-attenuation device performance

characteristics [71, 72]. The same modeling tech-

niques provided insight into effects of initial con-

ditions of the crewman within his personal

equipment. For example, these analytical tech-

niques demonstrated the importance of eliminat-

ing slack or deadspace between crewman and

his body-support and restraint system, and simi-

larly provided design criteria for restraint-harness

tensioning devices.

Other methods of crew protection include crew

conditioning and use of pharmacological agents.

Crew conditioning has been considered from

several aspects. First, by assuring the best phys-
ical condition of the crewman through a sound

program of preflight physical exercise. Second,

by aherating the crewman's reaction to impact

through crew training and exposure to mechanical

stresses during simulated missions [28]. And

finally, where long-duration missions may cause

deconditioning of the musculoskeletal system,

exercise and in the future, perhaps, use of chemo-

therapy to retard deconditioning are indicated.

S ummary

The degree to which impact accelerations are

an important factor in spaceflight environments

depends primarily upon the technology of cap-

sule landing deceleration and the weight permis-

sible for the associated hardware: parachutes or

deceleration rockets, inflatable air bags, or other

impact-attenuation systems.. Safe capsule land-

ings on any type of terrestrial and extraterrestrial

surface must be the goal of these hardware de-

velopments so that the restrictions imposed on

most USSR and US space missions in the past

can be relaxed. However, design for emergency

situations such as crew escape during unforeseen

failure on the launch pad will always require the

most accurate information available on the
limits of human tolerance and risk involved.

A considerable body of information has been

available on human tolerance to impact and

impact protection from aircraft escape, and avia-
tion, as well as automotive crash research. How-

ever, both the USSR and US space programs had

to define specific limits of human tolerance with

higher accuracy and reliability than were previ-
ously known. Particular contributions in this area

include: (a) exploration of impact tolerance for all

impact directions; (b) definition of injury prob-
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ability for low injury probabilities consistent with

high reliability/safety requirements of space mis-

sions; and (c)" development of mathematical

models to predict injury probability for complex

acceleration functions, and to calculate the crew-

man's biodynamic response when coupled to vari-

ous support and restraint systems. These

advances, as well as experience with new impact-

attenuating crushable materials and structures,

are of significance beyond the specific realm of

space biotechnology.

The problem most specific to space medicine is

the potential change of impact tolerance due to

reduced bone mass and muscle stength caused by

prohlnged weightlessness and physical inactivity.

Although valuable contributions to this area have

been made through animal experimentation in the

USSR and the US, considerably more research is

required as space missions become extended over

many weeks and months. Relationships between

bone strength, bone mass, and muscle strength

must be explored as a function of gravitational

load, isotonic/isometric exercise, time pattern,

and diet. For osteoporosis of disuse, appropriate

time-scaling factors for bone dynamics as a func-

tion of gravitational exposure and activity time

patterns must be established by relating animal

experiments to human conditions. Changes in

injury patterns due to these changes in the mus-

culoskeletal system must be known and under-

stood. Based on such studies, proper impact limit

values, protection equipment, preventive meas-

ures such as exercise and possibly chemotherapy,

and postflight care can be selected.
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Chapter 7

ANGULAR VELOCITIES, ANGULAR ACCELERATIONS,

AND CORIOLIS ACCELERATIONS

ASHTON GRAYBIEL

Naval Aerospace Medical Institute, Pensacola, Florida USA

This chapter deals with the rotary motions

generated by man and by machine that may be

encountered in the exploration of space and the

effects of such motions on the human organism.

Under all conditions, active rotary motions will

fall within the parameters of such movements

executed by man under normal terrestrial condi-
tions. These active rotations are characterized

by short arcs, and the associated angular ac-

celerations, although transient, may, in the case

of head movements, far exceed the accelerations

generated by conveyance or laboratory devices.

It is also noteworthy that these active rotary

motions produce their effects chiefly by stimu-

lating sensory receptor systems with subsequent

"amplification" in the central nervous system.

The receptor systems in the semicircular canals

deserve special attention, partly because these

end organs are uniquely structured to respond to

transient angular accelerations, and partly be-

cause they are gravity-independent.

Except in unprogramed situations, passive

rotary motions to which man may be exposed are

significant chiefly for the long duration of the

angular velocities and not for the associated brief

angular accelerations. In the generation of arti-

ficial gravity (by rotating part of a space vehicle

or space station), spin-up or spin-down would

rarely occur, and rotation at a constant angular

velocity would be maintained for long periods.

In this circumstance, active rotation of the head

would generate Coriolis accelerations, t con-

stituting abnormal patterns of vestibular

stimulation that might elicit vestibular side

effects. These side effects comprise reflex

phenomena and widespread delayed epi-
phenomena (best known as motion sickness).

Even in the weightless part, although head

movements generate normal accelerative

stimuli, the resulting sensory input encounters

an abnormal integrative pattern (resulting from

loss of stimulation of the otolithic receptors by

gravity), and vestibular side effects may be

elicited; thus, both vestibular organs may be

involved by unnatural stimulatory conditions in

space exploration.

Although all major sensory systems must be

taken into account, their unfavorable influence,

under conditions met in the exploration of space,

are unequal. The organs of equilibrium, the semi-

circular canal and otolith organs, pose the

essential problem. Much of the discussion which

follows, therefore, will deal with the vestibular

system, the mechanisms involved in the elicitation

_In this chapter Coriolis acceleration is defined as the
"added acceleration" generated either by simultaneous
exposure to angular velocities about two axes or to one linear
and one angular velocity; it is left to the reader to determine
from the context which one is applicable or if both are
applicable.
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of side effects (especially motion sickness),

and the operational problems engendered. 2

MAN'S BIOLOGICALLY EFFECTIVE

FORCE ENVIRONMENT

In this section, the concept of man's biologically

effective force (BEF) environment is briefly

developed in relation to life activities under

terrestrial conditions and to the unique force

environments in space exploration. The need for

a common basis in discussing and comparing

these forces is best exemplified in comparing

"life" in a weightless spacecraft and life on

Earth. The purpose here is not to attempt a com-

prehensive analysis and synthesis, which would

inw_lve a great undertaking and even then be

incomplete, but to set forth major guidelines

which point to further exploitation for practical

or theoretical purposes.

Man's gravitoinertial fi_rce environment has

its genesis in gravity due to a central field factor

in the inertial forces generated by the motions of

machine or man, or both in combination (Fig. 1).

Under ordinary living conditions on Earth,

gravitational force may be regarded as a constant

and the only force of sufficient magnitude to

affect total body weight significantly. It is the

force to which man has become adapted through-

out ew_lutionary development and to which he is

accustomed through experience. The addition of

mutually perpendicular lines to the vector

representing gravitational upright forms the

spatial frame of Earth reference. When man is

exposed in conveyances and devices that generate

accelerations or change his position with respect

to the gravitational or gravitoinertial vertical, he

is subjected to unnatural stimulatory conditions

that may range far beyond physiologic limits.

These accelerations generate an external force

field that, ahmg with gravity, comprises the total
external fince field.

The inertial forces generated by the active

motions of the body or its parts may be regarded

as "'immanent" forces inasmuch as they do not

It is a pleasure to acknowledge my debt to Professor

V. I'olaev wh,b pr,_vi(ted an annotated bil)li,)grapby covering

key rcpq_l'ts in tile relevant S,_viet literature.

contribute to the external force field, but are
combined with it. These immanent forces are of

small magnitude or short duration, deriving their

significance partly because of being associated

with motions that change the position of the body

with regard to the other components in the force

environment, and partly because these forces are

sufficient to stimulate specialized sensory

receptors that provide information about body

statics and dynamics. Combined gravitational,

inertial, and immanent accelerative forces

constitute a complex, dynamic pattern that
varies as a function of time.

Although the equivalence of gravitational and

inertial mass is the unifying principle underlying

the gravitoinertial force concept, this simplicity

gives way to great complexity when taking into
account the structural and functional charac-

teristics of the body. Not only does the body lack

uniformity, but also a state of mechanical

equilibrium in all parts of the body is never
reached.

The agravitoinertial forces are far more

difficult to identify and measure in terms of a

common unit than the accelerative forces. They

assume great importance in a weightless environ-

ment, and a dichotomy may be drawn between

agravitninertial forces of mechanical and non-

mechanical origin. With the latter, further

distinctions are possible, ranging between forces

so great at one extreme that absence of gravita-

tional force is of no practical clmsequence, and
the other extreme when its influence is felt. All

these mechanical forces are generated by tensions

and compressions and, with gravitoinertial forces,

contribute to bodily deformations and stimulation

of nonvestibular mechanoreceptors.

Weightlessness

Under natural terrestrial conditions, the force

of gravity due to a central field factor is only part

of our BEF environment; hence, it is important to

distinguish between weightlessness per se and

man active in a weightless spacecraft. This differ-

ence, which may be very great, will be determined

mainly by the role played by mechanical forces

that are effective in countering the zero-gravity

state.
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Figure 2 illustrates an effort to analyze the BEF

environment in a weightless spacecraft. Gravito-

inertial forces are generated mainly by man's mo-

tions unless a device capable of generating

accelerations is used. Immanent accelerations

generated in the course of man's work and house-

keeping activities contribute little to his "apparent

weight" but are important since they stimulate

sensory receptors (vestibular and nonvestibular

mechanoreceptors) and thus contribute to the

flow of information to the nervous system.

The preservation of man's well-being in a

weightless spacecraft is heavily dependent upon

agravitoinertial forces, which are of mechanical

or nonmechanical origin. An analysis of the latter

should be made in terms of their effectiveness at

different organizational levels in the body. A table

might be prepared indicating the forces operant

at different levels; e.g. molecular, intracellular,

cellular, and tissue levels. Cytochemical reactions

involve forces (thermodynamic, bioelectric, and

chemical) so great that they are gravity-indepen-

dent. Agravitoinertial mechanical forces stimulate

mechanoreceptors serving touch, pressure, and

kinesthesis but cannot stimulate vestibular

receptors.

The analysis is carried one step farther in

Figure 3. Presumably, with the crew at rest and

with head fixed, there would be physiologic de-

afferentation of the otolith apparatus, with con-

sequent loss of its tonic discharge but retention

of a spontaneous or resting discharge analogous

to the difference between eyes open and closed.

There would be no corresponding effect on the

Gravitoinertial forces

Gravity due to a Accelerations due

central field to device or vehicle
factor

linear and rotary

motions and

vibrations 1

Accelerations due

Agravitoinertial forces

Mechanical Nonmechanical

to man's

movements of Internal External

body or portions tensions corn-

of the body com- pressions

pressions

Extensive field, Man supported "Immanent"

not under by device inertial forces

man's control entire body affected

Complex static and dynamic pattern of linear and

angular forces as a function of time

Chemical bonding

macromolecular

attraction

membrane potentials

adhesive (capillary)

Static and dynamic 'i

patterns of

mechanical forces as_

a function of time J

Both gravitoinertial and mechanical forces contribute to:

Many forces so

great that they

are not

significantly

influenced by

g ravity

Deformations of the rest of the

body with displacements

according to rigidity and

relative weight

May affect stability in space,

internal milieu, cortical posture,
and time

Sole contributor to:

Stimulation of field force

receptors in vestibular organs

Affects stability in space and

may affect stability of internal

milieu and cortical posture

Stimulation of various

nonlabyrinthine receptor

systems

Mainly affects

stability in space

Circumscribed local acceleration not included

FIGURE1. -Man's biological force environment under terrestrial conditions.
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semicircular canals. Rotations of the head would

provide stimulus to the canals the same as under

terrestrial conditions, but the transient linear ac-

celerations generated might or might not consti-

tute an adequate stimulus to the otolith apparatus,

and, if adequate, the information would be neither

useful for orientation to the upright nor concord-

ant with the canalicular input. Thus, among ves-

tibular receptors and nonvestibular mechanore-

ceptors, the canals alone are stimulated essentially

the same with natural movements of the head

(body) under terrestrial and weightless conditions.

The otolith organs encounter the unique stimula-

tory condition with the lifting of the stimulus due

to nullification of gravity. Reference is made to

reports that deal with the problem in a different

manner or approach [32, 33, 51, 92,122,138].

Rotating Environment

In a slowly rotating room constrained to rotate

about the Earth-vertical axis, a person carrying

out various activities is subjected to complex

changes in the gravitoinertial force environment.

Not only must the forces acting at man's center

of gravity be taken into account, but also the sep-

1
Gravitoinertial forces

Suprathreshold Suprathreshold

Accelerations due to Accelerations due to

motions of vehicle movements of the

or devices in cabin whole body or

trivial except: portions of the body

(1) Programed (1) Linear

accelerations accelerations

(2) Unprogramed (2) Angular

accelerations accelerations

(3) Contribution to (3) Coriolis

Coriolis acceleration

accelerations (head) and

and to contribution

cross-coupled (any angular

angular velocity) to

acceleration Coriolis
accelerations

Dynamic pattern of gravitoinertial forces

as a function of time

Forces involved in countering weightlessness

Failure to counter effects of weightlessness results in:

loss of adaptation or failure in homeostasis
First order effects

Second order effects )

Compfications

1 Minute component provided by gravity potential

Agravitoinertial forces

Mechanical

1. Internal tensions

and compressions

2. External

compressions

1. Sites of influences

highly selective

2. Whole body rarely

involved

Nonmechanical

Chemical bonding

Macromolecular

attraction

Membrane potentials

Adhesive (capillary)

Static 8- dynamic

patterns of

mechanical forces as

a function of time

1. Most forces so

great that they

are not

significantly

influenced by

gravity

2. Affects organiza-

tional levels from

tissues to sub-

cellular elements

Can cause functional disturbance or pathological

__,. change at organizational levels or sites not

subject to first order effects

FIGURE 2.--Man's t}iol.gicat f_}r{'¢' Cmvironm¢,nt in near-w¢,ighth'ssncss. ((_omparis,ms mus! I_c made

with terrestrial c.nditi.ns taking account of (1) body <.onfguratitms and motions, and t2) the'

maitlt¢,nanc¢, ctf h_.n¢q.stasis in h'rms of gravity-d{.p¢'ndcnc_'.)
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arate consequences of head and limb motions

with and without whole body motions.

Figure 4 illustrates the forces acting on the sub-

ject's mass when he is recumbent and seated.

Centrifugal force derives from rio 2 where r= radius

and (0 = angular velocity. The angle (b represents

the change in direction of the gravitoinertial up-

right from the gravitational upright. With the sub-

ject moving with or against the direction of rota-
tion or toward or away from the center of rotation,

Coriolis forces must be taken into account
as well as the changes in centripetal force. The

fundamental law relating the time rate of change

of a vector, measured by an observer in space ro-
tating with respect to the reference space, may be
expressed mathematically by the vector equation:

A

A

g- Acceleration of gravity Vr- Radial velocity

cen- Centripetal acceleration o,-Angular velocity of rotating room

cor- Coriolis acceleration _-Angle between gravitoinertial

Vt- Tangential velocity and gravitational upright

FIGURE 4.-Responses to the force environmen! in a rqttating room. ('rewmen ] and 2, ill articulated

molds supported by air-bearing devices, are "'walking on the wall.'" simulating tile orientation in a

rnlating spacecraft. Crewman 2, walking in tile direction of r.tation becomes somewhat heavier

because his angular velocity, hence, centripetal acceleration, is incrcascd and sums with the

Coriolis accelerations generated. Crewman 1, walking opposite the direction of rotati-n becomes

somewhat lighter because his centripetal accelerations are decreased and ('oriolis accelerations must

be subtracted. Crewman 3, walking loward tile periphery of the room is exposed to increasing levels

of centripetal acceleration and constant levels of Coriolis accelerations. Crewman 4, standing, is

demonslraliug two phenolllella: first, as lie moves bis arm or leg sideways, a tendency to veer back-

ward, tile so-calh.d "'giant-band'" effect; set:mid, as lie makes (rotates) his head mow' in tim plane cbf
tile room's rotatiou, (:oriolis accelerations and illusions art' not generated, a so-called "'free mq_ve-

ment:'" third, the angle phi (6) indicates the change ill direction _d"tile gravitati.nal upright due I.

centripetal force. Crewman 5 is making a head movem_'nt out _tf the plato* .f r.tati.n which d_es

g_.ncralc C.riolis accelerations producing characteristic illusions described, tDrawing courtesy of
l)r. 1). B. (:ramer)
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(-_tP)r = (d--7_\dt! ,. + (_rm X IY) (1)

where

(dV/dt)r=change in velocity vector with _.

respect to the reference space, o:"

(d(//dt)m = change of velocity with respect E

to moving space, E
(oJrm x V) = change of velocity vector due to '5

rotation of moving space.
C

To a subject in the rotating environment, this ac- o

celeration or force vector may manifest itself in

two ways. First, it adds to the apparent weight of

a body moving in the direction of rotation and sub-

tracts from the apparent weight when it moves
.2

against the direction of rotation. Second, when a -6
body moves toward the center of rotation, the "=o
linear Coriolis force is exerted in the direction of (3

rotation at right angles to the body's motion; when

moving away from the center of rotation, the force
is opposite the direction of rotation. A motion

parallel to the axis of rotation will generate no

Coriolis acceleration. The value of Coriolis

acceleration in g-units for a body moving per-

pendicularly to the axis of rotation in a spinning

system may be determined by:

F (Coriolis)= 0.00651 VN (2)

where

V= velocity of body relative to rotating ve-

hicle in feet per second,

N = vehicle rate of rotation in revolutions per

minute.

For any motion not exactly perpendicular to the

axis of rotation, the component of the velocity that

is perpendicular is used to determine the Coriolis

force; hence, the value must be multiplied by

the sine of the angle between the angular rota-

tion rate vector and the veloc{ty vector. Figure

5 illustrates the Coriolis force in g-units for

various rates of movement perpendicular to

the axis of rotation at different rates of the

room's rotation. The combined Coriolis and cen-

tripetal forces influence ataxia exhibited by sub-

jects. It is apparent from Figures 4 and 5 that a
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FIGURE 5.-Coriolis force reaction of a mass moving in a
rotating environment. Force in pounds=Earth gravity
weight x g units

person walking against the direction of spin will

experience a slight decrease of apparent weight

and a slight increase when walking with the direc-

tion of rotation. Also, moving toward the center,
the linear Coriolis force would be in the direc-

tion of spin, and walking toward the periphery,
the direction would be reversed.

The above analysis is oversimplified because
the motions of limbs and head need not conform

to motions of the center of gravity; moreover, the

motion of the center of gravity itself is complex,

although motions normal to the Earth horizontal

would not generate a Coriolis acceleration.

Consideration must also be given to the angular
Coriolis accelerations which constitute an ab-

normal stimulatory pattern where the semicircular

canals are concerned. When angular Coriolis ac-

celerations are above threshold, reflex vestibular

disturbances result and may be followed by motion
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sickness,makingthemof greatpracticalimpor-
tancein dealingwithrotatingenvironments.An-
gularCoriolisaccelerationsperseareindependent
of thedistancefromthecenterofrotationofthe
roomand,indeed,ofthelevelofG-loadingwithin
the rangesto be encounteredin rotatingen-
vironments.

Mathematical Analysis of
Coriolis Accelerations

Stone and Letko [127] 3 have developed equa-

tions for the effects of angular acceleration and

angular velocity about two axes.

Definitions and Symbols

Nodding-- a rotation of the head about the y-axis
(Fig. 6).

Turning-- a rotation ot the head about the z-axis

(Fig. 6).

Rolling-- a rotation of the head about the x-axis

(Fig. 6).

C_G0 angular nodding accelera-
tion (component of angular

acceleration about the y-

axis)

c_% angular turning accelera-
tion (component of angular
acceleration about the z-

axis)

c_% angular rolling accelera-
tion (component of angular
acceleration about the x-

axis)

03G0 _-

f .% dt

+Z AA

I_ -l.-X IAR

+XA A

I

--l-Z IAR

Anat.-math. axis system IAR

(inertial angular reaction)

.... Anat.-math. axis system AA

(angular acceleration)

Anatomico-mathematic axes--

Angular acceleration and angular reaction

FIGURE 6.-Right-hand rule applied to the True reference
system (angular accelerations) and the inertial (reaction)
force system. Note that the two systems have opposite
signs except in y axis-facing the page (True) and facing
the left side of the body (inertial).

cob0 nodding velocity-a fore
and aft motion of the head

at the neck or from the

whole body 4

oo% turning velocity-a motion
about the neck or long-body

axis 4

¢oh_ rolling velocity-a sideways
motion of the head or from

the body 4

a Their original publication has been reworked by Professor
J. L. Panerson, Jr., with the help of Stone, and reproduced
here with their kind permission.

4These are angular head motions which may be from

motions at the neck and shoulders or from body bending, and

similar.
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60V

OJh x

OJhy

OJh z

t

OG

III G

On

+n

6.

¢be, 0+, qJ+

Osc

Osc

x,Y,Z

Xb, Yb, Zb,

Subscripts:

lr, II

vehicle rotational velocity

total angular velocity of

head about rolling axis

(x-axis)

total angular velocity of

head about nodding axis

(y-axis)

total angular velocity of

head about turning axis

(z-axis)
time

ff dt 2

ff dt 2

nodding displacement of

the head (about the y-axis)

turning displacement of the

head (about the z-axis)

rolling displacement of the

head (about the x-axis)

Euler angular displacement

using this order of rotation.

(Euler angles relate one set
of axes to another set and

are used in the classical

method of this transforma-

tion.)
backward tilt of semi-

circular canals from XbYb

plane

rotation of semicircular

canals from XbYb

inertial space axes

body axes

right and left lateral canals,

respectively

pr, pl right and left posterior

canals, respectively
ar, al right and left anterior

canals, respectively

Head Axes Used by Stone and Letko

x is (-4-) facing forward out of the nose.

y is (-4-) extending out of the right ear.
z is (+) extending downward (caudad) from

the head.

Note: These head axes are part of a rectangular
coordinate system. The negative of each axis has

the sense and direction opposite the positive.

Semicircular Canal Axes

Equations (21-26) and (27-32) relate to the
axes of the semicircular canals themselves. Each

acceleration vector in these equations represents

an angular acceleration vector that is perpen-

dicular to the plane of the canal in question. The

angles in these equations represent the trans-
formation of head axes into canal axes. A dot over

a symbol indicates its first derivative with re-

spect to time.

The equations for the total angular velocities
experienced by the head are the sum of the

various angular velocities acting:

<oh_= <oh_+ wv cos O_ cos qJ+ (3)

<o% = <0%- w_, cos O+sin _be (4)

to% = toh+ + w_, sin 0+ (5)

where w_,, the angular or rotational velocity of
the vehicle, is assumed to be constant.

The differentiation of Equations (3-5) with

respect to time gives the angular accelerations

experienced by the moving head, where tShx,
&%, and <5% are the angular accelerations of
the head in inertial space (the accelerations

which will stimulate the semicircular canals) and

&h_, &h o, and tSh_ are the angular accelerations
of the head in the rotating frame of reference.

&h_ = <bh_--w_, (sin O_ cos qJ_b_

+ cos 0e sin _b+_b+) (6)

6by = '_h0-w_, (cos 0_ cos q,_,_

-- sin 0e sin 6e0_ (7)
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dJhz = d_h,+ w_, cos 0ebe (8)

Applying the principles of classical mechanics,

the rates of change of the Euler angles in Equa-

tions (6-8) may be calculated from the following:

cos0e-O 0sin
0e = ((oh, sin d2e+ (oh0 cos t_e) (10)

_be= ¢0h_,--tan 0e(tOn, cos qJe

--tone sin q_e) (11)

A substitution of Equations (9-11) into Equations

(6-8) then gives the general expressions for the

total angular acceleration that would be experi-

enced for any orientation of the head and for any
head motion when in a vehicle rotating at

constant angular velocity:

(bn_= tbn_ -- wr (ton0 sin 0e

+ _h, cos 0_ sin ql_) (12)

(bn_= tShe--wL,((on, cos 0_ cos qJ_

--(oh, sin Oe) (13)

&hz= tbh,+ wr((on0 cos 0e cos qJ_

+ ton, cos 0e sin d_) (14)

When the vehicle is not rotating (wr=0) the

equations simplify to:

d)n_ = (bn_ (15)

/onu =/o_ (16)

aa,= wv (to_ cos 0_ cos qJ_

+tohe cos 0e sin _be) (20)

A number of investigators concerned with the

physics of stimulation of the semicircular canals
have believed that the Coriolis accelerations are

those which primarily cause the disturbing

symptoms and signs during rotation of a vehicle.

It should be noted that the instantaneous angular

velocities (to) in these equations arc not neces-

sarily as_o,qated with a condition of angular
acceleration, but can be part of a constant angular

velocity profile. Thus, Coriolis accelerations (o0

can result from the cross-coupling effects of

constant angular velocities about more than one

axis- an extremely important principle.

Coriolis Acceleration

At the beginning of the last century, a French

engineer and mathematician, G. G. de Coriolis,

carried out a mathematical analysis of an ap,

parent fi)rce generated when a body is moving in

a linear path in a rotating frame. Such a situation

obtains when a mass is moving on the surface of

a rotating carousel or when a projectile is fired

from a gun on the surface of the rotating earth.

This has been discussed previously in the intro-

ductory section and will not be considered in

detail here. The point should be emphasized,

however, that there is increasing use in physics,

engineering, and physiology, of the term
"Coriolis" force or acceleration where there is

rotation of a body about more than one axis

simultaneously.

&nz =(bh, (17)

When Equations (15-17) are subtracted from

Equations (12-14), a set of expressions results

for the accelerations caused by the rotation of

the vehicle. These accelerations are termed by

Stone and Letko [127] the cross-coupled angular

accelerations or Coriolis accelerations which

are given by the Equations:

c_t;o=- w, (tons sin 0e + ton, cos 0_ sin qJe) (18)

ave=w, (ton0 sin 0_--¢oh_, cos 0_ cos _b_) (19)

Effective Components of Coriolis Accelerations

The effective component of the Coriolis ac-

celeration which applies to each of the six semi-

circular canals can be derived from Equations

(18-20). These derivations, kindly provided by

Stone (personal communication), are:

A&_ct_ = a% sin O,_+ a% cos 0,_ (21)

A(o._ H= a% sin 0_,.+ a, , cos 0,_ (22)

Atb,_,,_ = a, o cos 6_-- a% cos 0._,. sin $,,,

+a,, sin 0_ sin t_ (23)
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Atb,caz = aa0cos q_,¢- ct% cos 0,c sin _b,_

+ a% sin 0,c sin qJ,c (24)

Ad_,_vr= a% cos 0s_ cos qJ_ + OlG0 sin qJ_c

--aG, sin 0_ cos qJ,c (25)

Ad_sCpZ= a% cos 0,c cos qJ,c- aGO sin qJsc

--aG, sin 0_c cos qJ_c (26)

Total .4ngular.4 cceleration Experienced

by Each Semicircular Canal

The total angular acceleration experienced by

each of the six semicircular canals is given by the

following equations, which include the cross-

coupled components of angular acceleration. It

will assist visualization of these relationships if
Figure 12 (p. 260, in the next section of this

chapter) is consulted, which shows orientation of

the semicircular canals within the cranium.

&,_ = &h_ sin 0,_ + tbhz cos 0,c (27)

&scu= &hx sin Osc+ &hz cos Osc (28_

&,ca_ = &% cos _bs_--&h_ cos 0,_ sin _b,_

+ tbh_ sin 0,_ sin q,,_ (29)

&,cat = tb% cos qJ,_- tbh_ cos O,c sin q'sc

+ tb, z sin Osc sin _tsc (30)

thscrr----tbhx cos Osc cos _sc + ¢bay sin _tsc

--d_az sin Osc cos _sc (31)

¢bscp_----tbaz cos Osc cos _sc- tbhy sin qtsc

--&az sin Osc cos qtsc (32)

"4pplication of the Equations

for .4ngular ,4ccelerations

The equations presented enable calculation of

instantaneous angular accelerations. Since iner-

tial, viscous, and other damping properties pro-

vide the semicircular canal system with various

delays, which can be expressed as time constants,

the canals do not represent transducers whose

output of nerve impulses at any moment is di-

rectly proportional to the instantaneous angular
acceleration experienced by each canal. There

may well be, and probably are, moments when the

afferent nerve traffic from the cupula of a given

canal is proportional to the instantaneous angular

acceleration, or some instances where the

momentary physical conditions combine to pro-

duce a response proportional to the instantane-

ous angular velocity. These moments would be

exceptional, according to expectations.

Apparently, a continuous readout of the solu-

tions to these equations is actually needed for the

solution of a number of physiological problems.

Accelerometers and computing circuits presently

available make it technically feasible to provide

continuous recording of angular velocity and

angular acceleration in the axes of the acceler-

ometers, together with the necessary transfor-

mations to render the data applicable to the plane

of each semicircular canal. In this way, the ante-

cedent history of the major variables could be

studied in relation to the subjective and objective
physiological phenomena. Anatomic differences

among different subjects, it is true, will introduce

some, usually small, error in the assumed posi-

tions of the semicircular canals within a given

subject's head; yet it is probable that such on-

line computation of these functions would quite

likely make a major contribution toward under-

standing of the responses both of physical models
and of biological systems, including man.

THE VESTIBULAR SYSTEM

The End Organs

The labyrinth of the human inner ear comprises

the cochlea (organ of hearing), otolith organs, and

semicircular canals- collectively termed the

vestibular organs. These are paired end organs

with similar histologic features, a common blood

supply, a shared secondary lymph circulation,
and with afferent and efferent nerve fibers com-

prising the acoustic nerve. These sensory organs
are situated in hollowed-out channels in the

petrous portion of the temporal bone (Fig. 7 [2] ),

and, within the bony labyrinth, the membranous

labyrinth is surrounded by perilymph and filled

with endolymph. Thus, the sensory receptor

mechanisms are protected from the effects of

superimposed body weight by the bony labyrinth

and, by virtue of the contained fluids, receive

additional protection from impact accelerations.
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Osseous labyrinth

(canalicular part)

Posterior

Superior

surface

Membranous labyrinth:

Semicircular duct

Ampulla
Utricle

Endolymphatic duct
Saccular duct

Saccule

Reuniting duct
Cochlear duct

Site of

external aperture of

vestibular aqueduct

Endolymphatic sac

/

Jugular
fossa

External aperture of
cochlear canaliculus

Osseous labyrinth:

Vestibular scala

Tympanic scala

Vestibule

Semicircular canal

FIGURE 7.--Reconslrut'tion _f tile membranous labyrinth and related anatomy. (Fr_,m Ref. [2])

Otolith Organs

The four otolith organs appear as thickened

portions on the inner walls of the paired utricle

and saccule (Fig. 8) that are termed macular

plates. A cross section of the saccular macula of

a squirrel monkey and a sketch of the zonal

structure are shown in Figure 9 [61]. The

otolithic membrane contains otoconia (concre-

tions of calcium carbonate crystals with a specific

weight of about 2.71) which are embedded in a

gelatinous material. It is noteworthy that this

membrane comprises the only tissue within the

bony labyrinth that differs considerably from the

specific gravity of the lymph fluids. The hairlike

projections of the sensory cells protrude into the

cupular membrane on which the otolith mem-

brane rests.

Figure 10 was drawn from electronmicrographs

of the sensory epithelium of the utricular macula

of the squirrel monkey [125]. Two types of hair

cells, each with two types of cilia, are depicted.

Each cell has 60 to 70 sterocilia and one kino-

cilium laid out in strict geometrical arrangement.

In different regions of the macula, the kinocilia

(which play the major role in the energy transfer)

are polarized in different directions; hence, a

shearing force in one plane will result in kino-

cilia moving in different directions with reference

to the kinociliar pole. The result is mechanical

deformation of the cilia which, in turn, causes

chemical changes, resulting in the generation of

bioelectrieily (nerve action potentials). This

apparatus may be termed the cilia-otolith

mechanism.
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Anterior (vertical) 
sern icircular canal 
A 

horizontal Vestibular nerve 

1 the saccule 
Macula of 
the utricle 

FIGURE 8. -Labyrinth of the left ear viewed from the medial 
aspect. 

Semicircular Canals 

The mechanoreceptors in the two vestibular 
organs are similar, but the gross structure of the 
semicircular canals bears little resemblance to 
that of the otolith organs (Fig. 7). The three canals 
in each human labyrinth are mutually perpen- 
dicular, and each so-called semicircular canal 
actually forms a complete circuit by virtue of its 
connections with the utricle, near which the duct 
expands into what is called the ampulla. A sec- 
tion through the ampulla of an exceptionally 
well-preserved human specimen is shown in 
Figure 11. The crista is a transverse ridge of 
tissue covered with the sensory epithelium con- 
taining hair cells (similar to those in the maculae) 
whose cilia extend into the cupula. The kinocilia 
in the hair cells are uniformly polarized; in the 
horizontal canals they are toward the utricle 
(utricular pole) and in the vertical canals toward 
the opposite pole. The cupula, a meshwork (pre- 
sumably of collagen fibers), extends to the roof 
of the ampulla (not shown in Fig. ll), complet- 
ing a fluid-tight gate across the ampulla, hinged 

Kindly provided by Professor Makoto Igarashi. Depart- 
ment of Otolaryngology, Baylor University College of Medi 
cine, Texas Medical Center, Houston. 

a A view of macula sacculi from a squirrel 
monkey. Zonal structure is clearly seen. 

Endolymph 
15-20 Hm Otolithic zone 
10-15 p m  Cupular zone 
5-8 pm Subcupular zone 
25 p m  Hair cell & 

supporting cells 

100 p m  Connective tissue m 
Bony tissue 
of macula sacculi 

b Schematic of the zonal structures in the 
squirrel monkey. 

FIGURE 9.-Cross section of macula saccular of a squirrel 
monkey with zonal structure as inset. (Modified from 
Ref. [61]) 
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FIGUREll.-Cross section of normal human ampulla (pos-

terior semicircular canal) showing the crista with its
sensory epithelium surmounted by the cupula.

FIGURE 10.--Schematic of an area from a vestibular sensory
epithelium with the two types of haircells (HCI and HCII),
KC, Kinocilia; St. sterocilia. (From Ref. [125])

at the crista, and free to move back and forth in

response to movements of the endolymph. This

apparatus constitutes the cupula-endolymph

mechanism. On rotation of the head, the endo-

lymph lags behind the movement of the bony

canal, thus displacing the cupula in a direction

counter to the rotary motion. The cupula-

endolymph system, responding only to impulse

angular accelerations in the plane of the canal,

has been likened to a fluid-filled torus, with the

cupula responding to movements of the endo-

lymph in the manner of a spring-mass system

with viscous damping.
Head motions, under natural conditions,

generate a high angular acceleration with the

onset of rotation, transient in character, fol-

lowed by a very brief period of rotation approach-

ing constant velocity, and ending with another

transient acceleration of opposite sign. Although

the acceleration and deceleration magnitude may

be different, the time-integral of angular acceler-

ation at the onset and offset is equal (area under

the curves). Thus, it is thought that under most

natural conditions the end organ responds as an

integrating accelerometer.

FIGURE12.--Orientation of semicircular canals (enlarged)
viewed in the skull from above.

Orientation of the six semicircular canals with

reference to the head is shown in Figure 12.

Although the three canals on one side lie approxi-

-, :" '__TY OF TIiR
: .:_.._IS POOR
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mately in mutually perpendicular planes, only
the horizontal canals lie close to one of the co-

ordinate planes of the skull, the superior and pos-

terior canals deviating by 45 ° from the sagittal

and frontal planes. Thus, rotary motions in the

horizontal plane generating impulse angular ac-

celerations would stimulate the horizontal pair

of canals (although not maximally) with the sub-

ject's head upright; but, with head tilted for-

ward about 25 °, near-maximal stimulation would

result. Rotation in the sagittal and frontal planes

would generate angular accelerations in planes

almost 45 ° from the planes of the vertical (su-

perior and posterior) canals.

Functional Neurology

The reflex character of the vestibular system

differs markedly from the predominantly sensory

character of the auditory system; auditory path-

ways to the cortex have been almost fully de-

lineated, whereas a corresponding vestibular

pathway has not been identified. The vestibular

system functions automatically, mainly through

motor effector mechanisms, which accounts for

it not being placed in the same category as

somatic sensory systems and that the vestibular

organs are termed special sense organs rather

than organs of special sense. The great differ-

ences in structure and modes of stimulation of

the two end organs indicate that they serve differ-

ent functions by providing different information;

yet, when we leave the periphery, their identity

is lost when we use the combining term "vestib-

ular." Added to this vagueness is the need to

take into account the differences between vestib-

ular influences under natural and unnatural

stimulatory conditions. Under certain abnormal

stimulatory conditions, it would seem that

"preferential pathways" are open to vestibular

activity. A very brief condensation of the neurol-

ogy of the vestibular system based on anatomical,

physiological, and behavioral studies follows.

References are _ven to detailed reports on these

important but exceedingly complex aspects of the

vestibular system.

Anatomical Aspects

Morphological studies using classical tech-

niques are definitive in nature, have important

functional implications, and derive a great ad-

vantage from the high relevance to man of studies
conducted on animals. Prior to the fourth edition

(1952) of Rasmussen's The Principal Nervous

Pathways [111], important contributions were

made by Cajal, Lorente de No', Retzius, Burlet,

Camis, and Vilstrup, among others. During the

past 20 years, extensive morphologic studies

have been carried out in a number of countries;

the details may be found in the literature [14, 23,

112, 113, 133].

Figure 13 shows the main connections, re-

vealed by classic anatomical techniques, com-

prising the reflex vestibular system. The vestibu-

lar nerve carries primary afferent fibers to the

vestibular nuclear complex, cerebellum, and
reticular formation and return efferent fibers to

the mechanoreceptors in cristae and maculae.

The vestibular nuclear complex (a term intro-

duced by Brodal and associates [14]) comprises

not only subdivisions within the confines of the

four classical nuclei (superior, medial, lateral,

and descending), but also small cell groups

(known as f, g, i, x, y, z, Sv) and the interstitial
nucleus of the vestibular nerve.

Cerebellar connections extend beyond the
archicerebellum or classical vestibulocerebellum

and include much of the vermis but not the hemis-

pheres. Only a few fibers have been traced to the

(pontine) reticular formation, but the absence of

discrete nuclei may account for part of the spars-

ity. In general, sites of termination of primary

fibers are sites of origin of secondary fibers that

not only consolidate interrelations among the

three major recipients of primary fibers but.also

ascend, descend, and cross the neuraxis.

The vestibular nerve. This nerve is the smaller

division of the acoustic nerve coursing from the

internal auditory meatus to the cerebellopon-

tine angle where it enters the dorsolateral aspect

of the brain stem, medial and somewhat ventral

to the cochlear part of the VIIhh nerve.

Efferent vestibular system. Rasmussen, whose

schema [111] did not show efferent fibers to the

end organs, led the way in their discovery [112]

and participated in defining their origin, course,

and termination [123]. Efferent fibers arise in

the lateral vestibular nucleus (Fig. 13) and, ac-

cording to Rossi and Cortesina [121], in the

nearby interposed vestibular nucleus. They leave
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Cerebellum
Vermis

Nod.

S° C,

group y _-..
Sac. {/'-'

Interposed
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Reticulospin'ai tr.

N. Darkschewitsch

Asc. tr.

of Deiters

,:x,

:i ii!',

;_Lat. vestibulospinal tr.

Abbreviations

III, IV, and VI: cranial motor nerve nuclei

D: descending vestibular nucleus

group y: small cell group

Interposed V. N.: Interposed nucleus of the
vestibular nerve

L: lateral vestibular nucleus (Deiters')
L. C.: lateral semicircular canal

M.: medial vestibular nucleus

MLF: medial longitudinal fasciculus (ascending)
N. d.: dentate nucleus

N. f.: fastigial nucleus
Nod.: nodulus

Nin. VIII: interstitial nuclei (above and below

afferents from cristae) of the vestibular nerve

N. i.: interstitial nucleus of Cajal

P. C.: posterior semicircular canal

P. ft.: paratlocculus

RF: reticular formation

S.: superior vestibular nucleus
Sac.: saccule

S. C.: superior semicircular canal

S. G.: Scarpa's (vestibular)ganglion
Utr.: utricle

U. V.: uvula

V. N. C.: vestibular nuclear complex

X.: small-celled group x

FIGURE 13.--Schema of the reflex vestibular system showing: (1) sites of origin and termination of

first- and second.order neurons, (2) efferent fibers ,if"the vestibular nerw', and (3) lhird- 0,r high,.r)

order fastigia] fibers. Note absence of pathways to the cerebra] corlex.
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!

FIGURE 14.--Diagrammatic presentation of four hair cells,

their nerve endings, and the relationships of vesiculated

boutons (VB) to hair cells, chalice terminals (C), other

boutons and nerve fibers in the chinchilla ma.culae. BM,

basement membrane; SB, synaptic bar. It is believed the

efferent nerves form a horizontal plexus as drawn.

the brain in company with the cochlear efferent

fibers, reach the end organs in company with

vestibular dendrites, and terminate on the second-

type vesiculated boutons (Fig. 14) of all hair

cells in cristae and maculae [123]. Anatomically,

these efferent fibers complete a feedback loop,

holding out the possibility that central influences

of an inhibitory or regulatory nature can be

brought to bear on the end organs.

Primary afferent fibers. Although primary

vestibular fibers have been studied intensively,

special mention should be made of the recent

findings of Gacek [27], who traced their course

from specific end organs to specific central
terminations in the vestibular nuclei in the cat.

He took into account fiber size at the end organ

and, at central termination, cell size in the vestib-

ular nuclei. Figure 13 indicates that primary

canalicular neurons, after giving off short
collaterals to the interstitial nucleus of the

vestibular nerve, enter the brain stem where

each axon divides into an ascending and a de-

scending branch. The former terminates in the

superior vestibular nucleus (and the cerebellum).

The descending branches give off collaterals to

the lateral, medial, and descending vestibular

nuclei. Gacek was able to trace large and small

fibers from the posterior canalicular cristae to

large and small cells in the superior nucleus. (In

higher vertebrates, the sensory epithelium of the

horizontal canal was split off from the superior

[vertical] canal; hence, the fibers from both are

intermixed and impossible to trace as single

bundles.) Primary utricular fibers, after dividing

into ascending and descending branches, termi-

nate, respectively, in the lateral and medial nuclei

and in the medial and descending nuclei. Pri-

mary saccular fibers terminate mainly in the

small-group y nucleus, with some fibers terminat-

ing in the lateral and descending nuclei. In

summary, afferents from cristae and maculae

are differentially distributed to sites in the vestib-

ular nuclear complex; only canalicular fibers

terminate in the interstitial nucleus of the vestib-

ular nerve and in the superior nucleus.

Primary afferents have been traced to the

flocculonodular node and ventral part of the uvula

comprising the archicerebellum and to the

ventral and dorsal paraflocculus and to the lateral
dentate nucleus. First-order neurons do not reach

the fastigial nucleus, contrary to former belief.

Primary vestibular fibers to the cerebellum end

as a particular type of mossy fiber, not only in

the flocculonodular lobe comprising what Brodal

[13] termed the classical vestibulocerebellum,

but also the ventral and dorsal paraflocculus.

Only a few primary fibers have been traced to

the reticular formation, which is shown in Figure

13.
lnterconnections between cerebellum and

vestibular nuclear complex. In general, it is

difficult (using classical anatomical procedures)

to trace pathways in the vestibular system beyond

second-order neurons, but an important excep-

tion is in the fastigial nucleus of the cerebellum,

which is not a receiving site for primary vestibu-
lar fibers. The role of the fastigial nucleus as a

relay station for cerebellovestibular fibers would

also appear to serve as a major center in the

vestibular system. The fastigial nucleus receives

fibers from the vermis, paramedian lobule (both

sides), dorsal paraflocculus, crus II, and vestibu-
lar nuclei. The fastigial nucleus sends fibers to

reticular formation, all vestibular nuclei, mainly

ipsilaterally, and especially to the lateral vestibu-
lar nucleus.

574-270 0 - 75 - 18
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Vestibulocerebellar fibers, mainly from the

descending nucleus but also from the medial

nucleus and group x, project, chiefly ipsilaterally,

to end as mossy fibers in the flocculonodular

lobe, ventral part of the uvula, and the fastigial
nucleus.
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FIGURE 15.- Diagram illustrating major features in Ihe
projections from the cerebellar cortex untu the nucleus of
Deiters (to the left) and (to the right) in the projections
from the cerebellar cortex onto the fastigial nucleus and
from this to the lateral vestibular nuclei. Note that the
direct cerebellovestibular fibers and projection from the
rostral part of the fastigial nucleus end in the dorsal half
of the ipsilateral lateral vestibular nucleus, while fibers
from the caudal part of the fastigial nucleus via the hook
bundle supply the ventral half of the contralateral lateral
vestibular nucleus. Within each of these projections there
is a somatotopic localization. (From Ref. [13])

With regard to cerebellovestibular fibers,
distinction is made between second-order fibers

and fibers from the fastigial nucleus. Second-

order fibers, which originate in the archicere-

bellum and in vermal cortices (mainly anterior

lobe), project chiefly to the lateral nucleus.

Fibers from the fastigial nucleus project to the

reticular formation and to all vestibular nuclei;

those fibers projecting to the lateral nucleus

(which show a somatotopical arrangement) have

been intensively studied by Brodal and his group

[14]. Figure 15 shows the perseveration of an

orderly arrangement from vermal cortices via

fastigial nucleus to ipsilateral and contralateral

Deiters' nuclei [14]. The ipsilateral system

(involving forelimb and hindlimb) projecting to

rostral and caudal parts of the lateral nucleus

originate, respectively, in rostral and caudal parts

of the anterior vermis with their relay stations

in the rostral part of the fastigial nucleus. The

contralateral system is analogous, except that

it projects to the ventral half of the lateral vestibu-
lar nucleus and crosses the neuraxis in the hook

bundle via a relay station in the caudal part of

the fastigial nucleus.

Ascending projections. In continuing studies

demonstrating a high degree of differential distri-

bution of primary fibers to sites in the vestibular

nuclear complex, Gacek [28] traced the as-

cending pathways from these sites to their termi-

nation. Five major pathways are shown in Figure

13; all except the ascending tract of Deiters com-

prise the (ascending) medial longitudinal fas-

ciculus (MLF). Two pathways in the MLF may

be activated by primary canalicular neurons

constituting the ascending and descending

branches. The former, arising in the superior

vestibular nucleus, ascends ipsilaterally, giving

off fibers to N IV and N III (some crossing to

"he nucleus of the medial rectus), and terminat-

ing in the interstitial nucleus of Cajal and the
nucleus of Darkschewitsch. The continuation of

the descending branch (of the primary canalic-

ular fibers) arising in the medial vestibular

nucleus after giving off fibers to N VI bilaterally,

ascends contralaterally, giving off fibers to N IV

and N III (nucleus of the superior rectus and in-

ferior oblique) and terminates in the interstitial

nucleus of Cajal and Darkschewitsch's nucleus.

Three pathways may be activated by primary
macular fibers constituting the ascending and

descending branches. The former splits in the
lateral vestibular nucleus, one part coursing out-

side the MLF (as the ascending tract of Deiters) to

terminate in the nucleus of the inferior rectus

in N III, the other terminating ipsilaterally in

N VI. Continuation of the descending branch (of

the primary canalicular fibers) arising chiefly

in the medial vestibular nucleus gives off fibers

ipsilaterally to N VI, then crosses the midline,

_7 - ' _'_')lg POOR
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giving off fibers to N VI, N IV, inferior oblique,
medial rectus in the oculomotor nuclear complex,
and nuclei of the superior rectus.

A direct cerebellar projection to (contralateral)
N IV and N III and ipsilateral fibers in the

reticular formation are not shown in Figure 13;
these might comprise the independent vestib-
uloocular pathway readily demonstrated in
physiologic studies.

Descending pathways. The three major de-
scending pathways comprise the lateral and
medial vestibulospinal tracts and the reticulo-

spinal tract (Fig. 13). The lateral vestibulospinal
tract arises in the somatotopically arranged part
of the lateral vestibular nucleus and projects the
length of the cord, preserving its somatotopical

arrangement. Nyberg-Hansen [104] has de-
scribed the terminations in great detail, based
on Rexed's subdividions of the spinal gray
matter, pointing out that fibers in the vestibulo-

spinal tract influence the entire cord by modu-
lating stretch reflexes and muscular tone. The

medial tract (Fig. 13), arising chiefly in the medial
vestibular nucleus, descends bilaterally in the
(descending) MLF and terminates in the upper
half of the cord without evidence of a somato-

topical arrangement.
In summary, the anatomic organization of the

reflex vestibular system, while not extensive

(few third-order pathways have been traced
outside the cerebellum) is complex. The com-
plexities are evident in the high degree of
differentiation from hair cells to sites of termina-

tions of primary and secondary fibers, and in their
interconnections both within the vestibular
system and between vestibular and nonvestibular

systems. Brodal [13] stated, "Much remains to be
investigated. The anatomical data available at
present indicate functional differentiations be-

tween cell groups and parts of nuclei which go
beyond what has so far been clarified in physio-
logical studies."

Physiological Aspects

Only a few experiments had been conducted
until recently, using electrical stimulation in
normal unanesthetized animals. The use of

abnormal stimuli, in addition to anesthesia or
decerebration, raises the question whether the

response is normal or if a vestibular side effect
is involved. Depending on the animal used, there
is the question of relevance for man. All these
considerations are increasingly being taken

into account; consider the use of human sub-
jects, techniques that minimize departure from
physiologic conditions, and testing at organiza-
tional levels characterized by similarity among
species. Some examples have in common that

vestibular activity involves pathways not yet
identified, using classical anatomic procedures.
These may involve vestibular projections beyond
the reflex system, interactions between vestibu-
lar and nonvestibular systems, and the intrinsic

organization of the vestibular system.
Projections beyond the reflex vestibular system.

Razumeyev and Shipov [116] devote Chapter
IX of their monograph to "connections of the
labyrinth with the cerebral cortex." This excel-

lent summary of the authors' studies (and of
other investigators) gives details, as well as
representative reports [1, 65, 88, 91, 93, 124,
1301.

Studies have been conducted with human and

animal subjects; accelerative, thermal, and
electrical stimuli; and responses have been

measured in electroencephalograms, electro-
corticograms, or in recordings of single neuron
activity in many parts of the brain.

It was established early that stimulation of the
vestibular nerve in the lightly anesthetized cat

elicited short-latency responses (around 0.6
ms) in parts of contralateral suprasylvian and
ectosylvian gyri, that depended on the functional
integrity of the nonacoustic labyrinth. Stimula-
tion of the flocculonodular lobe elicits short-

latency responses bilaterally, but removal of the
cerebellum does not influence responses from
the labyrinth.

Responses in the cat elicited by angular
and "alternate" linear accelerations, studied in

great detail by Razumeyev and Shipov [116],
revealed differences, but, in general, the changes
reflected the intensity of stimulation and were
characterized by desynchronization in the

electrocorticogram over wide (diffuse) areas.
Short-latency responses elicited at the onset of
acceleration yielded to long-latency response on
deceleration and reached the brain by nonspecific
pathways in the reticular formation.
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Changes in the activity of single neurons in

cortical and subcortical regions as the result of

linear accelerative stimuli fell into four classes

based on impulse frequency: (1) increase, (2) de-

crease, (3) phasic (with acceleration), and (4) no

change. Convergence of vestibular and non-

vestibular afferent "signals" were reviewed,

categorized, and summarized by Razumeyev and

Shipov [116] as:

Electrophysiological experiments which

have been performed to date show that the

so-called specific cortical convergence of

visual, vestibular, auditory and also, in all

probability, somatic afferentation takes

place almost exclusively in the anterior por-

tions of the ecto- and suprasylvian gyri; i.e.,
in the portions of the cortex defined as

cortical projection fields of the vestibular

analyzer. Therefore, the assumption of

Gorgiladze and Smirnov (1967), which states
that the "vestibular cortical field is the coor-

dination center which integrates afferent

impulses from various sense organs and cre-

ates images of spatial relationships between

the individual and surrounding objects of

the visible world," appears to be correct.

Vestibular connections with the visceral

nervous system have been described. Some of

the early findings reported by Akert and Gernandt

[1] may have to be amended where vestibulovagal

connections are inferred. In a subsequent re-

port, Tang and Gernandt [130] demonstrated the

vestibular influences above, not below the point

where the recurrent laryngeal parts company

with the vagus. These authors reported that

vestibular stimulation in cats elicited responses

in recordings from the phrenic and recurrent

laryngeal nerves. The responses were associated

with increases in rate and depth of respiration

and blood pressure. In a study to be reported,

Tang [129] raises the possibility of artifacts

vitiating many experiments involving electrical
stimulation of the vestibular nerve.

Vestibular-nonvestibular connections. Electro-

physiological studies have helped greatly in

demonstrating connections between vestibular

and nonvestibular systems; recent studies con-

tribute much to knowledge of this aspect of ves-

tibular neurology [25, 109, 116, 134]. Pompeiano

[109] points out that in deep sleep, activity of
second-order neurons in the vestibular nuclei

increases phasically due to extralabyrinthine

inputs; this results in rapid eye movement

(REM) sleep. Wilson [134] has demonstrated that

impulses from peripheral nerves ascending the

spinal cord facilitate cells in the lateral vestibular

nucleus that are sites of origin of the lateral

vestibular spinal tract. Frederickson and Schwarz

[25] investigated cells in the vestibular nucleus

of unanesthetized cats by means of single-unit

analysis. Ninety-nine percent of the units were

responsive to labyrinthine stimulation and 80%

to joint movement. There were no reponses to
muscle pressure, optic, or acoustic stimuli, and

cerebellectomy did not grossly alter joint
influence.

Intrinsic organization of the vestibular system.

Morphologists are among the first to point out

that much work (including the use of electron

microscopy) remains before anatomical observa-

tions suffice as a basis for functional interpre-

tations. Among many examples, two must suffice
for illustration.

The vestibuloocular reflex arc has long been

of great interest. Fluur [24] found that selective
stimulation of the nerve from individual semi-

circular canals in cats yielded two types of re-

sponses: Type I characterized by spontaneous

activity in the extraocular muscles and conjugate

deviation of the eyes; and Type II characterized

by absence of spontaneous activity and of non-

conjugate movements during stimulation. The

differences in types of responses were considered

in the light of differences in end organ receptors,
the functional state either of the extraocular

muscles and their proprioceptive mechanisms

or the brain stem, and technical factors. Type I

responses to selective stimulation of the nerve

to the left lateral canal resulted in conjugate eye

movement to the right, with activation and re-

ciprocal inhibition of the appropriate muscles;
similar stimulation in the left anterior canal

caused upward deviation; of the left inferior,

down deviation; and of both left vertical canals,

counterclockwise rotary deviation. While stimu-

lation of the horizontal canal caused deviation in

that plane, stimulation of either vertical canal
caused movement in the sagittal plane. In brief,

impulses from a single canal must carry messages
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notonlytotheextraocularnuclei,butalsototheir
functionalsubdivisions.Gacek[28] raisedthe
question-whetheroneof the two (canalicular)
pathwaysmight be inhibitory and the other
facilitory,thusmakingunidirectionaleyemove-
mentspossible.

Cortical,cerebellar,and reticularinfluences
on vestibularactivityhavegenerallybeenre-
gardedasinhibitory,butthesebroadgeneraliza-
tionsmustbe modifiedin the light of recent
studies[25, 52,62, 109,116,134].Anillustra-
tionis amodelthatIto [62]hasproposed,based
on motoneuronsin combinationwith certain
receptorsandmusclesthatwouldformasimple
controlsystemwith a negativefeedbackloop
(Fig.16).With the insertionof the cerebellum
in thiscontrolsystem,a morecomplexperform-
anceispossible(Fig.17,partA,left),ho reported
that,insertionof thecerebellarnucleibetween
the cerebellarcortexandthe brainstemmay
modifytheability of this unit in tworespects:
(1)integrationof excitatoryinputswith the in-
hibitoryPurkinjecellsignalsis performedat the
cerebellarnuclei,allowingthebrainstemcenters
to carryout moreintegrationwithothersignals
(Fig.17,partB, center);(2)a reverberatingcir-
cuit maybe formedbetweenthecerebellarnu-
cleusneuronsand thoseoriginatingin certain
cerebellarafferents(Fig. 17, part C, right).
Anatomicalevidencesuggestsa reverberating
connectionbetweenthe descendingvestibular
nucleusand fastigial nucleus,betweenthe
paramedianreticular formationand fastigial
nucleus,andbetweenthe pontinenucleusand
the intracerebellarlateral nucleus.According
to ho, theseconnectionswouldfavormainte-
nanceof a certainstandardof activityin the
cerebellum-brainstemsystem, which would
providethe bias aroundwhich the dynamic
characteristicsof the systemmaybeoptimum.

Behavioral Aspects

Vestibular responses (normal and abnormal)
elicited in healthy persons have important neuro-

logic implications. Indeed, our point of departure

might well have been reversed (discussing be-

havioral aspects first rather than anatomical)

since behavioral phenomena demand explana-
tion while the anatomical do not. Thus, under

A

FIGURE 16.--Block diagram illustrating development of the
motor control system. M: motoneuron. S: sensory part
of the system. H: feedback loop.
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FIGURE 17.-Diagrammatic illustration of variation in cere-
bellar corticosubcortical connections. BS: brain stem, CN:
cerebellar nuclei, cf: climbing fiber, mf: mossy fiber,
P:Purkinje cell. See text.

natural living conditions today, man's nervous

system may contain redundant or vestigal

elements. Under unnatural conditions (motion

environments), we must seek explanations for

phenomena that only recently have become part

of our lives. In addition to the distinction between

behavioral phenomena elicited under natural

and unnatural stimulus conditions, the latter

(vestibular side effects) may be categorized ac-

cording to the immediacy and nature of the

response. Immediate reflex responses may be

divided into those that represent perturbations

of normal responses, e.g., nystagmus, and those

that do not, e.g., perception of the oculogravic
illusion. Delayed responses comprise epiphenom-

ena, best known as motion sickness. Vestibular

side effects will be discussed in subsequent

sections; it will suffice here to point out a few

examples that illustrate neurologic aspects not

mentioned in the preceding section.

Perception of rotation. Under favorable

conditions, when subjects are passively exposed

for 10 s to angular acceleration about the vertical

axis, thresholds for the perception of rotation
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arein range0.17°/sz [17], and on "sudden stop"

after constant rotation at 1 rpm, the perception
is "immediate" in behavioral terms. Persons

with bilateral loss of vestibular (canalicular)

function do not perceive rotation at the highest

angular accelerations achieved in the laboratory.

These findings suggest that vestibular impulses
reach cortical levels when a normal type stimulus

many magnitudes lower in intensity is used,

rather than that generated during normal head

movements.

Perception of the oculogravic illusion. This
illusion is readily perceived when a person is

exposed to change in direction of the gravito-
inertial vertical on a certrifuge; it is not readily

perceived by subjects with bilateral loss of

vestibular function, especially when exposed

during water immersion [45]. This influence on

perception of the visual upright must involve

integration of otolithic and optic neural activity.

Pseudo-Coriolis illusion. Recent studies by

Brandt and colleagues [12] demonstrated pseudo-

Coriolis effects, so termed- a visually induced

perception of self-rotation and a pseudo-Coriolis

illusion. The Coriolis (or oculogyral) illusion is

readily perceived under favorable circum-

stances in a room rotating at constant velocity

if a person rotates his head out of the plane of
the room's rotation. The pseudo-oculogyral il-

lusion can be elicited by substituting rotation of

the visual environment (a striped drum) for rota-
tion of the "room." Rotation of the head is essen-

tial, thus implicating the vestibular organs,

although the head movements generate normal
accelerative stimuli. After abolition of the visual

stimulus, abnormal effects can be elicited for as

long as 30 s. The sites of interaction between the

normal vestibular inputs and abnormal visual

inputs are probably in the medial and lateral

vestibular complex and adjacent reticular forma-
tion, which was demonstrated by single fiber

recordings in rabbits. Some fibers responded

not only to accelerative but also to optokinetic

stimuli. (In this connection it is important to

recall that subjects who have never perceived
light may, nevertheless, be highly susceptible

to motion sickness when exposed to Coriolis

accelerations [381.)
Motion sickness. Motion sickness (discussed

in the next section) represents a constellation of

delayed epiphenomena, precipitated by repeti-
tive vestibular sensory inputs that are either

abnormal or (if normal) encounter an abnormal

integrative pattern. The immediate origin of

cardinal symptoms is in nonvestibular systems;

hence, first-order responses (at least) must reach

cell groups via preferential pathways (pre-

sumably in the brain stem reticular formation)
not used under natural stimulus conditions.

In summary, the vestibular system under

artificial stimulus conditions readily evokes re-

sponses that range from near-normal (the oculo-

gravic illusion) to the absurd (motion sickness).

Preferential pathways and unusual interactions

with nonvestibular systems deserve study for

scientific reasons and for practical benefits.

Input-Output Relations

The schema in Figure 18 represents an attempt

to fit important elements concerned with vestibu-

lar input-output relations into a conceptual

framework.

In Block I are the types and combinations of
natural and artificial accelerative stimuli that

reach the semicircular canals and otolith organs.

The important contribution to artificial stimulus

patterns made by man's motions, especially

those involving rotation of the head, deserves

emphasis. In the footnotes at the bottom of the

schematic are: (1) categories of activation of the

vestibular system, some of which are not ac-

celerative in nature, e.g., disease process; and

(2) typical activity patterns.
Block II indicates the transducer functions of

the end organs. Although a feature common to

both end organs is the conversion of the accelera-
tive stimuli to electrical energy, thus altering the

temporal and spatial patterning constituting the

propogated discharge, the well-known differences

between the two end organs must be taken into

account.

The cupula-endolymph mechanism in the six

semicircular canals responds to impulse and

Coriolis accelerations and, for practical purposes,

is gravity-independent. Under nearly all natural

conditions, the canals are stimulated only by the

motions of man that involve rotations of the head.

Under artificial conditions, of course, the canals

respond to the same types of accelerations

generated by a machine. In the absence of head
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motions (active or passive) there is no accelera-

tive canalicular stimulus, but a resting discharge,

presumably of chemical origin, is present. Its

precise origin and role, however, have not been
determined.

The cilia-otolith mechanism in the four otolith

organs is activated by gravity and by impulse
linear and Coriolis accelerations directed so

as to cause a shearing displacement between

the otolithic membrane supporting the hair cells.

The result is mechanical deformation of the cilia

(kinocilia) which, in turn, results in chemical

changes affecting the generation of bioelectricity

(nerve action potentials).
Block III are the vestibular servation system

and its two components (canalicular and otolithic),

which have reciprocal modulating influences, and

the vestibular efferent fibers ensuring a return

flow of impulses to the end organs, thus closing

one loop. An effort has been made to indicate

typical normal and abnormal canalicular and

otolith activity patterns and some opportunities

for interaction with nonvestibular systems,

notably vision.

Natural Terrestrial Stimulus Conditions

Typical responses to which the vestibular

organs contribute under natural terrestrial con-

ditions are shown in Block IV(A) (Fig. 18), and the

entire chain of events involves Blocks I through

IV(A).

Astonishingly little is known concerning the

normal function of the vestibular system in man
under natural conditions. The canals and otoliths

serve mainly as "participants" in motor functions,

and it is exceedingly difficult to elucidate these

contributory roles. The reason is that "natural

activities" greatly limit the investigator, both in

terms of stimulus manipulation and measurement

and in the use of specific indications (responses)
of canal or otolith stimulation that are available

for measurement. Thus, the investigator must

resort to unnatural stimulation of canals, otoliths,

or both, which elicits abnormal responses that

can be measured. In doing this he elicits the same

responses experienced by susceptible persons in

conveyances of different kinds which generate

abnormal patterns of accelerations, with the im-

portant difference, however, that in the labora-

tory, the stimuli are under the experimenter's
control.

A classical experimental approach to this

question involves the use of human or animal

subjects with bilateral loss of canalicular and
otolithic functions. Experiments on animals alone,

however, will never suffice; the findings are not

directly applicable to man. The identification of

human subjects with bilateral loss of labyrinthine

function (L-D subjects) has been accomplished

by screening groups of deaf persons, but experi-

mentation on subjects identified in this way is

complicated by the great differences between

persons who hear and those who do not. More-

over, in all such subjects there is not only the

need to make sure that pathologic changes are

quiescent and adaptive changes are complete

following any loss of function, but there is also

the need to take into account the unmeasurable

factor of "compensatory adjustment."

Despite these limitations, the best information

has been derived from a comparison in perh_rm-

ance of persons with and without vestibular

defects. Under present-day ordinary living con-

ditions, severe losses of vestibular function have

gone undetected. This is dramatically illustrated

by the rare persons with loss of vestibular func-

tion early in life but whose hearing had been

retained [49]. Two such persons, discovered

fortuitously, revealed that neither they, their

families, nor their physicians were aware of the

loss. Despite the loss of function being readily

revealed, this takes little away from the fact that

they met not only the ordinary demands of

present-day living, but also were above the

average in proficiency in a variety of sports.

When apprised of their loss, it was brought out

that they had experienced difficulties under cir-
cumstances where visual cues were inadequate

and, possibly, in eye-head-body coordination

when visual cues were inadequate.

A comparison between normal and L-D sub-

jects under natural stimulus conditions reveals

not only performance decrements but also the

important observation that the stimulus to the

otolith organs due to gravity generates a tonic

discharge over and above the resting discharge.

Performance decrement is readily demonstrated

using tests for postural equilibrium [26].
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When the head is "fixed" in the gravitational

field, there is no question that the otolith organs
are stimulated, indicated not only by the persis-

tence of ocular counterrolling [98] and the

oculogravic illusion [19], but also by these re-

sponses varying with hypogravity and supra-

gravity g-loadings [97]. Whether the effective

stimulus is due to a constant weight (or pressure)

or to slight unavoidable changes in position of the

macular plates with respect to gravity (even

though the head is presumably fixed) is not clear.

In either event the stimulus gives rise to a tonic

sensory input over and above the resting dis-

charge, and the significance of this finding for

exposures in subgravity and weightlessness is

obvious, although Yuganov [140] has brought out

evidence that weightlessness may act as a spe-
cific stimulus to the maculae.

Nashner [103] has published the results of a

sophisticated study on postural sway under near-
normal conditions. Based on available informa-

tion, he developed a general postural control

model that, in turn, was used in devising a series

of experiments dealing with postural sway result-

ing from rotation about the ankle. The experi-

mental findings were combined with the general

model to develop specific models for the sensory-

motor interfaces. Three normal subjects and one

L-D subject participated. The latter, age 20, had

compensated "to the extent possible" following

bilateral transection of the VIIhh nerve, 2 years

prior to testing. Four types of tests were
conducted:

(1) Reflex response gains. In normal sub-

jects the average gain of the stretch reflex

response induced by small rotations was

about one-third that necessary for postural

stability. In the L-D subject with eyes open

the gains were larger than in the normals but

below those necessary for postural stability;

with eyes closed the average gain increased

markedly, and, for extensor muscles, resulted

in "rigid" postural stability.

(2) Induced sway: thresholds for percep-

tion with eyes open. Threshold values in

terms of response time and body angle are

shown in Figure 19 [103].

(3) Continuous recording of postural

response and body angle motion. With eyes
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FIGURE 19. - Response threshold to induced sway in terms of

response time and body angle; note increase when vestibu-

lar cues absent. (From Ref. [103])

open the "control strategy" is the same for

the L-D subject and normal controls, but in

making corrections for transient disturb-

ances (higher center commands) perform-
ance was better for the normals than the

L-D subjects. With eyes closed the strategy

remains the same for normal subjects (peri-
ods of reflex stability and transient disturb-

ances), but changes for the L-D subject in

that reflex stability gives way to continuous
oscillation.

(4) Frequency spectra of body angle
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motions. Comparative values are shown in

Figures 20 A and B [103].
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FIGURE 20A.-Body-sway frequency compared in vestibular-

defective and normal subjects: Fourier coefficients of

body-sway motion fi}r vestibular-defective subject standing

on a rigid, flat surface with eyes open. (From Ref. [103])
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FIGURE 20B.-Body-sway frequency compared in vestibular-

defective and normal subjects: Fourier coefficient of

body-sway motion for vestibular-defective subject standing

on a rigid, flat surface with eyes closed. (From Ref. [103])

In summary, the normal subject regulates pos-

ture with a combination of high-frequency (canal

and somatosensory receptors) stabilization and

low-frequency (otolith and optic receptors) sta-

bilization; with eyes closed he still has otoliths

functioning. The L-D subject with eyes closed is

without low-frequency stabilization, resulting in a

"rind" stability.

Unnatural Stimulus Conditions

The vestibular responses under abnormal stim-

ulus conditions fall mainly into two categories:

system-bound and nonsystem-bound. The main

chain of events in system-bound responses

involves Blocks I, II, III, IV(B), and V of Figure
18.

Reflex phenomena. Some, but not all system-

bound responses reflect instability of the vestibu-

lar system, which will be referred to as reflex

vestibular disturbances (RVD). Typical manifes-

tations in normal persons include nystagmus, the
oculogyral illusion, past-pointing,, and postural

disequilibrium. Systematic studies of reflex mani-
festations reveal characteristics of the various

responses which may be observed or inferred and,

in general, have in common: (1) short latencies, (2)

maximal response to the initial stimulus, (3) no

perseveration of responses unless explicable by

continuation of stimulation, and (4) response

decline with acquisition of adaptation effects.

A large, important body of information deals

with the input-output relations of the semicircular

canals, otolith organs, and their interactions. The

literature dealing with eye motions [59, 90, 117]

has reached the level of a subspecialty with the

introduction of nystagmography. Reference may
also be made to modeling of the vestibular system

[21, 33, 36, 51, 53, 57, 60, 71, 92,114, 139]; in this

chapter, much of a practical nature will be
mentioned.

Delayed epiphenomena. Nonsystem-bound

responses (Blocks I-III and VI-VII of Fig. 18)

constitute an epiphenomenon elicited by certain

repetitive accelerative stimuli that not only dis-

turb the vestibular system, but allow vestibular

influences (by means of a facuhative or temporary

linkage) to stimulate cells or cell groups outside

the system. These responses include the symp-
toms of motion sickness and are superimposed on

any reflex manifestations also present. Inasmuch

as they are not elicited in response to physiologic

stimuli and serve no useful purpose, they may be

properly characterized as absurd manifestations.
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Little isknownconcerningthefacultativelink-
age(BlockV).That"irradiating"vestibularactiv-
ity isdemonstrablyopentomodulatinginfluences
pointsto the useof commonpathwaysin the
brainstemreticularformation;mildsymptomsof
motionsicknesshavedisappearedundertheinflu-
enceof experimenter-directedtaskswhichmay
havepreemptedneuralpathwaysusedbyirradiat-
ingvestibularactivity.Thevestibularfacultative
linkageis madeunusualbut notuniqueby the
readinesswithwhichvestibularactivitymayget
"out of bounds" and elicit the widespread
responseswhich includetypicalsymptomsof
motion sickness.The occasionallong delay
betweenonsetof stimulationandappearanceof
motionsicknesssuggeststhatachemicallinkage
mayalsobeinvolved[37].

Certainsecondaryetiologicalinfluencesare
categorizedin Figure18 (right lowercorner).
Someof theseinfluences,e.g., eyesopenor
closed,arealwayspresent,tendingtoincreaseor
decreasesusceptibilityto motionsickness.Also,
it maybeassumedthatanyfactortendingeither
to evokeor inhibit a responsecharacteristicof
motionsicknesswill affect the susceptibility
accordingly.

Althoughtypicalsymptomsof motionsickness
arewell-known,a list of first-orderresponses(let
alonetheprecisesitesoforigin)hasnotbeencom-
piled (BlockVII). At least somefirst-order
responsesalsoactasa stimulus,andsoon,until
thedisturbancesinvolvetheorganismasawhole.

Thecardinalsymptomsusefulinmakingaclin-
ical diagnosisinclude cold sweating,pallor,
drowsiness,increasedsalivation,andthenausea
syndrome.Releaseof the antidiuretichormone
and urinaryexcretionof 17-hydroxycorticoste-
roidsand catecholaminesareamongthe many
biochemicalchangesthatmaybemanifested[20,
63].It is apparent that there are great gaps in

our knowledge of mechanisms underlying the

symptomatology of motion sickness. The starting

point in conducting studies, it seems, would not

be the full constellation of symptoms and syn-

dromes but rather the first-order responses.

Although there is general agreement on what

constitutes frank motion sickness, this agree-
ment dwindles with the reduction in number

and kinds of responses. It is possible, for example,

to elicit either sweating (probably a first-order

response) or drowsiness (undoubtedly a second

or higher order response) as the only definite

overt symptom.

Typical manifestations of motion sickness are:

(1) delay in appearance of symptoms (cumulation)

after onset of stressful stimuli, (2) gradual or rapid

increase in severity of symptoms, (3) modulation

by secondary influences, (4) perseveration after

sudden cessation of stimuli, and (5) response

decline indicating adaptation.

Recovery during continual exposure to stress is

complicated. First, the nonvestibular systems

(Block VI) must be freed from vestibular influ-

ences (Block III) by adaptation taking place in the

vestibular system. The point in time at which this

occurs is difficult or impossible to determine

because it is not immediately reflected by the dis-

appearance of symptoms. Symptoms perseverate

until restoration takes place (spontaneously)

through homeostatic mechanisms. The time of

engagement and disengagement between the

vestibular and nonvestibular systems is best

determined when a subject is exposed to severe

stress for only a short period.

Another important omission in Figure 18 relates

to mechanisms underlying adaptation in the ves-

tibular system (with the possible exception of the

role of vestibular efferent activity). In general

terms, it would appear that individuals differ

greatly in the ability to cope with abnormal ves-

tibular inputs. Part of this difference may be

attributable to differences in susceptibility and

part to differences in the rate at which they can

adapt to the abnormal inputs. The need to adjust

must be triggered by a recognizable difference

between the incoming stimulus pattern and the

central patterning into which it must integrate.

The fact that motion sickness may be prevented

by incremental exposure to otherwise intolerable

angular velocities in a slowly rotating room

implies that this "recognizable difference" may

be smaller than that necessary to elicit symptoms.

An additional implication is that adaptation

achieved by small increments in stressful accel-

erations must involve the vestibular system

proper (Block III), and not the nonvestibular

systems (Block VI) where first-order responses

characteristic of motion sickness have their
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immediate origin. Money [lo21 and Reason [118] 
have reviewed the literature on motion sickness. 

GROUND-BASED STUDIES IN 
PREPARATION FOR SPACE FvIISSIONS 

In this section of the chapter there are five 
parts: Functional Tests, Provocative Tests, Adap- 
tive Capacity Tests, Simulation Studies in Para- 
bolic Flight and Rotating Environments, and 
Antimotion Sickness Drug Therapy. Only simula- 
tion studies will be discussed in detail, partly 
because some of the material is not readily acces- 
sible elsewhere, but mainly because they com- 
prise the most important studies in preparation 
for space missions. 

Functional Tests 

The tests described here should be regarded as 
possibly supplementing, and not taking the place 
of, a comprehensive clinical otolaryngological 
examination [7, 59, 68, 901, although there is evi- 
dence that function test scores within the normal 
range have no value in predicting individual dif- 
ferences in susceptibility to reflex vestibular dis- 
turbances and motion sickness [68). They are 
valuable nevertheless for making comparative 
measurements, the crewman serving as his own 
control. The reliability of most vestibular tests is 
not high compared with vision or hearing tests; 
hence, there is need or desirability for repeated 
measurements on the crew serving as experi- 
mental subjects. Functional tests should be used 
not only in the selection of the crew but also in 
the selection of subjects for vestibular 
experimentation. 

Semicircular Canals 

Nearly all clinical test batteries include tests 
for spontaneous and positional nystagmus and a 
modified Hallpike test; hence, those tests will not 
be described here. 

The threshold caloric test [89] is fairly reliable 
and may be useful; the vestibular disturbance is 
brief and recovery quick. Irrigating temperatures 
just below body temperature usually suffice, but 
if not, stepwise decreases are made until a 
response is obtained. If irrigating temperatures 

below 35” C are required to elicit a response, 
some abnormality should be suspected. 

Rotating devices provide not only a physiolog- 
ical type stimulus (albeit abnormal) but also may 
be instrumented to include preprograming (Fig. 
21). The most sensitive indicator is the oculogyral 
illusion, but “sensations” and nystagmus are 
used more routinely. 

FIGURE 21.-Subject manipulating a dim line of light in 
darkness, using a goggle device with recording equipment. 
The target does not furnish a visual r u e  for spare  localiza- 
tion but does provide a good indicator. The  rradout is 
automatic. 

The oculogyral illusion is a form of apparent 
motion in the direction of angular acceleration; 
its genesis is in the behavior of the cupula- 
endolymph mechanism. In measuring “thresh- 
olds, favorable conditions include a dimly 
lighted three-dimensional target viewed in dark- 
ness and fixed with respect to the subject, or a 
goggle device that greatly simplifies the method. 
The goggle device (Fig. 22), described elsewhere 
in detail [loo], is essentially a collimated line of 
light in an otherwise dark field. This “line” can 
be rotated about its center by means of a knurled 

,, 
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knob. A digital readout of “line” position is easily The values obtained with different degrees of 
seen and is accurate within k0.25’. Normal rightward and leftward tilt describe curves that 
thresholds of perception are in the range of 0.1 can be examined for left-right symmetry. The 
to 0.2O/S2. “index” (one-half the sum of the maximal left and 

right roll) values obtained in a group of 550 pre- 
sumably normal persons and 10 L-D subjects are 
shown in Figure 23 [94]. The rare instances when 
values fall below 120 seconds of arc are 
unexplained. 

A variety of other tests is available but none is 
recommended as a substitute for ocular counter- 
rolling. The elicitation of nystagmus in a device 
that rotates a person about an axis other than the 
Earth-vertical is receiving attention. Figure 24 
shows the type of nystagmus elicited when a nor- 
mal subject is rotated at constant velocity about 
an Earth-horizontal axis [MI. During rotation in a 
clockwise direction, the subject displays a right- 
beating nystagmus that is diminished as he 
rotates through the right-ear-down position and is 
augmented as he rotates through the left-ear- 
down position. During counterclockwise rotation, 
he displays a left-beating nystagmus that is dimin- 
ished as he rotates through the left-ear-down posi- 
tion and enhanced as he rotates through the 
right-ear-down position. Both a directional bias 
arid a cyclic modulatiofi about the bias level are 
manifested, indicating that two etiologic factors 

FIGURE 22. -Goggle device without automatic readout; pitch 
or roll, or both, may be measured. Note the dental appliance 
(individually fitted) that aids in maintaining the device in a 
fixed position with reference to the head. 

Tests of Otolith Function 
Ocular counterrolling has the advantage of not 

disturbing the vestibular system; hence, it quali- 
fies as  a test conducted under near-normal stim- 
ulus conditions. Ocular torsion may be defined as 
the involuntary conjugate rolling movement of the 
eyes around their lines of sight in the direction 
opposite the leftward- or rightward-tilted position 
of the head (and body) with respect to the gravi- 
tational upright. The measurements are made by 
comparing the position of a metal frame, to which 
the subject is thoroughly secured (head secured 
by individually fitted dental appliance), and the 
relative position of the uncovered eye from 
colored photographs made in the upright and tilt 
positions. The roll is measured in degrees of arc. 

are operant [126]. 

Test of Combined Canalicular 
and Otolithic Function 

The postural equilibrium test battery. These 
tests have a limitation in the sense that many sys- 
tems in addition to the vestibular reflexes are 
challenged, but a great advantage is that they test 
natural behavioral mechanisms. 

A useful test battery, described elsewhere in 
detail [26], comprising six individual items, 
requires the subject to stand or walk in the strin- 
gent position of body erect, arms folded against 
chest. The test items that constitute this battery 
are: 

1. Sharpened Romberg (SR): standing on the 
floor in strict tandem heel-to-toe position with 
eyes closed, arms folded against chest, and 
body erect for 60 s. 
2. Walk Eyes Open (Walk E/O): walking 
heel-to-toe with feet in strictly tandem posi- 
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FIGURE 23.--Distribution of counterrolling index among normal and labyrinthine-defective subjects.

(From Ref. [94])
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FIGURE 24.-Normal nystagmic responses (drawings) to
rotation about an Earth-horizontal axis. Note directional

bias and cyclic modulation.

tion and arms folded against chest while in a

body-erect position on a 3/4-inch-wide by
8-foot-long rail.

3. Stand Eye Open (Stand E/O): standing
heel-to-toe with feet in a strictly tandem posi-
tion and arms folded against the chest while

in a body-erect position on the 3/4-inch-wide
rail for a period of 60 s.
4. Stand Eyes Closed (Stand E/C): standing,
as for the Stand E/O test, on a 2¼-inch-wide
by 30-inch-long rail for a period of 60 s.

5. Stand One Leg Eyes Closed (SOLEC-R
and SOLEC-L): standing stationary on the
floor on each leg for 30 s while arms are
folded against chest and body in erect

position.
6. WOFEC: walking on the floor eyes closed
in the stringent position of arms folded
against chest, body erect, and feet aligned

tandemly heel-to-toe.

All subjects are tested while wearing shoes on a
hard floor without rugs. The men wear hard-
soled shoes and the women wear hard-soled

"flats."
The scores and percentile equivalents meas-

ured on the normal subjects are shown in
Table 1.

Comparative scores (normalized in percentile

equivalents) for the other tests are in Table 2. A
diagnosis of "frank ataxia" can be made if the
walk-on-floor-eyes-closed (WOFEC) score is less
than perfect and scores on the other tests are
below the 6th percentile. The typical normal
range requires a perfect WOFEC and scores
about the 40th percentile in the other tests. A
test comprising only the "floor" tests is quite
satisfactory for screening purposes. In general,

improvement in scores suggests normality, and
its absence, abnormality.

'::"-_'" _'-Trc_]LFEY OP THE

Y:"A (."-_P,IS POOR
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TABLE 1.--The WOFEC Test Scores of Normal
Men and Women; Means, Standard Deviations,
and Percentile Equivalents [26]

N = 287

Normal men

Ages 17-61

(Mean age = 24.5;

S. D. = 8.73)

WOFEC Percentile

score equivalent

30

29

27-28

23-26

_< 22

100th-5th

4th

3rd

2nd

ls,t

N=100

Normal women

Ages 18-65

(Mean age =33.2;

S. D. = 11.72)

WOFEC Percentile

score equivalent

30 100th-12th

29 llth

28 10th

27 9th

26 8th

24 6th

23 5th

22 3rd

19-21 2nd

<_ 18 1st

Mean: 29.7 Mean: 29.3

S. D.: 1.65 S.D.: 2.60

Provocative Tests

Provocative tests of many types are widely used

[5, 30, 31, 40, 64, 83, 86, 95, 101,106, 108, 128],

serve the important purpose of evaluating sus-

ceptibility to reflex vestibular disturbances and to

motion sickness, and measure ability to cope
with such disturbances either with or without the

aid of countermeasures, including the use of

drugs. Factors of etiologic significance in addi-

tion to the motion environment may be intro-

duced, to simulate more completely the antici-

pated operational cenditions or to explore their

role in affecting an individual's susceptibility to

novel circumstances. The distinctions between

provocative and simulation tests involve primarily
duration and, secondarily, specificity in terms of

the global exposure conditions; thus, the predic-
tive value of provocative tests is less than that of

simulation tests. The validity of the findings, simi-

lar to functional tests, is compromised if the per-
son tested is either suffering from active disease

involving the vestibular systems, or, indeed, has

not compensated completely following permanent

injury that is no longer active.

In conducting and interpreting the results of
provocative tests, difficulties are encountered and

precautions must be taken, which are not unre-

lated. The origins of the difficulties are: (1) the

individual differences in susceptibility with

regard to a given test; (2) intra-individual differ-

ences in susceptibility, when exposed in different

gravitoinertial force environments; (3) preter-

naturally high susceptibility if insufficient time

has not elapsed between exposures; (4) that adap-

tation occurs as an inevitable consequence of

every test, with much individual variation in the

rate of acquisition and loss of adaptation; and (5)

the difficulty in expressing the results in absolute
values. The use of normalized scores and stand-

ardization of techniques would provide great

advantages.

Advantages of provocative tests include: (1) the

low "cost" in terms of time and equipment that

TABLE 2.--A Comparison of Scores of Normal Men with the L-D Men on the Ataxia Test Battery;

Means, Standard Deviations, Mean Differences, and Validity Coefficients [261

Chron. age and

ataxia tests

Normal men (N = 287) Mean

differences

Validity

coefficients

(r pt. bis)mean S.D.

24.5 8.73

29.7 1.65

224.8 35.65

125.9 35.75

126.2 35.03

12.6 2.48

88.8 55.08

35.3 29.64

L-D men (N = 22)

I
mean S.D,

27.5 8.11

14.1 7.82

19.3 14.13

15.9 5.57

14.2 5.85

7.0 2.51

9.2 3.21

8.6 2.17

Age. 3.0 .089

15.6

205.5

110.5

112.0

5.6

79.6

26.7

WOFEC

_R

SOLEC-R

SOLEC-L

Walk E/O

Stand E/C

Stand E/O

.838

.837

.647

.634

.502

.360

.234
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makes a “test battery” feasible; (2) individual 
testing; and (3) their use in studying vestibular 
mechanisms and in evaluating countermeasures. 

A number of provocative tests are in use, but 
brevity dictates limiting descriptions to a few 
representative tests relevant to spaceflight 
operations. 

Standardized tests hzve been devised for deter- 
mining susceptibility to vestibular side effects 
(usually motion sickness) in the Naval Aerospace 
Medical Research Laboratory, Pensacola, Fla., 
slow rotation room (SRR), with eyes open or in a 
rotating chair device with eyes closed. The stress- 
ful accelerations are generated by having the sub- 
ject actively rotate his head (and body) out of the 
plane of the room’s rotation. The head movements 
(front, back, left, and right) are limited by 

stops,” usually through arcs of 90”. Eight head 
movements, “over” and “return,” in the four 
quadrants are randomized, and a taped recording 
sets the cadence. 

Figure 25 shows the stress profile (Provocative 
Incremental Test Schedule) used in a slow rota- 
tion room in comparing susczptibility to motion 
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FIGURE 25. - Stress profile used in testing motion sickness 
susceptibility of 24 subjects. 120= number of head move- 
inrnts made in 4 quadrants at rach sirp incrrasr in vrlociiy 
of the room. End point was 12 units on a scale usrd in 
grading severity of motion sickness. 

sickness with eyes open and eyes closed [106]. 
The end point was a motion sickness score of 

FIGURE 2 6 . 4 f f - v e r t i c a l  rotating chair device with recording equipment. Chair may be used upright 
for stimulating sc~tnicircular c,anals and in off-vrrtic.al (at <.(instant angular velocity) for  stimulating 
otolith organs. Insirunientation pc‘rniits fairly complete progra1ning. 
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TABLE 3. -- Diagnostic Categorization of Different Levels of Severity of A cute Motion Sickness [96]

Category

Nausea syndrome

Skin

Cold sweating

Increased salivation

Drowsiness

Pain

Central nervous system

Pathognomonic

16 points

Nausea III 2

retching or

vomiting

Major

8 points

Nausea II

Pallor III

III

III

III

Minor

4 points

Nausea I

Pallor II

II

II

II

Minimal

2 points

Epigastric

discomfort

Pallor I

I

I

I

AQS

1 point

Epigastric

awareness

FlushingJsubjectiv(

warmth I> II

Persistent head-

ache /> II

Persistent dizzines_

Eyes closed t> II

Eyes open III

Frank sickness

(FS

/> 16 points

Levels of severity identified by total points scored

Severe malaise Moderate malaise A Moderate malaise B

(M III) (M IIA) (M IIB)

8-15 points 5-7 points 3-4 points

AQS- Additional qualifying symptoms.

2 III - severe or marked, II - moderate, I- slight.

Slight malaise

(M I)

I-2 points

approximately 12 points (Table 3) [96]. Using the

(terminal) rpm reached as the "normalized" score

has the advantage of comparing susceptibility

within and between subjects.

The Coriolis Sickness Susceptibility Index. This

test represents a modification of the test just
described, using a rotating chair instead of a

room, and the subject is rotated with eyes closed
[95]. A noteworthy feature of this test is the

method of scoring, which yields a single value,

the "index," enabling the investigator to make

comparisons within and among subjects.
Off-Vertical Rotation Test. In contrast with the

two tests just described, which initially "disturb"

the canalicular system, exposure to rotating lin-

ear acceleration vectors or to rotation (at con-

stant velocity) other than in the gravitational or

gravitoinertial upright, initially disturbs the oto-

lithic system. The device, shown in Figure 26,

consists of a rotating chair [40] mounted on a plat-

form that can be tilted either by a hand crank or

by an electric motor, and the degree of tilt read
from a large protractor. With each revolution of

the off-vertical rotation (OVR) device the subject

continually changes position with regard to the

gravitational upright. Thus, receptors in the paired

Inaculae of the utricles and saccules and non-

vestibular proprioceptors are continually exposed

to an unusual stimulus pattern. (This chair-device

serves different purposes, including use in the

upright mode.) In provocative testing, both the

angle of tilt and the rpm are manipulated in dif-

ferent ways. At a predetermined angle of tilt, the

rotation, programed on a time axis, involves peri-

ods of acceleration at 0.5°/s 2 for 30 s, followed by

periods of constant velocity for 6 min, until

either the end point is reached or 6 min completed

at 25 rpm, the cut-off point. In effect, this program

represents unit increases of 2.5 rpm every 6.5 min

after the initial step. The end point can be

expressed in terms of elapsed time at terminal

velocity, as total elapsed time at terminal velocity,

or as total elapsed time, which serves as an index

of susceptibility to motion sickness. The findings

in a group of healthy men, the great majority
attached to a naval air station, are shown in Fig-

ure 27 [40]. All but 12 men reached the predeter-

mined end point (M IIA) (Table 3) at a 10 ° tilt

574-270 0 - 75 - 19
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[40]; all but five of the remainder reached it only
when the angle of tilt was increased to 20 °. Thus,

the scores ranked 95 subjects in terms of their

susceptibility to this unusual gravitoinertial force
environment and demonstrated that five were

highly insusceptible.

20-

15-

z 10

5-

-r l
0 It-!l ,

0 13.0

I 30-s period.of
acceleration (0.5°/s 2)

[] 10 ° tilt
r-1
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FIGURE 27.--Motion sickness susceptibility index in subjects

exposed to off-vertical rotation according to programed

stress indicated on abscissa. (From Ref. [40])

Figures 28 and 29 are plots comparing suscep-

tibility to motion sickness with scores obtained in

testing, respectively, the function of the semi-
circular canals and otolith organs [40]. Although it

appears that significant relationships were not

found between functional test scores and suscep-

tibility to motion sickness, it is worth adding that,
when extreme values are compared, susceptibil-

ity was lower in subjects with high rather than low

va.lues for the counterrolling index.

Adaptive Capacity Tests

The relevant Soviet literature should be con-

suited for a detailed knowledge of their tests and

procedures along with validating studies dealing

with the important subject of vestibular training

and adaptation [10, 58, 66, 107,110, 142].

Khilov [66], in reviewing this material, began
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FIGURE 28.--Comparison of motion sickness susceptibility
with scores on test of semicircular canal function (the

oculogyral illusion). (From Ref. [40])
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with the well-known tests used in the early days
of aviation in the USSR, then described succes-

sive additions to the test battery. These addi-
tions were required to meet the need of not only
selecting flyers with normal vestibular function

but also to discriminate among those with normal
function regarding their "sensitivity" to sensory
inputs, the genesis of which are in successive

increases in magnitude and complexity of the
force environments in aircraft and spacecraft,
including weightlessness. No less than seven such
additions have been made, and validation of these
additional test items has been carried out.

Khilov referred to one of his earlier articles

expressing the opinion that otologists were ignor-
ing the function of the otolith apparatus which, in
flight, is subjected to greater stimulation than the
semicircular canals.

With regard to otolith function, Khilov
described a test based on the interaction between

canals and otoliths (proposed by Voyachek in
1914). With trunk "inclined downward" the sub-
ject is rotated in a B_r_ny chair. After cessation

of rotation "when primarily the frontal canals are
responding" to the acceleration, the subject
returns to the upright, "which is an adequate
stimulus to the utricle altering the response of the

canals. Persons in whom the duration of rotary
nystagmus is reduced and in whom the reaction
of falling is intensified with the simultaneous

manifestation of autonomic reflexes, are not
admitted to flight school."

Khilov rightly emphasized the point that per-
sons with normal function of the canals and oto-

liths manifest great differences in sensitivity
(motion sickness) and other innate or behavioral

responses when exposed in different gravitoiner-
tial force environments. This sensitivity may be
overt or latent, and if so, it may be brought out
by decreasing cortical inhibition through the use
of chloral hydrate. The force environments asso-

ciated with space were separately considered,
although there is overlap with flights in aircraft.

In connection with space flight, he discussed

the problems of repeated exposure to sustained
high-level linear accelerations which can be simu-

lated on a human centrifuge, the transition into
weightlessness which can be simulated in para-
bolic flight, Coriolis accelerations which also are a

possibility and readily simulated, and made rec-

ommendations on conducting a training program.
The importance of distinguishing between

basic susceptibility to motion sickness and the
role of adaptation has been explored at the Naval

Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory in
Pensacola, Fla. On a given occasion, a person's
susceptibility to motion sickness is determined

by: (1) the ease with which the vestibular system
is disturbed in a particular motion environment,

thus providing the opportunity for the escape
of neuronal activity beyond its normal bounds;
and (2) thresholds (presumably in the brain stem

reticular formation) permitting the escape of this
neuronal activity along certain preferential path-
ways (not normally used) to sites where first-order

symptoms of motion sickness originate. If this
person is exposed to an incremental adaptation

schedule, additional information is gained regard-
ing adaptation to the motion environment, but the

level of susceptibility measured now comprises

the two factors determining susceptibility just
mentioned, minus the amount of adaptation
acquired. These factors can be separated to some

extent by using a modification of the stress profile
mentioned previously, termed an incremental
adaptation schedule (IAS).

Two "standard" stress profiles have been used.
One required the execution of 120 head move-

ments at each 1-rpm increase in rotation (clock-

wise or counterclockwise) between 0 and 6 rpm,
and, after a single-step gradual return to zero
velocity, the execution of 120 head movements

either immediately after the return ("no delay")
or after delay periods varying from 1 to 24 hours.

The other standard stress profile differed by the
addition of a second incremental adaptation
schedule (IAS) in which the direction of rotation

was reversed either immediately after return to
zero velocity or after delay periods measured in
hours. The terms "initial IAS" and "reverse IAS"
are used because the initial direction of rotation
was semirandom.

After each discrete head movement the subject
signalled ("yes" or "no") whether he detected a

"sensation" of movement, an apparent movement

(visual illusion), or a tendency to be deflected
from the plane in which the movement was

carried out. The severity of motion sickness
symptoms was given numerical scores according
to the diagnostic criteria described in Table 3.
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Figure 30 shows the measurements obtained in

three young healthy subjects. On the two occa-

sions Subject 10 was tested he was virtually free

from symptoms of motion sickness. During the

initial IAS in Test 1, the low susceptibility might

be attributed mainly to the low level of instability

in the vestibular system indicated by the low inci-

dence o( reflex vestibular disturbances {RVD).

During the execution of head movements after

return to zero velocity, however, a high level of

vestibular instability is shown without elicitation

of significant symptoms. In other words, insus-

ceptibility itwolved the maintenance of both high

stability in the vestibular system, and, even when

the system was disturbed (after return to zero

velocity), a high threshold preventing vestibular

activity reaching sites of origin ot" motion sickness

symptoms.
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In the second test the incidence of RVD during
the initial IAS was lower than in the first test,

probably reflecting some retention of adaptation
effects. On reversing the direction of rotation, the

incidence of RVD rose sharply (at 1 rpm), but the

subject again remained virtually immune to
motion sickness.

Subject 22 was tested on two occasions. In

Test 1 he did not manifest symptoms of motion

sickness during the IAS, although the incidence

of RVD's was high. During the challenge after

return to zero velocity, very mild symptoms of

motion sickness were experienced along with a
substantial increase in the incidence of RVDs.

The high incidence of positive responses (imply-

ing loss of stability in the vestibular system) was

associated with a high threshold for spread of

vestibular activity. In Test 2, during the initial

IAS very mild symptoms of motion sickness were

experienced, and rapid incremental increase in

the incidence of RVD. On reversal of rotation,

after 40 head movements testing was aborted due

to nausea, and the RVD incidence was 100%.

Despite the abort during reversal (indicating the

acquisition of direction-specific adaptation effects

during the IAS) the findings are in accord with
those in Test 1.

The measurements obtained in exposing sub-

ject ST (Figure 30) to the stressful accelerations

indicate typically normal findings during the exe-

cution of 120 head movements during the first

three incremental steps, then an abort after 24

head movements at 4 rpm. The number of posi-

tive responses denoting instability of the vestib-

ular system gave little or no clue to the impending

abort. The time for acquisition of adaptation was

brief, hence the high susceptibility, presumably,

was the consequence of a low threshold permit-

ting the escape of vestibular activity beyond its
normal bounds.

In summary, a single test may reveal a great

range of individual differences in adaptive capac-

ity, and a succession of exposures can be used to

reveal both the acquisition and the retention of
adaptation, as described next in this section.

Simulation Studies

Some problems posed in attempting to predict

susceptibility to vestibular side effects under the

novel conditions in a rotating space base are

pointed out in Figure 31. A slow rotation room

(SRR), which can be used to simulate the angular

velocity, is a completely enclosed space and pro-

vides for prolonged exposures and sudden tran-

sitions between the rotating and nonrotating

states. The SRR fails to simulate space-base con-

ditions in such notable aspects as weightlessness,

subgravity levels, man's orientation when upright

with regard to the axis of rotation, and the Coriolis

forces while walking and handling objects. Stated
differently, the SRR provides a useful simulation

device for the important study of effects of

Coriolis accelerations 6, except for the fractional

subgravity levels and man's orientation with

respect to the axis of rotation. The SRR is useful

in demonstrating the qualitative aspects of the

vestibular organs' role in postural equilibrium
and in walking, but here, nonvestibular factors

also play an important role. The necessary use of

small rotating devices poses limitations in terms

of visual references, length of exposure, and

postural equilibrium.

Parabolic flight offers the opportunity to study

the effects of weightlessness and fractional

subgravity levels for brief periods. Orbital flights

prior to the establishment of a space base offer

not only the opportunity to use small or even fairly
large rotating devices for validation of ground-

based experimental findings, but they also offer

the advantages of prolonged exposure to study
adaptation effects.

Parabolic Flight

Studies involving parabolic flight have been

conducted in the USSR and the US [68, 69, 72,

78, 80, 96, 141]. Insofar as the studies have used

similar methods, the findings are not only con-

cordant but also agree with findings on astronauts

[9] and cosmonauts [66] in orbital flight.

Studies dealing with susceptibility to motion

sickness in the weightless phase of parabolic

6 There is general agreement in using the term Coriolis

acceleration to define the "added acceleration" generated

by one angular and one linear velocity. When the "added

acceleration" is generated by two angular velocities acting

on a mass simultaneously, some investigators (for clarity)
have substituted for Coriolis acceleration such terms as

"cross-coupled angular accelerations" or "angular Coriolis

accelerations."
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flight have been mainly of two types. In one, the
subjects were restrained in their seats and re-
quired to make standardized head motions during
the weightless phase only. The findings in one
experiment [96] are summarized in Figure 32

and demonstrate that, among the 12 subjects
tested in this manner, six were asymptomatic.
Five of the remaining six experienced symptoms
only when making head motions; the last subject
demonstrated increased susceptibility when
making head motions compared to the head
restraint (control) condition.

The second kind of experiment involved a

rotating chair device, and the subjects were
required to make standardized head motions

similar to those used in the SRR but with eyes
blindfolded. Each subject served as his own
control; comparisons were made between sus-
ceptibility under terrestrial conditions and during
parabolic flight, using similar periods of rotation
and nonrotation. The findings on 74 subjects are
shown in Figure 33 [96]. Susceptibility in weight-
lessness compared with ground-based conditions

is ranked on the Y-axis, the topmost subject
experiencing the greatest increase in suscepti-
bility in weightlessness compared with terrestrial
conditions. This ranking was made possible by
the use of "equivalent head movements" (EHM),
a universal scoring procedure described else-
where in detail [95]. Scores on subjects tested on
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more than one occasion are given in chronological
order, and the open circles indicate that the

moderate malaise IIA (Table 3) end point was
not reached [46]. The data indicate that more
subjects have decreased than increased sus-

ceptibility in weightlessness and that in these
subjects, the end point frequently was not
reached. Susceptibility under ground-based
conditions proved to be a poor indicator of sus-
ceptibility aloft.

The effects of preadaptation to the stressful
accelerations generated by standardized head
movements during rotation have been evaluated
in 10 subjects.

Preadaptation to terminal velocities of either
7 or 10 rpm was accomplished by the use of so-
called incremental adaptation schedules in a

slow rotation room, the subject's eyes remaining
open. h, every instance the preadaptation was
beneficial, often to a striking degree. Thus, in
one subject, prior to adaptation, susceptibility
was far greater in weightlessness than under

terrestrial conditions, but after adaptation the
subject was symptom-free in weightlessness.

Moreover, whereas prior to adaptation the subject
was susceptible to motion sickness in parabolic
flight even when not rotating, after the adaptation
he was symptom-free. In varying degrees, this
transfer effect (from rotating room to nonrotating
conditions in weightlessness) has been demon-
strated in other subjects.

Rotating Environment

A great number of experiments has been

carried out with normal subjects exposed to
continual rotation at varying angular velocities

and for periods up to 25 days. Many of these
investigations were concerned with the overall

response pattern [3, 18, 22, 29, 42, 50, 56, 64, 70,
74, 76, 79, 84, 132], while others were directed
toward more specific goals: response thresholds

[34], effects of varying body position [55, 82, 85]
and of concomitant accelerations [77], transfer
effects (between horizontal and vertical positions)
[47], effects on hearing [137] and on sleep [6, 35,
105], cardiovascular effects [131], and the release

of stress hormones [20, 63].

A person is not subjected to stressful stimuli
in a rotating environment unless he rotates his

head outside the plane of the room's rotation;
hence, the situation differs from that in ships and
planes where a person cannot avoid stressful
accelerations generated by motions of the vehicle.

On the other hand, it is difficult to carry out tasks
without generating stressful accelerations. More-

over, if stressful head movements are avoided,
adaptation effects are not acquired. Generally
speaking, it is found that, for a given level of
bodily activity, the two important factors govern-

ing the appearance of symptoms are susceptibility
of the unprotected subject and the angular
velocity of the room. With regard to angular
velocity, even subjects highly susceptible to
vestibular side effects are not handicapped on
sudden exposure to 1 rpm, but above this level,

countermeasures must be taken to prevent elicita-
tion of symptoms.

The prevention of side effects, especially
motion sickness, involves avoiding or at least
minimizing nonvestibular etiological factors, thus
reducing the problem to the prevention of that
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which might be termed vestibular sickness.
Minimizing nonvestibular factors involves selec-

tion of typically normal spacemen (i.e. those

whose responses to provocative tests are physio-

logic in character) and avoiding intrinsic and

extrinsic factors known to lower susceptibility

to motion sickness. Dealing with vestibular

sickness eventually gets down to the selective

process (discussed under Adaptive Capacity

Tests), the use of incremental adaptation sched-

ules and, possibly, antimotion sickness drugs.

With regard to adaptation schedules, three

attempts to prevent motion sickness by step
increases to a terminal velocity of 10 rpm at

the Pensacola SRR [8] were unsuccessful; two
involved three incremental steps during approxi-

mately 3 days, and the third a series of 40 in-

cremental steps during 40 hours. In the next

attempt [43], overt symptoms (with the probable

exception of drowsiness) of motion sickness on

exposure to otherwise intolerable stressful

accelerations were prevented solely by means of
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nine stepwiseincreasesin rotationalspeeds
during25daysto aterminalvelocityof 10rpm.
Thisexperimentdemonstratedthepossibilityof
achieving(virtually)symptom-freeadaptationtoa
rotationvelocityof 10rpm,butthetimerequired
wastoo"costly"for operationaluse,evenfor a
terminalvelocityof4 rpm.

Anattemptwasthenmadeto effectasympto-
maticincrementaladaptationin anexperiment
with threesubjectsrequiredto executeexperi-
menter-pacedhead-bodymovements[41].The
actualtimespentmaking1000headmovements
wasslightlymorethanhalf anhour.In Figure
34[41]is shownthestressprofile,thenumberof
headmovementsmadeat eachstep(eachup-
downcountingasonemovement),andthelevel
of symptomsexperiencedby thesubjects.One
subject,TA, wasquite susceptible,becoming
verydrowsyat 2 rpm, experiencingepigastric
discomfortat5rpm,andminimizingorrefraining
from makingheadmotionsat thehigherrpm.
The two remainingsubjectsexperiencedmild
symptomsat terminalvelocity,whichbecame

moresevereoncessationofrotation.TA resorted
to theuseof anantimotionsicknessdrug.Note-
worthyfeatureswere:(1)inabilityof TA to keep
upwiththeschedule,(2)appearanceofsymptoms
resultingfrom inadequateadaptationin there-
mainingtwosubjects,and(3)increasein symp-
tomsexperiencedbyall subjectsoncessationof
rotation.

Thefindingsshownin Figure35[41]arefrom
a similartest,exceptthatmoreheadmovements
were madeat the higherangularvelocities.
Symptomsof motionsicknessweretrivialexcept
in subjectROwhoexperiencedverymildsymp-
tomsat8 and9 rpmandoncessationof rotation.
Exceptfor ataxia,whichwasaggravatedbyhead
movements,complaintswereminimaloncessa-
tionofrotation.

Thesefindingsconfirmedtheinferencesdrawn
fromthe earlierstudiesanddemonstratedthat
the time requiredto effectadaptationcanbe
greatly shortenedthroughcontrol over head
movementsaswellasoverangularvelocityand
by settingupanadaptationschedule.Theprob-
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lems encountered were greater at relatively high
compared with relatively low velocities, and that,

except in one instance, problems were not ex-
perienced if the unit increase was 1 rpm.

A series of experiments was carried out in the
SRR to determine if there were differences in

susceptibility to vestibular side effects dependent
upon man's orientation to the axis of rotation

and if the acquisition of adaptation effects ac-
quired in one orientation mode transferred to
the other. A unique feature of this experiment
was the provision for subjects to walk on the
"wall" of the circular SRR and carry out their
tasks while horizontal with respect to the Earth-

vertical [47]. This was made possible by the use
of air-bearing supports and custom-fitted articu-
lated fiber glass molds. Four subjects participated
in two different experiments involving adaptation

to the stimulus conditions with the room rotating
at 4 rpm for a period of either 4 or 5 days. One
pair of subjects, initially in the horizontal mode,
was changed to the vertical mode near the middle

of the perrotation period when symptoms of

motion sickness had disappeared; in the second
experiment they began in the vertical mode.
The order was reversed for the second pair.
When in the horizontal mode, the subjects spent

approximately 6 h/d in the airbearing device, 6
to 10 min upright, and the remainder of the time
recumbent on a bunk. The findings, summarized

in Figure 36, indicate no significant difference
in susceptibility in the two modes and that
transfer of adaptation is excellent. On cessation

of rotation only mild symptoms of motion sick-
ness were manifested. A byproduct of the ex-
periment was the demonstration of important
differences between motion sickness and postural

disequilibrium during adaptation to the rotating
environment and subsequent return to the sta-

tionary one. In the start-horizontal mode, adap-
tation ensuring freedom from symptoms of motion
sickness on change to the vertical mode did not
prevent ataxia. In the start-vertical mode, the
adaptation resulted in greatly decreased ataxia;
this adaptation perseverated throughout the
finish-horizontal mode and as h)ng as 36 h
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after. This implied that the dynamic processes

underlying postural homeostasis involved mus-

cular activities largely rendered static when

subjects were in the horizontal mode.

In the light of the experiment just described,

earlier studies involving prolonged exposure in

the SRR were reviewed, particularly from the

standpoint of manifestations of motion sickness

on cessation of rotation. An experiment in which

four subjects were exposed at 10 rpm over a

period of 12 d was notable in this regard [50].

Despite the severe symptoms that were experi-

enced, especially in the first half of the perrota-

tion period, manifestations of motion sickness
on cessation of rotation were trivial or absent.

Rapid transitions between a rotating and a

nonrotating environment. It has long been ob-

served that normal persons with mild symptoms

resulting from exposure to stressful accelerations

in an SRR might experience an aggravation of
motion sickness on cessation of rotation. In

consequence, it appeared that sudden transitions

between the weightless (nonrotating) and rotating

parts of a space station posed the most serious

aspect of generating artificial gravity. A series

of studies demonstrated that: (1) persons remain-

ing symptom-free during exposure to an incre-

mental adaptation schedule (counterclockwise

rotation) experienced motion sickness when the

direction of rotation was reversed [37]; (2) head

movements executed on return to zero velocity,

after achieving symptom-free adaptatioI1 in an

incremental fashion, would elicit symptoms of

motion sickness [119]; and (3) adaptation to
rotation in one direction transferred to rotation

in the other direction [120].
The findings in an experiment to be reported

[120] can be briefly summarized with the aid of

Figure 37. Three subjects participated, and the

adaptation schedule was the same for all subjects;

the procedure was essentially the same as that

described above in connection with Figure 30.

On Day 1, while rotating counterclockwise, sub-

jects executed 40 head movement sequences at
2 rpm, 50 at 3 rpm, 70 at 4 rpm, 90 at 5 rpm, and

110 at 6 rpm. The subjects, while rotating, were
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then transferred to carrying out highly stressful

generalized activities in an attempt to evoke

motion sickness, and their performance indicated

that the head motions had produced a substantial

degree of protection with respect to both reflex
vestibular disturbances and motion sickness. On

Day 2 the subjects executed 130 head movement

sequences at 7 rpm, 150 at 8 rpm, 180 at 9 rpm,

and 80 at 10 rpm. The subjects were again

transferred to generalized activities, and their

performance was similar to that on Day 1. On

the morning of Day 3 after 120 head movement

sequences at 10 rpm, the room was brought to a

stop, and the subjects executed the same head

motions as during rotation. There were no symp-

toms of motion sickness, and all reflex effects

quickly disappeared.

The findings shown in Figure 38 were obtained

on the same three subjects when they executed

an incremental adaptation test before and after

(N=3)
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participating in the 3-day experiment just de-
scribed. This test is also identical with the

incremental adaptation test described in con-

nection with Figure 30. The noteworthy findings

are: (1) the small number of affirmative responses

6 hours after the 3-day experiment ended, (2)

weekly exposures led to increasingly better

performance, and (3) when the subjects were

rotated in the opposite direction (clockwise),

their performance was far better than on the first

preexperimental test, indicating transfer of

adaptation effects acquired during counterclock-

wise rotation. The findings support the conclusion

that sudden transfers between the rotating and

nonrotating environments are not only feasible

in the SRR, but also the adaptation effects may

not decay rapidly and with weekly practice may

not only be retained but improved.

In a recent series of experiments [39], it was

demonstrated that during exposure to an in-

cremental adaptation schedule, normal persons

simultaneously acquired both short-term (direc-

tion-specific) adaptation effects and long-term

nondirection specific effects. The short-term

effects disappeared spontaneously. This was

demonstrated by requiring the subjects to remain

seated or recumbent with head fixed for delay

periods (measured in hours) after exposure to
standardized incremental adaptation schedules.

Figure 39 shows that the rate of decay (22

subjects) is exponential, revealed by the decline

in susceptibility to motion sickness when head

movements were executed at zero velocity.

With the spontaneous disappearance of direc-

tion-specific (short-term) adaptation effects,

long-term adaptation effects are revealed that

are nondirection-specific or nearly so. This

important aspect was not investigated system-

atically but is illustrated by the findings in four

subjects (Fig. 40). Measurements on subject 11

during his first four tests are shown in Figure 40,

Part a. Prior to the one-step reversal in Test 4,

the only other exposure in a reverse direction had

been 20 days earlier in Test 2. The absence of

symptoms during the execution of head move-

ments at 6 rpm (CW) and especially after return

to zero velocity suggests that subject 11 was

completely insusceptible, with small likelihood

that this insusceptibility was due solely to adapta-

°_
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on first
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FIGURE 39.--Decay in direction-specific adaptation effects as

a function of the time elapsed between completion of a

standard incremental adaptation schedule (and return to

zero velocity) and execution of head movements at zero

velocity. The first two points on the graph represent

susceptibility scores obtained in Test 1 of the series, at 6

rpm and after executing head movements at zero velocity,

respectively. Thereafter, each point on the graph (or circles

in lieu of points) represents susceptibility scores obtained

in subsequent tests. An exponential curve characterizes

the decay trend. (From Ref. [39])

tion acquired during the reverse incremental

adaptation schedule (IAS) in Test 2.
Figure 40, Part b, shows the measurements

obtained on subject 25 during his first four tests.

In the second test he was completely symptom-

free except for a score of 1 point during the

reverse IAS after a 2-hour delay. In Test 1 the
score of 6 points on return to zero velocity (a

relatively weak challenge) suggests that testing

would have been aborted during exposure to a
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FIGURE 40.--Stress profiles and motion-sickness scores in four subjects, suggesting simultaneous
acquisition of direction-specific and nondirection-specific effects. (a) Freedom from symptoms

during the execution of 120 head movements after a one-step change from 6 rpm CCW to 6 rpm CW

rotation, more likely to be the result of adaptation to CCW rotation (4 exposures) than one exposure

to CW rotation. Test 2. (b) Freedom from symptoms during CW rotation and return to zero velocity

(Test 2) only explicable by the 2-h delay (see Tests 3 and 4) and the previous adaptation to CCW

rotation. (c) The mild symptoms during the reverse IAS and especially the score of 1 point ,m return

to zero velocity, likely explained by adaptation to CCW rotation in Tests 1 and 2. (d) Explanation

similar to that in (c). (From Ref. [39] )

reverse IAS if it had been done at that time,

which was definitely confirmed in Tests 3 and 4.

The only reasonable explanation for the virtual

absence of symptoms during the reverse IAS in

Test 2 and during the challenge after return to

zero velocity is that the 2-hour delay was sufftcient

for the direction-specific effects acquired during

the initial IAS to disappear, revealing the non-

direction-specific adaptation acquired during

that initial IAS and, probably, during the IAS in

Test 1.

Subject 7 (Fig. 40, Part c) demonstrated sus-
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ceptibility to motion sickness during the initial

IAS in Tests 1 and 2 but demonstrated only very

mild symptoms during his first exposure, after a

delay of 2 hours, to a reverse IAS (Test 2). The

score of 1 point on final return to zero velocity

suggests that less central vestibular repatterning

occurred than in Test 1 (8 points). Only the delay

of 2 hours prevented an abort in subject 7, and

only prior acquisition of nondirection-specific

adaptation could account for the less severe

symptoms during the first reverse IAS (and return

to zero of Test 2) compared with the initial IAS
of Tests 1 and 2.

Figure 40, Part d, shows that for subject 16 in
Test 1, testing was aborted during the challenge

after return to zero velocity, implying that testing

would have been aborted during a reverse IAS

if this had been measured at that time. Symptoms

during the initial IAS in Test 2 were more promi-

nent than in Test 1, implying that central vestibu-

lar repatterning was taking place and that, in the

light of Test 1 results, testing would have been

aborted during a no-delay reverse IAS had this

been done. The 8-hour delay allowed nearly all

of the direction-specific effects to disappear,

thereby revealing prior acquisition of nondirec-

tion-specific adaptation that accounted for the

virtual absence of symptoms during the reverse

IAS and, more importantly, for the 1-point score

on final return to zero velocity.

The findings just described imply that with the

disappearance of direction-specific adaptation,

with a short time constant, nondirection-specific

adaptation with a long time constant is revealed.

The practical significance of these findings is

twofold. On making transitions from a rotating to

a nonrotating portion of a space station, it is

necessary to ensure that short-term direction-

specific adaptation effects are not present and

that long-term adaptation to weightlessness has

not been lost. On the transition from the weight-

lessness to the rotating part, it is only necessary

to ensure that adaptation to rotation has not been
lost.

It is interesting to speculate on the problem of

ataxia and past pointing in making transitions

between rotating and nonrotating parts of a space

station. Based on the incidental findings [47]

that adaptation to rotation with respect to walk-

ing in the SRR was preserved during exposure
to walking under simulated fractional G-loads

and during a subsequent period upwards of 24

hours, it would seem that exposure to weight-

lessness would not result in loss of adaptation to

walking in the rotating environment. With respect

to past pointing, visual cues would serve to mini-

mize any tendency to past point in making tran-

sitions between the weightless and rotating
environments.

Antimotion Sickness Drugs

Numerous reports have been published rec-

ommending many drugs, chemicals, and other

agents in the prevention of motion sickness, but

competent reviewers, pointing to faulty experi-

mental design, have made sweeping criticisms

of the validity of many findings. The major

criticisms center around: (1) lack of understand-
ing of the complex etiological factors; (2) lack of

control over stimulus conditions in the field; and

(3) inadequate design, making statistical treat-

ment of the findings of doubtful value. Inasmuch

as antimotion sickness drugs are effective in
any "motion environment," bioassay under

laboratory conditions is recommended. Impor-

tant aspects in experimental design involve: (1)

selection of typically normal subjects; (2) control

and measurement of the stressful accelerations;

(3) standardization of the laboratory environment;

(4) measurement of responses elicited; (5) use of

an end point short of vomiting; and (6) use of a

double-blind technique in the administration of

the pharmacologic agents.

Prior to the introduction of the antihistamines,

hyoscine (scopolamine) was generally regarded

as the most effective antimotion sickness remedy,
although the side effects from moderate doses

were annoying and from large doses, unaccept-
able. The antihistamines ushered in a new and

better era in the use of antimotion sickness

drugs, although most of the preparations reach-

ing the public have not been thoroughly evalu-

ated for effectiveness.
Recent studies have confirmed the effective-

ness of hyoscine [11] and the effectiveness of

some drug combinations [4, 15, 81, 135, 136].

Figure 41 summarizes bioassays conducted in a
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slowrotationroomusingmild motionsickness
(malaiseIII) asan endpoint[136].A constant
(predetermined)level of stresswasused,and
differencesin susceptibilityweremeasuredin
termsofthenumberofheadmovementsrequired
to reachthe endpoint.A 10-unitLatin-square
designwasused(sevendrugsandthreeplacebos
regardedasdrugs).A "placebo"baselinewas
drawnand findingson the 10 subjectswere
treatedas a group.When thesedrugswere
rankedin orderof theireffectivenessin reducing
susceptibilityto acutemotionsickness,it was
foundthattheyalsowerearrangedin termsof
their pharmacologicactions.Drugswithcentral
sympathomimeticor parasympatholyticaction
were effectivenot only individually,but also
their effectstendedto sum.It is not shownin
Figure41thattherelativelyhigheffectivenessof
ephedrine50 mg in combinationwith pro-
methazine25mghaveminimalsideeffects[135].

Theprocedurejustdescribeddoesnotpermit
validanalysisof thebioassayfindingsin termsof
the individualand has two otherundesirable
features.Thevelocity(rpm)oftheSRRatwhich
a subjectexperiencedthe motionsicknessend
pointafterexecutingabout50headmovements
wasusedashis"baseline."Whensomesubjects
weretestedafteradministrationof aneffective
drug,it wasimpossibleto achievetheendpoint
evenafter300headmovements.Anotherhandi-
capwasthe difficultyin rankingsubjectswith
regardtosusceptibility,usingbothrpmandthe
numberofheadmovementsasacombinedscore.
Anexperimentjustcompletedonanotherproject
(comparingsusceptibilitywith eyesopenand
eyesclosed)usedan incrementalprovocative
testschedule(Fig.25)thatyieldedasinglescore
(rpm).Thispermittedmeasuringandrankingall
intraindividualandinterindividualdifferencesin
susceptibility.Aneffortis beingmadeatpresent
toreevaluatealldrugsanddrugcombinationsthat
will yieldreliableinformationon individualsas
wellasgroups.

SPACEMISSIONS

The basicdifficultyin copingwithvestibular
problemsinspaceexplorationis thatourknowl-
edgeof vestibularsideeffects,especiallymotion
sickness,ismainlyempirical.Consequently,it is

not possibleto predictaccuratelysusceptibility
tomotionunderthenovelconditionsthatmaybe
encounteredin space.Asidefrom the useof
drugs,wemustrelyonsuchcountermeasuresas
theselectionprocessandpreflightadaptationin
preventingvestibulardisturbances.

Thereare someencouragingaspects.First,
the motion environmentsencounteredunder
nominalconditionsarenothighlystressful,and
vestibularsidecffects,if experienced,arelimited
throughtheacquisitionofadaptation.Theexcep-
tiontothisgeneralizationregardingadaptationto
weightlessnessortoarotatingenvironmentarises
if thecrewmanmakesrapidtransitionsbetween
rotatingandnonrotatingpartsof aspacestation.
A secondfavorableaspectis thatthesymptom-
atologyof motionsicknessis similarevenwhen
theelicitingcausesaredifferent.In otherwords,
ground-basedstudies dealingwith symptom-
atologyper sehavevalidityin space,which,it
appears,alsoappliesto drug therapy.A third
favorableaspectis thefeasibility(smallnumber
involved)to evaluateandtesteachcrewmanon
anindividualbasis.

Anextensivetestingprogramisneededinview
ofgreatindividualdifl_rencesthatpervadenearly
every mecbanismunderlyingvestibularside
effects.Thus,therearedifferencesbetweensus-
ceptibilityto reflex phenomena and motion sick-

ness, differences in the rate of acquisition and

decay of side effects in different motion environ-

ments, and differences in the effectiveness of

antimotion-sickness drugs.
A full understanding of the relation between

reflex vestibular phenomena and delayed

epiphenomena (motion sickness) is needed.

Although susceptibility to reflex vestibular dis-

turbances (loss of stability) has some value in

predicting susceptibility to motion sickness,

there are many exceptions to this generality.

Thus, improving the stability of the reflex

vestibular system (through training and condition-

ing) [37, 39, 66, 116] may be quite independent

of the ease with which vestibular influences, as

soon as they have escaped from their normal

confines, may travel along preferential (though

common) pathways to sites where first-order

symptoms originate. Indeed, it is likely that some

nonvestibular etiological factors also exert their

influence in this way.
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Although the immediate concern at present

is the prevention of, or coping with, vestibular

side effects in weightlessness, attention is being

given to validating aloft the ground-based

measurements made in the laboratory and in

parabolic flight. Attention is also being given to

experimental studies, looking ahead to the possi-

bility that, tomorrow, artificial gravity will be

generated by rotation of part of a space station.

Thus, tackling the problems aloft will be carried
out on an incremental basis.

The crewman necessarily plays a key role in

this integrated effort: as subject, he can serve

as his own control in validating studies; as on-

board experimenter, he is essential in conducting

experiments and making observations aloft; as

astronaut or cosmonaut, he has responsibilities

in connection with the prevention of vestibular

side effects during the mission. Prevention in-

volves taking charge, rather than responding to,

events which requires close cooperation between

the crew aloft and the biomedical representatives

in the ground-based control center. Preflight

preparations include such major elements as
selection (or secondary selection), instruction,

and, if needed, preflight adaptation. The inflight

period involves making observations and measure-

ments aloft and ground-based monitoring during

the mission. Postflight, the debriefing and initial

assessment should be followed by measurements

at repeated intervals until stable values are
obtained.

Weightlessness

The literature dealing with orbital flights is

discussed elsewhere in this volume; only a few

comments on prevention of vestibular side effects
will be mentioned here.

On transition into weightlessness, the crew-

man's head movements (rotations) generate

normal angular accelerative stimuli, but the

resulting sensory input encounters unusual

central vestibular patterning due to absence of

the constant stimulus of gravity. The susceptible

astronaut is immediately confronted with the

maximum stressful effect possible; the analogous

situation in a rotating environment would be

immediate transition from zero velocity to

terminal velocity. To achieve adaptation, how-

ever, head movements must be made. A program

based on present knowledge should be helpful.

As soon as symptoms are experienced, especially

the nausea syndrome, time must elapse before

dynamic changes in the vestibular system dis-

appear and restoration through homeostatic

mechanisms has taken place in nonvestibular

systems. If feasible, it is highly desirable for the
crewman to restrict head movements for a

period well beyond the time during which symp-

toms have disappeared. This will allow time for

antimotion-sickness drugs taken by mouth to be

absorbed (90 min), after which head movements

may be cautiously resumed. If it is not feasible

to restrict head movements, drugs may be in-

jected-a collar device fixing the head relative

to the thorax is beneficial, providing circum-

stances permit.

Rotating Environment

Although the rotating environment represents

a novel experience, the principal unknown ele-

ment concerns the effect of the fractional G-

load. This information will be available, however,

long before rotating space stations are a reality.

With rare exceptions, the initial transition will

be made from the weightless part to the rotating

part, spinning at terminal velocity. Thus, the

crew making normal head movements out of the

plane of passive rotation would be exposed to
maximal accelerative stimuli. In the event that

symptoms are elicited, head movements (out of

the plane of rotation) should be restricted if

possible; otherwise, countermeasures described

above should be taken. If there is opportunity to

restrict head movements until 1 or 2 h have

elapsed after symptoms have disappeared, an

incremental adaptation schedule is feasible under

antimotion-sickness drug therapy. This would

be accomplished in a B_r_my-type chair rotating

opposite the room's rotation, permitting manipu-

lation of the angular velocity between zero

velocity and the terminal velocity of the space

station. After a demonstration that symptoms

were not elicited at (resultant) zero velocity while

executing standardized head movements, a

cautious stepwise increase (0.5 rpm) in angular

velocity should be scheduled.
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Suddentransitionsbetweenrotatingandnon-
rotatingpartsof a spacestationinvolvenovel
stimulusconditions.Experiencein therotating
roomhasdemonstratedthe needto distinguish
betweendirection-specificand nondirection-
specificadaptationeffects.If this is kept in
mind,the preventionof vestibularsideeffects
on makingrapid transitionsbetweenrotating
andnonrotatingportionsof a spacecraftshould
notposea problem[39,120].

Posturaldisequilibrium,onmakingthetransi-
tions, is a separateproblembecausereceptor
systemsservingtouch,pressure,andkinesthe-
sis areinvolvedmainly,andbecausedirection-
specificeffects,it would seem[47], do not
disappearspontaneouslybut require active
whole-bodymotions.

The suggestedpreventivemeasuresindicated
todaywill almostsurelybedifferenttomorrow.
Theneedforfull understandingofvestibularside
effects,includingself-diagnosis,prevention,and
treatmentmaynotchange.

VESTIBULARINVESTIGATIONS
IN SPACEMISSIONS
OperationalAspects

Thecharacterofprolongedspacemissionswill
inevitablychangewith advancesin spacecraft

technology, and the emphasis will gradually

change from exploration to exploitation of extra-

terrestrial opportunities. Travelers at present
must be able to withstand the severe stresses

incidental to launch and reentry which demands

a state of fitness that seems to dwarf the subtle

effects of weightlessness. Even among travelers

in superb health, maintenance of fitness during

prolonged exposure in a weightless spacecraft
will make great, continuous demands on the

spaceman's time; illness aloft, precluding exer-
cise, could pose a hazard. With tomorrow's

advent of a space shuttle or its equivalent,

stresses incidental to launch and reentry will be

greatly reduced; the limiting factor with regard

to fitness for travel will be conditions aloft, and

the most important of these factors is weightless-

ness. The generation of artificial gravity by caus-

ing the spacecraft to rotate represents a "tech-

nological fix," and this alleviates an otherwise

potentially continuous hazard, weightlessness.

The major need (it was indicated earlier) is

to be able to predict, on the basis of ground-based

tests, the responses (mainly or partly of vestibular

origin) of space flyers in the novel environments

of the weightless space vehicle and the rotating

space station. The limitations in simulating such
novel stimulus conditions force an extension of

ground-based studies to include validating

observations and experiments conducted aloft.

Identifying motion sickness as the chief vestibular

problem still leaves the problem to be solved, and

this must be accomplished in ground-based
laboratories.

Scientific Aspects

It is doubtful if the precise role of gravity under

terrestrial conditions (distinguishing between

gravitoinertial forces and agravitoinertial me-

chanical forces) can be made without the oppor-

tunity to conduct studies in space. Transition into

weightlessness abolishes the stimulus to the

otolith organs due to gravity in an elegant and
harmless manner, and also abolishes the stimulus

to receptors serving touch, pressure, and kines-

thesis due to weight. Psychophysical experiments

using mechanical pressure can be conducted in

weightlessness that should add to our knowledge

of these perceptual systems. For example,
experiments conducted in Gemini 5 and 7 [48]

dealing with egocentric visual localization sug-

gested that elicitation of the A and E phenomena

depends not only on otolithic inputs (already

known) but also on nonotolithic mechano-

receptor systems. The vestibular experiments to

be conducted in Skylab 2 and 3 flights will not

only extend the measurements made in Gemini 5

and 7 but will also include measuring changes

in canalicular susceptibility, susceptibility to

motion sickness, and two-dimensional perception

of nonvisual extrapersonal space [99]. Devices

designed for these purposes (see Figs. 21, 26,

and 42) have many uses in ground-based labora-
tories.

It is not an overstatement to say that the

opportunities to study the vestibular system aloft

constitute a major historical landmark in the

advancement of knowledge not only in the

vestibular but also in related areas. Resting dis-
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FIGURE 42. -Rod and sphere device for measuring nonvisually perceived personal and extrapersonal 
space. The device has a pointer held by magnetic attraction to a hollow steel ball. With eyes covered. 
ttir subject slides the rod over the ball until spatial localization is achieved; note absericr of 
constraints that are usually provided t o  maintain the indicator in one plane. T h r  rradout is 
semiautomatic.. 

C 

charges [54] and the contribution of tonic otolithic be investigated. Distinctions bctween otolithic 
sensory inputs modulating stretch reflexes and and canalicular influences that are so closely 
muscle tone in man [16, 73, 75, 84, 104, 1151 can intertwined might be unraveled. 
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WEIGHTLESSNESS 1
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The development of astronautics poses many

new problems both scientific and practical to

physiology and medicine, which are due mainly

to astronauts having to live in space under

specific conditions of weightlessness.

The well-known gravitational, inertial, and
external forces which determine kinetic and

dynamic conditions producing weight, sub-

gravity (or reduced weight), and weightlessness

[109, 225] will be defined only briefly in this

context. The weight of a body is determined by

a given mass subjected to a given force and on

the dynamic conditions of the body. The accelera-

tion which acts on a body is conveniently ex-

pressed as a multiple of the standard accelera-

tion of terrestrial gi-avity (go), and the force

acting on a body as a multiple of the body's

standard weight. This is equivalent to establishing

a system of units in which the unit of acceleration

equals 1 g and the unit of force equals 1 G.

Weight in this denotation means that a given mass

The authors express profound appreciation to their col-
leagues, in particular, L. I. Kakurin (USSR). and the scientists
of the Lovelace Foundation for Medical Education and
Research {Albuquerque, N. Mex.), for their participation in
preparing the surveys and the other data that have been
included in this chapter.

3O5

is subject to a given gravitational force. Since

the actual force on a body (due to acceleration)

equals the weight of the body, the symbol G is
used in bioastronautics to indicate force and

weight. The unit of acceleration in this system

is always a true constant, i.e., 9.81 m/s z, whereas
the unit of force differs for bodies of different

mass [109].

In all freely moving bodies, the force of inertia

compensates the gravitational force at any point

of their trajectory, thereby creating the so-called

"gravity-free" state. However, this is not an

accurate designation, since the body is always

under the influence of gravitation, whether from

the Earth or another celestial body. This state

has therefore been described as "appressionless"

or as the "zero-G" or "null-G" condition, since

the resultant force exerted on the body due to

gravity and inertia actually is zero [92].

Weightlessness, on the other hand, has been

widely used to describe an individual's subjective

experience in the unappressed or zero-G state.

Other states of reduced appression, such as

water immersion, suspension, or conditions of

reduced friction, simulate the weightless state

more or less accurately. In order to simulate the

weightless condition and its effects on the human
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body, these techniques and bed rest have been 
used in experiments. The effects are based on 
associated hypokinesis and hypodynamia, but 
by definition they are not identical to those of 
weightlessness. At zero-(;. t h e  hndy is ccrmp!ete!y 
unsupported, weightless, and floats freely in 
space. Because of the physical characteristics of 
the zero-G state, its biological effects should be 
the same whether they occur inside or outside 
the Earth’s gravitational field. However, it has 
been hypothesized that the inhomogeneity of the 
field forces may give rise t o  intermolecular forces 
within a body, which may produce different 
effects depending on the distance from its 
primary. While the investigation of this subject 
may be of scientific interest on the various levels 
of biological interactions, exploration of the health 
aspects of weightlessness is of paramount im- 
portance for future space flights and lunar and 
planetary excursions. 

WEIGHTLESSNESS AS A UNIQUE AND 
EXTREME SPACEFLIGHT FACTOR 

Significance of Gravitational Forces in 
Regulating Homeostasis 

I i fe  has evolved within the virtually constant 
gravitational field at the surface of the Earth, 
it is generally assumed. The bodies of all ver- 
tebrates. including man. consist mainly of cells, 
extracellular fluid, and rigid substances. The 
evolution of this entity as a fluid-bone-body 
continuum depended greatly on the develop- 
ment of physiological homeostasis, a constant 
first-order body system composed of blood and 
extracellular fluid, and a supporting second- 
order musculoskcletal system to  cope with the 
gravitational effects of the environment. The 
musculoskeletal system is also the storage 
system for mineral ions in the bones [2391. 

The evolutionary process of life may have 
traversed the three stages of matter, starting in 
the liquid medium and spreading into the 
atniosphertx and on the solid ground. Life in the 
liquid state and that immersed in water regu- 
lated b y  weight effects differ from those on land. 
However, many spwies of animals are well- 
equipped physiologically to adjust to land, sea. 
itnd air. Since must-le tissue is approximately 

FIGURE 1.- Astrcmaut Edrtmard t i .  White. 11. floatirip f r w l y  
in space during (kini i i i  4 rxtravcaliicular activity. 

the same in all animals, the total force produced 
by a muscle is proportional to the square of the 
muscle size. By and large, the total work per- 
formed by a contracting muscle is proportional 
to the cube of the size of the animal and approxi- 
mately to that of its weight. The physicaal and 
gravitational weight-force relationship appears 
to hold for all organisms, even for living cells 
as small as 10 p m  diam. [2061. 

Adaptability to gravitational changes of support 
was as important to survival of t h e  species during 
the evolutionary process as homeostatic ability 
[76]. In mammals that have returned to a n  aquatic 
medium, the relative weight of‘ the skeleton (in 
percent body weight) is less than that of terrestrial 
mammals, which is probably related to the lower 
weightload on the supporting structures in water 
immersion. Similar conditions have been cib- 
served in these animals in relative wtlight of‘ 
bone marrow, which is important i n  hemoglobin 
synthesis [147]. 

Certain basic life processes apparently depend 
on the presence of gravity; included are growth 
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andtransportfunctionsin certain types of cells,

fluid exchanges in tissues and vessels, free con-

vection of gases, and sedimentation processes of

solids which affect cell metabolism. For example,

geotropism demonstrates such gravity-depend-

ency. On the other hand, many types of cells have

active water and ion transport mechanisms, and

some vertebrates remain relatively unaffected

by changes in gravity. In man, for example, the

carotid sinus reflex is one of many neural mecha-

nisms equalizing differences in blood pressure

due to hydrostatic changes; some blood pressure

differences due to gravity changes are shown in

Figure 2 [6].

The gravitational or weight effects on the body

are removed in the weightless condition. Since

the human body is semirigid, consisting of ma-

terials of different densities, external forces tend

to change its form unless counteracted by other

forces. Stresses involved in this process vary

from point to point within the body and can

produce functional changes. By and large, the

living organism is capable of functioning properly

under certain amounts of physical load; the

mechanical stress of terrestrial gravitation is

accepted as the normal physical and psycho-

physiologic zero state of the human body. Only

if acceleration or gravitational stress exceeds the

usual value does it become noticeable and, if

exceeded, to an intolerable amount, can it cause

permanent damage. The lungs are particularly

sensitive to acceleration due to great differences

in specific gravity between blood and gases on

opposite sides of the thin, fragile alveolar

membrane. In humans and animals, pulmonary

function, circulation, and integrity of the lungs

Aortic valve

Eye

30 m m ._...::_,
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30 cm __, ;: y

:.,'
.' r.
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FIGURE 2.-Levels of systolic and diastolic blood pressure in man and their alteration under various
subgravity conditions [6}.
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areverysusceptibleto changesin thedirection
andmagnitudeof theforceenvironment[269].

Animalsshowchronicresponsesinanaccelera-
tion environmenthigherthan 1 G for longer
periods.Anatomicaleffectswereobservedaswell
asfunctionaleffects,the lattersubsidingafter
returntonormalgravity[124].Bothincreasedand
decreasedweight producedstressconditions
resultingin reducedlymphocytecounts,increase
of muscleandbonemassunderincreasedweight
andlossunderdecreasedweight,anddevelop-
mentof severedisorientationsymptoms.Gen-
erally,toleranceto alteredweightwasafunction
of bodymass[36l.

In consideringneuromuscularand sensory
effectsof moderategravitationalchanges,func-
tionsof thecentralnervoussystem(CNS)seem
quiteadaptable.Neuromuscularresponsesnor-
mallydependon the body'spositionrelative
to theforceof gravity.Ontogenetically,animals
andmanacquireandmaintainpostureandbody
orientationby meansof kinesthetic,visual,
vestibular,andstatokineticstimuli,interpreting
andreactingto suchsignalsby developingan
appropriategravity-dependentsensorimotorpro-
gram. The proprioceptivesystem includes
mechanoreceptorswithin the body which are
normallytunedandcalibratedto theterrestrial
weight-forcerelationship,and gravity/accelera-
tion sensitivevestibularorgans,specificallythe
otoconia.Theseorgansare importantin the
controlof the sensorimotoractivityandunder
certainconditions,modulateoroverridetheinput
of othersenseorgansincludingthatof theeye.
However,if vestibularinformationis excluded,
a stablevisual referencecan be established
independentlyof gravitationalinput.Theprocess
appearsto be conditioningthroughlearning,
experience,and consciouscontrol.Sincethe
individualbecomesadaptedto a widerrangeof
perceptionswith each incrementof new ex-
perience,realisticexposureto changinggravita-
tional conditionsis useful in preparingthe
astronautsfor missionsin spaceand on the
Moon[1621.

The forceof gravityhasa significanteffect
on the regulationof homeostasis,andthere is
goodreasontoexpectanumberoffunctionaland
morphologicalchangesunder conditionsof

weightlessness.Althoughmostlife formshave
adjustedwellto thevariousEarthenvironmental
conditions,prolongedeffectsof zero-gravity
have not beenencounteredin the stagesof
evolution.Therefore,specificmechanismshave
not developedfor compensatingthe effectsof
lackof gravityor weight;generalsusceptibility
totheireffectsismanifestedindisuseoratrophy.
This kind of "adaptation"is associatedwith a
narrowingof the functionalcapacityof the
organismandlossof resistanceto gravitational
andotherexternalstimuli.If it is assumedthat,
theoretically,mankindis capablenot only of
adaptingbut alsoof adjustingto weightlessness
on a homeostasisbasis,he wouldbe ableto
surviveon other planetsand in zero gravity
withoutextinction.This wouldleadeventually
to geneticspecificationandincludesuchfunda-
mentalsas newcharacteristicsof themusculo-
skeletal,cardiovascular,endocrine,andcentral
nervoussystems.Implicationsof thesepossi-
bilitieswillbediscussedinsubsequentsectionsof
thischapter.

Investigation of Effects of Weightlessness

on the Human Organism

Subgravity and weightlessness, the major

novelties in the space environment, have been

the subjects of many speculative and empirical

studies. Tsiolkovskiy, in 1895, described the

peculiar condition that would be encountered by

man in space:

We shall not have weight, only mass. We

can hold any mass in our hands without

experiencing the slightest weight .... Man

does not press himself against anything and

nothing presses against him .... There is

not top or bottom.

Tsiolkovskiy predicted changes or loss of spatial

orientation and motor and sensory functions in

space, differences in blood distribution, and

anatomical changes in the human body. Although

he assumed that man would eventually adapt to

weightlessness, he suggested rotation of space-

ships to artificially produce gravity [236].

Later, Oberth discussed the effects of zero-G

on man during interplanetary flights.

,7_I:_ILITY OF THE
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If the prolonged state of lack of appression

should have undesirable consequences,

which seems doubtful, however, two such

vehicles could be connected by cables a few

kilometers long and rotated about each

other [186].

He recognized the possible adverse effect of

Coriolis forces produced by artificial gravity in

rotating spacecraft. The first experimental

studies of the effects of weightlessness on the

mammalian organism were made with rocket

flights concomitantly in the US and the USSR

after World War II. Scientists in both countries

monitored the major physiologic and behavioral

functions in small animals; in particular, heart and

respiration rates, blood pressure, body tempera-

ture, sensory and motor activities, reflex and

CNS behavior, and related functions during

changing accelerations and short periods of
weightlessness. While some animals were lost

due to equipment failure, results obtained from

recovered animals indicated that stresses as-

sociated with rocket flight, including episodes of

weightlessness, were within range of biological

tolerance in the mammalian organism [38, 113,

118, 241]. This conclusion was later confirmed

by more extensive experiments and studies

conducted in orbiting spacecraft [1, 47, 78, 99,

192, 276].

Brief periods of weightlessness were also

produced in aircraft flights along a Keplerian

trajectory [110]; these parabolic flights were

conducted primarily to study perceptual, motor,

CNS, autonomic-vegetative and related reactions

in higher animals and man. Exposures from a few

seconds to about 1 min did not produce deleter-

ious effects on functions and performance when

common-sense preventive measures were taken,

and it was apparent that man could be safely

exposed to periods of weightlessness produced

in spacecraft available at that time [6, 11, 43, 94,
140, 159].

Suborbital and orbital flights of astronauts

opened a new chapter of bioastronautical re-

search. With successive increase in flight

duration from several minutes to several weeks,

extended biomedical experiments were con-

ducted in space and on the ground [21, 104, 107,

219, 260]. This included pre- and postflight tests,

examination of astronauts, in-flight monitoring,

measuring and telemetering of physiologic and

psychologic functions, and evaluation of various

parameters in the spacecraft and on the ground.

Astronauts, cosmonauts, and physicians partici-

pated in these studies as test subjects and ex-

perimenters [24, 70, 133,190, 217,218, 256].
Factors that characterize the health and

working capacity of astronauts under prolonged

influence of weightlessness were of the greatest

interest, which included:

state of the important vital functions, suscep-

tibility to illness, resistance to stress effects

during and after flight;

simple and complex motor reactions, coordi-

nation of movement, possibility of carrying
out work operations (including those in

emergency situations), ability to perform
scientific observations and evaluate their

results in flight; and

adaptability of spacecraft for man's life, work,

and rest in the state of weightlessness.

Information from these studies was used to

improve selection and training of astronauts and

the design of spacecraft and their subsystems,

also to develop means of preventing unfavorable

effects on the human organism from prolonged
weightlessness.

Since there is true weightlessness only in

flight conditions involving many operational

problems which are not readily available for

systematic studies, various simulation techniques

have been developed. These techniques include

body immersion in water, partial body-support

systems, air bearings and other friction-reducing

devices, bed rest, devices to reduce pressure in

the lower body parts, and various sensory

deprivations [5, 35, 64, 83, 91, 97, 199, 264, 270,

2751.

Experiments were conducted with complete

water immersion up to 7 d, and 120 d bed rest,

to determine the effects of simulated weightless-

ness on the body's weight-bearing structure,

internal intravascular hydrostatic pressure,

metabolism, fluid and water balance, mineral

exchange, cardiovascular and respiratory func-
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tions, and related parameters [25, 40, 86, 101,

175, 195, 203, 235, 254]. Body position and

restraints, work space and equipment handling,

and other performance variables were also

studied in the submerged state. The purpose of
these studies was to determine the effects of

simulated weightlessness and establish prin-

ciples, methods, and means to remedy their long-

term implications. The efficacy of various pre-

ventive actions such as astronaut selection,

conditioning, and training, in-flight exercise,

dietary programs, and use of drugs was empiri-

cally determined. Other experiments concerned

the effects of hypokinesia on cellular level,

muscle tissue and bone structure, metabolic

processes, fluid and water balance, resistance to

infectious or degenerative diseases, and other

stress-producing factors [49, 74, 137, 138, 151,

157, 166, 202, 207, 214, 234, 238, 271,282].

In conjunction with accumulation of experi-

mental data directly related to protection of man

in space, a number of more general scientific

problems were investigated.

Theories on biodynamic and biogravic effects

of changing accelerations and systematic

treatises of biological problems in space,

including comparative and methodologic

aspects of space physiology and medicine

as related to weightlessness [76, 90, 191,193,

244];

Proeesses and mechanisms of decondition-

ing, adaptation, homeostasis and biological

rhythms in zero-G [3, 12, 37, 55, 72, 111];

Specific effects and interaction of various

sensory and neural analyzers or systems

[22,140, 143,257, 278]; and

Hormonal, immunologic, regenerative and

hematogenic functions [2, 3, 7, 20,222];

Mathematical modeling and statistical treat-

ment of medical and human factor problems

associated with subgravity and weightless-
ness [132, 153, 190, 249, 262].

With careful selection and application of

results from the theoretical and empirical ap-

proaches, major biomedical problems during

early phases of space flight were solved. The

wealth of" information from this effort is being

applied not only to the man in space, but also for
worldwide benefit of mankind.

State of Reduced Weight (Subgravity)

Locomotion and work on lunar or planetary

surfaces follow principles of mechanics quite

different from those on Earth. While the magni-

tude of terrestrial gravitation (go) is constant and

defined as 1, and acceleration smaller than go

produces a state of subgravity, on the Moon it

is about _ this value. Accordingly, weight is
reduced on the surface of the Moon.

In order to prepare astronauts for the lunar
environment, numerous theoretical studies and

simulation experiments were conducted. The

critical parameters studied included oxygen

consumption and carbon dioxide balance, food

and water metabolism, work capacity, limb

movement and locomotion, and muscular and

sensorimotor performance under lunar gravity

conditions. Nonlocomotor tasks were performed

with and without inflation of space suits. In a

simulation experiment where the subject had only

one hand available for steady support, reciprocat-

ing tasks required about 20% more oxygen than

under 1-G conditions [159a, 208, 211]. Suit

inflation added considerably to the energy

requirements for specific tasks. The energetics

of locomotion in _ G is a complex problem still

under investigation [215]. Factors such as gait,

traction, and limb velocity were simulated with

apparently sufficient fidelity in experiments on

Earth [2321.

One simulation technique used reduced

traction. As the level of simulated gravity was

decreased, less energy was expended. Figure 3

shows the relationship between energy con-

sumption and gravitational forces and the rate

of movement both in a space suit and in ordinary

clothing [31].

Studies at NASA Langley Research Center,

Hampton, Va., carried out on a simulator

equipped with an inclined plane, showed that a

reduction in the force of adhesion resulted in

humans' walking and running being slowed

approximately 40% compared with the activities

under terrestrial conditions [115]. As the rate of
movement increased, the inclination of the trunk
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TABLE 1.--Influence of Pressure in a Space Suit Under Reduced Weight on Various Forms of Motor

Activity in Man (According to Hewes [115])

Energy expenditure in locom,_tion in a space suit without pressure, kcal/h

a.

Speed 3.2 km/h

6.4 km/h

6.4 km/h on surface sloping at 10° angle

1/6 G

142

187

329

1G

205

430

709

Ref. source [115]

[270]

[270]

[137]

b.

Maximum height of
Gravity

1G

1/6 G

Pressure

in space suit,
mm Hg

0

180

0

180

Maximum speed of

forward movement,

m/s

3.44

2.8

1.64

1.22

jumping in air,

cIn

52.0

30.5

234.0

140.0

Lung-distance jump
on horiz.,

c m

164.0

100.0

366.0

214.0

forward increased to a greater degree under lunar

gravitation [31, 115] than under terrestrial

conditions (Fig. 4).

In general, subjects reported that sensation

and effort in the lunar simulator were similar

to those in short-term parabolic flights at equiva-

lent levels of subgravity. It was concluded that

an astronaut wearing a pressurized suit should,

with practice, be able to walk, run, and work on

the lunar surface, if the terrain is relatively

firm and smooth. The explorer would probably

be able to carry backpack loads up to about

225 kg while at rest and in motion, provided

that bulk and constraint of the pressure suit

impose no severe penalties [31,118].

Lunar Surface Activities

The effects of actual lunar gravity on man

were evaluated for the Apollo 14 and 15 flights

[14, 15]. Metabolic rates during lunar surface

activities were determined by a number of

methods, the best of which proved to be moni-

toring the inlet and outlet temperatures of the

liquid-cooling undergarment. The average hourly

lunar-surface energy production ranged between

900 and 1200 Btus. 2

2 To convert to joules, 1 Btu = 1054.8 J (absolute).

During the Apollo 14 mission, two crewmen,

the commander (CDR), and the lunar module

pilot (LMP) spent about 34 h on the Moon, which

included about 9 h moderate to strenuous physi-

cal work, while the command module pilot (CMP)

stayed in orbit. Their energy expenditure aver-

aged 220-300 kcal/h, about the same as walking

without any equipment under terrestrial condi-

tions. A comparison of postflight medical data

showed that the CMP, who did not experience

G, was physically less fit than the other two

crewmembers (Table 2, [15]). His weight loss was

considerable, orthostatic tolerance more reduced,

red cell mass decrease more pronounced, work

capacity lower, and he showed greater loss in all

body fluid volumes. However, the results in

Table 2 must be interpreted with great caution.

Such variables as increased fluid intake for the

CDR and LMP during the return voyage and

lunar exercise loads must be taken into account.

Even with these reservations, the Apollo 14

results indicate that moderate work under par-

tial gravity conditions may have a positive

therapeutic effect.

The workloads imposed on Apollo crews were

carefully calculated preflight; especially careful

prelaunch estimates were made for lunar surface

activities. In general, these correlated well

574-270 0 - 75 - 21
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& Seminara and Shavelson, 1967

I1 Harrington et al, 1965

Lunar gravitation

3. Ordinary clothing, vertical suspension:

By the shoulders, Wortz and Prescott, 1966

o On a universal joint. Wortz and Prescott,

1966, inclined suspension:

t Flexible straps, Sanborn and Wortz, 1967

0 Straps with frame, Sanborn and

Wortz, 1967

4. Space suit

Kuehnegger and Martell, 1967
-- Robertson and Wortz, 1968:

a. Vertical suspension by a frame

_" Flexible space suit material

w= Rigid material

b. Inclined suspension:

3_" Soft space suit material

Rigid material

Terrestrial gravitation

1. Ordinary clothing (according to

Passmore and Durnin, 1965)

• Atzler and Herbst, 1927, 1928
Z_Benedicht and Murschnauser, 1915

IIBrezina and Kolmer, 1912

× Douglas and Haldane, 1912

O Margaria, 1938
-t- Morehouse and Miller, 1948

(according to Roth, 1966)

2. Space suit at ground level:

• Wortz (according to Roth 1966)

• Wortz et al, 1967

• Seminara and Shavelson, 1967

,_ Flexible space suit material or

_r Rigid material (according to Robertson and

Wortz, 1968)[206]

V At altitude in a pressure chamber:
Wortz et al, 1967

FIGURE 3.--Influence of lunar gravitation and a space suit with excess pressure on energy expenditure

while walking on a flat surface [31]. Shaded area: approximate regi.ns of standard deviation.
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FIGURE 4.--Change in body kinematics during locomotion under lunar and terrestrial gravitation
conditions. (After Spady [31]) Heavy line is length of stride; distance between figures 0.16 s. a,
walking; b, running and jumping; c, running. I, terrestrial gravitation; II, lunar gravitation.

with the metabolic expenditures telemetered

from lunar surface crews. Table 3 shows the

average metabolic cost in kJ/h and Btu/h for the

Apollo 17 lunar surface crew and a comparison of

the figures with prelaunch predictions for lunar
surface activities. Actual metabolic rates tended

to be only slightly higher than those predicted.
Lunar surface workloads were considered ex-

cessive only for the Apollo 15 crew; the mission

was strenuous. In addition to heavy workloads,

the crew was excessively fatigued as a result of

sleep difficulties. Because of these problems and

others, postflight responses of this crew differ

from those of other crews in virtually all dimen-

sions. Apollo 15 crew responses stand out as

an anomaly.

Heart rates recorded during Apollo 15 lunar

surface activities gave no early clues on the

extent to which the crew was drawing on its

physiological reserves. During some activities,

heart rates reached nearly 160 beats/min. While

this heart rate is relatively high compared to

that of most lunar surface activities, it is not

excessive; similar heart rates were recorded for

Apollo 11, 12, and 14 crewmen. The first clue to

an overload of work was indicated by cardiac
arrhythmia in both crewmen on the lunar

surface which recurred during the return flight

to Earth. After splashdown, the crew had

marked difficulty in physiologic readjustment to

Earth gravity. Recovery of preflight work per-

formance values was retarded. One crewman

reported postflight dizziness, which he considered

a sign of vestibular disturbance; it was, in fact,

more likely related to cardiovascular dysfunction.

This distinction is very important. The crew

also showed marked potassium deficiency which

undoubtedly contributed to their physiological
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TABLE 2.- Pre- and Postflight Data on Apollo 14 Crewmembers Constantly Exposed to Weightlessness

or Subjected to Effects of l/6 G [15].

Medical data

Weight loss
Pulse rate (decrease in orthostatic

stability)

Erythr.cyte mass
Plasma vo]ll Hie

Total fluid in organism

lntracellular fluid

Working capacity Ibased ml data on

oxygen constllnt)tioll and systolic

hlood pressure}

Weightlessness

Command module

pilot

-- 5.4 kg

Significant increase

-9%
- 10%

- 18%

-27q
Considerable decrease

Commander

+ 0.45 kg

Minimal changes

-4%
+1%

-2%

-3%

No change

l/6 G

Lunar module pilot

-- 0.45 kg

Minimal changes

--2%

No change

--2%
--3%

Slight decrease

problems. The findings led to modification of

the work/rest schedules and diets for Apollo 16

and 17 crews which successfully prevented re-

currence of the difficulties experienced by the

previous crew [19].

Biomedical Effects of Weightlessness,

Adaptation to Zero-G, and

Readaptation to Terrestrial Gravity

Considerable experimental data collected so

far characterize the diverse phenomena of

processes involved in living organisms adapting

to the state of weightlessness and readaptation

to terrestrial conditions. References in this sec-

tion represent only a small part of those cited in

the literature; additional information can be flmnd

in other surveys and thematic publications [21,37,

128, 161,166, 191,193,211,217,272].

Before the first studies were performed during

space flights, it was felt that the effect of pro-

longed weightlessness could cause disruption of

vital functions in the mammalian organism.

Analysis of the results from several hundred

studies of weightlessness effects shows that a

numher of operative behavioral changes enable

the astronaut to cope successfully with the

weightless condition. Of primary concern are

adaptive biological changes within the various

body systems, the medical consequences of

which have m)t been unequiw_cally established.

Nevertheless, data available at present provide

evidence of the effect of zero-G on major body

systems and their functions.

Table 4 summarizes some of the most general

phenomena inwflved in the processes of adapta-

tion to weightlessness and readaptation to

terrestrial conditions.

Nervous System

Transition from the 1 G to zero-G state and

early phases of weightl6ssness are often as-

sociated with disturbances of body orientation,

illusory sensations, and symptoms of motion

sickness, such as vertigo, nausea, and vomiting.

Motion sickness symptoms are considered to be

caused by disturbance of functional interactions

of the sensory analyzers [143, 273]. Vision,

hearing, touch, smell, and taste sensations

generally were normal; there were no mental

disturbances or hallucinations. Sensorimotor

and pointing tests, caloric and oth°er vestibular

studies, and retinal photography revealed no

significant changes from preflight data [88].

However, both neuromuscular and sensorimo-

tor coordinations show various effects of weight-

lessness, such as changes in reflex excitability,

subjective sensations of stress, and certain motor

insufficiencies [48]. The latter probably are cor-

relates of deficits in the musculoskelelal system.

In general, functions of the CNS, motor and

neuromuscular coordination, diurnal periodicity

of the organism, and neuropsychologicaI proc-

, - . ,_ILITY OF TH_
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TABLE 3.- Metabolic Assessment Summary During All Surface Extravehicular Activity in Apollo 1 7 [19]

Activity

Lunar roving vehicle traverse
Geological station activities
Overhead

Apollo lunar surface experiments
package activities

All activities

Actual

kJ/h

505.4
1092.9
1266.0
1191.1

998.0

Commander

Prelaunch

prediction

Btu/h

479
1036
1200
1129

946

kJ/h Btu/h

580.3 550
1002.3 950
1107.8 1050
1107.8 1050

941.1 892

kJ/h

471.6
1254.4
1192.2
1164.7

1002.3

Lunar module pilot

Prelaunch
prediction

Btu/h kJ/h Btu/h

Actual

447 580.3 550
1189 1002.3 950
1130 1107.8 1050
1104 1107.8 1050

950 941.1 892

esses of the astronauts in flight did not show

essential disturbances. Locomotion actually

is facilitated in the weightless environment.

Fortunately, there were no decapacitations due

to malfunction of the vestibular organs [14, 22].
Some states of neuro-emotional tension and

disconcerting states of fatigue experienced by

several astronauts may not be directly related

to weightlessness, but may have been brought

about by other spaceflight stresses. By and

large, they did not impair completion of the

missions. This was particularly evident during

the nearly disastrous Apollo 13 flight, which was

successfully terminated despite exceptional
emotional stress.

Cardiovascular System

Although the cardiovascular functions have

been recorded in animals and men from earliest

experiments to lunar excursions, the picture is

still not entirely clear. Many variables con-

tribute to the problem of assessing cardio-

vascular changes during complex interactions

among various systems of the weightless body

[125, 132]. Deconditioning of the cardiovascular

system is clearly demonstrated by the dispro-

portional increases in heart and respiratory rates

during reentry accelerations and the orthostatic
intolerance after return to Earth. Reduction in

size of the cardiac x-ray image is definite [21].

Analysis of the phase structure of the cardiac

cycle, electrocardiographic indices, and hemo-

dynamic characteristics, especially in the imme-

diate postflight period, clearly showed that

myocardial activity had deteriorated temporarily

to a certain degree [125]. It appeared that the

longer the space flight, the more stressful the

readaptation to normal gravity. Work capacity

and physical competence were also reduced to

levels observed after corresponding periods of

bed rest, or to an even greater extent.

Increased ventilation rates and oxygen con-

sump, tion postflight were closely related to decon-

ditioning effects observed. Shortly after landing,

even the sitting position caused significant ele-

vations of heart rate and disproportionate reduc-
tions of workloads for heart rates. Reduced

oxygen consumption was proportional to the

workload. However, like blood pressure, pul-

monary functions have not proved reliable indi-

cators of weightlessness effects; more systematic

investigations are needed [9, 125]. For example,

striking differences between lunar landing crews

and the men spending time in orbit around the
Moon have added uncertainties about cardio-

vascular effects of weightlessness and sub-

gravity, which must be resolved by further

studies [125].

Metabolism

Exposure to weightlessness affects fluid

balance, and protein, fat, carbohydrate and min-

eral metabolism as well as certain endocrine

functions and electrolyte responses [7, 18, 21, 69,

259]. Almost all men lost weight during flight;

most, but not all, regained normal weight within a

few days. While most of this deficit is due to loss

of body water and electrolytes, there is also loss
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TABLE 4.- Reactions of Man and Animals to Effects of Weightlessness [19]

Conditions and objects Sources in literature
Reactions Notes

of observations _ (Ref)

1 2 3 4

Man (TW, KP, SF) [14, 15, 92, 93, 94, 140,Sensations of an unsupported posi-

tion, floating, falling, spinning,

turning, flow of blood to head,

deterioration of orientation in

space, predominance of visual

information role in evaluating

position of body in space

Displacement of successive visual

image during G-forces-down-

ward (oculogravic illusion), and

upward during weightlessness

(oculoagravic illusion): illusions

are characteristic of initial periods

in weightlessness

Slowing down of speed and accuracy

of movements; errors in trying to

hit center of a target (deviation of

hits upward)

Deterioration of ability to carry out

measured muscular efforts and

evaluate differences in mass of

objects not fastened down

Pulse frequency: slowing of normali-

zation following action of G-

forces; subsequent tendency

toward slowing, increase in vari-

ability (possible arrhythmias of

the bigeminal type); in final stage

of long SF, slight increase

Arterial pressure: moderate de-

crease, followed by stabilization,

tendency toward decrease in

pulse pressure

Heart: decrease in size (according

to data from x-ray studies);

symptoms of decrease in the con-

tractile ability (according to

electrocardiographic and seismo-

cardiographic data and results

of phase analysis of cardiac cycle)

Bone tissue: demineralization (ac-

cording to the data from x-ray

photometry) due to loss of Ca* +

Muscles: decrease in volume and

strength

Dehydration (decrease in plasma

volume, followed by loss of intra-

cellular fluid)

See footnote at end of table.

Man (KP, SF)

Man (KP, SF)

Man (KP)

Man, animals (SF)

Man (SF)

Man (SF, R)

Man, animals (R)

Man, animals (SF, R)

Man, animals (R)

180, 211,217,244,259,

260, 273,275, 2811

[92, 93,141,211,260]

[92, 94, 184, 211, 217,

244, 259, 2601

[93,211,281]

[9, 17, 21,60, 78, 94. 129,
134.211,217,218,249,
2601

[7, 17, 76, 133. 134, 136,

211,256,258]

[21, 125, 190, 217, 258,

266]

[14, 17, 18, 21, 26, llz,

196, 211,260]

[21, 45, 94, 204, 258,
260]

[14, 15, 16, 18, 125, 196,
2601

Emotional coloring of sensations

(fear, joy, etc.) depends on ex-

perience and training of subjects;

in orbital flight-adaptation

Actual position of visual targets

during G-forces-above the suc-

cessive image, and below it dur-

ing weightlessness; with gaze

fixed on a target, the successive

image coincides with it

Only in initial phase of SF, then

adaptation

With PBR following initial decrease

in frequency of pulse, increase in

frequency (lack of training)

In PBR, initial decrease followed

by increase (sympathetic effect)

Descriptions of cases of increased

mechanical activity of heart

during flight

No changes observed when using

method of photon absorption

Primarily atrophy of antigravita-

tional musculature

Decrease in plasma volume de-

velops on 1st or 2nd (Henry-

Gauer reflex); recovery possible

later
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Conditions and objects Sources in literature
Reactions Notes

of observations _ 4Refl

1 2 3 4

Man, animals (R)

Man. animals (SF. R)

Decrease in weight (mass) of the

body by 2-5% of original value

Protein metabolism: increase in

blood urea content, increased ex-

cretion of creatinine with urine.

negative nitrogen balance

Lipid metabolism: increase in the

cholesterol, lecithin, and non-

esterified fatty acid content of

blood

Decrease in excretion of Na-. CI-.

K ÷ electrolytes with urine

Reduced excretion of 17-oxycortico-

steroids in flight, increase in ex-

cretion following flight

Increase in concentration of anti-

diuretic hormone, aldosterone.

and renin

Blood: neutrophilic leukocytosis.

lymphopenia, or lymphocytosis.

eosinopenia, increase in ROE [?].

changes in coagulatory and anti-

coagulatory systems of blood;

thrombocytes-decrease or ab-

sence of changes

Delay in excretion of water from

organism in test with waterload

Deterioration of tolerance to trans-

verse G-forces during launch

Sensation of heaviness of body,

rapid fatigue, difficulty in walking.

muscular pains

Changes in postural, oculomot,r

Man. animals (SF. R)

Man. animals (R)

Man (SF. R)

Man (R)

Man. animals (SF. R)

Man (R)

Man tSF)

Man (R)

[14, 21.88. 125. 180. 184.

258.259.260]

[7. 16.20.69. 76.77.88.

161. 196. 217.218. 258]

[76.77.88. 161.1%. 211.

217.218.219.2581

[15. 16. 18. 20.21. 196.

260]

[18. 20. 21.69. 125. 180.

217.218.2581

[15.18.20. 1251

[4, 7, 18. 21.69.88. 134.

161. 180. 196. 217. 218.

219.2581

Stay on moon in individual cases

decreased body weight loss;

following flight, weight rapidly

returned to normal (exception:

18-d flight of Soyuz-9)

Similar changes in PBR

Changes not constant, depending

also on nature of diet

Related to previous losses of elec-

trolytes during weightlessness

Similar relationship in experiments

with simulation of weightlessness

Increase in aldosterone also noticed

in SF

Similar changes in experiments

with PBR

Animals {TW. KP)

[7.77. 259.260}

[217. 244.2451

[45. 129. 180. 204. 217.

2601

Not noticed after 18-d flight of

Soyuz-9

Not on all flights

reflexes and behavior

Decrease in -cul-motor activity.

asymmetry of nystagmoid m_ve-

merits

Development of pain during move-

ment or individual symptoms of

it {dizziness. diseomfi_rl in stom-

ach. nausea, vomiting)

Frequency ,,f respiration and _l-

monary ventilation: increase dur-

ing flight along the KP: various

changes in SF: increase in post-

flight period

Man tSF)

Man (KP, SF)

Man (KP, SF, R)

91,282]

2171

18. 21. 88. 91. 140. 143.

180. 256. 257. 261. 273.

278. 2811

Primarily after long-duration flights

without preventive measures

Changes less in delabyrinthized

!78. 133. 218. 244. 258]

animals than in normals

Participation of both vestibular

and extralabyrinthic mechanisms

suggested, as well as change in

interaction of afferent systems

Changes in flight depend on pre-

vious action of G-forces or nature

of the work

I See fitotnote at end of table.
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TABLE 4.--Reactions of Man and Animals to Effects of Weightlessness [19]-Continued

Reactions

Gas

flight along a KP: de('rease lac-

cording t(, data frmn analysis (,f

regenerative substance) during

the SF: increase during post-

flight peri.d

Decrease in food consumption

Conditions and objects

of observations i

Sources in literature

fRef)
Notes

1 2 3 4

exchange: increase during Man IKP, SF, RI

MAN (SF)

Man (R)Orthostatic instability

workingDecrease in physical

capacity

Decreased immunity

Man (R)

Increase in recovery period on

long compared with short flights

[21.23.76. 133. 135. 244.

258. 261]

[18,21.217.2601

[16. 17.21.23, 58, 77.94,

130. 161. 211,219,258.

2601
[14, 18.20.21,129, 2581

[2.1%, 2601

[94, 129, 180, 2601

Man, animals (R)

Man (R)

Based on an analysis of samples of

expired air. collected during the

SF. b.th a decrease and an in-

crease were noted: decrease in

the PBR

Not observed on all flights: charac

teristic of PBR

Develops also under conditions o|

terrestrial experiments inwdvin_

simulation of weightlessness

Consequence of hypodynamia

Increased danger of infectiou_

diseases during and after flight

Improved living conditions ant

preventive measures shorter

recovery period

TW- tower of weightlessness; KP- Keplerian parabola; SF- space flight; R- readaptation period; PBR- prolonged bed rest.

of intracellular fluid. Simultaneous decreases

have also been noted in potassium, sodium, and

chloride levels. Lost potassium was readsorbed

shortly postflight in US astronauts when in-
creased adrenalin, renin, and aldosterone levels

should produce potassium diuresis, and post-

flight total body potassium deficit occurred.

Moreover, a moderate decrease in red blood cell

mass was observed after Apollo missions, prob-

ably due to increased oxygen concentration in the

spacecraft atmosphere.

Musculoskeletal System

Reduction of external forces acting on the

weight-bearing structure of the body results in

loss of calcium and other minerals important to

bone inte_ity [26, 112, 164]. Slight muscle atro-

phy and weakness of limbs were obscrved after

h)ng exposures to zero-G [16].

Muscle tone and strength as well as circum-

ference of the legs were diminished [45, 180].

Changes in nitrogen balance were detected by
US and Soviet scientists in animals and men after

exposure to weightlessness, indicating increased

composition of muscle protein [69,196, 217,234].

Pttysiologic changes and their interrelationships

observed during weightlessness are schematically

displayed in Figure 5. In this figure, the small ar-

rows immediately adjacent to a body function or
element indicate an increase or decrease in the

measured value of this function when pre- and

postflight measurements were compared on the

same crewman. The larger or longer arrows which

connect body functions or systems show the

interrelationships of changes in one area with

those in another [266].

Despite weightlessness and inactivity effects

on the musculoskeletal system, such effects do

not prohibit long space missions. First, counter-
measures such as in-flight physical exercise,

preparatory training, special diets, drugs, and

artificial gravity, have been used effectively to

keep the organism fit and intact. Second, some
deficits observed after space flight may not be

actually caused by weightlessness per se, but by

other factors and stresses associated with specific

flight conditions. Although the rate of change and

end points of degradation of the body systems due

to zero-G have not yet been determined, it

appears that man will be able to adapt to this

condition at some physiological cost.

It is also clear from this discussion that one of

,'_-!"fY OF THE

_: IS POOR
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the foremost objectives in the investigation of

weightlessness is the determination of adaptive

trends, the adaptation level and the means

necessary to maintain it. There is proof that man

can live and work in zero-G up to 3 mo and that

certain adaptive processes establish a new

homeostasis. A schematic of the hypothesis

concerning various major processes involved in

adaptation is shown in Table 5 [15]. In essence,

it is theorized that the circulating blood volume is

distributed in accordance with the new force

field upon entering the weightless state. This

triggers the hormonal responses which restore

the disturbed physiological balance. Cardiac,

respiration, and metabolic activities are re-

arranged to comply with reduced physical load.

It seems reasonable to assume that the functions

will stabilize at a new, probably somewhat lower

level of activity. The course of events is shown

schematically in Figure 6 [159a].

Losses of mass of erythrocytes.

? Consequence of Oz toxicity

/
Cardiovascular system "

t Pressure in the auricle z__

t

Henry-Gauer reflex

Blood volume

(New level)

Nervous system,4'

/ Vestibular apparatus:

WeightlessnesSFluid/!ormonesL_.,

? _ Contractility of the

myocardium

Lack of training of the heart

_ADH (water loss)

+

Aldosterone (back

l resorption of Na ÷)

="l Losses of K+lkidneys)

Decrease in K÷

of the body

Soft compensated

hypokalemic

alkalosis

Thresholds of motion sickness

? Electrolyte imbalance

? Adaptation

Bones and muscles

_Losses of mineral substances

(Ca +_, Mg ÷*, K+, CI. N, P)

es

_ Muscle mass

l Brittleness of bones

1 Muscular weakness

?[ Peripheral resistance
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capacity
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Adrenaline /

? Minute
t

volume
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FIGURE 5.--Effects of the influence of weightlessness on man. (Working hypothesis adopted from [266])
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The second major objective at this point is

developing means to protect the organism against
the adverse effects of zero-G. Musculoskeletal

decay and cardiac deconditioning must be

recognized as warning signs. Work was under-

taken to find remedies, which included experi-

ments with animals and men. It was recently

reported that animals can be trained to accept
an increased G-level as physiologically tolerable

or "normal," and that gravity as a stimulus can

affect mammalian behavior [168]. The minimum

G-force, at which the motor functions and the

bioelectric potentials of the muscles are normal-

ized, is about 0.3 G [279]. It should be noted,

that providing artificial gravity to man in space

is a controversial subject and needs further

study. The advantages and disadvantages of this

concept must be carefully weighed, particularly

in regard to functioning of the vestibular organs

[79]. Preventive and therapeutic measures prior

to and subsequent to the entry of man into

different gravitational environments must "be
established.

MECHANISMS OF FUNCTIONAL

CHANGES IN THE WEIGHTLESS

CONDITION AND IN

LABORATORY SIMULATION

Reactions Caused Primarily by Changes in

the Afferent Nervous System

Experiments with animals and humans during

parabolic and space flights showed that certain

functions of the nervous system were disturbed

by weightlessness. However, most of the con-

sciously controlled processes, such as psy-

chomotor performance, muscular activities, CNS

functions, communication, and work proficiency

remained intact. Examples of subjective, per-

ceptual, and sensorimotor effects experienced

by subjects while floating in large aircraft during

Keplerian trajectories are in previously published

papers [89, 90, 140, 211,281]. By and large, these

sensations and experiences were also reported

by astronauts while floating in spacecraft and, to

some degree, while suspended in free space

during extravehicular activity (EVA).
Data are also available on other intra- and extra-

vehicular activities in weightlessness and in

zero-G simulators; for example, on suit donning,

handholds, torquing, and handtool use, orbital

and lunar work, walking techniques and aids,

self-propelling dynamics, tethering and retrieval

methods, as well as maneuvering devices in

space and on the Moon [146, 193,211,224]. The

function of the vestibular analyzer system is still

of concern; cerebral control and nervous cross-

coupling must also be considered.

Transition from 1 G into the weightless state

increases the susceptibility to motion sickness in

some persons [13, 89, 140, 143, 278]. In orbital

flight, it would appear that the two components

of the unusual force field-absence of gravita-

tional stimulation on the otolith organs and possi-

ble stimulation of the semicircular canals by

movements of the head and body-may bring

about the abnormal reactions observed [277]. The

otolith organs respond to acceleration changes

during zero-G [90]; after initial increased

activity during the transition period, they

adjust to zero-G and fire at a lower rate [107].

Experiments in parabolic flights indicated that

nausea and vomiting responses appear to require

a functional labyrinth [103]. Coriolis effects .are

usually experienced in normal, but not in

labyrinthine-defective subjects [51]. Experience

of the "inversion illusion" also requires a func-

tional labyrinth [66].

Illusion and motion sickness symptoms experi-

enced by Apollo astronauts are summarized in

Table 6 [19]. The entries show that almost all

Apollo astronauts had motion sickness in land,

air, or sea vehicles, four had no episodes, and

only three (of 27) vomited in space (not neces-

sarily due to zero-G). Otherwise, the existing

relationship between motion sickness history

and motion sickness symptoms displayed in

space flight is rather unclear. The unfavorable

reactions experienced equally by Soviet cosmo-

nauts probably could have been caused by

unexpected afferent impulses, in the absence of

gravity, producing illusions of rocking and

tumbling as well as episodes of stomach aware-

ness, vertigo, and nausea. The hydromechanical

processes in the semicircular canals may also

contribute to spatial illusions, particularly sensa-

tions of rotation and inversion [66, 220].

Proper vestibular functioning is undoubtedly

associated in several ways with proper function-
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ing of otherbodysystems.Circulationis pro-
foundlyaffectedbyprolongedperiodsofimmobi-
lizationand weightlessness[9, 55, 190,240].
Underconditionsofzero-G,thereis occasionally
apreponderanceof vagalinfluencewhichresults
inbradycardiaandgastrointestinaldisturbances.
This may producenauseaand a sensationof
uneasiness,whichcouldeasilybemistakenfor
the autonomicmanifestationof vestibularsick-
ness.Suchsymptomsactuallycanbecausedby
cardiovascularinadequacy,secondaryto diver-
sionof circulatingbloodto themusclesin re-
sponseto athreatenedneedfor muscularaction
on the basisof inadequatelyperceivedinertial
anddynamicenvironments[226,230].

With increasingdurationof spaceflightsand
the associatedzero-Gconditionwhichaffects
the afferentnervoussystem,the statesof the
bloodcirculationreceptorsandneuromuscular
apparatuscansubstantiallychangetheinternal
stateof themammalianorganismand,in certain
conditions,cause functionaldisorders.Their
origin,it appears,canbe tracedbackto single
sourcesor their synergisticinteraction,to in-
activity of neurohumoraland neuroreflexic
mechanismsof regulationdueto absenceof or
impoverishedsensoryinput, irregularity of
neurophysiologicreactionsdue to inadequate
or unusualsensoryinput,andfailureor break-
downof neurophysiologicfunctionsdueto over-
loadingor conflictof the specificorgansystem.

Twomajorquestionsmuststill be answered
in regardtoextendedweightlessnessexposure.

1.Towhatdegreewill thesensoriperceptual
inputsandmotorresponsesbe altered?

2. Will thefunctionalstateof theorganism
bechangedsomuchthatit will bediffi-
cult, or evendangerous,to readaptto
terrestrialgravity?

Basically,thismeanswhetherit is reallydesired
thattheorganismadaptfully to theconditionof
zero-gravity.In order to solve this problem, it is

necessary to better understand the intricate

neurophysiologic adaptation processes and, as a

secondary step, to determine the compensatory

capabilities of the organism. The information

presently available suffices to predict the reactiv-

ity of the mammalian organism during relatively

moderate periods of zero-G. However, definite

conclusions are not supported in regard to pre-

venting disturbances of the afferent nervous sys-

tem, associated sensory illusions, and motion

sickness attacks and, finally, the desirability of

man's complete adaptation to the weightless state.

Reactions Caused Primarily by Lack of
Hydrostatic Blood Pressure

Redistribution of fluid in a system of elastic

reservoirs is determined by the laws of hydro-

statics. The hydrostatic pressure, whose level is

TABLE 5. -- Overview of Current Hypothesis Concerning Processes Involved in Man's Adaptation to Zero

Gravity [15]

Event Response of body

Entry into zero gravity; redistribution of circulating

blood volume

Loss of water, sodium, potassium (loss of body weight)

Increased sodium retention; potassium loss continues;

cell: acidotic-extracellular fluid: alkalotic

Respiratory and renal compensation; halt to weight

loss trend

Body attempts to reduce volume; ADH decreases,

aldosterone production decreases

Decrease in plasma volume; aldosterone increases

(secondary aldosteronism)

Intracellular exchange of potassium and hydrogen

ions; decrease in bone density, muscle cell potas-

sium, and muscle mass-possibly including cardiac

muscle

Stabilizes with new effective circulating blood volume;

new body fluid and electrolyte balance or "set"
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proportional to the height of a column of fluid and

its specific gravity, acting on the walls of the res-

ervoir, causes their distension and corresponding

movement of the fluid downward. This type of re-

lationship also exists in the distribution of biologic

fluids (mainly blood) in man and animals under

terrestrial conditions. Remaining in a vertical po-

sition is accompanied by deposition of a certain

volume of blood in the lower half of the body, de-

crease in venous return to the heart, systolic ejec-

tion, and a number of corresponding compensa-

tory reactions. Distribution of a fluid medium in

the organism is considered by some to be the most

important biological reaction to gravitation [100].

Walking, running, jumping, changing the position

of the body in space, change the magnitude and

direction of gravitational shifting of blood in man.

Hence, the organism is in a state of constant read-
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FIGURE 6.- Proposed process of adaptation to weightlessness [159a].
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TABLE 6. -- Vestibular-Related Symptoms Experienced by Apollo Astronauts [19]
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Mission

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

Astronaut

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

M

N

O

P

Q
R

S(E)

T

U

V

W

X

Y(H)

Z

AA

BB(X)

CC

DD

EL(L)

FF

GG

Motion sickness history

In land,

air and

sea vehicles

In zero-G

parabola

In S/C

egress or

egress

training

X

X

>(

X

Illusions/motion sickness symptoms

Tumbling

illusions

in space flight

Nausea
Stomach

awareness
Vomiting
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iness for carrying out compensatory reactions

associated with action of the hydrostatic factor.

A constant stay in bed for a long period changes

the magnitude and direction of hydrostatic forces,

while immersion in water promotes their neutra-

lization, since the immersion medium causes an

equivalent counterpressure through the soft tis-

sues on the vascular walls. In a state of weight-

lessness, action of the hydrostatic pressure is com-

pletely eliminated. The result of all these proc-
esses is a relative redistribution of blood from the

lower half of the body to the upper hale

nyperemia of man's cutaneous coverings,

the development of edema in the nasopharynx and

facial tissues under weightlessness conditions,

may also be linked to the mechanism of blood

redistribution [23, 184, 260]. Electroplethysmo-

graphic studies, conducted during brief weight-

lessness in aircraft, revealed an increase in filling

the chest vessels and organs with blood [181,244].

In an experiment with a monkey aboard US Bio-

satellite III [168], also during water immersion

of humans, central venous pre,,sure increased.

During a prolonged stay in a horizontal position,

stagnant dilation of the vessels of the eye fundus

resulted [63].

Relative increase in the central blood volume

accompanying decrease in hydrostatic pressure,

according to Gauer et al, is approximately 400

cm _ [73]. It is an instantaneous reflex mechanism

that leads to plasma loss and decrease in the total

volume of circulating blood to a level at which

filling the central veins with blood corresponds to

the homeostatic norm. The receptor zone of

this reflex consists of volume receptors located

primarily in the region of the left auricle [73, 75,

114]. Impulses from the volume receptors, re-

suiting from distension of the left auricle, travel

along the vagus to the medulla oblongata and the

supraoptical region of the hypothalamus, and in-

hibit secretion of the antidiuretic hormone (ADH).

ADH is stored in the neurohypophysis from which
it is excreted into the blood. Decrease in ADH

concentration in the blood leads to a drop in

reabsorption of water and sodium in the kidneys,

increased diuresis, and plasma loss. At the same

time, thirst decreases and a negative water

balance is established. Distention of the left

auricle can also cause reflex spasm of the arteri-

oles in the pulmonary circulation (Kitayev reflex)

with subsequent pressure rise in the pulmonary

artery system and an increased load on the right

ventricle [139].

In experiments with laboratory simulation of

weightlessness, the plasma loss was 300-800 ml

[157, 177, 253]. During the postflight period, the
astronauts in most cases also showed a drop in the

volume of circulating plasma of 100-500 ml (up to

13%) [18, 20].

The processes of restructuring water-sah

exchange when relative dehydration develops in

the absence of hydrostatic pressure of blood take

place quite rapidly, primarily during the first

48 h exposure, after which the water exchange
settles at a new, lower balanced level [214, 253].

There are decreases in intensity of diuresis and

the amount of water used [25].

Blood thickening caused by plasma loss is

accompanied by increase in hematocrit [29, 102,
231,259] and blood viscosity, although there may

be a decrease later in the mass of erythrocytes

[23, 177, 178]. As a result, the ratio between

formed elements of the blood and plasma returns

to normal [102]. In the late stages of experimental

simulated weightlessness, the volume of cir-

culating blood tends to increase [5, 198, 254].

Since no decrease in the volume of circulating

plasma was observed following the 14-d flight of

Gemini 7, it is necessary to assume the existence

of mechanisms for compensation of plasma loss.

One such compensation may be related to in-

creased aldosterone concentration during fight

[20, 23]. This hormone, produced in the adrenal

cortex, promotes sodium and water retention in

the organism as a rule. The production of, and

causes of, increased aldosterone excretion in

urine during space flight are matters requiring

further research. The possibility cannot be ex-

cluded that restoration of circulating plasma

volume against a background of prolonged

absence of hydrostatic blood pressure can also

depend upon change in sensitivity of the volume

receptors in the left auricle.
Fluid loss serves as one of the reasons for de-

crease in body weight which is recorded fre-

quently postflight, and after simulated weightless-

ness experiments [7, 34, 95, 214, 217, 218, 259,

260]. The magnitude of this decrease, averaging

_E I8 POOR
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2-5% of the original body weight, has little to do

with duration of the action; it is compensated

relatively rapidly by increased water consumption

and reduced diuresis (Fig. 7). In a test with a

waterload for the Soyuz-9 crew following their

18-d flight [260], there was slower restoration of

weight and incomplete water retention. This

may be explained either by considerable changes

in sensitivity of volume receptors, or because

weight losses were linked primarily not with de-

hydration, but with a decrease in muscle mass.

Factors that form the basis of muscle atrophy
will be discussed in the next subsection under

Reactions Caused Primarily by Lack of

Weight on the Musculoskeletal System.
Lack of hydrostatic pressure may also result

in the development of changes in venous tone (es-

pecially vessels of the lower extremities), which

are regulated under terrestrial conditions priinar-

ily by variations in hydrostatic pressure. Experi-

ments with simulation of weightlessness led to

change in the reflex stimulus. Rigidity sets in and

distention and contractibility deteriorate [8, 171,

200]. The tendency toward decreased distensi-

bility in leg vessels was observed in cosmonauts

postflight, although it was previously reported

that this parameter returned to normal [18, 20].

Orthostatic Stability

Prolonged deprivation or decrease of hydro-

static pressure of blood is followed, consistently,

by deterioration of the postural reaction of the

cardiovascular system. Decrease in orthostatic

stability was also observed following the first

manned space flights [161,219]. This observation
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waslaterconfirmedrepeatedly[23,58,77].Ortho-
staticdisturbancesare alsoknownto appear
systematicallyafter studies involving water
immersionandbedrest.

Theoriginof the orthostaticdeficitis linked
essentiallyto dehydrationphenomenaandmore
preciselyto decreasein totalvolumeof circulat-
ingblood,inasmuchasit intensifiesthedecrease
in returningvenousbloodto theheartwith the
bodyin a verticalposition.Dehydrationof any
origin(bloodloss, limited wateruse, thermal
stress)hasa negativeinfluenceon toleranceto
influencesassociatedwithredistributionofblood
to thelowerextremities[95,105,182].

Not all authorshavefoundclearcorrelation
betweenthe degreeof dehydrationor decrease
in circulatingbloodvolumeontheone hand, and

severity of orthostatic disturbances on the other,
from which it can be concluded that this is not

the only mechanism that takes part in formation

of orthostatic instability [41,200, 229, 253]. Other

factors are also quite important in the origin of

orthostatic problems fi_llowing a stay in weight-

lessness or under simulated weightless condi-

tions: decreased muscle tone. particularly in the

lower extremities [56, 123, 157, 178]; capacity of

the venous deposit in the lower half of the body

[8, 171,200]; permeability of vascular walls and

loss of plasma into intercellular spaces [56, 251];

characteristics of neurohumoral regulation of

functions in the vertical position; and fatigue [41,

96, 154, 169, 189, 200, 213[.

The phenomena associated with orthostatic in-

stability were very pronounced after the Soyuz-9

crew's 18-d flight [130]. This attaches consider-

able practical significance to timely diagnosis of

potential orthostatic instability, which can be ac-

complished using functional tests associated with
measured limitation of the return of venous blood

to the heart. There is a high degree of correlation

between reactions to the orthostatic test and the

Valsalva test [53]. The test involving action of neg-

ative pressure on the lower half of the body is par-

ticularly infi_rmative [85,182,267,268]; it may be

perfi_rmed during flight and is used actively in

preflight and postflight testing of cosmonauts
[17, 18, 811.

Dehydraliml caused by lack or reduction of hy-

drostatic blood pressure apparently is also one of

the reasons for deterioration of tolerance to a

number of other stressful influences, particularly

accelerations and physical stresses. In any case,

experimental dehydration exceeding 4% body

weight (according to Greenleaf et al) led to dis-

turbances involving isometric muscle contraction,

physical working capacity, and tolerance to longi-

tudinal accelerations (+Gz)[105].
These data confirm that the end effects result-

ing from the mechanism of blood redistribution

in a state of weightlessness are very serious.

Therefore, it is understandable that at the present

time considerable emphasis is being placed on

developing measures to prevent changes asso-

ciated with lack of hydrostatic blood pressure in

the weightless condition.

Reactions Caused Primarily by Lack of
Weight on the Musculoskeletal System

Elimination of weight stress from the support-

motor apparatus under conditions of weightless-

ness serves as the positive factor for a number of

systemic changes, for which the pathophysiolog-
ical basis is "disuse."

The lack of a need for active opposition to grav-

itational fi)rces and maintenance of posture,

decrease in muscle effort to move the body and

its individual parts in space, on the basis of the-

oretical consideration ahme, necessarily leads

to decreases in energy exchange and oxygen trans-

port requirements in the system. Insufficient

loading of the muscle system and supporting

structures, significant restructuring of motor co-

ordination in the unsupported state also create

preconditions for changes in metabolism, neuro-

humoral mechanisms for regulation of somatic

and vegetative functions, and development of the

so-called hypodynamia syndrome.

Prolonged experiments on the ground with con-

trolled limitation of motor activity, especially its

motion (hypokinesia) and fi_rce thypodynamia)

components, indicated a systematic decrease in

basal metabolism ranging from 3-7% to 20-22%

[56, 138, 159, 173]. Indirect determination of the

gas exchange level under spaceflight conditions,

carried out by Soviet and US investigators on the

basis of results of chenfical analysis of regenera-

tion material, showed a slight decrease in energy
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consumptionto 83.5-97.2keai/h[23,261].Indi-
vidualdirectmeasurementsof thegasexchange
levelduringspaceflightsdonotpermitfinalcon-
clusions,sincebothincreasesanddecreasesin
oxygenconsumptionhavebeenfound[133,135].

Thedecreaseinenergymetabolismisoneofthe
reasonsfor decreasein foodconsumption;such
observationswere madein studiesinvolving
waterimmersionand hypodynamia[101,214].
Energyexpenditurefromfoodby USastronauts
in Geminiflightsvariedwidelyfrom1000to2500
kcal/dwhilein theApolloprogramtherewasa
decreaseto anaverage1680kcalld[18,23].

Demineralizationof bonetissue,frequently
recordedin terrestrialexperimentsinvolving
hypodynamiaandfollowingterminationof actual
spaceflights,is evidentlythe consequenceof a
decreasedweightloadon the skeleton,since
simulationofthisloaddecreasesdemineralization
[17,20,26,112,151,163].

Decreasein opticaldensityof the ealeaneus
(heelbone)postflightreached15-20%in some
cases,exceedingsomewhatthevaluesrecorded
forcomparableperiodsofbedrest.Themethodof
photonabsorptionfor theApollo14crewfailed
to revealanysymptomsof bonedemineraliza-
tion[21].

Reportsindicatethat urinarycalciumlosses
in2weeksof simulatedweightlessnessamounted
to 2 g and henceas muchas 6-12 months
in astateof weightlessnesswouldbecompletely
harmlessto man[57].In contrast,othertheories
holdthatcalciumlossescausedbyhighphysiolog-
ical activitycanleadto a numberof functional
disturbances,particularlyinvolvingthe specific
natureofthecardiacmuscle,conductionofnerve
impulses,andbloodcoagulation[127].Possible
changesin the mechanicalstrengthof the
skeletondueto its decalcificationmustalsobe
takenintoaccount[98].Onthebasisofcompara-
tive physiologicalstudies,it hasbeenconcluded
that decreasein weightloadonthebone-support
apparatusdecreasestheerythropoieticfunction
ofthebonemarrow[147].

Muscular Effects

Insufficient loading of the muscle system.

which develops even in brief weightlessness, in

the form of decreased bioelectrical activity of

neck, back, and pelvis muscles [280], results in a

number of specific problems. In experiments with

hypodynamia, following terminated space flights,

there is a decrease in the volume of muscles,

particularly those of the lower extremities [45,

180, 189]. Analytical studies with animals permit

qualifying this phenomenon as muscular atrophy

[106, 196, 207]. At the same time, a change in

protein metabolism and negative nitrogen balance

develops [69, 214, 238]. Resynthesis of protein
and its rate of amino acids inclusion likewise

decrease [68, 234]. Postflight, cosmonauts have

shown increased urea content in blood, increased

ereatinine excretion in urine [7, 77, 258], and de-

crease in total potassium content in the organism

[14, 15, 21], which also indicates a breakdown of

muscle proteins.

The possibility cannot be excluded that develop-

ment of destructive processes causes increased

sedimentation rate, neutrophilie leucoeytosis

in the lymphopenia and eosinopenia, which are

recorded frequently in cosmonauts following

return to Earth. These changes may, however,

be due to postflight stress reactions. In support

of this hypothesis, there have been increases in

urinary corticosteroids and in their concentration

in the blood serum following flight, also hypergly-

cemia [18, 20, 21, 69, 180, 217,218]. On the other

hand, during weightlessness and during labora-

tory experiments, a decrease in activity of the

eorticoadrenal system has been observed [96,

167,213,214,263].

The nature of the motor activity and nutrition
under weightless conditions also affects the condi-

tion of lipid metabolism, evidenced by increased

content of cholesterol, lecithin, and nonesteri-

fled fatty acids in the blood [77, 88, 196,218, 219,

258]. The decrease in the levels of cholesterol of

United States astronauts probably was related

to the type of diet and to the relatively low food

consumption [18].

Weightlessness, as well as experimental hy-

podynamia, lead to decreases in muscle tone,

muscular strength, tolerance, and physical work

capacity [45, 65, 137, 152, 157, 159]. During the

first few days of recovery, there is usually evidence
of serious motor coordination disturbances re-

garding both statics and dynamics [108, 204,221].

574-270 O - 75 - 22
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These changes in the support-motor apparatus
cause deterioration of tolerance to all those

stressful stimuli which impose increased require-

ments on the muscle system in particular.

Cardiac Effects

During hypodynamia, the decrease in muscle

tone, physical stress, and energy exchange de-

crease the requirements imposed on the system

for oxygen transport and gradually lead to lack

of resistance in the cardiovascular system in re-

gard to various stresses. In hypodynamia lasting
more than 10 d, an increase in pulse rate at rest
has been observed which is characteristic of de-

conditioning [122, 188, 216, 235, 254]. The sys-
tolic blood volume decreases under these condi-

tions according to a majority of researchers, al-

though the opposite view is sometimes held [39,

87,183, 188, 198, 216,235]. The arterial pressure,

during the initial period of hypodynamia, shows

the hypotensive type of reaction predominantly,

while later the hypertensive variety is more promi-

nent [123, 188, 223]. Such changes in pulse fre-

quency and arterial pressure are considered by

many,a predominance of sympathetic effects in

regulating cardiac activity due to functional in-

sumciency of the vagus [179, 202, 216].

During the 18-d Soyuz-9 flight, following initial

decrease and subsequent stabilization of the

crewmembers' pulse rates, which was usually

observed on shorter flights, there was a tendency

toward increase in this parameter during the last

week of the stay in weightlessness [129, 260]. Re-

actions of the arterial pressure showed an initial

hypotensive phase followed by the pressure re-

turning to the original level and stabilizing [7, 23,

58, 136, 260]. There was also a tendency toward

increased variability of the arterial pressure pa-

rameters and a slight drop in the pulse pressure

[17, 2581.

When a horizontal position is prolonged, the

electrocardiogram shows position changes, rela-

tive slowing of the intraauricular, atriventricular,

and intraventricular conductivity as well as the

T,,_ > T,,, syndrome [122, 123, 262]. Changes in

phase structure of the cardiac cycle during lab-

oratory simulated weightlessness usually com-

bine in the sympton complex called the phase syn-

drome of cardiac hypodynamia [123, 131, 188].

The symptom complex includes: lengthening of

isometric contraction phase, shortening of expul-

sion period, decrease in rate of intraventricular

pressure rise, intrasystolic index, and increase in

myocardial stress index. In pathology, this syn-
drome is encountered in various forms of myo-

cardial ischemia and reflects a disturbance of its

contractility. Although several weeks are required

for development of these symptoms with decon-

ditioning hypodynamia effect on the cardiovas-

cular system, some have already become evident

in varying degrees during periods spent in

weightlessness.

Electrocardiographic studies performed under

spaceflight conditions showed no significant

changes in ECG peaks and intervals. The majority

of indices changed, as a rule, in accordance with

pulse rate changes or reflected the position

changes. It was frequently noted that there was

some lengthening of the time for auriculoventric-

ular conductivity and a tendency toward decrease

in amplitude of the T-spike, indicating deviation

in the conductivity function, and in intensity of
the cardiac muscle metabolic processes during

weightlessness [191, 194, 217]. Individual phasal

changes have also been observed during space

flight which could be considered decreased car-

diac muscle mechanical activity [9, 191], which

include: decrease in amplitude and duration of

seismocardiographic oscillatory cycles, increase

in electromechanical delay, mechanoelectrical

coefficient, and mechanosystolic index. Increase

in the electromechanical delay, caused in one

Gemini 5 astronaut, was linked with vagotonic

reaction [60, 240]. Symptoms of deterioration in

the myocardium contractile function were re-

corded in cosmonauts soon after landing[217, 258].

Hence, elimination of weightload on bone and

muscle apparatus is a distinctive and important

causative mechanism in the development of var-

ious disturbances attributed to weightlessness.

It is sometimes given primary responsibility, al-

though this leads to insufficient evaluation of

other pathogenetic mechanisms [126, 157]. Hypo-

dynamia is widespread in clinical practice and

there is an analogy to this mechanism in daily life.

Therefore, problems in investigating the influ-

ence of hypodynamia on the organism and corn-
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batingits consequencesarenotlimitedtospace
medicine,buthavegeneralclinicalsignificance.

Exposure Limits Derived from the

Effect of Prolonged Weightlessness

on the Human Organism

Reactions produced by the influence of weight-

lessness on the function of afferent systems, dis-
tribution of blood and load on the bone and muscle

system, essentially reflect accommodation of the

organism to new environmental conditions which

proceeds along paths that could be disuse atrophy.

Prolonged weightlessness can lead to destructive

processes, a drop in the organism's functional

capacities and its resistance to various stress ef-

fects. In this connection, it is advantageous to

consider certain final reactions that can limit or

reduce man's effective role in further conquest

of space.
Deconditioning is one of the most general symp-

toms of an unfavorable weightlessness influence

on the organism. Its individual symptoms (de-

terioration of working capacity, rapid fatigability)

are obvious in the course of flight [217,258]. How-

ever, the phenomena of deconditioning are mani-

fested more clearly upon return to Earth. De-

creases in body weight, muscle mass, mineral

content of bones, and in strength, tolerance, and

physical working capacity limit tolerance of

stressful influences characteristic of this period:

G-forces and the Earth's gravitational effect [217].

In particular, following the 18-d flight, the sensa-

tion of weight was felt by crewmembers as a force

of 2-2.5 G; general weakness, dizziness, and in-

creased fatigue developed [260]. US astronauts

noted that after the flight their clothing seemed

much heavier [171.

Studies involving laboratory simulation of

weightlessness that produce symptoms of general

physical deconditioning demonstrate the possi-

bility of psychic function asthenization. During 3

weeks or more of hypodynamia, there were fre-

quent developments of restlessness, irritability,

fixed ideas, conflict, and in some cases, psychic

disturbances [30,212]. These general decondition-

ing phenomena, therefore, may be factors to

limit safety and effectiveness in long space

flights.

Disturbances of motor functions under space-

flight conditions apparently are not critical, since

motor coordination habits in weightlessness

develop quite easily. The problems involving

coordination of motion that can develop during

readaptation are more unfavorable. These prob-

lems developed in a mild form in studies involving

prolonged bed rest and in serious form following

the 18-d space flight [108, 204,221,260].

Considerable changes in physical working

capacity and tolerance can also seriously limit

cosmonauts' ability to move around after flight.

Since the 'magnitude of coordination problems is

a function of exposure duration to hypodynamia

and weightlessness, this situation must be taken

into account as presenting important limitations

in flights of increased duration.

Orthostatic instability takes the form of pro-

nounced increase in the physiological state of

changes, development of dizziness, weakness,

nausea, and particularly a syncopal condition in

the vertical position. It constitutes a serious

post-flight problem. While orthostatic instability

symptoms following brief flights were short and

easily overcome, after the 18-d flight they were

manifest in a sitting position and were of consider-

able duration [23,130].

A comparison of results from the 14-d Gemini 7

flight with shorter flights does not support any

relationship between severity of orthostatic
disturbances and duration of exposure to weight-

lessness [20]. Preliminary data from medical

examination of the Skylab crew following their

28-d flight also indicates that orthostatic problems

were very moderate in two of the three astro-

nauts. Hence, disrupted stability in the vertical

position is a function not only of duration of

weightlessness, but also of such factors as

living conditions and the use of protective

measures in flight.

Changes in immunological reactions and re-

sistance to infection were noted in simulated

weightlessness experiments and after an 18-d

space flight [49, 175, 260]. These alterations,

linked to general deconditioning and metabolic

changes, were accompanied by increased sensi-

tivity to disease, which could be critical during

flight [84]. Illness can also be transmitted from

one crewmember to another through pathogenic

microbes and fungi [18]. Therapy under these
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conditionsmaybelimitedbychangein theorgan-
ism'sreactivityin regardto pharmacologicprep-
arationsresultingfromtheactionof weightless-
ness[243,246].On shortflights,nosignificant
changesinvolvingimmunologicalreactivitywere
observed[2].

Neurologic problems have been recorded during

prolonged (more than 30 d) hypodynamia [189].

Symptoms of interhemispheric asymmetry and

dextrolateral pyramidal insufficiency developed

which were linked to problems involving the brain

hemocirculation and changes in level of afferent

stimulation [174]. Similar problems could arise

on hmg flights [181], particularly deterioration

of motor function and working capacity.

Changes in coagulability involving the develop-

ment of hemophilic reaction were noted in pro-

longed studies in simulated weightlessness [42,

61]. Some cosmonauts developed a condition

postflight of a decreased number of blood throm-

bocytes [180, 218, 219], which also indicated

hemophilic change. Blood coagulability is a func-

tion of more complicated relationships between

the coagulatory and anticoagulatory systems.

The possibility of unidirectional changes in both

components must also be considered, which took

place in experiments aboard the Cosmos-ll0

biosatellite [4]. Blood coagulability problems in

weightlessness deserve further research.

Other changes in the organism's functional con-

dition may limit the length of a safe stay in pro-

longed weightlessness. Some changes are deter-

mined by restructuring processes of nervous
and hormonal mechanisms which regulate vegeta-

tive and motor functions in this state. Others de-

pend upon the degree of structural changes (for

example, muscle and bone tissue), deconditioning

of the cardiovascular system, and metabolic

changes.

However, during all the periods of weightless-

ness so far, the most critical form of these

changes is the problems manifest in the readapta-

tional period. The most important are decreased

tolerance to G-forces, vertical posture, deteriora-

tion of physical working capacity, and coordina-

tion of basic motor activities. Therefore, it is

highly important for medical safety on long

space flights to develop and introduce measures

for preventing these problems.

PROTECTION OF THE HUMAN

ORGANISM AGAINST ADVERSE

EFFECTS OF WEIGHTLESSNESS

Preventive and Therapeutic Measures

An evaluation of phenomena associated with

adverse effects of the influence of weightless-

ness on the human organism necessitated

creating conditions for the astronaut to alleviate

the effects of physiologic and psychobiologic

adaptation to weightlessness. Two general

concepts for such prevention (pointed out

previously) are currently being developed

[37, 211]. One concept would prevent adapta-

tion of the organism to weightlessness; the other

would protect the astronaut against undesirable

consequences or partial adaptation. It has not

been determined at present which approach is
more effective.

Adaptation to weightlessness can be pre-

vented only by developing a constant and suffi-

ciently complete equivalent of terrestrial gravi-

tation aboard spacecraft. The introduction of

artificial gravity appears to be the most extreme

method of prevention, but at present there is

no justification for this complicated and costly
solution. The rotational mode inw_lves a number

of technical problems that arise as the radius

of the rotating platform increases. A major prob-

lem is weight limitations, added to which are

complexity of the orbital design, gravitational

gradient of rotation, retention of a stable orbit,

fuel problems, as well as control and supply

requirements which remain nearly insoluble.

Possible side effects of prolonged stays in a con-

stantly rotating system have not yet been esti-

mated. In the final analysis, it may be necessary
to resort to this method for theoretical and ex-

perimental studies [24, 79, 279], ahhough both

engineers and biomedical specialists are trying

to get around it [165].

The second concept is more realistic for cur-
rent needs of astronautics, since it allows

partial adaptation of the organism to weight-
lessness, but also provides fi_r measures that

can be taken to prevent or reduce the principal

unfaw_rable consequences of adaptation.

Solution of the problem will be satisfactory

if the preventive measures by the crew during
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the flight and directly after landingpreserve
their healthandworkingcapacities.Theeffec-
tivenessof the protectivemeasureswill, there-
fore, be basedprimarilyon maintenanceof a
sufficientlevel of physicalworkingcapacity,
motor coordination,and orthostaticstability,
since changesin these functions postflight
appearto be the mostcritical.Suchmeasures
may be comparablewith flight conditionsin
termsoftechnicalandoperationalcharacteristics
and medically,will not producediscomfortor
harmfulsideeffects.

The most promisingtrends in preventive
measuresare governedby thoseconceptsre-
gardingmechanismsof functionalchangesin
weightlessness.In a simplifiedsystemof patho-
genesisfor disturbancescausedby weightless-
nesseffects,someof their possibletrendsand
methodsof preventionare chartedin Figure
8 [811.

The most natural and feasible technique, evi-

dently, is to prevent loss of hydrostatic blood

pressure and weightload on the musculoskeletal

system. If it is possible to block these primary

effects, the long chain of secondarily produced

modifications could be prevented, including

those causing most of the readaptation diffi-

euhies. Selecting a method for offsetting changes

in activity of the afferent systems during weight-

lessness is more complicated. Preventive mea-

sures (e.g., negative pressure on the lower half

of the body), promoting blood flow to the legs,
theoretically can create sensations characteristic

of a vertical posture [81]. However, it is not

possible to provide gravitational stimuli for

specific gravity receptors without resorting to

artificial gravity.

Preventive and therapeutic measures can be

directed not only at the primary or causative

effects of weightlessness, but also at the lower

levels of the pathogenetic chain (represented

accordingly in Fig. 8).

A more detailed list of preventive measures

that have bet,, wed in ground experiments

involving simulated weightlessn_sc and which

are partially suitable for actual space flight may

be found in Table 7. Classification of preventive

measures based on their physical nature was

used in the listing.

In the prevention of adverse effects of pro-

longed weightlessness, significance is placed on

preflight selection and training of astronauts,

and postflight restorative therapy. These sub-

jects have been discussed in detail in other chap-

ters of this text; only those means and methods

meant for use in space flight and immediately

thereafter will be considered in subsequent

sections of this chapter. To achieve systematic

arrangement of experimental data obtained in

testing individual preventive measures, their

pathogenetic effects are used as a basis.

Preventing Primary Effects of

Lack of Hydrostatic Blood Pressure

in Weightlessness

The logical prevention of consequences from
unusual blood distribution associated with a lack

of hydrostatic pressure is in artificially creating

the effects of hydrostatic pressure. Water im-

mersion and prolonged bed rest have been used
to test various methods and devices.

Inflated cuffs, which enclose the extremities,

are intended primarily to reduce return of venous
blood to the heart mad simulate conditions of the

human in a vertical position on Earth. Narrow

cuffs are usually applied to the upper part of the

thigh [81, 100, 178, 229, 250, 255]. Pressure

levels produced usually do not exceed 70-75 mm

Hg and the ratio between the length of com-

pression periods and the intervals between them

vary broadly in different experiments-from 1:1

to 5:10 min. Numerous laboratory tests do not

indicate a reliable and clearly reproducible

protective effect, although in some instances this
effect was observed. The inflated cuffs used

during space flights also failed to yield con-

clusive results [58].
Thigh cuffs used to impede venous-flow in an

experiment involving 70 d hypodynamia increased

vessel tensility in the legs in comparison with

observations from tests under analogous situa-

tions without use of the cuffs [200, 255]. Reserve

capacity of the venous deposit increased, and

with the body in a vertical position, a relatively

large amount of blood accumulated in the legs.

As a result, orthostatic problems were not

eliminated. Hence, physiologically unpleasant
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TABLE 7.--Means of Preventing Adverse Effects
of Long-Term Weightlessness

Partial adaptation to weightless state

Physical exercise Acceleration

Calisthenics

All kinds of sports

Tumbling, diving, zero-G training

Isometric & isotonic contractions

Bicycle and hand ergometers

Head movements during zero-G

On-board centrifuge

Trampoline

Oscillating support

Vibrating bed

Space station rotation

Controlled environment Drugs and medication

Hypoxia Aldosterone

Low temperature Antidiuretic hormone

Diets Plasma expanders

9a-fluorohydrocortisone

Pressure Counteractives

Pressure breathing

Positive pressure cuffs

Elastic garments

Lower body negative pressure

Anti-G suit

Glucose

Pitressin

Anabo_c hormones

Electrostimulation

Complete adaptation

Preconditioning of organism to subgravity level or zero-G

state; reconditioning organism to force of normal terrestrial

gravitation

side effects from the occlusion method pre-

dominated over those effects for which it was
intended.

Pressure breathing (on the order of 200-300

mm water column) promotes expulsion of blood

from the lesser circulation into the greater,

restricts return of venous blood to the heart,

and prevents atelectases caused by stagna-

tion phenomena in the vessels of the lesser

circulation [81,120, 148]. When respiration under

excess pressure was combined with compensatory

counterpressure on the head and upper part of

the body, blood was redistributed to the lower

part of the body. This adequately simulates the

presence of hydrostatic pressure with resulting

consequences. In particular, the use of a G-suit

while pressure breathing produces a gradient

involving an increase in hydrostatic blood pres-

sure in the lower half of the body, so that the

level of compensation in such a suit gradually

decreases toward the legs [27].

Excess pressure in the lungs during 6-h water

immersion inhibited diuresis, salt excretion, and

prevented orthostatic difficulties [120]. Another

important parameter in characteristics of the
method described is the level of variations in

intrapleural pressure during respiration. Ventila-

tion of the lungs under oscillating pressure in-

creases diuresis [75]; similar data were obtained
in 18-h immersion in water to the level of the neck

[81]. For 2.5 h, subjects inhaled from the atmos-

phere and exhaled into water (resistance to ex-

piration was 200 mm water column). The amount

of urine excreted and negative water balance

increased, while the orthostatic problems were

not prevented. In total water immersion tests,

respiration under pressure equivalent to external

pressure on the chest reduced severity of changes

in the water/salt balance and promoted ortho-

static stability [117]. It can be concluded from

these results that the principle of breathing under

excess pressure is well-founded pathogenetically,

and is promising. With appropriate structural

designs, it could be used more widely in experi-

ments and possibly during space flights.

Lower Body Negative Pressure (LBNP)

The method of producing lower body negative

pressure (LBNP) is similar to that described

above, differing from it primarily in the nature of

the apparatus used [81,156, 167,201,228,231]. A

device that produces slight negative air pressure

around the lower half of the body makes it pos-
sible to redistribute blood as if there was excess

pressure on the upper half of the body and lungs,

and the lower half at normal pressure. However,

both these methods fall short of completely

simulating characteristics of blood redistribution

when in the vertical position, where filling

various parts of the body with blood is a function

of smooth increase in hydrostatic pressure.

When there is pressure change on only one

level (e.g., around the waist), blood is gradually

redistributed. Experimental studies have shown

that even this incomplete simulation of the hydro-

static factor causes fluid stagnation in the
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organism,normalizationof circulatingplasma
volume,andorthostaticstabilityunderconditions
ofsimulatedweightlessness.

Thehypobariclevelsactingon thelowerhalf
of thebodyusuallyamountto 25-50mm Hg
in various experiments(below atmospheric
pressure),whiledurationof actionis from 1-2
to 10-12h/d.Bothconstantandvaryingpressure
valuesareemployed,as wellas dailypractice
sessionsor trainingcyclesduringthelastdays
of the experiment.In otherwords,the search
for optimizationofthetechniqueisstill ongoing.
In particular,anincreasein ADHsecretionand
stimulationof the sympatheticnervoussystem
areduesolelyto anunderpressureof40mmHg
or more[210].A 15-mindailyexposureto LBNP
at a levelof 70mmHgnotonlypreventsadrop
in orthostabilityof subjectsdeconditionedby
5-dwaterimmersionandbedrest,but alsosig-
nificantlyincreasesthelevelof this resistance
in regardto the originallevel [54].However,
lowervaluesof negativepressureobviouslycan
have a positivephysiologiceffect.Thus, the
influenceof LBNPat the30mmHg levelpro-
ducedthesamechangesinactivityofthevenous
bloodreninasdidtheorthostatictestperformed
ata70°angle[67].

In water immersionexperiments,when
compensatorycounterpressureof wateron the
lowerhalfof thebodywasdecreasedbya total
of 24-25mmHg,therewaseffectiveretentionof
bodyfluid,increasein bodyweight,andortho-
static stability in sevenof eight subjectsto
degreeshigher than thoseprior to the study
[201].Duringthe LBNP sessions,therewas
increasein functionalresidualcapacity,aswell
as in vital and total capacitiesof lungs[62].
By simulatingnaturalorthostaticmechanisms,
periodicLBNPsessionscanpreventorthostatic
instabilityin spaceflightwithouthavingtoresort
to morecomplicateddevices.

The effect of longitudinalforces (+Gz),de-
velopedonsuchcentrifuges,simulatehydrostatic
pressureand thus affect the musculoskeletal
systemand gravity reception[183,187,205,
209].Thesesimulatedweightlessnessexperi-
mentsproducedincreasein ADH, renin, and
catecholaminesecretion,decreasein diuresis
andmineralexcretionandrestorationof circu-
latingbloodvolumeto normal[187,205,209].
ChangesinECGundertheinfluenceoflongitudi-
nalG-forcesarelinkedto anincreasein sympa-
thetictone[50].

Testsubjects'workcapacityandtoleranceto
accelerationonshort-radiuscentrifugesareless
than on centrifugeswith relativelylong arms
[172,185],whichis relatedto the considerable
gradientmagnitudeof G-forcesactingon the
body.After such rotations,certain problems
affectingmotorcoordinationdeveloped.A total
ofonlyfourrotationsat+4 Gzforce(levelofthe
legs) of 7.5 min each noticeablyprevented
orthostaticinstability,if orthostaticinstability
can be judgedon the basisof collapse[37,
211].However,pulseandbloodpressurereac-
tionsto the orthostatictestwerenot improved.
Thecentrifugeprovidedlittle protectionagainst
decreasein plasmavolumeduring prolonged
bedrest.Hence,a comprehensiveevaluationof
advantagesand limitationsof this preventive
actionremainsto becarriedout.If theneedfor
suchdevicesand their effectivenessis sum-
ciently well-established,the weight, power,
volume,andcontrolpenalties,as well as side
effectsimposedbya short-armcentrifugecould
be madeacceptableto futurespacecraft[33].
Shockstresses,whichactin thedirectionof the
longitudinalaxisof the bodyandcauseblood
redistributionalongthe majorvessels,canbe
includedto a certainextent,amongthegroupof
methodsdiscussedhere[41,265,274].

Simulated Weightlessness Experiments

Promising results for prevention of unfavorable

reactions were obtained by exposing subjects to

accelerations on centrifuges with a short (about
2m) arm, where G-forces at the head level were
close to zero and at leg level reached 2-3 G-units.

Pharmaceuticals

Preventive action aimed at certain interme-

diate links of the pathogenetic chain can be

effected with pharmacologic and hormonal

preparations [73, 167, 197, 200, 229, 243, 245,

246]. Such substances proved effective in

laboratory experiments and prevented phe-
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nomenaof deconditioningand orthostaticin-
stabilityfollowingacertainperiodinahorizontal
position[32,118].

Restorationof alowvolumeofcirculatingblood
dueto retentionof fluidsandmineralsmaybe
achievedwith hormonalpreparations:vaso-
pressin,pitressin,and9 a-fluorohydrocortisone

[32, 57, 119, 268]. Healthy subjects who re-

ceived 9 a-fluorohydrocortisone for two 10-d

periods of bed rest and two 10-d periods of nor-

mal (ambulatory) activity had larger volumes of

plasma, more favorable pulse rate reaction in

the orthostatic test and physical exercises,

and their pulse rate restoration was the same as

before the experiment [32]. Not all the prepara-

tions were equally effective. During bed rest and

water immersion, pitressin suppressed diuresis

and stabilized plasma volume, but did not pre-

vent orthostatic stability [119]. A relative increase

in tolerance of gravitational effects following

tests with water immersion and prolonged

hypodynamia was obtained with preparations

(phenamine, caffeine, securinine) that stimulate

the CNS, heart, and transversely striated muscles

[200, 243]. Evidently, using such preparations

during the most important portions of the

flight, particularly before landing, is justified,

regardless of their varying effects under these
conditions [216].

G-Suits

In conjunction with postflight conditions, for

preventing orthostatic disturbances, G-suits

are recommended [81,177, 178]. This prevention

method promotes significant decrease (and in

some cases, normalization) of the orthostatic

reactions following simulated weightlessness

experiments; the protective effect is reduction
of blood volume in the lower extremities in the

vertical position. The effect is particularly pro-

nounced when prevention of orthostatic insta-

bility is accomplished on a complex basis and

includes, with other influences, negative pressure

on the lower half of the body during simulated

weightlessness [81]. Satisfactory results were

obtained with pressures on the order of 35-50

mm Hg produced in G-suit compartments. Pro-

longed (to 10--11 h) continuous wearing of G-

suits with inflated compartments was tolerated

with full satisfaction and did not lead to local or

general unfavorable reactions. An elastic under-

garment (fashioned on the pattern of a leotard)
that exerted pressure on the lower half of the

body also had favorable influence on resistance

in the vertical position in both healthy individuals

and those deconditioned following prolonged
bed rest [252].

Establishing a backup system with gradual,

measured increase in time in the vertical posi-

tion is another theoretically possible way of

relieving orthostatic stress postflight. Positive

effects were obtained with orthostatic training

by alternating 30-s passive changes in body

position from 45 ° head down to 90 ° head up

[176].

Prevention of principal consequences of

lack of hydrostatic pressure under conditions of

weightlessness, particularly orthostatic insta-

bility, is quite possible according to laboratory

studies. Feasible methods are using negative

pressure action on the lower half of the body at

the end of the flight, pharmacologic stimulants

1 h prior to descent from orbit, a G-suit im-

mediately after landing, and recommended pro-

cedures during readaptation.

Preventing Adverse Effects of Hypodynamia

Compensation for weight stress deficit on the

musculoskeletal system under conditions of

weightlessness by means of other stress-pro-

ducing methods is a significant trend in preven-

tive measures [271]. Such procedures require

additional oxygen, food, and electrical energy

aboard the spacecraft, which are not optimal

technologically [233], but medically are con-

sidered advantageous. Vast experience in the

physiology of sports, sports medicine, physical

exercise for improved condition and therapeutic

purposes supports the favorable effects of physi-

cal exercise, particularly on a methodological

basis and as a planned regimen.

When insufficiency of muscle stress is caused

by unfavorable changes in the condition of the

organism, physical training is not only justified,

but also necessary. Physical exercise studies

with controlled limitation of motor activity,

its spatial and force components, has promoted
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normalizationof phenomenaassociatedwiththe
hypodynamicsyndrome.Changesinvolvinggas
exchange[138,173],nitrogenmetabolism[234],
the cardiovascularsystem [150, 198, 216],
neuropsychicfunctions[30,163,189,212]and
immunobiologicreactivity[49] havebeenless
prominent.Thepositiveactionof physicaltrain-
inghasalsobeenobservedinstatesofthemuscu-
loskeletalsystem,physicalworkingcapacity,
motorcoordination[44,100,126,137],andstress
tolerance[44,148].

Physical Exercise

Relatively few effects have been noted from

physical training for preventing changes in
mineral and fluid balance and orthostatic prob:

lems [41,100, 126, 178,242,253], although certain

positive results have been obtained [44, 202].

With physical exercise during strict bed rest for

5 weeks, subjects retained working capacity and
showed no decrease in renin content of plasma

as a response to venous blood stagnation in the
lower extremities, although fainting states during

orthostatic tests were frequent [158]. When

physical exercise is performed during bed rest,
there are decreases in the excretion of urine,

sodium chlorine, and creatinine [71]. It may be
assumed that retention of fluids and minerals

may decrease as a result of sweating.
Evaluation of the results of physical training

must take into account the degree of stresses,

training programs, nature and structure of exer-

cise, and training methods. There are advantages
associated with training that include inertial

shock effects along the longitudinal axis of the

body (simulation of jumps in the horizontal posi-
tion with use of shock absorbers and a solid

support for legs for a reciprocating movement of

the bed between two trampolines) [41,265,274].

Stimulation of the vessels in performing these

exercises, as well as effects of vibration during

bed rest can satisfactorily maintain the ability

of blood vessels to compensate for decreased

hydrostatic forces under reduced gravitation.

Exercises for the lower extremities are important,

which can decrease the tendency toward venous

blood stagnation in the vertical position due to

maintenance of tone, strength and mass of

muscles, and possibly ability of vasoconstrictive
mechansims to react to intravascular hydrostatic

forces caused by gravity. In studies with 2 months'

bed rest and various exercises, investigators

gave preference to isotonic rather than isometric

weight lifting [34]. Nevertheless, isometric exer-
cises were also capable of reducing muscular

atrophy [212], and made possible reduction of

CNS sensory and musculomotor stimulation and

normalized psychologic functions.

The necessary amount of physical stress varied

widely, to values of 1000-1300 kcal/d, yet signifi-

cantly smaller stresses produced satisfactory

results [44, 274]. Springs of rubber expanders,

bicycle ergometers, treadmill-type devices, and
stress suits that create an axial static stress on

the body by elastic cords are most frequently

used for studying physical training [10, 81,275].

Better results can be achieved by using methods

and means of physical exercise to ensure pri-

marily loading the antigravitational muscles,
but which can also simultaneously affect other

muscle groups.
It is desirable to maintain important motor

actions such as walking and running in weightless-

ness or its simulation. An exercise device used

in ground tests, which had a vertically mounted
treadmill to which the subject (in a horizontal

position) was attached by means of rubber straps,

was found satisfactory. Constant static stress is

imposed in the direction of the body's longitudinal

axis making it possible to walk, run, jump, do

situps, and lift weights under simulated weight-

lessness. This type of simulator promoted signifi-
cant normalization of motor and vegetative func-

tions and facilitated recovery following 70 d bed

rest [81, 84, 274]. Total normalization of the

hypodynamic symptoms could not be achieved

in this study, which are observed with other

methods of physical training [39, 100, 126,

152, 175]. No positive effects were found with

physical training involving simulated weightless-

ness [41, 178, 188, 214, 242,253], which is prob-

ably an extreme point of view. It can be explained

by the kind of training method used or study of

parameters linked pathogenetically only slightly

with the nature of the motor activity. It can be

concluded that all symptoms of unfaw_rable

effects of weightlessness cannot be prevented
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bysingularmethods,butmustbeapproachedon
a complexbasis.

Althoughexperiencewith physicalexercise
underspaceflightconditionsis still limited[23,
59,80,180,260],thereisnodoubtaboutthedesir-
abilityof its furtherusein weightlessness.The
Gemini7 crew performedexerciseswith iso-
metric contractions,and showedfewerbone
tissuechangesin termsofquantitativeparameters
determinedbyradiodensitometrythandidastro-
nautswithoutexercise[20].Cosmonautsaboard
theSalyutorbitingstationhadapositiveopinion
of physicaltrainingin flight [81].Preliminary
reportsindicatesuccessfulandeffectiveuseof
physicaltraining aboardthe Skylaborbiting
station.

The questionof nature,intensity,andeven
needforincreasedphysicaltrainingofastronauts
preflightis less clear.Opinionsare partially
contradictory.Theoretically,it mightbeassumed
thata lessphysicallytrainedorganism,withall
otherconditionsequal(sex,age,andsoforth)
wouldadaptbetterto lack of muscularactivity
than one highly trained.Abrupt cessationof
trainingof qualifiedathleteswill leadto dis-
turbancesof metabolismandfunctionsof the
nervous,cardiovascular,andothersystems.Sim-
:ilar dangersin spaceflights are considered
nonexistent[144,145].Plannedphysicalprepara-
tionforweightlessconditionsisconsideredneces-
sary,with emphasison generaltolerancethat
increasestheorganism'sresistanceto prolonged
hypodynamia.It is reportedthat athleteswith-
standhypodynamiabetterthanuntrainedpersons
andtheir recoveryof the originalconditionis
relativelymorerapid[123].

In studieswithwaterimmersion,inhibitionof
the diuretic reactionandhigherresistanceto
stresseffectswerefoundin athletes,compared
with untrainedpersons[28];however,changes
involvingbloodproteinsandelectrolyteswere
thesamefor bothgroups[29].It hasbeensug-
gestedthatreflexesregulatingtheirfluidvolume
haveadaptedto bloodvolumechangesin ath-
letes,sincephysicalexerciseis frequentlyac-
companiedbysuchchanges.

Dissentingviewson the role of the original
condition for hypodynamicstress tolerance
state that physicaltrainingdoesnot consti-

tute any advantagesregardingtoleranceto
gravitationalstresses(accelerationsandortho-
statictests),althoughaccordingto otherdata,
athletesenduretheseeffectsbetter than un-
trainedpersons[52,142,227,250].In thedecon-
ditionedstateand particularlyafter prolonged
bedrest,changesin orthostaticresistanceand
physicalworkingcapacityinathletesweresimilar
in trendsandintensitytothosein untrainedper-
sons [250],althoughphysicaltraininghad a
definiteeffectontolerancetohypodynamia[122].
Thecombinationofphysicalexercisewithortho-
statictrainingis not sufficientto preparethe
organismfor hypodynamiaconditions[176].
Previouslytrainedratsshowedhigherresistance
to hypodynamiaonlyduringtheinitial phaseof
theexperiment;atsubsequentstages,changesin
theirmuscularandmotornervefibersbecame
morepronouncedthan in untrainedanimals
[106].

Theproblemof determiningtheoptimumlevel
and duration of physicalexercisepreflight
evidentlyhasnot beensolved.Nor is it clear
whetherit will be necessaryto modifyphysical
exercisesystemsin flight since the crew's
physicalconditionwill bedeterioratingascom-
paredto preflightlevels.In prolongedground
tests,theamountofstress,whichwassatisfactory
in the initial stageof hypodynamia,becameex-
cessiveat later stagesandled to overtraining
symptoms.This questionneedsspecialstudy.

Other Methods

In preventive changes, due more or less to

lack of weight stress on the musculoskeletal

system, other methods of affecting various links

of this pathogenetic chain may be used. Electri-

cal stimulation of muscles, use of hormonal

preparations that normalize protein and calcium

metabolism, and methods of increasing the orga-

nism's resistance to infections appear promising

[116, 197, 214]. Thus, in the prevention of the

hypodynamic syndrome, a realistic concept is to

apply constant variable stress on the muscu-

loskeletal system, and use pharmacologic

preparations.

The action of most of the preventive measures

mentioned is not strictly selective, but frequently

extends to combined branches of pathogenesis
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andtherebygoesbeyondthelimits of thepro-
posedclassification,which emphasizesonly
primaryeffectsfor whichaspecificmeasurewas
designed.For example,the effectof LBNP,in
additionto bloodredistribution,is likewiseac-
companiedbyanaxialloadontheorganism,the
magnitudeandpointof applicationof whichare
determinedby designof thevacuumdeviceor
garment.LBNPcanalsocreatesensationsthat
arecharacteristicof theforceof gravityaction.
A vacuumdeviceusedduringbedrestcreates,
in particular,thefeelingof beingin a vertical
position.A broad spectrumof action,which
affectsall triggeringmechanismsassociated
with weightlessness,is obtainedby the useof
on-boardcentrifuges.Desirable preventive
effectsmaybeachievedonlywithacombination
of preventivemeasuresaimedatvariouslinksof
thepathogeneticchain.

Methodsof NonspecificPrevention
Within the total system of prevention mea-

sures, it is necessary to take into account the

possibility of an increase in the organism's

nonspecific resistance. An obvious trend in this
direction is a decrease of harmful effects of

stress in space flight. For example, severity of

the vestibulo-vegetative symptoms may cause

additional dehydration and deconditioning of

the organism in flight. In this connection, the

system for preflight selection, vestibular training,

and measures to stabilize the spacecraft consti-

tute conditions that indirectly ensure better

tolerance of weightlessness. Decreased noise

level, temperature optimization, and appro-

priate hygienic and living conveniences also
promote weightlessness tolerance. Light clothing

during flight instead of constantly wearing space
suits would decrease adverse effects of weight-

lessness in a 14-d flight compared with one of

8 d [231.

In the prevention of deconditioning, suffi-
cient fluid intake and a balanced diet are also

important. When increased excretion of vitamins

was observed during prolonged hypodynamia,
vitamin saturation of the diet had to be increased

[214]. Additional calcium and potassium were
added to the diet because of their increased

losses during weightlessness [21, 23]. The addi-

tion of phosphates to food decreases both urine
excretion and calcium losses in the blood, ac-

cording to ground studies. The taste of food and

beverages aboard spacecraft must ensure stimu-

lation of appetite that has diminished from

weightlessness.

The astronauts are occupied during flight with

demanding operational and scientific activities,

and their general state depends largely on the

severity of fatigue. Thus it is necessary to provide

appropriate conditions for rest, especially sleep,

which, during flight, amounts to no more than

5-6 h/d [17, 23]. To prevent general decondition-

ing and undesirable mood changes in members

of Antarctic expeditions, Soviet scientists recently

tested so-called recovery preparations, which

included ascorbic acid, glucose, phytin, lipo-

cerebrin, calcium pangamate, thiamine bromide,

methionine, calcium pantothenate, nicotinic

acid, riboflavin, glutaminic acid, and elenium

[121]. An EEG established that these prepa-
rations reduce severity of unfavorable changes

in brain activity and individual behavior under

prolonged exposure to sensory deprivation and

stress. Ahhough these results were obtained

under terrestrial conditions at low altitudes,

associated with moderate hypoxia, use of the

preparations in space flight must be considered.

Additional factors that intensify the organism's

reaction to weightlessness can also be evaluated

from studies aboard biosatellites [1, 170, 196].

Serious problems in animals during these experi-

ments evidently were caused not only by weight-

lessness, but also by rigid immobilization, loss

of appetite, and isolation. Elimination of harm-

ful effects associated with space flight may also

decrease the unfavorable effects of weightless-

ness.

Another approach to increasing the organism's

nonspecific resistance to counteract weightless-

ness may be the use of conditioning measures

used widely under terrestrial conditions-ultra-
violet irradiation and acclimatization to high

altitude [169, 155,247, 248]. In simulated weight-

lessness experiments, hypoxia prevented a

decrease in erythrocyte mass but did not prevent

plasma loss [231]; there were also decreases in

electrolyte excretion, total urinary nitrogen, and
bone substance demineralization [163]. Physio-
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reactions in the hypodynamic syndrome, similar

to reactions to physical training [155,237]. Within

the total of preventive measures, periodic

changes in spacecraft gas composition and other

environmental parameters may find justifiable
usage in time [82].

These nonspecific prevention methods are

being partially used in modern space exploration

programs. An increase in spacecraft internal

volume and improved living conditions on-board

is contributing markedly to reducing unfavorable

reactions to weightlessness. The potential for

increasing tolerance to this spaceflight factor
is far from being exhausted; the search for

effective methods of nonspecific prevention
must continue.

A combination of preventive measures tested

during Salyut orbiting station flight indicates

adequate selective approaches and preventive

measures [81]. The crew willingly used a physical
exercise trainer, vacuum device for the lower

half of the body, and G-suits. While the effective-

ness of these measures has not yet been evalu-

ated, a first step toward progress in this field of

space medicine has been taken. The approach
to devising a system of preventive measures was

successfully demonstrated on the 28-d, 59-d, and

84-d flights of Skylab.

SUMMARY OF SKYLAB MISSIONS

The Skylab fights confirmed man's tolerance

and ability to function properly in today's space-

craft. There were no major changes in cardiac
functions; standardized exercise loads were

incorporated into the on-board protocol to in-

crease sensitivity of the vectorcardiograms for

deconditioning effects. Significant in-flight

changes included decreased resting heart rate,

increased QRS magnitude and duration, anterior

shift of QRS and T vectors, and increased T

vector magnitude. There was a slight impediment

of ventricular return or stroke volume. LBNP,

also used to assess cardiovascular responses dur-

ing weightlessness, usually exceeded those

typical on Earth. These changes appeared

early in-flight and continued, with periodic

fluctuations, throughout the shorter missions.

In body biochemistry, fluids, electrolytes, and

urinary calcium excretion increased, and total

calcium balance shifted from slightly positive to

equilibrium. The urinary creatinine level was

unaffected. There were no changes in potassium

balance, but phosphorus, nitrogen, magnesium,

and sodium were excreted at a higher rate in-

flight. Thus, a continuous mineral deficit may
be associated with muscle and tissue loss. The

actual body mass loss and muscle atrophy in

Skylab 2 and 3 missions apparently was corrected

in Skylab 4, probably through physical exercise,

LBNP, and improved diet. The volume loss was

unproportionally high for the lower extremitites of

the body, but the fluid and tissue shifts from the

legs upward, which had caused an increase of the

astronauts's body size in space, were temporary

and reversed after return to normal gravity.

Red cell mass decreased in the shorter Skylab

mission, but this trend was transient and no

destruction of red cells was found in the 84-d

flight. In Skylab and Apollo, plasma volume
decreases continued to be smaller than those

reported after comparable periods of bed rest.

Changes in cortisol and aldosterone metabolism,

known to accompany weightlessness (but not

bed rest), and red cell mass decreases probably

explain the plasma volume findings.

Only minor changes were observed in the func-

tional capacity of erythrocytes, determined by
measuring concentrations of selected intracellular

enzymes and metabolites. Tests of red cell

osmotic regulation indicated some elevation

in activity of the metabolic-dependent Na-K

pump, with no significant alterations in the cellu-

lar Na and K concentrations or osmotic fragility.

A transient shift in red cell specific gravity profile

was observed on recovery, possibly related to

changes in cellular water content.

Measurements of hemoconcentration (hema-

tocrit, hemoglobin concentration, red cell count)

indicated significant fluctuations postflight re-

flecting observed changes in red cell mass and

plasma volume. There was no apparent reticulo-

cytosis during the 18 days following the first Sky-

lab mission, in spite of significant loss in red cell

mass. However, the reticulocyte count and index

increased significantly 5-7 d after completion of
the second, longer duration flight.
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Therewereno significantchangesin either
whitebloodcell countfor differential.However,
capacityoflymphocytestorespondto anin vitro
mitogenicchallengewas repressedpostflight,
andappearedrelatedto missionduration.Only
minordifferenceswereobservedin plasmapro-
teinpatterns.In thesecondmission,changesin
proteinsinvolvedin the coagulationprocess
suggesteda hypercoagulativecondition.Inter-
individualvariabilitywasdemonstratedin most
experimentalindicesmeasured;however,con-
stantpatternshaveemergedwhichincludebody
weightchange;increasesinplasmareninactivity;
andelevationsin urinarycatecholamines,ADH,
aldosterone,andcortisolconcentrations.Plasma
cortisol decreasedin immediatepostflight
sampleswithsubsequentincreasein 24-hurines.
Measurementsof Skylab-2andSkylab-3crews
after28and59d weightlessness,respectively,
revealedsignificantlossesonlyin theoscalcisof
theSkylab-3scientistpilot.TheSkylab4results
laywithinpredictedlimits.

Physiologicalmeasurementstaken in-flight
showedreduceddiastolicbloodpressureduring
exercisetestson the bicycleergometer.There
wasalsoanincreaseinheartrateresponseduring
exerciseaftertheSkylab3 (59-d)mission.Per-
formancelossduringthefirst 4 d in weightless-
nessrangedabout25-40%.

Time-motionstudiesindicatethat the initial
changeoverfrom preflightto in-flight(or,from
1-Gto zero-G)wasaccompaniedby substantial
increasein performancetimefor mostworkand
task activities.Equally important was that
crewmenadjustedrapidly to the weightless
environmentandbecameproficientin develop-
ing techniquesto optimizetask performance.

In thefirst twoSkylabmissions,motionsick-
nessposedanoperationalproblem,someof the
astronautsmanifestingsymptomsafterentering
theworkshopandaftersplashdown.In thework-
shop, symptomspersistedas long as 3-5 d,
althoughthe drug combinationI-scopolamine
+d-amphetamineprovedan effectivecounter-
measure.In one of the Skylabexperiments,
susceptibilitytomotionsicknessin theworkshop
(onandaftermissionday8)wascomparedwith
susceptibilitypreflightand postflight.

ThereweremotionsicknessattacksintheSky-
lab 4 crews,the etiologyof whichis still un-
clear. It is hypothesizedthat the vestibular
systeminconjunctionwiththefluidshiftphenom-
enonmayproducethemotionsicknesssyndrome
in theearlyphaseof weightlessness,depending
uponsuchfactorsasdurationoftransitiontime,
typeandspeedof headmovements,motionof
thespacecraft,andotherpertinentenvironmental
factors.

The astronautsexperiencedvarioustypesof
stressduringSkylab2, 3, and4 missions.How-
ever,physicalexerciseswere efficientmorale
boosters,andoverall,housekeeping,operational,
and scientifictaskswerenevercompromised.
Themengenerallysleptwell,displayingslightly
modified(lessREM)sleeppatterns.In summary,
theyadaptedsurprisinglywell to longerperiods
of weightlessnessandreadaptedquicklyto the
terrestrialgravity.

Theresultsobtainedduringspaceflightsand
from completedlaboratorystudiesshowthat
man is capableof withstandingthe effectsof
reducedweightor weightlessnessfor almost
3mo.Duringthefirstdecade,sincethebeginning
of theconquestof spacebyman,morethan50
astronautsand cosmonautshaveparticipated
in flightsthat total morethana year.Weight-
lessness,then,hasceasedto be a mysterious
andhiddenfactor.Scientificfactshavemadeit
possibleto discarda numberof falsethreats
anddiscoverrealonesresultingfromthe influ-
enceof weightlessnessonthehumanorganism,
replacingavarietyofhypotheses.However,most
importantin scientificresearchrelatedto weight-
lessnesshasbeennotonlyanalysisof resultsof
previousfights,butalsodeterminationof possi-
blefurtherincreaseinflightduration.

A retrospectiveanalysisof the stateof the
artindicatesthatthelevelofscientifictheoretical
thoughtat all stagesin the developmentof
astronauticshas been sumcient to satisfy
practical requirementsin a timely fashion.
Longbeforethe practicalneedfor eliminating
unfavorableeffectsof prolongedweightlessness
on the humanorganism,USandUSSRlabora-
tories had beguntestingeffectivepreventive
measures.It waspreciselythe developmentof
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thesemeasuresthat madeit possibleto plan
spaceflightsof increasingduration.However,as
thelengthof theflightsincrease,newproblems
mayarise,makingevenmoreimportantfurther
studieslinkedto theeffectsofweightlessnesson
thehumanorganism[266].

Fourmajorareasof biomedicalconcernhave
beendefined.Thefirst consistsof factorswhich
bringaboutdeconditioningofthecardiovascular
system,changesin bonedensityand muscle
mass,alterationsin body fluid volume,ortho-
static intolerance,loss of exerciseand work
capacity,and generalsystemicasthenia.Time
courseandend pointof this processhavenot
yetbeenestablished.

Researchersmustpayserious,ongoingatten-
tion to bloodcirculationduringweightlessness.
Increasedfillingof vesselsin the lessercircula-
tion with bloodin the absenceof hydrostatic
pressurecan theoreticallylead to arteriole
spasms,increasedpulmonaryarterypressure
(Ketayevreflex),and increasedload on the
rightventricle.Sincethistheoryis inagreement
with experimentaldata concerningincreased
central venouspressurein monkeysduring
weightlessness,andwiththeelectrocardiographic
recordingsindicatingincreasedloadontheright
ventricleduringbed rest, the possibleconse-
quencesof thesecirculatorychangesmustbe
evaluatedclinicophysiologically.

The secondarea of concernencompasses
neurosensorychangesassociatedwiththeweight-
lessstateor transitioninto it. Specifically,at-
tention is focusedon motion sickness,pre-
sumablycausedby alterationsin vestibular
responseto zero-G.Althoughseveralastro-
nautsexperienceddisturbancesof well-being,
theyall recoveredduringweightlessexposure.
The relationshipbetweenindividualhistoryof
motionsicknessandweightlessnessis still not
clear. The combinedeffectsof zero-Gwith
otherenvironmentalconditions,suchassensory
impoverishment,restriction of movements,
hypokinesis,and emotionalfactors are still
unknown.Variousconceptsandmodelsofsyner-
gismmustbetestedandverified.

Thethirdproblemarea,adaptationto weight-
lessness,concernsthe processas well as its

desirability.Variousbodysystemsandfunctions
whichhavebeendefined,basedonexperimental
and theoreticalevidence,are involvedin the
adaptationprocess.

Evidenceaccumulatedin exposuresto actual
andsimulatedweightlessnessshowsthat,in the
courseof 1-2 mo,the functionalstateof the
organismbecomesrelativelystable.However,
thereis certaindangerthat otherfactorsmay
limit the flight duration,includingincreased
susceptibilityto illness,especiallythosecon-
nectedwith loweredresistanceto infection,
andneuroemotionalchanges.Changesduringthe
adaptationandreadaptationperiodwill probably
notdiffersignificantlyfromthosealreadyknown.
However,theacutenessof a numberof changes
mayincrease(e.g.,bonedemineralizationand
muscularatrophy)if prophylacticmeasuresare
nottaken.In short,predictionbasedonresults
oflaboratoryexperimentswilldoubtlesslyrequire
furtherrefinementandcorrectionon the basis
of datafrom longer'actualflights.

In presentschematicmodelsof the adapta-
tionprocess,muchof thecurrentdatacanbe
arrangedin logicalrelationship.Asnewinforma-
tionis gained,thesemodelswill makeit possible
to determinemorepreciselythe rolesof the
mechanismsresponsiblefor the adaptation
process,therebysupplyinginformationneces-
saryfor effectivepreventionandtherapy.Data
obtainedunderlaboratoryconditionsandduring
flightscorrelate,whichresolvesthe questionof
adequacyandvalueof simulatedweightlessness
experimentsperformedonEarth.

Thefourthareaofconcernis thedevelopment,
testing,andperfectingof prophylaxisto prevent
unfavorableeffectsof prolongedweightlessness
on the humanorganism.This will serveto in-
creaseflight safety,fitnessof the crew,and
effectivenessof spacemissions.Evidenceindi-
catesthat the extentof astronauts'adaptation
toweightlessness,andto otherforcefields,can
bemanipulatedbyvariousmeans.A preventive
medicineprogramfor long-durationspacemis-
sions,usingcombinationsof effectivecounter-
measures,mayeliminatethe needfor artificial
gravityin spacevehicles.Investigationsshould
beundertakento provideoptimumbiomedical
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control techniques for future manned space

missions.

An appropriate research program, conducted

in-flight and on the ground, must be developed

to obtain the information lacking. More precise

measurement techniques, adequate equipment

and instrumentation for in-flight experiments are

needed, and new tests must be added. The bio-

logical factors that determine the organism's

deconditioning process as well as its recondi-

tioning during weightlessness must be fully

determined. Reliability of the human factor

in space is of importance for extended space

flight equal to that of reliability of the space

vehicle system. Hence, scientifically well-

founded methods to prevent adverse effects

of prolonged weightlessness on the human

organism must be designed and utilized.
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Noise and vibration have been undesirable

byproducts of aviation from its beginning. An
appreciable percentage of propulsion power has

always been radiated as noise potentially dis-
turbing to persons on the ground and transmitted
inside vehicles to be received by passengers as
airborne noise or structure-borne vibration. The

large propulsion units of unprecedented thrust
developed for manned space flight obviously
raised questions about tolerability of the associ-
ated noise and vibration environments for crew-

members aloft as well as on the ground. Added

to the noise and vibration impacts introduced by
propulsion units, other phases of flight, such as
reentry into the Earth's atmosphere, introduced
phenomena of potential noise and aerodynamic

buffeting, with which there had been little prior
experience. Consequently, space efforts during

a 15-year period (1958-1973) stimulated new re-
search into human response to noise and vibra-

1This chapter is based on extensive material compiledby
USSR contributors I. Borschevskiyand U. V. Krylov,and US
compilation material prepared by E. M. Roth and A. N.
Chambers (Compendiumof Human Responses to the Aero-
spaceEnvironment. NASACR-1205(II),Vol.II, Sections7-9.
Washington, D.C., NASA, 1968).In addition, the vibration
portion is based substantially on material published in
Reference [50].

tion, to enable adequate planning and design to

guarantee crew safety and performance capa-
bility, and avoid annoyance of exposed individuals
and communities on the ground.

Airborne acoustic energy at sufficiently in-
tense levels may interfere with routine activities,

damage the auditory system, diminish the quality
of performance, modify physiologic functions,
and induce annoyance in exposed individuals
and communities. The acoustic energy fields

generated by aerospace systems are of intensity
levels adequate to produce some or all of these
adverse effects.

Mechanical vibration transmitted to human

operators can degrade comfort and human per-
formance. In some circumstances, vibration

which is intense, prolonged, or repeatedly applied
to man can affect operational safety and occu-

pational health. The adverse effects of vibration
may be immediate, developing as soon as the
person is exposed to the stress (e.g., mechanical
degradation of visual acuity by whole-body
vibration); or the effects may be cumulative,

being manifested only with passage of time under
vibration stress or with repeated vibration ex-
posure (e.g., fatigue effects on performance,
vibration disease). The unifying field of bio-

355
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dynamics, stimulated largely by the urgent prob-

lems of manned space flight, has evolved to deal
with the effects of all kinds of mechanical force

on biologic systems.

Noise and vibration are two closely related

phenomena, not only because of their common

origin, but also because of their effects. As soon

as airborne noise is transmitted from the air to

the human body, it travels through the tissues as

vibration, which in principle is not distinguishable
from structure-borne vibration transmitted to the

body. Vibration transmitted to any part of the body

can be propagated through the tissues and received

by the ear as sound and airborne noise, and if in-

tense enough, can be felt as vibration by other

body systems besides the ear. Thus. the mechani-

cal characteristics of body tissue and the recep-

tion, transmission, and attenuation of vibration

in tissue are of interest to human noise as well as

vibration research. (These research areas overlap

to some extent and are frequently treated under

the same heading, as in this chapter.)

The first section is concerned with a compre-

hensive discussion of the noise factor in space

systems. General characteristics of the physical

stimulus of noise and corresponding psychologic
and physiologic reactions of man are discussed.

Space system noises are also considered, in-

cluding special factors of infrasound, ultra-

sound, and impulsive sound and their effects on

crewmembers, support personnel, and communi-

ties. Current practices of noise control from the

standpoint of the source and receiver are dis-

cussed relative to specific aerospace system
noises.

The results of vibration research obtained in

support of the space efforts (also discussed) in-

clude physiologic and performance research,

basic laboratory studies, operational tests, and

evaluations of actual and simulated space mis-

sions. A new generation of vibration simulators

evolved which could produce complex and ran-

dom vibration in several degrees of freedom. Vi-

bration capabilities have been incorporated into

man-carrying centrifuges and into spaceflight sim-

ulators. The main emphasis in recent research,

with such machinery, has been on man's short-

term tolerance limits and his specific performance

capabilities. The interaction of vibration with other

spaceflight stressors such as acceleration, heat,
noise, and radiation has also been studied.

Finally, practical exposure criteria and protective
measures in both the noise and vibration areas for

various phases of space missions are discussed.

THE NOISE FACTOR

Nature and Characteristics

of Acoustic Energy

Acoustic energy, a physical quantity, in space

biology and medicine is generally considered

from the standpoint of its undesirable effects on

man. Physiologic and performance effects are

related to descriptive parameters of physical

exposure for interpretive as well as predictive

purposes. Characteristics of the magnitude of

the energy, the frequency components present,

and the duration or time history of the exposure

are primary determinants of human responses.

To evaluate the impact of acoustic exposures on

man, the nature and relevant parameters of the

acoustic energy must be defined.

Sound

Sound waves are variations in the air pressure

above and below the ambient pressure. Sound

waves are described by the physical character-

istics of intensity, spectrum, and the time history
of the event.

Intensity. The intensity of the sound wave is

determined by the amount its pressure varies

above and below the ambient level. The wide

range of pressures of interest to space biology

and medicine is described by a logarithmic

scale which expresses a ratio of sound pressure

to a reference pressure in decibels (dB). The

decibel is a unit of level commonly used to

describe levels of acoustic pressure, power, and

intensity; its scale is logarithmic expressing the

magnitude of the ratio between two quantities.

Atmospheric or ambient level is measured in

dynes/cm _ (dyn/cm z) or microbar (/xbar) with 1

atm equaling about 1 000 000/zbar. The smallest

periodic variation in ambient pressure (sound

wave) occurring at a rate of about 1000 times/s
can be detected by man at a pressure amplitude of

approximately 0.0002 dyn/cm 2 or /zbar or about
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2 x 10-10 atm. This just detectable level was

arbitrarily selected as the standard reference

sound pressure for the practical decibel scale

for sound measurement in gases in terms of

sound pressure level (SPL). The relationship
between sound pressure and SPL is shown in

Table 1 with the more recently adopted reference

of 0.00002 N/m 2. The intensity of a pressure (P),
in terms of SPL is defined by

Pl

SPL = 20 loglo Po

where P0=0.0002 /xbar and the SPL value is

quoted as dB re 0.0002/zbar.

TABLE 1.--Scales Commonly Used to Describe
Magnitude of Acoustic Energy

Sound

pressure

level (dB)

174

134

94

74

54

14

0

Sound

pressure

(_bar)

100 000

1 000

10

1

0.1

0.001

0.0002

Sound

pressure

(N/m 2)

10000

100

1

0.1

0.01

0.0001

0.00002

Pressure

(lb/in 2)

1.47

14.7 x 10 -_

147.0 × 10 -t

14.7 x 10 -_

1.47 x 10 -_

14.7 x lO-:

2.94 x lO -_

Spectrum. Sound waves of periodic (sinusoidal)

oscillations in single or simple components are

discrete tones, described in terms of oscillations

per unit time or frequency, i.e., either cycles

per second (cps) or hertz (Hz). Noises and com-

plex sound are made up of many simple sounds

distributed in frequency. Noises of concern to

aerospace biology and medicine are frequency-

dependent in terms of their effects on man;

noise is commonly described in terms of levels

of successive passbands of octave, half-octave,

and third-octave bandwidths [5]. Spectrum is the

plot of the various band levels as a function of

frequency. The total sound pressure of a complex

noise is expressed as overall sound pressure

level (OASPL). Contributions of the various fre-

quency bands of the spectrum are referred to as

octave band sound pressure level (OBSPL), third

octave band sound pressure level, and so forth.
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The spectrum of acoustic energy which is

important to man's perception ranges from small

fractions of a single cycle to over 20 000 cps (Hz).
The young, normal human ear is sensitive to

energy in the range of about 15 _b 20 000 Hz,

which is termed the audiofrequency range.

Energy at frequencies below about 20 Hz is sub-

audible sound or infrasound. Although the term

ultrasound has classically been defined as acous-

tic energy above 20000 Hz, the term is applied

to energy ranging as low as 8000 to 10000 Hz
and above.

Time history. Pressure (sound) waves consist

of rather specific individual patterns of fluctua-

tions or changes in pressure with time that re-

late directly to the kind of source generating the

pressure variation. Various types of sound waves

are differentiated and identified by their time

courses. Steady-state sounds are those with a

time course or duration greater than 1 s. Im-

pulse sounds, individual pressure pulses of
sudden onset, are those with a duration of less

than 1 s and a peak to root-mean-square (RMS)

ratio greater than 10 dB. Impulse sounds are

described by their rise time, peak level, and

duration. The frequency content of impulsive

sounds is determined by energy-spectral-density
analysis. Pressure time histories describe vari-

ations in sound pressure of a signal as a function

of time. The frequency content is not quantified

in pressure-time histories of signals. Analytic

techniques must be applied to the signal to ob-

tain frequency or spectrum characteristics.

Propagation. Theoretically, sound waves in

open air spread spherically in all directions

from an idealized point source. As a result of

this spherical dispersion, the sound pressure is

reduced to half its original value as the distance

is doubled, which is a 6-dB reduction in SPL.

Sound propagation is further influenced by such

factors as. atmospheric attenuation, air tempera-

ture and turbulence, topography, and obstacles

in the sound field. The general effects are those

of propagation losses and distortion brought

about by absorptive and reflective properties of

obstacles encountered, scattering by irregular

ground surfaces and meteorological turbulence,

and shifting due to strong winds. The speed of

sound in air is temperature-dependent and is
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about 344 m/s (1128 ft/s) at a temperature of 21 °

C (70 ° F).

Noises from aerospace sources do not radiate

uniformly as from a point source but follow

characteristic forms or patterns. This directivity

of sound propagation from particular sources is

considered in noise evaluations, to insure that

exposure levels within noise fields have been

adequately defined relative to placement of

personnel and exposure of communities in the

vicinity of the noise sources.

whereas propeller and turbine noise have spectra

which are dominated by discrete frequency com-

ponents determined by the number of blades

and the speed of revolution (rpm). Aero-

dynamic or boundary layer noise occurs at high

flight velocities through the atmosphere as a

result of pressure fluctuations in the boundary

layer rushing over the vehicle skin. Figure 2

shows the relative contributions of propulsion

and aerodynamic noise as a function of time after

ignition of a space rocket launch.

Aerospace Noises

Major sources of acoustic energy of concern
in aerospace operations are vehicle propulsion

systems and auxiliary equipment which provide

maintenance support on the ground and mission

(life) support on-board vehicles. The operational

phases which must be considered are launch,

orbit or cruise, an d reentry. The manner in which
acoustic exposure from various operations in-

fluences ground personnel, flight personnel, and

other persons on the aerospace complex and in

exposed communities must be defined. Relative

energy levels and frequency content of noise

exposures of various aerospace operations are

shown in Figure 1.
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FI(;URE 1.-Relative energy levels and frequency content of
aerospace noises at launch [561.

Airborne noise is generated by propulsion

systems, its magnitude increasing with the thrust

of the engines. Jet and rocket noise have a con-

tinuous noise spectrum of random character,
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FIGURE 2.-Relative levels of propulsion and aerodynamic
noise as a function of time after launch [321.

Jet noise from the propulsion system of a space

vehicle predominates at launch and the zone of

maximum intensity on the ground is in the form of

a ring spreading outward from the launching pad.

As the rocket gains altitude, the noise heard from

below grows fainter and changes to a low-

frequency rumble which extends far into neigh-

boring areas and often disappears abruptly.

Aerodynamic noise at the vehicle exceeds the

propulsion noise with increasing flight speed

but subsequently decreases as the vehicle

progressively leaves the Earth's atmosphere. In

the crew compartment, maximum noise ex-

posures also occur after ignition from propulsion

noise and as the vehicle passes through the range
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of maximum dynamic pressure (max q) from the

aerodynamic or boundary layer noise. The overall

sound pressure level time histories for an Apollo

mission shown in Figure 3 were measured as a

function of time from lift-off. The external noise

levels are effectively reduced by the space-cabin

structures and by the helmet-space-suit system

as indicated by the relative levels at the crew

station and at the ear. Aerodynamic noise is also

encountered upon reentry of the capsule into

the Earth's atmosphere. The levels of acoustic

energy in the spacecraft cabin during reentry are

comparable to those shown in Figure 3; however,

the duration may be longer because of broader

angles of trajectory and increased amount of

time in the atmosphere.
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FIGURE &-Overall sound pressure level time histories as a
function of time from lift-off of Apollo [321.

When supersonic speeds are reached by ve-

hicles traveling in the atmosphere, shock waves

or sonic booms are generated and propagated in

a conical pattern behind the moving body [1]. If

the flight angle relative to the ground is appro-

priate and if the pressure pulses are strong

enough, the shock waves are perceived by ob-

servers on the ground as identifiable explosive-
type sounds.

The magnitude or overpressure is arbitrarily
defined as the positive peak pressure component

of the pressure-time history of the sonic boom.

During launch, the downrange flight angle and

the altitude at which the downrange maneuver

is executed largely determine whether or not the

sonic boom reaches the Earth. Space activities,

such as the US Space Shuttle Program in which

pilot-controlled space vehicles will reenter the

atmosphere at supersonic speeds and decelerate

to accomplish a conventional landing, will also

generate sonic booms. The nature of the reentry

trajectories are such that large areas of the

Earth's surface may be exposed to low-level
sonic booms.

Primary noise sources are mission- and life-

support systems during the orbital or cruise

phases of space flight. The noise generated by

several on-board systems during nonpowered

flight is shown in Figure 4. The potential prob-

lems of continuous long-term exposure to mod-
erately intense noise, as well as its influence on

sleep and rest, were initially evaluated relative

to spaceflight applications. Since that time,

emphasis has been expanded to include man's

important daylong exposures to all categories of

noise in our present societies.
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FIGURE4.--Est.imated range of noise exposure from on-board
systems during cruise [56].

A significant characteristic of noises generated

by space propulsion systems is the presence of

very high levels of infrasound and low audio-

frequency energy. As the exhaust diameter of

such systems increases, the frequency at which

the maximum acoustic energy occurs is lowered.

The low and infrasonic energy is not effectively

attenuated by the atmosphere; consequently, it

is propagated long distances into adjacent areas

574-270 0 - 75 - 24
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and nearby residential and business communi-
ties. It is also more effective than higher fre-

quency energy in causing structures to shake and
rattle.

Airborne ultrasound, present around some

aerospace propulsion systems, is effectively

attenuated by the atmosphere and not propa-

gated great distances. Adverse effects of airborne
ultrasound have not been demonstrated for

general outdoor conditions. Potential adverse

effects of exposure to ultrasound on hearing and

acceptability by individuals located close to

ultrasound sources are discussed in a later

section.

Pressure pulses of higher magnitude than those

described as sonic booms accompany explo-

sions, weapons fire, and the like, and are usually
characterized as blast waves. Their magnitude

and frequency spectrum depend on, among other

variables, the explosive charge and distance from

the source.

Effects of Noise on Man

The basic responses of persons influenced by

space operations noises are broadly described

as physiologic, those involving directly and in-

directly physiologic mechanisms, and as psycho-

logic, those which relate the basic attributes of
sound to man's perception, judgments, atti-

tudes, and opinions. In spite of this widely

accepted dichotomy, in many noise exposure
situations both elements are present, and the

overall effects are mixed. The interactions of

physiologic and psychologic responses to noise

are too often ignored.

Physiologic Effects

Primary among the physiologic effects of noise

is the response of the auditory system and the

hearing function. Effects of acoustic energy have

also been investigated relative to the vestibular

system, mechanical stimulation of the body, auto-

nomic nervous system, sleep, and startle. These

latter effects, although described as nonauditory

are, with few exceptions, also mediated through

the auditory system.

Auditory response. The human auditory system

is an extremely sensitive and ilighly specialized

mechanism. The hearing threshold level or
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threshold of audibility is an individual's hearing

sensitivity expressed in decibels relative to the
normal threshold of hearing or standard hearing

reference zero. The range of audible frequencies

in the normal young human ear extends from about
15 to 20000 Hz. The most sensitive region of the

ear is from approximately 500 to 4000 Hz-the

band most important for understanding speech.

Infrasound, energy below the audible frequency

range, is not detected by the human ear except

at very high sound pressure levels. Harmonic

components of intense infrasound may appear

in the audiofrequency range at sufficiently high
levels to be heard. Airborne ultrasound, i.e.,

acoustic energy above about 20000 Hz, is not

ordinarily perceived by the ear. An upper

boundary of hearing is represented by the sound

pressure levels at which tickle, ear discomfort,

and pain may occur.

The auditory mechanism reacts in the presence

of intense sound with a number of protective

actions to reduce acoustic transmission to the

inner ear [3]. At high intensities, the vibration of

the stapes changes from a pistonlike movement to

a rocking motion in the oval window due to sub-

luxation of the ossicular joints. The stapedius and

tensor tympani muscles contract also in response

to appropriate loud sound, producing an increase

in stiffness and possibly damping of the ossicular

chain. The muscle reflex fails to provide protec-

tion from sudden and impulsive sounds shorter

than about 15-20 ms because of its response

latency which is nominally 25 to over 100 ms.

Acoustic stress. Excessive exposure to noise

is a common cause of both temporary and/or

permanent changes in hearing sensitivity or
hearing loss. Temporary threshold shift (TTS)
will return to normal or preexposure hearing

levels within a reasonable time, whereas perma-

nent threshold shift (PTS) does not recover,

irrespective of time. Relationships have been

established between noise exposure and TTS,

and between PTS and noise exposure experi-

enced daily over many years [73]. Noise-induced

TTS is assumed to be an integral part of, and an

essential precursor to, noise-induced PTS.
Furthermore, it is assumed that without TTS,

no PTS will occur. PTS also develops similarly

to TTS but on a different time scale, and finally,
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allnoiseexposureswhichproduceequalamounts
of TTSareconsideredequallynoxiouswith re-
gardto PTS.TheseassumptionsbasedonTTS
datafromthelaboratoryandTTS/PTSdatafrom
actualeverydaynoiseexposures,havemadeit
possibleto formulatehearingrisk criteriawhich
relatenoiseexposureandhearingloss.

Excessivenoiseexposuremayproducehear-
ing lossassociatedwithtwogeneralsyndromes.
Hearinglossmayresultfrommechanicalstress
or damagein the tympanicmembrane-middle
earsystem,or intheinnerear.Amixedsyndrome
reflectedin bothmechanicalandsensorineural
componentsin thehearinglossmayresultfrom
intensenoiseexposures,particularlyfromthose
withimpulsivecharacteristics.

Continuousand impulsiveaerospacenoise
exposuresmaycausemechanicaldamageto the
tympanicmembraneandossicularchain,and,
in someinstances,theinnerearaswell.Hearing
lossresultingfromthismechanicaltypeacoustic
traumais characteristicallyflat or aboutthe
samemagnitudeforallfrequencieswhenthereis
no sensorineuralinvolvement.Sensorineural
hearingloss,if a resultof anintenseimpulsive
signal,maynotbedeterminedforseveralmonths
after exposurebecauseof the slowcourseof
recovery.

Auditory pain due to noise is associated with

excessive mechanical displacement of the middle

ear system, and is believed to occur near the

damage threshold. This pain, occurring almost

independently of frequency at levels of 130-140

dB SPL and above, acts as a rather ineffective

warning mechanism for overexposure. No pain

is associated with overexposure of the inner ear

which is often recognized only after inner ear

damage has occurred and the hearing function

has been adversely affected.
Continuous noise exposure may produce a

slow, progressive loss of auditory sensitivity;
this loss is first observed between 2000 and 6000

Hz with the greatest and most rapid decrease at

4000 Hz. The loss of sensitivity increases in mag-

nitude and spreads in frequency with continued

exposure. The manner in which noise-induced

permanent threshold shift progresses with a

number of years of exposure has been widely
documented.

The susceptibility of individual ears to noise-

induced hearing loss varies greatly, i.e., the

amount of TTS produced by a specific noise

exposure will differ markedly in each case. The

capability of determining an individual's noise

susceptibility prior to his assignment to a noise
environment would be most valuable; however,

despite considerable research, there has been

no satisfactory method for arriving at such a

decision. Exposure criteria have not incorporated

a susceptibility factor because of wide variance

from person to person and the inability to pre-

dict TTS for a specific ear.

Vestibular system. Subjective reports of dis-

orientation, vertigo, nausea, and interference

with postural equilibrium during high-intensity

noise exposure suggest that intense acoustic

energy may stimulate the vestibular system

[13]. Empirical efforts to substantiate vestibular

responses to noise have not been conclusive;

however, this evidence does identify the vestibu-

lar system as the most probable site of acoustical

stimulation [54, 107].

Sensory systems other than the vestibular

receptors are clearly affected at levels above

140 dB and mechanoreceptors and proprioceptors

may be the primary mediators of the physiologic

response [71,141].
General physiologic responses. The influence

of noise on human physiologic responses other
than audition is unclear, and consistent deleteri-

ous effects have not emerged. Changes in various

physiologic indicators are measured under

laboratory conditions and in real-life situations;

however, the magnitude of changes are fre-

quently no greater than those experienced in

daily living activities. In addition, physiologic

responses which accompany individual noise

exposures are frequently transitory. Generally,

humans adapt very well to stimuli such as noise;

however, questions yet to be answered concern

possible adverse effects on health and well-being

due to regular long-term exposure to noise over

many years. Neither long-term adaptation to

noise nor the manner in which widely varying

individual differences affect physiologic reactions
are well understood.

General and specific physiologic responses to

sound have been measured by a number of in-

,r'gr' r'UCIBILITY OF
i> IS POO 
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vestigators [19, 65, 68, 69, 141]. The results are

complementary and include effects on peripheral

blood flow, respiration, galvanic skin response

(GSR), skeletal muscle tension, gastro-intestinal

(GI) motility, cardiac response, EEG, pupillary

dilation, renal and glandular function. Many

of these response changes have been reported at

relatively low sound pressure levels (70-90 dB).

Studies of nonauditory effects in industrial

settings suggest that noise does influence gen-
eral health. According to Kryter [72], Andriuken

has reported greater arterial blood pressure in
workers exposed to high-frequency lathe noise

and to very intense broadband noise found in

ball bearing production shops than in men

working in less intense noise. Shatalov et al

[120] showed differences in various cardio-

vascular responses of persons who worked

in a spinning mill noise of 85-95 dB compared
with those who worked in 114-120 dB of indus-

trial noise. The incidence of symptoms of vas-

cular disorders, cardiac arrythmias, and pale,

taut skin conditions were higher in employees

who worked in noise levels greater than 90-95

dB than in those working in less intense ex-

posures [67]. Subjective reports of fatigue, loss

of appetite, irritability, nausea, disorientation,
headache, and even inability to remember, con-

tinue to be reported as a result of noise exposure.

Numerous other factors in industrial noise

situations where physiologic problems have been

observed indicate that caution must be exercised

in attributing adverse effects solely to noise. An

apparent corollary indicates that as noise ex-

posure in work situations increases in intensity,

other elements of the same environments, con-

sidered stressful to physiologic functions, in-

crease correspondingly. The contributions to

physiologic problems of temperature extremes
and poor ventilation, threat of accidental injury or

death, demands of specific tasks, and other

nonnoise factors which tend to grow with in-

tensity of noise exposure cannot be ascertained

without being controlled in test populations.

Sleep interference. Interference with sleep due

to noise may be a serious effect, for there is

widespread agreement that adequate sleep is

a physiologic necessity. There are two general

aspects of sleep interference due to noise:

actual arousal or wakening, and changes within

the sleeping individual who does not awaken to

the noise. Sleep is in stages or levels, which are

revealed by patterns of electrical (EEG) activity

of the brain. In terms of arousal, individuals

are more resistant to noise stimuli during some

stages of sleep than others. During sleep stage
2, subjects are more susceptible to behavioral

awakening than during the other stages; they are

most resistant during stage 4 and REM (rapid

eye movements, with dreaming) sleep. Recent

work by Lukas and Kryter [83] indicates an age

factor in sleep interference due to noise. Aircraft

noise and sonic boom-type stimuli perceived in

the home environs awakened older persons (67-

72-year-old males) about 70% of the time, younger

persons (21-22-years-of-age) less, and children

(5-8-years-of-age) hardly at all. Williams [138]

reports the threshold for behavioral wakening

has been measured at only 20 dB or there-

abouts above the hearing threshold of audibility,

while Kryter reports awakening thresholds of

30 dB in stage 2, and 50 dB in stage 4.

Sleeping individuals not awakened in response
to noise stimuli have nevertheless shown changes

in peripheral vasoconstriction as well as in EEG.

Finger pulse amplitude changed at noise levels
15 dB below arousal threshold, and heart rate

changes were measured at 10-15 dB below

arousal threshold. These responses confirm that

measurable effects of noise on biologic responses

in man during sleep are observable even though

the sleeper is totally unaware of the acoustic

exposure.

Myasnikov [100] describes an interesting in-

vestigation of sleep in which subjects experienced
broadband continuous noise exposure of 75-

78 dB during simulated space flight. A dichotomy

emerged: those who fell asleep rapidly, slept
well and awakened feeling well; those who fell

asleep with difficulty, did not sleep well and did

not feel well on awakening. Other effects were

generally bimodal corresponding to the two types

of sleepers. The author concludes that selection

of candidates for astronauts or cosmonauts

should include screening of sleep characteristics

to eliminate poor sleepers.
Startle. Startle may be evoked by a wide variety

of stimuli but is particularly susceptible to sudden,
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unexpected noises. The physiologic aspects of

the startle response are not specific to the stimu-

lus. They include increased pulse rate, in-

creased blood pressure, and diversion of blood
flow to the skeletal musculature. Startle re-

sponses are not known to have a direct adverse

physiologic effect on personnel. They do not

occur frequently in everyday life and generally

are not considered to constitute a widespread

problem.

Psychologic Effects

Psychologic responses to noise of interest to

aerospace biology and medicine are potential

problems in voice communication and crew-

member performance.

Voice communication. The technical discussion

of voice communication which follows, based

largely on research and experience with standard

American English, may not be directly appropriate

for non-English languages. Processing different

languages by a common space-communication

system may be of concern as international cooper-

ation in aerospace medicine and biology increases.

Factors which influence operational voice com-

munication have been systematically examined

as a function of language. The statistics of lan-

guage may vary significantly from one to another,

and communication capability may likewise be

differentially influenced. Voice communication as

a function of language, although essentially ig-

nored to the present, requires further defirfition

in future aerospace research activities.

Speech communication may be adversely

affected by noise exposures in two basic ways:

the speech signal may be masked or drowned

out by the noise, and/or temporary hearing loss

due to the noise exposure may reduce the in-

dividual's ability to understand messages. Tem-

porary hearing loss, if it occurs in this situation,

is highly variable and cannot conveniently be in-

cluded in schemes for estimating or predicting

voice communication efficiency in noise. Masking

effects of noise on speech communication, which

are well understood, form the basis for quantita-

tive predictive schemes and criteria. These cri-

teria do not include low-frequency and infrasonic

exposures. The extent to which such exposures

affect the prediction of speech intelligibility has

yet to be determined. Subaudible airborne sound

is effective in eliciting body vibrations and re-

sponses, which, as they are reflected in speech

production, may prove a problem.
Influences on voice communication have been

categorized by Webster [136] as environmental,

personal, message, and equipment. Noise,

both acoustical and electrical, is the predominant

environmental factor responsible for masking

and degrading speech. Conditions of whole-

body vibration and of artificial atmospheres
such as He-O2 mixtures have demonstrated

clear-cut influences on the speech communica-

tion process [106]. Combined stresses, i.e.,

noise and vibration, may produce greater decre-
ments than those found in either element ex-

perienced singly. Task requirements, possible

danger, other health effects and stresses may also
cause communication to deteriorate.

Personal factors are concerned with the manner

in which the speech message is produced and

perceived by the individual. Poor speech pro-

duction habits, regional and national dialects, and

word usage are important. Hearing loss, either

temporary or permanent, will also degrade per-

ception. Experience in the communication en-

vironment facilitates efficiency as does an ade-

quate program of training concerned with the en-

vironment in which the trainee will perform and

the speech materials and equipment he will use.

Type of material or messages which result in

reduced intelligibility involve large vocabularies,

unexpected terms, and phrases used infrequently.

Equipment degradation of speech can be effec-

tively engineered out using principles such as

noise-cancelling microphones, microphone noise

shields, adequate passband of the system, appro-

priate peak clipping, low impedance charac-
teristics, and the like. Most communication

systems using these principles account for very

little speech degradation. Engineers, to insure

a successful design, must know characteristics of

the system and the manner in which the system
is to be used.

Various procedures are in widespread use for

analyzing and predicting the effectiveness of

electronically aided (headset) and face-to-face

speech communication in noise. These procedures

involve a physical description of the noise ex-
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posurein bothlevelandspectrum,a nominalor
measuredspeechleveland spectrum,and an
analyticprocedurebaseduponexperimentaldata
relatingmaskingeffectsof noiseto speech
receptionanda descriptorofexpectedefficiency
of speechcommunicationas a functionof the
noise.The least sophisticatedand easiestto
usemethodis the A-weightedsoundpressure
level(dBA).SpeechInterferenceLevel(SILor
PSIL)is thesimplestmethodusingoctaveband
levels.A morerefinedprocedurethanSIL and
PSILdevelopedfor usein a verywiderangeof
applicationsis NoiseCriteria(NCorPNC).The
mostcomprehensiveandaccurateprocedurefor
predictingspeechcommunicationefficiencyin
noiseenvironsis theArticulationIndex.A final
procedure,probablythe mosttime-consuming
and expensive,is to attemptto simulatethe
communicationenvironmentanddirectlymeasure

theresponseof thesystemthroughintelligibility
testing.

Sound level. The A-weighted sound level in

decibels (dBA) is a single number representation

of a noise measured with a sound level meter [8].

The A-weighting approximates sensitivity of the
normal human ear to moderate level sound.

Measured dBA values referenced in Figure 5 [1351

provide relationships between communication

capability and noise. This procedure is ideal for

survey and monitoring purposes; however, it is

unsuited for noise control and engineering pur-

poses because detailed spectral information is

lacking in the descriptor.

Speech interference level- speech interference

level, preferred frequencies. SIL and NC pro-

cedures permit estimates of the acceptability of
noises for communication based on octave band

descriptions of the noise. Recent changes in noise
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measurement standards have resulted in two

slightly different descriptions of the noise. New

octave bands have been standardized for general

use, and current noise measuring equipment is

constructed to comply accordingly. The new

octave bands, which have different center fre-

quencies from the old octaves, are called preferred

frequencies or octaves. The preferred center

frequencies and the nonpreferred center fre-

quencies of octave bands are presented in Table

2. To identify speech intelligibility prediction

procedures that use the preferred center fre-

quencies, the letter P is added to the nomen-

clature to produce PSIL and PNC.

SIL and PSIL [135] are single number criteria

valid for noise exposures having a relatively

uniform spectrum. The SIL is defined as the

arithmetic average of the sound pressure levels
(dB) of the noise in the three octave bands which

contain most of the speech energy: 600-1200,

1200-2400, and 2400-4800 Hz. The PSIL, defined

as the average octave band level of new or pre-

ferred octave bands centered at 500, 1000, and

2000 Hz, is called the three-band preferred octave

speech interference level. PSIL and SIL levels

for reliable communication at various distances

and voice levels are shown in Figure 5. PSIL

values are generally 3 dB higher than SIL values

for the same noise exposure. It is acceptable

practice to convert from one to the other by

adding or subtracting 3 dB.

Noise criteria. Noise criteria (NC) are basically

an expansion of SIL from a single number to sets

of numbers representing octave band criteria.

Noise criteria assume a reasonably steady and

continuous spectrum. A new set of criteria curves
has been formulated, which uses the new octave

bands. These curves, called preferred noise

criterion curves (PNC) [16], have levels in the

bands below 125 Hz and above 1000 Hz that are

lower than those of the original NC curves by

2-5 dB. Criteria curves and corresponding recom-

mended indoor functional activity areas are
described in Tables 3 and 4 for both NC and PNC.

To estimate communication performance for

a given noise environment using either of these

criteria:

1. determine the noise in octave bands

2. compare the octave band spectrum to the

appropriate PNC criterion curve in Table
3

3. the criterion value just above the highest
octave band level describes the noise

environment

4. consult Table 4, which contains functional

activities, to determine the level and

quality of communication to be expected
for that environment.

Articulation index. The most comprehensive

procedure for predicting intelligibility in noise is

the articulation index (AI) [7]. The AI is a calcula-

tion from physical and acoustical measurements

made on a communication system which describes

the intelligibility that might be expected for that

system under actual test conditions. The speech

spectrum and effective masking spectrum at the

ear of the listener are required for the computa-

tion. The method is applicable for communication

situations which involve male talkers.

TABLE 2.--Preferred and Nonpreferred Center Frequencies of Octave Bands

Preferred center Nonpreferred center
Band limits Band limits

frequencies frequencies

31.5

63

125

25O

5OO

1000

2000

4000

8000

22.4- 45

45 - 90

90 - 180

180 - 355

355 - 710

710 - 1400

1400 - 2800

2800 - 5600

5600 -11 200

26.5

53

106

212

425

850

1700

3400

6800

18.8- 37.5

37.5- 75

75 - 150

150 - 3OO

300 - 600

600 -1200

1200 -2400

2400 -4800

4800 -9600
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TABLE 3.-Octave-Band SPL Values Associated with Recommended 1971 Preferred Noise Criterion

(PNC) Curves [16

Preferred noise 31.5 63 125

criterion curves Hz Hz Hz

PNC-15 58 43 35

PNC-20 59 46 39

PNC-25 60 49 43

PNC 3O 61 52 46

PNC-35 62 55 50

PNC-40 64 59 54

PNC-45 67 63 58

PNC-50 70 66 62

PNC-55 73 70 66

PNC-60 76 73 69

PNC-65 79 76 73

250 500

Hz Hz

28 21

32 26

37 31

41 35

45 40

50 45

54 50

58 54

62 59

66 63

70 67

1000 2000

Hz Hz

15 10

20 15

25 20

30 25

35 30

40 35

45 41

50 46

55 51

59 56

64 61

400O 80OO

Hz Hz

8 8

13 13

18 18

23 23
28 28

33 33

38 38

43 43

48 48

53 53

58 58

Procedures for calculating AI may be based on

the spectrum level of the noise and of speech

present in 20 contiguous bands of frequencies,

octave bands, or 1/3 octave bands of frequencies.

The greatest precision is obtained with the

20-band procedure, the least with the octave band

method. An appropriate worksheet must be used

to calculate the AI. Sample worksheets are shown

for the 20 contiguous bands (Fig. 6) and the octave

bands of frequencies methods (Fig. 7). An example

of the calculation of an AI by the octave band

method is contained in Figure 8 for a relatively

flat noise spectrum of moderate intensity. This

calculation procedure may be followed in the

example which provides an AI of 0.54:

1. Plot the octave band levels of the steady

state noise reaching the listener's ears.

2. Adjust the idealized speech peaks curve

to reflect the speech value in the system

under test.

3. Determine the difference in decibels at

the band center frequencies between the

speech and the noise spectra. (Assign 0 to

differences less than 1, and 30 to differ-

ences greater than 30.)

4. Multiply the difference values in each

band by the weighting factor for that band,

and add the resulting numbers to obtain

the AI.

A number of factors which influence speech

intelligibility scores, either individually or in

combinations, may be quantitatively evaluated

using the AI principle. Some of the factors are:

(a) masking by steady state noise, (b) masking by

nonsteady state noise, including the interruption

rate, (c) frequency distortion of the speech signal,

(d) amplitude distortion of the speech signal,

(e) reverberation time, (f) vocal effort, and (g)

visual cues. Of the many factors not evaluated by

AI, there are: (a) sex of the talker, (b) multiple

transmission paths, (c) combinations of distor-

tions, (d) monaural vs binaural presentation, and

(e) asymmetrical clipping, frequency shifting,

and fading.

The relationship of AI to various measures of

speech intelligibility is shown in Figure 9. The

intelligibility score is dependent on the constraints

placed on the message, i.e., the greater the

constraint, the higher the intelligibility. No

single value AI can be established as an accept-

able communications criterion because of varia-

tions in proficiency of talkers and listeners, and

in the nature of messages to be transmitted. AI

is a consistent, reliable procedure for predicting

relative performance of communications systems

operating under given conditions. Present-day

communication systems usually have design goals

of Als in excess of 0.5. An AI of 0.7 appears

appropriate as a goal for systems which will

operate under a variety of stress conditions and

with many different talkers and listeners of

varying degrees of skill.

Measurement of intelligibility. In some situa-
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tions the speech and/or noise characteristics may

not satisfy the basic assumptions underlying the

standard calculation procedures. Unusual noise

environs, whole-body vibration in noise, and

artificial atmospheres and noise are examples.

The communication efficiency with talkers and/or
listeners in the environment of interest must then

be measured. Some intelligibility assessment

procedures are widely accepted through stand-

ardization and through usage. One sensitive test

of speech intelligibility is the Phonetically Bal-

anced (PB) Monosyllabic Word Intelligibility Test

[6]. This procedure consists of trained talkers

reading lists of phonetically balanced material

to trained listeners under communication system

features being evaluated. A score of about 70%

on the PB word lists corresponds to more than

90% intelligibility for sentences.

Speech communication, using good sound

protector-communications units (i.e. earphones

under ear protectors and a shielded microphone

reducing speech masking by the ambient noise)

is adequate in most operational aerospace ground-

maintenance situations. The performance of these
units has not been determined in the noise fields

of present and future rocket systems, of large jet
engines of the C-5A or SST, and with VTOL and

VSTOL type aircraft.

Artificial atmosphere. Speech communication

has been evaluated in special or unusual environ-

ments of interest to aerospace operations. Helium,

once considered a possible component of the

life-sustaining atmosphere of some space vehicles

and orbital stations, was investigated [70, 106].

This research described speech responses in

helium concentrations ranging from 0-80% at

pressures of 760-258 mm Hg. Effects of helium

were found positively related to the amount of

helium present, i.e., the greater the amount of

helium, the greater the effect on speech. In

general, helium speech showed: (1) good intelli-

gibility, (2) less vocal output than air, (3) shifts

of speech energy (vowels) to higher frequencies,

(4) greater susceptibility to masking by ambient

noise than speech in air, and (5) a strange,

unnatural quality. These characteristics are im-

posed by elements of the physical environment,

thus cannot be significantly improved by crew-

member training and experience.

Vibration. Various powered phases of space

missions as well as high-speed, low-ahitude flight

are characterized by severe vibration, buffeting,

and intense noise. The speech of individuals

subjected to these stimuli is altered to a tremolo-

like voice quality corresponding in some degree

to the frequency of the vibration [103]. Word

intelligibility is reduced, particularly by vibra-

tions at 6 to 7 Hz. The vibrated speech is masked

by noise to a greater extent than might be

expected. Speech continues to deteriorate with

increasing levels of acceleration.

Performance

Adverse effects of noise on sensorimotor per-

formance and cognitive function have not been

TABLE 4.-Recommended Noise Criteria Ranges

for Steady Background Noise as Heard in

Various Indoor Functional Areas [16]

Type of space (and
acoustical requirements)

For sleeping, resting, relax-
ing; bedrooms, sleeping
quarters, hospitals, resi-
dences, apartments

For fair listening conditions;
laboratory work spaces,
drafting and engineering
rooms, general secretarial
areas

For moderately fair listening
conditions; light mainte-
nance shops, office and
computer equipment
rooms

For just acceptable speech
and telephone communi-
cation; shops, garages,
power-plant control rooms,
etc. Levels above PNC-60
are not recommended for
any office or communica-
tion situation

For work spaces where
speech or telephone
communication is not
required, but where there
must be no risk of hearing
damage

PNC curve

25 to 40

40 to 50

45 to 55

50 to 60

60 to 75

Approximate
sound level

(dBA)

34 to 47

47 to 56

52 to 61

56 to66

66 to 80
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consistentlydemonstrated.Performanceeffi-
ciencyhasbeenvariouslyreportedto increase,
deteriorate,or remainunaffectedby noise.In
general,efficiencymay improvewhen noise
exposurefunctionsto isolateperformancefrom
acousticdistractions.The efficiencymay de-
terioratewhenthe noiseitself is a distracting
influenceon taskswhichrequireattentionand

concentrationover long work periods. Although

numerous, experimental investigations on effects

of noise on performance have failed to provide

an integrated framework for the establishment

of exposure criteria. Questions remain un-

answered concerning the amount of performance

impairment to be expected for specified sets of

noise exposure conditions.
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Kryter [72] presents a comprehensive discus-

sion of a great deal of key work accomplished over

the past 10 years. He reviews the results as well

as various theories to explain motor performance

in noise. In summarizing, he suggests that noise

will not "directly interfere with mental or motor

performance." He asserts noise effects on mental

and motor nonauditory tasks to be negligible

below about 27 dBA, possibly beneficial between
about 27 and 67 dBA due to arousal and isolation

from distraction, and possibly detrimental above

about 67 dBA due to overarousal, aversion, and
distraction from the task.

Noise Combined with Vibration

Simultaneous exposure to noise and vibration

is exceedingly common in current transportation

systems and in powered flight phases of space
activities. The effects of these combined stimuli

on performance cannot be predicted from knowl-
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edge of single-stress effects. Since consistent

information is lacking about effects on perform-

ance from noise and vibration individually, it is

not surprising that even less information exists

relative to their combined effects. Scientific

interest in the experimental investigation of this

combined stimulus is relatively recent. In a few

studies, motor performance has been examined on

a two-dimensional complex tracking and reaction

time task, and cognitive performance on a short-

term memory/subtraction task. Results from

motor performance studies were not conclusive.

However, there was some consistency between

studies for the cognitive task [125]. An additional

study of the effects of the combined noise and

vibration on the mental arithmetic task as a

function of time of day revealed no significant

differences in performance measured at 6 a.m.

and at 3 p.m. Ioseliani [63] reports decreased

intellectual performance in noise combined with
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vibration: 70% of the degradation was due to

vibration, and 30% due to the noise component.

The environmental stress of heat was added

to that of noise and vibration by Grether et al

[44, 45] in two studies which examined effects on

performance and were specifically oriented to

the combined stress of space activities. The

subjects were exposed to heat 49 ° C (120 ° F),

noise (105 dB), and z-axis vibration (5 Hz, 0.30 g

peak) singly and in various combinations. Results

suggest that the combined stress condition pro-

duced less of an effect on performance than the

individual stressors. The greatest impairment of

performance resulted from the vibration stimulus

alone. These results should not be interpreted

as conclusive because of the limited number of

investigations and meager amount of information.

Stresses are typically encountered simul-

taneously in real life situations, instead of

individually, as they are ordinarily investigated.

Test vocabulary
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FIGURE 9.-Relation between AI and various measures of

speech intelligibility [7].

Investigators working in the area of combined

stresses point out the complexity of these multi-

stress situations which are further confused by

interactions relating to task, instructional, and

situational variables. The problems encountered

in single-stress research and the little experience

accumulated when stresses are combined sug-

gests that the prediction of human performance

capability in combined-stress situations is likely
to be very difficult for some time in the future.

There are, however, no documented situations

in which acoustical energy has directly acted

upon individuals so as to seriously interfere with

task performance in environments typical of
those experienced by aerospace crews.

Complex Reactions

Numerous psychologic factors in the lives of
individuals contribute to the manner in which

they respond and will respond to noise and sonic

booms from aerospace activities of the present

and future. The interaction of these psychologic

factors with noise exposure results in the wide

range of behavior in response to noise, and is

described as complex reactions. Some general

models have been proposed for various actions

of the intruding noises and corresponding re-

sponses of those exposed to it.

Noise. Acoustic energy is undesirable when

attention is called to it unnecessarily or it inter-

feres with routine activities in the home, office,
shop, recreational area, or elsewhere. Numerous

techniques based on physical stimuli are avail-

able and in use to assess noise exposure effects on

people in work and living spaces and to estimate

individual and community reaction to them. In

the past, most approaches to this question have

been based upon loudness functions and methods

for calculating loudness of sounds. A current

concept, which has gained widespread acceptance

and usage, maintains that individual and com-

munity reaction to a sound is determined by the

annoyance or unwantedness of the sound instead

of its loudness. The subjectively judged un-
wantedness of a sound is described as its

perceived noisiness (PN). The perceived noisiness

concept supposes that unacceptability of a sound

may be adequately determined from physical
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measuresof sound.Theunitofnoisinessobtained
fromcalculations-usingthephysicalorobjective
measurementsof the sound-is definedasthe
perceivednoisinessindecibelsorPNdB.

RelationshipsbetweenvariousPNdB levels
and the natureof communityreactionsthat
correspondto themhavebeendefinedon the
basisof datafromairportnoiseexperiencesas
wellasbothlaboratoryandfieldresearch.These
relationshipsarecompiledfor usein estimating
reactionsanda step-by-stepprocedureis avail-
ableforarrivingatPNdBvaluesfromthephysical
measurementsof the noise.A comprehensive
discussionof the basicconceptof perceived
noisiness,includingvariousmodificationsand
refinementsintendedto extendthe usefulness
of the procedure,is presentedin detailedform
in Kryter'sdiscussion[72].

Mostschemescurrentlyin usethroughoutthe
world for estimatingtotalexposuresarebased
uponsomeformof loudnessfunctionor of the
perceivednoisinessconcept.Eachnationalso
modifieswhateverbasicconceptis usedrelative
toitsownneeds,criteriaforpercentofpopulation
affected,basicresearchdataof mostinterestto
them,andthelike.Thewidevarietyoftechniques
for describingthe acousticstimuluscan be
reducedtoacommondenominatorforconvenient
comparison[33].Approximateequivalencesbe-
tweennoiseexposureindicesfroma numberof
differentnationsareshownin Figure10.Each
oftheseproceduresis usedto estimateresponses
ofcommunitiesandtodeterminecompatibleland
usagefor correspondingnoiseexposures.

Presentindicesfor predictingcomplexre-
actionstototalnoiseexposuremaynotbedirectly
appropriateto aerospaceactivities.Totalnoise
exposureimpliesnumerousindividualexposures
dailyovera minimumof manydays.Aerospace
activities,otherthanthosesuchasstaticrocket
firings,will likelyoccuroneortwotimesperweek
asamaximum,atleastfortheforeseeablefuture.
Appropriatecorrectionsmightbeappliedto the
basicproceduresto permittheir usewithnoise
exposuresoftheaerospacesystems.

Sonic boom. National and international attention

is directed at human response to sonic boom from

the standpoint of commercial supersonic trans-

port aircraft, as well as current and future aero-

space activities which will involve frequent exit

from, and reentry into, the Earth's atmosphere at

supersonic speeds. Investigative efforts continue
in a number of areas to determine valid tolerance

criteria. Recent research activities in both labora-

tories and communities have provided a frame-

work of information within which this stimulus

may be better understood [40]. Estimates and

observations of sonic boom exposures are sum-
marized in Table 5.

Direct physiological injury of humans due to

exposure to the level of sonic booms typically

experienced in communities and to special ex-

perimental studies has not been documented. The

auditory mechanism is exceedingly sensitive to

variations in pressure; however, no adverse

effects of sonic booms on hearing acuity have been
measured. Startle and interference with routine

living and work activities may lead to complex

reactions of annoyance, which are problems of

considerable proportion. The extent to which indi-

viduals adapt to startle after repeated exposures

over days and weeks is unknown.

High-Intensity Noise Effects

Some noise environs during launch and static

firings of aerospace vehicles are short-duration

exposures at overall sound pressure levels ranging

from 120 to 170 dB and greater. When individuals

are without adequate hearing protection against

these noises, likely they will have pain and

severe acoustic trauma during relatively brief

exposures. Whole-body or nonauditory effects

may be experienced at these intensity levels in

spite of using good hearing protection.

Steady state. Steady-state acoustic energy at
these levels, and particularly for lower frequen-

cies, is clearly felt as well as heard. The threshold

of feeling for the airborne sound is about 10 dB

below the threshold of aural pain for energy in

the midfrequency range. The acoustic energy

activates mechanoreceptors throughout the body

[71, 141]. The stimulus is perceived by cutane-

()us receptors, viscera, and the vestibular system.

Sinuses, mucous membranes, and proprioceptors

also respond. Overall sensations are strange and

somewhat disturbing even to individuals accus-

tomed to noise exposure.. Vertigo, nausea, vom-

iting, and occasional disorientation are reported
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TABLE 5.--Estimates and Observations of Sonic Boom Exposure

Peak overpressure

lb/ft '2 dyn/em 2

0-1 0-478

1.0-1.5 478-717

1.5-2.0 717-957

2.0-5.0 957-2393

20-144

720

2160

957 × 10'_-6.8 × 104

3.44 × 105

1.033 × 10 s

• leUlCtt_u allUlor nleasureu ellt_Ctb

Sonic booms from normal opera-

tional altitudes: typical com-

munity exposures (seldom above

2 lb/ft _, or 957 dyn/cm 2)

No damage to ground structures; no significant

public reaction day or night

Very rare minor damage to ground structures

probable public reaction
t

Rare minor damage to ground structures; significant

public reaction, particularly at night

Incipient damage to structures

Measured sonic booms from aircraft flying at supersonic speeds at minimum altitude

experienced by humans without injury

Estimated threshold for eardrum rupture (maximum overpressure)

Estimated threshold fi_r lung damage (maximum overpressure)

or observed during, and sometimes after, the

acoustic exposure is terminated. Continuous

exposures produce irritability and fatigue, which

may persist for many hours after exposure.

Personnel should not be permitted in noise

fields of 150 dB, as a rule, regardless of the

hearing protection worn, because of possible

adverse nonauditory effects. In environs near

these levels, individuals who are susceptible to

nonauditory or auditory effects should be mon-

itored closely.

Impulse. Impulse noises, with signal durations

of less than 1000 ms, commonly occur at peak

positive pressure values ranging from 120 to

170 dB and greater for weapons fire, explosions,

impact devices, and near field sonic booms. The

relatively little energy in the very brief and

rapidly rising and falling single impulse is sig-

nificantly less effective in adversely affecting

man than is steady-state noise. When high-level

impulses occur repeatedly, however, their poten-

tial effect on the auditory system increases. Aero-

space impulsive noises are likely to be single

impulses and may be limited to low-level sonic

booms for present generation systems.

Infrasound. Aerospace propulsion systems are

a major source of intense infrasound during

launch. Noise spectra containing intense low-

frequency and infrasonic energy may excite

body parts such as the chest, abdomen, eyes,

and sinus cavities, and cause concern, annoyance,

and fatigue. Psychologic responses accompanying

these physiologic effects may result in even more

complex reactions to such exposures.

In one comprehensive study, an attempt was

made to systematically assess effects on various

human responses of a number of existing high-

intensity infrasound and low-frequency energy

sources [97]. Representative spectra and levels

of acoustic energy to which noise-experienced

subjects were exposed in a series of separate

tests are shown in Figure 11. Subjects wore

hearing protective devices in those exposures

containing high-level audiofrequency energy,

but participated open ear or experimented with

various types of protectors when the high-

frequency energy was relatively low.

Subjective human tolerance data relating to
the various noise exposures are also summarized

in Figure 11. Voluntary tolerance limits were

approached for frequencies below 100 Hz

at levels of 150-154 dB as evidenced by symptoms

of nausea, giddiness, coughing, choking, and
the like. This confirms the maximum permissible

exposure limit of around 150 dB for infrasound.

The levels and behavior described are approach-
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ing maximum subjective tolerance for the dura-

tions experienced, although subjects reported

that tolerance limits had not been reached.

Lower levels of exposure are presumed to be

safe and/or acceptable for longer periods.

Ultrasound. Numerous ultrasound noise

sources are present in aerospace activities and

equipment such as rocket and jet noise, cleaning

and measuring devices, drilling and welding

processes, and power and communication control.

Documented evidence of detrimental effects

on personnel exposed to airborne ultrasound is

scarce, in part because ultrasound is particularly

amenable to atmospheric absorption and to

noise control measures. The use of standard

hearing protective devices essentially eliminates

complaints of undesirable exposures.

Subjective symptoms of ultrasonic exposure

were attributed earlier to apprehension of the

exposed individual; however, recent evidence

correlates symptoms with specific exposure con-

ditions [2]. Energy at frequencies above about

17 000 Hz and in excess of 70 dB produces sub-

jective effects. Individuals who cannot hear in

this region do not experience the subjective

symptoms. Women appeared to experience

symptoms more often than men, and younger men

more often than older men. This would appear

to be consistent with the relative hearing abilities
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of the three groups and the described relation-

ship with the energy above 17 000 Hz and 70 dB.

Many ultrasound exposures also contain sub-

stantial energy in the audiofrequency range

and this lower frequency energy is commonly

responsible for the complaints. In these in-

stances, reducing the level of the audio portion

of the exposure results in disappearance of sub-

jective symptoms. Nevertheless, when airborne

ultrasound at the position of the operator's head

exceeds acceptable levels, subjective responses

of ill effects may be expected from exposed

personnel.

Noise Effects in Space Operations

The aerospace noises (described in the first

section of this chapter) vary as a function

Tolerance data

Exposure Observed behavior

0 to 50 Hz

up to 145 dB

50 to 100 Hz

up to 154 dB

Discrete

frequencies

100 Hz at

153 dB

60 Hz at

154 dB

73 Hz at

150 dB

Chest wall vibration,

gag sensations,

respiratory rhythm changes,

postexposure fatigue;

voluntary tolerance not

exceeded

Headache, choking,

coughing, visual blurring

and fatigue; voluntary

tolerance limit reached

Tolerance limit symptoms

Mild nausea, giddiness,

subcostal discomfort,

cutaneous flushing

Coughing, severe sub-

sternal pressure, choking

respiration, salivation, pain

on swallowing, giddiness

Representative low- frequenc,

and infrasonic test

environments

FIGURE 11.-Infrasound exposures and corresponding subjective responses.
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of the phases of the spaceflight profile and

in their potential effects on the space vehicle

crewmembers, ground-support crews, and

residents in communities where the acoustic

energy may intrude. A summary of space opera-

tions noise exposure and potential environmental

impact is contained in Table 6.

Launch. At ignition, rocket exhaust noise

suddenly attains very intense sound pressure

levels which radiate very great distances from
the launch site.

Flight crew. Noise reaches the crew compart-

ment through structure-borne and airborne

transmission. However, transmission loss in

space systems such as Apollo is sufficient to
reduce outside levels in excess of 150 dB to

crew station levels of 120-125 dB. Additional

protection from the acoustic energy is provided

by crewmembers' space suit-helmet configura-
tions. Sound levels at the ears of crewmembers

range from a maximum of near 120 dB for the

very low frequencies to 90 dB and less at the

higher frequencies above 2000 Hz. As the vehicle

lifts off, the level of propulsion noise decreases

and that of aerodynamic noise increases. Ap-

proximately 60 s after launch, maximum levels

of around 120 dB are again encountered at the

crew stations. From 60 to 110 s, the noise gradu-

ally decreases to relatively low levels below 100

dB which are dominated by on-board systems.

Noise exposures experienced by crewmembers

during launch are not of sufficient magnitude

in the short exposure periods to create adverse

biomedical or performance effects. The total

very brief duration and maximum levels are

attained only momentarily before they gradually
decrease. Voice communication is the most

vulnerable potentially threatened function

under these conditions. Its efficiency is limited

by the basic instrumentation system as well

as the acoustic isolation and protection of the

headset and special features of the microphone

designed to effectively operate in noise environs.

Voice communication system technology and

the experience of several space launches in

the USSR and US indicate that voice communica-

tion is adequate for current rocket-system
launch noises.

Shirt-sleeve crew environments provide less

whole-body protection against noise exposure

than pressurized space suits. Whole-body

exposure levels of about 125 dB may be suf-

ficient to stimulate mechanoreceptors in some

individuals. However, the training and exper-

ience of crewmembers, in addition to the very

brief durations of the exposures, again suggest

that no significant adverse effects will occur.

In general, space suit and shirt-sleeve crew

environments contain intense acoustic energy

during launch; however, the brief duration of

the intense exposures and special provisions for

the situation preclude adverse physiologic or

psychologic effects.

Ground crew. The rocket noise at ignition is

the most intense exposure experienced by

ground crew personnel. Overall levels at the

exhaust of vehicles such as Saturn V reach

175 dB decreasing to levels of 150-155 dB in
the near field around vehicles as close as 182.9 m

(600 ft) from the pad. The overall level decreases

as the vehicle accelerates away from the launch

site. Levels are of sufficient intensity to produce

both physiologic and psychologic effects; how-

ever, such undesirable effects may be avoided

easily with adequate protection of the ground

crews. Concrete bunkers and other structures,

as well as personal hearing protection, will

provide sufficient protection to insure no adverse

effects on crewmembers and their tasks. Ground

crew voice communication may be assured with

the use of appropriate hearing protector-voice

communication systems.

Communities. The low frequency and infrasonic

components of the launch noise propagate

freely over great distances with relatively little

attenuation. Sound pressure levels of 105 dB

for energy below 20 Hz have been measured

16.09 km (10 mi) from a rocket site during

launch. Communities as far away as 32.2 km

(20 mi) clearly experience this low-frequency

energy. It is possible that band pressure levels

above 100 dB may excite vibration in structures

and furnishings where people reside and work,

causing disturbances and annoyance. Unless

structures are so close to the launch site that

minor property damage is precipitated, com-

munity acceptance may be relatively high for the

infrequent exposures of present space operations.
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Cruise. The controlling noise exposures in

crew compartments are produced by on-board

support equipment. Data from measurements

taken in various crew areas in the Apollo com-

mand module indicate relatively moderate overall

levels of 65-70 dB. These levels have proven

acceptable, although not necessarily ideal, for

space ventures of several weeks. No undesirable

aftereffects have been reported due to noise.

Effects of exposure to relatively low level (60-

70 dB) on-board noise for long-duration missions

have not been fully described. In nonspace

TABLE 6.-Summary of Space Operations, Noise Exposure, and Potential Environmental Impact

Operation Exposure Spacecrew Groundcrews Community

Industrial support Noise Industrial noise exposure; Potential problems where

of space systems 8-h d; compliance with noises intrude into neigh-

DoL 90 dBA criteria boring communities

Launch Noise Brief exposures of 125-130

dB SPL in crew area; less

than 120 dB at ear; hearing

protection and voice com-

munication adequate with

current systems; no ad-

verse effects due to protec-

tion and brief exposures

Very intense levels as high

as 150 dB SPL at 600 ft

from pad; adverse effects

without protection pro-

vided by structures and/

or hearing protectors

Intense levels perceived at

great distances; low fre-

quencies of 115 dB 3 miles

from pad; 105 dB at 10 miles;

infrequent occurrence, brief

duration contribute to ac-

ceptability

Sonic Not perceptible

boom

Cruise Noise Not applicable Not applicable

Noise

Sonic

boom

Reentry

On-board systems; ambient

!cvc!s of 60 70 dB; noise

levels higher during certain

operation, levels tolerable

for brief missions of several

days; acceptable levels for

missions of 6-18 mo not

determined

Noise similar to maximum

aerodynamic noise at

launch; greater duration,

may need to assume voice

comm capability for space

shuttle type reentry

Not perceptible

Not applicableStatic firing

Brief. low-level exposures

at landing

Not perceptible, boom oc-

curs some distance from

landing site

Very intense levels of 150

dB at 600 ft; must use

protection; durations and

frequency of occurrence

much greater than launch

Noise

Negligible; infrequent

Space shuttle-type reentry may

expose large areas of Earth's

surface; impact depends on

number of people exposed.

etc.

Noise propagates far distance

into communities; duration

of runs; frequency of occur-

rence, time of day, etc., will

contribute to acceptability;

this may be worse com-

munity exposure situation
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activities, noise exposure is generally considered

"off" during sleep periods at which times the

affected biologic systems may recuperate. During

cruise phases of space flight, noise exposure is

continual, recuperation periods are not available,

and potential effects during many months are

uncertain. The maximum permissible level

originally proposed by Yuganov et al [141],

of about 65 dB, is considered acceptable for

30--60 d missions; however, it may be too high

for continuous exposures 24 h/d over many

months and even years. He does indicate that

50--60 dB is desirable in general and required

for sleep and rest, and that 85 dB or less is maxi-
mum for a 4-h watch.

Some on-board systems which may produce

high noise levels are used only periodically and

may not be reflected in the measured figures

of 60-70 dB overall noise level. Systems which

produce higher level noises for periods less than

24 h should be designed so that noise exposures

comply with appropriate hearing damage risk

and voice communication criteria (24-h criteria

are preferable, otherwise use 8-h criteria).

Reentry. The impact of noise exposure during

reentry is dependent upon the specific reentry

vehicle and mode of operation. Current systems

which utilize the atmosphere to retard the

vehicle's speed upon reentry and a parachute

delivery of the capsule to the Earth's surface

involve noise exposures to only the crewmembers.

Aerodynamic noise of approximately the same

maximum levels experienced during launch

will also occur during reentry. The duration of

reentry exposure is longer than at launch. How-

ever, overall impact of the exposure appears to

be no greater than during launch and is

acceptable.

Future space systems are expected to reenter

the atmosphere in an operational mode similar

to that used in pilot-controlled high-performance

aircraft. The maximum aerodynamic noise levels

should not differ markedly from those of other

systems on reentry; however, the exposure dura-

tion will likely be prolonged due to the relatively

flat trajectory of the vehicle. Adverse effects

of noise exposure on crewmembers are not

expected.

Sonic booms are generated by the supersonic

speeds of vehicles on reentry to the atmosphere

from space. Parachute-delivered systems' land-

ing areas are generally located in remote regions

over land or water. Thus, the impact of the sonic

boom on structures and people may not be a

matter of major concern. Pilot-controlled systems

will gradually decelerate and land at a few desig-

nated spaceport facilities, generally close to

populated areas. Sonic booms are expected over

large areas of the Earth's surface during these

operations, the magnitudes of which are esti-

mated to be small. Their impact on communities

is not yet determined. Similar to sonic boom

exposures in general, the acceptability is related

to such factors as frequency, whether or not

minor property damage accompanies the booms,

and, of course, magnitude of the booms.

Sonic booms at launch will reach the ground

only for certain flight trajectories, Launch

corridors, selected for safety and other reasons,

usually restrict the use of these areas by non-

space-related personnel and activities. It is

expected that the effects of sonic boom on struc-

tures and persons exposed during launch will

follow the same rules for acceptability.

Static firing. Propulsion systems generate
broadband noise which radiates from the test

site during captive firing. Although the directivity

may be significantly affected by exhaust deflec-

tors, the nature of the physical stimulus is similar

to that at ignition. Maximum energy is in the low

and infrasonic frequencies, but intense ground-

borne noise is also present with the airborne

noise during static testing. The frequency of

the firings and duration of individual exposures

during rocket engine test are considerably

lengthened. If the test site is not sufficiently

distant from residential communities, the

possibility of vibrating buildings and creating

noise annoyance may be significantly increased.

Similar to launch noise, intensity levels close

to the pad are hazardous for unprotected

personnel.

Control Measures

Quantitative engineering analysis and pre-

diction techniques are available for treating ele-

ments of the acoustic-exposure problem ranging
from the noise source to the human receiver.

"s[ _i,,-S2 " " : - ,_c t"
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Control of noise at its source is most desirable

from both engineering and human exposure

standpoints. Since this form of control is not

practical in many situations, other measures
must be implemented in dealing with particular

noise environments.

Source. The engineering capability to reduce

noise exposure should be exploited as the initial

step in control programs or efforts. Many sources,

however, are not amenable to such treatment.

Even after engineering treatments, levels are

not reduced below limiting exposure values.

Additional measures to control the noise at its

source must be considered.

Noise exposure may be reduced, in many

situations, by modification of the operational

activity producing, or associated with, the noise.

Shorter running periods, operations at slower

speeds, appropriate rest intervals, and the like,

may reduce power, noise level and duration,

and total exposure. The overall health, safety,

and well-being of personnel affected is the

primary concern in a modification of activities

to reduce noise exposure. Generally, this ap-

proach can be implemented without any compro-

mise of the operational activity.

A practical and highly effective noise control

measure is simply to increase the distance

between a noise source and receivers. Major

noise sources such as rocket and engine test,

and maintenance facilities may be located far

distant from occupied areas. The majority of

such operations usually achieve noise reduction

through remote siting of projects. The amount of

attenuation to be expected with increased dis-

tance may be grossly estimated using the inverse

square law which dictates a 6 dB change in sound

pressure level for each halving or doubling of the
distance from source to receiver. Small items of

noisy equipment should also be physically located

at the greatest practical distance from the receiv-

ers to take advantage of the distance attenuation

provided by nature.
Receiver. Noise control is accomplished at

locations occupied by personnel with sound

treatment of the facility or vehicle and by

providing personal protection against the noise.

Sound treatment may involve incre_ising the

transmission loss characteristics of structures

against external noise, increasing the absorptive

properties of work and living spaces against

the noise, directly treating the internal source,
or all of these.

Sound treatment in aerospace vehicles usually

includes action against both internal (air condi-

tioner, pneumatic pumps) and external (aero-

dynamic, engine) noise. Noise exposures may be
below levels which threaten hearing yet be of

sufficient magnitude to interfere with speech

communication or cause general discomfort and

annoyance. More effective sound treatment is

then required. Sound treatment involving addi-
tional acoustic material to the vehicle is ac-

complished at a weight cost. Consequently, the

amdunt of noise reduction realized in aerospace

vehicles may be determined by compromise

between weight cost and allowable exposures

for crewmembers or speech communication

capabilities. This compromise may be signifi-

cantly influenced by the availability and use of

personal ear-protective devices. Sound treat-

ment of ground facilities is not ordinarily hamper-

ed by weight penalties, making noise reduction

relatively easier to accomplish in this respect

than in airborne systems.

Protection of the Organism

When excessive noise exposures cannot be

reduced by generation and propagation noise con-

trol measures, general protection of the organism

must be considered. Personal hearing protective

devices are those inserted into the external ear

canal or those that cover the external ear to re-

duce the amount of acoustic energy at the ear-

drum. The expected range of hearing protection

(in dB) provided by good protective devices is

summarized in Figure 12. Hearing protectors

permit individuals to undergo more intense and

longer duration exposures than with the unpro-

tected ear and still remain within established

health standards. Exposure criteria are essentially

extended by proper use of hearing protection.

The amount of protection obtained with these

devices is limited by tissue and bone conduction

of the head. Sound bypasses the protector

and reaches the inner ear through tissue and bone

pathways of the head [39].
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Intense noise exposure may induce a variety 
of nonauditory effects including those on the ab- 
domen, chest, internal organs. respiration. 
and vibrotactile sensitivity [71, 971. Total head 
enclosures, which include antinoise helmets, will 
increase tolerance to coise influe~ces primaiilj. 
mediated via the auditory system and tissue 
and bone conduction pathways of the head. 

Maximum general protection of the organism 
against the most intense noises may require 
antinoise suits or total body enclosures. An 
antinoise suit (such as that shown in Figure 13) 
worn with conventional hearing protectors 

Hearing 1 

I Frequency, Hz 

11-20 

# 15-10 
Earplugs I 

0 I 0-2 
Earmuffs  I 

Earplugs 0 and l l o - l E  
earmuffs l 

0 1 0-2 
Communication 

headsets I 

Helmets I 

Q 3-8 
Space helmet 

( t o t a l  enclosure) head I 

- 
20- 
100 

5-20 

- 

2-15 

15-2E 

- 

2-10 

2-7 

5-10 

Entries show approximate minimum and 
approximate maximum protection available 
from various devices 

provides additional protection and comfort 
against the whole-body effects of intense noise. 
Antigravity flying suits and space suits provide 
some additional protection and comfort for the 
organism against noise. 

Limiting Noise Levels 

Aerospace noise Sources generate acoustic 
energy over a wide spectrum ranging from below 
1 Hz to well above 100000 Hz. The differential 
effects on man produced by various segments of 
acoustic-exposure frequencies necessitate the 
definition of limiting noise levels for a number of 
portions of the spectrum. Generally, exposure 
limits may be defined specifically for infrasound 
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(1-20 Hz), audiofrequencies (20-20000 Hz),

ultrasound (20000-100000 Hz) and impulsive

sound. Some of the exposure limits considered

are well-substantiated by experimental evidence

and experience; others must be considered

tentative until more evidence is forthcoming.

Exposure criteria or guidelines are summarized

for various categories of acoustic energy in

Figure 14.

Infrasound

Range 1-20 Hz. Limiting noise levels con-

sidered acceptable are 150 dB at 1-7 Hz, 145

dB at 8-11 Hz, and 140 dB at 12-20 Hz. These

values apply to discrete frequencies or octave

bands centered at the stated frequencies.

Maximum exposure duration is 8 min with 16 h

rest between exposures. Satisfactory insert

earplugs will increase permissible levels by 5 dB

for the same exposure times; earplugs are strongly

recommended for all intense infrasound expo-

sures to minimize subjective sensations. Levels

above 150 dB should be avoided even with maxi-

mum hearing protection because general non-

auditory responses occur.

Range 20-100 Hz. The tentative limiting levels

Permissible noise exposures

Duration/d Sound level
(h) (dBA)
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for this range for both discrete tones and octave

bands is set at 135 dB for a single daily exposure

of 20 min. This permissible level may be in-

creased to 150 dB with the use of good earplugs

for the same exposure duration. Again, the 150
dB maximum is intended to minimize non-

auditory symptoms experienced by many in-
dividuals at these levels.

Audio frequency

Range 100-6.300 Hz. Damage risk for con-

tinuous exposure has been defined for up to 6 h

by Borschevskiy [19] and for an 8-h workday by

Kryter et al (CHABA) [74]. The limiting levels

for typical workdays are considered compatible

with unimpaired hearing for conversational

speech signals after a work history of more than

10 years in the noise. Exposure criteria have been

converted to equivalent A-weighted values in

decibels (dBA) to simplify the measurement

and assessment of noise-exposure risk. A-

weighted values are currently in widespread use

for noise monitoring purposes; however, for other

purposes, such as engineering noise control,

more detailed information about frequency

content is essential.

Range 6300-20000 Hz. Aerospace propulsion

systems do not generate intense acoustic energy

in this frequency range at locations occupied

by personnel. Consequently, no limiting levels

of noise are appropriate for rocket noise expo-

sures. However, other aerospace sources may

generate more intense energy in this region.

Limiting values for subjective and auditory

effects of ultrasound (determined independently

by Parrack and Acton) are contained in Figure

14. There is good agreement among values

for subjective effects; however, Parrack allows

higher exposure levels from 6300 to 20000

I:tz than Acton does for auditory effects.

Ultrasound

Range above 20 000 Hz. Proposed criteria for

energy in the frequency range above 20000 Hz
is also contained in Figure 14. Limiting effects

in this inaudible range are confined to subjective

symptoms such as malaise, headache, and

fatigue. Compliance with the proposed values

will greatly minimize adverse effects. Rocket

propulsion noise in this frequency region dis-

sipates rapidly and is not a problem. Personal

hearing protective devices are very efficient

against energy above about 8000 Hz. Use of
these devices in ultrasound noise fields is usually

sufficient to eliminate overexposure problems

relating to hearing and to subjective symptoms

of ill-feeling.

Impulse noise. Limiting noise exposure values

for impulsive stimuli have been established and

are presented in a form consistent with damage

risk for continuous exposures in Figure 14

[15, 28]. Exposures which comply with these
criteria should produce, on average, no more

TTS than 10 dB at 1000 Hz, 15 dB at 2000 Hz,

and 20 dB at 3000 Hz and above in 95% of the

ears exposed. The curves represent criteria for a

daily exposure of 100 impulses during any period

ranging from 4 min to several hours. The criterion

values are increased for fewer than, and de-

creased for more than, 100 impulses per day by

a factor of about 1.5 dB for each doubling or

halving of the number of impulses. In practice a
5-dB decrease in the allowable level must always

be subtracted for those impulses which strike the
ear at normal incidence.

Summary

Acoustic energy or noise is present in varying

degrees from the time before launch of manned

space missions until landing. In spite of the

impressive quantity of work accomplished on

the effects of noise on man, the noise problems

of cosmic flight have not been fully resolved.

Scientific knowledge coupled with the highly suc-

cessful manned space programs of the USSR

and the US provides the grounds for one to

conclude, from a large base of objective evidence,

that noise has not been a major limiting factor

for space teams or the population through present

generation systems and missions. Recommenda-

tions of permissible levels of noise for various
phases of past missions have proved tolerable.

Such levels, however, are not considered ideal

and important questions concerning prolonged

missions of many months remain to be answered.

'_'_ IS POOR
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THE VIBRATION FACTOR

Nature and Charaeteristies

of Acoustic Energy

Vibration, in everyday language, means shak-

ing, usually imposed by a mechanical agent such

as the engine of a vehicle in which a person is

riding, or by interaction between the vehicle and

surface irregularities or air turbulence in the

medium through which it moves. In physical

terms, vibration may be defined [29] as a series

of reversals of velocity, a process in which both

displacement and acceleration necessarily take

place. Disturbing vibration may reach man in

several ways [50, 61]. It may affect man principally

through a supporting surface such a_ an astro-

naut's or cosmonaut's couch; through some

secondary contacting surface such as a headrest,

sighting device, or control stick; through a fluid

medium in which the body is immersed (akin to

the acoustical transmission of noise through the

body surface); or vibration may be disturbing

indirectly, for instance, when the vibration of a

space vehicle's instrument dials and pointers

makes them difficult to read during launch. The

chief descriptive parameters of vibration affecting

man are frequency, intensity (amplitude), direc-

tion (with regard to the anatomical axes of the

human body), and duration of exposure. A

description of each follows.

Frequency. Frequency is an important descrip-

tive parameter of vibration affecting man. The

frequency of periodic (i.e., regularly recurring)

oscillation is the number of complete cycles of

motion taking place in a unit of time, customarily

1 s. The international standard unit of frequency

is the hertz (Hz) which is 1 cycle/s. 2 Vibration in

aerospace operations is often complex, irregular,

or essentially random (e.g., the response of an

airframe to turbulence) and consequently not

obviously periodic in nature. Nevertheless, it is

still possible and appropriate, with the applica-

tion of spectral analysis techniques, to describe

the motion in terms of frequency.

Amplitude. A second important characteristic

of vibratory motion is its intensity or amplitude,
i.e., the extent of the oscillation. When the vi-

bration is a simple sinusoidal oscillation about

a position of rest or equilibrium (the simplest
kind of vibration), the amplitude is defined as

the maximum displacement from that position.

It is properly measured in meters but smaller

metric units are often used for convenience, a

By extension, the term "amplitude" is com-

monly used with a qualifying word (e.g., "ve-

locity-amplitude," "acceleration-amplitude") to
describe the maximum or a related value of a

vibrational velocity or acceleration. These quanti-

ties are determined by the frequency and the

displacement-amplitude of a vibratory motion.
In the case of sinusoidal vibration for which the

frequency and amplitude are known, the cor-

responding values of velocity and acceleration

may be determined with these simple formulas.

Given the frequency, f, and the (displacement)

amplitude, A:

Velocity-amplitude = 2rrfA (1)

Acceleration-amplitude = 4"a'2f2A (2)

The same formulas apply approximately to
narrow-band random vibration. Each successive

time-derivative of displacement is obtained by

an additional multiplication using the factor

27rf; and the vibrational acceleration (a physi-

ologically important parameter) corresponding to

a given displacement rises with the square of

the frequency of vibration.

A time-averaged or root-mean-square (rms)

value of the intensity of a vibration must be

computed, for example, when evaluating non-

periodic or complex vibrations. Many electronic

vibration-measuring instruments yield an out-

put proportional to the rms value of velocity
or acceleration. In sinusoidal vibration, the rms

value is V2-/2 (0.707) times the maximum

(peak) value. The relationships between sinu-

soidal vibration frequency, displacement, ve-

locity, and acceleration are conveniently de-

termined from the kind of nomograph shown

in Figure 15 [50].

Directions and axes of vibration in man. The

human response to a given vibration depends

upon the point of application of the force to the

2This unit, cycle per seeond-e/s or eps-(replaced by

Hz) is still in widespread use and commonly found in the
literature on human response to vibration.

aIn the English-speaking world, the inch (0.0254 m) re-
mains in frequent use as the unit of displacement in vibra-
tion work.
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body and the direction in which the force acts

upon man. Directions of vibration entering the
human body have received standardized defini-

tion [62] in relation to anatomical axes; the prin-
cipal ones are illustrated in Figure 16. When
evaluating vibration affecting man, the descrip-
tion of the vibration should apply to the force
or motion at the point of entry into the body. It

is important to beware of ambiguity which can

arise, for instance, when vehicle vibration is

measured at some point remote from man and

is related to some frame of reference apart from

the coordinate system of anatomical axes of the

human body.

Time-course and duration of exposure to vibra-

tion. Human response is also influenced by the
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FIGURE 15.--Nomograph relating the principal parameters of sinusoidal vibration.
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duration of exposure to a steady-state vibration
or by the time course of a fluctuating or transient

vibration. This aspect is considered in more

detail in subsequent sections. In broad terms,
human tolerance of continuous vibration de-

clines with increasing duration of exposure

[50, 61]. The extent to which this general tendency

is mitigated by adaptation or habituation to

vibration stress remains an open question, since
little definitive research has been devoted to it

so far. The expression, long-term vibration,

is sometimes used (particularly in the US

literature) to denote exposures exceeding 1 h.

The corresponding expression, short-term (or

short-duration) is not clearly defined but usually

denotes exposures lasting I min to 1 h. Short-lived

vibration, lasting for only a few seconds or a

few cycles of motion, can usually be treated as
transient vibration or shock motion.

Varieties of Vibration

The principal varieties of vibration observed

in engineering practice are illustrated in Figure

17, showing representative waveforms and

idealized spectra. Vibrations resembling these

varieties can be experienced frequently in

aerospace operations. The main distinction to

be drawn is between deterministic and non-

deterministic vibrations.

Yaw '_
N

_=_, .itch

FIGURE 16.-Coordinate system used in biodynamies.

Deterministic vibrations. A deterministic vibra-

tion is one for which the magnitude of the dis-

placement or its derivatives can be predicted

for any instant from knowledge of its preceding

characteristics (frequency, amplitude, phase

angle). The simplest example of such a vibration

is sinusoidal vibration, which has only a single

frequency and, theoretically, a single line spec-

trum (see uppermost diagrams in Fig. 17). Al-

though rarely encountered outside laboratory

conditions, sinusoidal vibration is frequently

approximated in practice (e.g., when a vehicle

is vibrated by internal machinery running at a

steady speed).

In many practical situations where machinery

is running (e.g., space cabin conditioning equip-

ment), complex harmonic vibration occurs.
This is a deterministic vibration which can be

regarded analytically as a mixture of two or
more simultaneous sinusoidal vibrations. An

example is in Figure 17(b). The lowermost

component in the spectrum, called the funda-

mental, is not necessarily the most disturbing

Vibrations Spectra

(a) Sinusoidal
(simple harmonic)

II10 /'x
_ I _,J _JTime °

0
(b) Compound harmonic F Frequency

°  '11
'E 0I_ v %/Time m° Ico I It

0
(c) Random ("white") F Frequency

'_ 0 1 _-_ Time _- 0
(d) Random +discrete frequencies Frequency

'E_ I " "_v-" V Time a_
co 0

fl fll

Frequency

FIGURE 17.-- Diagram of waveforms and idealized power
spectra of typical varieties of vibration [50].
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frequencycomponent.The qualityandbiologic
effectof sucha vibrationdependupontherela-
tive,aswellastheabsolute,magnitudeof each
componentandupontheir phaserelationships.

Nondeterministic or random vibration. When

the vibration is irregular, lacking any recogniza-

ble periodicity, its time course is essentially

unpredictable and is considered nondeterminis-

tic or, loosely speaking, random. Analytically,

it has a continuous spectrum in which the energy

of motion is distributed continuously and more

or less uniformly over a range of frequency which
can be of infinite extent. Certain sources of

vibration, such as atmospheric turbulence,

appear to be inherently random at source. When
a vehicle with a flexible structure is subjected

to random aerodynamic forces (e.g., during

launch and ascent of a space vehicle), the crew

is subjected to a composite vibration resembling
that illustrated in Figure 17(d) [50]. In this case,

one or more discrete frequency components,

due to the aeroelastic response of the structure,

are superimposed upon the essentially random

input from the passing airstream.
Transient vibration and mechanical shock.

When a vibrating system is subjected to an im-

pulsive force or an abrupt displacement, the

vibratory motion resulting within the system is

typically short-lived (depending upon the amount

of damping in the system) and may change rapidly

with time before decaying to a negligible motion.

Such a response is called transient vibration

or shock motion (the latter term frequently con-

notes a relatively violent or potentially damaging

response). Examples of transient vibration are

the motions felt during separation of booster

stages, during docking procedures in space, and

upon impact with the ground or sea when a

spacecraft returns to Earth.

Vibrating Systems and Resonance

Vibrating systems. Any mechanical system

possessing the elementary properties of mass

and elasticity can be set into internal motion

by impressed forces. Engineering structures,

such as buildings and airframes, and the living

body are examples of such systems. Another

essential property always present in any real

system is damping, which is the physical process

that opposes vibratory motion. Damping forces

limit the vibration amplitude of a system sub-

jected to maintained vibratory motion and bring

a freely vibrating system eventually to rest. The

system, if lightly damped (damping less than

critical), will oscillate freely before achieving

rest [50]. A lightly damped system, when forced

to vibrate continuously at a characteristic fre-

quency, is 'also capable of exhibiting resonance.

In engineering and biodynamic practice, the

value of damping in a system (including the

human body) is customarily expressed as a

fraction of the critical value.

Resonance. The simplest realizable vibrating

system (a single mass, spring, and damper) is

illustrated diagrammatically in Figure 18(a).

The next simplest theoretical system is shown

in Figure 18(b)-a two degree-of-freedom sys-

tem. The characteristic response to forcing

vibration as a function of frequency is illustrated

to the right of each system. At a frequency or

(a) Single

degree of freedom

system X/Xo

ml
k c 1,

t i 0
Base

(b) Two-degree of

freedom coupled
system

I m2 ] X/X 0

kl / + Cl _ q_ 0

I I

Base

I I

Frequency ratio

I I I

fl A f2

Frequency ratio

FIGURE 18.--Diagrams of simple vibrating systems and their

responses to sinusoidal forcing motions applied to the

base.
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frequencies characteristic of any particular

system, forcing vibration will elicit maximum

response, i.e., maximum amplification of the

impressed force or motion. It is said that the sys-

tem resonates at that frequency. The degree

of amplification at resonance is inversely related

to the amount of damping in the system. The

phenomenon of resonance, where relatively small

forces at a critical frequency can sometimes

excite large vibrations in a system, is often a

nuisance in engineering and can be highly

destructive. Much of the practice of vibration

engineering is concerned with avoiding or sup-

pressing resonance conditions. Biodynamic

studies have shown that the human body is a

complex vibrating system containing a number

of resonant subsystems [36], some of which are

illustrated diagrammatically in Figure 19. The

characteristic response of man to low-frequency

vibration in the z-axis [27, 35, 50] is illustrated

in Figure 20.

The mechanical impedance of man determines

the mechanical energy transmitted to the body

Eyeball, intraocular
structures (? 30-90 Hz) Head (axial mode)

(ca 25 Hz)

in a vibration environment; consequently, it

has recently been studied specifically with

regard to the supine position (as in the astronaut's

couch) and the simultaneous influence of sus-

tained preloading accelerations of interest in

current space operations [25,133, 134]. Examples

of responses observed under such conditions are

in Figure 21. Such measurements and mathe-

matical models have made it possible to predict

changes in man's dynamic response to vibration

in the weightless state-predictions, however,

which still require verification from studies in

space [133].

Vibration in Space Operations

Appreciable vibration is often present during

flight in aircraft and space vehicles [50]. In

certain operations, it can be a serious nuisance

and threat to the safety and health of the aviator

or astronaut. Troublesome vibration during space

operations can arise from prime movers (rocket

engines), from aerodynamic causes, and from

auxiliary-powered equipment running in space

vehicles. At source, the vibration problems in

space vehicles are of the same general nature as

those in aircraft [50]; but space vehicle vibration

may disturb the astronaut in substantially dif-
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ferent ways and to varying degrees during dif-

ferent phases of a space mission.
Launch and ascent. When a large, multistage

rocket vehicle carries man into orbit, intense

distributed vibration enters the airframe of the

vehicle and is transmitted to crew sites as vibra-

tion and noise. This vibration arises from the

processes of combustion and the violent turbu-

lence of the rocket exhaust. Low-frequency peri-

odic vibrations, which can also disturb the astro-

naut in some vehicles, is caused by excitation

of lateral bending modes and longitudinal ("pogo-

stick") vibration of the vehicle structure. Such

vibrations are induced by aerodynamic stresses

of high-speed penetration of the atmosphere,

rapid movement of fuel masses feeding the rocket

engines, and operation of the flight guidance

system. Transient oscillations are caused by

impulses generated by starting up and burnout

of the sequentially firing rocket engines in a

multistage ascent, and by separation of stages.

Major structural vibration frequencies in large

spacecraft launching assemblies lie typically

in the range 2-15 Hz [38].

Aeroelastically induced airframe vibration is

worst during periods of transonic flight and maxi-

mum aerodynamic drag, which occur a minute or

two after lift-off. After this maximal aerodynamic

effect, the effect of the vehicle gathering speed is

offset by the increasing rarefaction of the at-

mosphere. Changes in the pattern of vibration

during ascent are also caused by loss of mass (due

to consumption of fuel) and separation of stages.

In some space vehicles, vibration during launch

can be sufficiently intense to interfere with visual

tasks such as reading instruments. The manner in

which the astronaut is supported and constrained

in a couch results in the vehicle vibration being

transmitted to the whole body and to the head

without attenuation normally provided by the

upright body in the sitting position (as in an air-

craft seat) [122, 128]. However, the increasing

size and power of spacecraft launching vehicles is

not necessarily accompanied by worsening vibra-

tion problems affecting the astronaut. Vibration

during the launch phase in the recent US Apollo

program was not apparently a serious nuisance,

although noticeable by the astronauts [17].

Oribital and extended space flight. After the

rocket engines have been shut down and the

spacecraft is moving freely in a ballistic trajectory

beyond the atmosphere, the primary sources of

vibration (motors and aerodynamic forces) are

absent. In the weightless state, the journey is

subjectively motionless and essentially vibration-

free. Vibration from secondary sources such as

life-support equipment or other apparatus run-

ning in the spacecraft may, however, be noticed

visually or upon contact with interior vehicle

structures. Such vibration, even of low intensity,

may be objectionable in some circumstances-

when constantly or frequently present during ex-

tended space flights or long-duration orbital

missions, or when the astronaut must perform

a delicate task such as using an optical

instrument.

Vibration in lunar and planetary expedition

vehicles. The vibration problems in vehicles land-

ing on, or exploring other worlds, remain largely

hypothetical at present, although some problems

can be anticipated [50]. Limited experience

from lunar landings in the Apollo series revealed

a vibration problem, minor so far, affecting vehi-

cles of light construction standing on airless

bodies. Astronauts on the Moon in the Apollo

LEM vehicle occasionally reported that minor

vibration and noise from equipment running in

the module can be irritating and possibly inter-

fere with rest and sleep during extended missions.

A peculiar problem can arise in connection

with vehicle ride or with equipment vibration

in vehicles standing on bodies with low gravity,

such as the Moon or the planet Mars. Under

reduced gravity, vertical vibrations of correspond-

ingly lower intensity than required on Earth

(+ 1 g) are sufficient to lift an unrestrained rider

from a vehicle seat, or shake objects hmse from

stowage. On the Moon, for example, vertical

vibration with an acceleration-amplitude of

only 0.11 grms will be intense enough to cause

such an effect. The phenomenon has a bearing on

the design of suspension and restraint systems for

surface vehicles intended to ride on bodies lighter

than the Earth, and on the stowage of loose ob-

jects likely to "walk" due to vibration from nearby

running equipment.

Reentry and recovery. Vibration during return

to Earth does not appear to be a problem with
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currenttechniques,althoughthesuperimposition
of severe,if short-livedoscillationsuponthe
decelerationpulsehasbeenanticipatedin the
caseofflightinstabilitydevelopingduringreentry
ofaballisticvehicle[66].Thismaybearenewed
problemin somecircumstancesduringreentry
anddescentof wingedaerospacevehiclesofthe
spaceshuttletype,which,afterballisticreentry,
areflowntothegroundasaircraftundertheguid-
anceofahumanpilot.

One problemafter landingis seasickness,
peculiarto recoveriesat sea-currently the
practicein theUSmannedspaceflightprogram.
Thiscantroubleanastronautleft floatingin the
spacecraftin a choppyseafor too longbefore
beingextricated;for this reason,anti-motion
sicknessremediesarecustomarilycarried.How-
ever,theproblemwouldappearto belessening
with the increasingprecisionandspeedof re-
coveryprocedures.

Vibration of ground and buildings during space

operations. Heavy groundborne vibration, in
addition to intense broadband noise, can be

radiated over great distances when a large space

vehicle is launched or when giant rocket engines

are tested in captive-firing installations. Other in-

stallations and buildings in the surrounding area,

up to several kilometers away, are set into low-

frequency vibration by the combustion and ex-

haust noise of the rocket engines, which shakes

the ground directly and is propagated acoustically

as intense atmospheric waves. Buildings and

exposed personnel can be affected by both routes

of transmission. Attenuation by distance is the

principal means of dealing with the problem.

Effects of Vibration on Man: Biodynamics

The physiologic and psychologic effects of

vibration in man are caused by vibratory defor-

mation or displacement of the organs and tissues

of the body, so as to disturb their normal function

and excite the distributed mechanoreceptors

which mediate the vibration sense [47, 50].

Vibration also acts in a purely mechanical way

to force differential motion to take place between

man and his points of contact with tasks or his

points of reference in the external world. The

body is a complex vibrating system capable of

resonance, so that many biologic actions of

vibration are strongly frequency-dependent.

From a biodynamic viewpoint, the frequency

spectrum of mechanical vibration affecting man

can be divided into two main regions: low-

frequency and high-frequency responses [41,
49, 501.

Low-frequency response: body resonance phe-

nomena. Human body resonance may be defined

as the condition where a forcing vibration is

applied to the body at such a frequency that some

anatomic structure, part, or organ is set into

measurable or subjectively noticeable oscillation

of greater amplitude than that of related struc-

tures [50]. It may be studied by direct observa-

tion and by mechanical impedance and trans-

missibility techniques [27, 35, 50]. The body can

be visualized, and modeled analogically, as a

complex vibrating system with many degrees

of freedom (Fig. 19). A lumped-parameter ap-

proach is appropriate to its modeling at fre-

quencies below 50 Hz [36, 41,109]. The excitation

of particular modes of vibration in man by con-

tinuous vibration or by impact forces depends to

a great extent upon the direction of vibration

and upon such other physical factors as the per-

son's size, build, posture, and degree of tension in

the skeletal musculature [501. Body resonance can

also be influenced by external restraints and loads

applied to the person and by dynamic interactions

between the body and resilient supports, such

as a springy seat.
Extensive work in the US and elsewhere has

established that the principal resonance of the

seated, standing, or recumbent human body

vibrated in the z-axis occurs at a frequency of

4-5 Hz, and that this response is reflected in

the frequency-dependence of many physiologic

and psychologic human reactions to whole-body

vibration [27, 35, 50, 61]. The same response is

also a major factor governing the frequency-

dependence of human voluntary tolerance of

severe z-axis vibration [89]. The anatomical

basis of the resonance is complex and not yet

entirely clear. At least two major anatomical

systems may be involved (depending on the

degree of restraint)- the thoraco-abdominal

system (the principal controlling element) and

the pectoral girdle.

: '" :-!] IS POOR
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A second important resonance in man sub-

jected to z-axis vibration or impact occurs in the

region of 12 Hz, which can be demonstrated as a

local impedance maximum (see Fig. 20) or as a

phase resonance [27, 50]. This resonance appears

to be associated with axial compression of the

torso and to be controlled by the elastic properties

of the spinal column and its associated muscula-

ture. It is of significance mainly in relation to

human tolerance of severe z-axis impacts and
cumulative long-term exposure to z-axis vibra-

tion such as in rough-riding vehicles. Other reso-

nances of smaller structures are excited by vi-

bration at higher frequencies, some of which are

illustrated in Figure 19.

When man is vibrated in the x- or y-axis, typi-
cally by horizontal vibration of a seat or of a floor

upon which he is sitting or standing, the principal

resonance occurs in a new mode-a body-

bending mode at 1-2 Hz. Accordingly, x- or y-axis

vibration is most disturbing at such frequencies,

in contrast to z-axis vibration, which is most

disturbing at about 5 Hz. These differences

in the human dynamic response are reflected

in the subjective response and in the effects of

vibration upon performance. The influence of

vibration direction upon the human frequency-

response to vibration is, in general, of sufficient

magnitude to require different exposure limits

[50,611.

Nonlinearity and biasing accelerations. The

amplitude response of the body to z-axis vibration

at frequencies around the principal resonance

(5 Hz) appears to be fairly constant up to accelera-

tion amplitudes of the order of 0.5 g [49] but

somewhat reduced at higher acceleration levels

for both z- [26] and y-axis vibration [59]. Some

nonlinearity may be accounted for by involuntary

muscular tensing during severe vibration at low
frequencies.

In certain circumstances, men are vibrated

while simultaneously being subjected to accelera-

tion or altered gravitational conditions. During

space flight, body weight is altered by the forces

of launch and reentry; weightlessness supervenes

during orbital and interplanetary flight. Reduced

gravity acts when the astronaut is standing or

riding upon a lighter body such as the Moon or

in the synthetic gravitational field of a rotating
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space statioh. Most studies of the human bio-

dynamic response to vibration have, of course,

been carried out in Earthbound laboratories,

where the body responds under the normal force

of gravity. Some recent work, however, has shown

that, when man is subjected to accelerations

greater than gravity, his biodynamic response to

vibrations applied simultaneously in the same
direction (the z-axis) is altered. Under accelera-

tions of up to +4 Gz, impedence measurements

during z-axis vibration in the range 2.5-20 Hz

have shown that the acceleration compresses and

stiffens the body so as to raise the resonant fre-

quencies of man and possibly introduce new

resonances [133,134].

High-frequency response: wave propagation in

the human body. At frequencies above about

50 Hz, the response of the human body to im-
pressed vibration can be visualized as that of a

continuous viscoelastic medium of propagation

rather than as a lumped-parameter system [41].

As the frequency rises into the kilohertz range,

the propagation of vibration within the body

tissues progressively becomes increasingly

acoustical in nature, i.e., at high frequencies,

most of the vibratory energy entering through the

body surface is propagated through the tissues

as compressional waves.

Physiologic Effects of Vibration

Physiologic effects of vibration fall into two

broad categories [49, 50]. In the first are those

responses attributable directly to the differential

vibratory motion or deformation of the organs or

tissues of the body. Such responses are mainly

frequency-dependent and can be related to body

resonance phenomena. In the second category of

response to vibration are nonspecific generalized

reactions, i.e., reactions to stress in general, not

specific to the physical nature of vibration.

The latter reactions are not markedly frequency-
dependent, and appear to be related pre-

dominantly to the overall severity of the vibration
exposure and its cumulative duration.

Systemic Effects of Whole-Body Vibration

Cardiopulmonary responses. Whole-body vibra-

tion of moderate intensity (above about 0.1 grms)

574-270 0 - 75 - 26
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induces the vegetative manifestations of alarm

or mild exercise, with increases in heart and

respiratory rates, pulmonary ventilation, and

oxygen uptake [49, 50]. Such changes are asso-
ciated with raised metabolic activity due to in-

creased activity in the skeletal musculature in

maintaining the posture during vibration, but

other reactions are evident during severe vibra-

tion. Under certain conditions, strong whole-

body vibration can induce hyperventilation, which

is probably due to a centrally mediated reflex

response to the widespread vibratory stimulation
of somatic mechanoreceptors, including those in

lung and the respiratory passages [30, 50, 77]. The

response exhibits features of a classical (Pavlov-

ian) conditioned reflex response to a strong

environmental influence; it can be blocked in man

by light general anesthesia [77]. A pronounced

hyperventilatory effect in man, with symptoms

and signs of hypocapnia, can be produced by a
few minutes of z-axis vibration at acce|eradon-

amplitudes above 0.5g in the range 1-10 Hz

[311.

Cardiovascuhzr responses during vibration.
Increases in heart rate are commonly observed in

animals and man during whole-body vibration at

infrasonic frequencies, but the magnitude and

time course of the response are highly variable

between subjects and with the prevailing heart

rate before vibration [50, 57, 112]. Heart rate

changes during vibration are not necessarily

correlated with changes in blood pressure [24,

57]. As a rule, however, increases in heart rate,

cardiac output, and arterial blood pressure

which are observed resemble those in response

to moderate exercise [57] or alarm [34]. Local

vibration of hands or feet can induce peripheral

vasoconstriction, with restriction of blood flow

in the extremity. A Soviet investigation [67] has

shown that this action can be opposed or abol-

ished by warming the same part.

Metabolic and endocrinological effects. Various

changes in cellular and biochemical constituents
of urine and blood have been observed in animals

and in man in response to sustained low-fre-

quency, whole-body vibration. In general, these

changes appear to reflect a nonspecific response

to the stress [11, 49]. Certain endocrinological

changes in animals, involving the adrenal,

thyroid, and other endocrine glands [108] appear

also to be a generalized stress response. The

question of protein and carbohydrate metabolism
and metabolism of certain vitamins has attracted

considerable interest in the Soviet Union and

elsewhere. Animal and human studies have re-

vealed mild disorders or abnormalities of various

metabolic indices in response to occupational-

type vibration stress [10, 18, 67, 75, 84, 108, 110,

130, 139, 140].

Sensory and Neuromuscular Effects of Vibration

Sensory mechanisms. Mechanical vibration is

perceived over a much wider range of frequency

than is occupied by the sensation of hearing;

more than one kind of receptor organ is involved

[47, 49, 50I. Mechanoreceptors of the body respond

to vibration in various overlapping frequency

ranges, differing both in the effective bandwidtll

of their response and the degree of temporal

integration of information they transmit to the

brain. The principal vibration-sensing organs in

man are the cutaneous receptors subserving the

vibrotactile sense [93, 98], the mechanoreceptors

distributed in deeper structures (especially

muscles, tendons, joints, and the visceral organs

and their attachments) [50, 93], and the vestibular

organs [14, 50].

Effects of vibration on muscul_lr and postural
mechanisms. Several studies have related in-

creases in manual or digital tremor or postural

sway of the standing person to heavy regional

or whole-body vibration in the 1-100 Hz range

[50, 80, 81, 94]. Some workers have postulated

that such effects are due to vibratory overstimula-

tion of the receptors and to competition in the

neural pathways subserving both postural regula-

tion and the low-frequency somatic and vestibu-

lar vibration sense. However, similar responses

(especially increased digital tremor) are observed
under other conditions, and the effects are not

necessarily specific to vibratory stimulation.

Increases in sway and tremor can be observed

in states of high arousal and in fatigue associated

with sustained, high workload and environmental

stress not accompanied by strong motion stimuli

[1021.
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Mechanicalvibrationof thewholebodyor of
individualposturalmusclesor their tendons
elicits tonic reflex contraction,while phasic
spinal reflexes(e.g.,tendonjerks) sometimes
appearto be depressedor inhibited.These
phenomena,observableover a widerangeof
vibrationfrequencyfromaround10to over200
Hz,havebeenstudiedin manaswellasin ani-
mals (includingdecerebratepreparations)[50].
The tonic reflex contractionis mediatedby
vibration-sensitivereceptorsin muscleitself,
chiefly (but not solely)the primary spindle
endings[92].The response,apparentlymedi-
ated by a polysynapticpathwayinvolving
highercentersincludingthecerebellum,canbe
influencedby variousfactorsoperatingsupra-
spinally.Moreover,somedegreeof voluntary
inhibitioncanbeachieved[91].

Locallow-frequencyvibrationofposturalmus-
clesin mandoesnotappearto alterthereflex
excitabilityof the muscle,northe characteror
strengthof themaximalvolitionalresponse[52],
at least in short-termexposures.Sovietwork,
however,in examiningthe occupationalhazard
of prolongedexposureto thevibrationof hand-
heldpowertools,indicatesthat somekindsof
vibrationexposuremay lead to alterationsin
peripheralneuromuscularfunctionin the long
term[22,76,88,127].

Effects of vibration on the central nervous sys-

tem (CNS). Qualitative observations suggest
that vibration can alter the level of arousal in

various ways (as can noise), depending upon the
physical characteristics of the vibration and na-

ture of the subject's activity at the time of ex-

posure. Low-frequency (1-2 Hz) oscillations at

moderate intensities can be soporific in man,

while stronger vibrations, higher frequencies ,
and inconstancy of the stimulus are arousing. A

considerable degree of adaptation or habituation

to steady-state vibration (e.g., the drone of air-

craft or shipboard vibration) can be achieved,

provided the stimulus is not changed or

interrupted. Habituation to vibration is probably

a central phenomenon, although some adapta-

tion may occur at the receptor level. Central

factors appear to play a role in the reactions of

animals to extreme vibration stress. The lethality

of intense whole-body vibration (+10 g at 25

Hz) in mice is enhanced by centrally acting

stimulants (dextroamphetamine) and reduced

by central depressants (chlordiazepoxide;

reserpine; barbiturates) [12]. Animal studies
conducted in the Soviet Union showed that vibra-

tion stress responses include fluctuations in the

oxygen uptake of cerebral tissue [85]. In man,

industrial vibration stress may be associated
with nonspecific alterations in function of the

CNS, possibly contributing to industrial fatigue

and affecting occupational health [9, 95, 124].

Soviet work has also indicated possible syner-

gistic effects between the actions of vibration

and other physical agents on the nervous and

endocrine systems. Such agents acting in com-

bination with vibration include noise [9, 90] and

ionizing radiation [79].

Motion sickness. Motion sickness (kinetosis)

is primarily a response to varying acceleration

or to oscillations in the frequency range 0.1-1

Hz [50], but the response depends heavily upon

conditioning in man. Motion sickness associated

with space flight is dealt with in Volume II,
Part 2, Chapter 4, and will not be considered

further here.

The electroencephalogram (EEG) and other

electrophysiological recordings during vibra-

tion. The EEG [4, 101], electrocardiogram

(ECG) [1111, and electromyogram (EMG) [52]

can all be recorded in man during vibration.

Sufficient care must be taken however, in the

selection and placement of instrumentation in

order to guard against vibratory motion artifacts

in the recording. The nature of the synchronous

activity recordable at frequencies related to that

of vibration in the EEG remains an open ques-

tion [50, 101]; it has been contended that vibra-

tion evokes synchronous neuronal activity in

certain brain structures [4] but such activity is

difficult to distinguish from recording artifacts.

Abnormal EEG recordings can be observed dur-

ing vibration stress as the result of indirect

physiologic mechanisms, such as hyperventila-

tion or fluctuations in the oxygen metabolism

of the cerebrum [85]. Ursoniu et al [131] have

reported EEG changes of uncertain significance,

following occupational exposure to hand-trans-

mitted vibration in workers using pneumatic
hammers.
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Psychologic Effects of Vibration

Several substantial reviews of the subjective

and performance effects of vibration have been

published in recent years [49, 50, 58, 115, 121].

Accordingly, only a brief summary of the prin-

cipal psychologic effects of vibration on the

organism will be given here.

Subjective Reactions

Subjective reactions to vibration depend

greatly upon individual sensitivity and upon the

circumstances in which the vibration is felt

[54J. While vibrations just above the thresh-
old of perception may be objectionable in some

situations (e.g., in an orbiting observatory),

quite severe levels may be tolerated for a short

time when the motion is, so to speak, natural

to the situation (e.g., during the launch phase

of a space mission). It is therefore very dif-

ficult, if not practically impossible, to establish

simple or universally applicable limits of vibra-

tion according to subjective criteria, even in so
restricted a field as astronaut comfort. Neverthe-

less, extensions of the concept of reduced com-

fort [61], and the tentative limits which have

been drawn up according to that criterion, will

serve as a guide in this connection.

Subjective rating and psychophysical estima-

tion of vibration. Numerous attempts have been

made since early in the 20th century to establish

sets of curves of equal disturbance or discomfort

due to vibration for the purposes of ride en-

gineering in various branches of transportation

[20, 47, 49, 50, 53]. These attempts have made use

mostly of empirical, verbally structured rating

scales. Such methods have important draw-

backs, such as difficulty of standardizing meaning

(even in the same language) and hierarchical

relationships of such terms as "disturbing,"

"disagreeable," "uncomfortable," "alarming,"

and so on. Moreover, there has been little agree-

ment between investigators regarding the end

point of human acceptance of vibration in sub-

jective experiments [50]. End points have, for

example, included the appearance of physical

symptoms, reluctance to continue vibration for

unspecified reasons, and interference with a

specific activity such as reading.

Psychophysical methods using such techniques

as vibration magnitude estimation and intensity

matching have, in recent years, shown con-

siderable promise, enabling the construction of

equal-sensation contours for vibration analogous

to equal-loudness contours for noise [50, 96, 123].

This approach assumes that the growth of

vibration sensation magnitude obeys a power

law of stimulus intensity of the same general

type that Stevens has demonstrated for other

modalities of sensation. Thus, Stevens' scaling

methods accordingly are assumed appropriate

to whole-body vibration intensity judgments-as

indeed they have been shown for cutaneous

vibrotactile sensitivity [132].

Figure 22 shows a comparison between data

obtained by Shoenberger and Harris [123]

using intensity matching and magnitude estima-

tion techniques during z-axis whole-body vibra-

tion of men in the frequency range 3.5-20 Hz.

There is satisfactory agreement between the

results from each method, which show the de-
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pression of thresholds at frequencies in the

region of 5 to 10 Hz. This phenomenon becomes

more pronounced as the level of vibration is

increased and at high intensities (about 0.5 Gz

and above), these data accord well with earlier

work [89] on the limits of voluntary tolerance
of z-axis vibration.

There has been little work so far on dual

frequency or other composite vibrations [50,

61], but from recent studies of subjective re-

sponses to low-frequency compound harmonic

vibration, it appears that a form of sensory

masking can occur [21, 82] where the presence of

one sinusoidal component can alter the thresh-
old for another.

In the dynamic range of human sensitivity to

vibration, again, there have been few reliable
determinations of human thresholds of sensa-

tion for oscillatory motion. These determinations

are rather difficult to make, since it is technically

difficult to achieve acceptably pure vibration

of the whole body at threshold levels and to

screen the subject from sensory cues to motion

other than the vibration sense in question.

Various observational and experimental evi-

dence, however, shows that the human threshold

of perception for rectilinear whole-body vibra-

tion in the range of 0.1-10 Hz is remarkably

low- of the order of 0.01 m/s 2 (or about 1/1000 g)
[47, 50]. The threshold for rotational oscilla-

tions at frequencies below 1 Hz is approximately

l°/s 2 for motion about the z-axis and may be
substantially lower in some subjects [23].

At the other extreme of the range of vibratory

sensation, the threshold of pain or gross bodily

discomfort during short-term human exposure

to whole-body vibration in the 1-10 Hz range is

approximately 10 m/s 2 (about -1 g) [89]. Thus,

the dynamic range of normal human sensation

of whole-body vibration in the most sensitive

frequency range is approximately 60 dB, which

contrasts with a range of some 130 dB for audible

sound perceived by the ear.

Effects of Vibration on Performance of Tasks

Heavy vibration or oscillatory motion of man

can affect the performance of tasks in several

ways [42, 43, 50, 58, 115, 121]. First, vibration

of man or of the elements of his task makes it

more difficult to comprehend visually presented

information; second, vibration disrupts precise

movements, particularly of the arm and hand.

Flight experience [50], as well as some laboratory

experiments, show that heavy low-frequency

vibration can also degrade performance cen-

trally, acting in a nonspecific way as a distracting

and fatiguing agent, as does noise [48], but such

a mechanism is not easily demonstrated by ex-

periment. Moreover, caution should be exer-

cized when interpreting experimental results

that appear to show central or time-dependent

effects of vibration upon performance, for the

effects in question may not be the result of
mechanical influences alone. The effect of

environmental stressors such as vibration and

noise is governed by numerous psychologic

factors not necessarily related to the nature of

the agent; when stressors are acting in com-

bination, which is frequent in aerospace opera-

tions, the effect is not necessarily simply ad-

ditive-some combinations may act synergis-

tically, others antagonistically upon performance

[42, 50, 55, 63, 1371.

Experience from flight tests and flight simula-

tion. A substantial amount of insight into the
effects of turbulence encounters and aircraft

vibration upon performance of tasks by aircrew

has been gained from flight experience and ex-

periments in dynamic flight simulators [50,

78]. In summary, aircraft motions in response

to external sources of vibration occur mainly
at frequencies below about 2 Hz, and are as-

sociated by aircrew with:

discomfort and progressive fatigue

increased effort by pilots to avoid or correct

inadvertent control movements

difficulty in using navigation instruments

difficulty in interpreting flight instrument
information

disorientation, occasionally.

Higher frequency (2-10 Hz) airframe vibrations
are associated with:

difficulty in reading instruments or carrying

out other tasks calling for final visual

discrimination (e.g., visual search, read-

ing CRT display)
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interferencewith somemanipulativetasks
(e.g.,writing, settingcursorson hand-
heldnavigationaids)

generaldiscomfortandprogressivelywors-
eningfatigueonlongmissions.

Kindredproblemsmaybeanticipatedin certain
phasesof spaceflight,suchasdescentthrough
the atmosphereof spaceshuttle-typevehicles
whichareflownasaircraft.

Laboratory studies of performance during

vibration. Current guidelines for preserving

human operational efficiency during whole-body

vibration [61] are based largely upon studies of

human performance decrements measured

during exposure to vibration on laboratory ma-

chines. These experiments have been mainly

short-term studies showing strongly frequency-

dependent effects of low-frequency (1-30 Hz)

vibration upon the performance of visual and

psychomotor tasks. In relation to manned space

flight, these effects are most likely to be impor-

tant during a mission's launch and reentry

phases. Laboratory research into the effects of
vibration on visual and psychomotor performance

(the threshold for impairment of which is an

acceleration-amplitude of the order of 1 m/s 2

(_+0.1 g) in the 1-10 Hz range) has been re-

viewed extensively in many other publications

[42, 50, 58, 60, 115,116,121,122,128].

Effects of vibration on verbal communication.

Human speech can be markedly distorted or

interrupted by heavy vibration or jolting of the

speaker. This can add to communication dif-

ficulties in some phases of space flight, partic-

ularly when high levels of masking noise are also

present.

Whole-body vibration of speakers at frequen-

cies below 20 Hz, and especially in the range

4-10 Hz, degrades the quality and alters the

pattern of human speech, depending upon the

speaker's posture and the direction, intensity,

and periodicity of the vibration [103, 104, 105].

Within the critical range of frequency, intel-

ligible speech becomes increasingly difficult to

maintain as the level of whole-body vibration is

increased above about 0.3 grm_- Intelligibility

under such conditions can be helped somewhat

by maintaining an adequate speech level (speech/

noise ratio), by training speakers and listeners

to communicate in the presence of vibration-

modulation of the speech, and, possibly, by the
use of restricted vocabularies for such com-

munication. Whole-body vibration at infrasonic

frequencies, even at severe levels, does not ap-

pear to have a significant effect upon hearing

[511.

Pathologic Effects of Vibration

Intense vibration can cause pain and injury

in the living body [50]. Acute traumatic effects,

dependent primarily upon the intensity and the

frequency of the vibration, are most likely to

occur when severe vibration is applied to the

unprotected body at frequencies related to the

principal system and organ resonances. Long-

term or repeated exposure to moderately severe

but not immediately damaging levels of vibra-

tion can also be a hazard in certain pursuits and

occupations, such as driving rough-riding ve-

hicles [114] or flying strongly vibrating heli-

copters [119]. In such situations, the effect or

cumulative duration of exposure to the stress

appears to be a primary factor governing the

development of injury or disease.
Severe acute whole-body vibration exposure.

Animal studies on the lethality of severe whole-

body vibration (in the range 1-20 g at 1-50
Hz) have shown that intense shaking causes

hemorrhagic injury to many of the soft organs

in the body. Roman [113] has shown that in mice,

the lethality of whole-body vibration is strongly

frequency-dependent (Fig. 23), being greatest

at frequencies associated with the main thoraco-
abdominal resonance. The most common

pathologic changes in small animals killed by
vibration are hemorrhagic damage to lung

parenchyma and myocardium and bleeding into

the gastrointestinal tract. Superficial hemor-

rhage of the brain and kidneys has been less
common. There is some evidence that endocrino-

logic factors (particularly the level of male

hormones) may predispose animals to lethal

vibration stress [117, 1181. Lethality may also be

influenced by other physical agents acting at
the same time as the vibration, such as ioniz-

ing radiation and hypoxia [86]. Based on animal

experiments, the pattern of injury with acute
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FIGURE23.-Effect of frequency of vibration on average time
required to kill mice [113].

human exposure to injurious levels of whole-

body vibration would resemble that resulting

from impact accelerations of comparable

severity. The probable mechanisms of injury

include tearing of the suspensory ligaments and

integuments of organs violently displaced at

their resonance frequencies within the body and,
during severe z-axis oscillation, compressional

injury to the spine.

Chronic human exposure to vehicle vibration.

Occupational disorders involving the spine and

internal systems have been associated clinically

with continued exposure to the rough motion of

certain types of vehicles, including agricultural

tractors and some kinds of aircraft (helicopters)

[50, 114, 119]. The etiology of these disorders

is not yet clear and may be complex. Certain

factors in addition to the vibration exposure,

for example, climatically adverse working con-

ditions and bad ergonomic factors in the design

and construction of the vehicle, may be equally

important. The extent to which chronic exposure

to moderate levels of whole-body vibration

can injure the otherwise healthy body remains

an open question. Disease due to such chronic

exposure is not likely to be a problem for the

astronaut, because injurious levels of vibration,

if occurring at all, are not maintained in space

vehicles for prolonged periods.

Although hand-transmitted vibration is an oc-

cupational hazard to workers with power-

driven tools in industry [9, 50, 90], it is not a

serious problem in space flight at present.

Criteria and Limits of

Human Exposure to Vibration

Setting limits of safe or acceptable human

exposure to vibration has been attempted many

times. Until very recently, however, guidance for

the engineer in this area has been confusing

and frequently conflicting, because of the

multiplicity of guidelines published for dif-

ferent purposes and widely varied criteria of

protection' [20, 50, 53, 58]. The International Or-

ganization for Standardization (ISO) has there-

fore attempted to unify guidelines for criteria,

methods of physical evaluation, and acceptable

limits of human exposure to vibration. Their
recent work 4 has led to formulation of an

international standard on evaluation of human

exposure to whole-body vibration in the range

1-80 Hz [61]. Their standard is currently in

process of adoption as a national standard in

several countries, including the US. Previously,

only the Soviet Union [87] had adopted a na-

tional standard or regulation governing human

vibration exposure in workplaces.
The ISO recommendation [61] recognizes

three basic criteria for limiting human exposure

to vibration and gives advisory limits accord-

ingly. The criteria (and corresponding limits)

are:

Preservation of health or safety ("Exposure

Limit")

Preservation of working efficiency or per-

formance ("Fatigue-decreased Proficiency

Boundary")

Preservation of comfort ("Reduced Com-

fort Boundary").

Certain values of the Fatigue-decreased Pro-

ficiency Boundary for x-, y-, and z-axis vibra-

tion are shown in Figures 24 and 25. Correspond-

ing values for the Exposure Limit are obtained

by a multiplication of 2 (doubling the values in

Figs. 24 and 25) and for the Reduced Comfort

Boundary by dividing the values for the Fatigue-

decreased Proficiency Boundary by 3.15 (equiva-

lent to a reduction in acceptable vibration level

of 10 dB). Figures 24 and 25 also illustrate the

4ISO Technical Committee 108 (Mechanical Vibration
and Shock), Subcommittee 4 (Human Exposure to Mechani-
cal Vibration and Shock).
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allowancemadefor dailydurationof exposure in

the evaluation of vibration affecting man. These

limits are tentative, remaining subject to revi-

sion and refinement of the standard pending new

and better data available on the human response

to vibration in the future [37, 46, 61].
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The ISO vibration exposure standards provide

appropriate guidance for average routine vibra-

tion exposures of the general population and for

normal occupational exposures. The guidelines

must be modified for space operations, however,

for several reasons:

a special supine (couch) position is used in

space flight for the advantages that it

tends to provide in sustained acceleration

tolerance;

an optimized support and restraint system

is provided for astronauts;

astronauts are a special population, selected

specifically for their physical fitness and

training to undergo the stresses of space

flight, and their exposure to severe vibra-

The first two of these factors have been studied

in specific tests under realistic conditions (Fig.

26). Such tests clearly show that the supine

couch position is less favorable in regard to
human vibration tolerance than the upright sit-

ting position.
The reason is that the direct transmission

of vibratory energy from the couch to the astro-

naurs head in the supine position results in head

symptoms limiting physiologic and subjective
tolerance and leads to performance decrements

at relatively low-vibration magnitudes [25,

122, 128, 1291. In the supine position, the vibra-

tion transmitted to the head is not attenuated by

the intervening body structure as it is in the

upright position. Depending on the helmet

design and degree of restraint 138, 1281, vibration
of the helmeted head can affect tolerance as well

as speech and visual capability.
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Exposure limits for space operations have

been generally accepted as the tolerance limits

for healthy young subjects undergoing the stress

for the maximum vibration exposure time (a

matter of minutes) for the particular mission.

It is logical in space flight not to apply the addi-

tional safety factor of 2 (or 6 dB) which was

incorporated in the ISO Exposure Limits [61].

Those limits were intended to cover safely the

case of repeated vibration exposure of general

populations. (The same consideration can usually

be applied to military or other occasional or

nonroutine vibration exposures.)

The influence of sustained acceleration upon
vibration tolerance is of considerable interest.

In space operations severe vibrations almost

always occur simultaneously with high accelera-

tion loads. Based on limited experimental data

and theoretical considerations, vibration stress

and sustained acceleration stress do not appear

to be synergistic [42, 45, 99]. Thus, the safety

and performance limits established separately

for each of these stressors could be safely

adopted. The experimental evidence has shown

that typical space rocket vibration (11 Hz at
---3 Gx) in combination with moderate sus-

tained acceleration (3.8 G x) results in slightly

increased vibration tolerance [25]. This paradoxi-

cal finding can be explained by the "restraining"

effect of the sustained acceleration (with de-

creased transmissibility of low-frequency vibra-
tion to the body) which provides some protection

(Fig. 21).

Principles of Protecting

Man Against Vibration

In the classical approach to vibration control

in engineering, four essential steps are taken:

1. Measure or predict the adverse environ-

ment.

2. Select and apply an appropriate criterion

of control and a corresponding limit of

exposure.
3. Determine the kind and amount of vibra-

tion control (usually reduction) required.

4. Select and apply the most economical
and effective means of control.

These principles can be applied to protect man

from aerospace vibration as well as to control

vibration affecting engineering structures and

equipment. Again, adopting the classical en-

gineering approach in step 4, three main points

can be distinguished at which to attack vibration

disturbing to man:

at the source,

in the transmission pathway between source
and man,

at the receiving point, i.e., in man himself.

Vibration Control at Source

The reduction of inputs from external sources

remains largely a theoretical option in space

operations.

Reduction of vibration from internal sources
in space vehicles. There is scope for improve-

ment (preferably at the design stage rather

than by retrospective treatment of trouble-

some sources of spacecraft vibration) in the

engineering of secondary sources of troublesome

vibration and noise in spacecraft equipment.

Longitudinal ("pogo-stick") vibration of space

boosters excited by the main propulsion units

had to be reduced substantially (at considerable

expense) during the development of the launching

vehicles used in the US manned spaceflight

program. The requirement for reducing vibration
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levelsin thosevehicleswasdictatedby both
equipmentand humantolerancelimits.

Control of Vibration in Transmission

from Source to Man

Minimizing the response of structures. Vibra-

tion disturbing to the astronaut can be reduced

by preventing structural resonances in the

vehicle and its internal equipment wherever

possible. This can be achieved frequently by

the use of high-damping materials in the con-

struction of equipment and vehicle components

and, where it proves to be practicable, by damp-

ing treatments.
Isolation. Among the various ways of isolating

man from vehicle vibrations, an important one

is the interposition of springing or some resilient
element between the man and the source of

vibration [50]. There are rather strict limitations

to the results that can be achieved by this device

when the man is necessarily coupled closely to

the vehicle structure, e.g., when the astronaut

is restrained in his couch during launch. Perfect

isolation is achieved, of course, when the astro-

naut floats freely in the weightless state. Atten-

tion should be given to possible sources of

flanking transmission of vibration (e.g., stiff

or rigid personal equipment connectors).

Minimizing Adverse Effects

of Vibration Reaching Man

Where it is operationally feasible to minimize

exposure to vibration, it is always worth con-

sidering the extent to which the duration or fre-

quency of human exposure to vibration can be

reduced. The opportunities for practicing this

principle in space flight are limited.

Ergonomics of crewplaces and of displays and

controls. Flight instruments and other equipment

to be used in spacecraft during phases of tile
mission when there is severe vibration should be

designed specifically for use in that condition.

The legibility of flight instruments is one area

where this principle may be applied [5(I]; another

is tile design and placement of manual controls
such as console switches and control sticks.

Tolerance of vibration and disturbing oscilla-

tory motion in general is improved also when

crewplaces are well-designed, comfortable,

and pleasantly conditioned.

Training and experience. Individuals who
must live and work in vibration and other ab-

normal states of motion (including weightless-

ness) show considerable and continuing habitua-

tion to the stress; with experience, they develop

specific skills enabling them to carry out tasks

in spite of the disturbance. Experience in both

US and Soviet manned spaceflight programs

has proved the importance of training and

meticulous rehearsal of all phases of a space

mission to the greatest extent possible in Earth-

bound simulation, including simulation of vehicle

vibration in phases where that condition is

important in the spacecraft environment.

Physical fitness and freedom from undue

fatigue are clearly of importance to the astro-

naut in all respects, including his tolerance of
vibration and unusual motion. With tile exception

of remedies for motion sickness (see Volume II,

Part 2, Chapter 4), no pharmacologic agents
are known to increase human tolerance of

vibration.

Summary

The vibration environments associated with

space propulsion units and space maneuvers

were carefully researched at an early stage in

the development of manned space flight; it was

not expected that vibrations would pose a major

problem in space operations. Available guidance

in regard to human safety and performance limits

allowed dictating proper engineering specifica-

tions to forestall serious adverse effects upon

the astronauts. Through careful research and

testing of human and equipment capabilities in

simulated space environments and mission,

vibration has not been a seriously stressful factor

in any USSR or US manned space missions
carried out so far.

Human vibration research has added signifi-

cantly to our understanding of the effects of

biodynamic environments in general upon aero-

space crews. This is particularly effective with

regard to human protection against mechanical

shock or impact, the field in which human vibra-

tion research has proved an indispensable key to
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the understanding and mathematical description

of all manner of force and pressure environments.
Research begun initially to support space pro-
grams has enhanced the development of bio-

dynamics as a distinct discipline, which is

contributing not only to aerospace medicine
but also to occupational and general medicine

and physiology.
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